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PREFACE 

This volume contains the selected manuscripts of the papers presented at the Second 
IDMME Conference on "Integrated Design and Manufacturing in Mechanical 
Engineering", held in Compiegne, France, at the University of Technology of 
Compiegne, May 27-29, 1998. 

The purpose of the Conference was to present and discuss topics dealing with the 
optimization of product design and manufacturing processes with particular attention to 
(1) the analysis and optimum design of mechanical parts and mechanisms (2) the 
modeling of forming processes (3) the development of computer aided manufacturing 
tools (4) the methodological aspects of integrated design and manufacturing in adapted 
technical and human environments. 

The initiative of the conference and the organization thereof is mainly due to the 
efforts of the french PRIMECA group (Pool of Computer ResoUfces for Mechanics). 
The international Institution for Production Engineering Research (C.I.R.P.) was 
helpful to attract international participants. 

The conference brought together three hundred and twenty worldwide participants. 
Hundred and thirty two papers were presented in oral or poster sessions and included in 
the proceedings in fOUf volumes given to the participants. FOUf invited lectures were 
presented: 

1. Integrated design and manufacturing applied to aerospace structures 
by Didier Guedra-Degeorges from Aerospatiale, Suresnes, France 

2. Engineering Design: management of information and uncertainty 
by Professor Chris Mac-Mahon, University ofBristol, UK 

3. Adaptative topology and shape optimization 
by Professor Ekkehard Ramm, University of Stuttgart, Germany 

4. The next-generation manufacturing research: a North-American perspective 
by Professor Clement Fortin, Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal, Canada 

xm 
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INTRODUCTION 

This book is devoted to the optimization oj product design and manujacturing. It 
contains selected and carefully composed articles based on presentations given at the 
IDMME conference held in Compiegne University of Technology, France in 1998. 
Their authors are all involved in cutting-edge research in their respective fields of 
specialization. 

The integration of manufacturing constraints and their optimization in the design 
process is becoming more and more widespread in the development of mechanical 
products or systems. There is a clear industrial need for these kinds of methodologies. 
This class of problems belongs to the problematic of Concurrent Engineering which is 
the object of many academic and industrial projects in Europe (through the ESPRIT and 
BRlTE-EURAM projects particularly) and all over the world. 

Important - but still unsolved - problems are related to the definition of design 
processes, the choice of optimal manufacturing processes and their integration through 
coherent methodologies in adapted environments. In the same time, different aspects of 
the problem have to be explored : 

the representation of the products and their properties, 
the modeling of the processes, 
the enhancement of the elementary design activities supported by classical CAD
CAM systems. 

Three main topics are addressed in this book: 
1. Analysis and optimization oj mechanical parts and products. In the first chapter, 

examples dealing with structural analysis of mechanical parts describe the 
complexity of the activity of concurrent engineering. These examples demonstrate 
the actual possibilities to simultaneously take into account thermal and mechanical 
constraints (p. 11), very complex phenomena which are associated to the crash of 
vehicles (pp. 19 and 51) or to gearboxes functioning (p. 59). The second chapter is 
devoted to some aspects of the optimal design of mechanical structures. Apart from 
the classical shape optimization techniques (pp. 101 and 109), it appears clearly 
that topological optimization techniques (pp. 117 and 133) are an alternative for the 
research of new solutions. In the same time, global approaches (pp. 85,93 and 125) 
are a potential solution when there exist many local minima of the objective 
function. The third chapter is dedicated to the problem of the integration of the 
finite element sol vers within CAD systems. A key point in this domain is to get a 
fluent "go-back" process between the numerical mockup of the product and the 
finite element model (pp. 151, 159 and 167). This goes through the development of 
efficient automatic meshing algorithms (pp. 143 and 191), new geometric tools for 
representing complex objects (pp. 167, 183, 199 and 207). The kinematics models 
are studied in chapter 4 about modeling and synthesis of mechanisms. Out of the 
classical problem of the analysis of mechanisms (pp. 217 and 265), it becomes 

xvii 
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clear that mechanisms synthesis - from a dimensional (pp. 225, 233 and 249) or a 
topological point of view (pp. 241 and 257) - is a today challenge for industrial 
purpose. This appears after a long period of academic researches which led to 
practicallimitations due to computers limitations. 

2. Analysis and optimizationfor production and manufacturing systems. In this topic, 
the authors study the complementary aspect of the design process, i.e. the 
manufacturing and production processes (machining, stamping, c1inching, age 
creep forming, ... ). Chapter 5 is related to the optimization of forming processes. 
Taking into account the complex mechanical phenomena (pp. 275, 283, 323 and 
331), it becomes possible to develop some optimization techniques applied to these 
processes (pp. 299, 307 and 315). The object of chapter 6 is the modeling for 
control and measurement (pp. 341, 349, 365, 405), and tolerancing (pp. 357, 373, 
381 and 389). This last subject clearly interacts with functional and structural views 
in the design process (p. 397). In chapter 7, design and manufacturing integration 
goes through off line programming (pp. 415, 431, 455 and 471) and the optimal 
definition of parameters for machining (pp. 423, 439, 447 and 465). 

3. Methodological aspects of integrated design and manufacturing. The two above 
topics are clearly complementary. Moreover they have to be integrated as much as 
possible. The new methodologies based on the management of fuzzy information 
(pp. 481) and know-how (p. 569), multi-model (pp. 521, 529, 553 and 569) and 
constrained-based approaches (p. 513) are presented in chapter 8. Presentations on 
design with new communication tools (p. 577) and new methodologies (pp. 489, 
545 and 561) complete this chapter. Chapter 9 is related to computer aided 
manufacturing : cost criteria are central in this domain (pp. 595 and 603). 
Otherwise, modeling of the process becomes possible with multi-agent approach (p. 
611). It may include dynamical aspects of the process (pp. 619 and 627). 

Some training applications are finally presented in the domains of collaborative 
design or manufacturing (pp. 585 and 651). 

By the end, apart from giving a thorough theoretical background, a very important 
theme is the relation between research and industrial applications. 

We hope that this book will be of interest for engineers, researchers and Ph.D. 
students who are involved in the optimization of design and manufacturing processes. It 
will be amine of examples and ideas, and we wish that it will contribute to the 
improvement and the development of concurrent engineering. 

The editors 
J.L. Batoz, P. Chedmail, G. Cognet, C. Fortin 
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HELICAL BUCKLING OF AN OPTICAL FIBRE COMPOSITE CABLE 
INTRODUCED BY PUSHING IN A DUCT 

Abstract 

1, 2 1,2 1 1 

H. BOULIiARTS , L. RIVIpRRE ,J.-L. BILLOET ,0. POLIT , 
A. PECOT , J.-L. CAMPION 

I LM2S /Upres A 8007, ENSAM Paris, 151 boulevard de I'H8pital, 75013 
Paris, France - Tel: 33.1.44.24.64.41, Fax:33.1.44.24.64.68 
2 FRANCE TELECOM, CNET DTD/IBL, BP 40, 22307 Lannion Cedex, 
France - Tel: 33.2.96.05.24.60, Fax: 33.2.96.05.27.40 

Spreading entire optical access networks to connect business customers requires the 
mechanical properties of composite optical fibre cables to be mastered and their 
installation in ducts to be optimized. In this context, FRANCE TELECOM is designing 
new cable-Iaying tools. One of these techniques, called pushing, consists in applying an 
axial compressive load to insert cables into underground ducts. However, during this 
process, the cable can buckle into sinusoidal or helical spatial modes. A life-sized 
experiment test bench has been produced at the CNET Lannion in order to understand 
these buckling phenomena. The sinusoidal and helical critical buckling loads and 
pitches are determined by using an energy approach commonly used in petroleum 
technologies. Cabie buckling is a direct result of bending stiffness, so the influence of 
this will be studied in the analytical solutions. To complete this study, finite element 
simulations have been conducted to simulate the pushing process and comparisons 
made directly between numerical and experiment load values. 

1. Introduction 

Spreading entire optical access networks to connect the customer requires the 
mechanical behaviour of the optical fibre cables structure to be mastered in order to 
optimise the cable laying process. The pushing process consists in applying an axial 
compressive load to insert the cable into an underground duct. This laying technique is 
commonly used in urban areas where the maximum iength is often less than 300 meters. 
The major part of FRANCE TELECOM' s infrastructure is composed of copper cables 
and the renewal of such a large network is a difficult task. The fibre cable studied 

3 
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presents a multilayer cylindrical structure. The diversity of the constitutive materials 
(PeHD, PVC, Aramid, glass-resin and fibre optical) means that this type of cable can be 
considered as a composite beam. The analytical constitutive equations have been 
obtained with homogenisation techniques on multilayer cylindrical beam (Boulharts, 
1997). In this study, we will deal only with a homogenised cable submitted to an axial 
compressive load. Because of friction or the complexity of courses, the cable can 
buckle when it is being laid by pushing. This phenomena must be taken into account, 
since, once the cable is buckled, a large friction drag can be created rendering pushing 
impossible. Increasing the load will damage the fibre optics and increase the cost of 
laying. In order to understand these phenomena better, the CNET Lannion has 
manufactured a life-sized experiment bench (Figure 1). The maximum length of the 
bench is 45 meters. The translucent duct allows the shape formed by the cable during 
the buckling process to be observed. The presence of different load sensors gives 
important results that will be compared to the analytical results presented in this paper. 
The buckling process is obtained by fixing an end stop with a load sensor at the end of 
the duct. 

End SlOp 

wilh force sensor 

Computer 

acquisilion (r-~-C. 

;' .,.-' I 
! 

Encodin~ 
wheel 

Translucen! duc! 
Force 

Figure 1. Experiment pushing beneh. 

The buckling of cable in rigid circular ducts has spatial modes that are called 
sinusoidal and helical modes, depending on the geometrical configuration taken by the 
cable. Figure 2 helps explain the process of buckling and post-buckling with an 
increasing compression load. Since the load is less than a first critical load Fsin ' the 
cable is straight in the lower part of the duct. As soon as compression is greater than 
this, the cable buckles in a sinusoidal configuration, snaking in the lower part. The 
sinus half-wave grows as soon as a second criticalload Fbe1 is attempted. At this instant, 
a transitory process appears and the cable quickly buckles into a helical shape. 

The helical buckling phenomenon was first studied by Lubinski (1950) and 
sinusoidal buckling by Paslay et al. (1964) and Dawson et al. (1984). More recently, 
Wu (1992) re-used some parts of these studies and completed them. All these studies 
took place in the context of petroleum technologies and presented the same phenomena 
as ours. Theoretical values such as critical forces and pitches will be compared with 
experiment results. 
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Figure 2. Sinusoidal and helical buckling. 

The first part of this study shows the results of experiments, especially for the 
helical configuration. The second part presents the theoretical study of these 
phenomena. Thirdly, a finite element simulation of the pushing process, performed 
with ABAQUS, is described; and finally, comparisons are made between experiment, 
analytical and numerical results. 

2. Buckling study experiment 

An example is given for a cable pushed inside a 45 meter long duct. The different loads 
of interest, which are the pusher effort Fp",,"' the reel effort F reel and the end stop effort 
F"op' are directly recorded by a computer. The real pushing load is obtained by the 
difference between Fpush and F ree!' Once the pushing experiment stops, the helical pitches 
are noted by a metric system arranged along the duct. 

1. The pushing effort evolution 

The pushing speed is fixed at 20 meters per minute to be as close as possible to 
the real pushing process. The encoding wheel at the entry of the duct denotes 
the position of the cable head during the experiment. The recording of the 
experiments can be divided into three distinct parts, according to the 
compressive load. In part A, the compressive load Fpu,," remains nearly constant, 
the cable is straight in the lower part of the duct, the end stop force is equal to 
zero. In part B, the cable head reaches the end stop, the pusher load increases in 
less than 1 second and the cable buckles quickly into a helical configuration. It 
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ean be observed that the end stop effort inereases up to 10 daN and tends to be 
eonstant. This phenomena is ealled "loekup" in Wu (1992). Inereasing the 
pushing load has no further influenee on the end stop load, as the frietional drag 
generated by the helieal eonfiguration is too great. Part B ends when the pusher 
load reaehes the value 170 daN value, sinee at this instant the load rapidly 
deereases due to the break in the eable that buekles in a figure of 8 inside the 
duet just next to the pusher where the load is at maximum. 

44,4 

116,4 

44,~ 

116,9 117.4 118,9 
I TIme(s) I , 

44,8 45,0 45,2 
CollIe length inserted in '" 

119,4 
, 

45,4 

Figure 3. Efforts Fpush' Freel and Fstop recordings 

2. Helical configuration study 

Onee the pushing experiment is finished, the half-piteh Pi of the helix number 
i is measured with a ruler fixed along the 45 meters of the duet (Figure 4). Piteh 
length depends on the eompressive load applied. As a result of frietion, the axial 
load deereases along the duet and so the helix pitehes inerease as the end is 
neared, as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 4. Measurement of helix half-pitches P n12 along the duc!. 

Pitehes are influeneed by the boundary indueed by the end stop (Figure 5). 
The long length used for our experiments here demonstrates its necessity. Some 
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Some reversal pitches have been observed along the duct. They appear as a 
result of friction or when snap-through to change from sinusoidal to helical 
mode does not take place. These reversal pitches induce a large variation in 
pitches as in Figure 5. 

ciJCt damltor=4O nm - UU:t=45 m 

e I~ ~~~~~~-r,-~~~~~~~ 

~ I~ ~----+------r----~---t---r--4 
~ IOO ~----+------r-----4-+-H---a-~ 

~ ~ ~----+------r--~~~~l~~~ 
u 

~ ~ f------f--
"t: 
~ ~ ~----~~Ms~~~~~-~--~--~~ 

i ~ ~~~~U-~~~--~--2---~Jq 
z 

Figure 5. Evolution of experimental cable helix periodicity. 

3. Theoretical buckling study 

An energy method application developed in petroleum technology (Wu, 1992) is used 
to determine the critical loads and pitches. Several assumptions must be made: the 
system is frictionless, the cable has a homogeneous bending rigidity and is always in 
contact with the duct, which is perfectly circular, rigid and long. An angular 
perturbation T](x), without energy contribution, is applied to the initial straight cable, 
this perturbation is similar to the sinusoidal or helical buckling modes respectively Eqn. 
(1) and Eqn. (2). 

Figure 6. Cartesian reference and angular perturbation 

( . (n1tx) T] x)=uOsm L (1) 

T](X) = 21tX 
L 

(2) 

The aim is now to calculate the variation of potential energy between the initial 
configuration and the new configuration after applying the angular perturbation. The 
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cable is in a new state of equilibrium if this variation is minimal. The general buckling 
loads Fs and Fh are obtained (cf. Table 1) in relation to the duct length L, the number of 
pitches n (with no friction, Lln is exactly the pitch length), the weight we' the radius gap 
r between duct and cable and the bending stiffness EI. These general buckling load 
values have now to be minimised by P=Lln in order to obtain the critical pitches Psin and 
Phe1 which are introduced in the general buckling load to give the critical buckling loads 

F'in and Fhe1 · 
For the transmission ofaxial load F(X) along the duct, the formulations given 

by Wu (1992) are used. It is important to notice that X = 0 corresponds to the end stop. 
The cable studied has a low weight (120 g per meter) that allows us to use a force pitch 
relation for weightless cable. The influence of the cable ben ding stiffness upon the 
helix half-pitches is shown in Figure 7. 

T ABLE 1. Critical buckling load and pitch expressions for each configuration. 

Sinusoidal Configuration Helical Configuration 
Without friction : Without friction : 

Fs = EI( ~r + ~ e (n~ r Fh = EI(2n1t)2 +~(~)2 
L 2r n1t 

8Fs =o=> p. =~EIlt4r 
8P sm W e 

F. = 2~EIWe 
sm 

r 

With friction : With friction : 

~w EI { ~ [sii} F(X)= -'-tan ~ -' +arctan(F,top --) 
r 8EI 8EIw e 

~w EI { ffi [sii} F(X)= -'-tan ~ -' +arctan(F,<op --) 
r 4EI 4EIw, 

P[II 
"2=llVF(X) 

E 1000 

E900 
I: 

i:! 800 

~100 
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~ 

..!!400 
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Influence of the bending modulus EI 
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Figure 7. Influence of the bending modulus EI upon helix haIf-pitches. 
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4. Numerical buckling study 

The 2D finite element simulation of the pushing process is performed with the 
explicit version of ABAQUS. The pusher is represented by a system of three wheels 
meshed with rigid elements. The upper wheel, free in axis 2, generates geometrical 
faults on the cable to initiate the buckling process when the cable reaches the end stop 
(Figure 8). The cable is meshed by beam elements, the duct and the end stop by rigid 
elements. The pushing speed is fixed at 30 meters per minute. The evolution of Fpush 

(given by the wheels) and FslOp is given by Figure 9. As in the simulation experiment, 
(Figure 3), a large increase of F push in a short time can be noted. Fstop also increases and 
becomes stationary, as in the experiment. 

Z-S:2 S:ZSZS: Z 52 s 1 

Figure 8 : Deformed cable in 2D numerical simulation. 

Z2000 
Finite element 
-- .. 

.E 
!II -O-Fpush I ~ t: 
~1500 r - ~---'Fstop 1-· - -

W I V~ 
g.1000 I ~ -"'-- I--·----------T '., - .. ...... ... _~~ -
!II I LI-
'0 500 I 
c I\. '--lhe cable reacnes t'II 

thestop L: 
0 ~-Il"''''''-tI ....... --rA u ""-1/ --(li 

:J 
a. 
Li. 0 2 4 6 8 10 

Time (s) 

Figure 9 : Ejj'ort curves du ring numerical simulation. 

5. Comparison 

Table 2 shows the experiment, analytical and numerical values of Fpush and 
Fstop for a 5-meter duct. The values obtained are consistent; the difference between 
numerical and experiment values comes from the finite element simulation which is 
only a 2D simulation. 

TABLE 2: ffforts Fpush' and Fstop compari~on 
(E = 7500 N.mm, r = 28 mm, w, = 0.00123 N.mm ,/1=0.3) 

Experiment Analytical Model FE. Model 

I Fpush (N) 980 620 1000 

I Fstop (N) 210 210 750 
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Figure 10 illustrates a comparison between experiment, analytical and numerical 
half-pitches. The different pitches along the duct remain within the same, narrow sc ale 
[280-420 mm]. 

Comparison 
500~----~----~----r-----r-----; 

111 

~ E 400 
"iii E 
'ö.E 300 

111 .. .,= 
ii ~ 200 
~-g 
~ 01 100 
J: 

.... .... .... \ 
~ .n.~.~.~ .. 

-Q-EXP 
__ ANAl. 

-+-FEM 

I I I o~----~----~----~----~--~ 
o 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Xinmm 

Figure 10. Comparison of buckled cable pitches 

Cables present geometrical faults due to their storage on reels. The wheels 
generate this fault in the numerical analysis, but, in the analytical simulation, the cables 
are assumed to be perfectly straight, explaining the difference between the analytical 
and the other two curves. 

6. Conclusion 

The overall behaviour of cables during the pushing process has been understood weIl 
through the experiment bench. The analytical solutions (pitches and transmission of 
axial load) derived from petroleum drilling technology allow us to determine the 
influence of the different parameters of this process. The 2D finite element simulation 
of the pushing process, wh ich has never been performed before, gives enough good 
results compared with the experiment results to forecast 3D modelling for predicting the 
helical buckling configuration. In conclusion, these three tools together form a helpful 
approach for cable design and installation by pushing. 
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Some industrial tools are submitted to thermal loading which induces irreversible 
viscoplastic strains in surface layers, damages them and provokes their failure. The 
behavior and damage forecast of the structure needs an accurate numerical simulation 
to evaluate strains and stresses due to the thermal effects. In order to apply a loading 
which is representative of the experimentation, we propose in this study to use the 
numerical process of the inverse method to identify and optimize the parameters of 
constitutive thermaIlaws. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Thermal fatigue, according to the periodicity and the severity of the cycles, induces 
irreversible strains in surface layers of loaded structures, damages them and provokes 
their failure [IJ. Hot forming tools such as continuous casting cylinders [2J or forging 
dies and also thermal treatment of metallic alloys such as quenching induce these 
kinds of solicitations. 

We propose in this study to set up a numerical methodology in order to optimize 
the tooling surface protection (the type of coating material, its thickness, and its 
treatment, etc.) at less cost. 

The numerical simulation consists in modeling the thermomechanical behavior 
of loaded structures using the finite element method. In order to more accurately 
simulate thermal loading, an inverse method is used ; it consists in optimizing the 
parameters of constitutive thermallaws (heat flows and convection parameters). 

The optimization and the numerical simulation quality simultaneously depends 
on : the adequacy between the experimentation and the industrial tooling ; the accuracy 

11 
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of the experimental measurements; the numerical conditions such as the mesh and 
the choice ofboundary conditions. 

II. OPTIMIZATION AND SIMULATION PROCEDURE 

II.l. The inverse method 

Fourier laws [3] define the different modes of thermal exchanges. Some of the 
parameters such as the heat capacity (Cp) and the thermal conductivity coefficient (A) 
are weIl known for each temperature range and each material. However, the convection 
parameters (hi) and the heat flow (Qi) are difficult to quantify by experiment. 

An inverse method process makes it possible to numerically estimate athermal 
loading which is representative of the experiment process. Therefore, it is necessary to 
perform experimental tests to measure the thermal evolution in sampies. 

The optimization procedure is based on the reduction of the difference between 
the experimental measurements and the numerical results by optimizing the 
parameters of thermal laws (hi and QJ After the first iteration, the introduction of 
these optimized parameters in the finite element software using a numerical interface, 
aIlows the calculation of a new thermal map and so a decrease of the difference 
between the experimental and calculated values. After a few iterations, the gap 
becomes stable at a minimum level. So we consider these parameters as being the best 
ones to describe the experimentalloading with the thermal modeling (Figure 1). 

The thermal difference between the experimental and numerical process is 
calculated at particular points of the stmcture. At each point, a thermocouple is 
implanted. And then in the finite element code (ZeBuLoN) [4], aseries ofnodes ofthe 
mesh must be located on these particular positions. The number of measured points 
and their positions depend on : the dimensions and the geometry of the loaded 
stmcture, and also the intensity of spatial gradients. 

It must be noticed that a good optimization needs on the one hand, that 
different values of initial parameters are tested (to avoid the problem of local minima) 
and on the other hand, that the internal parameters of the numerical process do not 
affect the final result (the number of iterations, the convergence parameter, etc.). The 
optimization code used is SiDoLo [5]. 

Optimization code 
SiDoLo 

UMERlCAL PROCESS 

lNumerica1lnterfaCd 

4iJ 
--~~~--.. ~ 

Figure 1 : Numerical procedureof optimization. 
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IL2. The thermomechanical simulation 
After the thermal loading optimization process, the anisothermal mechanical behavior 
of the structure is calculated using the finite element code where elastoviscoplastic 
laws [6] were implanted. These laws makes it possible to model the thermoelasticity 
by elasticity parameters such as the Young modulus and the thermal expansion 
coefficient. The viscoplasticity is introduced by two kinds of hardening (isotropie and 
kinematic) and the viscous stress. The twelve parameters of the anisothermal behavior 
laws of the material are identified in the working temperature range of the thermal 
cyde. Therefore, it is necessary to set up an experimental database from isothermal 
mechanical tests such as low cyde fatigue and relaxation or creep tests. All these 
parameters are identified and optimized for each tested temperature by using a similar 
numerical process described in the previous part [7]. 

III. APPLICATIONS 

III.l. The continuous casting cylinder 

The first application studied here, concems the hot forming tool used in the continuous 
casting process. A multilayer coating deposed by a Plasma Transferred Are protects the 
cylinder surface. The material used is a stainless martensitic steel (XlOCr13) (with a 
thickness of 2 mm) and a ferritic steel substrate (25CrM04). The thermomechanical 
behavior of each material has been identified and optimized from the numerical 
procedure described before [8]. The parameter values have been linearly interpolated as 
a function of the temperature. 

111.1.1. Experimental procedure 
The rotated cylinder is high frequency heated with a "pancake" inductor type to obtain 
at its center a maximal surface temperature near 500°C. The cooling sources are 
performed by compressed air nozzles which are distributed on two generating lines of 
the cylinder and a lengthwise water circulation at its center. The heating and cooling 
sources reproduce the same thermal gradients which have been measured on the 
industrial set up. The thermal evolution is recorded by thermocouples implanted at 
different depths and by an infrared pyrometer for surface measurements (Figure 2). 
The experimental database is established for the stabilized cyde which is reached at 
the frfteenth thermal cyde. Ten measurement points are plotted on the central slice at 
different depths versus time (Figure 2). 

Compressed 
air nozzles 

....... 

1: 500°C 
2: 395°C 
3: 325°C 

Compressed 4: 330°C 
ajr nozzles 5: 305°C 

6: 70°C 
7: 40°C 

Water circulation 8: 70°C 
9: 245°C 

10: 184°C Figure 2 : Experimental set up (half cylinder). 
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111.1.2. Thermalloading optimization 
Finite element calculations are made on a bidimensionnal structure with a thickness of 
1 mm which represents the central slice of the cylinder located under the middle of the 
inductor where thermal gradients are the highest. In order to obtain a best repartition 
of the thermal exchanges, the slice is divided in sixteen sectors. The heat flows and the 
convection parameters are distributed on each one of them according to experimental 
conditions (Figure 3). The mesh is constituted with 8 nodes-quadratic elements and it 
is composed of 1500 elements. The parameters Qi and hi are optimized for the 
stabilized cyde. The thermal results are obtained after 100 iterations between the 
optimization software and the finite element code. The optimized temperature values 
are presented in the table 1. 

Inductor 

XIOCr13 

25CrMo 
h, free 

Figure 3 : Thermal exchanges distribution. 

Point Experimental Calculated 
Temperature temperature 
CC) (0C) 

1 500 511 
2 395 376 
3 325 344 
4 330 322 
5 305 317 
6 70 114 
7 40 50 
8 70 119 
9 245 244 
10 184 200 

Table 1 : Comparison between the experimental and calculated results. 

After the reading of the Table 1, the best resuIts are obtained for the points 
which are located on the slice surface and also for the ones which are located near the 
central axis. For the other points, the resuIts are less accurate by reason ofthe difficulty 
to simuIate the depth of penetration which is induced by the heat flow. However, the 
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numerical process gives us a good simulation of the experimental test. Before the 
mechanical calculation of the structure, the complete thermal process is simulated from 
the initial state (20°C) to the stabilized cyde. Therefore, the cylinder rotation is 
simulated by the thermal boundary conditions rotation. For the mechanical calculation, 
the applied thermalloading is composed ofthe succession ofthese thermal maps. 

111.1.3. Mechanical calculation 
One of the two faces of the slice is considered as being the symmetry plane of the 
cylinder, then the displacements of its nodes are equal to zero in the lengthwise 
direction and one node which is located at the center is blocked in the three directions. 
For the other face, we have adopted the hypothesis of the infinite cylinder. A 
tridimensionnal simulation has been tested to validate this choice of boundary 
conditions [9]. 

This applied thermal loading induces low viscoplastic strains « to 10.4) in the 
structure. This low plastification (considered as negligible) predicts a long life to the 
structure. The numerical results are confirmed by the experiment because after 150 
thermal cydes, the cylinder exhibits no crack. The Figure 4 shows that the stress states 
are always in compression during the thermal cyde, which slows the thermal fatigue 
crack initiation. 

100 

o 

- 1 00 
-~~:'1; · -·-~~--- ~ -;-~-~· ~O-- 60 l r----_ T im c (s) 

--011 
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----- 033 

Figure 4 : Evolution of stresses versus time at the stabilized cycle. 

I1L2. Thermal treatment 

3 

~, 
2 

The inverse method can also be used for studying thermal treatments and especially 
superficial quenching of metallic alloys. In order to determine the strain and stress 
level in the quenched sampie, it is indispensable to correcdy evaluate its temperature 
evolution. The simulation makes it possible to define the influence of heating and 
cooling sources on the thermomechanical evolution of the structure. 

1ll.2.1. Experimental conditions 
Quenching tests are realized on cylindrical sampies coated by P.T.A process with 
XlOCr13 steel on a 25CrM04 substrate. In order to obtain the thermal conditions of a 
superficial quenching, we apply a temperature gradient to the sampie. The cylinder is 
heated by a three circular spirals inductor and it is cooled by a continuous water 
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circulation on its basis. The coating is cooled by a compressed air nozzle which is 
located on the top ofthe heated surface (Figure 5). 

IR 
Pyrometer~ 

Coating 
-'-'---~~,.5ubs . .,.. 

Water inlct 

Air cooling 

Inductor 

".. 
Water outflow 

Figure 5 : Experimental set up. 

The thermal measurements are recorded versus time by three thermocouples which are 
implanted at different depths in the sampie and by an infrared pyrometer for the 
surface temperatures. After heating the cylinder surface at 500°C, the inductor is cut 
off and the air-cooling is activated until the specimen reaches a temperature lower than 
50°C. 

111.2.2. Cooling optimization 
The cylinder is axisymmetrical ; therefore the mesh is bidimensionnal and it is 
constituted with 8 nodes-quadratic elements and it is composed of 190 elements. The 
periphery of the sampIe is more finely meshed because it corresponds to an important 
thermal exchange area. One node of the mesh is affected to the position of each 
thermocouple. The optimization procedure is performed on these particular points by 
minimizing the difference between experimental and calculated values versus time 
during the cooling. The convection conditions defined for the structure are described 
on the Figure 6. 

h forced 
ConLinuous water 
circulation 

h free 
ambiant air 

A ~--'L.JI.1o/.Uo:loOoL._--I Z IOC 13 
compressed air pulverization 

Figure 6: Convection parameters distribution ofthermal shock sampIes. 
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The results obtained are satisfactory and show a good adequacy between the 
experimental measurements and the numerical simulation (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Evolution oftemperature at each thermocouple versus time. 

After the cooling optimization, we have simulated the complete thermal cyde 
from the initial gradient (from 500DC to lOODC) to the end of cooling. 

111.2.3. Mechanical calculation 
The loading is only a thermalloading and it is composed of the succession of thermal 
maps which have been calculated in the thermal simulation. The mechanical 
calculation evidences a maximal von Mises stress for the point A located at the center 
ofthe cylinder(Figure 5). This applied thermal cyde induces low viscoplastic strains in 
the structure (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Evolution ofthe total strain Gw versus time at the point A. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The inverse method allows us to simulate a thermalloading similar to the one which is 
applied in the experiment and also to calculate strain and stress levels of the loaded 
structure. The optimization quality direcdy depends on the comparison between 
experimental and calculated thermal values. Therefore, it is indispensable to perform 
experimental measurements with a maximal accuracy. In the both studies presented 
here, we have evidenced the no-existence of viscoplastic strain. Now, it would be 
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interesting to simulate bigher thermalloading to reach a viscoplastic strain level and to 
complete tbis work by the study of the damage of materials. 

In the case of the continuous casting cylinder, we are now going to test different 
types of coating materials or different thicknesses, in order to observe their 
thermomechanical effects on the loaded structure. 

In the study of superficial quencbing tests, we can now approach the notion of 
residual stresses in order to validate the choice of the behavior model by comparison of 
numerical forecast and residual stresses measurements. 
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An original method is proposed for the localization of coIlapse mechanisms in axial 
compression and bending for multibody modeIling of simplified vehicle crash 
simulations. It consists of using aglobaI beam finite element model coupling with 
results of analytical models for the determination of characteristics in the post-coIlapse 
stage. The objective of this paper is to veriry, in the context of three dimensional 
multibody modeIling, the localization method with the use of force-displacement and 
moment-angle relationships obtained from kinematic models. In order to veriry the 
validity of this approach, a study on two thin-waIled side bars, such as a double 
curvature "S" frame subjected to impact a rigid block is performed. 

1. Introduction 

Numerical simulation ofthe coIlision oftransport vehicles is currently undertaken using 
finite element models which can include up to 100 000 sheIl elements on a 
supercomputer. While this so-caIled local approach is altogether feasible and 
economical when compared to the costs and timings of purely experimental methods, 
the "fuIly blown" simulation method must only be used when the structure design is 
weIl enough advanced to optimize it. As a matter of fact, during the design phase, the 
manufacturer wants to have access to a simulation and crash optimization methodology 
which enables hirn to have a quick and rough idea about the behaviour of several 
alternative designs. 

2. Multibody Modelling 

We have developed a computer-based method CRASH-3D (Cornette et al., 1996), for 
the formulation of nonlinear dynamical constraints equations of motion for spatial 
dynamic analysis of mechanical systems. A natural coordinates system, developed by 
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G. Villalonga et al., with Kane's equations has been used. We have seen that these 
methods are separately efficient for the modelling of multibody systems and that the 
combinated use developed here allows one to obtain rapidly the spatial dynamic 
simulation result. We are interested in a method which gives us a minimal system of 
differential equations and which permits us to model a structure rapidly so as to use it in 
a mathematical structural optimization. This pro gram uses a super folding element and a 
super beam element concept in order to characterize plastic deformations during 
structural collapse (Markiewicz et al., 1996). An analytical method is used to determine 
the resistance to the collapse of thin-walled structures of a relatively complex geometry 
when subjected to axial compression and bending. 
The use of multibody systems for the numerical simulation of the collision is based on 
the following concept : the structure we are studying is represented by a set of rigid 
bodies connected by different joints. Rigid bodies help to characterize on the one hand 
all the inertial components of the structure and on the other hand, all zones that undergo 
no or only weak deformations. These different rigid bodies are connected by joints that 
characterize all the deformation of the structure. These joints are the association of 
geometrical links with non-linear springs. The axial compression of an element is 
represented by the superposition of a translation joint (prismatic link) with a rectilinear 
spring including Force-Displacement characteristics ofthis element. In the same way, a 
plastic hinge associates a rotational joint (revolute or spherical link) with a rotational 
spring so as to characterize the bending of the structure. 
Nevertheless, the characteristics of the generalized springs for localized large 
deformations have to be determined. The response of a typical prismatic column loaded 
in axial compression or in bending consists of three phases (Figure 1). The pre-collapse 
phase corresponds to elastic-plastic deformations. In the case of elastic buckling, the 
point "a" characterizes the critical moment or force of elastic buckling. A second post
buckling stage then takes place in which each plate is subjected to transversal 
displacements. At the collapse point "b", the moment or force reaches a maximum (or 
peak). In the case of plastic buckling, for thick plates, plastic deformations appear 
before reaching peak force or moment. After that, the post-collapse phase leads to a 
reduction in the moment or force response and large plastic bending deformations. The 
resistance to collapse of thin-walled structures of a relatively complex geometry when 
subjected to axial crushing or bending are determined analytically by kinematic models. 
Pionneering works in this area are due to Abramowicz and Wierzbicki (1989) and 
Kecman (1979). Present authors have extended it to complex cross-sections profiles 
(1996) and developped new models (1997, 1999). 

M(Nm) 

P (N) pre.collapse 

b 
collapse (peak momenlum) 

e (rd) 

a b 
Figurel. Crushing (a) or ben ding (b) characteristic ofa typical prismatic column. 
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3. Localization Method 

The localization of large plastic deformations is an absolutely necessary tool for the 
multibody modelling of the structural crash behavior. The localization method has to 
determine the number and to position the deformation joints so as to optimize the 
calculation time. An original method based on the comparison between analytical 
results for the local components and aglobai beam finite element model is presented. 
The beam models implemented in PAM-CRASH™ are based on the Belytchko-Schwer 
(1977) formulation and on the Euler-Bemouilli beam theory. The main feature of this 
element is its ability to handle efficiently large displacements and rotations. 
For axial compression load or purely bending load, this beam describes correct1y the 
pre-collapse stage of thin-walled structures (Figure 2). The use of this beam element in 
aglobai beam finite element model allows to obtain the value of peak force or moment. 
As the beam theory does not represent the post-collapse stage for thin-walled structures, 
it is taken into account by means of kinematic models in the multibody model. The 
advantage of aglobaI beam element model is that the pre-collapse curve is obtained for 
real loading conditions (dynamical inertia and strain rates effects) combining 
compression and bending. In the case of complex structures, bending moments are 
calculated for the true moment arm. 

Pre-collapse 

F ou M 

Post-collapse 

.. 

Öou e 

Analytical model 

FE beam 

Figure2. Comparison offorce/crushing or momentlfolding angle responses 
for analytical model with the finite element beam model. 

In the case of complex structures, for bending load, this beam element allows to obtain 
the orientation of the bending plane necessary to calculate the post-collapse 
characteristics with the kinematic model in bending. 
This method is summarised by the algorithm on Figure 3. This algorithm is divided into 
nine parts (Q to ~) which are used in an iterative procedure in the calculation parts. 

*Step Q: A finite element model of the sub-structure or the entire vehicle is made with 
realloading conditions (initial velocity, rigid wall, added mass and so on). 

*Step 1: Analytical models in axial compression and in purely bending are determined, 
for each type of beam cross-section of the structure, the peak force Pxa and the 
peak moments Mya and Mza for the two principal inertial directions. 

*Step 6: For each calculation time step into each beam element, the maximum 
compression force Pxef and maximun bending moments Myef et Mzef for the 
two principal directions are obtained. 

*Step J: The norm Mef is calculated by : 
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(1) 

It corresponds to the beam bending moment into the plane oriented with the 
angle of inclination '" to the plane (xOy). 

*Step~: The angle ofinclination ofthe plane is determined by: 

rjJ = a tan( Mzej ) (2) 
Myej 

*Step ~: Using an elliptical interpolation, the analytical bending moment for this 
direction can be predicted by: 

Ma = ~ ( Mya cos( rjJ)/ + ( Mzasin(rjJ)/ (3) 

*Step ~: The values Pxa and Ma define localization criteria ofthe collapse mechanism 
in axial compression and bending. 

*Step 1: If these peak values are reached by the maximum compression Pxef or the 
maximum bending moment Mef, the beam element is replaced by an equivalent 
deformation joint in either axial compression or purely bending. The 
characteristic of the non-linear spring is obtained by combining the response in 
pre-collapse stage of the beam element with the response in post-collapse stage 
of the analytical model in compression or in bending. In the case of a plastic 
hinge, the bending characteristics are calculated for the post-collapse stage in the 
bending plane "'. 
Ifthe peaks are not reached, a new iteration takes place with stage Q. 

*Step ~: A multibody or hybrid model (multibody/finite element) of the structure is 
obtained. This step corresponds to the new model for the step Q of the following 
iterative procedure until the current time t reaches the final time (tr) ofthe study. 

This iterative procedure allows to predict all the deformation zones which appear during 
the simulation. It corresponds to our expectations for an approach in an early design 
stage because the calculation time is very short. 

4. Application to an Impacted Double Curvature Thin-Walled "S" Frame 

The structure represented in Figure 4-a is a simplified side member of a vehicle, a 
double curvature thin-walled "S" beam type. Similar studies have already been 
undertaken on the same type of structure, but in planar configuration (Drazetic et al., 
1993). The vehicle mass was localized at the end of the structure. Consequently, only 
bending mechanisms were initiated. However, several studies on the crash behavior of 
transportation vehicles show that compression and bending loading act almost 
simultaneously. In a previous study by the present authors, the same planar structure 
was used with some modifications. Load and boundary conditions were used in order to 
initiate an axial compression collapse, followed by a bending collapse in the curved 
zones, and to highlight the compressionlbending coupling. In the present paper, the 
same conditions are used for an "S" beam in a three-dimensional behavior. Objectives 
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are to verify, in the context of three-dimensional multibody modelling, the coupling of 
the localization method with the use of the force-displacement and moment-angle 
relationships obtained from kinematic models in compression and bending. 

current time ~ final time 

A ALYTICALMODELS 

Detenmn81100 
- ofme peak load in - ofme peak moments 

compression Pu Mya et M>.a for the 
pnnclpal inemal 

[1.5 If 

dlrecllons 

A sembling: FE pr~lIap!e tagt 
.nd analylical po t-<ollap!t tagt 

~t2: .. :~ ~,.~. 

Figure 3. Algorithm ofthe localization method. 

Detenninanon orme bendlOg 
plane onent8110n 

~-atan(Mzefl My.!) 

The fIrst objective is to validate with accurate results, the spatial multibody modelling 
where translational and rotational springs are supplied by the response curves of 
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compression and bending kinematic models. The second objective is to evaluate the 
interest of this simplified approach dedicated to the pre-design stage in terms of 
modelling and CPU time saved. 

Front View Side View 
Front view 

a b 

Figure 4. a - Description of the tested structure, b - Multibody model. 

To provoke the axial compression collapse and bending collapse in the curved zones 
one after the other, we have considered areal context which consists of distributing the 
additional mass into two places according to a ratio 1/2 and 1/2. The energy absorbing 
capability of two single "S" frames does not allow the use of the total mass of a mean 
range vehicle of 1200 kg. That is why, from a strictly academic point of view, we have 
decided to take a total mass corresponding to the kinetic energy dissipation capability of 
the structure. 80 kg are put on the low extremity that represents the side member / car 
body link and 80 kg are put on the high extremity that corresponds to the side member / 
crosspiece link. To avoid the risk that compression and bending mechanisms act in 
parallel, the double curvature "S" frame is composed oftwo members made of different 
steels. These steels are developed by SOLLAC for the car industry in order to improve 
the energy dissipation capability with the conflicting requirement for weight saving. A 
SOLPHOR P220 high strength steel is used for the straight part in front of the 
crosspiece which collapses in compression. A SOLDUR 355 HSLA is used for the rest 
ofthe structure which collapses in bending. 
The cross-section is of a spot-welded trapezoidal-hat type. The space between two spot
welds, determined by kinematic models and corresponding approximatively to the 
plastic folding wavelength, is of35 mm. 

4.1 THIN SHELLS FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING 

Due to the symmetry only one side member is modelled by 7680 elastic-plastic thin 
shells. The strain rate material sensitivity is taken into account according to the Cowper
Syrnonds law. The spot welds are represented by 48 rigid bodies. The impacted zone is 
mode lIed by a rigid wall. To simulate the side member / car body link and the side 
member / crosspiece link where additional masses of 40 kg are added, two rigid bodies 
are defined and guided in the impact axis. Finally, the initial velocity is applied to the 
nodes of the whole structure and the calculation is implemented for a study time of 30 
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ms. At this final calculation time the total kinetic energy is not fully dissipated. There 
remains about 1.2 kJ, but the energy dissipation capability by plastic folding in the 
bended zones has reached its maximum. 

4.2 SPATIAL RIGID MULTIBODY MODELLING 

The localization method with a beam finite element model is tested. We obtain a spatial 
rigid multibody modelling of the side member with 10 rigid bodies connected to 9 non
linear rotational springs and one non-linear translational spring (Figure 4-b). 
The characteristic of non-linear springs is obtained by the combination of the response 
in pre-collapse stage of the beam element with the response in post-collapse stage of 
analytical models. In the case of plastic hinges, the bending characteristics are 
calculated for the post-collapse stage in two bending planes oriented with an angle of 
30° (RI,R2,R7-R9) and 58° (R3-R6). 
The comparison with FE results has been made qualitatively as weil as quantitatively. 
Table 1 gives the results in terms of crushing distance, velocity, acceleration and 
dissipated energy at the final time of the simulation for the finite element beam, shell 
and multibody models. We compare the crushing / times and the velocity / time 
responses (Figure 5) ofthe node which corresponds to the side member / car body link. 
On the PAM-CRASHTM model, this node corresponds to the rear guided rigid body for 
which the deceleration, velocity and displacement are obtained at the center of gravity. 
The results obtained by the simulation using the spatial rigid multibody model give 
satisfactory results when compared to shell finite element results. The results of the 
beam finite element model are not satisfactory, but the only interest of this approach is 
its use for the localization method 
From the quantitative point of view, in terms of crushing / times and velocity / time 
curves, the results are similar. The crushing / time comparison shows a good correlation 
of the history with a final gap of 10.24 mm. In terms of dissipated kinetic energy, the 
final velocity of the rear end structure is 7.3 ms- I for the shell FE model and 7.39 ms- I 

for the multibody model. The initial kinetic energy is 9 kJ. By considering that, at time 
30 ms only the rear added mass of 40 kg is acting, we deduce an energy dissipation of 
7.932 kJ for the shell FE model and 7.906 kJ the multibody model. For the set ofresults, 
an acceptable relative difference never exceeds 3.3%. 

5. Conclusion 

We can conclude that spatial rigid multibody modelling is sufficientiy accurate to be 
used in apre-design stage. The simulation of the side member crashing over a duration 
of 30 ms- I requires about 20 hours of CPU time on an HP 90001770 (1200) workstation 
in the case of the shell model and only a few minutes for the rigid multibody models. 
The very quick calculation and modelling times of the multibody approach allow one to 
highlight zones which undergo large deformations and have a first estimation of the 
energy dissipation. Coupled with kinematic models which provide the non-linear 
translational and rotation al spring characteristics almost instantiy, this approach allows 
the engineer to implement an iterative design process and retain the first technological 
solutions before a more accurate but more expensive modelling approach is undertaken. 
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T ABLE I. Synthesis of results 
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Figure 5. Response curves a- crushingltime b- velocity/time for the 3 approaches. 
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1. Introduction 

Product design imposes validations with simulation that are found increasingly 
upstream of the final product's definitions. The industrialists must thus have simulation 
software that can be easily and rapidly implemented to compare solutions as from the 
preliminary design stages. 
This paper describes the application of a new simulation technique that can be very rapidly 
implemented. This approach was initially developed by Renault and LMT at ENS Cachan, 
France. It is now being industrialised within the framework of a European Brite Euram 
project entitled "Low Cost Press Tooling - BE 1773". One ofthe objectives ofthis project is 
the development of a software intended to rapidly evaluate the structure of stamping tools to 
optimise their size, weight and rigidity so as to allow for a cheaper design in terms of 
manufacture, handling and transport in the future. 

Industrial optimisation problems with 3D geometry currently condition the selection of 
resolution methods. The Finite Element Method (FEM) probably is the most common 
method for structure calculations, but it can be time consuming in analysing very complex 
structures. Simplified methods e.g. material resistance or the plate and shell theory are also 
available; these are efficient but limited to highly specific geometries. Intermediate methods 
e.g. Treffiz approximations developed from functions observing internal balance can prove 
very useful during optimisation proeesses beeause they help approach the solution 
satisfactorily with few degrees of freedom. 
This paper meets Treffiz methodology to solve structural yield strength problems. This 
method allows for a quick evaluation of stresses and deformations in structures that may 
have complex shapes. It ean be used at the pre-project stage where it is interesting to rapidly 
have orders of magnitude as regards rigidity and stresses so as to determine the general 
shape and size of the structure prior to performing accurate measurements once it has been 
defined. The edge effects with short variation length that have little effect on the overall 
rigidity of the structure and impose an aceurate definition of the geometry (generally not 
available in the pre-project phase) prior to calculation can be determined at a later stage. 
In the approach presented here, an approximation is designedwith polynomials observing 
the internal balance. A variation formulation suitable for this approximation is used. This 
choice emphasises the representation of the internal effects. The solution fields do not take 
the load or displacement continuity into account between the sub-domains that define the 
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structure. Very few topological constraints thus need to be observed in the definition of 
geometries for calculation purposes. Likewise, the degree of approximation fimctions can be 
different from one sub-domain to the other. This simplicity in the definition of structure and 
the low number of constraints occurring in the approximation allow for a wide operational 
flexibility. 

A software, designed to be integrated into the CAD software already available on the 
market, is being developed. This software will allow switching from a volume-related tool 
CAD model to a digital model ready for calculation. This industrial code imposed a new 
digital operation based on a conventional numerical integration and resolution performance 
improvements different from those presented in Hochard (1991). 

The calculation code as weIl as a calculation modelisation example are presented after abrief 
description of the simplified method. 

2. Simplified Metbod Description 

This Treffiz method was originally proposed by P. Ladeveze (1993). In this 
approach, an approximation is designed from the study of the mathematical structure of the 
solutions. This study is based on results derived from the St Venant principle as it applies to 
straight, semi-infinite, homogeneous, constant cross-section beams and was extended to star 
fields. The approximation evidenced can be considered as a satisfactory representation of the 
internal effect but may be wrong elose to edges where high gradient effects are detected. 
While taking the nature of the approximation into account, a variational formulation of the 
problem was suggested to consider any type of boundary conditions. One of the aspects of 
this definite positive variational formulation is that it is not derived form a minimisation 
problem or a saddle point because it is not symmetric. In that, it is different from the 
conventional formulations commonly used (Jirousek, 1986) with Treffiz based functions. 
The extension to complex structures proceeds by breaking those into sub-domains to which 
a natural extension of the formulation used for a simple structure with a set of domains 
(Hochard, 1993) is applied. The method is then applied to the non-zero elastic plates within 
the framework ofthe Kirchhoff-Love (Hochard, 1991) theory. 

2.1. TREFF TZ APPROXIMATION 

The elasticity problem, where body forces are equal to zero, can be written as follows : 

To find u displacement field, such that: 
div o(u) = 0 in 0, 
u = Ud on 010, 
o(u)n = fd on 020, with o(u) = Ks(u) (1) 

where displacements Ud and forces fd are prescribed on 010 et 020 respectively. It can be 
shown (Hochard, 1993) that, for inner points of the domain, a good approximation of the 
displacement solution u is obtained with polynomials belonging to the following finite
dimensioned subspace: 

1JP T = { U polynomial of degree ::;; p, div Ke( u) = 0 }. 
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These Treffiz functions are representative of the interior effect. Similar results have been 
obtained for plates in the framework ofthe Kirchhoff~Love theory (Hochard, 1991). 

2.2. V ARIATIONAL FORMULATION 

A variational formulation, which is consistent with the above approximation and which takes 
into account the boundary conditions, is then introduced. The initial problem is replaced by 
an equivalent formulation which can be written as: 

To find U belonging to UPT such that: V U*E uPT 

fO"(u*)n'(U-Ud)dr+ fu*.(O"(u)n-fd)dr=O (2) 
Gin Gzn 

To extend this method to more complex structures, the whole domain is subdivided into 
subdomains Oi. The problem of elasticity can be written: 

To find u, with Ui its restriction on Oi, such as: 
div Ke( Ui) = 0 in Ob 

~=~ oo~~ 
0"( Ui)n = f di on 820 i, 

Ui = Uj et 0"( Ui)ni + 0"( Uj)nj = 0 on r ij, (3) 

where the last line corresponds to the conditions of continuity between Oi and Oj along rij 
(ni+nj=O on rij). A generalisation of the simple domain variational formulation can be 
written (Hochard, 1993): 

To find u, with Ui E UPT its restriction on Ob such as: V U*E UPT 

f O"(u*)n.(uj - udddr + f u*.(O"(Uj)n - fdddr + 
Gin G2n 

! L f [u*.( <r(u; )nj + <r(uj)nj) + <r(u*)n.(u; - Uj )]dr =0 
2 . 

J fij 

(4) 

This variational formulation is not~symmetrical but definite positive. This study has been 
extended to complex assembling of plates. 

3. Numerical Implementation ofthe Method 

The first implementation of the software was carried out with a symbolic language 
for numerical analysis (Macsyma). From a set ofpolynomial interpolation functions in terms 
of displacement, the deformations, the stresses and the expressions of the various matrices 
associated with the variational formulation were caIculated and automatically translated in 
Fortran language by Macsyma. 
This earlier version has shown the potential advantage of the method, but it was not very 
useful for industrial structures. To answer industrial requirements, a new version has been 
developed in the framework of Brite Euram « Low Cost Tooling» Project. This new 
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version, which name is CASSEL (Simplified CAlculation ofElastic Structures), uses several 
computational techniques well known in the field of the Finite Element Method (Dhatt, 
1981): 

• Numerical integration rather that explicit integration 
• Optirnisation ofthe computer memory usage 
• Adding several types of boundary conditions and loads to model the behaviour of 

industrial structures. 

3.1 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 

Using symbolic programming language makes Fortran subroutines very difficult to 
read and consequently difficult to maintain. Numerical integration, associated with 
programrning rules provides : 

• A Fortran code easier to read and more compact. 
• Time saving to implement new functionality. 
• A better reliability by modular programrning (one subroutine for one integral of the 

variational formulation). 
• For further development, the ability to use an adaptive technique to adapt the 

polynornial basis to the accuracy required 
A comparison between explicit integration programrning (one term of the 196 terms of the 
DIO matrix) and numerical integration programrning (all terms ofthe same DIO matrix) is 
shown Figure 1. 

one term ofthe 196 terms ofthe D10 matrix 

DI0(13,14) = -12*«(3*NU-l)*NY**3+«4-2*NU)*NX**2-1)*NY)*Y5+«6-12 
1 *NU)*NX*NY**2+( -S*NU-l )*NX**3+NX)*XY 4+«2 *NU-4)*NX*NY**2+(1-3*N 
2 U)*NX**3+NX)*XS+«S*NU+ 1 )*NY**3+«(l2 *NU-6)*NX*·2-1 )*NY)*X4 Y +«(1 
3 0*NU-2)*NX*NY**2+(4*NU+4)*NX**3-6*NX)*X3Y2+«-4*NU-4)*NY**3+«2 
4 -1O*NU)*NX**2+6)*NY)*X2Y3) 

IOr al/ terms orthe DIO matrix 

DO 30 K = I, NFBASE 
oo40L= I,NFBASE 

OMEGA = -(WDX(L)*NX+WDY(L)*NY) 
flex = nMn(K)*omega+(DivMn(K)+tMns(K))*W(L) 
DIO(K,L) = DIO(K,L)+COEF*FLEX 

40 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 

Figure 1: Comparison between explicit anti numerical integration 
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3.20PTIMISATION 

The development ofthis numerieal methods requires to solve a non symmetrie system 
of linear equations (28 equations by plates). In order to save eomputing memory and to 
provide a very quiek resolution, a skyline matrix storage technique with its associated solver 
has been implemented. 
The figure below (Figure 2) shows how the structure buHt with plates are eonneeted by their 
boundary to buHd the strueture. This topology is quite similar to a mesh where nodes are 
equivalent to plates and elements are the eonnection between plates. So, it is easier to 
implement an a1gorithm ofbandwidth (Sloan, 1989) similar to finite element method. 

Plate structure Internal grid 

plate ~ 

--'(1 D 

Connectivity 

5) 
Figure 2: Topology 0/ the plate stnlcture 

4. CAD Integration 

For detailed design, usually, stamping tools are defined by asolid modelling method, but in 
the earlier stage of design, designers thinks about the tool architecture in terms of plates 
(walls, ribs, ... ). In the earlier stage of design, parametrization (thieknesses, ribs position, ... ) 
can be very useful to evaluate and compare several design solutions. 
CASSEL is elearly weil adapted to simulation in the earlier stage of design. In order to 
provide to the designer the necessary geometrieal and parametrization tools, it was decided 
to design the software in a way that it ean be connected easily to CAD system available on 
the market. 
Ideas Master Series from SDRC has been chosen for the first integration of CASSEL in a 
CAD system. Ideas provides a functionality to obtain a mid-surfaee model with thiekness 
from a solid model (under the eondition that volumes are «thin », i.e. with one dimension 
smaller than the two others). The Figure 3 shows a solid model and the corresponding 
eonneeted mid surfaee model with thiekness required for CASSEL simulation is represented 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 3.- Solid model 

Figure 4 .- Connected mid surface model with required for CASSEL simulation 

In order to display displacements and stresses in a graphical post-processor, each plate is tessellated 
and displacements and stresses are approximated at each vertex of the tessellation, using the 
polynomial interpolation function set. 
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5. Example 

Figure.5 :Displacement magnitude obtained with CASSEL 

Figure 6 :Displacement magnitude reference results (FEM) 

As an example, a mid surface model of a die is considered (Figure 7). The load is prescribed 
on the entry of the die. The model for CASSEL simulation corresponds to ail the plates 
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represented Figure 7. The displacement magnitude results obtained with CASSEL (Figure 5) 
are in very good agreement with the reference Finite Element results represented Figure 6. 

prescrlbtd 
load 
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, 
L 

Figure 7 :Mid surface model required for CASSEL simulation 
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AIRCRAFT ENGINE BLADES-CASING CONTACT STUDY 

Abstract 

I. GUILLOTEAU, E. ARNOULT, B. PESEUX 
Laboratoire de Mecanique et Materiaux, Division Structures, 
Ecole Centrale de Nantes, BP 92101, F-44321 NANTES Cedex 3, France 
M. BERTHILLIER 
Departement YLEA 
SNECMA, F-77550 MOlSSY-CRAMAYEL, France 

The present work aims at studying contact phenomena within aircraft engines. These 
events occur for instance when severe manoeuvrings are operated or when the engine 
bears ablade-off event. Two approaches are used simultaneously. The former is a 
numerical one and consists in a fine rotor/stator contact simulation. Various contact
impact algorithms and time integration schemes are tested on elementary cases. The 
Lagrange multiplier method appears to be the most appropriate one for dynamic studies. 
The lauer approach is an experimental one and consists in a vibratory study of the 
mechanical coupling between the casing and the fan bladed disk so as to determine what 
parameters generate interaction. A simplified experimental test rig is used. Interaction is 
produced with selected casing and blade modes. 

1. Industrial Context 

During the qualification stage of a civil aircraft engine, aseries of tests are carried out. 
One of these tests is ablade off test that demonstrates the engine capability of containing 
damage without catching fire and without failure of its mounting attachments when 
operated for at least 15 seconds, unless the resulting engine damage induces a seIf 
shutdown. The engineers need to predict the real loads applied to the engine structure in 
order to optimize the design stage. For this, a lot of numerical simulations are carried 
out but current software does not give adequate results, and in particular the finite 
element simulations involving contact. The aim of our work is to propose simplified 
models providing accurate results. The first part of this paper deals with the numerical 
simulation of contact, while the second part is an experimental study. 

35 
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2. Algorithmic Aspects 

In order to build a simplified model of the dynarnic contact phenomenon, c1assical 
contact-impact methods and time integration operators are studied. 

2.1. CONT ACT METHODS 

Two parameters must be defined to characterize the contact conditions : the gap function 
g, which represents the distance between the bodies in potential contact, and the contact 
pressure A. Thus, the unilateral contact law is expressed as an impenetrability condition 
(g~O), a compressive condition (A:5:0), and a complementary condition (gA.=O). 

The discretized contact problem consists in finding the displacement vector U(t), so 

that MÜ+Fint(U,U)_Fext+Fcontact=O and G(t)=Go+QU, where M is the mass 

. Fint . h f . I .. Fext . h f I .. Fcontact . matrIx, IS t e vector 0 mterna lorces, IS t e vector 0 externa lorces, IS 

the vector of contact forces, Ü and U are the vectors of nodal accelerations and 
velocities. The gap functions have been adapted to the finite element method and are 
noted G and GO, vectors of current and initial gaps. Q is a matrix deduced from the 
discretization of the contact entities. 

The contact methods derive from the optimization study with constraints. The first 
one is the penalty method, adopted by commercial software of dynamic mechanics like 
LS-DYNA3D, PAMCRASH or RADIOSS. It consists in introducing artificial springs 
between the contact nodes. This method is easy to implement in a finite element code 
but adrnits body penetrations and induces high frequency oscillations. The problem 
becomes : find U so that 

MÜ+ Fint CU, U)+[Q\XQ]U _Fext +QTaGO =0 (1) 

where the contact force vector is A = aG and ais the penalty parameter matrix. 
The second method is the Lagrange multiplier method, which has the advantage of 

enforcing the exact geometric contact condition but introduces additional variables, 
namely the contact forces. The problem is then to find the couple (U,A) so that 

MÜ+Fint(U, U)_pext +QT A=O (2) 

with the condition G(t)=Go+QU = O. 
Another kind of method is a mix of the penalty functions and the Lagrange 

multipliers: for example, the augmented Lagrangian or the perturbed Lagrangian 
methods. We will not deal with these methods in the present paper. 

2.2. TIME INTEGRATION SCHEMES 

The scheme generally chosen for high velocity impact problems is an explicit one : the 
second-order accurate central difference method 

Un+1 = Un + ilTUn+1I2 , Un+1I2 = Un- 1I2 + ilTÜn (3) 

with ~T= tn+l-tn = t o+I/2 -tn-I/2' 
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This scheme is conditionally stable, i.e. the time step must be lower than a limit value, 
depending on the discretization of the structure : ~T $ 2/wrnax , where Wrnax is the highest 
frequency component in the discretized system. 

In the case of low velocities, an implicit scheme can be used. The most common one 
is the Newmark time integration scheme 

U n+! =U n +~TUn +~T2[(~-~)Ün +~Ün+d (4) 

(5) 

where ~ and y are the Newmark parameters. Integration is globally first-order accurate 
for )'=112 and a choice of 2~;;ry~1I2 leads to an unconditional stability. If ~=O and )'=112, 
the scheme corresponds to the central difference method. 

2.3. FORWARD INCREMENT LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER 

If the discretized contact problem is resolved using the central difference method for 
time integration and the Lagrange multiplier for contact, there appears a singularity : the 

contact forces An+! have no influence on the displacements Un+! ! Carpenter et al. [3] 
propose an alternative formulation compatible with the explicit scheme: 

.. int . ext T 
MUn+F (Un,Un)-Fn +Qn+! An=O, Gn+!=O (andnotGn=O). 

* c The formulation leads to a predictor-corrector process Un+! = Un+1 + Un+!, where 

U~+ 1 is the vector of nodal displacements ca1culated without contacL The vector 

U~+! = -~T2M-IQJ+IAn is a displacement correction due to contact and the force 

that permits us to impose the contact constraint is 

[ 2 -I T ]-I( • 0) An = dT Qn+IM Qn+1 Qn+IU n+1 +G . (6) 

3. Numerical Results 

The different methods of dynamic contact are tested on simple examples. The first one is 
an impact of two identical elastic rods, initially separated, as described in [3]. The 
methods used to resolve this problem are the penalty and the forward Lagrange 
multiplier methods, with an explicit time integration scheme. Figure 1 shows that the 
Lagrange multipliers give very accurate results compared to the penalty method. 

If the penalty parameter is increased for a better precision of the results, the nodal 
penetration decreases but a lot of numerical oscillations appear in the velocity and 
contact force curves. Theoretically an infinite value must be used for the penalty 
parameter, but in practice, especially with an explicit time scheme, the contact stiffness 
should be of the same magnitude as the structure stiffness, otherwise the time step must 
be widely reduced. That is the reason why the results are not always satisfactory. 
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With the Lagrange multiplier method, the results are accurate, and the explicit stable 
time step does not need decreasing [1]. Thus, in order to model the following examples, 
the Lagrange multiplier method is retained. 

The second example deals with the impact of an elastic rod against a rigid wall, 
resolved using the Lagrange multiplier method with implicit and explicit time 
integration schemes and LS-DYNA3D, with the default contact values. The Newmark 
scheme with (ß=0.25; "(=0.55) does not give satisfactory results; there appears 
numerous oscillations in particular in the contact force curve [4]. The (ß=0.50 ; "(=0.55) 
implicit and the explicit schemes, coupled with the Lagrange multiplier method, give 
similar results, while the explicit-penalty method (LS-DYNA3D) induces a slight nodal 
penetration. 
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Figure 1. Impact of two identical elastic rods. 

The last numerical test is the rebound, without friction, of a 2D rotational elastic 
beam against a rigid circle (cf. Figure 2). The steel beam describes an eccentric circle 
with the contact one and is subjected to a torque at its extremity on the hinge . 
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Figure 2. Beam rebound on a circular contact zone. 

, 

The next stage of our numerical study consists in modelling contact with a flexible 
axisymmetric surface. 
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4. Experimental Aspects 

4.1. DYNAMIC INSTABILITY 

The experimental part of the study deals with vibratory interaction between the engine 
and the fan bladed disko When an aircraft engine bears ablade loss, high unbalanced 
loads are generated. The bladed disk and the casing come into contact, shocking and 
rubbing each other. In the meantime the two structures are loaded over a huge frequency 
spectrum and numerous natural modes of vibration are excited. Some particular 
conditions are required to make the whole system come into resonance and be submitted 
to severe stresses. The dynamic instability can lead to the ruin of the engine. Special 
attention is therefore to be paid on the exact conditions which give rise to the instability. 

Both the casing and the bladed disk are supposed to be axisymmetric structures. As 
a consequence, their natural modal shapes can be represented by the number of their 
nodal diameters n. If fe denotes the casing natural frequency far n nodal diameters and fb 

the bladed disk natural frequency far the same n diameters mode, if f denotes the 
rotation frequency of the engine, then a condition far dynamic instability is given by [5]: 

fe + fh = n.f (7) 
This equation means that waves in opposing directions are travelling both in the casing 
and the blades. 

In order to avoid such a coincidence, engine designers are to respect important 
frequency constraints which usually lead to increasing the casing stiffness, weighting the 
engine down and making it clumsy. Other solutions have to be found. 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG 

The purpose of the experimental approach is to examine more precisely the behaviour of 
the blades when rubbing on the casing, and validate numerical simulations. In a second 
part, the test rig will be used to determine which parameters are involved in the 
apparition of interaction, in addition to equation (7). 

The test rig used is deliberately simplified (see Figure 3). It consists in apart of a 
casing of an aircraft engine bolted on a steel ring which is fixed on the table of a vertical 
lathe, and in ablade clamped in the turret. In this configuration, the rotating part is the 
casing, and no aerodynamic effect due to the rotation of blades has to be taken into 
account. The use of a single blade instead of a whole set is convenient to get rid of the 
problem of the direction of the travelling waves through the blades. The contact between 
the blade and the casing, as well as the lathe rotation, are controlled by the experimenter. 
The instrumentation is made of classical devices: accelerometers (B&K), amplifiers 
(B&K), spectral analyzer (HP), and is completed with a Laser Doppler Velocimeter 
(Polytec), useful for non-contact measurements on the rotating casing. 

A first set of measurements was taken to characterize the test rig, especially to 
determine the natural frequencies and modal shapes of the casing. A finite element 
model including the casing and the steel ring was established and modified with respect 
to the experimental results. For a chosen rotation frequency of the lathe, interaction will 
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be induce with a selected mode of the casing and a corresponding frequency of the 
blade. 

1-------- Tucce. 
AcceieromC1cr 

Figure 3. Experimental test rig. 

4.3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL - MODAL ANALYSIS 

As a first approximation neglecting geometric and material defaults, the casing which 
looks like a frustrum of a cone is considered as an axisymmetric structure. The natural 
modes of this kind of structures have the particularity to be double ones: to each natural 
frequency correspond two different modal shapes. When the axisymmetry is perfect, and 
if 8 denotes an angular parameter of the structure, the modal shapes in the radial 
direction are cos(n8) and sin(n8), where n stands for the number of nodal diameters. No 
special orientation is noticeable. In case of imperfections, the symmetry is broken and 
the system is said to be mistuned. Each natural frequency splits into two distinct ones, 
and the modal shapes are modified according to the importance of the unbalancement. 
Particular orientations appears [8]. 

The frequency response of the casing was recorded while the lathe was stopped, 
with a method using a small rotating mirror making the laser spot describe a circle on 
the inner side of the casing [2]. Once the identification of natural frequencies was 
complete (see Figure 4), time acquisitions were made to extract the modal shapes (see 
Figure 5). It appeared that the structure was mistuned both in frequency and time 
response, the biggest frequency split being obtained for the 4 nodal diameters mode (this 
is due to the way the steel ring was fixed on the lathe). The lowest modes were the most 
perturbed ones. 

A first finite element model was made with SAMCEF supposing the perfeet 
axisymmetry of the casing. A modal analysis carried out on the model clearly indicated 
that such an assumption was unacceptable. A fine geometrical study of the casing 
revealed that for a given altitude, the radius was not constant, the small variation, which 
never exceeds 1 % being significant enough to disturb the modal behaviour. Another 
finite element model was then made including the geometrie alterations. 
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The new results are compared with the experimental results in Figure 6. The biggest 
differences are attributed to the imperfections of the casing embedding. 
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Figure 4. Casing frequency response. Figure 5. Example of modal shape. 
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Experimental results (Hz) 
Figure 6. Comparison experimental results - finite element model. 

4.4. CREATING INTERACTION 

The test rig has been used in its current configuration to make first attempts on the 
interaction phenomenon. The choice of a mode with regular modal shape is more 
advisable. Moreover, to avoid the high modal density at the beginning of the spectrum, 
and because of its weak damping, the 10 nodal diameters mode was finally selected. 
Using the highest rotation frequency of the lathe (5 Hz), and adapting equation (7) to the 
situation in which a single blade is implied, the first natural frequency of the blade was 
set to satisfy the mathematical condition of interaction. The contact was then created on 
the rotating casing. 

The major issue which has to be faced is the lack of symmetry of the casing. The 
contact is unfortunately not permanent, and the structure is not excited by a constant 
force. As a result, no significative amplitude in the frequency response is noticeable 
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neither on the casing nor on the blade. However, it is interesting to remark that for lower 
rotation frequency, the 10 nodal diameters mode's answer is higher than the others (20 
dB). At these rotation speeds, the eontaet is quite similar to a harmonie exeitation. When 
rotating at 5 Hz, the whole strueture experiments impulsions whose effect is the 
excitation of every mode whieh is eonfirmed by the frequency response. 

In order to suppress the effeet of the geometrical default it is considered to fix an 
abrasive material on the inner side of the casing and to maehine it so as to force the 
blade/casing eontact to be permanent. 

5. ConcIusion and Future Prospects 

The interaetion phenomena, which have motivated the present work, are of major 
concern to aireraft designers. The present study is eomposed of a numerieal part dealing 
with dynamie eontact simulations on classieal examples, in partieular with the Lagrange 
multiplier method, and an experimental part which eonsists in identifying the parameters 
involving modal interaetion. The next stage of our work is the simulation and the 
experimental study of the blade/casing dynamie eontaet. 
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1. Introduction 

A superconducting quadripole constitutes apart of a high-energy accelerator built by the 
CEA in collaboration with the CERN. Magnetic coils must be adequately prestressed 
to withstand the magnetic forces without "quenching". The mechanical model of such 
a complex structural assembly must take into account the frictional contact between the 
various component elements in order to prevent against both displacement and warm peak. 

The behavior of an assembly of three-dimensional elastic structures can be heavily 
nonlinear when frictional contact is taken into consideration. Classical Finite Element 
techniques apply an iterative process to the whole problem, an approach that could prove 
quite expensive, especially when the number of contact zones turns out to be rather high 
[1]. For this study, we will be using a modular approach which is particularly efficient 
when the structure is globally linear and the nonlinearities have been localized on the 
connections. This method is based on two distinct approaches: the first introduces a 
partitioning of the structure into two mechanical entities - substructures and interfaces -
while the second employs an iterative and completely-parallel scheme. 

2. Presentation of the problem 

2.1. THE L.H.C. (LARGE HADRON COLLIDER) 

The L.H.C. is an accelerator which subjects protons to "head-on" collisions at higher 
levels of energy (14 TeV) than ever attained before. It will be built by the CERN and is 

43 
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to consist of two "colliding" synchrotrons, able to accelerate protons to 7 on 7 TeV, after 
which the beams will counter-rotate for several hours, thereby producing collisions at the 
experimental stage. 

High-energy L.H.C. beams require high magnetic bending fields. In order to bend 7 
Te V protons around the ring, the L.H.C. dipoles and quadripoles must be capable of pro
ducing fields of 8.2T. Superconductivity has made this achievement possible. The CERN 
and CEA/Saclay have established a joint pro gram to carry out the design, construction 
and testing of a superconducting L.H.C. quadripole prototype. 

2.2. MAGNETIC COILS 

''''''' 2 StMH:1!I sU!1t.1 ~oIIaft 
lbm .... ~d.t;Wtc;Ofc 
4Hi1111m~(N:flil~) .-... 
GIIui~s9fOO\"H 

Figure I. Quadripole cross-section 

Two magnetic channels [2] have been incorporated into a single iron yoke and cryostat 
and are cooled with a helium superftuid in order to attain the very high guide field required 
(Fig. 1). The L.H.C. magnet coils will tend to be long, approximately 14meters, with an 
inner diameter of 56mm; they will be made of copper-clad Niobium-Titanium cables. The 
insulation is to be composed of two layers of Kapton. 

The electromagnetic forces in the quadripoles are contained by the collar structure. 
The collars are made of austenitic steel laminations of 2 mm in thickness . The pairs 
of half-collars are alternately turned by 90 degrees and are completed by two separate 
pole pieces. The keying and prestressing of the assembly is conducted by eight lines of 
wedge-shaped stainless steel keys, which are progressively inserted into the grooves on 
the outside of the collars. Once the coil-collar assemblies have been prepared and the 
coil interconnections completed, the yoke is positioned around the two units. In order to 
stiffen the entire yoke assembly, a so-called inertia tube is placed around the yoke. This 
tube also serves as the helium vessel. 

2.3. MECHANICAL PROBLEM 

The mechanical structure of the quadripoles has been designed both to withstand the 
strong forces being generated in the magnet and to limit, to the greatest extent possible, 
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coil deformation over the entire operating range. The materials used for thc most highly
stressed components therefore exhibit a high load-bearing capacity, high elastic moduli, 
a good level of fatigue endurance and good behavioral characteristics at cryogenic tem
peratures of as low as l.9° J(. Whenever current is ftowing in the cables, the coils must 
be under compressive stress in order to avoid the appearance of sudden cracks or move
ments. Coil displacements and deformations must be limited as much as possible. In 
order to satisfy these conditions, the relative dimensions of the structural components, 
the choice of materials and the level of prestressing all have to be carefully determined. 
Furthermore, the peak compressive stress in the coils at room temperature is to be min
imized so as to avoid any creep of either the insulation or the copper. The main pur
pose herein is to optimize the adequate level of azimutal prestress in order to avoid the 
appearance of coil movements during the functioning of the magnet. It is thus neces
sary to take frictional contact into account during the following threc load sequences: 

- collaring (prestress); 
- cooling (from 293° J( to 1.9° J(); and 
- excitation (at the nominal field). 

3. Presentation of the computational strategy 

3.1. PURPOSE 

For this study, we have used a modular approach which is dedicated to thc analysis of such 
complex situations involving 3D assemblies. It is referred to as the "COFAST3D" (COn
tact and Friction in Assemblies of 3D STructures) approach. The COFAST3D approach 
is based on both a formulation and a strategy which have been well-adapted to the use 
of parallel computers [3]. With respect to the work conducted herein, this parallelism is 
being applied, above all else, in order to achieve a high level of modularity and ftexibility 
in the problem description. Parallelism also leads to reducing both the size of the modds 
and the numerical costs of thcir resolution, even when the approach is implemented on 
sequential computers. 

A partitioning of the structure is performed in order to break down thc problem from 
its global formulation; partitioning involves two distinct mechanical entities: substruc
tures and interfaces. Each substructure is considered as aseparate structure on its own 
(in this case, an elastic one) which only communicates with its neighboring interfaces. 
Interfaces, on the other hand, constitute the key elements to this approach; they are two
dimensional entities with their individual behavior, which can be representcd in a mixed 
manner on the displacement and force fields defined on both sides ofthe interface [4]. 

3.2. THE COFAST3D APPROACH 

3.2.1. Decomposition oi the structure 

In considering an assembly of various components by linkage elements (bolts, screws, 
rivets, joints, etc.), a decomposition can be introduced. The components are separated and 
the interfaces generated serve to model the connections existing between these elements: 
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contact, friction, ... Each component can also be separated into substructures in order to 
reduce the size of the associated model (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Decomposition of an assembly 

The assembly is denoted D, the substructures are denoted DE , DE " ... , and r EE' 

represents the interface existing between DE and DE ,. A displacement field W E and a 
field of surface traction density field FE are defined on each side of an interface (FE 

represents the action of the interface on the substructure DE ). 

3.2.2. Problem on one substructure 

Since a given substructure DE communicates only with interfaces, the problem to be 
solved consists of finding ((]JE, UE ), which satisfies: 

• Kinematic admissibility with the displacement on the interfaces: V M E ODE, 

uE =WE (1) 

• Equilibrium equation under the force field on the interfaces: VU*, 

• Constitutive law (linear elasticity): V M E DE , 

(3) 

where Ld is the prescribed body forces, UE the displacement field being sought in 

DE , (]JE the stress field being sought in DE , and If(U*) the strain field generated by the 
displacement U*. 

3.2.3. Problem on one inteiface 

The problem to be solved on one interface consists of finding both the force and dis
placement fields on both sides which satisfy the behavior of the modeled connection. The 
problem can then be expressed as a constitutive relation: 

(4) 
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For example, the relation that describes aperfect connection between two substructures 
OE and OE' is: V M E r EE', 

FE + FE' 0 (equilibrium of forces) (5) 

o (continuity of displacement) (6) 

3.2.4. Iterative scheme 
The iterative resolution scheme employed is based on the LArge Time INcrement method 
("LATIN" method) proposed by P. Ladeveze [4]. The case presented herein refers to a de
generate condition of this method where only the final configuration is sought and where 
time is not taken into consideration. The LATIN method separates out the problem's dif
ficulties; it enables avoiding the simultaneity of both the problem's global and nonlinear 
aspects. Thus, it takes the mechanical properties of the equations into account in order to 
divide them into two groups: 

• local in space variable, and possibly nonlinear, equations, and 

• linear and possibly global in space variable equations. 

These groups serve to define two subspaces of elements, s, which denotes the set of 
unknowns for the entire problem. Since the only nonlinearities being studied are those 
defined on the interfaces and in order to obtain independent global linear problems on 
each substructure, the two subspaces are subsequently defined as follows: 

Ad = {s, satisfying VOE: r = {s, satisfying vrEE': 

- the kinematic admissibility (eqn. 1), - the constitutive relation (eqn. 4) } 
- the equilibrium equation (eqn. 2), 
- the constitutive law on (eqn. 3) } 

Iteration n I I Se.reh direction Local stage 

Global stage ~~Q ~~ 

~ 
-- ..-

-~ f .t 
yEE 

Behaviour of the interfaces 
.E. 

I 

Equilibrium ot the 5ubstructures Search direction 

I 

Figure 3. Representation of iteration n 

The problem then consists of finding an element Sol that satisfies both the behavior 
of the substructures (s E A d) and the behavior of the interfaces (s E 0. The LATIN 
method starts with So, an element of Ad, and builds elements s, which belong to rand 
Ad, successively up until reaching the solution Sol. Since a substructure communicates 
only with interfaces, the initial solution So = 0 is an element of Ad. 
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Each iteration, i.e. the building of a new element Sn+l of A d from a given one Sn , 

requires two stages: the local stage and the linear global stage (Fig. 3). The local stage 
leads to independent nonlinear problems on each point of the interfaces, whereas the linear 
global stage leads to independent classical linear problems of structural analysis with a 
density of body forces and a density of surface traction on the substructures. These latter 
problems are then solved with a finite element discretization of th e substructures. The 
discretized form of equation (10) becomes: 

(7) 

where [f{ E] is the classical FE stiffness matrix and [k E ] is a boundary stiffness matrix. 
{f'} is a force vector expressed by the displacement and force field on the interfaces. 
It should be pointed out that the stiffness matrix of each substructure remains constant 
during the iterative process and thus gets factorized only once at the first iteration. 

3.2.5. Frictional contact conditions 
Frictional contact conditions are to be treated at the local stage. A static formulation of 
Coulomb's friction law (displacement law, [5]) has been applied for this purpose, i.e. a 
radialloading assessment is carried out and the solution is sought only at the end of the 
loading path. For complex loading and unloading conditions, an incremental formulation 
of the contact law has been used. The increments involved tend to be rather large (one 
for each loading or unloading step). Since the solution to this problem can be entirely 
described by the displacement and force field on the interfaces, the only data that need to 
be transmitted from one step to the next are those fields on the nonlinea r interfaces. Thus, 
a correct representation of the loading path is provided, yet the radialloading assessment 
does allow for a reduction in the numerical costs 

4. Numerical study of the quadripole 

4.1. MODEL 

The model under study is restricted to 1I8th of the quadripole (Fig. 4). It includes two 
levels of collars, one key, the coil, one-half of a pole piece and the insulation. Friction is 
considered on all of the contact zones. A 3D mesh of the structure has been developed. 

,-::c Z;;;;:?-> 

~w 
Figure 4. Applied model 
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TABLE 1. Comparison witb ABAQUS 

number of ddl 
problem size 
nb of inc./ite. 

CPU Time (HP735) 
c10ck time 

reaction force on the 

ABAQUS COFAST3D 
24,228 23,709 
9504Mb 26Mb 
20 inc. 
8,237 
4.7h 

400 ite. 
718 

13mn 

lower side of the coil 258daN 252daN 

4.2. COMPARISON WITH AN INDUSTRIAL FE CODE 
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The COFAST3D computational strategy has been compared with an industrial Finite El
ement code (ABAQUS, [6]). Frictional contact conditions are prescribed in ABAQUS 
using "master" surfaces and "slave" nodes. The same mesh has been utilized for both com 
putations. Table 1 presents some of the results from the comparison carried out for just the 
first prestress load case. The ABAQUS number of ddl also includes Lagrange multipliers. 
The two results turn out to be very close to one another. The significant reduction in nu
merical costs (with respect to both size and time) provided by the COFAS T3D approach 
is very advantageous for such optimization computations. 

4.3. RESULTS FOR THE THREE SUCCESSIVE LOADS 

TABLE 2. Uee (in daN/mm2) at the end of the three loads 
for two differing pre-loads 

Collaring 

Cooling 

Exitation at 
nominal field 

Prestress = 0.2mm Uee Prestress = OAmm 

. .. .. g .. 
" . " .•. 
:~ 

The three successive loads have been applied to the structure. The pre-load is then 
applied by prescribing an artificial gap between the sides of the key and the collars. Cool-
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ing from 2930 K to 1.90 K is modeled by an applied thermal body force over the entire 
structure. Afterwards, the excitation can be modeled by a pre-computed b ody force field 
on the coil. The material properties change during the cooling process. Thus, the stiffness 
matrices have to be updated between the first and second load cases; however, these ma
trices remain constant between the second and third load cases . The total computation 
time is less than 30 minutes on an HP 735 work station. The results for two different 
pre-Ioads are presented: 0.2 mm on each side of the key, and then 0.4 mm on each side. 
The coil's stress state has also been shown. Table 2 indicates the (J'ee stress on the coil at 
the end of the three successive loads for two different pre-Ioads. For the first preload (0.2 
mm on each side of the key), the top of the coil is unloaded when the magnetic field has 
been applied; opening occurs on the co ntact surfaces - the prestress is to small. Further 
computations will be carried out in order to study the influence of the friction coefficient 
on the stress state of the coil at the end of the third load. 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented the application of a dedicated strategy to the design of a supercon
ducting quadripole prototype. The structure includes different materials, a large number 
of frictional contact zones and complex loading conditions: a mechanical prestres sand 
cooling, followed by magnetic excitation. It is well-known that frictional contact nonlin
earities tend to lead to very difficult problems. The dedicated strategy employed herein is 
based on both a modular decomposition of the structure and a parallel-resolution scheme. 
Contact nonlinearities get treated locally. A special radial loading assessment has been 
used to model the complex loading path. The COFAST3D strategy therefore leads to a 
great reduction in computational costs, a feature wh ich has been demonstrated by means 
of a comparison with an industrial FE code. This reduction is very significant within the 
framework of a mechanical design for which many optimization loops can be created. 

The initial set of results presented herein are very encouraging and have served to 
validate the application of such an approach to this type of complex situation. Further 
computations will be carried out in order to assess the influence of the model's various 
parameters. 
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Abstract: This paper is devoted to the theoretical and numerical study of a coupler for 
crashworthy design of a TGV power car. A theoretical model based on the equation of 
energy conservation is proposed for a basic design of energy absorbers like coupler. The 
theoretical solution of tube expansion is developed and verified by the finite element 
solutions using ABAQUS. A parametric sensitivity analysis is performed. 

1. Introduction 

The energy absorbers in a vehicle play an important role for crashworthy design [1]. 
Figure 1 shows a conceptual layout of energy absorbing components in the front part of 
a TGV power car. The crushable front part is composed of three energy absorption 
zones: retractable coupler, protective headstock and honeycomb structure, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

F ---+-

... 

4 

2 4 4 

IOOOmm ~ j .. IOOOmm 

3 

~ I 

I : couplcr 
2 : /ixlure 
3 : energy ab orber 
4 : headslock 

Figure I. Energy absorbing structures in the front part of a TGV power car 

This frontal part must absorb about 80% of the energy that should be realized in a 
crashworthy design. The conventional TGV can absorb 2mJ impact energy by the 
frontal end, but 5mJ is the design target for energy absorption in the next generation 
TGV. To accomplish this design goal, a new concept of design is necessary for energy 
absorbing components. In this study, we propose a crashworthy design of the retractable 

51 
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coupler by tube expansion instead of tube buckling collapse [2]. A theoretical and 
numerical model will be proposed to improve the energy absorbing capacity. 

The coupler must be designed to be collapsed at the impact force under 1500kN. 
Its crush length is estimated to be 600mm. The protective headstock is required to be 
collapsed at the impact force of 3000kN. This load is applied to the driver's cab at the 
same time with the impact force on the honeycomb structure. The load applied to the 
honeycomb structure must be controlled below 2000kN. Therefore, the total load 
applied to the driver's cab is limited to maximum 5000kN. In this design, the impact 
velocity of 30m/sec will be used as a typical collision velocity. 

To accomplish the impact energy absorption of 5mJ, it can approximately be 
distributed to the three principal energy absorbing components as follows : 

• Coupler = 1.2 mJ as 800mm x 1500kN 

• Protective headstock = 2.2 mJ as 730mm x 3000kN 

• Honeycomb structure = 1.6 mJ as 800mm x 2000kN 

These design specifications are very difficult to be satisfied by conventional energy 
absorbing components utilizing the tube buckling collapse as shown in Figure 2, even 
though other components Iike the cartridge can absorb additional impact energy. The 
cause is that the buckling collapse has shorter crush length and higher peak force. 

Reaction Force 
165 
150 

135 
120 ' 

110 Stra i n Rate 
Strain Rate (P=5. 0=0.0 
Strain Rate (P=5. 0=1.3 

, ......... 

, 
, 

, 

Figure 2. Tube buckling collapse simulated by PAM-CRASH 

It is noted that the numerical modeling of tube collapse is performed using the 
explicit finite element program PAM-CRASH [3]. In case of tube buckling collapse, a 
flat crushing response and the space efficiency cannot be accomplished. To complement 
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these shortcomings of conventional energy absorbing components, it is necessary to 
develop a new kind of energy absorbing components which utilize metal forming 
technologies such as tube expansion and tube inversion [4]. 

2. Theoretical Approach for Tube Expansion 

A theoretical solution can be obtained approximately using a simplified geometrical and 
material model (Figure 3). 

rn 

F 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the tube expansion process 

A kinematic method using the theory of perfect plasticity will be developed with 
the simplified geometrical model and the following assumptions : 

• The material is rigid perfectly plastic and is characterized by the flow stress (Jo. 

• The strain rate sensitivity is considered by the Cowper-Symonds power law. 

• The extension rate in the longitudinal direction is neglected. 

• The change of curvature in the circurnferential direction is not considered. 

• The bending deformations near both ends of the die are neglected. 

• The tube thickness t is taken as constant. 

The compressive force can be calculated from the equality of internal and external 
rate of energies, as defined in equation (1). 

(I) 

where Fand v denote the pushing force and the velocity of the die respectively, Eint is 

the internal rate of energy, and Eli- is the energy rate dissipated by frictional effects. 

From the energy balance equation (1) and taking into account the assumptions defined 
above, the pushing force ofthe die is obtained as : 
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F = F in! + F ji- (2) 

where Filii and Ffi< are defmed as folIows: 

[ 
I I [ 2n ro p P -" 

FlI1 ! = --N or, ln( -J- -(nvtan a) D ro 
cosa l rj 2 

(3) 

and, (4) 

where No comes from the initial yield stress (JIJ ; D and p are material constants in 
the Cowper-Symonds power law: 

(5) 

3. Design and Numerical Evaluation 

Because the coupler must move through the expanded tube, the inner radius of the latter 
can be calculated by the size of the former. The DN300 of TUE220A, a standard tube 
used in France, chosen after comparison between the size of the coupler and the 
standard tubes was investigated. The DN300 has the outer diameter of 323.9mm and 
several different thickness gauges of 7.1mm, 8.0mm, 8.8mm, lOmm, and so on. The 
TUE220A is made of such material properties as Young's modulus of 210 GPa, 
Poisson's ratio of 0.3, the yielding stress of 220 MPa, the ultimate strength between 360 
MPa and 500 MPa, and the elongation of 23%. A material model is defined from the 
above material properties for the finite element analysis and the theoretical solution. 

The radius of the expanded tube can be calculated using the material elongation 
and the size of the coupler. In the theoretical model of the tube, the circumferential 
elongation can be defined as folIows: 

A=~-l 
n 

(6) 

In this study, the radius of the expanded tube is designed to be 190.8mm for the 
circumferential elongation of 20.5%. To reduce the degree of freedom in design, the die 
angle a is fixed as 30°. From the die angle and the radius of the expanded tube, the die 
length c is calculated as 64.8mm. The effects of the die angle will be discussed in the 
next section. The impact velocity is defined as 30m/s. Because the frictional coefficient 
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is very difficult to define exactly, it is assumed as 0.1 in this study. The frictional effects 
on pushing load will be discussed in the next section. The design guideline of TGV 
indicates that a dynamic pushing force is smaller than 1500kN. 

With the design variables defined as O'o=0.36kN/mm2, v=30mls, }1=0.1, a=30°, 
F=1500kN, c=64.8mm, r;=158.4mm and r(}= 1 90.8mm, the wall gauge of the tube is 
calculated as 7.34mm from the equation (2). Since it is important to use a standard tube 
in order to reduce the cost of energy absorber, a tube with the thickness of 7.1mm was 
selected from the DN300. For the designed tube, the theoretical solution gives the 
pushing load of 1450.9 kN, where the strain rate coefficients are assumed as those of a 
typical mild steel, p=5, D=0.0404. To solve the same problem of tube expansion 
numerically, it is necessary to introduce a moving mass attached to the die and a 
structural damping coefficient. A mass of 1000kg and a structural damping coefficient of 
0.01 are used here. 300 axi-symmetrical solid elements were used for the numerical 
solution using ABAQUS [5]. Figure 4 shows the ABAQUS result for the relation 
between the die distance and the reaction force at the fixed end. The small waves in the 
solution curve are caused by no smooth contact algorithm which uses a searching 
method from node to surface, that is, one way searching algorithm. It is possible to 
assume that the smooth solution could be obtained through the points between the peaks 
and the valleys of the numerical curve. In this study, the averaged values of two 
extremes are used for numerical evaluation. The numerical solution in Figure 4 has a 
maximum reaction force of 1635.5kN at about 150mm of the die displacement. This 
re action force is about 11.2% higher than the theoretical pushing load. This difference is 
mainly caused by elastic wave effects of the dynamic problem considered in the 
numerical analysis but not considered in the theoretical approach. This is the reason that 
the maximum value of reaction forces should have a higher value than the pushing load 
of the die. However this result is acceptable for a first basic design step. The equivalent 
plastic strain is a little high (Figure 4, 29.1 %) when compared with the elongation of the 
material, 23%. In order to obtain a detailed design, this problem must be improved using 
local stress analyses and experimental tests. 
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Figure 4. ABAQUS results of tube expansion problem 

4. Parametric Study 

Für üptimizatiün and design müdificatiüns für the basic design, it is necessary to study 
the effects of several important design parameters. Furthermore, this parametric study 
can give useful information about quality control of the energy absorber and tolerance 
decisions of design parameters. Design parameters which are very sensitive to the 
energy absorbing performance must be controlled strictly. In this section, several 
parametric studies are performed for different velocities, frictional coefficients and die 
angles. Tab.1 summarizes the theoretical solutions and the ABAQUS results (axi
symmetric shell and solid elements) for two different velocities (0, 3 Omls) , and two 
different frictional coefficients (0.0, 0.2). 

Table I. ABAQUS results (FE) and comparison to the theoretical solution (Th) 

FE model Eie. # 1-1 v (m/s) F(Th) kN F(FE) kN Elong. (Th) Elong.(FE 
) 

axi-shell 100 0 0 546.65 583.2 0.205 0.21 
axi-shell 100 0 30 1189.55 1384.5 0.205 0.21 
axi-shell 100 0.2 0 787.0 796.6 0.205 0.21 
axi-shell 100 0.2 30 1712.2 1914.0 0.205 0.21 
axi-solid 300 0.2 0 - 804.45 0.205 0.295 
axi-solid 300 0.2 30 - 1903.5 0.205 0.302 
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In the static problems, the theoretical solutions and the ABAQUS results are in 
good agreement within 6% difference. However, in the dynamic problems, the elastic 
wave due to impact may give some effects on the re action forces because the impact 
velocity (30mls) is not negligible. Two results indicate maximum 14% difference in the 
dynamic problem. By the way, since the numerical results show a consistent trend that 
they are higher than the theoretical solutions by about 10% differences, the theoretical 
approach can be effectively used for a basic design. 

With the theoretical solution of the equation (2), the re action forces can be 
investigated for changes of impact velocities, frictional coefficients and die angles. The 
relations between the impact velocities and the reaction forces for different frictional 
coefficients are displayed in Figure 5. The impact velocity gives a great effect on the 
re action force of the fixed end at relatively low speed (0-8m1s). Figure 6 shows the 
relations between the die angles and the reaction forces for different frictional 
coefficients. The die angle gives a litde influence on the reaction force at low frictional 
contacts. 
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Figure 5. Relations between impact velocities and reaction fOl'ces for different frictional coefficients 
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Figure 6. Relations between die angles and reaction forces for different frictional coefficients 

5. Conclusions 

The theoretical solution of tube expansion has been developed and verified by the finite 
element solutions using ABAQUS. It is found that reasonable results can be obtained 
using the theoretical approach. A basic design of energy absorber of the coupler using 
the concept of tube expansion has been suggested from the theoretical solution, and 
evaluated by ABAQUS. The suggested design showed a reasonable result as a basic 
design. However, this design must be improved with the aid of experimental tests in the 
detailed design step. 
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This paper describes a dynamic model for gear transmissions acting around a static 
working point, and taking into account the complete mechanical components. Gearbox 
casing behavior is introduced by using substructure analysis, and a tangent stiffness 
matrix could be defmed for each roller body bearing element. This model is used to 
study the dynamic behaviour of an automobile gearbox. The fIrst studies highlight the 
influence of the roller bearings on the dynamic behaviour of the kinematic chain and 
show that the bearings have to be modelled accurately. In a second step, the flexible 
casing of the gearbox is taken into account and dynamic couplings between 
deformations of the casing and the kinematic chain are evaluated. As a result of these 
works, global dynamic behaviour of automobile gearboxes can be provided and 
consequences of technological choices could be evaluated. 

1. Main Principle and Hypothesis 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Mechanical system behaviours have to be defmed early in the design process since 
prototype tests and development times must be reduced. Therefore, numerical models 
and computation tools have to be developed in view of predicting these global 
behaviours. Thus, both mechanical behaviour mIes and Product Design evolving 
constraints must be included with the proposed global model. ActuallY' the matter is to 
get "downward multileveled" models, which are easily adaptable to geometry 
emichments. The aim of this paper is to present such numerical models, allowing both 
static and dynamic simulations of global gearbox behaviours, in order to improve their 
performances in terms of power transmissibility and noise levels. Such power 
transmission mechanisms are made of both "structural elements" - shafts, casing etc -
with linear elastic behaviour and "technologicallinking components" - rolling bearings, 
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gears, etc - with non-linear behaviour. Thus, numerical models built to study their 
global behaviour have to take into account those elements as a whole. 

In gear transmissions, vibratory studies aim at understanding how vibrations and noise 
are generated and propagated. It is common to consider the case of small linear 
perturbations about a static constant load, and to evaluate the vibratory behaviour 
around the associated equilibrium point -fig.l-. In such models, behaviour of the 
technological components such as gears and bearings is linearized and meshing acts 
without contact loss. System components are divided into structural elements mode lIed 
by standard finite elements, and linking elements for which specific models were 
developed. 

Non-linear staRe field 

Non linear rule : 
Force F = g (d) 

oint 

po : static load 

Displacement 

da: static bending 

Dvnamic field 

:' Dynarnic load 
:' variations 
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diSPlace~~~~:/ 

Figure.l : Static and dynamic field positions. 

1.2. DEFINITION OF A STATIC WORKING POINT 

Studies performed for several years on complex mechanisms, led to the development of 
global static models with high performance and which incorporate non-linear 
components of the gearbox. Particularly, some specific fmite elements were developed 
for modelling static behaviour ofrolling bearings [10, 6, 12]. These new elements take 
into account the non-linear contacts between each rolling body - ball or roller - and 
inner and outer races [5]. Over and above the static results brought by this model -
contact angles under load, casing stress and load distribution ... -, these specific 
elements allow to associate a tangent stiffness matrix to each rolling element. This 
matrix is representative of rolling element behaviour around one static working point 
(Fig.l). Practically, it is a way to "linearize" the non-linear behaviour of the bearings. 

1.3. DEFINITION OF DYNAMIC MODELS AND TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS 

1.3.1. Structural Elements 
Shafts are modelIed by standard Timoshenko beams and casing "dynarnic flexibility is 
introduced by "macro-elements" obtained by dynamic substructures analysis [9]. For 
non-structural elements, mass and inertia effects are introduced by standard condensed 
elements. 
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1.3.2. Gear elements 
Some previous work [1,2] showed that for global static studies, the mesh interface of 
the cylindrical helical gears can be modelled by unidirectional springs at the pitch point 
along the pressure line. The value of this spring depends on the static load, and it can be 
assessed numerically [1,8,11]. In automobile gearboxes, cylindrical pinions and wheels 
can be assumed to be rigid bodies except in the contact area. Then specific elements 
connecting anode of the driving shaft to anode of the driven shaft were developed. 

1.3.3. Bearing elements 
Bearings are modelled by the tangent stiffness matrices obtained during the static 
computation step. For each rolling body, the computed lOxlO full matrix connects an 
outer ring node to the corresponding inner ring node; of course, axial rotational degrees 
of freedom (d.o.f.) of the bearing are not concerned. This matrix takes includes the 
bearing geometry, and the flexibility ofrings, shafts and housing. 

Dynmis "GAr dsmcallll Drn,mis" bt.rinx dgnS!!S" 

Figure 2: Dynamic model oflinking elements. 

1.3.4. Definition 01 numerical tools lor analysis 
As a first step, dynamic studies focused on the eigenmodes of the model in order to 
evaluate the degree of precision to give to each numerical component, and to estirnate 
the influence of the various technological components on the global dynamic behaviour 
of the gearbox. To do that, appropriate analysis tools and numerical criteria are defined. 

The first one is the M.A.C. (Modal Assurance Criterion) matrix, also called modal 
correlation matrix. It is often used to compare two sets of eigenvectors Yl and Y2 - for 
instance in numerical and experimental updating procedures -. This matrix allows to 
quantify the correlation between two vectors with a single percentage number. 

Let 

and 

y 1 = [y: ... y~ ... y~l] 

y 2 = [y; ... y~ ... y~2] 

be the first set of eigenvectors 

be the second set of eigenvectors 
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The MAC matrix associated to the former set of vectors is defmed by : 

I
T 1 2 12 

(MA C) .. = (yJ. (y) 

1,) Ily: 11 2 11yf 11 2 
( I ) 

In order to make them more legible and easier to interpret, the MAC matrices are 
subsequently figured in a two dimension form with a color map scale. 

The second numerical tool used is the modal energy analysis of eigenrnodes. This 
energy sharing gives an evaluation of the various elements influences on modal shapes 
ofthe system [9, 7, 3]. 

2. Studies of the gearbox kinematic chain 

2.1. MODEL 

The following dynamic analysis were performed on a five speed medium size 
automobile gearbox. The technological arrangement and details of this gearbox are 
shown in figure 3. The input power is applied on the right end of the primary shaft 
supported by two tapered roller bearings noted B lI and B12. This shaft transmits power 
to the intermediate shaft through one of the 5 cylindrical gears labe lIed GI to Gs which 
act independently according to the desired speed ratio. The reverse speed gear is not 
considered in this presentation. The intermediate shaft is supported by a ball bearing 
labelIed B21 and a cylindrical roller bearing noted B22• Power is transmitted to the 
output shaft through cylindrical gear GOUI> which is always in mesh. This shaft is 
supported by two taper rolling bearings labelIed B31 and B32. The output shaft is 
constituted by a differential system which is not active in this study, and so is ignored. 

-- ~ 0.1 ... _'"._ 

Figure.3 : Technological arrangement and kinematic chain model ofthe studied gearbox. 

In a first step, the casing dynamic behaviour is not considered and the outer rings of 
roUing bearings are fixed. The static working point is calculated for a given gear ratio 
and a given loading torque applied on the "right side" of the primary shaft. The axial 
rotational degree of freedom of the end nodes of the output shaft are fixed. 
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2.2. INFLUENCE OF THE ROLLING BEARINGS 

Earlier work has revealed the importance of rolling bearings in the global dynamic 
behaviour of gear transmission [1,10]. The following diagram shows the percentage of 
potential modal energy in the rolling bearings for the fIrst 19 eigenmodes 
-< 2600 Hz - of the kinematic chain of the gearbox described above. 

100 
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25 
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Figure.4: Percentage of potential modal energy in hearing elements for the third speed ratio. 

For the largest part ofthe eigenmodes, at least 45% ofthe strain energy is located in the 
rolling bearings (Fig. 4.). This large contribution of the bearings to the deformation of 
the kinematics chain implies that the bearings are properly modeHed. In order to 
quantify the degree of precision to give to this modelling, comparative studies were 
performed with various modelling choices. It appeared that the use of purely 
unidirectional stiffness elements (model n02) is insumcient to describe properly the 
global dynamic behaviour of the mechanical system. Indeed, the eigenmodes computed 
with scalar stiffnesses (model 2) are different from those computed with fuH tangent 
stiffness matrices (modell) : the frequency distributions are quite different (Fig.5a) and 
the eigenvectors are not collinear (Fig.5b). 

Model 2 

Modell 

Q. E,gen!requenc; .. /orlh. (Io O mod.1J 
•••• I • I I 
••••• I I I 
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Fig.5: Comparison ofthe eigenmodes computed for two numerical models ofhearing 
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These differences can be explained by the fact that the couplings between the 5 d.o.f. of 
the roHing bearings are not taken into consideration by scalar stiffness elements. From 
the strain energy point of view, the eigenmodes which are energetic for the bearings 
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have lower frequencies in model 2 than in modell. All these noteworthy differences 
could make the use of modal or pseudo-modal methods inconvenient for computing 
mechanism dynamic responses if the bearings are not accurately modelled. 

An earlier work [5] has shown the influence of the real static environment of the 
bearing on the static results. It appears here, that the use of global static models to 
compute the tangent stiffness matrices rather than local models with rigid environment, 
changes significantly the dynamic results. 

2.3. INFLUENCE OF THE MEAN VALUE OF THE MESHING STIFFNESS 

As mentioned previously, the meshing is modelled by a scalar constant spring whose 
value corresponds to the mean meshing stiffness which can be accurately estimated 
with finite element methods [11, 7]. Some previous work - not detailed here - has 
shown that, for values in the range of 5.lOs N.m to 1013 N.m, the modal results remain 
unchanged: frequency variations lower than 5% and MAC criterion very elose to 1. The 
use of lower values leads to an significant decrease of eigenfrequencies and to the 
modification of eigenvectors. From the energy point of view, the decreasing of meshing 
stiffness leads to the appearing of modes energetic for the gears. However, the global 
behaviour of the model is less sensitive to the mean meshing stiffness value than it is to 
the rolling bearing modelling options discussed above. 

3. Dynamic Influence of the Casing 

3.1. PRINCIPLE 

The dynamic influence of the casing is introduced into the earlier model by mass and 
stiffness matrices obtained by dynamic substructures analysis [9]. A large casing 
dynamic model - about 100000 d.o.f - is reduced and only 672 d.o.f. are kept. The 
first 19 eigenmodes of the casing with fixed junction d.o.f. are used to reduce the initial 
casing model to a smaller one. The former kinernatic chain is assembled to the reduced 
casing model by using the rolling body stiffness matrices defmed earlier. 

3.2. DYNAMIC COUPLINGS BETWEEN CASING AND KINEMATIC CHAIN 

Computation of the eigenmodes of the complete model shows that modal density is 
important such as there are 30 modes with eigenfrequencies below 1.400 Hz. The 
modal energy analysis performed on these eigenmodes - Fig.6 -, consists of 
computing, for each one, the percentage of strain energy located in the casing and in the 
kinematic chain. 

This analysis shows the couplings between the modal deformations of kinematic chain 
and casing. Indeed, for each eigenmodes at least 10% of the strain energy are located in 
the casing, and there is no eigenmode of the kinematic chain alone. On the other hand, 
there are some "casing modes" where the whole strain energy is located in the casing as 
mode 3 for instance. 
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Figure.6: Percentage of strain energy in function of the frequency in the kinematic chain and in the casing. 

4. Conclusion 

The aim of this paper, was to present aglobai numerical dynamic model of automobile 
gearboxes in a CAD environment. This model was performed in order to reduce noise 
and defme dynamic transmission conditions. The dynamic behaviour is evaluated 
around of a static working point, defmed for a given static load, where non-linear 
behaviour of the technological linking components can be linearized. Practically, the 
proposed model is based on the fmite element method (F.E.M.) for small displacements. 
Structural elements are modelled by usual fmite elements and several specific fmite 
elements were developed to introduce the behaviour of the technological linking 
components. A particular attention was brought to rolling bearing behaviour. This 
model allows to determine eigenmodes and dynamic responses of the complete gearbox 
and appropriated analysis tools and numerical criterion were defmed. 

The first studies presented are achieved on the kinematic chain of the gearbox. They 
highlight the influence of the roller bearing on the global behaviour, and so how 
important it is to model them accurately. In a second step, casing dynamic flexibility is 
introduced and dynamic couplings between casing and kinematic chain are evaluated. 
At the end of this work, which is validating by experimental studies, global dynamic 
behaviour of automobile gearboxes can be provided and consequences of technological 
choices could be evaluated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

In order to increase security, to reduce delays of airplane maintenance and to lower the repair costs, integrated 
monitoring could be envisaged in a permanent or sem i-permanent way, for the evaluation of the degradation 
state of composite structures. This could furnish information about damage state. 
The embedment of sensors within composite structures gives the opportunity to develop Smart Materials for 
Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS). 
The choice of the monitoring system must be guided by the respect of the material integrity through its ability 
to receive sensitive sensors. In particular, the loss of mechanical properties and/or failure strengh due to the 
presence of the insert must be minimized. Another selection criterion of the system is the reduction of the 
sensor number for different imperatives: cost, connectors reduction and complexity of the electronic equipment. 
Because they can propagate over long distances, Lamb waves are totally adapted to the inspection of !arge, thin 
plates with a very small number of transducers. These waves are usually generated by mode conversion at the 
interface using an angled transducer. This method of excitation, generally known as the "wedge method", 
requires a transducer with a plastic or perspex body providing the suitable angle of incidence. This body makes 
it impossible to significantly reduce the height of the transducer. The interest in Smart Materials, especially 
health monitoring and impact damage detection on composite laminates using Lamb waves, justifies the 
development of a thin transducer which may be integrated into the structure. Hence, the priority is to reduce the 
height of the transducer, and the use of a comb-like array of piezoelectric elements makes it feasible.[DEM.95] 

Longitudinal, transverse and Rayleigh waves are the solution of the waves propagation equation in 
infinite solid elastic media. On the contrary, Lamb waves are the solution of this equation for limited media, 
and they must verify the limit conditions fixed by the medium dimensions. 
These waves may propagate in plates with a thickness value nearly equivalent to the wavelength, and are 
generated under oblique incidence using a conversion mode. There are mainly two kinds of waves. 
antisymmetrical and symmetrical, with a propagation direction parallel to the surface of the plate. Their 
associated displacement presents a longitudinal and transverse components. Two zero modes. A" and So, exist al 
all frequencies. but higher modes had switch frequencies f, given by the following formulae: 
for symmetrical modes: for antisymmetrical modes : 
f, = n VI / 2 e where n = 1.3.5.... f, = n VI / 2 e where n = 1,3,5 .... 
and fe = n vl / 2 e where n = 2. 4. 6.... and fe = n vl / 2 e where n=2,4 •.... 
where VI is the longitudinal velocity, VI the transverse velocity and e the sampIe thickness. As the velocity oe 
the different modes depends on the frequency, Lamb waves have a dispersive feature. The usual method oe 
generation relying on a transducer that cannot be reduccd to a low thickness (oblique incidence transducer). so 
the development of a thin transducer using a comb-like array of piezoelectric elements has been investigated. 

67 
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The integrated design process of Smart Materials needs first of all a good understanding of the Lamb 
waves propagation conditions inside the plate structures as a function of their thickness. Prom these conditions 
it is possible to define the working frequency. This parameter, thus defined, it is then possible to study the 
optimal dimensions of the piezoelectric element to embed in order 10 generate non dispersive waves. 

The study of the sensor dimensions involves constraints on lhe embeddcd PZT element which induce a 
mechanical behaviour of the structure with the insert which must be optimized. So three different tools have 
been used in this work to optimize the final performances in terms of sensibility to impact detection of the 
demonstrator. The following paragraphs give, after a short description of the design methodology, the different 
results leading to the definition of a composite structure with embedded actuators for impact detection. 

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY. 

The development of miniaturized actuators for defect and impact detection involves an integrated design 
methodology taking into account the study of: 
- the Lamb waves propagation, 
- the insert vibration modes, 
- the mechanical behaviour of the structure with embeddcd insert. 
The following figure (fig 1) describes the different studies realizcd in order to perform ademonstrator proving 
the feasibility ofa Health and Usage Monitoring System. 

Numerical 
modelling ATI~A 

Numerical modelling 
ANSYS 

Analytical modelling 
MATLAB 

Fig.1: integrated design methodology for Smart Materials. 
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Three kinds of modeling have been investigated: an analytical one for Lamb waves propagation study 
(MA 1LAB~), and numerical ones (Finite Element Codes) for the study of mechanical behaviour of the structure 
(ANSYS~), and for the study of the insert (ATILA ®). The theoretical results lead to the definition of 
geometrical parameters for the demonstrator prototyping. 
Lamb waves propagation requires a deep understanding of the dispersion relations in the material, in order to 
determine the geometrical parameters of the insert for a set of frequencies, the following paragraph gives the 
main results conceming this study. 

2.1 ANAL YTICAL MODELING. 

The first method of excitation, already described by Viktorov [VIK.67] as the comb structure method, 
consists in generating a set of normal perturbations, distributed periodically over the surface of the plate with a 
spatial period equal to the excited Lamb wavelength. To determine the geometrical parameters of the sensor, the 
first task to complete is to calculate the appropriate wavelength, corresponding to the less dispersive mode in 
the material at the working frequency. 
The carbon-epoxy composite plates used in this study have 16 and 32 layers. The ply lay-ups for these 
laminates are [Od, [Oj90j0J90~s, [45jOj45j90212. and [45/0/45/90]4,. 
An extensive literature on methods to calculate the dispersion relations in anisotropic media is available ( 
Nayfeh [NAY.89a], Nayfeh and Chimenti [NAY.89bl, Datta, Shah, Bratton and Chakraborty [DAT.88], Lowe 
[LOW.95], ... ). But few papers take the disparities in mechanical properties between layers into account and 
develop the calculations for every lay-up. 
This study relies on the classical method, i.e. the resolution of a matrix equation which describes stresses and 
displacements in each layer of the laminate and the transfer relations between them. This equation leads to 
characteristic functions whose roots bring the results. Discussions of the different methods may be found in 
(LOW.951. 
The standard dispersion curves (phase velocities as a f unction of the frequency-thickness product) show the less 
dispersive mode likely to be generated in a frequency range. Figure 2 shows these curves for the same sampie. 
These curves allow the determination of the frequency for the generation of Lamb waves in a specific plate. As 
soon as the frequency range is imposed by the piezoelectric element, the following modeling will permit to 
define the transducer' s geometrical parameters. 

10 000 

7500 

5000 

2500 
~._---------~---

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 

Fig 2: phase velocity as a function of frequency for a laminate 

2.2 NUMERICAL MODELING. 

2.2.1 Brief description of the Finite Element Modeling (FEM) approach. 
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In order to determine the optimal dimensions of the insert for Lamb waves generation, the linear FEM has been 
used here with the help of the ATILA code. The FEM is a very powerful tool for modeling complex structures. It 
is able 10 provide the electrical impedance and the displacement field, as a function of the excitation frequency. 

The general forrnuIation of finite element transducer modeling is described in many papers [ASS.93,ASS961 aIXl 
only the main equations are briefly recalled here. With standard notations: 

l[~]=[ -~ 1 (I) 

whcre 11, !, E and Q are vectors which contain the nodal values of the mechanical displacement, the 

electrical potential, the applied forces and the electrical charges, respective\y. [Kuu1, [Ku<p1 and [K<p<p1 are the 

electroelastic stiffness matrices, while [M1 is the consistent mass matrix and ül is the angular frequency (ül = 
21tf, f being the frequency). The upper index T indicatcs matrix transposition. 
From this matrix, the displacement field 11 can be computed as folIows: 

(2) 

Then using the second line 10gether with Eq. (2) the electrical impedance (Z) can be deduced from the following 
relation : 

(3) 

Minima and maxima of this impedance correspond respectively to resonance and antiresonance frequencies (fr 

and fa) of the succcssive vibration modes. The electromechanical coupling coefficient k" is then defmed for each 
mode as :20 

(4) 

Finally, it can be noticed that it is possible to take into aceount losses in the material, by introducing eomplex 
material coeffieients such as : s = s' - j s", d = d' - j d", E = E ' - jE", where s, d and E are the eomplex elastie 
eomplianee tensor, the eomplex piezoelectric tensor and the complex dielectrie tensor, respectively. 

222 Embedded transducer characterization. 
A general rule of ultrasound emission is to excile lhe cmilting element at its natural resonances rather than at 
any frequency. This method enables a very efficient convcrsion from electric to mechanical energy. Electrical 
impedance as a function of frequency is a suitablc indicator of those resonance modes. 
It is now supposed that a transducer is embedded into a composite plate. This plate is a 32-ply [04, 454, 904, -

4541s 'T300-914' composite plate with a 3.85 mm thickness. The transducer is shown in Fig. 3(a). It is a 'P7-

62' (a cIassical 'Quartz & Silice' piezoelectrie ceramie) PZT eylinder with radius to thickness ratio Rrr equal to 
1.25 and T = 2 mm. As its polarization direction is assumed to eorrespond to the Z-axis, this one is a 
revolution axis, as it is weil known for PZT materials (equivalent to 6mm crystalline cIass). Thus only a two
dimensional finite element mesh of the ABA'B' section may be used [Fig. 3(b)1. 
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epo.y resln I'1.T transducer 

y 

(a) host m.torlal (pl.t.) 

y 

Fig. 3: Transducer Fig. 4:Modeled configuration. 

Figure 4 shows the modeled configuration. The PZT transducer is placed inside a hole machined in the plate and 
surrounded by epoxy resin. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 

fre(IUency (MHz) 

Fig. 5: electrical impedance. 

Using Eq. (3), the electrical impedance of the transducer is computed and shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, it 
is evident that there are three main resonance modes. The resonance frequencies correspond to natural vibration 
modcs of the transducer, but modified by the influence of the acoustical 10ading conditions (embedment). It is 
noticeable that, according 10 the computed strain field in the piezo-element, the resonance which occurs around 
435 kHz appears 10 remain a radial vibration, with the highest coupling coefficient yet (k" = 47 %). Thus the 
effect of embedding on the radial eigenmode of the piezo-ceramic does not seem to be a change in its nature, 
but only a slight frequency shift and a variation in the electrical impedance modulus, due to the non-zero 
acoustical impedances of the surrounding media. 

2.2.3 Modes identification 
The deformed shape of the structure, that the FEM is able to display in post-processing treatment, clearly puts 
in evidence the presence of plate vibration modes at various frequencies. As an example, the real part of the 
normalized displacement fields computed at the three main resonance frequencies (435 kHz, 735 kHz and 910 
kHz) are given in Fig. 6 (for convenience, only the displacement fields in the plate are represented). It is c1ear 
that Fig. 6(a) corresponds 10 a "purely" symmetrical displacement field, whereas Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) correspond 
practically to antisymmetrical displacement fields, but with slight interactions between severaI Lamb modes. 
Moreover, the amplitude of the displacement field for the first resonance (435 kHz) is greater than the other 
ones. 
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Fig. 6: Displacementfield. 

By the inspection of these computed displacement fields, it is possible to pick out the wavelength lL of the 

corresponding Lamb waves. Then knowing the frequency, the phase velocity cL can be deterrnined, according to 

the relation: cL = lLf. Several finite element computations have been perforrned, varying the excitation 

frequency, and thus the corresponding phase velocities CL are reported in the dispersion curves of the host 

material. Aremarkable agreement is shown, allowing an unambiguous identification of modes present in the 
plate. 
In this part a particular transducer has been considered, but it is interesting to note that other specimens having 
the same dimension ratios 2Rrr and d!I' (d is the host plate thickness) would generate the same Lamb waves 
(same phase velocities) at the same values of fd. 

2.2.4 Mechanical behaviour modeling. 
Due to the manufacturing cost of a composite plate, [he mechanical behaviour of structure with embedded 
transducer will be studied using finite elements. Two models will be developed: The first corresponds to a plate 
without any embedded transducer and the second will represent a plate with embedded piezo-electric elements. In 
both cases, the numerical results obtained during a three point bending will be compared with experimental data. 
The model (Fig 7) represents the plate using a specific element for multilayer geometry. The element has been 
designed to represent multilayered materials (up to 100 layers with different mechanical features). A single 
element can represent the different layers of composite materials and the piezo-electric element. 
The study has been carried out on the models of instrumented and non-instrumented plates during a three-point 
bending. 

o Multllayer elements (32 layers) 

c::J Multilayer elements (32 layers ... insan + adhesive ... polyimide) 

.... ". Multilayer eloments (32 layers ... adhesive + polyimide) 

Fig.7: Numerical model 0/ the plate with insert 
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Tbe same load was applied onto the models of both instrumented and non-instrumented plates. A comparison 
between the different results highlights the fact that the built-in piezo-electric element does not influence the 
deformation of the plate. The results are described and discussed in [BLA.98]. 
Tbe previous models have lead to the definition of an innovative demonstrator prototyping. Tbe next paragraph 
gives the experimental results obtained with an embedded PZT element inside a Carbon-Epoxy composite. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

3.1 CARBON-EPOXY COMPOSITE DEMONSTRATOR. 

Tbe demonstrator has been made in a elassical way : a 130 llßI-thick element has been embedded in the middle 
of the plate. It has however the advantage of putting the piezoelectric insert in acoustic load conditions which 
are elose to those of an inter-ply integrated element. Moreover it allows easier experimentation while validating 
our approach. 
Tbe embedded transducer beingused is a 10 mm square piezo-electric 130 llßI-thick element. Two polyamide 
films (Fig 8) are stuck onto the element. Those films allow the electric connection with the outer media of the 
plate. 

Metallization 

Fig.8: 

lOmm 6mm 

Epoxy/silver 
adhesive 

(th. 30 ,,ffi) 

Schematic description ofthe sensor 

Epoxy 

The dimensions of the considered piezoelectric transducer had been chosen as satisfying the following criteria. 
First of all, to have a good electromechanically coupling for vibration mode at 400 kHz, the corresponding 
radius is 2.5 mm for the P7-62 material (radial mode). Then a thickness of 2 mm has appeared to imply no 
interaction between the radial mode and the other vibration modes (thickness and harmonie modes) ; it is easy to 
embed in a 3.85 mm thick plate as weil. In addition, the FEM has demonstrated that these transducer 
dimensions are suited to a good generation of Lamb waves in the host material. Therefore the same dimensions 
have been used to build the specimen studied in this section. 
As it has been previously said, the composite plate of this instrumented specimen can be macroscopically 
considered as a quasi-isotropic material in the X-Y plane. Thus the surrounding conditions of the piezo-element 
are expected to be relatively elose in both the experimental and the numerically modeled configurations. So this 
specimen aims both at confirming the results obtained with the FEM study, as weil as checking the practical 
feasibility of using embedded transduccrs for generating exploitable Lamb waves in a relatively realistic 
composite structure. 
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4. CONCLUSION. 

This work has demonstrated the feasibility of generating and detecting Larnb waves in a composite plate, 
with bulk-embedded piezoelectric transducers. Moreover, with the help of the FEM, the identification of müdes 
has been obtained. By selecting the vibration mode of the embedded transducer, it seems to be possible to 
selectively privilege the propagation of various Lamb modes. 

Future work will consist in the integration of the different theoretical results in a larger model describing 
both, the insert vibration modes and the Lamb waves propagation. 
The use of an Analog Hardware Description Language (AHDL) will allow the creation of mixed signal models, 
modeling both electrical and non-electrical components in complex systems as Smart Materials. The 
Mechatronics approach will permit quite an integrated design methodology. 

The authors would like to thank Mr BALAGEAS from ONERA for helpful and precious advices. 
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ABSTRACT 

During machining of aluminium alloy made structural parts, the state of stress 
due to quenching may result in non-acceptable deformations. Besides calculating 
the post-quenching residual stresses, we develop a numerical method in order to 
simulate machining by using the mapped stress from the drop forging onto the 
final part mesh. 

We then develop a 2D optimization pro gram in order to minimize 
deformation during machining, depending on the final part position in the drop 
forging part. 

Comparison between experimental and numerical results show a good 
correlation. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

It is desirable that the heat treatment of aluminium alloy made parts should result 
in high strength and low residual stresses. However, during machining, these 
stresses may give rise to non-acceptable deformations. 
In this work, a finite element method is used to simulate quenching and stress 
releasing during machining. Besides, we are developing a pro gram in order to 
optimize the final part position during machining. 

77 
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2. QUENCHING OF THE DROP FORGING PART. 

In addition to structural transformations, stresses develop in the part during 
quenching. They result from the temperature gradient between center and surface. 
When they become higher than yield stress, residual stresses occur after he at 
treatment. 

2. 1. Quenching modelisation. 

The finite element modelisation of quenching is carried out in two stages: 
a/ simulation of heat conduction in the part during the quench cooling, 
b/ resolution ofthe elastic-plastic problem created by the change of 

temperature. 
Figure 1 shows a 2D section of a drop forging part for which we have calculated 
quenching and machining. The 2D mesh, made with I-DEAS code, contains 612 
four-node elements, and 711 nodes. 

" 

2. 2. Thermal calculation. 

LI 50mm, L2 120mm. L3 360mm. L4 30mm 

A 

+ 
:t-4 ... 

L3----------------------· 
B 

Figure 1 : Drop-jorging mesh 

The material is an aluminium alloy. The thermal conductivity and specific heat 
variations with temperature are shown in figures 2 and 3. For heat conduction 
calculations, we use DC2D4 elements from ABAQUS code. The initial 
temperature is about 400°C. A temperature versus time curve is prescribed on the 
mesh surface. The final temperature is about 60°C. At each time step, the 
temperature distribution is used as initial condition for the elastic-plastic 
computation. 
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We use CGPE6R generalized plane strain elements with reduced integration, The 
variations of mechanical parameters with temperature are taken into 
account:Young's modulus, plastic slope, yield stress [ARC, 80] (figures 4 to 6), 
The expansion coefficient evolution has been measured by AEROSP A TIALE 
(figure 7), 
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Comparison between X-ray measured residual stresses and finite elements 
calculations has shown a very good correlation, We can see in figure 8 that, at the 
beginning of cooling, stresses are tensile on the surface and compressive in the 
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center of the part. At the end of cooling, this is reversed;figure 9 shows the residual 
stress distribution accross the thickness. 
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Figure 8 : In-core and surface stress S33 
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Figure 9 : SI 1 after quenching 
in section AB 

3. STRESS FlELD MAPPING AND MACHINING. 

During machining of the drop forging part, the state of stress due to quenching 
may give rise to deformations which have to be rectified in order to fit the 
dimensional tolerances. 
We then developed 2D and 3D numerical modelization of machining which only 
needs to know the final part mesh position in the drop forging part mesh. 

3. 1. Machining modelization. 

We make a stress fie1d mapping from the quenched drop forging part mesh (E) 
onto the final part mesh (P), which we want to obtain after machining (figure 10). 

(E) : Drop 

forging 

part mesh I 

I 
I I 

I J 
~ (P).wIshed 

part mesh 

Figure 10 : Machining simulation method 

(D):deformed 

part after 

equilibrium 

Reactions F j , equivalent to the action of (E) on (P), are calculated on the boundary 
of (P). We then calculate an equilibrium by canceling F j • 

We suppose here that the material remains elastic with small displacements during 
machining. We then get the deformed machined part geometry and stresses. 
This method allows to easily estimate the influence of CP) part position in CE). 
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3.2. Stress field mapping formulation. 

This mapping is carried out between Gauss points ofboth meshes. We have used a 
weighted average method, which is easy to perform. For every M' Gauss point in 
the [mal mesh (P), we calculate the N nearest Gauss points in the initial mesh (E). 
For each M' point, we calculate the weighting coefficient f(dj) depending on the 
distance dj=d(Mj'M). 

The stress value at point M' is a weighted average ofthe Mj stress values: 

a (M ,) = ~, f (d,). a (M ,) /~, f (d,) 

We have used a Gaussian weighting function: f(dj)=Exp(-kd/) 
where k coefficient is calibrated on the farthest neighbour distance: 
Exp( -kdmax 2)= E , with for example, E =10-2 

Another field mapping which can also be used is the diffuse approximation method 
[NAY. 92]: 

IfX=(x,y,z) is the point coordinates vector where we have to calculate the 
stress field cr , we approximate this fie1d as: 

cr (X)=<p(X»{ a} 
where p(X) (for example <1,x,y,xy» is the chosen polynornial base, {al the 
coefficient vector of the polynomial to be deterrnined. Polynomial p(X) is an 
approximation of cr (X) in the neighbourhood of X, by the least square method. 
The {a} vector solution is given by minirnizing the following function with respect 
to aj: 

where: 

N 2 

L W(Xj)[< p(Xj) > {al - ad 
i= 1 

- Xi are the N nearest neighbours of X, 
- W(Xj) = Exp( -kd/), di = d(X,Xj), with W(Xmax) = E 

Minirnization is equivalent to solving the linear system: 
[A] {al = {b} ,with: 

N N 
[A]= I W(Xd{p(Xd}(p(Xi»),{b}= L W(Xi){p(Xi)}ai 

i=1 i=l 

3. 3. Machined part equilibrium. 

After stress field mapping, each Gauss point of the final part mesh is assigned with 
an extrapolated stress field. This forms an initial condition for an elastic calculation 
in ABAQUS code. We thus get the final part deformed shape and the stress field 
after machining. 
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3.4. Application. 

The part geometry that we want to get after machining is given on figure 11. The 
calculated deformed shape is shown in figure 12. 

1= 5mm 

Figure 11 " Machined part mesh in the drop jorging part 

The machined part deformations are measured with respect to a shape rigging 
template. 
These measurements have shown that experimental displacements are in a good 
agreement with calculated ones. Stress field distribution is similar to the drop 
forging one after quenching but stress values are lower. 

4. MACHINED PART POSITION OPTIMIZATION IN THE DROP 
FORGING PART. 

Experimental and numerical investigations have shown that the machined part 
deformations depend on its position in the drop forging part (figure 11 ) [ABI. 96]. 
We have then developed a 2D computer pro gram in order to calculate the 
machining position which minimizes the final part deformations. 

4. 1. Method. 

The optimization problem is posed as follows: 
- the drop forging part geometry being fixed, with a 2D 
calculated residual stress field, 
- under the constraints related to the drop forging part contour 
(the final part mesh must remain in this contour), 
- minimize the following U function (global displacement): 
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N 

U(dx,dy) = ~ L ~ufx 
i= 1 

where :- N is the number of nodes on machined part contour, 
- Uix and Uiy are these nodes displacements after a machining simulation. 

The optimization parameters are the increments dx and dy on the final 
part center of gravity position. For each increment (dx,dy), we calculate the final 
mesh nodes coordinates, with respect to the drop forging part mesh. Then we carry 
out a machining simulation and evaluate U. 

U minimization is made using the SiDoLo parameters identification code 
[PIL. 91] 

4. 2. Application. 

We have applied this optimization algorithm to the part shown in figure 11. 
The initial stress field results from the quenching simulation described in section 2. 
3.The deformed part for the initial machining position is given in figure 12. 
Optimization calculation results are given in figures 14 to 16 which show 
respectively dx and dy parameters evolution and U function during iterations. The 
algorithm allowed a convergence towards the minimum U in 19 iterations. 
NU value for the initial machining position is NU=75.30mm. After optimization, 
we have NU=30.45mm, which represents a decrease of 56.70%. Figure 13 shows 
the deformed machined part mesh after optimization. 
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Figure 12 : Deformed mesh before optimization 
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Figure 16 .' NU function evolution during optimization 

5. CONCLUSION. 

Quenching modelisation in 3D or 2D-generalized plane strains allows the 
computation ofresidual stresses in agreement with X-ray diffraction experiments. 

The numerical modelisation of machining only needs to know the final 
part mesh position in the drop forging part mesh. Application to an industrial part 
has shown a good agreement between calculated and measured deformations. 

We have developed a 2D optimization program which enables to calculate 
the machining position which minimizes the final part deformations. This 
integrated modelling system will help understanding the residual stresses influence 
on distorsion and improve the design of industrial parts. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF A PASSIVE SAFETY DEVICE BY 
MEANS OF THE RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY 

1. Abstract 

G. BELINGARDI, M. A V ALLE 
Department of Mechanics, II Faculty of Engineering 
Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24 
1-10129 Torino, Italy 

The design of new cars requires the satisfaction of ever stricter safety standards defmed 
by certification regulations and to match the continuously growing attention of the 
customer for safety. Hence, it is necessary to improve every component of the vehic1e 
to achieve better performance. An effective component in reducing loads transmitted to 
the driver chest in frontal crashes is the deformable steering wheel column, capable of 
collapsing with high energy absorption while reacting with little axial loads. The 
controlled collapse of the colunm can be achieved by inserting a corrugated tube. To 
achieve optimum performance it is necessary to find the proper value of its geometrical 
parameters. Aim of the work is to show how the use of the structural optimization 
approach based on the response surface methodology is an effective strategy to 
optimize such a component. 

2. Introduction 

Structural crashworthiness design of vehic1es has two main goals: to obtain a strong, 
undeformable survivability cell for the passenger compartment and to provide aseries 
of parts able to deform while absorbing and dissipating energy in a stable and controlled 
manner. In this second group of passive safety devices, some should dissipate the 
kinetic energy of the vehic1e reducing quickly but gradually its initial speed and others 
should collapse, thereby reducing the loads transmitted to the passengers. 

One of the main problems for driver safety is the impact of his chest with the 
steering colunm. Seat belts and airbags strongly help to this end but in some occasions 
are not sufficient to avoid a severe impact. Furthermore, even if the impact with the 
inflated airbag is light, it is desirable that the airbag does not transmit excessive loads. 
In order to limit the force transmitted through the airbag from the steering wheel or by 
the steering wheel itself to the driver's chest, it is necessary to use a collapsible steering 
wheel colunm. This effect can be obtained by introducing in the steering colunm an 

85 
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intermediate component able to collapse with Iimited loads but with a torsional strength 
and stiffness appropriate for the steering system task in normal use conditions. Such a 
component can be a simple tubular member, which is known to be an efficient energy 
absorber [1, 2, 3]. In addition, to limit the maximum load without reducing the energy 
absorption capability, the tube can be suitably shaped. 

A simple and effective method proposed to obtain such a behavior is to pre-deform 
the tube with aseries ofaxisymmetric enlargements (bulges) similar to the 
axisyrnmetric folds that occur in the axial collapse of tubes [4]. This element is known 
as "corrugated tube" or "bellows". The bulges are usually obtained by plastic 
deformation of a simple circular tube in a die under internal pressure applied with water 
or other liquids (hydroforming). 

Once the overalliength of the bellows, its base diameter and material are fixed, the 
design parameters are the length of the bulges, the external diameter of the 
enlargements and, consequently, the number of enlargements (which is in turn related to 
the totallength and to the length of the folds). These geometrical parameters influence 
the global behavior that is evaluated in terms of the energy that the component can 
dissipate in its axial collapse and of the maximum sustained axial load. These two 
structural indexes can be combined in one further parameter, ratio of the previous two, 
known as the load uniformity parameter (LU). 

This work shows the analysis of a corrugated steel tube when changing the 
geometrical parameter with the objective of obtaining a component with the minimum 
load uniformity parameter (the ideal value being one). Structural analysis is performed 
using an explicit finite element code. 

The aim of the work is twofold: first, to design an optimized component for energy 
absorption and, second, to show the usefulness and efficiency of an optimization 
aigorithm. The optimization procedure used in the work is a steepest descent aigorithm 
based on the response surface methodology that has proved to be very efficient in the 
case ofhighly non-linear problems [8, 9]. 

3. The corrugated tube used as an energy absorbing device 

The subject of this work is the so-called "corrugated" tube or bellows shown in 
Figure 1. The tube is defined by external radius r e, internal radius ri, total length I, 
length of each bulge p, number of bulges n and wall thickness t. It's worth noting that 
the bellows internal radius ri is equal to the outer radius of the two cylindrical ends of 
the tube, whereas the internal radius of the tube at the ends is equal to ri - t. The base 
values for these dimensions were 30 mm for internal radius ri, 35 mm for external 
radius re, 150 mm for totallength I, 7.5 mm for bulge length p. The base number of 
bulges was 12. 

Changing design parameters during the optimization process, there is a certain 
number of constraints linking the number of bulges to their length. In particular the 
number of bulges was determined by the condition that the total length of the 
"corrugated" part does not exceed the initiallength, equal to (1- 2 lb). Hence, to ensure 
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that the number of bu1ges is an integer number, the 1ength of the straight ends ean 
change during optimization. 

1 
~K 

1 
2ri _. ------- - ------ -- 2re 

j 
IJ~v~v~ .Jr. Vi- I 

I 
I h h J 

Figure 1. Scheme ofthe corrugated tube 

The next problem deals with the bu1ges' profile. The more obvious ehoiee wou1d be 
to use eireu1ar ares as generating eurves (so the bulges are formed by portions of 
eireular toroidal surfaees). When eonsidering surfaees of revolution obtained from 
eireular ares eonneeting eaeh other, three eases may oeeur as shown in Figure 2. If 
(re - r;) > p / 2 the profile of one bulge is formed by four ares, eomprising a 90° angle, 
eonneeted by a straight line (left diagram of Figure 2). The radius of the ares defining 
the bulge is thus equal to p / 4. When (re - ri) is equal to p / 2 the length of these 
eonneeting lines falls to zero, that is the bulge profile is formed by four ares of p / 4 
radius eaeh eomprising a 90° angle. When (re - ri) < P / 2 to have a smooth profile with 
tangent eurves the inc1uded angle must be less than 90° (right diagram of Figure 2). 
Henee, angle a and radius rare obtained from the following relations: 

2(r -r.) 
a = 2aretan e I (1) 

P 

(2) 

a 

Figure 2. Bulge profile 
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The structure was studied using a simplified finite element model, taking advantage 
of the axial symmetry of the problem. The simplified fmite element mesh models a 
single axial strip of the surface with four-node shell elements (axisymmetric shells are 
not a feature ofthe DYNA3D code). Proper constraints coerce the mesh nodes to move 
only in the axial and radial directions. The load was applied by two rigid walls, one 
fixed and the other moving against the structure with an initial speed of 13.89 mls 
(50 kmIh). Figure 3 shows the fmite element mesh of the base bellows configuration 
together with a sequence of plots taken at different times during the crush and a 
diagram showing the force-displacement characteristic. 
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Figure 3. Finite element mesh of the base configuration with collapse 

4. The optimization algorithm 

The optimization algorithm used in the work is based on a steepest descent procedure 
[5] and uses the response surface methodology [6, 7] to establish the search direction 
[8, 9]. 

In the algorithm [9] the initial step consists of a complete plan of experiments (two 
levels for each design variable) plus a central point. According to the results of the 
response function evaluations, a regression plane is computed and the direction opposite 
to the gradient of the plane is used as the search direction (if the value of the objective 
function at the central point of the plan of experiments is less than the values obtained 
at the other four points, a new plan centered on the same central point but of half the 
original size is used). New points are evaluated along the search direction until the 
objective function value does not increase again. In this case a half size plan of 
experiments centered in the last point evaluated before the objective function increase is 
studied and the algorithm re starts with a half1ength step. 

The search algorithm stops when either the variation of the objective function 
between two consecutive steps is less than a predetermined value Ef> or the variation in 
the variables (the size ofthe plan ofthe experiments) is less than a predetermined value 
Ex, or the number of function evaluation exceeds a limit number. 
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The algorithm as previously described is an unconstrained search procedure. 
Constraints to the values of the design variables are therefore taken into account using 
penalty functions. Penalty functions used in this problem add to the objective function a 
quantity proportional to the cube of the distance of the point outside the adrnissible 
region from the boundary of the domain. 

5. Results 

In order to better understand the problem, a first evaluation of the structure behavior as 
a result of changing the geometrical parameters was done (Figure 4). The two variable 
parameters were fold length p and external radius r e. The results of this parametrie 
study are the maps of the three structural parameters, load uniformity LU, maximum 
force F m(!X> and average force F mean respectively. The fold length p was let to vary from 
2 to 20 mm and the external radius re from 15 to 25 mm (when re is equal to 15 mm the 
bellows is a straight circular tube and the structural parameters are obviously unaffected 
by lengthp). 

A plain observation ofthe plots ofFigure 4 shows that the maximum load is roughly 
constant everywhere except in the region where p is minimum and re maximum. The 
maximum load shows a "valley" when re is between 17 and 19 mm. The average load is 
minimum when p is 17 mm and re is equal to 25 mm. The surface representing load 
uniformity is somewhat complicated. It is possible to observe aglobai decrease of the 
load uniformity parameter with decreasing external radius re. However, in the region of 
greater external radius (re = 22 -i- 23 mm) the influence of the length of the folds is not 
regular and there are many local minima. The region with re from 16 to 18 mm is 
roughly flat with a local minimum at p = 10.5 mm, re = 16.5 mm and a global minimum 
in p = 4.5 mm, r e = 16.5 mm. All these local minima are very "dangerous" when using 
an optimization algorithm (especially in the region of greater external radii) because it 
is necessary to avoid their "attraction": the algorithm should not fall in this point and 
must be able to go further. 

Figure 5. shows the results of numerical optimization. The starting point was in 
p = 10 mm re = 21 mm and the size of the first plan of experiments was 16 mm for the 
length of the folds and 8 mm for the external radius. The starting point and the size of 
the plan of the experiments were chosen in order to explore an adequately large region 
of the search domain. The risk of using a smaller plan is that of falling into a local 
minimum region. With a larger plan there is a greater prob ability of avoiding this 
problem. Actually, a new point is examined in (p, r e) = (5.66,17.08) mm. The next 
point in the search direction is outside the adrnissible region (that is, it would 
correspond to an external radius lower than the internal radius of 15 mm). Hence, the 
algorithm moves back and examines a new plan with size equal to half the size of the 
initial plan. Afterwards, as it is not possible to reduce the objective function value in 
this way, a new reduced plan of experiments is analyzed. The algorithm stops because 
the fmal point (the solution) in (p, re) = (3.75,16.30) mm (with LU= 1.778) decreases 
the objective function value by less than the required tolerance with respect to a 
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previous point in (p, re) = (3.66, 16.33) mm (with LU = 1.796). The objective is reached 
in 21 steps. 
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Figure 4. Influence of the geometry on the structural behavior of the bellows 

It should be pointed out that the algorithrn does not ensure a proper solution if 
incorrect starting parameters are chosen. In particular, it is important to use a 
sufficiently large initial plan of the experiments able to fmd data about the global shape 
of the surface. It has been verified, for example, that with a smaller initial plan centered 
in (p, re) = (6,24) mm with a variation of 6 mm for the length ofthe folds and of 2 mm 
for the external radius, the algorithrn converges to the local minimum in 
(p, re) = (2.40, 23.39) mm. The same result is obtained by starting the algorithm search 
in (p, re) = (10,22) mm and with the same initial variation ofthe design parameters. 
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Figure 5. Results ofthe optimization 

6. Conclusions 

The passive safety of a car driver can be improved by introducing in the steering wheel 
column a deformable part able to reduce the loads transmitted to the chest during a 
frontal crash. A feasible and effective element able to achieve this goal is a simple thin 
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tube. Tbe behavior of a tube for this aim can be improved by suitably pre-deforming it 
in the shape of a corrugated tube. 

Tbe geometrical parameters of the corrugated tube strongly influence its structural 
behavior especially for what concerns the load uniformity. In fact, load uniformity in 
fact can vary from a minimum of ab out two to a maximum of ten and more. Tbe 
geometrical configuration corresponding to the minimum load uniformity parameter has 
been obtained from a parametric study of the component. Tbis investigation showed 
that efficient sizing comes with a length of the folds about one third of the diameter of 
the extrernities and an external diameter 1.1 times the diameter of the extremities. 
Furthermore structural behavior is scarcely affected by the fold length but highly 
sensitive to the increase of external radius. Tbis result is, however, valid for the current 
thickness over diameter ratio. 

Tbe same result can be obtained through the use of an efficient optimization 
algorithm. Tbe response surface of the problem is very irregular and a c1assical 
rninirnization procedure would presumably fall into a local minimum. If a complete 
parametric study requires scores of structural analyses, which are in this case non-linear 
dynarnic simulations, the optimization algorithm proposed herein can achieve nearly the 
same result in about twenty evaluations of the structural behavior. 
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1. Introduction 

Our aim is to propose design-making tools, which can be introduced in 
Computer Aided Design software. Thank to the analysis of the design pro
cess of a known mechanical system, we can formulate the mechanical de
sign problem as an optimization problem, called problem of optimal design. 
The latter contains non-linear equations, inequality constraints and mixed 
variables that are continuous and discrete. There are also interdependent 
discrete parameters whose values may be taken in normalized tables and 
which directly depend on the choice of one of the discrete variables. Some 
problems of optimal design have been solved with a method using the aug
mented Lagrange multipliers, combined with a branch and bound algorithm 
[5]. In order to calculate the functions gradients, interpolation functions 
have been used to bind the discrete parameters to the discrete variable, on 
which they depend. Good results have been obtained for many design prob
lems. However, for some complex structures, we can not obtain a simple 
analytical expression relating the different parameters to a discrete vari
able. The functions gradients can not be calculated so that classical meth
ods can not be used. In this paper, we propose to use genetic algorithms 
(GAs) to solve these difficult problems of optimal design. The genetic al
gorithm is a recently emerged heuristic optimization technique, based on 
concepts from natural genetic and guided by the model of Darwin. The 
algorithm differs from traditional optimization methods by the fact that 
it does not require derivative information. It just requires the value of the 
functions at different points. This method is not sensitive to problem non
linearity, non-convexities, and it can solve problems with mixed variables. 
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We are able to directly use the tables with the normalized values of the sec
ondary discrete values. First, we present GAs, the classic genetic operators 
and other genetic operators which can enhance their performance. Then, 
problems of optimal design are presented and the computational results are 
given. Finally genetic operators, different representations are presented and 
conclusions are stated. 

2. Genetic algorithms 

Early implementations and theoretical analysis of the genetic search method 
are credited to Holland in 1975 [4]. Genetic algorithms were originally de
veloped to simulate adaptation as in natural systems. A good review on 
GAs can be found in [3],[7] 

2.1. REPRESENTATION 

Contrary to the other methods, GAs do not use a single point but a popula
tion of points called individuals. Genetic algorithms use a binary represen
tation of individuals as fixed-length strings over the alphabet 0, 1, which are 
analogous to chromosomes in biological systems. Each string represents a 
solution point in the search space. A multivariable co ding is constructed by 
concatenating individual single variable co ding into a complete string. The 
strong preference for using binary representations of solutions in genetic 
algorithms is derived from schema theorem [4], on wh ich the algorithm is 
based. All the design variables are then coded into fixed-length digit strings. 
A continuous variable is treated as a discrete variable with small values of 
increment. 

2.2. FITNESS FUNCTION 

In GAs, the fitness value represents the "performance" of each individual. 
Individuals with better fitness value will have higher a probability of being 
selected as parents. In order to solve our optimal design problems with 
many inequality constraints, we have chosen to use an exterior penalty 
method because we just have to choose the value of the penalty coefficient. 
This coefficient will increase during the optimization process in order to 
initially keep a slow exploration of the design space and then force a greater 
exploitation of promising designs as the number of trials increases [8]. 

2.3. GENETIC OPERATORS 

Figure 1 shows the main step of genetic algorithms. They start with the 
creation of an initial population of designs, usually at random. Each in-
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dividual is evaluated and is assigned a fitness value. A new population is 
reproduced on the basis of these evaluations through genetic operators, 
selection, crossover and mutation. Thereafter, a newly generated popula
tion replaces the old one and enters the evaluation stage again as the cycle 
of evaluation and reproduction continues. The population improves from 
generation to generation. We will now detail the genetic operators, giving 
traditional operators [3] and other methods found in the literature. 

Figure 1. The genetic algorithm 

e,~ 

~ 
nnults 

Selection determines which individuals are chosen for the reproduction. 
Classical selection is implemented as a probabilistic operator, using the rel

ative fitness p(ai) = L[~a~~ai) to determine the selection probability of 

the individual ai, where p is the number of individuals in the population 
and F(ai) the fitness of the individual ai. Rank-based selection methods 
are often used rather than using absolute fitness values [6], [7]. The pop
ulation is now sorted according to the fitness. The probability assigned to 
each individual depends only on its position in the individuals rank. In the 
application, we will study the classical selection and two different linear 
rank-based selection methods ([6], [9]). Crossover is the primary operator 
in the GAs. The traditional one-point crossover is achieved by swapping 
partial chromosomal materials above a randomly chosen crossing site to 
reproduce new offspring. Numerous extensions of this operator, such as in
creasing the number of crossover points, uniform crossover (each bit is cho
sen randomly from the corresponding parental bits) ... have been proposed 
[7]. We will test the classical one-point crossover, a two-point crossover 
and the uniform crossover. Mutation in genetic algorithms was introduced 
as a " background operator" of small importance [2]. Mutation alters a 
gene value according to a predetermined probability, usually very small. 
With the classical mutation, a bit of the chromosome is chosen uniformly 
at random. This bit value is then flipped from 1 to 0 or vice versa. With 
the uniform mutation, the mutation is applied on a bit-by-bit basis. This 
means that many bits of the chromosome can be altered. We have chosen 
an elitist model of GAs [6], where the two best individuals (the best feasi
ble individual and the individual with the best fitness) are kept from one 
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population to the next, so that the best individual never disappears at the 
change of generation. 

3. Application and results 

The previously described genetic algorithms have been applied to three de
sign problems. The first two problems are not detailed, as their equations 
can be found in the literat ure. The first problem (prob1) is the design of a 
press ure vessel [9]. This problem contains 2 discrete variables, 2 continuous 
variables and 7 inequality constraints. The second problem (prob2) is a cou
pling with bolted rim [5], formulated with one discrete variable, one integer 
variable, 3 inequality constraints and 5 discrete bolt parameters. The last 
problem (prob3) is a ball bearing pivot link (see fig.2). The aim is to find 
the lengths Xl, X2 and the two ball bearings Rl and R2 in order to mini
mize the weight of the assembly composed of a shaft and two ball bearings. 
The formulation of the optimization problem requires to list all functional 
relations and conditions to describe the behaviour of this linkage. We have 
geometrical conditions, stress conditions on the shaft and conditions on the 
bearings life span. In order to simplify the formulation, we deal with a nu
merical example. We want to transmit apower of 23.5kw at 970t/mn for 
a nominallife span of 1800 hours. We obtain a problem with 4 variables, 2 
continuous (Xl, X2), 2 integer (Rl, R2) variables, 12 discrete parameters and 
10 inequality constraints. In order to solve this problem with the genetic 
algorithm, we have numbered the ball bearings from 1 to 28, as they are 
ordered in the normalized table. The parameters of the 2 ball bearings are 
(Cl, dl , Dl , bl, baI, ml) and (C2, d2 , D2 , b2, da2, m2) respectively, depending 
on the choice of the ball bearing. Thus, we have the following formulation, 
with X = {R l , R2, Xl, X2}: 

Minimize the function : 
F(X) = T(x1dr + 0.5(bodr - b2da§ + bldt) + b3dar + X2da§ - b3da§ + b2d§ + 
d§) +ml +m2 

Subject to the constraints : 
Gl(X) = 0.5b1 - Xl + (0.5bo + el) ~ 0 
G3(X) = 29216(1 + x1/X2) - Cl ~ 0 
Gs(X) = 29216(xdX2) - C2 ~ 0 
G7 (X) = (615.51xl + 3930)1/3 - dl ~ 0 
Gg(X) = 0.5bl + 0.5b2 - X2 + e4 + b3 ~ 0 

Data: {bo, b3, el, e4, e2, DM, LM , bs, do, p} 

G2 (X) = D2 - Dl ~ 0 
G4 (X) = do - dl ~ 0 
G6 (X) = ds - d2 ~ 0 
Gs(X) = D l - DM ~ 0 
G lO (X) = X2 + Xl - 177 ~ 0 

From the different selection, crossover and mutation operators, described 
in the previous chapter, we have created 18 sets of tests in order to com
pare all these operators on our three problems. Each continuous variable is 
represented with a 20 bits length string. The population contains 200 indi-
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Figure 2. Ball bearing pivot link 

viduals. To obtain statistically significant data, one hundred independent 
runs have been performed for each combination of operators. 

3.1. RESULTS 

The average error between the theoretical optimal solution and the solution 
given by GAs is always smaller than 1.4% and the euor for the best run is 
always smaller than 0.01%. Finally, for the 3 design problems for which we 
know solution, we have obtained results of good reliability. 

Prom the tests made on our three design problems, we can draw the 
following remarks about the genetic operators. The classical selection gives 
the worth results because it causes apremature convergence for the three 
problems. With the two rank-based selection methods, we obtain good re
sults because we avoid the domination of the best individual. In fact, by 
using the classical selection method, we can have an individual in the popu
lation, which is much better than the average fitness of the population. Such 
individual has a large number of offspring and prevents other individuals 
from contributing to the next generations. That causes a rapid convergence 
to a local optimum. The difference between our two rank-based methods is 
the selective pressure. As the first method has a bigger selective pressure, 
it has a better convergence velo city. 

For the crossover methods, the traditional one-point crossover performs 
worse than the two-point crossover. With the two-point crossover, we have 
higher convergence velocity and higher convergence reliability. The reason 
is that one-point crossover has a very high probability of separating bits 
that are located at the extremes of the chromosome. On the figure 3, we 
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Figure 3. Comparisun between 1 point crossover and 2 point crossover (prob3) 

compare for the prob3 these two crossovers, by showing for each method 
the evolution of the objective function corresponding to the best execution, 
and the average of the executions. Some recent empirical studies [10] have 
shown that crossover operator having higher number of crossover points 
may be more effective at times but uniform crossover does not always give 
for our design problems the best results. Results depend on the problem 
treated. We prefer not to keep this method. However, the actual standard 
used in implement at ions is a two-points crossover but according to Bäck 
[2], no generally recipe for the choice of a recombination operator can be 
given. 
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Figure 4. Histogram for prob2 Figure 5. Diversity of the population 

Concerning the mutation, uniform mutation performs better than clas
sical mutation for the 3 problems (see histogram on fig.4 for prob2 for which 
the known optimal value is 3.88). We have a clearly better reliability with 
the uniform mutation and more runs converge. By analysing our graph-
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ics and watehing the population evolution, we have noticed that with the 
classical mutation, the population converges too rapidly around a single 
point, this being the cause of the premature convergence. With more mu
tations (uniform mutation), we have more diversity in the population and 
this can prevent premature convergence. We had chosen a mutation rate Pm 
of 0.02, Pm = l/l (l: chromosomes length) being, according to Mülhenbein 
[1] the optimal mutation rate. Figure 5 presents the evolution of the ob
jeetive function for the best individual, the worst individual and average 
of the population, showing the population diversity in the eourse of the 
generations, for the best run of prob2 with classical (c) and uniform (u) 
mutation. 

3.2. DISCUSSION ABOUT THE REPRESENTATION 

During the analysis of the histograms, we had noticed that many runs 
identify exactly the same local optimum. This phenomenon is represented 
by peaks on the histograms (fig.5). It seems to be interesting to analyse the 
chromosomes strings, which correspond to this loeal optima, in order to find 
the cause of these repeated premature convergence. We also compare the 
theoretical optimal binary string with the string eorresponding to each local 
optima. This comparison shows that for all the problems, there is an error in 
the string associated to one of the continuous variable of the local optimum. 
The theoretical string, corresponding to each theoretical variable, generally 
contains an alternation of many 0 and 1. But the string, corresponding to 
each local optimum, contains a succession of O. The values of these decoded 
strings are generally not very different but in the coding space, they are 
very far. If the algorithm converges too rapidly, the individuals are almost 
identical and it becomes very difficult to obtain the theoretieal string. This 
explains that we have better results when we have more mutation, more 
diversity in the population. This study shows that the standard binary 
co ding is not suitable for continuous variables. The major drawback of 
standard binary coding is that the Hamming distance between consecutive 
numbers is usually greater than 1. In the worst case, with a 20 bits string, 
all 20 bits have to be changed simultaneously. Other practical experiences 
have noted that the binary encoding has some disadvantages [1]. 

In order to enhance performances, we solve again our design problems, 
by using the binary Gray co ding instead of the standard co ding. The advan
tage of the Gray co ding is that consecutive numbers have always Hamming 
distance of 1, then we obtain results with a better reliability. For exam
pIe, the average error between theoretical solution and the calculated one 
decrease from 0.58% to 0.0003% for prob2. 
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4. conclusions 

GAs are very interesting basic methods for solving complex problems of 
optimal design. For our three design problems, we obtain results with a 
good reliability. One of the principal advantage of this algorithm is that it 
does not require derivative information. Moreover it can provide number 
of potential solutions, which cau let a choice to the user. GAs have the 
disadvantage of having a high computational cost. When gradient-based 
algorithms are not applicable, GAs are powerful stochastic method but 
when deterministic methods are applicable, we do not advise GAs. The 
schema theorem advises a standard binary representation but our study 
has shown that this representation is not suitable for continuous variables. 
Moreover, the mutation operator was presented as a background operator 
of small importance. On the contrary, we have found that this operator, by 
introducing diversity, improves convergence greatly. By using a binary Gray 
coding, we have obtained better results than with a standard binary coding. 
A binary representation does not seem the best method for the continuous 
variables. This mechanism implies that in continuous space of the original 
problem, 'only a search on grid points is performed. The reliability will 
always be limited by the increment value. Our next research will then be 
on the use of areal valued vectors for the continuous variables, with genetic 
algorithms or other evolutionary methods. 
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In this paper, we use a shape optimization method to determine the microstructure 
shape of composite materials composed of two phases (a material phase and a void 
phase) in order to design composite materials with specific elastic properties, such as 
with zero Poisson's ratio. Microstructure topology is limited to honey-combed skeleton 
structure in a unit cell as this is most easily manufactured. The micostructural 
parameter is the angles between two sides, the length of sides and the thickness of 
skeletons. The optimal goal is to minimize the differences between the components of 
effective elastic tensor and the desired (given) value of these components. The effective 
behavior of composite materials is found by use of a finite element based numerical 
homogenization procedure. As an example, the design ofmaterials with zero Poisson's 
ratio shows the procedure. 
Key words: material design, optimization, homogenization. 

1. Introduction 

Development of high technology leads to a number of special structures. These 
structures often need to meet the special requirement for structural performance. For 
example, the different regions or different surfaces of the structure may need different 
physical properties. In some cases, the materials may need to have specific properties, 
such as with zero thermal expansion coefficients, or with negative or zero Poisson's 
ratio. The traditional way to improve the performance of a structure is to optimize its 
size, geometry, andJor topology with the assumption that the structure is made of the 
given materials. Composites have the potential to be easily designed. Ey changing their 
composition, the fiber orientation or the microstructure topology and shape, they can 
exhibit different mechanical properties [2, 5]. Optimization of material selection and 
material composition provides a new era for structural engineers. 

From the mechanical point ofview, the aim of design of materials is to determine 
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the topology and shape of microstructure composed of material and void phases in a 
unit cell to realize a technical requirement. This aim is analogous to that of topology 
and shape optimization for continuous medium. This observation bridges the gap 
between material design and optimal shape and topology design and initialize a novel 
method for material design, i.e., shape optimization method. 

In this paper, we use a shape optimization method to determine the microstructure 
shape of composite materials composed of two phases (a material phase and a void 
phase) in order to design composites with specific elastic properties, such as with zero 
Poisson's ratio. Microstructure topology is limited to honey-combed skeleton structure 
in a unit cell as this is most easily manufacturable. The micostructural parameters 
include the angles between two sides, the length of sides and the thickness of skeletons. 
The optimal goal is to minimize the differences between the components of effective 
elastic tensor and the components of specific (given) elastic tensor. The optimization 
problem is solved using programming techniques, such as Sequential Linear/Square 
Programming Method, Golden Division Search Method. 

The shape optimization procedure proposed here, essentially follows the steps of 
conventional shape optimization procedures. The design problem is initialized by 
defining a design microstructural topology (a honey-combed skeleton structure) 
discretized by a number of finite elements. The optimization procedure then consists in 
solving a sequential finite element problem followed by changes in shape representative 
parameters. 

At each step ofthe shape design optimization procedure, we have to determine the 
effective elastic properties of the composites. Because of the homogenization method is 
mathematically rigorous and effective in predicting the elastic properties of composites, 
we use a finite element based numerical homogenization procedure to determine the 
effective elastic properties. 

2. Shape Optimization Procedure 

Composite properties are dependent on the microstructure of materials, which is 
depicted with a unit cello The parameters for representing the microstructure should 
include the shape parameters of unit cell and the parameters used to describe the 
distribution of materials in the unit cello The goal of material design optimization is to 
find these parameters to make the materials with desired properties. In this work, a 
shape optimization procedure is used to determine the distribution parameters on the 
bases of a given topology of a unit cello By selecting parameters, the effect of the shape 
of a unit cell on the overall properties is also considered. 

2.1. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

The objective function f(E~I) can be any combination of the elastic properties Ei~l' 

The concerned example in this paper will be the case where we want to design a 
material microstructure with specific Poisson's ratio in some one direction. In this case, 
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the objective function f will be the square of the difference between the value of 

Poisson's ratio, v~, and the given value, f = (Vj~ - Vj02 )2 ,where, V~2 is the desired 

poison' s ratio of the materials. 

a b 

Figure 1. Periodic structure of materials and a unit cell 

2.2. DESIGN VARIABLES 

Consider a two-phase material which is combined by a material phase and a void phase. 
Ifthe topology of solid material phase is given, e.g. a honey-combed skeleton structure, 
the parameter of the shape of unit cell and the parameters whieh depict the shape of the 
solid structure in unit cell domain will be the design variables. The unit cell shape 
parameters will be chosen as the length scales of the rectangular domain of the unit cello 
The shape parameters of the material phase may be the characteristic point's 
coordinates. For a honey-combed skeleton structure shown in Figure 1, these 
parameters may be the thickness and length of the bars, 

x = (tj, t2 , t3 ,A , Sj, S2' s3,A) T . In the case where the skeleton structure is an equal 

side length polygon, the thickness t and the angle adetermine the shape of the solid 
structure and the shape of the unit cell. 

2.3. CONSTRAINTS 

For the purpose of design materials either with orthotropic, square symmetric or with 
isotropic parameters, such constrains must to be implemented in the optimization 
problem. These constrains are equality ones and are difficult to implement in an 
optimization problem because of the starting guess may be infeasible. One approach to 
overcome this difficulty is to choose constrains as a penalty function added to the cost 
function, such as taken by Sigmund in [5]. In this paper, two symmetrie lines are 
specified to obtain orthotropic properties, although only one symmetric line is needed to 
obtain this nature [5]. 
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Another type constrains are the boundary limits on design variables. The 
thickness is required great than zero and the variation of the angle is limited to the 
region of 0 Degree to 90 Degree. 

2.4. FINAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

An optimization problem including the above mentioned features can now be written as 

Minf(x)=(vj~ -vj02),x=(sj,so,A ,sll,tj,f2,A ,tll) 
x -

S.t,Si ;::: ~i ,Si:::; Si (1) 

t i ;::: L ,ti:::; ti (i = 1,2,A ,n) 

where Si and t i represent the length and thickness of the polygon sides respectively. 

For equal side polygon problem, the optimization problem becomes 

Minj(x) = (Vj~ - v j02 ),x = (t, a) 
x 

S.t.t;::: 0 (2) 

This optimization problem will be solved using Golden-division method for a 
series of thickness parameters t. The iteration procedure will end when the change in 
the angle or the objective function from step to step is lower enough, for example less 
than 10-4. 

3. Homogenization Method 

Assuming two-dimensional linear elasticity, the overall elastic behavior of a porous 
materials can be described by the constitutive relations expressed as: 

- E H -
O"ij = ijkllikl (3) 

Where over bar denotes the volume average. The effective elastic properties E!Jk1 of 

porous materials are computed using a numerical homogenization method as described 
in the following. The effective Poisson' s ratio is 

(4) 

In the followings, the important equations of the homogenization theory are 
summarized. The detailofthis theory may be found in the literatures [1, 3, 4]. 
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The effective elastic properties is determined by the equation 

1 OPkl 
E;~l = ly1fy(E;jkl -E;jmn 0;: )dy (5) 

Where the displacement fields tf';mn(y) are the periodic solutions ofthe following cell 

problem 

\Iv E Vy = {v: v is Y-periodic} (6) 

The above problem is usually solved by finite element method. The base cell is 
discretized by finite elements and solving equition (6) means solving a finite element 
problem with periodic boundary conditions for three different prestrain problem. 

4. Examples 

Let' s consider an Aluminium with uniformly distributed pores. The solid stmcture of 
Aluminium is a 6-sides polygon skeleton type one. The periodic microstmcture and the 

unit cell are shown in Fig.1. The Yang's modulus and Poisson's ratio are 6.958x10 4 

Mpa and 0.3148, respectively. 

T ABLE I. microstructure parameter and properties ofmaterials with zero Poisson's 
ratio for various thickness. 

a lDegree Fraction E, /Mpa E2/Mpa G12 / Mpa 
............................................................................................................................................................................................... 

10 -0.3038 0.1458 7087.03 103.81 41.3 

20 -0.9977 0.2848 14462.00 645.08 275.96 

30 -2.4270 0.2848 22456.00 1905.70 934.38 

40 -5.1850 0.5696 31842.00 3955.00 2306.10 

For aseries ofvariable thickness values, the angles which make the materials exist 
zero effective Poisson's ratio are determined. When t = 20, the microstmcture of 
materials with zero Poisson's ratio is expressed in Figure 2. In this case, the angle is 
0.9977 degree. The other parameters of properties of materials are listed in Table 1. 
Figure 3 shows the variation of Poisson's ration with angle degrees. For different 
thicknesses, the angle may be different, but this difference is small, see Table 1. 

5. Conclusion 

From a skeleton type microstmcture of compostes with a material phase and a void 
phase, designing the shape of the stmcture of the material phase can make the materials 
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have a specific overall behavior, zero Poisson.s ratio. The example shows that the shape 
optimization method is effective. 

-----11 11 IL-

JI 11 11 I[ 
==:JI 11 Ie: 
JI 11 11 I[ 
==:JI 11 Ie: 
JI 11 11 I[ 
==:JI 11 Ie: 
JI 11 11 I[ 
----'1 11 Ir-

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. The periodic stmcture(a) and unit cell(b) ofmatereials with zero Poisson's ration 
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SHAPE OPTIMIZATION AND ADAPTIVITY OF 
AXISYMMETRICAL SHELLS UNDERGOING 
GEOMETRIC NONLINEARITIES 

H. NACEUR, S. TRIKI, J.L. BATOZ, C.KNOPF-LENOIR 
UniversiM de Technologie de Compiegne, Lab. LG2mS 
Departement GSM, B.P. 20529, 60205 Compiegne Cedex, France 

ABSTRACT: In this paper a general methodology to perform shape op
timization of geometrically non-linear shells of revolution including auto
matic mesh generation, error estimation technique and adaptivity, is pro
posed. The optimization process is carried out by coupling non-linear FE 
analysis, B-Spline shape parametrization, sensitivity analysis, mathemat
ieal programming and automatic adaptive mesh refinement. An efficient 
sensitivity analysis is used to determine the gradients of the objective func
tion and constraints. An example of shell optimization is considered to 
illustrate the application of the proposed approach 

1. Introduction 

Shape optimization process for geometrically non-linear shells of revolu
tion involve several computational aspects [1-3]. The first is the structural 
response analysis, which consist of solving the governing equilibrium equa
tions for a given geometry using efficient finite element formulations such 
as those presented in [4,5]. The second is the shape parametrization and 
the selection of a relevant number of design variables. This is a crucial 
step since different curve parametrizations [7] have a great influence upon 
the quality of the design results and can sometimes lead to optimal shapes 
which are not practieable from the engineering point of view. The third 
phase is the discretization error estimator, adaptivity and the automatie 
mesh generation. Without it, one cannot assure the accuracy of the struc
tural analysis as the shape changes during the optimization cycles. The 
last phase includes the design sensitivity analysis and the non-linear con
strained optimization package based on the sequential quadratic pro gram
ming method [8]. The values ofthe objective function, constraints and their 
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gradients provide a new geometry. In this paper we will present an efficient 
approach to shape optimization ofaxisymmetrical shells undergoing large 
displacements and rotations. 

2. Shape optimization problem 

Here we adopt the approach of shape optimization based on design element 
technique, in order to minimize the number of design variables [6,7]. The 
problem is to find the shape of each design element. The structure is 
subjected to a given set of external loads, while minimizing an objective 
function which is an integral of the Von Mises stress cdterion. 

nelt ( ) 2p nelt (2 2 3 2 ) P 
J = L 1e a;m dve = L 1e a s + a 0 - ;;ao + a sz dve 

e=l v e e=l v e 
(1) 

Where V e is the finite element volume, ae is the elastic limit of the 
material and p is a exponent which takes values 0, 1, 2, .... When p = 

o we minimize the weight of the structure and when p becomes greater 
then 2 we try to minimize the maximum of Von Mises criterion. The 
shape optimization problem of the axisymmetrical shell structure is stated 
mathematically as: 

min J(v), 

subject to 9j(V) ~ 0 j= l,m 

Vi! ~ Vi ~ Vi-u i = 1, n 

(2) 

where J(v) is the objective function, v is the design variable vector, 
9j (v) are equality and inequality constraints. Vil and Viu are the lower and 
upper bounds of the ith component of v. The optimization algorithm we 
have used is coded in an SQP subroutine available from the IMSL/MATH 
library (PoweIl 1978) [8]. 

3. Shape parametrization 

In our approach cubic B-Splines are used to represent the shape of the 
structure. They allow a C2 continuity which is weIl sufficient for our ap
plications. The geometry of the structure is divided into a few subregions, 
named "design elements", each one is described by two end contral points. 
Connected together they give a good approximation of the geometry of 
the structure. Each design element consists of several finite elements, with 
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geometrical, material properties, supported loads and boundary conditions 
extracted direct1y from those of the design element they belong to. Thus, 
with this definition our structural parametrization presents a quite general 
form. The shape design parameters are some or all contral points coor
dinates. The optimization constraints such as displacements or stresses 
limitations can also be imposed at these contral points. 

4. Axisymmetric non-linear F.E. formulation 

For our non-linear analysis we consider a Total Lagrangian Formulation 
(TLF) valid for large displacements, large rotations and small elastic strains. 
A simple Reissner-Mindlin conical shell element with two nodes and three 
degrees of freedom per node U, V, and ß is developed. The dis placement 
gradient tensor [F] defined such that dXq = [F] d~ can be expressed as [4]: 

[ 
1 + up,s + z cosß ß,s 0 sinß 1 

[F] = 0 1 + ~(Uqcoscp - wqsincp) 0 
wp,s - z sinß ß,s 0 cosß 

(3) 

For small strains we can consider the following approximate expressions 
for the G-L strains: 

with 

E ss = es + z Xs, Eoo = eo + z XO, 2Esz = IS (4) 

_ l( 2 2 ) - Up,s + 2 up,s + wp,s 

eo U u2 

=r+2r2" 
Xs = [(1 + up,s) cosß - wp,s sinß] ß,s 

Xo = ~ [sinß coscp + (1 - cosß) sincp] (1 + ~) 

IS = (1 + up,s) sinß + wp,s cosß 

(5) 

For small strains, but large displacements and large rotations a linear ma
terial behaviour law can be considered between the second Piola Kirchhoff 
(PK2) stresses and the Green-Lagrange strains. After integration through 
the shell thickness we can obtain: 

{N} = [H]{E} (6) 
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where< N > = < N s No M s Mo Ts > and < E > = < 
es eo Xs XO IS >. By considering a single Gauss point for integration, 
the internal force vector can be defined in the global co ordinate system as: 

{Fint} = 21frL [T]T [Bf {N} (7) 

Then the problem is to salve the system of nonlinear equations: 

{R} = {Fint} - {Fext} = {O} (8) 

5. Mesh generation and adaptive refinement 

At each iteration of the optimization process, a new design model is created. 
Then a uniform mesh inside each design element is generated. After im
posing the applied loads and the boundary conditions, a first and complete 
non-linear finite element analysis is carried out. According to the results 
obtained, the discretization error estimator provides indications on how 
and where the mesh has to be modified. Following this instruction, a pro
cedure updates the mesh. Once again the applied loads and the boundary 
conditions are imposed on the new mesh. Instead of carrying a complete 
non-linear finite element analysis, the last finite element solution is trans
fered on the new mesh and taken as an initial solution to the new mesh. 
The procedure is repeated until the percentage error on the finite element 
results is less or equal to a fixed value defined by the user. 

For each element, the strains are evaluated at the middle of the element 
and provide discontinuous distribution. The errors can be defined as: 

(9) 

where E are the exact values for strains, Eh are those obtained by the fi
nite element model. The unknown exact values are replaced by "smoothed" 
ones and denoted by E : 

(10) 

where Ehk is the value obtained at Gauss point, in the element k, Nk(S) 
is a quadratic shape function in the element k. So the smoothed values 
obtained using equation (10) can be substituted effectively to the exact 
solution to estimate the error i.e: 

(11) 
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The strain energy norm, expressed in terms of the generalized strains 
can be written as: 

11 e 11 2 = L271" {L < eE > [H] {eE}rds = L 11 ek 11 2 (12) 
k Jo k 

The elementary contribution 11 ek 11 is integrated numerically by using 
two Gauss points. The global relative error which represent the percentage 
error is defined by: 

11 eil 

1]= 11 W 11 

with 11 W 11
2 = Lk 271" JoL < E > [H] {E} r ds = Lk 11 Wk 11 2 

(13) 

For the refinement procedure, we define the acceptable elementary error 
as: 

( )

1/2 
_ _ 11 W 11 2 

P=1] 
n 

(14) 

where n is the number of elements and fj is the percentage error requested 
by the user. It is possible to evaluate coefficients which define the size 
change of the elements by ek = lIe; 11, Thus the new size lk of the element k 

is given by lk = Ck lk (ek)-l/p, where lk is the actual size, Ck is a correction 
coefficient and p is the element convergence rate. For the present two nodes 
shell element we consider Ck = 1 and p = 1. 

6. Sensitivity analysis 

Let the objective function be represented as : 

F = F(v,U) (15) 

The problem of design sensitivity analysis is to calculate the total deriva
tive of F at (v, 0) as: 

dF = äF + < äF > {äU} i = 1, n (16) 
dVi äVi äU äVi 

The differentiation of equation (8) with respect to a design variable, leads 
to : 

i = 1,n (17) 
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where [KT] is the tangent stiffness matrix and {R} the residual vector. 
By introducing an adjoint variable vector {P} solution of [KTf {P} 
-{~~}, then equation (16) and equation (17) give: 

dF 8F 8R 
- = - + < P > {-} i = 1, n. (18) 
dVi 8Vi 8Vi 

The total derivatives of all constraints, can be calculated in the same 
manner, by replacing F with 9j where 9j is the jth constraint function. For 
any choice of the objective function the terms {8:t7t } and {8~V:t} will be 
unchanged because they do not depend on the objective function. 

7. Numerical application 

The structure to be optimized is (in its initial geometry) a simply supported 
circular plate subjected to a circonferentialload at the edge. The mechan
ical properties used are: E = 1.2E6, 1/ = 0.3 and the total circonferential 
load is P = -1.0E6. 

The shape is described by six definition points (five design elements) 
which are the control knots of B-Spline curves. The chosen design vari
ables are the coordinates Zl, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5 and Z6 of definition points (Figure 
1.). The shape optimization problem consists in finding the best shape of 
the middle shell surface which minimizes the Von-Mises stress, with the 
geometrical constraints allowing variations of the design variables inside 
the interval [-1, +1], and an equality constraint on the displacement of 
the center of the plate W1 = +2 Cffi. The objective function is given by 
equation (1), with p = 2. 

definition oint P maxi. value for 
, n c1cment~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~ + 1

1 
d~=Rvariables 

O~ 
: LI= 7.5 L2= 2.5 

,- -- ------ --------- ---- ----- ---- ----- ---- ----- --_. --... ----- ---- ----. -_ .. --,-- --_. mini value for 

-1 design variables 

Figure 1. Shape optimization design model 

For numerical study of the optimization problem we use the geometrical 
parameters given in Figure 1 which represent the design model. We note 
that for 3% discretization error 29 elements are needed. Figure 2 shows 
the geometrically non-linear behaviour of both, the initial Bat plate and 
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the optimum shell. The displacement at the center of the flat plate is 
w = 1.32 cm for P = -1.E + 06. 

1e+06r--,--~---r--~--~--~~r-~--~--~ 

8e+5 

6e+5 
&:J... 

-g 
.3 

4e+5 

2e+5 

flat plate -+--

optimum shell --B--

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Displacement W1 

Figure 2. Load displacement curves at the center of the structure 

The optimization algorithm converges after 19 iterations. The optimized 
shell structure leads to a reduction of 43.76% of the objective function. The 
number of elements for the optimal structure is about 42 for a discretization 
error fixed at 3%. Figure 3 represents the FE model of the optimal shell 
structure and its deformed configuration. The displacement at the center 
of the shell is ab out Wl = +1.973 cm and very elose to +2 cm (Figure 3). 

8. Conclusion 

A general methodology to optimize the shape of shells of revolution tak
ing into account the large displacements, large rotations and small elastie 
strains. Our formulation includes a general shape parametrization to ap
proximate the geometry, a discretization error estimation and mesh adap
tivity for an automatie control of the accuracy of the F .E. results during 
the optimization process preventing mesh distorsions. An explicit method 
is used to evaluate the sensitivities to reduce the CPU time by a large 
amount. 
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TOPOLOGICAL OPTIMIZATION OF SHELLS 
WITH NON UNIFORM THICKNESSES 

Vibration Case 

E. PAGNACCO and E. 1. SOUZA de CURSI 
Labarataire de Mecanique de Rauen, 
UPRES-A CNRS 6104 & INSA de Rauen, B.P. 8, 
76801 Saint-Etienne du Rauvray Cedex, Prance. 

This work concerns the automatie design of minimum weight spare parts, under geomet
rical and frequencies constraints. We propose a method of rapid topological optimization 
which has successfully solved industrial situations involving about 3,000 unknowns. In 
the considered approach, the topology of the structure is characterized by an unknown 
thickness distribution and the frequency constraint is treated by a dual method. 

1. Introduction 

One of the main design problem for the car industry is to rapidly find the morphology 
of the lightest elastic homogeneous spare part required for a specific task. Geometrical 
constraints exist as a result of space limitations and casting production processes and vi
bration analysis introduces lower bounds on eigenfrequencies of a particular mode shape. 

This kind of problem has often been treated by describing the morphology as a para
metric model in CAD systems (shape optimization). However, these approaches implici
tly introduce preliminary assumptions on the topology of the spare part: the number of 
holes and connectivity are imposed. 

Other approaches that permit varying topologies have been proposed: for instance the 
spare part may be characterized by a density of matter and the holes correspond to regions 
where the density is equal to zero. This approach leads to numerical and mathematical 
difficulties that are only partially solved by homogenization methods (see for example 
[1]). Moreover the first design steps need to be completed in a short time, whereas ho
mogenization leads to computationally expensive methods. 

An efficient approach is proposed here to optimize the topology of shell structures 
(given the constraint of the design space available). The topology is characterized by a 
mean surface and a thickness distribution p (holes correspond to regions where p is equal 
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Figure 1. a) Problem description, and b) a view of the thickness near a hole. 

to zero) [2]. The combination of this surface assumption, and advanced analysis and 
optimization strategies offer an efficient pre-design too1. 

In this work, we assume that the mean surface is detennined or imposed, thus only 
the thickness map has to be detennined. After introduction of the mathematical model, a 
solving technique is proposed for the optimization problem. The optimization process is 
based on solving the Lagrangian stability equations with a particular linearization of the 
vibration constraint. This approach is suggested by physical considerations, which show 
that the mechanically consistent solutions must satisfy such stability conditions. Finally, 
an application to a car distribution hood is presented. 

2. Shell Model 

The spare parts are considered as shells (Fig. la). Shells are defined by a mean surface 
5 C R3 , assumed regular and bounded. Its boundary is denoted 85 and is decomposed 
into two parts r 1 and r 2 : 85 = r 1 U r 2 . 5 is described by curvilinear coordinates 
a=(al,a2) E nCR2 

(1) 

The intrinsic basis on 5 is generated by el = ääx , e2 = äOX and e3 = le'l\l\e 2 1. The 
al a2 el e2 

region Q occupied by the spare part is defined by a thickness distribution p : n ---r R: 

(2) 

Thus, the parameter p defines the topology of the spare part: the holes are the regions 
where p = O. The lateral boundary of Q is denoted by 8Q/at = {x + re3 E Q I x E 85}. 
In the sequel, we consider, for i = 1, 2, 

(3) 

We can split Q in two sub-regions Qo = {x E Q I p = O} and Q+ = {x E Q I p > O}: 
Q+ U Qo = Q. The holes correspond to Qo and the spare part to Q+. In addition, we 
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shall also consider Q (0+) = {x E Q I P :::: o:} in which 0: is an inferior bound on P 
(Fig. Ib). In this case Q+ = Q(o:+). The geometrical constraint is implicitly treated 
by providing Sand the maximal thickness H > 0 (the results can be extended to the 
situation where H : n -t R is a function). The region of S corresponding to the holes 
is So = {x E S I p( x) = O} and the region of S corresponding to the spare part is 
S+ = {x E S I p( x) > O}. Thus, the determination of the topology is equivalent to the 
determination of So or its complementary S+: these two sets are entirely characterized 
by the thickness distribution p. In the following, we consider the determination of the 
thickness distribution problem. 

The material constituting part Q is assumed to be elastic and homogeneous. The 
stationarity of the discrete energy functional for such a linear undamped structure leads 
to the discrete time invariant linear equation for free vibrating structures written in the 
frequency domain: (I( - wJM)<f>j = 0 where K and M are the discrete global rigidity 
and mass matrices and Wj and <f>j are the j-th pulsation and j-th eigenmode. 

3. Optimization Problem 

The standard discretized formulation is given by: 

{ 
min(f(h;) = ~ a,h,) i = 1, ... , n 

9 = w 2 - teT~ > 0 J J -

hi = 0 for Pmin:::; hi :::; Pmax 

(4) 

The cost function f represents the mass of the spare part. The first constraint is an im
posed mode j with a pulsation Wj higher than a threshold pulsation teT. The second one 
introduces geometrical limitations: Pmin is a threshold of matter below which a hole is 
assumed and Pmax is a maximum value of the thickness. Surface S is defined by the 
mesh for the space available to design. The optimization parameter is the thickness distri
bution P of the shell discretized by the element thickness h in n elements. Thus, the same 
discretization is used for the mesh of the mean surface and for the discretized thickness 
distribution. This is an interesting feature since the mesh can be easily refined in order 
to approximate conveniently the thickness distribution. That ensures consistency for the 
approximations used for both the finite element model and thickness distribution. More
over, such a discretization is sufficient because in the first design steps, we only need a 
rough idea of the overall shape. 

Difficult mathematical questions concerning this problem are still with us, such as 
the existence of solutions and Lagrange multipliers which are closely connected to the 
topological properties of the set of admissible configurations (for example, its closure or 
the existence of an interior). These questions will not be evoked here since this work 
is mainly concerned with the numerical aspects of the problem. We point out that a 
particular treatment has to be considered when multiple eigenvalues are involved: this 
point will be not developed in the sequel, due to length limitation. 
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3.1. RESIZING RULE 

Due to the non-linear nature of the eigenvalue constraint, problem (4) requires sequences 
of solutions of more simple approximate problems. Currently, calculating second sensi
tivity derivatives of eigenvalue constraints with respect to n design variables is still too 
expensive in terms of computational cost and storage. Thus, sequential quadratic pro
gramming methods are not practical for large problems and it has been advised to use 
a sequence of linearized sub-problems [3]. In addition, shell behaviour in vibration is 
known to be governed by inertial effects (themselves being thickness dependent). This 
mechanical knowledge is taken into account by sub-problems obtained from a Taylor se
ries expansion about h I-I) (for 'f} = 2 linearization is obtained about reciprocal variables 
of h) 

I min (J = L aihi) 

9 = g(ho;} + L:i I hOi;o!O [ (~r-I) -1] (~) agJ~~;) ~ 0 
Pmin ::; hu ::; hi ::; hui ::; Pmax or hi = 0 for hi < Pmin 

i = l,n 

lor'f} =f 1 (5) 

The last set of equations introduces additional constraints (move limits) with hli and hui 
used to reduce the domain of variation of the variables. These bounds must be chosen to 
guarantee a good approximation ofthe problem within the move limits. 

Because there exists only one constraint (except side constraints) it is recommended 
to treat the dual problem of (5). The h-stationarity of the Lagrange functional associated 
to the dual sub-problems leads directly to the iterative scheme (denote by superscript k) 

for the thickness variable 

k+l_. [k( ( )( fJglfJhi)I/I))] hi - proJ[hli,hu;J hi · a + 1- a . A· fJllfJhi k i = 1, ... , n (6) 

with arelaxation factor 0 < a ::; 1. The Lagrange multiplier A is obtained by assurning 
that it corresponds to an extremum of L: 

[ 
-1 !=.!l.l-~ fJg k k fJg fJ I I fJh i - ~ 

A = (('f} - l)g + L fJh. hi ) X L hi fJh· (fJ IfJh.) 
iEla ' iEla ' 9 , 

(7) 

with I a the set of variables within hli and hui . Numerical efficiency is due to the fact that 
no matrix inversion is required in this scheme. 

3.2. RESTORATION MOVE 

One difficulty caused by the nonlinearity of the constraint is that this search moves away 
from the constraint boundary (search is done in the tangent subspace that no longer fol
lows exactly the constraint boundary). So, a restoration move is performed to bring h 
back to the constraint boundaries. In this case, a small correction /).h = hk +1 - hk in the 
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perpendicular subspace must be found so that constraint 9 is exactly satisfied. The form 
of this new sub-problem is: 

{ minLl.h(~.6.hT .6.h) 
9=0 

.6.h = -N (NT N) -1 C (8) 

with a first-order approximation of 9 = NT .6.h + C. Such an approximation was sug
gested in [4] for one variable design. It is based on the integration of the differential 
equation of 9 

09 
ohi 

(9) 

By considering that the gradients t: i finite element matrices are constant, one obtains: 

N = {dM;}, ( 

2 {dKd T {dKd ) 
C = -ln Wj - {dKd 1 {dM,} 

2 {dKd T {dK,} 
W - {dKdT {dM,} 

with 

First, this correction must be applied before optimization until 9 is small enough be
cause, for practical applications, the first design of shell structures (given without stiffen
ers) is generally non-admissible. Next, during the optimization iterations, the restoration 
move is combined with improvement step (6) to give: 

k+1 . [k ( (09jOh)1/ri) (T )-1 1 h =ProJ[hli,huil h . a+(l-a)· A'o!joh k -N N N C 

(11) 

3.3. MODE TRACKING STRATEGY 

The spare part is modified during optimization, so the eigenvalues can change from itera
tion k to iteration k + 1. If the frequency constraint concerns the eigenvalue associated to 
a given normal mode, special attention must be given to the possible modification of the 
ordering of this mode: frequencies can be modified in such a way that mode <i>i (corre
sponding to the i-th eigenvalue) at iteration k becomes <i>j at step k + 1. In this case, the 
method must be able to follow the target optimization mode, and find index j: we must 
ensure that the optimization concerns the same mode at each step. It can be performed by 
evaluating a Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC), 

(12) 

which is expected to be maximum when the same mode is considered (<i>i = <i>j). 
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Figure 2. Cpu-time comparison between disassembly method and classical assembly. 

4. Model Updating 

The optimization technique is efficient because no large matrix is inverted, but the finite 
element analysis is still time consuming when the number of finite elements is important. 
First, a constant mesh is kept during optimization for efficiency purposes. Only nodes 
freed during the formation of holes need particular attention. Time and problems involved 
in remeshing are eliminated. Second, apart of the cpu-time is spent in assembling finite 
element matrices. Mass and stiffness matrices must be re-assembled after each correction 
of the thicknesses. Third, another part of the cpu-time is spent in calculating frequencies 
and modes shapes. The last part of the cpu-time is devoted to sensitivity calculation. 

The disassembly technique explained below permits to save time during the assembly 
and sensitivity calculations, and the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm saves 
time during the eigenproblem. Note that these two improvements are not fast reanalysis 
techniques which involve structural response error. 

4.1. THE DISASSEMBLY TECHNIQUE 

In fact, design parameters impact exclusively the constitutive relation. This leads to the 
idea of using a representation of finite element matrices where the contribution of un
changed data (such as nodes coordinates, connectivity, ... ) is disconnected from constitu
tive equations. Such a representation may be formulated as K(h) = QW(h)QT, using 
the stiffness matrix as an example. The same decomposition may be written with the mass 
matrix. In this decomposition mesh informations are stored in matrix Q while matrix W 
is diagonal and depends on the updated design variables h. Hence, any updating of the 
model only involves re-assembly ofthe diagonal matrix W. Evaluation of Q is more ex
pensive than a classical evaluation of K (h), but needs to be done once for all. As shown 
in fig. 2 for the example treated below, the disassembly technique pays off in subsequent 
analyses. The same decomposition is used to efficiently compute sensitivity derivatives 
of finite element matrices with respect to design variables (~f. = Q ~~ QT). 
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Figure 3. Optimal stiffening distribution on the hood mesh. 

4.2. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

For the eigenproblem, a subspace inverse iteration method is used. The main step of this 
method is to solve the equation K cI>k+l = M cI>k until cI>-convergence. The conventional 
implementation is to used a Cholesky factorization of K at each optimization step for 
solving the eigenproblem. It is known that this Cholesky factorization is computation
ally expensive. The use of an iterative method based on the preconditioned conjugate 
gradient algorithm becomes advantageous in the context of structural optimization. The 
main idea is to use the Cholesky factorization of K as a preconditionned matrix for the 
first optimization step. Untillarge modifications in K occur, this preconditionned matrix 
remains meaningful. Therefore, only one Cholesky factorization can be computed for 
several optimization steps. 

5. An Industrial Case 

The result presented below has been obtained using a DKT18 shell element [5], which 
invol ves a Kirchhoff model of 6 degrees of freedom (dof) per node. The method has been 
implemented with MATLAB. 

The optimal distribution and topology of stiffeners is determined for a car hood. The 
first global mode with a frequency above 250Hz is imposed. Material is polymer with 
properties of E = 1000 mN/mm3 , v = 0.42, and Jl = 1.36 X 10-9 Kg/mm3 . The 
mesh has 9756 dof and 3078 design variables. Bounds on thicknesses are 1mm and 
25mm. By specifying a strict1y positive lower bound for the thickness, the overall shape 
is found without holes. 
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The initial shell has a mass of 0.1 06I< 9 and the frequency associated to the first mode 
is 90 Hz. An admissible configuration is first determined which may not be optimal: 
this leads to apart having a higher mass of 0.153I<g, but which satisfies the frequency 
constraint. It is used to start the optimization. The final topology gives an admissible piece 
of 0.069I<g. Figure 3 shows the distribution of thicknesses on the hood mesh. Regions 
in dark represent the topology of stiffeners. 

Note that if a more precise optimized CAD model is sought after, a parameterized 
model can be defined from the knowledge of the overall shape stiffeners, then this shape 
can be optimized. 

6. Conclusions 

Structural topological optimization suffers from the curse of computational complexity 
which prevents its application to large-size dynamic finite element models. A numerical 
approach for the case of linear, undamped shells has been proposed. Emphasis has been 
put throughout this work to develop computationally efficient algorithms, for example, 
by using an assembly technique adapted to multiple reanalysis. The dual approach com
bined with a parameterized resizing rule is implemented in the Matlab environment. This 
procedure is illustrated successfully with a large-size structural model where about 3,000 
design variables are optimized simultaneously on a workstation. Moreover, our particular 
choice of design variables and optimization method enables us to deal with structural and 
topological optimization within the same framework. 

Developments presented here could be find in Reference [2] where the parameter TJ is 
adjusted to extend the range of validity of the approximation, and an extension to multiple 
frequency constraints with upper and lower bounds is given. 
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The development of methods to take into ac count uncertainties in structural analysis 
computations and in design optimisation procedures is attracting a fast growing interest 
from both the scientific and the industrial communities. Possibilistic methods in which 
uncertainties are represented by fuzzy numbers appear as an alternative to the c1assical 
probabilistic methods like the Monte-earlo methods or the Statistical Finite Element 
Method. The principal difficulty of possibilistic methods is that they lead to the 
solutions of systems of equations whose coefficients are defined by intervals. The 
following paper presents several approaches for the solution of such systems, some of 
them original, taking the Vertex engineers' method as reference. Extension of these 
methods to inverse design problems is considered. 

1. Introduction 

As computational methods for structural analysis are now mature and more and more 
widely recognised, a new challenge is c1early to make possible estimation of effects of 
uncertainties. Uncertainties have different origins. Most of the time, they will be more 
or less directly related to product manufacturing and assembly processes. From the 
computational point of view, uncertainties lead to the scattering of analysis data like 
geometrical dimensions, material and physical properties, applied loads and boundary 
conditions and, in turn, scattering of structural responses. 

When dealing with data uncertainties, several objectives are possible. The first one is 
c1early to get sensitivity information and quantify how structural responses will be 
influenced. Another objective is related to reliability and estimation of failure 
probabilities. However, the main benefit from non-deterministic computational methods 
is perhaps for design, either in helping the designer in fine tuning process parameters so 
as to achieve prescribed level of reliability, or to design structures as insensitive as 
possible to uncertainties. The latter is usually known as robust design. 

125 
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There exist today several techniques to compute the statistical distributions of structural 
responses. The best knowns are the now classical Monte-Carlo Simulations (MCS) and 
the Stochastic Finite Element Method (SFEM). A third class of methods, which uses the 
concept of fuzzy numbers to represent uncertainties and arithmetic of intervals for 
computing structural responses, is considered in this paper. The latter differ from the 
classical "probabilistic" approaches such as MCS or SFEM in the sense that, instead of 
computing statistical distributions of structural responses, "distributions of possibilities" 
are obtained. For that reason, they are known as "possibilistic" approaches. 

The idea to represent a distributed parameter by a fuzzy number is not new. The use of 
fuzzy logic to formulate a design problem can be found in literature [6], as weIl as the 
use of fuzzy arithmetic and arithmetic of intervals [1]. A fuzzy number can be seen as 
representing a distribution of possibilities, which describes the degree of membership of 
an uncertain parameter on a given range. In practice, the fuzzy response of a structure is 
computed in three steps. First, the fuzzy numbers describing the parameter uncertainties 
are sampled for different levels of degree of membership, resulting for each of them in 
the possible intervals of variation of the parameters. This is known as "fuzzification" 
(figure 1) : 

1 

Xl X2 
Figure 1 : Fuzzijication 

J.l=J.lj 

J.l=J.li 

Xn 

Second, the finite element equilibrium equations are solved for each level, leading to the 
corresponding intervals of variation of the structural responses (figure 2) : 

/ 
RESOLUTION 

Kq=F 

J.l(q) 

................................ J.l=J.lj 

q(XI, X2, ... , Xn) 

Figure 2 : Computation oJ the structural response 
Jor a given level oJ membership 
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Finally, putting together for each structural response the intervals related to the different 
degrees of membership allows to re-built the fuzzy response (figure 3) : 

Jl(q) 

................................. 

................................. 

...•....................•...... 

................................ 

q(Xl, X2, ... , Xn) 

) 

Figure 3 " De-fuzzification 

q 

As far as problem-solving for a given level of membership is concerned, and that 
uncertainties do not only affect the boundary conditions but also geometrical 
dimensions or material and physical properties, the difficulty is clearly to solve 
discretized equilibrium equations in which, first, all terms are replaced by mathematical 
intervals, and second, the arithmetic of intervals takes the place of the classical 

arithmetic rules. Defining an intervallinear system of equations Ax = b as the family of 
equations : Ax = b (l) 

with A E A (R nxn intervals matrix) and bEb (Rn interval vector), the solutions set 
will be defined as : 

I,(A,b)={xE Rn / Ax=bwhere ÄE A and bEb} (2) 

It can be shown that the structure of 1:( A, b) is complex. In practice, it will not be 

possible to compute the exact solutions set and only bounding estimations will be 
obtained, either optimistic or pessimistic. The paper will be first devoted to the review 
of different possible direct algorithms to compute approximations of the set of solutions. 
Original methods will be proposed. The Vertex method [3], which requires for each 
level of membership 2n analyses, with n the number of uncertain parameters, will be 
used as reference. Second, under the assumption of static linear analysis, application of 
these methods to inverse design problems will be considered. 

2. Implicit Formulation 

The implicit formulation corresponds to the optimistic approximation of the solutions 

set. The intervallinear system of equations Ax = b is considered in the following way : 

[Qll,~ll] 

[Q21,~21] 
[Qln,~ln ] 

[Q2n,~2n ] 

[~I,XI] 
[~2,X2] = 

[QI ,bI] 
[Q2,b2 ] 

[Qnl,~nd [Qnn,~nn] [~n,Xn] [Qn,b n] 

(3) 

An approximation of the solutions set is sought as the interval vector x , which allows 
matching the uncertainties of the left-hand side of the equations to the uncertainties on 
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the right hand side b . Provided that the system is compatible, i.e. uncertainties on bare 
~ 

greater or equal to the uncertainties resulting from the product of A and x (in the 
sense of the arithmetic of intervals), the solutions are known as optimistic as the 
intervals of x components can be under-estimated. 

To compute an optimistic solution, an original formulation consists In solving the 
following large sparse linear mathematical programming problem: 

max min (:;i -:"S.i) S.t.: 

-
u·· < a··x· uij > a··x· -IJ - -IJ-I -

--IJ-I 

[~> =b] u·· ~ [:!,ij Xi Uij ;::: [:!,ij Xi 
:"S.i ~ xi 

i-IJ -J -IJ (4) 
Li~ij = b j 

-
u .. ~aijx. uij ;::: aij:"S.i -lj -I 
U .. 
-IJ ~ aij Xi Uij ;:::aijXi 

i=l,n j=l,n i,j=l,n 

where the slack variables uij are introduced to enforce the arithmetic of intervals 
multiplication rule. Additionally, aperturbation strategy consisting in solving the 
perturbation of the initial system around me an values is used to cope with compatibility 
problem [2] : 

A=Ä+M, x=x+LlX, b=b+flb 
ALlX c;;;;; flb - Mx 

(5) 

(6) 

with respectively A, A and M the Rnxn intervals matrix, the mean value and the 
perturbation. 

3. Explicit Formulation 

The explicit formulation of the intervals linear equations system x = A -1 b will lead to 
a pessimistic approximation of the solutions set, as computing x can be seen as an error 
propagation process. An over-estimation of the interval components of x is obtained, 
sometimes unbounded. 

3.1. THE HANSEN ALGORITHM 

One of the most important features of the arithmetic of intervals is that the zero value 
cannot be contained in the interval at the denominator of a division. As a result, iterative 
algorithms of the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi family will be used as a basis to the solution of 
intervals linear equations system. Iterates in the Gauss-Seidel algorithm are given by : 

A( k+l) _ I (bA ~ A A( k+l) ~ A A( k) 1 Xi --A- i-L...,aijx j + L...,aijx j 
aii j=l j=i+l 

(7) 
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where, contrary to the Gauss algorithm, the (zu are known and posItIve if A 

corresponds to the stiffness matrix. It should be pointed out that aB terms in the 
preceding equation are intervals. The two specific features of the Hansen algorithm are 
first amid-point inverse preconditioning of the system and se co nd an intersection 
strategy between two successive iterates to limit occurrence of unbounded solutions. 

3.1.1. Mid-point inverse pre-conditioning 
Hansen' s algorithm [4] solves the preconditioned system: 

Mx=r 
with: M =A-1A, r=A-16, A=(A+~)/2 

3.1.2. 1ntersections 

(8) 

(9) 

Using the Gauss-Seidel's algorithm for the solution of the system Mx = r, one will 
have at iteration k : 

(10) 

wI'th'. A(k+l) _ A(k) A(k+l) A(k+l) _ 1 [A ~ A A(k+l) f A A(k)~ 
xi -Xi nYi ' Yi --A- ri - L..mijX j + L..mijX j 

mu j=! j=i+l 

(11) 

According to a pessimistic approximation of the solutions set, the interseetion strategy 
will help in minimising error accumulation and avoiding unbounded solutions. Rohn's 
algorithm [5] gives further extensions of the Hansen's algorithm. 

3.2. THE VERTEX METHOD 

For all the problems considered in the experimental phase, and when possible, the 
Vertex method was used as reference. The Vertex method consists in sueeessively 
exploring the 2n eombinations of the extreme values of the design variables and taking 
the eorresponding extreme values of the structural response. It should also be pointed 
out that the Vertex method implicitly assurnes that the xs are monotonie funetions of the 
design variables. 

4. A Simple 2D Example 

A simple example taken from Hansen's works will help fix ideas. Considering the 
system: 

[[2;3] [O;l]]{Xl} {[0;120]} 
[1;2] [2;3] x2 - [60;240] 

Tables land 2 give values of the unknowns x and the reeomputed right hand side for 
four direet methods, Vertex method, Hansen's algorithm, classieal Gauss-Seidel's 
algorithm and finally implieit formulation (respeetively subseript v, h, g and s). 
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Xl X2 bl 8 2 

qv [ -120;90] [-60;240] qv [-420;510] [-420;900] 
qg [ -120;90] [-60;240] qg [-420;510] [-420;900] 

qb [-130.2; 167.7] [-104.4;267.2] qh [-495 ;770.3] [-537.7;1137.1] 

qs [0;22.5] [30;52.5] qs [0;120] [60;202.5] 

Table 1 : Unknown intervals x Table 2 : Recomputed right hand sides 

Figure 4 represents the different sets of solutions with respect to the exact set of 
solutions. 

: I 
1 I . ---

q, 

Figure 4 : Comparison 01 the different so/utions sets 

From the solution of different small to medium sized problems, it comes the following 
conclusions : 
- Perturbation and pre-conditioning enlarge the approximations of the solutions set. 
- The implicit method enforces the left-hand side of the system of equations to the 

(perturbed) right hand side, what is not the case in the explicit approaches where the 
recomputed right hand sides are larger than the prescribed ones. 

- The perturbation strategy is essential to ensure feasibility m the optimistic 
formulation. 

- The preconditioning strategy is essential to ensure robustness m the pessimistic 
algorithms. 

- The Vertex solution always appears to be the reference solution. 
- Hansen's algorithm and its Rohn's variant provide solutions sets greater or equal to 

those provided by the Vertex method, with a quite good robustness. 

FinaIly, emphasise will be place on the fact that prior to the solution of intervals 
equations systems, extreme values of systems coefficients have to be computed. 

5. Vertex Solution Using Neumann Series Expansion 

As the Vertex method remains the more robust approach, and as it leads most of the 
time to the best approximation to the solutions set, a way was searched to improve its 
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efficiency. In this seetion, the solution of the Vertex problem is built using Neumann 
series expansion. Assuming a linear static analysis problem, and that uncertainties affect 
the stiffness matrix K only, one can write : 

k=~;K]=K+I,,uiAKi (12) 
i=J 

so that one will have successively : 

or recursively : q(k+l) = qo + i,uiK-1 AKiq(k) 
i=l 

(14) 

KY is the "mean" stiffness matrix. The AKi's are the n perturbations of the stiffness 

matrix, either the th term in AK = (K - K )/2 with K the lower bound of the interval for 

the stiffness matrix, K the upper bound. The extreme values of the different terms of K 
have to be apriori computed, or : 

(15) 

if the stiffness matrix is linear in the design variables d j • The ,u;'s are scalar values equal 

to (-1) or (+ 1) according to Kor K . Considering now a design criteria c( q), e.g. : 

(16) 

the signs of the /.1./ s in (*) will be selected so as to minimise or maximise c, whether f. or 

cis searched. Closed form solutions are most of the time possible. 

6. Inverse Design Problems 

Now that methods are available to compute uncertainties on structural design criteria 
according to uncertainties on the design variables, an industrial frequent question is 
which tolerances should be specified on the design variables so as to achieve prescribed 
uncertainties on the design criteria. Let us once more consider an example to help fix 
idea. In the design of a flange joint for instance, the designer will have to maintain 
pressure on the leak joint between extreme values to avoid leakage. As the pressure on 
the leak joint depends on design parameters, the problem will be to find for the latter, 
which intervals of variation will make sure that the pressure on the leak joint is in the 
prescribed interval. Such a problem can be mathematically formulated as an inverse 
optimisation problem: 
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max ( min 8di ) or max ( min /.,,xi) 
S.t.: 

{
max( c( q )) = ~ 
mine c( q )) = ~ 

(17) 

where max (c(q)), min (c(q)) and their derivatives are computed according to seetion 5. 
It should also be pointed out that, under the monotonie assumptions of sections 4 and 5, 
the confidence on the design variables can be transferred on the design criteria. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, uncertainties in structural analysis are considered through possibilistic 
formulations. Representing uncertainties on the design parameters by fuzzy numbers, 
different algorithms have been presented to compute intervals of variation of design 
criteria. The respective performances of the algorithms have been discussed. Putting 
aside the cost criteria, it appears that the Vertex engineers' method remains the most 
robust and gives most of the time the best approximations to the solutions set. An 
iterative approach has been proposed for building Vertex solutions, using Neumann 
series expansion and sensitivity analysis information. Using these results and de
fuzzification techniques, possibilistic distributions of design criteria can be built. 
Another possibility is to use these informations to set through the solution of inverse 
design problems specifications on design parameters. 
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Within the struetural optimization framework, the so-ealled topology methods are well
suited in order to find the best general layout. Their main disadvantage is that they 
generally lead to struetures whieh are diffieult to manufaeture beeause they own 
eomposite materials, sometimes with intermediate densities. On the other hand, when 
the layout is fixed, the geometry optimization methods ean lead to a good-Iooking 
optimum, but eannot change the layout. 

The presented approach eonsists in a eoupling between these two methods. 
First, the optimal layout is found by means of any generie topology optimization 
method; then, using simple image proeessing algorithms, a good-looking strueture is 
extraeted from the topology result, and then the geometry of the latter is optimized. 
Some numerieal results are presented whieh c\early illustrate the fully automatie 
proeess. 

1. Introduction 

Struetural optimization ean be eoneeived as a seareh for the optimal distribution of 
material within an initial domain with given loading and boundary eonditions. The 
standard design optimization systems generally implement shape-thiekness or 
geometry-optimization for a fixed topology, while new emerging topology-based codes 
address the optimal layout finding problem, leaving to the engineers the heavy task of 
interfaeing the two methods. 

The interest of an automatie tool whieh aehieves the eoupling between these two 
optimization methods is then obvious. 

Based on this idea, a fully automatie program has been developed. In the following, 
the main eoneeptual steps are presented, and so me illustrating numerieal experiments 
are given. 
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2. The problem 

Within the linear elasticity framework, the problem is to find an optimal design for 
given boundary conditions and loading. 

The equations are : 

{-;cr = f In 0 
= t on r t ( I ) 
= 0 on r u 

where lJ is the stress tensor, 1 a volume force, I the tension and ü the displacement. 

We minimize an objective function, for instance the compliance : 

1(0, u) = f (/.Ü)dr + f (].ü)dQ ( 2 ) 

r, n 

This problem is equivalent, for a linear elastic structure, to the maximization of the 
potential energy : 

where 

1 
n(O,u) = -an(u,u) -ln(u) 

2 

an(u,V) = flJ(u):e(V)dO and ln(v)= f].vdO+ fl.vdr 
n n r, 

and U E Vu is the solution of the state equation: 

an(u, v) = 'n(v) 

foranyvinVu ={VE H1(Q),v = Oonru }. 

( 3 ) 

( 4 ) 

Taking into account classical constraints on the total volume, the problem is the 
following: 

sup n(O,u) 
for 0 admissible u E Vu solution of 

10 1:s; V an(u, v) = ln(v) for any VE Vu 

( 5 ) 
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3. The main steps of our approach 

3.1. OVERVIEW OF THE SOFTWARE ORGANISATION 

There are mainly three modules which are independent : topology, transition and 
geometry modules. Each of them is configurable using a parameter file. 

Topology optimization 
Optimizer 

p ~ ~cost 
F.E.M. (up) 

Geometry optimization 
Optimizer 

n~ ~cost 
F.E.M. (un) 

3.2. TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZA TION 

3.2.l. The goal 

Visualization 
(displacements, 
edges, etc) 

The goal of this step is, starting with an initial domain (ground structure) with given 
loading and boundary conditions, to find an optimal topology (i.e. an optimal 
distribution of density) according to a prescribed criteria, for instance the compliance of 
the structure. 

Unfortunately, this problem is known to be ill-posed because it is generally possible 
to obtain a more rigid structure for the same volume of material with more smaller 
holes (this leads to «chattering » designs with microseopie perforations) [eHE.81]. 
There are two methods to obtain a well-posed problem and achieve topology 
optimization. 
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The first one consists in including, in the design space, solutions with microscopic holes 
(relaxation) using for example periodic perforated microstructures and then compute 
their properties using the homogenization theory [BEN.94]. The advantage of this 
method is to guarantee the existence of solutions for the relaxed problem [ALL.94] and 
to suppress almost all the local extrema [KOH.86]. A drawback is that the generated 
structure often contains perforated microstructures and hence is difficult, if not 
impossible, to manufacture. An explicit penalty or some restrictions on the 
microstructure (square holes in square cells) can be used to eliminate intermediate 
values of the density but if they are totally suppressed we are back to the original ill
posed design problem. The existence of a continuum solution is not assured and the 
solution does not converge by grid refinement. 

A more recent approach consists in excluding any structure with microscopic holes by 
bounding the perimeter [JOG.94] and [HAB.96] : an additional constraint is added to 
the problem in order to ensure that the perimeter, computed as the total variation of the 
density (i.e. the density jump between each element of the mesh), does not exceed a 
fixed value. The advantage of this method is the control of the complexity of the 
optimal structure and therefore of the difficulty of its manufacturing. It also ensures the 
existence of a solution [AMB.93] -but not the uniqueness-, and we can numerically 
observe the convergence with respect to the grid refinement. Moreover, this method is 
not restricted to compliance optimization and can be used with any design objective and 
non-linear constraints. The topology module implements this method. 

3.2.2. Mathematicalformulation ofthe perimeter method 
The optimization problem is the following : 

sup II(n,u) 
for n admissible u E Vu solution of 

Inl~v an(u,v)=ln(v)foranyvEVu 

lanl~p 

(6 ) 

The admissible domains, wh ich are described by their elasticity tensor, are only 
composed of void and of plain material, but in order to solve the optimization problem, 
a continuous model for this tensor was considered. For instance, the model presented in 
[HAB.96] where the tensor depends on the density of the material p and on the 

displacement field u p was used, but any other consistent model could fit as weIl. The 

design variable is then the density of material. To eliminate intermediate values of this 
density we add a penalization function. The optimization problem is then stated as 
folIows: 

sup II(n,u) + 
p E V pUp E V u solution of 

Inl~Van (up,v)=ln (v)foranyvEVu 

lanl ~ p p p 

S(p) 

(7) 
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where Vp ={pEr(Q)lpEH1(Qa),O<Pmin ~p~l'<ixEQ} with Qa a partition 

of Q and S(p) is the penalization function. 

3.2.3. Implementation 
A large scale optimization code [TIT.97] was used in order to solve the problem ( 7 ). 
The main difficulty is to find an efficient optimizer to solve the large sc ale non linear 
constrained problem within the topology phase, since every element of the mesh is 
taken as design variable. 

Based on triangular mesh, the linear elasticity state problems were solved by means 
of a modified version of the Modulef (INRIA) finite element library. 

3.3. TRANSITION BETWEEN TOPOLOGY AND GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION 

3.3.1. Edge detection 
Using the optimal topology layout, i.e. the optimal distribution of density found during 
the first step, the problem is to extract the edges which will be used as a starting point 
for the geometry optimization. To this end, a threshold for the density is set and we 
consider the equivalent picture' as binary : below this threshold there is no material, 
above there is material. For the edge detection itself, it is not necessary to use a gradient 
method because we have an artificial binary picture without noise [TOU 87] and 
[DER.94]. 

3.3.2. Edge smoothing 
After locating the material zone by edge detection, one obtains an oscillating boundary. 
Then, a smoothing by means of cubic periodic splines is applied. Non-design parts of 
the boundary can be specified by the user, which are then not modified by the 
interpolating splines. 

3.3.3. Domain re-meshing 
After obtaining oriented and smoothed edges which are the new boundaries of the 
domain, we generate new data (new mesh, boundary conditions, loading) that are used 
as pre-processing data file for the geometry optimization task. 

3.4. GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION 

3.4.1. The goal 
The goal is now to finalize the shape of the structure which has an optimal layout, using 
eventually new optimization criteria (new objective functions, additional constraints). 

The method used here is the classical transport method [SIM.76], [ROU.82] and 
[SOK.92]. The competing domains are the images through topology-preserving 
mappings of a reference one. The application of this method to the elasticity can be 
found in [MAS.87]. The optimal design variable reduces to the coordinates of the spline 
interpolating nodes. A general numerical implementation is described in [HABB.96]. 

, In fact, the edge detection is direct1y based on the mesh in order to preserve the 
information related to the boundary conditions, the loading, etc. 
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3.4.2. Mathematical jonnulation 
The third and final problem is to minimize an objective function, not necessarily the 
compliance, which is defined as classical, depending on the state of the system, which 
is the solution of the equilibrium equation introduced in (4). 

inf J w(uw) 
WE Dn U w E Vu solution of ( 8 ) 

aw(u, v) = 'w(v) for each v E Vu 

where Dn is the set of the admissible domains. 

4. Numerical results 

We present some numerical results for the wheel problem (see Figure l.which 
represents the initial domain with loading and boundary conditions). 

The Table I presents the cost (compliance) at each step of the optimization process. 
The Figure 2 is the result of the topology optimization with the perimeter method. The 
Figure 3 is obtained from the optimal topology by edges detection. The Figure 4 
illustrates the application of cubic splines interpolation to smooth the boundary and the 
Figure 5 shows the final optimal geometry. The Table 2 shows that the gradient 
components are already quite small at the starting of the geometry optimization, when 
the topology and geometry costs are the same (compliance). 

Ground Optimal Edge Smoothed Final optimal 
structure topology Detection domain geometry 

Value of 
The 0.012 0.032 0.030 0.035 0.029 

compliance 

Table I. Value ofthe compliance at each iteration 

Master nodes Value of the gradient 
1 0.0048188041 
2 -0.0003015747 
3 -0.0034778551 
4 -0.0103603724 
5 -0.0016344769 
6 -0.0028007630 
7 -0.0010873297 
8 0.0007015557 
9 0.0027923416 
10 0.0018784474 

Table 2. Gradient components at the stan of geometry optimization 
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Symetry 

Figure J. Ground structure 

Figure 2. Optimal topology Figure 3. Edges detec·tion 

Figure 4. Smoothed edges Figure 5. Optimal geometry 
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5. Conclusion 

Efficient Product and Process Improvement tools naturally require as aprerequisite a 
good Integrated Optimal Design approach. To this end, we considered the combination 
of the topology-based methods with the geometry classical optimization. The interface 
between these approaches requires simple image processing techniques. 

Based on these considerations, within the framework of the two-dimensional linear 
elasticity, a fully automated integrated optimizer was developed and successfully 
exploited to illustrate the integrated cycle of optimum design. 
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INTELLIGENT OBJECTS FOR PRE-PROCESSING 
IN A MECHANICAL FINITE ELEMENT SOFTWARE 

Abstract 

P. BOMME and Th. ZIMMERMANN 
Laboratory of structural and continuum mechanics (LSC) 
Civil Engineering Department (DGC), 
Swiss Federal Institute ofTechnology (EPFL) 
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland 

The purpose of this paper is to describe an intelligent-object concept for the integration 
of rules in objects. It is proposed to design an intelligent object as a usual object with 
data and methods to which an expert object consisting of rules and reasoning 
capabilities is added. The main interest is that associating rules with objects organises 
knowledge in a hierarchy identical to the hierarchy of objects without any additional 
artefact. Such intelligent objects control the activation of their knowledge. Therefore, 
knowledge processing becomes a local and temporary process that can be activated only 
when needed. Actually, the intelligent-object concept generates intelligent object
oriented applications within which the knowledge is distributed over the objects of the 
application, and knowledge processing is decentralised. This new concept is particularly 
well adapted for numerical simulation tools, typically in engineering applications that 
mainly require pure numerical behaviour, and sometimes locally intelligent behaviour. 
The proposed approach is illustrated in a simple example. 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to describe an intelligent-object concept. Before describing 
those intelligent objects, the need for assistance within finite element software is 
discussed. Then, the intelligent-object concept is described; defining the intelligent 
objects, their associated knowledge, and finally how such objects process their own 
knowledge. An intelligent user interface managing its own options follows as an 
illustration of the proposed approach. Lastly, conclusions are drawn. 

1.1. NEED FOR ASSIST ANCE IN FINITE ELEMENT CODES 

Finite element codes are complex tools dedicated to numerical simulation of difficult 
problems. So, it may take a user a year or more to leam effectively and efficiently how 
to use the various options and capabilities of a large FEA pro gram [1], for instance. 

143 
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However, inexperienced engineers are often told to analyse structure without having the 
proper knowledge of the underlying mechanics goveming their behaviour. Often, this 
leads to inappropriate structure modeIIing and interpretation of results. Consequently, 
modeIIing assistants may be useful to novices who are not familiar with aII modeIIing 
details, and often not in a position to evaluate the adequacy of the various models they 
must build. Furthermore, finite element assistants can reduce the number of tasks 
delegated to the user, aIIowing a short tum-around time for analysis. Different types of 
knowledge-based systems can help the user of finite element packages: intelligent 
modules helping to find particular program options, data entry procedure, suitable 
solutions, etc.; specification and modeIIing aids helping to translate appropriate element 
types, material models, boundary conditions, mesh density; results evaluation and 
design change proposals. 

1.2. HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF FINITE ELEMENT ASS IST ANTS 

The pioneer of finite element assistants is SACON [2], standing for Structural Analysis 
CONsultant. It helped the user of a commercial package with the selection of an 
appropriate analysis strategy. This research showed the feasibility and the potential of 
using knowledge-based system coupled with FE software. Among this literature, 
Cagan's [3] and Fink's [4] work deserve the most attention; they report on 
developments that combine object-oriented and rule-based programming with finite 
element programs. Although as not broad as SACON, PLASHTRAN (PLate And SHeII 
sTRuctural ANalysis) [3] has the advantage of providing a more user-friendly 
interaction resulting from its design, that foIIows the logic of the expert instead of 
foIIowing the logic of the sheIIs. PLASHTRAN enables the user to take shortcuts, 
which force the system to make the appropriate assumptions in order to preserve 
consistency within the system. But, unfortunately, its concIusions pointed out the 
difficuIty of integrating expert systems and FE packages essentially due to incompatible 
development tools. 

2. Intelligent-object concept 

1.3. DISTRIBUTED OBJECT-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE 

Failure in using numerical simulation tools with knowledge-based systems is due to the 
lack of interoperability that mainly resuIts from the design of usual AI environments, as 
weH as their language of implementation. Most commercial AI environments are written 
in LISP, which is a widespread language in AI community, but not in the scientific one. 
Furthermore, AI environments provide a centralised reasoning process with a single 
inference engine working on a single knowledge base (set of rules). This means that the 
expert system is always activated whatever action is to be perforrned; therefore the 
computational efficiency which is of great importance in numerical simulation tools, is 
highly penalised. Even though in such systems, knowledge can be organised in order to 
eliminate irrelevant rules from knowledge processing, this approach is not appropriate 
for finite element codes. 
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The proposed concept is based on the object-oriented approach that provides a 
common paradigm for the development of numerical simulation tools coupled with AI 
tools. It renders possible the integration of multiple mle-based expert systems into a 
given application, instead of developing an application within a prescribed environment, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. Knowledge bases (sets of mIes) are distributed over the 
application and knowledge processing (inference engines) is decentralised. The main 
advantage of this approach is that only a limited amount of knowledge is activated 
simultaneously, i.e. that related to the action to be carried out. Resulting numerical 
simulation applications are able of behaving as pure numerical packages ignoring 
knowledge, or as hybrid applications capable of activating so me knowledge when 
needed. Therefore, a good level of efficiency is achieved. 

Artificial Intelligence 
Environment 

Infcrencc cngines 
+ 

mies 

Finite Element 
Application 

Inference engines 
+ 

mies 

Figure 1. Centralised Vs Distributed object-oriented intelligent architecture 

1.4. DEFINITION OF AN INTELLIGENT OBJECT 

The intelligent-object concept relies on a hybrid definition of objects integrating 
declarative knowledge and reasoning capabilities within a simple blackboard 
architecture [5]. Such a hybrid object consists of data and methods that represent a usual 
object, and mIes and inference engines that represent an expert object. 

These objects communicate through messages and share knowledge through the 
blackboard. Intelligent behaviours of these objects result from the action of knowledge, 
and can be invoked within usual methods as weIl as in mIes. Intelligent objects provide 
their hosted application with an architecture in which knowledge is distributed and 
knowledge processing decentralised. 
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1.5. RULES OF AN INTELLIGENT OBJECT 

Associating rules with objects endows them with the same status as the usual methods 
[6]. So, in the proposed approach, rules are considered as pseudo-methods working on 
the state of an object. Thus, Iike in any method, the internal data of an object can be 
directly accessed in its rules, while encapsulated data (variables of other objects) are 
accessed by message passing. Consequently, such a definition fully respects the state 
encapsulation of the object with which rules are associated. The following kinds of rules 
are distinguished: 
• rules oj instanees, which are activated by every instance of a class; 
• private rules, which are rules of instances with a scope Iimited to the instances of 

class with which they are linked; 
• identity rules, which are associated with a single object, and dedicated to 

reinforcing the identity of that object. Such rules are very useful to distinguish 
exceptional behaviour of a particular instance of a class; 

• inherited rules, which are rules of instances of superclasses from which private 
rules of superclasses have been excluded; 

• polymorphie rules, which override inherited rules. 
Rules are defined as folIows: 

in which 

RULENAME: name 
CLASS_LINK: classname or OBJECT_LINK: objectname 
ACCESS: Public or Private 
IF premises THEN conclusions [SHARED or NOTSHARED] 
COMMENT: [optionnaI] 

• a name represents the name of the rule. 
• a member (classname or objeetname) identifies a class or an object, with which this 

rule is associated. 
• a keyword (publie or private) facilitates rule hiding and defines the inheritance 

scheme. A publie rule is a rule that can be inherited, whereas a private one has 
influence restricted to the specific object or to the class with which it is associated. 

• IF ... THEN. .. is the body of the rule consisting of premises and conclusions. Two 
kind of conclusions can be distinguished; the ones that the owner of the rules shares 
with other intelligent objects through the blackboard. Hidden conclusions represent 
Iocal information limited to the knowledge base of the owner. 

• and some optional comments. 
The contents of rules are analysed as the contents of methods, so rules may be 

considered as particular methods called pseudo-methods. Notice that these pseudo
methods have no arguments. If extern al data is needed in conclusions or premises, it can 
be acquired by interrogating the blackboard or by sending messages to other intelligent 
objects. 

Associating rules with objects provides a natural way of organising knowledge 
hierarchically. Since rules are Iike methods, rules and methods are organised in the 
same way. This means that the resulting hierarchy of rules is identical to the one of the 
application as shown in Figure 2. Additionally, modifying the hierarchy of the 
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application automatically changes the organisation of rule in the same manner. 
Therefore, both hierarchies always remain consistent, meaning that the hierarchy of 
rules does not require specific management. 

Inference engines 

Instantiate 

Application 

/ 
end Define 

Dialog 
'-----J'----wilh lhe u er 

"- Event " 

Blackboard 

Rules 

Identical hierarchies 

Figure 2. Hierarchy of intelligent object-oriented application 

Any intelligent object is capable of constructing its own set of rules with respect to 
object-oriented features such as identity, inheritance, and polymorphism. Therefore, the 
set of rules that can be applied to an object consists of: (i) the rules inherited from 
superclasses of the object's class, (ii) rules associated with the object's class, and (ii) 
rules characterising the object's identity. Notice that polymorphism is taken into 
account automatically by collecting rules in this order, since a rule of a subclass 
overrides the rule of one of its superclasses having the same name. 

1.6. EMBEDDED REASONING 

Knowledge processing is kept under the control of an object, that instantiates an 
inference engine in order to process its knowledge. This instantiated process dies when 
its task is over. Thus, reasoning mechanisms are local concepts implemented by 
temporary objects created only when needed This decentralised knowledge processing 
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reinforces data encapsulation and forces objects to communicate by sending messages 
in order to exchange knowledge. A simple blackboard architecture introduces more 
flexibility, by providing a common area that can be freely accessed by objects for 
writing and reading knowledge [7,8]. 

Every intelligent object has its own set of rules on which it activates reasoning as 
shown in Figure 2. When an object receives a message requiring activation of 
knowledge, it instantiates first a reasoning process on its own rules; then, if needed, it 
interacts with its environment during the reasoning. The object' s environment consists 
of a privileged partner, the blackboard, to which the requests are sent in priority, and of 
other intelligent objects, with which co-operation may occur, and finally of the user. 
Such reasoning modes enable an object to activate purely local reasoning processes, or 
completely co-operative ones involving other objects and the user. 

The hierarchy of the inference engines shown in Figure 2 is an object-oriented 
implementation of search algorithms, and therefore is independent of the hierarchy of 
the application. 

3. Illustration 

The simple example that follows is extracted from Bomme's thesis [5]. In this work, the 
intelligent-object concept was developed in C++ from scratch, meaning that the 
implementation required the development of an object-oriented proposition al expert 
system (rule parser and inference engines) and of a class providing the capabilities of a 
generic intelligent object (class IntelligentObject). This generic object provides its 
subclasses with capabilities of activating inference engines on rules. In this illustration, 
class IntelligentUserInterface was created as a subclass of IntelligentObject in order 
to maintain the consistency of data in non-linear finite element software for rock and 
soil mechanics. The main issue is first to provide the user with the minimal user 
interface options for objects such as materials and numerical algorithms according to the 
existing input, and also to be capable of recovering data consistency whatever changes 
are carried out. Hereafter, it is described how a simple object, i.e. an elastic soil material 
manages its user interface. 

Let us assurne that the adopted formulation for elastic soil materials accommodates 
two-phase problems and integrates creep, heat, and humidity migration phenomena. 
Figure 3 shows an elastic soil material defined by three parameters (Y oung modulus, 
Poisson ratio, and Unit weight), some material properties (geometry, initial state, creep, 
heat, and humidity), and a button to check the consistency of the object. 

This object is an instance of class ElasticSoil located in the hierarchy given in 
Figure 4. All classes of this hierarchy are derived from class IntelligentUserInterface 
that takes into account the specificity of the application and provides the appropriate 
reasoning capabilities and knowledge management. 

Figure 5 shows how rules can be associated with classes. NoGeometry is associated 
with class ElasticSoil, and hides the Geometry button when the analysis is a 
deformation one. ShowResource( ... ) is a method of class IntelligentUserInterface, the 
argument of which identifies the resource, Le. the button to be hidden. This method is 
inherited by the subclasses of IntelligentUserInterface, i.e. by ElasticSoil. NoFlow is 
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associated with class AbstractMaterial and hides the Seepage button. As a subclass of 
AbstractMaterial, ElasticSoil inherits NoFlow. 

ELASTIC SOlL MATERIAL 

r Check loc<!l consistency 

Elastic ParametBIt-

Young's modulus 

Poiuon ratio 

Unil weight 

I CANCEL I 

I Initial stille! 

I seepage ... ! I Deep... I 
I Heal.. ! I HurOO~y... I 

OK 

Figure 3. User interface for an elastic soil material 

IntelligentObject 
IntelligentUserlnterJace 

AbstractMaterial 
Material 

ElasticMaterial 
ElasticSoil 
ElasticStructure 

Figure 4. Partial hierarchy of materials 

RULENAME: NoGeometry 
CLASS_LINK: ElasticSoil 
ACCESS: Public 
IF AnalysisType = "Deformation" 
THEN @HideResource(IDC_GEOMETRY) 

RULENAME: NoFlow 
CLASS_LINK: AbstractMaterial 
ACCESS: Public 
IF AnalysisType = "Deformation" 
THEN @HideResource(IDC_SEEPAGE) 

Figure 5. Example of rules associated with an ElasticSoil object 

Figure 6 illustrates how an object can activate its rules within methods. Here, an 
elastic soil processes its set of rules to update the options of its user interface when it is 
created. The options that are consistent with the current user's input, are dispIayed by 
the method On/nif() shown in Figure 6. 

ShowModelState() initialises the variables depending on the internal state of the 
object: here the elastic parameters. Then, a forward reasoning is carried out on the 
object's rules in order to take into account the influence of the environment. In the 
present illustration, this will determine which of the material properties buttons are 
consistent with the existing knowiedge. Furthermore, the checking local consistency 
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button visible is hidden. This button allows the user to recover the consistency of the 
object when inconsistency is detected. When an object is created, consistency is always 
achieved. 

Void ElasticSoil::OnlnitO { 
ShowModelStateO 
DeduceO 

Show the internal state 
Update the user interface 

Figure 6. Source code of method OnInit() 

4. Illustration 

This paper proposed a new approach for the integration of rules into objects. This leads 
to the development of an intelligent-object concept, in which objects have a hybrid 
definition consisting of data and methods with rules and reasoning processes. 
Associating rules with objects automatically distributes the knowledge over objects, and 
leads to a natural way of organising knowledge, wh ich is induced from the hierarchy of 
implementation of the application. Additionally, these objects control the activation of 
their own knowledge. Reasoning processes are decentralised, and this approach allows 
multiplicity of reasoning mechanisms. To conclude, the described model is well adapted 
for numerical simulation tools, which mainly require computational power, and 
occasionally local reasoning. Obviously, this methodology can be used in any type of 
object-oriented applications. The feasibility of the approach is demonstrated on a simple 
example of management of user interface in finite element software. 
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We present an application of object-oriented approach in the context of distributed 
computing in the field of structural engineering problems. In this work, conducted in the 
frame of a general purpose finite element code, we consider two types of distributed 
algorithms: the cooperation of heterogeneous computing systems and an algorithm for 
distributing the resolution of the finite element problem. In the first case, the major 
issue is the transparent distribution of the data base involving data structures and 
algorithms. In the first part of the present work, we present DDSM (Distributed Data 
Structures Manager) dealing with this first issue. The second case addressed is that of 
solution of linear systems by a domain decomposition direct method. 

2. Introduction 

The maturity of the field of computational engineering is such that the user has to deal 
with a growing complexity of individual software components. The simulation process 
involves a number specialized tools such as pre- and post-processors, linear, non linear 
and dynamic sol vers or auto-adaptive mesh generators. On the hardware side, multiple 
architectures are available: networks of RISC processor systems, vector processor 
systems, shared memory multiprocessor systems, massively parallel systems, networks 
of workstations and arrays (or clusters) of shared memory systems. 

These two aspects put to evidence the need for new programming paradigms. An 
object oriented approach permits one to partition programs into manageable pieces that 
closely match the concepts of computational engineering. Objects interact and 
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communicate with each other by exchanging messages. The interesting aspect of the 
object oriented approach is that objects do not need to be in the same process or even on 
the same machine to send and receive messages back and forth to each other. In this 
sense, objects match weIl with distributed computing. Adoption of an object oriented 
methodology may therefore lead to the distribution of the current centralized numerical 
simulation's process, limiting at the same time its complexity and increasing the overall 
performance. 

The work presented in this paper has been conducted in the frame of the project 
SIC (Systeme Interactif de Conception) [BRE 92]. The aim is to conceive a general 
platform for various kinds of finite element simulations (structural mechanics, heat 
transfer, fluid mechanics, electromagnetism and any kind of coupled problems 
involving concurrent simulations of different aspects of a complex phenomenon). This 
platform allows tight cooperation between different development teams through sharing 
and reusing common software modules (data manager, solver, pre- and post processing, 
finite elements, ... ). 

The distribution of the computations may be achieved in one of the two 
following ways: 

either by distributing the computational algorithms on a certain number of 
processing elements (usually identical) to reduce the elapsed execution 
time of the pro gram , 
or by performing different phases of the simulation process possibly using 
different software concurrently on different computing systems, in order to 
optimize the use of available ressources. 

In the first case, a SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) programming model is 
often used, meaning that each processor executes the same pro gram but operates on 
different data. In the latter case, the main issue is the distribution of the data base. In the 
present paper, we present a project of a simulation software, based on the finite element 
method, that implements both types of distribution previously mentioned. A key issue in 
this project is the control of remote process and the communication of data between 
heterogeneous processing elements. 

The paper is organized in the following way. In the first section, we present our 
« object manager» along with a run time system for the distribution of objects. The next 
section concerns performance aspects and a distributed implementation of the finite 
element method using a domain decomposition strategy. 

3. Design of the Object Manager 

While designing the data base for the SIC project we tried to find a compromise 
between the following constraints: 

simplicity, reusability, flexibility 
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high performance - because of intensive calculations involved in the finite 
element method, the data has to be accessed in a very efficient way, ideally 
as fast as a simple memory access 
compatibility with the extensive range of existing libraries and modules 
written mainly in Fortran 
support for parallel processing 
provide both compiled and interactive interfaces 

The design of GO (Gestionnaire d'Objets) [AUN 90], the data manager of the 
project SIe. GO permits us to implement a number of features commonly found in 
object-oriented languages such as data abstraction, inheritance, encapsulation. We have 
to stress that GO is not an object oriented language. Its programming interface is at a 
relatively low level as it relies on libraries rather than on syntactic constructs. GO may 
be seen as a research vehicle that permits us to experiment with object oriented concepts 
being applied to computationaly intensive tasks. 

4. Distributing the data base 

In this section, we present the run time system DDSM (Distributed Data Structure 
Manager) which allows an easy and efficient displacement of previously described 
objects between local memories of distributed processing elements. Chaos++ system 
[SAL 95] proposes an alternative approach applied to objects of the C++ programming 
language. 

There are four major issues in the design of DDSM: remote data access, 
maintaining pointers across the network, support of heterogeneous computing 
environments and efficiency considerations. 

4.1. REMOTE DATA ACCESS 

In order to reduce the number of messages exchanged, an access to a remote object is 
replaced by a local copy of the entire remote object. This principle is equivalent to that 
of "ghost objects" of the Chaos++ run time system. In our approach however, the 
objects are accessed directly in the memory rather than through an access function. This 
compromise, due to the performance considerations implies that there is no run time 
system to supervise the remote data access. Therefore, it is the application's 
responsibility to validate the objects it will use. If the objects are local, the usual 
consistency validations take place. If the object exists in a remote memory, then the run 
time system gets a copy of it before resuming execution. Because a single object can 
have multiple copies, it is necessary to ensure the coherence of these copies. Again, as 
we do not use a function to access objects, we assume that the coherence is supervised 
by the application. 

4.2. DISTRIBUTION OF OBJECTS CONTAINING POINTERS 

This issue concerns the distribution of objects containing pointers (in our case 
identifiers) to other objects. Suppose, that an object points to another one in a local 
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memory. The run time system must preserve this relation for the remote copies of the 
two objects. One solution consists in copying the two objects together and in recreating 
the relation when allocating objects in the remote memory. This is the solution 
implemented in Chaos++. However, this approach is not always acceptable when 
dealing with large graphs of objects. Our solution consists in introducing the notion of 
"universal identifier" (which contains the local identifier of an object and a processor 
number) and in maintaining in each memory the correspondence between local and 
universal identifiers. When transferring an object to another memory, a generic 
function scans its content and replaces each local identifier by a universal one. The 
opposite operation takes place at the reception of the object, just before putting it into 
the local object base. If the universal identifier does not correspond yet to a local object, 
then a new local virtual object appears. If later an object with the same universal 
identifier arrives, then it will take the local identifier of the placeholder object. 
Therefore, the relation between the two objects is restored. 

4.3. SUPPORT OF HETEROGENEOUS COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS 

For basic data types, the XDR (eXternal Data Representation) library [KOP 95] ensures 
the consistency of coding between different binary representations. PVM [GAI 95], for 
example, uses XDR to support heterogeneous networks. This feature is not sufficient 
when handling complex data types like C language structures. This is also the case of 
our objects that can contain fields of different basic data types as weil as variable length 
fields. Therefore, in our system, an XDR encoding takes place at the DDSM level rather 
than at the PVM level. This is done by a generic function and is transparent to the 
application. 

5. Applications 

Two classes of distributed finite element applications may be implemented using 
DDSM. The first class of applications aims at using optimally a set of computing 
resources: a network involving several processors and a 3D graphic workstation running 
the user interface. There are many different scenarios for such applications. One of them 
concerns the analysis of loosely coupled systems. In this case, two models of one 
problem are executed concurrently and an exchange of data takes place at fixed time 
intervals. The data transfer must be transparent to the user and very efficient. In this 
scenario, there is a different process and a different object base on each machine. 
Communication of objects among these bases is achieved using DDSM. 

The second class of applications concerns Single Program Multiple Data 
(SPMD) programming models. We apply this approach for the distribution of a single 
finite element modelover a network of processing elements. In the following section, 
we describe a distributed domain decomposition method. All the data of a finite element 
problem are represented by a graph of objects. The graph representing the finite element 
problem is partitioned into subdomains and distributed to different processing elements. 
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5.1. DISTRIBUTED DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION DIRECT METHOD 

In this application, we aim at using a certain number of processing elements, usually 
identical, to reduce the elapsed execution time of the program. When using distributed 
memory systems, the privileged approach for parallelizing the finite element method is 
the use of domain decomposition methods. The domain decomposition methods solve 
first the initial problem independently on each subdomain, and then they add constraints 
to fit the local solutions on the boundaries between the subdomains. For example, in the 
Schur Complement method, the constraint is the equality of forces at the interfaces 
between subdomains. Detailed references can be found in [FAH 94]. For the Schur 
complement method, the decomposition algorithm can be writtcn in the case of two 
subdomains: 

1. renumber equations so that the internal degrecs of freedom (dof) of each subdomain 
appear first 

2. eliminate all internal dof 

where 

3. solve the interface problem 

k33 =k33 -k31kl~lkI3 -k32k;ik23 

13 = f3 -k31kl~lf.. -k32k;if2 

4. back-substitute interface solution on internal degrees of freedom 
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The conditioning of structural mechanics problems implies the choice of direct 
rather than iterative methods for eliminating internal dof and for solving the interface 
problem [ESC 94]. 

Steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm are the most time consuming ones. Step 2 
involves only calculations local to subdomains. Internal unknowns for each subdomain 
can be eliminated concurrently. For step 3, the interface problem matrix is distributed 
over the local memories of the processing elements and it is factorized and solved in 
parallel. The main issue for this parallelization is the relation between the number of 
subdomains and the number of processors. The analysis of the sequential execution 
times shows that: 

total execution time depends on the number of subdomains, 
execution time of step 2 is dominant for a small number of subdomains (up 
to 8) and tends to decrease as the number of subdomains increases, 
execution time of step 3 increases with the number of subdomains, and 
becomes dominant from about 16 to 32 subdomains. 

Execution time (sec.) 

Total execution time 

Step 3 

Step 2 

"L..:::=====~===~ 
Numbcr of subdomains 

Figure 1. Sequential peiformance of a 3D test case with 6591 dof 

Typical execution times are shown in Figure 1. A straightforward choice is to 
assign one processor per subdomain. For large numbers of processors, most of the 
execution time is spent in step 3, which requires large amount of communication and 
does not lead to high efficiency. Therefore, it could be more interesting to assign several 
processors per subdomain. On the other hand, load balancing problems occur in the 
cases when the computing times of step 2 for each subdomain are not constant. To 
reduce these problems, it would be necessary to have more tasks and consequently more 
subdomains than processors. This is in contradiction with the previous remark. In the 
rest of the paper, the choice of one processor per subdomain will be assumed. 

The implementation of the domain decomposition method on a distributed 
memory system can be described as follows: 
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(S 1) distribute the data of the finite element problem (nodes, elements, 
boundary condition, material characteristics, ... ) of the subdomains to the 
processors using DDSM; 
(S2) for each subdomain concurrently, eliminate all internal dof; 
(S3) for each processor: 

allocate one part of the interface problem matrix, 

send the locally condensed matrix (matrices) k33 to all other 

processors, 
receive the other condensed matrices and assemble the elements 
which belong to the local part of the interface problem matrix; 

(S4) factorize the interface problem matrix (eventually in parallel); 
(S5) solve the lower and upper triangular systems of the interface problem 
matrix; 
(S6) for each subdomain concurrently, back substitute the solution of the 
interface problem on internal dof. 

This algorithm is currently being implemented on a Cray T3D system. 
Performance analysis of the algorithm raises the following issues: there is no possible 
direct comparison with sequential execution time because the problems solved in 
parallel do not fit into the memory of a single processor. A comparison with a 
sequential machine (with a sufficient memory) having a different processor should take 
into account the relative performances of the processors that are difficult to evaluate 
(non linear behavior). For these reasons, the performances presented concentrate on the 
elapsed (wall clock) execution time for different number of processing elements (PE). 
These execution times are compared to those obtained sequentially on a Cray J916. As 
mentioned before, the size ofthe problem solved depends on the number of PEs. 

The test problem considered is a 3D cube partitioned regularly into 4, 8, 16 and 
32 subdomains. The execution times obtained are given in Figure 2 

Elapsed executlon tLme Ln sec. 
1COO.0 

1 PE ,.t 
600.0 

EOO.O .. Cray J916 .. 

400.0 

;;OOJ) f ",/" 32 PE 
........ 4 PE ____ -t~~Il'" ____ ---+ 

**...-":"::f:'~~ 0.0 " .. ~. I, ,I, 
CO 1')0000 2('('COO .)~)')OOO 400('C.0 .'X)8')'}0 

Num ber of dof 

Figure 2. Elapsed execution tirnes for different numbers of PE 
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Following remarks can be drawn from these results : 

for small numbers of PEs (4 and 8), efficiency approaches 100% 
for larger numbers of PEs (16 and 32), at fixed problem size the efficiency 
drops rapidly 
for the same numbers of PEs (16 and 32), the efficiency increases with the 
problem size. 

The above conclusions mean that the proposed parallel algorithm is not weIl 
scalable at fixed problem size, but is scalable if the problem size increases with the 
number of processors. 

6. Conclusion 

Wehave presented different aspects of distributed computing in the context of structural 
engineering problems. Distributed computing was applied for optimizing the use of 
heterogeneous computing resources. A runtime system for communicating objects 
between distributed object bases has been developed. Next, we demonstrated the use of 
distributed parallel systems to reduce significantly the execution time of finite element 
simulations. A domain decomposition direct method was applied. The same 
communication system could be used for these different classes of applications for a 
wide range of computing systems: networks of heterogeneous workstations, vector 
supercomputers, massively parallel systems. 

The actual work forms a basis for future research aiming at optimization of all 
the steps of direct domain decomposition methods: communication and assembly of 
condensed matrices, factorization and resolution of the interface problem, using several 
processors per subdomain, load balancing problems. 
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A new system architecture for optimum design is presented. The objective of the 
present work is to contribute to automatize the procedure of shape optimization of 3D 
parts : the optimization process is described as tasks operating in a distributed network 
and coordinated by a pilot system. The principle consists in exploiting the efficiency of 
specific tools dedicated to the different applications involved: asolid modeler, an 
adaptive mesh generator, a fInite-element code and a mathematical programming 
module. An example of 3D part optimization is presented to validate the system and 
demonstrate its capacities. 

1. Introduction 

Today CAD/CAM systems are performant and allow a considerable productivity gain 
by integrating several steps of the design and manufacturing process of industrial 
products. Tools such as IDEAS, Pro-Engineer, Euclid, CATIA, etc. reduce in a 
signifIcant way the difficulties related to the design of a product and they allow the 
automatization of a number of operations. Therefore the engineer's role remains of the 
utmost importance, because he is in charge of the design and he has to choose the most 
appropriate one . 

This task corresponds to a creation of a set of different models (local, global, taking into 
account different physical phenomenas) and the synthesis of their results : this is called 
multidisciplinary optimization. Assistance tools for helping the use of these various 
softwares and for decision making are especially needed as they are complex and 
computer resource consuming. 

Recent works have been devoted to study new system architectures adapted to optimum 
design, they take into account the multidisciplinary aspect of the optimization e.g. 
[2],[1], and particularly [5], which concems the Boss-Quattro system commercialized 
by SAMTECH. The originality of our approach is on one hand the use of a « pilot» 
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system to handle alI interactions between the applications, and on the other hand to 
allow a distributed tasks management. 

2. Basis of the proposed architeeture. 

The present study introduces an architecture dedicated to drive the shape optimization 
process, which is an example of situation where various independant applications have 
to be coupled: a geometrie modeler, an adaptive mesh generator, a finite-element 
program, an error estimator and mathematical programming codes. First, the shape 
optimization process is decomposed into several tasks distributed on a network of 
computers and coordinated by a pilot system; a general method to manage this process 
is based on a collaborative approach. The required functionalities and information 
exchange in the used tools environment are specified for each application (Figure I). 
These specifications have led to definition of functional interfaces which are available 
in a general framework and which have been used in the construction of the prototype. 
The pilot system and the functional interfaces are presented. 

Discrete model 

Figure 1 Principle ofthe system architecture 

The figure 2 shows the main steps in the shape optimization process of a mechanical 
part: the problem is first formulated : the design variables, the objective functions and 
the constraints are defined. A geometrical model (parametric) ofthe object to optimize 
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is then built and the design variables are associated with geometrie parameters. A 
discrete model is created by the mesh generator and the various mechanical 
characteristics such as loading and boundary conditions are affected to the mesh 
entities. This mesh is adapted by successive finite element analysis, error estirnations 
and refmements ; when the required precision is reached, the results are used to evaluate 
the objective function, the constraints and their gradients. The design variables are 
modified by the rnathematical programming algorithm and the geometry is updated . 
The problem is solved iteratively . 

. . ~ ... 

Figure 2 The optimum shape design process 

3. Architecture of tbe proposed system 

3.1 TIIE FUNCTIONAL INTERFACES 

The main interest for separating the tasks implied in the process is a flexible and open 
architecture allowing the replacement of one tool by another one. To make this 
effective, the applications in the architecture must provide norrnalized functionnalities 
and also support data exchanges between them. These specifications have been given in 
details in [3]. The Table 1 gives some examples offunctions used by the tasks to access 
and to modify the data. The data are exchanged through the norrnalized interfaces, 
either by messages or by files, depending on the nature and of the amount of 
information to handle. 
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GET/SET can be applied to a design variable value, to anode 
position of a mesh, ... 

eOMPUTEIUPDATE can be applied to the geometrie model, the mesh or the 
discrete model. 

READ/WRlTE read or write a file in the specified format for external 
exchanges. 

Table 1. Somefunctions ofthe normalized interfaces. 

3.2 THE PILOT SYSTEM 

The pilot has the following functions : 
- definition ofthe optimisation data : choice ofthe design variables, criteria, constraints, 
- pracess contral : management of the tasks (execution/stop/interrupts), tests,data flows 
management (transfer and naming offiles) 
- choice of options: sensitivity analysis method, mesh adaptator, ... 
- overview : choice of driving mode (step by step, automatie, ... ) viewing of results, state 
of the tasks , machines, execution times, ... 

Actions Graph 

o Simpl4J Action 

Control Acllon 

F-l-----1 

action 

I Identifier I 
I Precedlng A. 'li 
1 Following A. I 
Treatments 

Tl : seNfe. 

10 TZ : ,"quu' I 
10 Tl : r!9uesl I 

00. 

I TYrM 01 $.",ie.. 

I RewmCode 

I CPU ' lmo 
-Start/ stap task 
-Transfer data 
· Tcst data (compare values) 

action 
......... 

F?'!-I 
F-... .." I 
Fruenwu I 

action 

! Id~nlifier I 
! Applic;.lion A I 
I Functionnalit)' FA1 ! 

I Re.urn Code I 
1 CPUl/mo 

- Modify parameter 
- Evaluate function 
- Read/write data 

Figure3 Graph of actions defining the optimization process. 

The scenario describing the pracess can be defmed by a graph of actions (Figure 3). An 
action defines the elementary executive unit which cannot be interrupted ; it is defined 
by a sequence of parallel or sequential operations which are either commands or quests 
which are related to an application or to the pilot. Each quest specifies the elementary 
function, the task doing it, the epu ressources required and some information 
describing the success or failure of the treatment (return code, value of a variable, a 
constraint or data specific to the status of the applications: waiting, executing or 
inexistent application .. 
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4. Tbe prototype system worked out 

We started with five tools : asolid modeler (DIMA T, C.S.G. parametrie modeler of 
GIA T -Industries), a 3D automatie mesh generator (XMAILLE, [7]), a finite element 
program (SIC, [4]), an error estimator (ESTIM3D, [6]) and an optimization module. 
Eaeh tool has been initially designed to be used independantly on different UNIX 
plateforms, without eollaborating with other tools. 
At the beginning of our work, these pre-existing tools have been modified to satisfy the 
requirements ofthe arehiteeture and the eommunieation funetionalities. New tools have 
been developed, mainly for adaptive meshing, in order to assure the missing 
funetionnalities for optimization. A model of the pilot system has been worked out 
(XPILOTE). The messages between applications are exehanged by the PVM interface 
(Parallel Virtual Machine) 

5 Example : sbape optimisation of a 3D component. 

This example is proposed by GIAT Industries (Figure 4). Only one half of the 
eomponent is studied, with symmetrie eonditions on the middle plane; the strueture is 
submitted to a uniform pressure due to another part whieh is not represented here. The 
problem is to optimize the shape of the circled area on Figure 4. We have defined a 
region (a box, pointed out as ZONE) whieh is automatieally loeated on the mesh when a 
new geometry is defined. This area is deseribed on the geometrieal model by using the 
primitives ofthe CSG model. 
First, the system is used to earry out various studies of this piece: the pilot computes 
the values of the objeetive funetion, eonstraints and their gradients on a grid of design 
variables values. At the end of these pre-studies, several optimization problems have 
been stated. For example, we consider the minimization of a L4 norm of the von Mises 
stresses, integrated on the ZONE region, and submitted to a weight eonstraint: 

Weight< 1.443Kg 

16mm::; Yp ::; 26mm 

18mm::; x3::; 25mm 

8mm::; du ::; 16mm 

{Y~ = 18.6mm 

with initial values x~ = 17.5mm 

d13 = 14.9mm 

The problem is treated with only one adaptive meshing iteration in the optimization 
process. The mesh has about 7000 elements and 1600 nodes and the error is 
approximately 35%. Convergence is obtained after only 7 iterations. The weight 
constraint is satisfied, redueing the weight of the variable area by 50%, and at the same 
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time, the maximtun von Mises stress has a 5% decrease (Figure 5). For this solution, the 
bound x3 > 17 is active. The initial and final shapes are shown in Figure 6. 

Mecbanical data 
Linear elastic analysis, tetrahedral elements (TH4) 
E = 2\0000 MPa, u=O.3 p = 7.8 Kg/dm1 

SOLR : uniform loading 600N/mm' on the underlined part 
CLS : symetric boundary conditions (w=0) on the top ofthe part. 
CLB : all the cyl indric part CLB is fIxed 

Figure 4. Geometry and design variables ofthe GrAT component. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we are concemed with the general process of shape optimization of 3D 
components, and with the problems related to its implementation. 
A new system architecture, based on the concept ofthe « Pilot» has been developed ; it 
has been shown that existing tools as different as a CAD solid modeler, a mesh 
generator, a finite element program and an optimizer can be carried to normalized 
interfaces and integrated in this architecture. A model of the whole system has been 
worked out and validated by several academic and practical examples. The pilot 
software handles 8 applications distributed on 5 machines. The advantages of this 
approach are the following : 

- a full assistance for the automatie implementation of the optimization 
problem: after the data definition, the intervention of the user is restricted to the 
overviewing task only. The execution ofthe tasks and the associated data exchanges are 
done by the pilot. 
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- flexibility : due to the notion of functional interfaces, the user can replace any 
application of the architecture by another one, more suitable for its problem on two 
conditions: it must have the same functional interface and it must support the 
communication mechanism used by the pilot. The distributed management of the tasks is 
another aspect of this flexibility: codes specific of given machines can be exploited 
through the architecture and thus optimized applications can be used. 

- the open character of the pilot: the use of an action graph to describe the 
process and the concept of normalized interfaces are general features that permit to 
consider the extension of the system to other processes than optimization. 
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Figure 5. Convergence ofthe functions (weight and L4 norm ofthe von Mises stresses). 

Figure 6. Mesh ofthe initial and optimized shapes 
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Abstract. So far, the generation of meshes adapted to meehanical part analysis 
requires an iterative process which implies a large eomputation time. The aim 01' this 
paper is to present a method of eomputing an a priOl-i map of element sizes to generate 
the mesh for a studied ease, i.e. without a complete eomputation of the analysis. This 
method is based on the apriori approximation of the stress field in the structure. Tbe 
present approximation is both performed from the identifieation and the 
characterisation of the over stressed areas elose to geometrie features 01' the studied 
part and from the boundary conditions applied to its geometrie domain. This 
approximated field allows to deduce, at each point of the structure, the element size 01' 
a mesh able to respeet a preseribed value of energy deviation. This map is used during 
the generation proeess of an adapted mesh. It also provides useful data to geometry 
adaption in order to generate a simpli1'ied geometrie model. 

1. Introduction 

. In the field of Finite Element Analysis (F.E.A), the generation of meshes adapted to 
eaeh analysis requirements is still a eritieal step to obtain signifieant numerieal results. 
Until now, adapted mesh generation is earried out mainly from aposteriori 
optimisation methods [6, 2]. Such methods ineorporate a proeess wh ich requires to 
solve a eomplete F.E. problem at eaeh iteration of the adaption. During eaeh iteration, 
the analysis of the F.E. solution helps loeate the areas of the mesh whieh need to be 
refined [11]. In this ease, the analysis eriterion is based on an energy error estimated 
from the eurrent mesh elements. Thus, eaeh additional iteration allows to improve the 
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optimality' of the mesh. Although they ean be used by current F.E.A. software, such 
techniques usually lead to rather large calculation times which reduce the use of F.E.A 
as adecision making tool during design processes rather than a design tool (F.E.A is 
still widely used for validation steps rather than for structural dimensioning purposes). 

Conversely, the aim of the current approach consists in generating an element 
sizes map from an a priO/'i analysis both of the geometry and of the boundary 
eonditions of the part studied [3). The goal of this Cl priO/'i analysis is not to determine 
very aecurate values of the stress field throughout the part like a F.E.A. software could 
do it, but rather to get an approximation of it through funetions whieh would express 
the stress field behaviour throughout the part and espeeially near geometrie and 
mechanical singularities. These singularities, also ealled specifications, characterise 
potentialy over stressed areas for the given analysis (fillets, welded joints, areas where 
boundary conditions are applied and so on). 

Both approaches, i.e. aposteriori and Cl priori methods, are illustrated in 
Figure I. Their main difference stems from the fact that apriori methods use the 
physical model properties to generate an adapted mesh before the computation of the 
F.E. solution whereas Cl posteriO/'i methods generate the adapted mesh after a 
preliminary F.E. solution was computed. Moreover, this Cl posteriO/'i adaption process 
is often iterative. Using Cl priO/'i adaption methods, the first mesh generated readily 
integrate the mechanical behaviour of the case studied. 

Geometrie model 

I 
Physieal 

I .. Model 

Geometrie 
mesh aeneration 

Apriori 
adaption 

~ 
F.E.A eomputation 

+ 
Error estimation 

~ 
(a) (b) F.E.A solution 

Fiiiure I: General description of the aposteriori (a) and apriori (b) mesh adaption processes. 

The map of element sizes estimated from the Cl priO/'i analysis forms the basic 
information used either to generate an adapted mesh from the initial one or to compute 
a simplified (or abstracted) geometry of the part in order to optimise (see footnote I) 
the given F.E.A. problem. 

2. Apriori generation of the element sizes maps 

The present method is currently dedicated to 2D problems. The element slzes 
generation process can be divided into four steps : 

I Here, the term optimality charaeterises the ability of a mesh to produee accurate F.E. solutions 
with a minimum number of elements. When this objective is reached, the F.E. problem solved 
incorporates a minimum number of degrees of freedom. 
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the first one eonsists in analysing the data attaehed to the eonfiguration studied in 
order to identify all the potential speeifieations (both meehanieal and geometrie 
ones) (see Figure I (a) and (b)). The meehanieal speeifieations are defined by the 
user during the ereation of the analysis model. Therefore, their loeation and their 
type are known. Conversely, the geometrie speeifieations (fillets, holes, ... ) are 
eontained into the geometrie representation of the part. Thus, a geometrie analysis 
is neeessary to identify and to loeate high radii of eurvature areas, holes and so on. 
Currently, this task is still earried out manually by the analyst. These 
speeifieations being identified, a database allows him/her to seleet the adaption 
funetion that eaeh of them induees within the stress field. This funetion, whieh 
expresses the over stresses generated, deereases aeeording to the distanee from the 
related speeifieation loeation. Eaeh of these funetions is parametrized and its 
eoeffieients are c\osely linked with the shape geometry of the part around this 
speeifieation, 
at the seeond step, the speeifieations whieh significantly modify the stress field 
are identified. Then, the geometrie representation of the part is used as a basis for 
the eonstruetion of an elastie bar network. The main eharaeteristie of this bar 
network is its ability to represent the geometry of the ease studied as weil as 
possible using a minimum number of bars (see Figure 2). The meehanieal 
speeifieations (boundary eonditions, loads, ... ) are applied to this bar network and 
the analysis of the strains in eaeh bar helps loeate and quantify approximately the 
relative influenee of eaeh speeifieation over the stress field of the initial strueture. 
As a result, it is possible to estimate for eaeh speeifieation a eoeffieient whieh 
eharaeterises its influenee on the stress field of the initial strueture. Thus, it is 
possible to estimate a eoeffieient which eharaeterises its prominenee on the stress 
field around eaeh speeifieation, 

I. . 

FiXlIre 3 : Mesh with a minimum number of bars. 

at the third step, the results of the two previous steps are eombined to define the 
stress gradients into the strueture. The method eonsists in taking into account the 
effeets of the speeifieations located into the highly stressed areas only. To this 
end, their influenees are ajusted using a eoeffieient representing the intensity of 
the associated loads (force, momentum, pressure) (cf. step 2), 
finally, the last step leads to the generation of the element sizes map. To this end, 
a set 01" points uniformly distributed over the geometrie model, like a rectangular 
grid, is used to ease the map generation. It is also assumed that all the adapted 
mesh elements use a linear approximation of the stresses. Thus, the ideal element 
size is estimated at each point of the map in order to minimise the stress error (see 
Seetion 3 for map examples). To monitor the map size generation proeess, a 
maximum aeceptable error is set by the user. In such a map, small element sizes 
are loeated in the areas eharacterised by large stress gradient variations. At the 
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opposite, large element sizes are located In the areas eharaeterised by weak 
variations of the stress gradients. 

(a) 

(b) 
J (j .... 
...... 

'>-1"-':: '" ' 

... . .. Potential rnechanlcal spec1 Ucat10ns 
, . Po .nt! ... l oeom. ric specl t"1Cll lon.3 

Figure 2: (a) Geometry and boundary conditions. (bl Potential specifications. 

In addition to the faet that this map represent the target element sizes for an 
adapted mesh generation proeess, it also allows to loeate the geometrie features whieh 
have no or only a weak influenee on the target F.E.A. (areas where large element sizes 
are estimated are weakly stressed areas). 

Sueh a map ean be used for the optimisation of F.E.A. ea1culations at two 
different levels: 

the generation of an adapted mesh from the initial geometrie representation of the 
part (sec Seetion 3), 
the simplifieation of the initial geometrie representation of apart by removing 
geometrie details whieh do not have a signifieant influenee on the F.E.A. solution 
(see Seetion 4). 

3. Adapted mesh generation 

An element sizes map generated with the previous method represents a first 
aetion level. Element sizes eomputed from this first map (rough map) only takes 
estimated eonstraints distribution into aeeount, they are neither eompatible with 
geometrie requirements (neeessity of an adapted diseretisation for the part outline 
when element sizes are larger than the loeal size of the part, ... ) nor with computational 
requirements (neeessity of a bounded gradient of element sizes to ensure the validity 
of the eomputed results). Therefore it is necessary to modify this size map to preserve 
the eoherenee with the geometrie domain being meshed. This proeess is performed in 
order to minimize the size of the elements that must be ereated, henee error eriteria are 
always satisfied. 

Various proeesses for mesh adaption have been developed [I , 4, 10]. Here, the 
adapted mesh generation is obtained from an approach proposed by Noel [5]. The 
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strategy chosen consists in modifying an initial mesh to create a new one which is 
compatible with the size map. This is obtained through two stages: 

mesh refinement in the areas where the mesh is too coarse. All the initial mesh 
edges are scanned. Those which have their length larger than the local element 
size prescribed by the map are selected and subdivided, 

coarsening of the areas where the mesh is too dense. Vertices linked by edges 
which have a length shorter than the local size defined by the map, are removed. 

These two operations are incorporated into an iterative process until there is no 
more refinement or deletion to perform. Between each iteration, mesh vertices are 
automatically repositioned with an algorithm based on the Force Density Method 
(FDM) [7, 5], in order to generate elements with a good aspect ratio, i.e. as equilateral 
as possible. 

3.1. ADAPTED MESH APPLICA TrONS 

Figures 3(a) and (b) show the specifications identified from two different sets 01' 
boundary conditions applied to the same geometrie shape. Using these sets, two 
different size maps are computed (see Figure 5(a) and (b». 
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Filiure 4 (a) alld (b): Mechanical specifications identified for two sets of different boundary conditions. 

Filiure 5 (u) ulld (b): Size maps computed from conditions defined in the figure 4 (sets of spheres with 
radius reflecting the element size). 

To evaluate the efficiency of these maps, a mesh has been generated from the 
map of Figure5 (a) (see Figure 6). This mesh is composed of 486 elements and has 
been used as input for a F.E.A computation. To get a reference result, another F.E.A 
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computation has been performed from an accurate mcsh (1880 small elements with a 
regular sizc). As shown on Figure 7, the rcsults of these two computations are very 
close to eaeh othcr into over strcssed areas. The global stress distribution also stays 
unehanged. Thus, the adapted mesh generated provides an effieicnt diseretisation of 
the studied ease. 

, , 

- _.1 ' 
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. ··I·~ 
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FiXt/re 6: Example of mesh generated from the map size shown on figure 3(a) . 
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Fixure 7(a) lind (b): Maps of Von Mises Equivalent stress from F.E.A computations. 

3.2. CONCLUSIONS 
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Mcshes obtained from the method deseribed (a priOl-i map definition and adapted 
mesh generation) eannot be eonsidered as the optimum meshes of the studied cases. 
Rather, the meshes generated stand for a first mesh generation step (eompared with 
iterative methods) wh ich is compatible with a target error and uses a reduced number 
of elements. Hence, the meshes generated produce efficient numerical models. 
Similarly , the next section introduces a method of geometrie simplifieation whieh 
reduees meshes eomplexity through geometrie transformations of the shape of thc 
domain. 

4. Geometrie simplifications 

Here, they eharaeterise the seeond action level. The element sizes produeed by the sizc 
map are used to monitor the simplifieation proeess of the initial geometry of the 
studied ease. Indeed, the areas of the part where large element sizes have been 
estimated are areas of the part wh ich are either not or weakly loaded with rcspeet to 
the meehanieal analysis eonsidered. Nevertheless, these areas ean ineorporate 
geometrie details (small holes for example) whieh generate unneeessary eonstraints 
during the generation of an adapted F.E. mesh (see Seetion 3). The goal of the initial 
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geometry adaptation process consists in removing these details or some features 01' the 
part shape which are not relevant for the current analysis. Conseguently, the 
generation of an adapted mesh based on the simplified geometry produced is eased and 
less elements are needed. 
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Figllre EI: (a)Adapted geometry. (bl Map of Von Mises Equivalent stress from F.E.A computation. 

The geometrie simplification proeess used here is based on the approach 
previously developed by Veron [8, 9]. The geometrie restoration of the initial 
geometry during the simplifieation process is aehieved through an error zone concept. 
A spherical error zone is assigned to each vertex of the initial polygonal model which 
describes the initial eontour of the ease studied. All the error zones define a discrete 
envelope around the initial geometry where the simplified geometry must lie. An 
iterative vertex removal algorithm is used to produee the simplified geometry. The 
simplifieation stops when no more vertex can be removed. During the simplification 
process topologie and manifold ehanges may occur because of the size of the error 
zones specified. This ability of the approach is essential to be able to remove some 
details of the part, like holes for example. To produce the adapted geometry, error 
zone values are set up from the element sizes estimations produced by the map 
previously generated. A selection criterion is used to monitor the simplification 
process. lt allows to select the best candidate vertex for removal. In this ease, the 
vertiees are sorted in aeeordanec to the size of their error zone. They are ordered from 
the largest error zone to the smallest one. Thus, the areas of the part with large element 
sizes estimations are simplified first. Then, the areas charaeterised by smaller element 
sizes are processed but the probability to remove vertiees in such areas deereases. 
Such a selection process allows to preserve the areas of interest. 

4.1. APPLICA nON OF THE GEOMETRIC SIMPLIFICA nON PROCESS 

The size map (Figure 5(a)) eomputed from the case studied of Figure 2(a) is used 
during the geometrie simplification process defined above. The result of the 
simplification is shown in Figure 8(a). 

Compared to the initial geometric model, the one has lost all the features which 
don't significantly modify the stress field (the three holes and the notch). The map of 
Von Mises stresses of the F.E.A computation from an accurate mesh of the adapted 
geometry (Figure 8(b)) show that stress values in highly stressed areas stay close to 
those of the referenee map (Figure 7(b)) whereas the complexity of the contour mesh 
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has been largely decreased. Hence, the generation of an adapted mesh based on a 
simplil"ied geometry allows to generale a redueed numerieal model (wilh a smaller 
numher of degrees 01" freedom) whieh is very important from a eomputing time and 
mesh generation eriteria. 

S. Conclusion 

An approach has heen presented in this artiele to generale an effieient numerical model 
far F.E.A. computation. Therefore, techniques of apriori mesh adaption and geometry 
simplifieation are processes which lead to reduce F.E.A. time hy redueing the time 
required to generate an adequate mesh. For eomplex analyses, a time reduetion of the 
pre-proeessing and eomputation phases eould add tlexihility to F.E.A. tools to improve 
their integration into the design proeess and inerease their interactivity. Future work 
wiII foeus on the extension of the current approach to 3D structures and idealisation 
techniques where manifold transformations are required. 
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Controlling the numerical quality of non-linear simulations allows automating the 
discretization choices. Within the framework of time-dependent problems, this quality 
depends on the errors introduced in the calculation of the transformation his tory . 
Generally, be fore obtaining a calculation of satisfactory quality, it is necessary to carry 
out an evaluation of the numerical approximations to use by utilizing all of the his tory of 
the approximate solution flaws. We propose a strategy which naturally includes this 
evaluation. The solution sought is built iteratively, improving the entire history at each 
iteration thanks to the LA.T.IN. method. The simulation is initialized with a coarse 
model. Then, all of the approximations are adapted during the subsequent iterations in 
order to obtain the prescribed quality. This quality is estimated by a global dissipation 
error. Thanks to an approximation classification, we are able to identify the nature of the 
different contributions to the global error. We use, in particular, aspace indicator to 
characterize the mesh, and another indicator to characterize the time discretization. 

1. Introduction 

When designing complex systems, it is increasingly necessary, even essential, to take 
into account the non-linear phenomena (non-linear material behavior, large deformations, 
contacts) because only in doing so does it become possible to build representative 
numerical models of physical realities. However, we have to adrnit that the simulation of 
such non-linear phenomena is very costly with respect to calculation time, memory size 
and data time preparation. For example, the simulation of a mechanical part that takes into 
account only one plastic or viscoplastic behavior in small deformations can, according to 
the type of loading applied, cost 100 to 1,000 times as much as a simple linear analysis. 
Indeed, these problems are generally solved by the incremental method, which is based 
on a fine partition of the time interval over which the loading is defined, in addition to the 
space discretization of the studied structure. 

This is why, nowadays, this kind of simulation is very sei dom used during the 
design stage. In most cases, it is used as a checking computation when the structure is 
designed. If we wish to compute a complete manufacturing process, such a task is 
obviously more difficult. 

Over the past few years, various approaches have been suggested, in non-linear 
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cases, to adapt the mesh and the size of the time steps during the computation in order to 
reclucc the cost while maintaining a reasonable level of quality [1], [2], [3]. These 
arproaches are based on the incremental method as weil as on error estimators or 
indicators. The structural behavior at moment t is naturaly dependent on the history since 
the beginning of the loading. If the discretization errors associated with the history part 
are too large, no adaptation can improve the computation during the following moments. 
To better the simulation, it is generally necessary to carry out at least two resolutions for 
the who1e history. An initial stage, which we could call an expert stage, consists of 
defining the significant aspects of the solution over the whole time interval and provides 
an enor estimation of dicretization used. The second stage leads to the required quality 
resolution thanks to adapted time and space parameters. In complex cases, the first stage 
involves more than one resolution followed by an adaptation, which does not help reduce 
costs. 

The objective of this paper is to propose, within the framework of non-linear 
behavior in small perturbations, a methodology which includes the expert's stage and an 
adaptive control during the resolution. It is based on: 

• a non-incremental method of resolution for non-linear problems [4] which, 
at each iteration, builds an approximate solution (displacements, stresses, 
ect.) defined on both the stmcture and the entire time interval; 
• a constitutive error estimator adapted to non-linear behavior [4] which 
allows evaluating discretization errors globally; 
• error indicators to separate the different kinds of errors into the global error, 
according to space, time and other discretizations; and 
• an automatie guidance strategy for the main parameters of the algorithm, 
such as the mesh and the time discretization, during the computation. 

Our strategy consists of adapting the numerical effort during the iterative resolution, 
using areal error control. For example, the mesh and the time representation are coarse 
for the first iterations. According to the indications provided by our error estimator, these 
are refined as the non-linearities are better taken into account. Since the algorithm yields a 
complete solution in time and space, once the solution quality is sufficient, the algorithm 
is stopped. Tf the solution quality is not sufficient, the computation is continued. No 
return is generated, like the one used with the incremental method; the whole history is 
improved with the non-incremental approach. 

An important point is that the user only has to describe the geometry and mechanical 
data of the problem (loading, constitutive coefficients); the rest of the simulation is 
entirely automated. Thus, the user is no longer responsible for the often difficult choice of 
the non-incremental method parameters and the choice of time and space discretization. 
We then obtain a decrease in computation costs (saving of time, saving of memory) but 
also a saving user data preparation time, which is a very important consideration from an 
industrial point of view. 

The method is presented here for viscoplastic problems with sma11 perturbations, 
but it can be extented to a variety of other situations. 

This procedure has been programmed in the finite element software CASTEM 2000 
environment and uses the automatic mesh generator ARAIGNEE and an error estimator 
software developed at the LMT. The use of another Finite Element code or another 
automatie mesh generator is entirely possible with a few minor modifications. 
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2. Reference Problem and Dissipation Error 

The viscoplastic constitutive law studied is a standard [5] and normal [4] version of a 
Chaboche model which is often used, for example, to compute turbine paddles [6]. The 
internal variables are: the plastic strain ©P, a tensor associated with the kinematic 
hardening and a scalar p associated with the isotropie hardening R . 

When using the simplified notations X = p), Y = R) and S = ('E P,J{'<iJi,1() for 
which each quantity is defined over [0, T] x Q, the constitutive equations are: 

state laws: 
'Be=~I(()J; X =AY 

where K and A are characteristic operators, 

evolution laws: 

= OtolCP* and - X = Oycp* with: cp* (!:i, '"() = ~l (z):' + 1 
m+ 

(1) 

(2) 

1 a 7 2 2 
where: z = Ilu [) - 11 + --11 11- - f(R) - Ra ; li-li = Trr( -)1 ; 0 D is the deviatoric part of 

2c 
; and: 

f(R) = Q ~ (2 -~) for R,.; Rs ; f(R) = - 00 for R > R, 
Rs Rs 

(3) 

The exact solution to the reference problem Sex must satisfy not only these 
constitutive equations but also the kinematic equations, initial conditions and equilibrium 
equations. s is said to be admissible if and only if it satisfies all of the linear equations in 
the reference problem, which is all of the equations except the evolution laws. We can 
then note: s EAd. If s confirms the non-linear evolution laws, we note: sE r. We 
therefore obtain : 

(4) 

Tf S EAd the dissipation error [4] e(s) is defined by: 

dQdt (5) 

where the local dissipation is: Tr[:QI cE P]- 1( o)i. Thanks to this definition, we obtain: 
c(s) ;" 0 and (s EArl and e(s) = 0) if and only if 5 = Sex. This quantity enables us to 
quantify the quality of s EA d in terms of the approximation of Sex. 

3. Applied Non-incremental Method 

The non-incremental method applied is aversion of the LA.T.IN. method introduced by 
Ladeveze [4]. At each iteration, we build an approximate solution in A d and then an 
approximate solution in r (see Figure 1). 
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5n Er S,,+1Er 

Figure 1. LA.T./N. iteration diagram. 

If 5" E Ad et s" Er are known, the iteration n consists of determining s" + 1 and 

SI/ + 1 by solving the two following problems: 

• Global but linear stage: find s" + 1 E Ad such that: 

'tf (t,M) E [0, Tl x Q, +H 0,,+1 -~111 
+ 1 -

(6) 
+1 

• Non-linear but global stage: find s" + 1 Ersuch that: 

(7) 

The operator H is associated with er * through the real tangent subspace in (0", Y/l)' 
An clastic computation followed by a local stage enables initializing the algorithm with 

(so, so)· 
For the numerical implementation of the global problem, the quantity 5/l + 1 E A d, a 

function defined on [0, Tl x Q, is searched as the sum of the products of a scalar time 
function by aspace function with the space functions being similar to a base. Such a 
base, represented by the classical finite element method, is built during the computation. 
r f necessary, at the beginning of iteration n, the base of all known space functions is 
upgraded by new functions. The time function determination leads to the resolution of a 
first-order time differential system, which is integrated on [0, T] by the 8-method, 
according to a time discretization. 

It must be noted that this implementation provides S/l + 1 in A" h which is an 
approximation of Ad. In order to estimate the error at the end of the iteration, we have to 
rcbuild an element S~,,+lEAd on the base of 5,,+1' This construction is performed 
through techniques developed at Cachan over the past 15 years [7]. 

4. Adaptive Strategy 

At the end of a current iteration, the computation of e(s* 11+ 1) enables evaluating the global 
quality of the approximate solution obtained. If the prescribed quality level eo is not 
obtained, the computation has to be continued in order to better the solution. To obtain 
this improved result, we can adapt either the mesh or the time discretization, or increase 
the dimension of the space function base. 

In order to develop an adaptive strategy, we have defined error indicators which 
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enable separating the various sources of error within the global error : 
Iesp : space indicator which characterizes the quality of the mesh, 
I tell1 : indicator which considers all other sources of error. 

In addition, we have defined the following indicators : 
I illt : indicator to characterize the quality of the time discretization, 
I ba, : indicator to characterize the quality of the space function base, 
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which allows sorting error sources evaluated by l te111 • We succeeded in building these 
various indicators, as weIl as the global error, from the concept of error in the constitutive 
relation and by defining hierarchical reference sub-problems [8]. 

Using these indicators, some simple guidance criteria can be defined. They 
essentially consist of obtaining a balanced distribution of the various levels of error 
during the computation. For example: as long as l esp < 1.51 te111 , the mesh is not modified. 
But if l esp < 1.51 te111 at the end of an iteration, then a new mesh is built. Of course, the 
various fmite element type fields are then projected onto this new mesh in order to pursue 
the computation (see Figure 2). 

e 
'--___ ---' Iesp .• Adaptation 

and 
Projection 

Figure 2. Adative iteration ofthe strategy 

The two following mIes are added to these criteria: 

, 

SIl + 1 Er 

• R I: after the initialization, if plasticity is not negligible (in practice, we choose the 
criterion: 21 telll > eo), then an iteration is perforrned with the coarse mesh. If such is not 
the case, the mesh is automatically refined in order to obtain a better initialization. 
• R2: after each mesh adaptation, at least one iteration is carried out before a subsequent 
mesh modification. 

Other mIes should also be added to reduce the quality control number. 

5. Example 

We consider the evolution 01' the iterations on the base of a test sampie. The computation 
is performed with the following data: E = 200000 MPa, V = 0.3, Ro = 150 MPa, 
~ = 80 MPa, Rs = 50 MPa, c = 24800 MPa, a = 300, m = 2, k = 4. 10-5 MPa-2s-

, Fd(t) = F t / T , F = 25 MPa. The interval [0, T] is divided into 4 time steps. The loaded 
part, as well as the plastic zones, are presented in Figure 3. The goal is to obtain Co = 5 
percent. 

The evolution of the global error e and 01' the indicator l e,p during the iterations is 
presented in Figure 4. During the resolution, the mesh is adapted 3 times. The meshes 
are called MI, M2, M3 and M4 (see Figure 5). The analysis is conducted with 6-node 
tri angular elements. 
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Figure 3. Loading and plastic zones 
in black 

Mesh M1 (186 elements) 

Mesh M3 (1,360 elements) 

M1 
... M2 

50 o/r ... 
M3 

o 5 

x/oba/ error 
space i/l{1i ·(/10r 

M4 

11 
10 15 

Figure 4. Error evolution du ring the 
iterative computation 

Mesh M2 (453 elements) 

Mesh M4 (5,268 elements) 

Figure 5. Meshes used du ring the computation 
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An elastic computation with the coarse mesh MI (186 elements) allows initializing 
thc resolution with an admissible solution so. Using this approximation, the global error 
computed is c(s,,) = 49 percent, the space error indicator is I"sl' = 49 percent, and h'//1 = 5 
percent. Plasticity is not negligible (Itel1l > 2.5 percent). An initial iteration is then carried 
out with the coarse mesh (rule R 1) to take better account of plasticity in the admissible 
solution. Thus, the error computation gives: e = 41 percent, Ie,1' = 41 percent, 1;.'111 = 4 
percent. Thus, at the end of this first iteration the space error is great with respect to the 
other error sources CIe,p> 1.5 Itel1l ). Thanks to the local contribution to Ie,1" a new mesh 
M2 (453 elements) is automatically built to reduce the space error. Data are then 
lransferred from mesh MI to mesh M2, and an error control is introduce. We can notice 
that the global and space errors have strongly decreased (e = 37 percent, Ie,1' = 34 

percent), and error sharing has been modified CIlem = 8 percent = 0.25 1e,I')' A second 
iteration is performed before a new mesh adaptation (rule R2). The new adapted mesh is 
M3 (1,360 elements). The different error levels are now balanced (e = 27 percent, 1",1' = 9 
percent, 11ell1 = 16 percent). The subsequent iterations improve the integration 01' the non
linear finite element problem: 11e //1 decreases. At the end 01' the 8th iteration, the mesh has 
to be changed (Je,!, > 1.5 1tel1l ). The mesh M4 is then built (5,268 elements). At the end of 
the 14th iteration, the global error equals 5.3 percent. The objective has been reached. 

The time representation has been adapted once, at the end of the first iteration. The 
spacc function base has been completed at each iteration. 

Tt should be noted that the majority 01' the iterations have been performed on coarse 
meshes, which leads to a very low numerical cost. To assess the adaptive strategy 
performance, we use the last mesh (M4) and the time discretization built by the strategy to 
conduct a new resolution without any adaptation. This resolution is carried out with the 
same non-incremental algorithm. We then obtain a reference computation similar to that 01' 
an expert who, apriori, knows the appropriate parameters to obtain the prescribed 
quality. We note that the CPU time (on an hp700) needed by the reference computation is 
almost twice as high as the one needed by our adaptive strategy. Moreover, since our 
procedure is entirely automated, it considerably reduces the time necessary to prepare the 
computation (especially the meshing 01' complex structures). 
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In Computer Aided Geometric Design ( CA GD ) the automated fitting of surfaces to 
massive series of data points presents several difficulties: (i) even the formal defmition 
of the problem is ambiguous because the mathematical characteristics (continuity, for 
example) of the surface fit are dependent on non-geometric considerations, (ii) the data 
has an stochastic sampling component that cannot be taken as literal, and, (Hi) 
digitization characteristics, such as sampling interval and directions are not constant, 
etc. In response, this investigation presents a set of computational tools to reduce, 
organize and re-sample the data set to fit the surface. The routines have been 
implemented to be portable across modeling or CAD servers. A case study is presented 
from the footwear industry, successfully allowing the preparation of a foreign, neutral 
laser digitization of a last for fitting a B-spline surface to it. Such a result was in the past 
attainable only by using proprietary software, produced by the same maker of the 
digitizing hardware. 

1. Introduction 

In CAD / CAM massive point data sets from digitized objects must be approached by 
data structures and / or formulae that organize and represent them. This process, called 
surfacing, is needed for purposes of data reduction, object edition, analysis, 
visualization and manufacturing. Several problems are present in this endeavor: (i) 
given a raw set of points, discrimination of functional subsets is needed to preserve the 
design intent, (ii) given a functionally coherent point set, the mathematical form of the 
surface fit to it is the designer's choice; (iii) given a mathematical form of the surface, 
the topological organization ofthe points is to be decided, and (iv) boundary conditions 
(CJ, Cl, C2 continuity) are to be enforced, or waived, depending on functional 
characteristics of the local neighborhood. Therefore, automated fitting of surfaces has 
proven to be a difficult problem in industry and academy. A traditional solution is to 
write programs specifically oriented to a family of digitized objects and to lump 
together digitizing hardware, software and CAD / CAM into one package. This solution 
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usually rises the prices of this technology, since the software and hardware only 
function with each other, thus producing a closed product. 

This investigation has aimed to produce and apply a set of open geometric reasoning 
tools, which take advantage of characteristics of digitizations and data sets to produce 
surface models. Such characteristics incIude locking ofaxis, convex object cross 
sections or with non empty kernel (Preparata, 1985), oversampling, character lines as 
curvature discontinuities, etc. To test the tools, a laser digitization was loaded, 
preprocessed and fit a surface using popular, open CAD systems (Saldarriaga, 1997, 
Posada, 1997). Originally this could be done only by using vendor's proprietary 
software operating on data from its own digitizer. 

The code for the described tools was implemented to be Application Interface 
Specification (AIS)-compliant. AIS (Ranyak, 1994, Posada, 1997, Saldarriaga, 1997) 
describes in functional, generic form the services that a geometric modeler should 
provide. As a result. the AIS-compatible code written runs transparently on AutoCAD® 
and MicroStation®. 

This article is organized as folIows: Section 2 surveys the relevant literature. Section 3 
discusses the geometric reasoning tools devised. Section 4 presents a case study while 
Section 5 concIudes the paper. Last section contains the bibliographic references. 

2. Literature Review and Background 

Surface fitting has been attacked from two different points of view: (i) mathematical 
and (ii) algorithmic. In (i) mathematical formulae are proposed and fit to the data by 
parameter identification. Among formulations independent on the order ofthe data there 
are interpolations and statistical fittings. Polynomial interpolations present large 
oscillations and large computational expenses as the set grows. Statistica: techniques fit 
equations which are the most likely to represent the sampled points. These techniques 
are used for tolerance assessment in which hypotheses of planarity, cylindricity, 
perpendicularity, etc, are evaluated by sampling points of the tested feature, and finding 
their correlation factors with the desired geometry (ANSI, 1993, Carr, 1995). 

Order dependent approaches use parametric surfaces, attracted by a subset of the 
sampled points (the control points): Beziers, B-splines, NURBS, etc (Farin, 1990, 
Mortenson, 1985). One of the most common errors in automated surface fitting is the 
trend to smooth all the blends, even in regions in which the real object was not intended 
to be smooth. The issue of intelligent automated enforcement of continuity is still an 
open problem in Computer Aided Geometrie Design (CAGD). 

The algorithmic approach places the emphasis on cIassification and partition of the 
point set. It is most needed in industrial applications, since it is preparatory for 
mathematical methods. For example, fitting of Bezier or B-spline curves renders 
completely different results as different orderings in the control points are used. 
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Figure 1: Point ciassification in coplanar 
subsets. 

Pconvex 
Ker(P)=P 
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Figure 2 . Recovery of polygon P according to convexity 
type. 

Alpha shapes (Edelsbrunner, 1994) help to reconstruct surface and volume for a given 
point cloud, according to the selected alpha parameter. Since they present only c! 
continuity among them, some investigators (Guo, 1997) use alpha shapes as an 
intermediate step for smooth surfacing. In contrast, this investigation will focus on 
direct, selectively (Cl and C ) continuous surfacing, supported by geometric reasoning 
tools (Preparata, 1985, Posada, 1997, Ruiz, 1995) to preprocess the point data set to fit 
as few as possible parametric surfaces to the data. Therefore, it can be seen as an hybrid 
application of the mathematical and algorithmic approaches. The geometrie reasoning 
tasks are implemented on top of modeling engines as reported in (Ruiz, 1994, Ruiz, 
1995). 

3. Geometrie Reasoning Tools 

Along the following discussion it must be stressed that neighboring points on the object 
may appear as scattered sampies in the point set. Therefore, algorithms to recover the 
neighborhood information have to be implemented. In the following discussion notation 
{ } represents an unstructured set of elements, [ ] corresponds to an ordered list and {{ }} 
denotes a set of sets of objects 

3.1 POINT - SURFACE CLASSIFICATION 

Since many digitizations are performed in pre-defmed trajectories (for example by 
locking one degree of freedom of the digitizer), the points lie on parallel planes (Fig.l). 
The function planar classification takes an unstructured set S of points in E ({point}) 
and a family of N digitizing planes, defined by the vector (u) normal to all planes. It 
returns a partition P of the initial set, formed by subsets Il; of S: 

j=N 
II={IIJ,II2 ,IIJ'""IIN },with fP=IIJ.nIIk forallj;tk,and S= .v IIj (1) 

J=l 
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Pivot Poin~ J \ 
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a, b, c: sharp corner candidates 

Figure 3. Recovery of a cross section P ofthe last. Figure 4. Parameters for corner detection algorithm. 

The type ofthe partition is {{point}}. Each set Il; in the partition is formed by the points 
contained in the th plane of digitization, each specific plane being fixed by its pivot 
point. The common normal ofthe digitization planes is (Preparata, 1985): 

a =( nx,ny,nzl/II( nx,ny,nz~1 
i=N 

nx = L (y r Yi+l)(Zi+ Zi+l) 
i=O 
i=N 

ny= L(ZrZi+I)(xi+ xi+l) 
i=O 

i=N 
nz= L (xi-xi+l)(Yi+ Yi+l) 

i=0 

(2) 

Points are considered coplanar if they are within an Enormal distance from the plane. 
Allowing a coplanarity deviation is a common practice in tolerancing, where planarity 
of a surface is a statistical rather than deterministic quality (ANSI, 1993, Carr, 1995). 

3.2 POLYGON RECOVERY. ANGULAR SORTING ABOUT THE KERNEL 

From a set of (coplanar) points Q randomly sampled on a cross section of an object, it is 
required to recover the ordered list P (f point f) which represents the cross section. It is 
immediately clear that, as stated, this problem has no solution. However, if the cross 
section P of the object has the properties mentioned below (Preparata, 1985, Posada, 
1997), the problem becomes tractable. 

Definition: Given a planar, ordered set of points representing a polygon 
P={PfhPbPZ"'P,J, its kernei, Ker(P}, is the locus ofthe points a inside P such that for all 
points bin the boundary of P, the segment ab lies inside P (all points a from which the 
boundary of Pis visible). 
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Figure 6. Results of corner detection algorithm. 

Corollaries: For all P, Ker(P) is convex and Ker(P) ~ P. If Pis convex, then Ker(P) = 
P. If Ker(P) is not empty, any point q inside Ker(P) can be used (along with U, the 
normal to the plane) as polar origin to angularly sort Q. The sequence so obtained is P, 
with a possibly different starting point. 

A heuristic approach can be used to recover a polygon P from a random enumeration of 
its vertices Q if two hypotheses are assumed: (i) the cross section of the sampled object 
has non empty kernel, (ii) the center of gravity of P, cg(Q)=cg(P) lies inside Ker(P). As 
shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, in such cases the angular sort about cg(Q) enables the 
recovery of P. The hypotheses just mentioned hold in many engineering applications: 
objects frequently have sections P which are either convex or have non empty kernel 
Ker(P). If cg(P) is not inside Ker(P), the designer may be prompted for a point within 
it. The treatment of the cases in which the cross section has empty kernel are not 
considered in this work. 

3.3 CORNER DETECTION 

Detection of sharp corners of polygon P is required to avoid enforcement of non
existent Cl or C continuity conditions on such corners. Since a digitization is a discrete 
process, every point of Pis, in strict sense, a sharp corner because in each one Cl 
continuity is lost. Corner detection algorithm takes a point list (f point J) of digitized 
data, and two parameters, displayed in Fig.4: (a) an angle a, the threshold of tangent 
discontinuity, above wh ich a sharp edge is recognized, and (b) a re-sampling interval or 
span N_span, which isolates the estimation of tangent discontinuity from accidental 
irregularities ofthe digitization process. Notice that the detected corner could have been 
a, b or c since there is no additional argument to chose one ofthe three points. 

3.4 RE-SAMPLING 

Resampling can be used to generate an "artificial" digitization with different sampling 
parameters than the original one. Different cases are: (a) Re-sampling by distance: 
Given a polygon P in E, and a distance d, it returns a polygon P' resulting from 
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M, \' dircction 

Figure 7. Control polyhedra with N. x M, points. Figure 8. B-spline surface fit for upper part ofthe 
last. 

resampling the boundary of P in segments of length d. (b) Re-sampling by number of 
points: Given a polygon P in It, and an integer N, it returns a polygon P', formed by 
the vertices of P sampled every N points. (c) Re-sampling by entity intersection: 
Given a polygon P in It, and a list of entities L=[eO,el, ••• em], this procedure returns a 
polygon P', formed by the intersections of P against entities eo, e], ... etc. Currently, this 
operation is implemented with L being a family of planes with common normal and 
different pivot points. 

3.5 FILTERING 

Filtering is the process by which a function f( ) is applied to a subsequence 
S=[Pi,Pi+l,Pi+2>",PHW-l] of W vertices of a polygon P, returning vertex qi, to form the 
sequence S'=[qm,qm+l>qm+2, •.. qh]. The points of S' are not necessarily in S, and S' may 
be smaller in size than S depending on how the window W is managed. The filter mask 
used calculates a new point as: 

j=W 

lJi = f(Pi"'Pi+w-d = ~ a j'P j +i-1 
Fl 

j=W 
where Laj=l.O,a/~O,j=J..W 

j=l 

with a/ = a2 = ... aN = 1/W for averaging, and a/ = 1, a2 = a3 = .... aw 
resampling. 

4. Case Study 

(3) 

o for 

The original data set from a last digitization (Fig.5) contains 33000 points. Notice that: 
(i) the last was sampled with three different digitization patterns, and (ii) curvature 
discontinuity between the sole and the upper part requires to fit separate surfaces to 
them. Therefore, in this case automated surfacing would have immediate limitations. In 
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contrast, with the tools proposed the designer is able to identify, separate and process 
several point sets, to respond to the above considerations, as folIows: 

Point - Surface Classification. An initial partition of the point set cIassifies the points 
into subsets of coplanar points. Based on the point set, the normal vector ii is 
determined, wh ich is common to all the digitizing planes. Fig.1 shows the plane of 
digitization found by formula (1) (the trajectories shown are very tightly sampled point 
sets). 

Polygon Recovery. Figs. 2 and 3 display polygon recovery. The (non convex) polygon 
shown: (i) has non-empty kernei, and (ii) its center of gravity is inside the kernel of the 
polygon. Under those conditions the algorithm for angular sort can be applied. The 
normal vector ii is used to enforce an order on the points, according to the right hand 
rule. 

Corner Detection. Fig.6 shows the recognition of sharp edges for different regions of 
the last. It is found that corner detection works very efficiently for the front and back 
part ofthe last. In the central part (foot are) the algorithm is unable to identify the inner 
sharp edges of the sole, since they do not exist in the geometrie sense. Corner detection 
was used for removal ofthe sole (see Fig.7). 

Re-sampling. In the present example, re-sampling by number of points was applied 
with two purposes: (i) to diminish the size of the data set, and (ii) to provide a Nu x Mv 
rectangular array of (x,y,z) points as the control polyhedra for a B-spline surface 
covering the upper part of the last. Each polygon was then resampled to 50 points 
(Fig.7). 

Surface Fitting. The previous tools built 51 planar polylines with 50 points each. A 
parametrie B-spline surface was fit with Nu x Mv = 51x50 control points, with order 3 in 
u (Nu) direction , order 4 in v (Mv) direction and standard knot vectors in both directions 
(Mortenson, 1985). Fig.8 shows a rendering of the B-spline surface obtained. Notice 
that the heel region required the generation of an artifieial digitization resampled by 
entity interseetion from the original one. 

5. Conclusions 

This articIe has presented a set of generie tools whieh take advantage of geometrie 
properties of digitized data in helping a designer in surfaee fitting tasks. Geometrie 
reasoning allows the separation and sorting of parts of the point data set to eonform to 
funetional and geometrieal eriteria. The software deseribed has allowed to start from 
raw digitization data to arrive to the surfaee without using the proprietary tools of the 
hardware - software maker. Comparing the initial data set of 33.000 points with the 
2.550 eontrol points of the surfaee being fit, signifieant data reduetions can be assessed. 
The faet that the tools have been written as AIS eompatible cIient software makes them 
portable aeross other geometrie modeling servers. 
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1 Abstract 

In the last few years, polyhedral representations have been widely used for 
geometrie modelling. Handling this type of model is quite eomplex and it is often 
neeessary to adjust the polyhedron to the purpose of its future uses. A lot of treatments 
have been developed in the reeent years in order to ease their manipulation. The aim of 
this paper is to present a new method of polyhedron partitioning. This treatment is used 
in an approach for the generation of hierarehieal polyhedral representations. This 
method uses an arbitrary polyhedron wh ich is subdivided into several parts with respeet 
to its geometrie features. The first stage of this method simplifies the initial polyhedral 
representation of the objeeL Then, thanks to a eoneept of inheritanee and dependeney 
lists built during the simplifieation proeess, a first draft of the partitions is obtained. The 
last stage introduces some optimisation tools to improve the boundaries and the shape 
of partitions. The partitions thus ereated ean be easily ineorporated into a hierarehieal 
mesh generation proeess. 

2 Introduction 

Polyhedron representations are frequently used to model geometry in reverse 
engineering applieations and visualisation processes. The aeeuraey of the 3D seanning 
teehniques produces large sets of points whieh ean eontain several hundreds of 
thousands of points. These digitised points are input into a triangulation proeess in 
order to generate a polyhedral representation of the objeeL Then, the obtained 
polyhedron ean be used to generate new models based on a parametrie or an implieit 
deseription of surfaees. The same polyhedron may aet as a referenee model for 
manufaeturing or visualisation purposes. 
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The use of these polyhedra becomes very difficuIt and complex because of their 
size (hundreds of thousands of points) and the incoherences generated by digitising and 
triangulation processes (hole, double points and edges, ... ). Many simplification 
algorithms have been recently developed to reduce the number of nodes of a 
polyhedron These algorithms have made possible an easier handling of polyhedra. 
These methods are controlled only through geometric criteria which do not take into 
account specific criteria related to subsequent applications. Therefore, the result of the 
simplification process may not be adequate for different application software. Hence, 
each application requires specific corrections and adaptations of the polyhedron to their 
boundary conditions and analysis model. 

To simplify the polyhedron re-meshing schemes, a decomposition of the initial 
polyhedron into smaller sets of faces is performed. A lot of decomposition methods are 
developed for parallel treatments to reduce inter-processor communications. 
Unfortunately, the criteria of these methods have no geometric meaning, the only 
purpose is to decompose the initial polyhedron in k partitions (where k is the number 
of processors) and to minimise the number of edges at the boundary shared by two 
partitions. This techniques are usually based on the optimisation of a graph 
decomposition [1,3]. 

The polyhedron partitioning method described in this paper is controlled through 
geometric characteristics of the object. A simplified version of the polyhedron helps to 
determine these characteristics. Then, links between faces resulting from the 
simplification and the initial entities (nodes and faces) are created thanks to an 
inheritance concept. When every initial face is located into a partition, optimisation 
treatments are applied to improve the boundary of the partitions. 

3 Polyhedron re-meshing techniques 

The re-meshing methods used are based on a mapping of the initial 3D 
polyhedron into a 2D convex hull [4]. The 3D representation is mapped in a 2D 
parametric space in order to handle this domain rather than the 3D one. This process 
creates a bijection between the 3D polyhedron and a 2D convex hull. To perform this 
mapping, some nodes of the 3D polyhedron boundary are selected according to 
geometric criteria and are positioned around a unit circle in 2D space. Their co
ordinates are calculated in such a way that the arc length between two successive nodes 
is proportional to the 3D length of the boundary edges. Those nodes are called "fixed 
nodes" and hold for the 2D convex polygon vertices. The other boundary nodes (calIed 
"line nodes") are located onto their corresponding side according to an equidistant 
distribution. Then, a polyhedron with the same topology than the initial one 1S 

generated and the interior nodes are located using the Force Density Method [6,7]. 

Since each 3D face of the initial polyhedron is mapped on a 2D face, a bijective 
transformation is set up between the 2D representation and the 3D polyhedron ; any 
point, P, located onto a face, hr" of the 2D polyhedron can be mapped in 3D using its 
barycentric coefficients (p, q and r). The face fm is associated with a 3D face fm . The 
point P is projected in the 3D space as the point of the face fm with barycentric 
coefficients (p, q and r). Within this transformation, the same barycentric coefficients as 
in 2D are applied onto the corresponding 3D face and the 3D coordinates of the image 
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point are calculated. When a new mesh in the same 20 convex hull with the same 
"fixed nodes" is generated it can be mapped on the 30 initial polyhedron by projected 
any node of the mesh into the 30 space through the previous projection. 

The Figure 1 (a) shows the initial polyhedron and its mapping in the 20 space 
with three "fixed nodes" (b). On Figure 1 (c), a new mesh is generated in the same 20 
polygon and (d) shows the mapping of this mesh in 30 space. 

(c) RcmC'\hmg 
lhc Jluly~on 

Fig.l : Polyhedron mapping and remeshing techniques 

In this approach, the initial polyhedron must be bounded by a single boundary to create 
the 20 polygon. If it has more than one boundary, the Force Oensity Method used to 
place the interior nodes may produce non conform 20 polyhedra. Moreover, many 
polyhedra are c10sed ones and no boundary can be found. Thus, to exploit this method 
with any polyhedron, it is necessary to use a partitioning technique in order to get a set 
of 2D spaccs corresponding to a set of mesh partitions. 

4 Polyhedron Partioning 

The aim of the polyhedron partitioning method is to divide the initial polyhedron 
into a set of smaller ones when the initial polyhedron is closed or when it has more than 
one boundary. To reduce the re-meshing eonstraints, the number of partitions must be 
as small as possible [5]. To reduce the distortion between 30 and 20 spaees, the 
partitions must cover areas which are compatible with the geometrie characteristics of 
the object. The method presented here is split into several steps. The first simplifies the 
initial polyhedron to highlight the overall shape of the object. Then, every node and 
every face from the initial polyhedron wh ich are removed during the simplification 
process are identified and assoeiated with a face of the final polyhedron in order to 
generate every partitions. The final step, is used to optimise the boundaries of 
partitions. 
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4.1. POL YHEDRON SIMPLIFICATION 

The method of polyhedron partitioning presented in this paper is based on a 
polyhedron simplification process [8]. The simplification preserves the geometry and 
topology of the initial polyhedron in accordance with an error criterion. To start the 
simplification process, an error tolerance is associated with each node. At each face, a 
list is set up according to the three error zones associated with the three nodes of the 
face. Similarly, for each boundary edge a list of two errors is generated. The 
simplification process is carried out in two steps : at first some surface nodes are 
removed, and in a second step some boundary nodes are removed. The error criterion 
ensures that each new re-meshed area intersects every error zone attached to the node 
and the faces rcmoved. The node selection is gained through geometric properties of the 
initial polyhedron. For each surface node, a discrete gaussian curvature [2] is evaluated, 
and for each boundary node, an evaluation of the angle defined by its two adjacent 
boundaries edges is performed. The candidate node is the one which has the smallest 
absolute value of discrete gaussian curvature, or the node wh ich is located along 
straight lines. The absolute value is employed to determine nodes from shapes close to 
either planes or cylinders. Then, the node is removed if the new mesh of its 3D contour 
polygon (i.e. : the polygon built with the edges surrounding the node) verifies the 
following criteria : 

othe new mesh is conform, there is no overlapping face and no intersection, 
oeach error zone attached to the candidate node and to the faces removed must 

intersect at least one of the new faces, 
o the topology of the mesh is preserved. 

After each node rem oval, the error zones that intersect a new face are added to the list 
of that face. Hence, a new face has a list with the three error zones associated with its 
nodes and so me error zones of previously removed nodes. Therefore, when the 
simplification process groes up, faces and nodes are more and more constrained. The 
simplification process stops when no more node can be removed. 

To find the final polyhedral model which will be used to determine the partltlOns, 
several simplifications are carried out successively. The size of the error zones for each 
iteration is defined by the length of the smallest edge of the polyhedron at the previous 
iteration. This error holds for the size of the smallest detail wh ich will be removed. This 
process converges toward a polyhedron with a small number of faces, and this model 
cannot be simplified anymore. When convergence is reached, the removal of anode 
would generate too many transformations and the criterion used to mesh the polygon 
around this node could not be verified. This method guarantees the mesh conformity 
and the final polyhedron preserves the main characteristics shape of the initial one. 
Figure 2 represents an example involving 4 stages of a polyhedron simplification . 

... 
--.:,/ . . / 

"i 
I1 

( . 
FiK.2 : Various stages of a polyhedron simplification. 
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4.2. DETERMINATION OF THE PARTITION 

The previous section has described a method to simplify a polyhedron. This 
process produces a polyhedron with a small number of faces. These faces and the list of 
error zones are used to identify the partitions of the initial polyhedron. This process is 
decomposed into three steps : 

-the faces of the final polyhedron are merged according to a geometric criterion 
to form sub sets covering the whole polyhedron, 

-for each sub set, the nodes and faces of the initial polyhedron which are c10se 
enough to this sub set are identified, 

-the last step pi aces the faces left after the second one into an appropriate 
partition. 

Firstly faces of the final polyhedron must be merged into several groups. Indeed, the 
result of a rectangular plane simplification is two faces, but the best partition which 
characterises the shape is composed of both faces. Then, some faces of the final 
polyhedron are merged together thanks to an angle criterion. This process is based on a 
frontal method. First of all, an initial face is selected and a sub set is generated around it 
by selecting the adjacent faces. This initial face is the face whose average of the discrete 
gaussian curvature assigned to its nodes has the minimum absolute value. The face 
c1ustering starts with the previous criterion and stops when the following condition is 
false: -.... -

nf,nf.adj < U max 

where 0;. is the normal of the initial face and ilfadj is the normal of the face just added 

to the cluster. u max is chosen to be equal to 45°. 
When the c1ustering phase is completed, the faces and nodes of the initial 

polyhedron forming the partitions must be determined. Thanks to the list of error zones 
used during the simplification process, the nodes of the initial polyhedron used to create 
the final faces, are identified. Indeed, each error zone corresponds to an initial node. 
The nodes of each subset of final faces may not be significant. Some of them belong to 
several subsets. Hence, it is necessary to keep only the significant ones. The node 
selection process uses the scalar product between the normal vector of the initial node 
(average of the normal of its adjacent faces) and the normal vector of the final face. If 
this scalar product is positive then the node is a significant node, on the other hand the 
node is removed from the sub set. After the node selection, faces which constitute the 
partitions must be chosen. Through the node treatment, a face is selected if its three 
nodes belong to the list of error zones of a final subset. This selection process is 
performed for each sub set and if an initial face belongs to more than one partition, it 
will be removed from this process and its final partition will be determined at the 
optimization stage. 

4.3. PARTITION OPTIMIZATION 

The optimization stage is used in two configurations : 
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-to determine the partition of the faces left after the previous step, 
-to improve the boundary polygon of each partition. 

The remaining faces are assigned to the partition whose normal of the partition forms a 
minimum angle with the face normal. The normal of a partition is defined as the 
average of the normal of all its faces. 

The shape optimization process is based on a modification of the boundary of 
the partitions by exchanging their boundary faces. The treatment dedicated to the 
remaining faces can also be used to improve the shape of the partitions. Each face with 
an edge bel on ging to a boundary of a partition changes of partition if the angle between 
its normal and the normal of the adjacent partition is minimum. Another tool to modify 
the boundary of the partition tries to exchange faces wh ich have two edges on two 
partitions outlined like on figure 3 (the face FI is exchanged between partition land 
partition 2). 

FiX 3. Face with two edges on a common boundary 

The remeshing process described in the second part of this artic1e requires 
partitions without several boundaries. Therefore, two operators are created, the first one 
is used when a partition is made up from two parts (figure 4 b)), and the second one 
divides in two partitions a partition which has a hole (figure 4 a)). 

These two operators perform the separation through an advancing frontal method. For 
the operator illustrated on the figure 4 b), fronts are built from the two faces around NI. 
Two sets of faces are determined and they can be transformed either in two partitions or 
in one partition and the remaining set is spread over the other partitions using the first 
operator. For the operator figure 4 a), the smallest edge path between two boundaries is 
searched and fronts are initiated by two sets of faces which belong to each side of the 
edge path. Then, two partitions are generated. If a partition has more than two 
boundaries, the rocess is reiterated until the partition has only one boundary. 

b) Partition I is cut 
around the node NI 

a) Partition I is separated in two 
parts around the hole 

FiX 4. Operators for partitions with several boundaries 
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Fig 5. An example ofmesh panitioning and re-meshing ofa polyhedrical model 
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Figure 5 shows a example of this method. The initial polyhedron is positioned in the 
middle of the page a). Figure 5 b) represents the result of the simplification algorithm 
and all the partitions (14 altogether) are placed around the initial polyhedron. Some of 
them are grouped to represent the front and back faces, the f100r and the sides of the 
object. Figure 5 c) illustrates the first remeshing step generated and d) a denser mesh. 

5 CONCLUSION 

This paper has introduces a new method for partitioning a polyhedron using its 
own geometric characteristics. The initial polyhedron may be an arbitrary polyhedron 
(closed or open polyhedron, with or without holes). At the first stage of this method, the 
use of a polyhedron simplification process preserves as much as possible the shape and 
the topology of the initial polyhedron. This method allows to identify the final faces of 
a simple polyhedron thanks to the list of errors. Thus, a first set of partitions can be 
found. Some operators have been developed in order to optimise the shape and the 
boundaries of each partition. Then, the final result give partitions incorporating the 
geometric characteristics of the objet. At present, the order of these operators has not 
been defined yet. It will be studied in future work together with the integration of a 
criterion which could take into account developable surfaces corresponding to a set of 
partitions in order to reduce the number of partitions. 
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1. Introduction 

The geometrie models currently used in CAD-CAM modellers are chiefly based on a 
procedural approach. Over the past few years, the appearance of parametric and, above 
all, variational modellers, has opened up the way to a more dec1arative approach. It is 
true to say that parametric design is efficient, but it requires knowledge of a design 
chronology whose flexibility is thus diminished. On the other hand, variational design 
is very general and flexible but does need the use of solvers to simultaneously solve a 
large number ofnon-linear equations. 

Generally speaking, several solutions are found to one given problem; this is 
because not enough constraints are specified - we then talk about a problem of 
constraint insufficiency - and the majority of specialised solvers have been developed to 
deal with this type of problem. 

In this artic1e, we are presenting another approach. In fact, the various 
specifications expressed by the designer when elaborating a geometrie form are not 
limited to purely dimensional constraints. We will present the other 2 types of 
constraint - topological and chiral - required to specify a geometrie shape. A totally 
dec1arative approach to geometry for CAD-CAM then becomes possible. 

2. Analysis of the Problem 

In a geometrie figure, the dimensions and angles between each element of which the 
object is composed have to be stipulated. These dimensional constraints are expressed 
by non-linear mathematical equations. It is then possible to construct a discrete number 
of geometrie objects which observe all the imposed dimensional constraints. However, 
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a designer will reject a certain number of the objects that are generated. This point 
underlines the fact that the full scope of dimensional constraints specified by the 
designer is not sufficient. 

In point of fact, in order to describe the geometry of an object using constraints, a 
designer will generally make a drawing on which he will put the dimensional 
constraints and it is by means of this drawing that the operator implicitly specifies 
other constraints. For example, he will mark in a point to the left of a straight line, a 
line above a plane, etc. 

There will be an initial phase to solving this problem, consisting of the analysis of 
the sketch in order to enrich the set of constraints which are purely dimensional, by 
other constraints. 

At the present time, the solutions normally used are as follows: [BOU. 95], 
[CAP.96] and [SHP.97]. 
• the adding of a sign to the dimensional parameter associated with each dimensional 

constraint; 

• the generation of an additional constraint of a cross product type. Take the example 
~ ~ 

of a triangle composed ofthree vertexes, A, Band C. The cross product AB/\ BC 
must have the same sign on the drawing and on the new object generated; 

• the generation of an additional constraint of a scalar product type. Take the 
~~ 

example oftwo segments [AB] and [CD], the scalar product AB. CD has the same 
sign on the drawing and on the new object generated. 

Once these additional constraints have been added, they will enable the solver to 
eliminate any solutions generated that do not respect the initial implicit topology of the 
drawing. 
The consequences ofthis approach are as follows: 
1. the generation ofthese new constraints is transparent for the designer. In this case, 

it is difficult to analyse the result obtained. What should he do if the system does 
not find any solutions? Why is the solution generated by the system not what he 
requires? 

2. it is currently impossible to declare a geometric shape with constraints without 
having an initial drawing describing its topology 

3. at present, the use of specialised solvers is mandatory to solve these variational 
geometry problems. 

Our work is related to the fonnalisation of all these constraints so as to be able to 
specify them in the same way as dimensional constraints. 

3. Elements of solution 

In this paragraph, we present the geometrie constraints which we have classified into 
three types. We will give the mathematical expression of each of these constraints 
using distance between points parameters. The conditioning of the basic geometric 
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elements is as follows: a point is defined by a Point, a straight line by two Points which 
do not meet and a plane by three Points not in a straight line. All the constraints are 
thus expressed by means of the distances between each of these points. 

3.1. DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINTS 

Dimensional constraints correspond to the distance and angle parameters that exist 
between the basic geometrie elements which are: the point, the straight line and the 
plane. We have identified 13 constraints using the TTRS theory. These 13 constraints 
are presented in [CLE.96] and [CLE.97]. 

It should be noted that, for these 13 constraints, the distance parameter is 
represented by a positive real number or zero and the angle parameter is represented by 
areal number between 0 and 1t. 

We have chosen to give the expression of the required dimensional constraints to 
the solving of plane problems. That is to say, constraints Cl, C2, C4, CS, Cl I, C12 
and C13. 

3.1.1. Constraint Cl: Point-Point, coincidence 
Given two points AI and A2, constraint Cl is expressed as: 

3.1.2. Constraint C2: Point-Point, distance 
Given two points AI and A2, constraint C2 is e ressed as: 

Dist(Ap A2 ) = LA1A, 

where LA A represents the length ofthe segment joining points Al and A2. 
I 2 

3.1.3. Constraint C4: Point-Straight fine, coincidence 
Given a point A and a straight line [Be], constraint C4 is expressed as follows: 

ISABC = 01 
where S ABC represents the plane surface encompassed by points A, Band C. 

3.1.4. Constraint C5: Point-Straight fine, distance 
Given a point A and a straight line [Be], constraint CS is expressed as follows: 

Dist(A,[BC)) = 2. SABC 
L BC 

where S ABC represents the plane surface encompassed by points A, B et C, and L BC 

represents the length of the segment joining points Band C. 

3.1.5. Constraint Cl 1: Straight fine-Straight fine, coincidence 
Given two straight lines [BI Cd and [B2C2], constraint CU is ex ressed as follows: 

4· LBICI2 . LB,c, 2 = ((LBIB, + Lclc,) - (LBIC, + LB,cJf 

AND 
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where S ABC represents the plane surfaee eneompassed by points A, Band C, and 

L BC represents the length of the segment joining points Band C. 

3.1. 6. Constraint C12: Straight fine-Straight fine, parallefism, distance 
Given two straight lines [BI CI] and [B2C2], eonstraint Cl2 is ex ressed as follows: 

4.L 2· L 2 = ((L +L )-(L +L ))2 BIet BzCz BIBz eIe? E le2 BzC, 

AND 

where S ABC represents the plane surfaee eneompassed by points A, Band C, and 

L BC represents the length ofthe segmentjoining points Band C. 

3.1.7. Constraint C13: Straight fine-Straight fine, angle and distance 
In the partieular ease of the two straight lines belonging to the same plane, when the 
straight lines are not parallel (eonstraint C12) then the distanee between them is nil. 
Given two strai ht lines [BICd and [B2C2], constraint C13 is ex ressed as follows: 

OR 

where VABCD represents the volume encompassed by points A, B, C and D, LAB 

represents the length of the segment joining points A et Band a represents 

angle([B\C\],[B 2C 2 J) . 

3.2. TOPOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS 

The topological eonstraints eorrespond to eonstraints belonging to a geometrie element 
in a zone of spaee. This zone ean be defined by interseetions andJor unions of element 
zones. 
Problem in one dimension: positioning of a point C in relation to two points A and B. 

~ ....................................... ~~ 
zone 1 A zone 2 B zone 3 

Fig. 1: division 0/ a fine 

Given three distanees LAB, LAC and LBC. 
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Our proposal is based on the fact that a point belonging to a zone is evidenced by 
writing a relation of consistency between the three dimensional parameters indicated 
above. 

We will write that a point C belongs to zone 1, or zone 2, or zone 3, or any of the 
zones described by a Boolean operation of these three zones, as follows. 

Point C belongs to (zone 1) : LAB + L AC - L Bc = 0 

Point C belongs to (zone 2) : -L AB + L AC + L BC = 0 

Point C belongs to (zone 3) : L AB - L AC + L Bc = 0 

Point C belongs to (zone 1 u zone 2) : (LAB + LAC - LBcH-L AB + LAC + LBc ) = 0 

We can, therefore express the topological constraints by using a dimensional parameter 
which may seem superfluous AND by dec1aring an additional consistency relation. 

Writing previous relations implies writing that the triangular surface encompassed 
by the three points A, B and C is nil. In point of fact, the surface of a triangle ABC 
may be written as follows: 

1 
SABC = -. (L AB + LAC + LBc ) ' (-LAB + L AC + LBc )' (LAB - LAC + LBc ) ' (L AB + LAC - LBc) 

4 

It can be noted that this expression cancels itself out when at least one of these four 
terms is nil. 

Thus, finding the expression of topological constraints in the plane involves 
finding a factorised form of the volume of a tetrahedron encompassed by four points A, 
B, C and D. This work has been achieved with the help of [ROD. 97], and the 
conc1usions are as follows: 
• There are 6 factorised forms of the volume of a tetrahedron, one of which is 

presented below (a represents the angle between segments [AB] and [CD]): 

1 (1 . ) ( 1 . ) (1 . ) (1 . ) VASCD "'TL:"' i"LAIl -Lcr> "sma+SAw.; + SAaO· ~ 2·LAB·LcD·sm a+SABC+ SAllD . i"LAB "Lco "sm a.- SABC +SAED . '2"LAB "Lco "sma.+SABC-SABD 

• Each of these forms comprises four terms; 
• Of these four terms, only three can cancel one another out. 
We can thus divide up the plane space in six different ways, each of these divisions 
splitting the plane space into three zones. 

Fig. 2: division of a plane info 3 bands 

Fig. 3: division of a plane info 3 angular sectors 
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3.3. CHIRAL CONSTRAINT 

In industry, it is frequently useful to manufaeture parts in pairs. The first part being 
ealled the « right-hand part» and the seeond the « left-hand part». Among a number 
of examples from industry, we ean quote: aireraft wings, automobile headlights, the 
faseia for left or ri ht-hand drive, a artment doors, ete. 

82 
82' 

81 

,,~ 
C1 A2 A2' 

triangle 1 triangle 2 triangle 2' 

Fig. 4 : Demonstrating the chiral constraint 

Given the three triangles shown above. Without declaring any dimensional 
eonstraints, it is neeessary to declare the faet that the order ofthe three vertexes AI, BI 
and CI ofthe triangle 1 is: 

1. the same as that ofvertexes A2, B2 and oftriangle 2 ; 
2. the opposite ofthat ofvertexes A2', Bz' and C2 ' oftriangle 2'. 

We will eall this eonstraint the 'ehiral' eonstraint which, mathematieally speaking is 
evideneed b this ex ression: 

LA,B, . CO~[Al~l,[A2~])· LA,c, . co~[A~l,[A2C2]) - LA,B, . CO~[A1Cll,[A2~l)· LA,B, . CO~[Al~l,[A2C2]) 
which will be positive when the two triangles AIBI CI and A2B2C2 have the same 
chirality and negative if the contrary is true. 

4. Illustration 

We are presenting an example in whieh all the geometrie eonstraints of a plane figure 
have been declared. This figure has been taken from [BOU.95]. 
The dimensional eonstraints are as follows: 
1. segments [OA] and [OB] are perpendicular; 
2. the angle between segment [AO] and [AC] is equal to _----'+",---_----,_+===__ 

«a»; 
3. the angle between segment [BO] and [BD] is equal to 

«ß»; 
4. the distanee between points A and C is equal to 

« Lae »; 
5. the distanee between points B et D is equal to « Lbd »; 
6. the radius ofthe are ofthe eircle CD is equal to « r ». 
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The author demonstrates that it is possible to generate at least three topologieally 
different solutions whieh respeet the dimensional eonstraints imposed. 

We ean, of course, devise other solutions apart from those presented above. 
However, our aim is to prove that, with the previously defined geometrie eonstraints, 
we are able to unequivoeally declare the initial geometrie figure. 
The solution we propose is as follows: 
Declaration of geometrie entities: 
• 4 segments [OA], [OB], [AC] and [BD] 
• the are ofthe eircle [CD], with a eentre land running point M 
• point J, interseetion of segments [AC] and [BD] 
Dimensional eonstraints: 
• angle([OA],[OBD = 90° 
• angle([AO],[ACD = a 
• angle([BO],[BDD = ß 
• distanee(A,C) = Lae 
Topological eonstraints: 

• distanee(B,D) = Lbd 
• distanee([AC],I) = radius 
• distanee([BD],I) = radius 
• distanee(M,I) = radius 

• point C belongs to the plane zone defined as the interseetion between angular sector 
OAB and the lane band arallei to [AB], on the 0 osite side to 0: 

2· SABO +2· SABC - LAB· Loc . sin([AB],[OC]l = 0 and 2 ·SAoe + 2· Ssoe - LAB . Loc · sin([AB],[OC]l = 0 

• point D belongs to the plane zone defined as the interseetion between angular sector 
OAB and the lane band arallei to [AB], on the 0 osite side to 0 

2·S ABO + 2· SASD - LAs· LOD . sin([AB],[OD]) = 0 and 2· SAOD + 2· SBOD - LAB· L OD · sin([AB],[OD]l = 0 

• point J belongs to segment [AC] and the C side 

I -L AC + L Al + L CJ = 0 

• point J belongs to segment [BD] and the D side 

I -LSD + LSJ + LDJ = 0 

This set of eonstraints is neeessary and suffiees to generate the initial figure 
without any ambiguity, whilst eliminating the various figures presented at the 
beginning of this paragraph. 
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To totally eomplete the declaration, we need to speeify whether we require a 
« right-hand)} or «left-hand)} materialisation of the figure. For this, a chiral 
constraint has to be added between our figure and another triangle whieh will define 
the « right-hand )} or « left-hand )} eoneept. 

5. Conclusion 

Three types of eonstraints have been deseribed and illustrated in this article: 
dimensional, topological and ehiral. It should be noted that all these eonstraints are 
expressed in a eonsistent manner, due to the use of the distanee between two points 
parameter. Furthermore, expression of these eonstraints is loeal sinee it is independent 
of a referenee frame which is often arbitrarily defined by the CAD-CAM system. In our 
opinion, declaration of these geometrie eonstraints is neeessary and is suffleient to 
define iso-eonstraint problems from a geometrie and topologieal point ofview. 

The study presented here is limited to two-dimensional geometry but we are in the 
proeess of generalising this approach to real three-dimensional problems. However, the 
delieate problem of substantiating such a declaration still remains. 

We do feel that a new eommunity more speeifieally devoted to declarative or 
variational geometry needs to develop alongside the scientifie eommunity involved in 
algorithmie geometry. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a new fitting method with cubic Bezier curves with a 
monotone curvature. The slopes at the endpoints are imposed, which allows to generate 
G'-connected curves. The proposed method is based on a parametrization free 
interpolation scherne, whose study leads to the determination of areas for the interme
diate interpolating points, so that the generated curve is convex, elose to the data points, 
with a monotone curvature. Examples of application are presented and discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The 1990s give time and quality an essential importance in the marketing of a new 
product. Reverse engineering is one of the technologies developed today to achieve 
these goals. Its main purpose is to generate a CAD model from apart or a prototype, in 
order to update its design or to manufacture it using CAM techniques. The process 
consists in digitizing a shape and then in converting the obtained discrete data set into a 
continuous piecewise smooth model [13]. A elassical way to achieve this modelization 
is to generate curves from which surfaces are then constructed. Several curve fitting 
methods have been developed for this purpose. However, as they operate on all the data 
points with the same ponderation, they produce curves which tend more or less to 
reproduce the measurement errors, and which present extraneous oscillations. Thus, in 
most cases, these curves need to be modified in an interactive and empirical manner, 
until the achievement of a result satisfying accuracy and geometrie quality. Some 
previous works propose fitting principles imposing accuracy constraints [10], convexity 
constraints [5] or smoothness constraints [7]. Most of them use optimization methods 
that do not guarentee to converge on a satisfying solution. 

In this paper, we present a new fitting method with cubic Bezier curves, detined by 
interpolation and tangency conditions at endpoints, and by two intermediate interpo
lating points. The curve extremities correspond to the endpoints of the data set to be 
fitted ; imposing the slopes at these points allows a G' -continuity between two curves 
connected end to end. The proposed approach selects two intermediate interpolating 
points within the set to be fitted, according to their ability to generate a convex curve, 

207 
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with a monotone curvature, close to the data points. These characteristics are determi
ned according to the intermediate points positions. 

Thus, our fitting method is based on a new piecewise cubic d interpolation scheme 
that we present in section 2. It is defined by its endpoints positions associated with two 
unit tangent vectors (slopes), and by two intermediate interpolating points. Unlike 
classical cubic interpolation methods derived from Hermite interpolation which define a 
curve segment between each point [2], our scheme generates a curve every four points 
and allows to reduce the amount of information to be stored for the representation of the 
data. Moreover, our modelization does not require any parametrization and thus gets 
released from the influence ofthis process on the resulting curve [3]. In section 2, we 
also present conditions on the positions of the two intermediate interpolating points for 
generating a convex curve. The fitting method is implemented in section 3, and it 
consists in choosing two intermediate interpolating points within the set to be fitted. 
The choice of these two points is controlled by analytical criteria, translating their 
ability to generate a curve close to the data set, with a monotone curvature. In section 4, 
the proposed approach is tested and compared to classical fitting methods. The results 
show that both the curve accuracy and quality are drastically improved. 

2. Cubic interpolation and theoretical backgrounds 

The fitting method that we propose is based on an interpolation scheme with planar 
cubic Bezier curves. It is described in this section. 

2.1. PRESENTATION OF THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 

The problem we define here is to generate a planar cubic Bezier curve about which we 
possess position and tangency direction at extremities, and which interpolates two 
imposed points. The general expression of a cubic Bezier curve P defined by its control 

polygon {Si = (Xi' Yi ), i = 0 .. 3} is given by the parametric equation : 

3 (3) P(t) = (X(t), Y(t)) = t; Si i t' (1- t)3-i with (2.1) 

Given in the plane two points Pa and Pb' two corresponding unit vectors da and d h , 

and two interpolating points ~ and P2 , we can then state our problem as folIows; 

generate a planar cubic Bezier curve P, so that for parameter values tE [0,1], we have : 

So = P(O) = Pa' 

d = P'(O) 
(/ IIp'(O)II' 

P(tl ) = Pj , 

S3 =P(1)=Pb , 

d - P'(l) 
h -llp'(1f 

P is a convex curve. 

(2.2) 
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Figure 1. Cubic Bezier curve and passage from initial to loeal coordinate system. 

The problem consists in searching (Fig.l) the positions of the control points Si and 

S 2 of the Bezier curve satisfying the conditions (2.2). It is important to notice that 

such a problem cannot be solved with classical interpolation methods [I] which require 
either tangent vectors at endpoints to be known in norm and direction, or points 

PI and P2 to be assigned a parameter value. In order to find the positions of S / and 

S2' we transpose the problem in a local coordinate system (O,x,y) , with orthogonal 

unit vectors, and linked to the curve endpoints (Fig.l). In this coordinate system, the 
cubic Bezier curve is defined by : 

(2.3) 

where we have stated : 

Ilcs/11 
U=--

IICPall' 
and 

IIcs2 11 
v=--

IICPbll' 

Put into form (2.3), the problem consists in searching the values u and v, 

corresponding to the positions ofthe intermediate control points S/ and S2 in the local 

coordinate system. To do this, we rewrite relation (2.3) as : 

tE p,l[, (2.4) 

which defines a parametric curve that we denote by q. Then the values u and v 

correspond to the intersection (Fig.2) oftwo parametric curves lJl and q2 defined by : 
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v=1 

Figure 2. Intersection prob/ern. 

o 

lZZl 'D 01' convex area 

D admissible area 

Figure 3. Convex and admissib/e areas. 

lues) = xI - (1- s)3 !u(t) = X2 - (1- t)3 

() = 3(1-s)2s d (t)= 3(1-t)2 t 
ql s 3 an q2 3 ' 

v(s) = YI - S v(t) = Y2 - t 
3(1-s)s2 3(1-t)/2 

(2.5) 

where XI' YI' X2 and Y2 are the coordinates of the two interpolating points PI and P2 in 

the local coordinate system. Among the three currently used algorithms for the research 
of interseetions (nonlinear techniques, subdivision techniques and algebraic 
techniques), it is shown in [11] that those based on an algebraic approach are the most 
performant for parametrie curves of degree less or equal to 4. Therefore it is the one we 
have retained to solve our problem. Without describing it, we just precise that this 
approach allows to express one of the two curves in an implicit form, and that the 
intersection problem is thereafter reduced to solving a single polynomial equation. 

2.2. GENERATION OF A CONVEX CUBIC BEZIER CURVE 

In the previous paragraph we have described the general interpolation scheme that we 
propose. The purpose of what follows is to define the conditions on the interpolating 

points PI (xI' YI) and P2 (x2, Y2) , so that the generated curve is convex, that is [11], so 

that the intermediate control points satisfy (u, v) E :P,l[ x :P,I[. The demonstration of 

these conditions is omitted here, but a discussion ofthis subject is made in [8]. 

The first condition operates on the two points ~(XI> Y I) and P2(x2 ,Y2) , and 

translates the fact that (u, v) belongs to :P,I[ x :P,I[. It can be written as folIows: 

{
(1- t)3 < Xi < (1- 1)3 + 3/(1- 1)2 

t 3 < Yi < 3(1- 1)/ 2 + t 3 i = 1,2, 
with 1 E p,l[, (2.6) 

and defines a convex area 'D, to which PI (xI ' YI) and P2 (x2, Y2 ) have to belong. 
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The second condition operates on the relative position of P2 (x2, Y2) with respect to 

the position of a point PI (xI' YI)' fixed in TJ. It defines a parametric area we call 

admissible area, denoted by adm(P2 / ~), and satisfying : 

(2.7) 

where So (XI' YI) and sI (xI' YI) are shown in Fig.2. This area is encIosed between two 

parametric curves Co and Cl (Fig.3). It defines both the admissible positions of 

P2 (x2, Y2) and all the convex cubic Bezier curves we can generate from PI (xI' YI) . 

3. Interpolation based fitting method 

This section is dedicated to the application of our interpolation scheme to a fitting 
problem. Our objective is to minimize the number of useful points for the generation of 
a curve, and to state identification criteria on these points. These criteria must be first 
independant of any parametrization. They also have to retlect demands inherent to 
reverse engineering problems, such as the curve accuracy in terms of distance from the 
data points, and the curve quality in terms of smoothness or monotony of its curvature. 
Taking into account these criteria allows to generate a satisfying curve straight away, 
and therefore to get released from the different processings intended to take up defects 
correction. 

FigA shows a set of data we wish to approximate with a convex cubic Bezier curve. 
The fitting problem consists in choosing two intermediate interpolating points within 
this set. In opposition to cIassical fitting methods, our approach proposes a large 
number of solutions, and instead of testing each of them [6], we first propose a rapid 
estimation apriori of the average deviations between the curves we can generate and 
the data points. This estimation leads to the selection of the first interpolating point. In a 
second step, we generate several convex curves passing through this point and another 
point within the data set. Among these curves, we finally retain the cIosest to the data 
set, which also presents a monotone curvature. 

3.1. ESTIMATION OF THE FITTING ERROR 

The objective of what follows is to provide an estimation of the average deviation "& 

from a cubic convex Bezier curve interpolating a point PI' to the data points Qi ,i=l..n . 

This estimation comes from the properties of the curves Co and CI to encIose all the 

convex cubic Bezier curves passing through PI' 
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Figure 4. Local representation oi the data. Figure 5. Monotone curvature area. 

If we denote respectively by Co and cl' the deviations from the curves Co and CI 

to the data points, then we have necessarily : 

(3.1 ) 

which is a significant estimation when the data points are sparse. If it is not the case 
(FigA), it is less significant, and we can then verify that we have : 

(3.2) 

wh ich leads to a better estimation ofthe curve accuracy. 
Even though relations (3.1) and (3.2) do not allow to find the best curve, they 

provide an efficient way to choose apriori a first interpolating point that will lead to the 
construction of a curve close to the data points. 

3.2. GENERATION OF A CURVE WITH A MONOTONE CURVATURE 

Besides the accuracy of the approximating curve, demands in reverse engineering 
concern the curves quality . This quality is often expressed in terms of monotony [9] or 
smoothness [4] of the curvature. Smoothness being too restrictive as far as the shapes of 
the curves that can be generated are concerned, we will only be interested in the 
monotony. 

We have determined (Fig.5) the monotone curvature areas for the two intermediate 
control points of a cubic Bezier curve. These areas are enclosed between three implicit 
curves representing some coefficients of the mathematical expression of the curvature 
variation [9]. As for the admissible areas, these areas can be translated to impose 

conditions on the positions of ~ (Xl ' Yl) and P2 (X2' Y2) . 

All the areas we have deterrnined are now used to choose apriori two intermediate 
interpolating points that will generate a convex curve, with a monotone curvature, and 
close to the data points. At last, it is important to notice that the curves enclosing these 
different areas can be expressed implicitly, and thereafter that the location of a point 
with respect to these areas is determined easily. 
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a- Least squares fitting 

f; = 0.349, cMax = 0.747 

c- Automatic run (our method) 

f; = 0.021, cMax = 0.059 

b- Least squares with imposed slopes 

f; = 0.1 06, C Max = 0.25 

d- Minimal deviation (our method) 

f; = 0.016, cMax = 0.042 
Figure 6. Curve fits from a set of digitized data points. 

4. Examples and experimental results 
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The fitting method was implemented on MapleV. In this section we compare it to 
cIassical methods such as least squares fitting with endpoints interpolation, and least 
squares fitting with imposed tangent directions at endpoints. For a reverse engineering 
problem, we assume that by means of a process we are studying, the set of data is 
decomposed into subsets on each of wh ich we can generate a convex cubic Bezier 
curve. In such a case, the different curves are connected according to a d continuity. 
Fig.6 shows several curve fits from a set of 17 data points measured on a turbine blade 
profile. For the least squares approximations, a chord length parametrization was used 
to perform the curve determination. For our fitting method, we first retain the second 
interpolating points capable of generating a curve with a monotone curvature, and then 
we select those that may generate a curve with a deviation as small as possible. The 
areas determined in the previous section allow to choose these points very quickly, and 
the fitting procedure is ran automatically. In this case, the retained interpolating points 

are P4 and P6 , and the resulting curve is shown on Fig.6c. In order to compare this 

result to other fits obtained with our method, we have tested all the convex curves we 
could generate; the best fit in terms of average deviation is shown on Fig.6d for P3 and 

P/2 ' and the worst is [j = 0.034 for P6 and P7 . The average deviations are given in 

millimeter, given that the curve are length is approximately 100mm. 
By viewing these different results, we can first note that our method allows to 

improve drastically the curves accuracy (even in the worst case). The main reason for 
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that is we do not need any parametrization for the curves generation. The second 
advantage is that besides the accuracy, the generated curves most of the time present a 
monotone curvature. This characteristics however depends on the data configuration, 
but was achieved for all the examples we have tested. 

5. Conclusion 

A new method for data fitting with cubic Bezier curves is presented. Its originality lies 
in the use of a parametrization free interpolation scheme, operating from the curve 
endpoints, tangent directions at these points, and two intermediate points. The choice of 
these two points within the set to be fitted, is based on a characterization of the resulting 
curve in terms of accuracy and curvature variation. These characteristics are related to 
the intermediate points positions in an analytical way. 

The fact that no parametrization is required for the modelization, allows to signifi
cantly improve the accuracy of the approximating model compared to classical fitting 
methods. 

The fact that only two significant intermediate points are used for the curve genera
tion, provides in a sense the modelization with immunity from local measurement 
errors. 
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COMPONENT MODE SYNTHESIS IN THE DESIGN AND OPTIMISA TION OF 
MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS 

Abstract 

P. DE FONSECA, H. V AN BRUSSEL, P. SAS 
Katholieke Universiteit van Leuven, 
Dept. Mechanical Engineering, Division PMA, 
Celestijnenlaan 300B, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium 

The present paper discusses the numerical condensation of a finite element model of a 
three-axis high speed milling machine to a low-order state-space model suitable for 
control system design. In order to analyse the dynamic characteristics of the machine 
within the whole working domain, the dynamics of the machine in different spatial 
configurations should be investigated without the time consuming complete 
recalculation of the machine dynamics. The paper shows that a multi-stage component 
mode reduction and synthesis procedure provides a solution to that problem, because it 
allows a cheap analysis of different con1'igurations. Substructures with known dynamic 
characteristics are described by their respective component modes. They are combined 
in the appropriate relative positions, and the system is solved through a reduced set of 
equations far each configuration. A well-considered selection 01' the types 01' component 
modes improves the quality of the reduced model. 

1. Introduction 

Mechatronics can be defined as the science of motion control [1]. Essentially, motion 
control comprises the control of desired motion, or tracking contro!, and the control of 
undesired motion, or vibration cancellation. Nowadays, performance levels, imposed on 
mechatronic systems in terms of tracking error and residual vibration level, require the 
use of complex control algorithms and high bandwidth drive systems in order to improve 
the deficiencies in the dynamic behaviour of the mechanica! subsystem. These high 
bandwidth contro! systems interact with the structura! dynamics 01' the mechanical 
subsystem. An optimal design can on!y be achieved by taking into account this 
interaction in an early design phase of a mechatronic system. This explains the necessity 
of developing a Virtua! Concurrent Engineering or a Virtua! Prototyping environment 
for mechatronic systems design [1,2], where the mechanica! and the control design 
problem are tackled simultaneously. An adequate description of the dynamic behaviour 
of the mechanical structure is based on a finite element model, usually with a very large 
number of degrees-of-freedom. The reduction of this finite element model into a model 
of much smaller dimensions, suitable far control system design, forms a necessary step 
in the development of such a Virtual Engineering environment. It is advocated here that 

217 
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Figure I : Finite element model of the machine tool 

the component mode synthesis (CMS) techniques [3] provide an appropriate solution for 
the reduction of the finite element model. 
An important c1ass of mechatronic systems, like machine tools, robots, flexible space 
structures, ... have a large number of different operation positions. Their dynamic 
behaviour, described by their eigenfrequencies and modeshapes, will change with 
changing working configuration. This will inevitably affect the performance and the 
robust stability of the control system [4], and should therefore be taken into account 
during controller design. In a next step, the mechanical system model, assembled in 
different working configurations, has to be reduced to a set of state-space models 
suitable for control system design. Finally, a control algorithm is designed, which yields 
a good performance and robust stability, in all operation positions of the system being 
considered. This controller synthesis problem is beyond the focus of this paper. 
The present study focuses on the design of a three-axis high speed milling machine for 
the super-finishing of dies and moulds, as a representative example of a complex 
mechatronic system. As this is a very time-consuming operation, a faster machine, 
which proceeds at higher speeds, while keeping the required accuracy, would yield a 
significant reduction in production costs. The machine analysed here is represented by 
its finite element model in figure I. The motion along the X-axis of the machine is the 
lateral motion of the tool, the motion along the Y -axis of the machine is the frontal 
motion of the tool, and the motion along the Z-axis of the machine is the vertical motion 
of the tool. This machine has been developed in the frame of the Brite-Euram project 
KERNEL II [5]. The model used here represents an intermediate design of the final 
machine tool with substantial differences in eigenfrequencies and static stiffness. 
The discussion in this paper focuses on the three-axis milling machine, but the 
methodology can be readily applied to other (flexible) multibody structures. The 
proposed reduction method makes use of two standard engineering software packages. 
All finite element calculations are performed within MSClNastran. The Matlab 
environment is used to coordinate the assembly of the machine in the desired spatial 
configuration, to convert the modal machine model, obtained from MSClNastran, into a 
state-space model , and to perform the subsequent control system synthesis and analysis. 
Figure 2 shows the different steps in the method. 
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Figure 2 : Overview of the proposed reduction method 

2. First component mode reduction and synthesis step 
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The construction of the three-axis milling machine allows a natural definition of the 
components as the ram (machine Z-axis), the Y-axis slide, the X-axis slide, and the base. 
These components are represented in figure 2 by their finite element models in the upper 
part of the grey box, The modal models of the four components of the milling machine 
are obtained from a standard component mode reduction, and are stored on hard disk as 
four separate MSC/Nastran databases, They are represented in the lower part of the grey 
box in figure 2 by their respective component modal stiffness and mass matrices, k; and 
mp and by their component mode vectors '1';, 

The residual structure, on the third level in figure 2, is the finite element machine model 
after numerical condensation of the components. This residual structure consists of the 
reduced component models and the fuH drive chain models, In the assembly phase, the 
reduced component models are attached to the residual structure as "external 
superelements" , each defined in a different relative coordinate system. These relative 
coordinate systems allow the assembly of the components in the appropriate relative 
positions, The locations of these relative coordinate systems, which actually determine 
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the loeation of the tool tip in the operation spaee oi the mi11ing machine, are defined 
irom within Matlab. 
The component modal models should be independent of the spatial configuration of the 
milling machinc, and may, therefore, not contain any element 01' the drive chains. These 
drive chains for the three slides, represented on the right of the grey box, belong to the 
residual structure as their dynamie properties depend on the relative positions of the two 
slides to which they are connected. For example, when considering a ballscrew drive, 
the dynamics 01' the drive depend on the position 01' the nut on the screw. 

3. Comparison of different CMS methods in the first reduction step 

The performances of three different CMS methods are evaluated in this section in terms 
01' accuracy 01' the calculated eigenmodes. Three correlation measures are used to 
eompare the eigenmodes, caJculated from the residual structure after numerical 
condensation, with the 'exact' eigenmodes, caJculated with the fu11 model with 30598 
degrees of freedom : the relative eigenfrequency difference for the ten lowest modes of 
the full structure, the MAC-value [6] between the lowest ten corresponding eigenmodes, 
and the COMAC-values [6] for all degrees of freedom of the fu11 model. 
In the first method, ten fixed-interface normal modes are used in each component modal 
transformation matrix, together with the constraint and the rigid-body modes (if any). 
This method is the so-called Craig-Bampton method [3]. The left-hand column of figure 
3 summarises the performance of this method as estimated by the three above mentioned 
correlation measures for the first ten eigenmodes of the finite element model 01' the high 
speed mi11ing machine. These results indicate that the correlation between the actual 
mode shapes and those eaJculated with the Craig-Bampton method is sometimes not so 
good. As appearing from the lower left-hand part of the figure, there are a considerable 
number of degrees of freedom whose COMAC-value is far from unity. 
In the second method, ten free-interface normal modes are used in each component 
modal transformation matrix, together with the constraint and the rigid-body modes (if 
any). The central column of figure 3 shows the performance of this method as estimated 
by the three above mentioned correlation measures for the first ten eigenmodes of the 
finite element model 01' the high speed milling machine. The results indicate that the 
correlation between the actual mode shapes and those caJculated with this second CMS 
method is already somewhat better than for the Craig-Bampton method. The reason for 
this improvement is that a major part of the boundary nodes 01' the slides in the 
assembled model are free, while only the boundary conditions of the nodes to which an 
adjacent slide is connected, are eloser to a elamping. 01' course, this distinction in 
boundary conditions between those two types 01' nodes cannot be made in the proposed 
method, because different nodes are connected to adjacent components for different 
spatial configurations 01' the machine, and the component modal models must be 
independent from the spatial configuration in which the machine is assembled. 
In the last method, four free-interface normal modes and six inertia-relief modes are 
combined with the constraint and the rigid-body modes (if any). Inertia-relief modes 
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Figure 3 : Performance evaluation and comparison of the three CMS methods 

describe the deformation of the component, loaded by d' Alembert inertial forces due to 
rigid-body motion, and supported such that the stiffness matrix is not singular. This 
method is comparable to Hintz' method of constraint modes [7], supplemented with a 
sm all number of free-interface normal modes. 
The right-hand column of figure 3 shows the performance of this method as estimated 
by the three above mentioned correlation measures, also for the first ten eigenmodes. 
The results indicate that the correlation between the actual mode shapes and those 
calculated with this last CMS method is almost perfecL The relative eigenfrequency 
difference has been reduced by a factor 30 compared to the first method, and by a factor 
10 compared to the second method, and amounts now to no more than 0.025 % ! The 
same holds for the spatial correlation of the mode shapes : not more than 20 degrees of 
freedom, out of more than 30000, have a COMAC-value below 97.5%. The time 
required for a modal analysis of the reduced model is a factor 12 sm aller than for the 
analysis of the full model. The reason for this nearly perfect cOITelation is the fact that 
the inertia-relief modes account for the residual effects of the omitted high-frequency 
normal modes at zero frequency. This means that this third component mode set can 
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represent exactly the static deformation of the component, loaded by the inertial forces 
due to a uniform acceleration. Analogously, the static deformation due to concentrated 
forces in the exterior nodes, is exactly represented by the constraint modes [7]. 

4. Second component mode reduction step 

This assembled residual structure is then further considered in the second reduction step 
as a single component. It has only ni ne external degrees of freedom, being, on the one 
hand, the rotations around the three motor axes, on which the torque input for generating 
the desired trajectory is applied, and, on the other hand, the six degrees of freedom of the 
tool, on which possible external disturbance forces, originating from the cutting process 
or from a spindie unbalance, apply. The component mode reduction projects the degrees 
of freedom of the residual structure (i.e. the assembled machine model on the third level 
in figure 2) on a modal base consisting of the 9 constraint modes, 36 fixed-interface 
normal modes and 6 inertia-relief modes. The number and type of component modes in 
this modal base have again been selected such that the correlation with the original full 
model is almost perfeet in the frequency band of interest and for all possible tool 
positions in the operation space. This second component mode reduction is performed 
with a dedicated MSC/Nastran DMAP-alter [8] that writes the reduced mass, stiffness 
and damping matrix and the modal transformation matrices to an ASCII-file. These 
matrices are then converted into a state-space model in Matlab. This state-space model, 
represented by the matrices [A,B,C,D] in figure 2, forms a reference model for the 
design of a control system for the motors of the machine axes. A major part of this 
second reduction step is based on the work reported by Bianchi et al. [2]. 

5. Controller design issues 

The order of the reference model [A,B,C,D] is still considerably high. In the case of the 
milling machine, this reference model is obtained from a component modal model with 
51 modal degrees of freedom, resulting in a state-space representation with 102 states. 
Prior to the control system synthesis, this reference model is again reduced to a state
space model of much lower order, represented by [A"B"C"D,] in figure 2. Different 
methods, including, for example, singular value-based truncation methods or (non
linear) least-squares identification methods are available for performing this third 
reduction step. This third reduction step is typically related to the control system design. 
Generally, modern motion control algorithms for machine tool axes are developed using 
a state-space representation of the dynamic behaviour of the machine being considered. 
Such a state-space model is unavoidably extracted from an experimental or analytical 
model of the machine in one specific working configuration. Control engineers then 
employ robust control methods to ensure the stability of the closed-loop system in the 
presence of uncertainties or variations in the state-space model [4]. The robust control 
methods, however, require to estimate a certain level of uncertainty which is expected 
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not to be exceeded. When this uncertainty level is set too conservatively, the 
performance of the resulting control algorithm will be poor, but when it is set too low, 
the control system might become unstable. This uncertainty level accounts for 
discrepancies between the finite element model and the real machine, and for changes in 
the machine model due to a varying spatial configuration. The use of CMS techniques 
allows to cheaply analyse the dynamic behaviour of the machine in different spatial 
configurations, and, hence, to estimate more accurately the uncertainty levels to be used 
in robust control design. Of course, the problem of assessing the uncertainty due to finite 
element model inaccuracies, is still not solved with this approach. 
Figure 4 shows a frequency response of the tool displacement in X-direction, when a 
unit torque is applied at the X-axis motor, for four different positions of the tool in its 
operation space. Obviously, the dynamics of the machine tool are strongly affected by its 
spatial configuration. The largest relative difference between these curves can, for 
example, serve as an estimate of the upper bound on some unknown multiplicative 
model uncertainty in an H~ controller design [4]. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper deals with the use of component mode synthesis techniques in the design and 
the optimisation of mechatronic systems. They offer a viable solution for performing 
multiple dynamic analyses of a complex mechanical structure in an iterative 
optimisation process. They also provide the possibility to efficiently study the dynamic 
behaviour of complex structures in multiple spatial configurations. A modern high speed 
milling machine is used as a representative example of a complex mechatronic system 
throughout this text. Machine tools, robots, space structures, and a lot of other 
mechatronic systems have a number (often an infinite number) of different working 
positions. Generally, the dynamic behaviour of these structures changes significantly 
trom one spatial configuration to another. Such an analysis forms the basis for a more 
founded treatment oi' "uncertainty" in the design of robust motion and vibration 
controllers for these machines. 
The performances of these CMS methods for a normal mode analysis are also discussed. 
The resulting eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes are compared with those of the full 
model by means of the MAC and the COMAC correlation criteria. The main conclusion 
is that the third method, employing rigid-body modes, constraint modes, inertia-relief 
modes and free-interfacc normal modes, significantly increases the accuracy of the 
reduced model in comparison with the Craig-Bampton method. 
The further reduction of the reduced finite element model of the machine tool into a 
state-space model, which is well-suited for control system design, forms the second step 
in the proposed procedure. The choice of the modes taken into account in this second 
reduction again determines the accuracy 01' the resulting state-space model. The use of 
SOITIC weil-chosen static deformation vectors yields, also in this case, an additional 
improvement compared to the usual approach with only normal modes. 
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Figure 4 : Transfer function from the X-axis motor torque to the X-dis placement of the tool for five different 
spatial configurations of the machine tool. 

Thereafter, a robust motion and vibration contral system can be designed by exploiting 
the knowledge of the changing dynamic behaviour of the machine in different operation 
positions. Finally, some structural and some contral parameters can be optimised in an 
integrated structure/control design optimisation procedure with respect to some objective 
function , which adequately describes the desired quality of the resulting machine tool. 
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This paper focuses on the kinematic properties of a new three-degree-of-freedom hybrid 
manipulator. This manipulator is obtained by adding in series to a five-bar planar 
mechanism (similar to the one studied by Bajpai and Roth [1]) a third revolute passing 
through the line of centers of the two actuated revolute joints of the above linkage 
(Figures 2 & 3). The resulting architecture is hybrid in that it has both serial and parallel 
links. Fully-parallel manipulators are known for the existence of particularly undesirable 
singularities (referred to as parallel singularities) where control is lost [4] and [6]. On the 
other hand, due to their canti lever type of kinematic arrangement, fully serial 
manipulators suffer from a lack of stiffness and from relatively large positioning errors. 
The hybrid manipulator studied is intrinsically stiffer and more accurate. Furtherrnore, 
since all actuators are located on the first axis, the inertial effects are considerably 
reduced. In addition, it is shown that the special kinematic structure of our manipulator 
has the potential of avoiding parallel singularities by a suitable choice of the « working 
mode », thus leading to larger workspaces. The influence of the different structural 
dimensions (e.g. the link lengths) on the kinematic and mechanical properties are 
analysed in view of the optimal design of such hybrid manipulators. 

1. Introduction 

It is worth noting that most industrial manipulators have aserial kinematic architecture, 
that is, their links are arranged serially, resulting in a cantilever type structure. The serial 
kinematic arrangement of links produces large workspaces but suffers from high 
positioning errors and poor stiffness. Another well know but far less widespread 
kinematic architecture is the fully-parallel one for which the output link is connected to 
the ground through several «legs ». Fully-parallel kinematic architectures are known for 
their high stiffness and low positioning errors but suffer for relatives small workspace. 
They had been used for a long time in flight simulators and, more recently, in robotic and 
machine tool applications. The idea of mixing the above two kinds of kinematic 
arrangement in a single « hybrid» architecture is more recent and still too poody 
exploited, despite of the potential benefits which can be gained with such architecture. 
This paper focuses on the kinematic properties of a new three-degree-of-freedom hybrid 
manipulator. This manipulator is obtained by adding in series to a five-bar planar 
mechanism a third revolute passing through the line of centers of the two actuated 
revolute joints ofthe above linkage (Figures 2 & 3). The resulting architecture is hybrid 
in that it has both serial and parallel links. The hybrid manipulator studied is intrinsically 
stiffer and more accurate than the c1assical 3-revolute-jointed 3-DOF fully serial 
«elbow» manipulator (Figure 1). Furtherrnore, since all actuators are located on the first 
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axis, the inertial effects are considerably reduced. In addition, it is shown that the special 
kinematic structure of our manipulator has the potential of avoiding parallel singularities 
bya suitable choice ofthe« working mode», thus leading to larger workspaces. 

P(x,y,z) 

x 

Figure I. The« elbow » manipulator Robot anthropomorphe 

The main kinematic equations of the hybrid manipulator are derived. Two Jacobian 
matrices appear in the kinematic relations between the joint-rate and the Cartesian
velocity vectors, which are called the « inverse-kinematics » and the «direct-kinematics 
matrices». These matrices enable the determination of the serial and parallel 
singularities, which govem the global behavior of the manipulator and defme the 
topological structure of the workspace in Cartesian and joint spaces. The influence of the 
different structural dimensions (e.g. the link lengths) on the kinematic and mechanical 
properties are analyzed in view of the optimal design of such hybrid manipulators. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 A TWO-DOF CLOSED-CHAIN MANIPULATOR 

The closed-chain manipulator which constitutes the parallel array of the hybrid 
manipulator is a five-bar, revolute (R)-coupled linkage, as displayed in figure 2. The 
actuated joint variables are e, and e2, while the Cartesian variables are the (x, y) 
coordinates of the revolute center P. To decrease the inertia effects of moving bodies, we 
place actuated joints of the c1osed-chain onto pivots A and B. Lengths Lo, LI' L~, L3, and 
L4 defme the geometry of tbis manipulator entirely. However, in this paper we tocus on a 
symmetrical manipulators, with L = L3 and L2 = L4. The symmetrical architecture of the 
manipulator at hand is justified for general tasks. In manipulator design, then, one is 
interested in obtaining values of Lo, LI' and L2 that optimize a given objective function 
under some prescribed constraints. 

2.2 A THREE-DOF HYBRID MANIPULATOR 

Now we add one degree of freedom to the manipulator of figure 2. We do tbis by 
allowing the overall two-dof manipulator to rotate about line AB by means of arevolute 
coupling the fixed link of the above manipulator with the base of the new manipulator. 
We thus obtain the manipulator of figure 3. 
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Figure 2. A two-dof closed-chain manipulator Figure 3. The three-dofhybrid manipulator 

2.3 KINEMATIC RELATIONS 

The velocity p of point P can be obtained in two different fonns, depending on the 
direction in which the loop is traversed, namely, 

p = c + (ei j + e4 k) x (p - c) ( la) 
and 

p = d + (ed + es k) x (p - d) ( I b ) 
The equations (I a & b) can be shown to lead to the following 3-dimensional vector 
equation relating joint and Cartesian velocities [3], 

( 2 ) 
where 

( 3 ) 

(4) 

( 5 ) 

2.4 THE WORKING MODE 

The manipulator under study has a diagonal inverse-kinematics matrix B, as shown in 
eq. (4), the vanishing of one of its diagonal entries thus indicating the occurrence of a 
serial singularity. The set of manipulator postures free of this kind of singularity is 
tenned a working mode. The different working modes are thus separated by aserial 
singularity, with a set of postures in different working modes corresponding to an inverse 
kinematic solution. The fonnal defInition of the working mode is detailed in [2]. For the 
manipulator at hand, the c10sed chain admits eight working modes, four of which are 
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depicted in figure 4, the remaining four being the mirror image of the first ones about 
lineAB. 

8 

A A A 

(c) 

Figure 4. The four working modes 

2.5 THE PARALLEL SINGULARITIES 

B 

ParaBel singularities occur when the determinant of the direct kinematics matrix A 
vanishes, the corresponding singular configurations occurring inside the workspace. They 
are particularly undesirable because the manipulator can not resist efforts in some 
direction(s). To interpret these singularities, we calculate A AT: 

AAT=L~ [o~ 0 COS(O~I-Os)] (6) 
cos(04 - Os) 

D 

B 

P(x,y) 

c 

A 
x x 

Figure 5. Parallel singularity Figure 6. Parallel singularity 

whence it is apparent that these singularities occur whenever 04 - Os = k (1t / 2), for an 
integer k, i.e., when the points C, D and P are aligned. In such configurations, the 
manipulator can not resist an effort in the orthogonal direction of DC (Figure 5). Besides, 
when the points C and D coincide, the position of P is no longer controBable since P can 
rotate freely around D even if the actuated joints are locked (Figure 6). It will be shown 
in § 3.2 and § 3.3 that paraBel singularities can be avoided either by design or by path
planning. 

2.6 THE SERIAL SINGULARITIES 

Serial singularities occur when the determinant of the inverse kinematics matrix B 
vanishes. When the manipulator is in such a singularity there exists a direction along 
which no Cartesian velocity can be produced (Figure 7). Such singularities are reached at 
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the boundary ofthe workspace when BD and DP or AC and CP are aligned. They cannot 
be avoided. 

Figure 7. Serial singularity 

3. Kinematic analysis and design 

3.1 WORKSPACE 

A possible design of the manipulator at hand is obtained upon maximizing its workspace 
volume, which is given by the intersection of two hollow spheres, where radii are LI + L2 
and LI - L2, the distance between the centers of these spheres being Lo' Therefore, the 
workspace is maximum when Lo is equal to 0 and, by extrapolating the results from [7], 
when LI is equal to Lz. A cross section of the workspace of such an optimized 
manipulator is displayed m both Cartesian andjoint spaces in figures 8 and 9. 

y n ~ 

(J, 

Figure 8. A cross section ofthe Cartesian workspace Figure 9. A cross section of the joint space 
for Lo = 0 

We notice that the optimum manipulator has only two operative working mode because 
the other two working modes lie in parallel singular configurations (see figures 4 b & c 
when Lo = 0 and LI = L2). Thus, all singularities of this mechanism lie at the border of the 
workspace. 
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3.2 AVOIDING PARALLEL SINGULARITIES BY PROPER DESIGN 

We choose lengths allowing to avoid this configurations for which points C and D 
coincide. If the sum of lengths LI + LI is greater than the distance between the two pivots 
A and B, i.e. Lo, we eliminate a parallel singularity type. In the same way, we can 
eliminate all parallel singularities if the condition below is imposed: 

2L2 - 2L I > Lo 
In using this property, the mechanism has no parallel singularity (Figures 10 & 11). 

y 

o x 

Figure 10. Cross-section of the workspace free of 
parallel singularities 

n() 

Figure 11. Cross-section of the joint space free of 
parallel singularities 

3.3 AVOIDING PARALLEL SINGULARITIES BY A CHANGE OF WORKING 
MODE 

According to the working mode chosen, the parallel-singularity posture changes inside 
the workspace, as displayed in figure 12. 

Y D D 

B 

P(X,y) P(x,y) 

c 
A 

x 
A ~ ____________ ~ X 

Figure 12. Working mode and parallel singularity 

In the «convex working mode» (Figure 12 left), the manipulator is in parallel 
singularity, while it is in a regular configuration in the non-convex working mode 
(Figure 12 right). Also, to execute operations in a highly constrained environment, it can 
be desirable to change working mode. It is possible, by means of a change of working 
mode, to reach points inside the two workspace sections displayed in figures 13 and 14. 
To change working mode, it is necessary to pass through aserial singularity, located at 
the boundary of the Cartesian workspace. By doing so, we can reach a workspace that is 
twice as large as each of those displayed in figures 13 and 14. In fact, parallel 
singularities not being avoidable, the workspace of a parallel manipulator is always 
smaller than that of its serial counterpart of the same size. Also, according to the working 
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mode, the condition numbers of the direct- and the inverse-kinematics matrices are 
different. Thus, according to the task to execute, requiring either a precise motion or a 
fast motion, we can choose one suitable working mode. 

y ---y-----

Figure 13. Workspace ofthe convex working mode 

3.4 THE ISOCONDITIONING CURVES 

Figure 14. Workspace of the nonconvex working 
mode 

Another interesting design criteria is the isoconditioning curves in the workspace ([5] and 
[3]). 
We derive below the loci of equal condition number of the direct-kinematics matrices. 
To do this, we first recall the definition of eondition number of an mX n matrix M, with 
m ::; n, K(M). This number can be defined in various ways; for our purposes, we define 
K(M) as the ratio ofthe largest, (J\, to the smallest (Js' singular values ofM, namely, 

(J\ 
K(M) =- (7) 

(Js 

The singular values {(Jk} ~ _of matrix M are defined, in turn, as the square roots of the 
nonnegative eigenvalues of the positive-semidefmite m x m matrix M MT. 
The eigenvalues of the matrix A AT (6) are, U]= I - Icos(84 - 8 )1, ~= 1, and 
u3= 1 + 1 cos(84 - 8s) 1 [3], the foregoing eigenvalues having been ordered as 

u\ ::; u2::; u3 
The condition number of matrix A is thus 

1 
K(A) = Itan«8 4 - 8 5) / 2)1 ( 8 ) 

These loci are, in fact, surfaces of revolution generated by the isoconditioning curves of 
the 2-dof manipulator, when these are rotated about the axis of the first revolute. 
In light of expression (8) for the condition number of the Jacobian matrix A, it is 
apparent that K(A) attains its minimum of 1 when 183 - 841= 1t / 2, the equality being 
understood modulo 1t. At the other end of the spectrum, K(A) tends to infmity when 
83 - 8 = k 1t, for k= 1, 2, .... When matrix A attains a condition number of unity, it is 
termed isotropie, its inversion being performed without any roundoff-error amplification. 
Manipulator postures for which condition 83 - 84= 1t / 2 holds are thus the most accurate 
for purposes of the direct kinematics of the manipulator. Correspondingly, the locus of 
points whereby matrix A is isotropic is called the isotropy loeus in the Cartesian 
workspace. 
On the other hand, manipulator postures whereby 83 - 84= k 1t denote a singular matrix A, 
and hence, defme the boundary of the Cartesian workspace of the manipulator. Such 
singularities occur at the boundary of the Cartesian workspace of the manipulator, and 
hence, the locus of P whereby these singularities occur, namely, the singularity loeus in 
the Cartesian space, defines this boundary. 
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Interestingly, isotropy can be obtained regardless of the dimensions of the manipulator, 
as long as i) it is symmetrie and ii) L2 "# O. For the two working modes, the position of the 
isotropie configurations are different (Figure 15). 

isocondüioning curves isoconditioning curve 

y 

Figure 15. lsoconditioning curves for two working modes 

The isoconditioning curves are, by definition, the sets of points which are at equal 
distance from the singularities and, in turn, can be used as a criterion for designing andJor 
placing the manipulator in such a way that the working trajectories be in a region of the 
workspace where a minimum stiffness is guaranteed. 

4. Conclusions 

Wehave defmed a novel architecture of hybrid manipulators and produced design and 
path-planning guidelines for the implementation of these manipulators. Two Jacobian 
matrices were identified in the mapping of joint rates into Cartesian velocities, namely, 
the direct-kinematics and the inverse-kinematics matrices. 
The hybrid manipulators studied were optimized for maximum Cartesian workspace 
volume and iso-conditioning. Further research work is being conducted by the authors on 
such hybrid manipulators with regard to their optimal design. 
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Abstract In this paper the improvement of a preliminary design process based on an iter
ative and interactive synthesis procedure is proposed. The problem deals with 
the determination of dimensional parameters of a manipulator able to manage 
a set of elementary geometrical tasks defined by the position and the orienta
tion of the tool frame under kinematic performance constraints. The kinematic 
constraints (requested velocity at end-effector level) are included as a penalty 
function. The approach is validated with a planar robot manipulator (i.e. with 
three revolute joints) where we show that the solution obtained for geometrical 
synthesis solving problem has to be modified in order to take into account the 
actuators capabilities with regard to maximum joint velocity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Designing functional, robust and interactive tools to assist preliminary de
sign is a wilde and emerging research field, boosted by the increased computer 
processing power. Such tools may be based on the determination of architec
tural parameters of a manipulator or a mechanism able to manage a set of given 
tasks [CHE90), [REG96]. Constraints may be imposed either on joint param
eters, or on implicit or explicit functions of these parameters. Solutions of 
these problems are far from being unique. In a hope to decrease the number of 
possible solutions, the manipulator is required to fulfill additional performance 
criteria. 

These performances may be of geometrical nature but also ofkinematic and 
dynamic one. Miscellaneous criteria, such as isotropy or dynamic manipula
bility, were proposed [ANG95), [YOS85]. The aim of the present work is to 
determine the influence of actuation capabilities of the manipulator on its archi-
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tecture while respecting kinematic or dynamic constraints. Thus, architectural 
parameters must be changed in order to allow the manipulator end-effector 
to reach a set of frames (position and orientation) while achieving kinematic 
wrenches at these points for a set of given actuators. To solve this problem, 
Matone et al.[MAT97], consider an approach which consists of performing a 
geometrie synthesis under performance indices. In the proposed approach, we 
consider that the manipulator end-effector must reach a set of points while 
respecting a given velocity law, so the desired kinematic wrench appears like a 
constraint which must be satisfied. 

The synthesis process used and the task modeling are detailed in the next 
seetion. The objective function allowing a geometrie synthesis under kinematic 
constraint is given in section 3. Finally, results from the synthesis of a planar 
3R manipulator able to reach a set of points with the guarantee of end-effector 
velo city is presented. 

2. SYNTHESIS PROCESS 

The synthesis process used is given by figure 1.1 where the first step consists 
of modeling the task and the robot. The task is defined by a set of k elementary 
tasks. Each elementary task is defined by a goal frame (position and orientation) 
to be reached by the end-effector and the kinematic wrench the end-effector 
must develop. The robot model is built in an analytical way from an elementary 
model of each of its parts (body, joints, actuators, ... ). This modular approach 
enables us to deal with much realistic modeling of the manipulator such as 
joint and/or body flexibilities. Manipulator parameterization is based on the 
modified Denavitt-Hartenberg parameters proposed by Khalil and Kleinfinger 
[KLE86]. This leads to consider (3 * n) dimensional parameters and (k * n) joint 
parameters, where n is the number of joints. Actuators velocity characteristics 
are also considered to be known and are added to the robot model. Requested 
kinematic constraints are expressed as a penalty function built from the robot 
and task models. 

Ametrie (i.e. Frobenius norm or biquaternions decomposition [ETZ96]) 
should be used to measure the distance between the current solution perfor
mances and the desired performances. This metric has to deal with a combi
nation of linear and angular quantities. Thus, homogeneous and comparable 
measures based on dimensionless models have to be carried out [WAM91], 
[REG96]. Then an objective function including constraints is built based on 
this metric. 

The synthesis process can be viewed as looking for the robot's parameters 
which minimize the objective function value. Due to the high dimension of 
the search space and the strong non-linearity of the problem, it is not possible 
to find an analytical solution in the general case. To overcome this difficuIty, 
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we suggest the use of numerieal optimization method. Different optimization 
teehniques were used to solve the geometrie synthesis problem, sueh as genetie 
algorithms [CHE96], [CH097] or distributed method [REG96]. The seleeted 
method is based on a simulated annealing algorithm [SCH95]. It is a prob
abilistie heuristie teehnique able to statistieally find a global optimum, while 
being fast enough for a high dimension seareh spaee [LES98]. 

The problem addressed in this work is to earry out the synthesis of a manipu
lator able to reaeh a set of points while providing a given end-effeetor veloeity. 
So, the synthesis takes into aeeount geometrie and kinematic eharaeteristies. 

3. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

Let S be the set of dimensional parameters, Q be the set of joints parameters, 
and X = S X Qk the set of design parameters. The objeetive funetion taking 
into aeeount geometrie and kinematic eonstraints has the following expression: 

Fo(x) = Fgeo(x) + Pkin(X) (1.1) 

where x E X is the veetor of unknown variables, Fgeo (x) is built from geo
metrie eonstraints and Pkin (x) is a penalty built from kinematie eonstraints. 
As a task is a set of k elementary tasks in position, orientation and velocity, 
the objeetive funetion Fgeo (x) and the penalty P kin (x) are written as a sum of 
distanees and elementary penalties. 

3.1 GEOMETRICAL PART 

The funetion Fgeo ( x) dealing with geometrie eonstraints is defined by: 

k J J 

Fgeo(x) = L d(T;Jf (x), T6') (1.2) 
j=1 
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where d is a distance based on the chosen metric, T~f f (x) is an homogeneous 
matrix which binds the end-effector position and orientation to a reference 

J 

frame, TI; is an homogeneous matrix which describes the j -th elementary task 
goal frame (position and orientation) with respect to the reference frame. 

j j 

The previous homogeneous matrices T~f f (x) and TI; can be expressed as 
following: 

j ef f ( R1 I U1 ) To (x) = 
011 

j h (R2 I U2 ) et To= 
011 

(1.3) 

where R1 and R2 are 3 x 3 rotation matrix and U1 and U2 are the end-effector and 
goal frame origin. Distance d is defined by using a manipulator characteristic 
length L as defined by Wampler et al. [WAM91] in order to get dimensionless 
elements. 

Frobenius norm leads to the following distance expression: 

j j 3 3 3 

d(T~ff (x), Toh ) = I: I: (R2,kl- R 1,kl)2 + ;2 I: (U2,1 - U1,1)2 (1.4) 
k=11=1 1=1 

where Ri,kl is the (k, I)-th element of matrix Ri and Ui,l the I-th element of 
vector Ui. 

3.2 KINEMATIC PART 

Kinematic constraints are determined from the end-effector velocity X j = 

[v j , nj 1 t which is imposed for each elementary task. Linear (V j) and angular 
(nj ) velocities are written as: 

nj - [V j 17j 17j]t - 4,1'5,1'6 (1.5) 

where V/, (i. = 1, 2, 3) is the desired linear velo city of the origin of the tool 
frame and V/ , (i = 4,5,6) is its desired angular velocity. 

Kinematic penalty is then written as: 

k 

Pkin(X) = I: Pkin(x) (1.6) 
j=1 

where Pkin (x) is the elementary kinematic penalty. In this approach, the 
kinematic constraint is satisfied if the maximal possible end-effector velocity 
is greater or equal to the desired velocity. Otherwise, the penalty should be 
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proportional to the difference between the desired velo city and the obtained 
one. 

The maximum possible end-effector velocity for the j-th task X/nax is 
determined using the direct kinematic manipulator model. Let X/nax = 

(V{ max, ... , Vi max) t. Assuming symmetrie actuators, Vi] max can be de

fined as: 
] _ ] 'max . n I' I Vi max - L Jim ·qm 1<i<6 (1.7) 

m=l 

where J1m is the (i, m )-thelement ofthe jacobianmatrix when the manipulator 
is in the configuration corresponding to the j -th elementary task, 4:ax is the 
maximum velocity of the m-th actuator. Thus, the joint velocity has to verify 
the following relations: 

(1.8) 

The elementary penalty nmction build from kinematic constraints is defined 
as follows: 

. h . - {t if(i = 1,2,3) 
wlt E2 - 1 if(i = 4,5,6) . 

4. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 

The objective nmction evaluates a given manipulator with respect to the task 
to accomplish. As it is the sum of distances and penalty functions, the lower the 
objective function value, the better the manipulator. An optimization technique 
sampies the search space X and provides a point x E X corresponding to a 
manipulator which has the lowest objective function value. 

Even with kinematic constraints, the number of solutions is still huge. Fur
thermore, the high dimension of the search space leads to long computation 
time. In order to address these problems, it will be convenient to allow a user 
interaction with the optimization technique. During the optimization process, 
the optimization technique pro vi des the user with data about its progress. The 
user may decide to interrupt it, change some parameters value and resume the 
search. As the user has better knowledge of the domain, he may orient the 
search to a particular area ofthe search space parameters. 

The optimization technique used in this paper is an Adaptative Simulated 
Annealing algorthm based on the bounce of a "ball" on a surface represented 
by the cost-function. A parameter, named temperature T, controls how far 
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Figure 1.2 Studied manipulator and ICADM: Interactive Computer Aided Design ojManipu
lalors (horne made software) snapshot 

the ball bounces from its previous point. As the annealing-time k progress, T 
decreases, so the ball tends to go to the lowest point. In order to avoid local 
minima, T is periodically raised according to a some probabilistic function. 
Further details can be found in [LES89] and [LES98]. 

5. RESULTS 

The proposed approach has been validated for the 3R planar manipulator 
shown in figure (1.2). 

We need to find the limb length l1, l2, the base position (x b, Yb) with respect 
to the reference frame, and the joints parameters (q1, q2, q3) for each of the 

1 2 3 J 

three elementary tasks (T~ , T~, T~) defined on table (1.1). At each point T~, 
the manipulator should be able to provide the end-effector kinematic wrenches 
given by table (1.2). 

In order to emphasize the influence of kinematic constraints, the first stage 
consists in a geometrical synthesis with the objective function limited to the 
onlyterm Fgeo (x). Initial variables values are: Xb = Yb = 0.0, [1 = [2 = 1.0, 
q1 = q2 = q3 = 0.0 for all elementary tasks. The solution of this synthesis 
is used as an initial guess for a second synthesis process which considers 
geometrical and kinematic constraints. In both cases, parameters x b and Yb 
are restricted to the interval [0 , 1], lengths [1 and [2 to the interval [0.5,2.0], 
all angles to the interval [-7r, 7r] and the maximum actuators velocities are 
0.6rdj s. 
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Table 1.1 Geometrical description of tasks 

[ 

0.984808 
';'h_ 0.173648 
.La - ° 

° 

-0.173648 ° ~ 
[ 0.996195 0.0871557 ° 28~l 0.984808 ° ;t'= -0.OY1557 0.996195 ° 1.5 

° 1 ° 1 ° ° ° ° ° 1 

[ O.W96W -0.34202 ° 
1.1

339l ;'h_ 0.34202 0.9396933 ° 1.5 

0- ° ° 1 ° ° ° ° 1 

Table 1.2 Required end-effector kinematic wrenches 

Vi = [0.5,-0.25,0,0,0,0]t V 2 = [-1,0,0,0,0,0]t V 3 = [0.5,0.25,0,0,0,0.6]t 

Results are given on tables (1.3) and (1.4). The first solution allows to 
reaeh the geometrieal part of eaeh elementary task, but the kinematic part is 
not satisfied beeause of the low maximum aetuators veloeity. The seeond 
solution solves this problem by modifying the dimensional parameters. As the 
aetuators remain unehanged, the only way is to inerease the limb lengths in 
order to inerease the end-effeetor linear velocity. The dimensional parameters 
ehanges imply a ehanges in the base position and joint parameters. 

6. 

Table 1.3 Structural parameters 

parameters 

geometrieal synth. 
kinematie eonstraints 

Yb 

1.00 0.77 
0.91 0.32 

1.04 0.80 
1.21 0.92 

Table 104 Joint parameters (in degrees) 

Geometrieal synthesis Kinematie eonstraints 

ql 88.46 86.14 
task 1 q2 -76.92 -57.56 

q3 -1.53 -18.57 
ql 26.94 36.44 

task2 q2 -6.35 -4.74 
q3 -25.60 -36.71 
ql 44.39 41.94 

task3 q2 140.13 118.69 
q3 164.68 -140.78 

CONCLUSION 

A proeess performing a geometrie synthesis under kinematie eonstraints 
was deflned allowing us to determine the dimensional parameters of aserial 
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manipulator able to move its end-effector at a desired velocity, with given 
actuators. The kinematic constraint formulation allows us to carry out an 
actuator sizing procedure in an easy manner. Indeed, in this case, one need to 
find the manipulator able to reach a set of frames with a given velocity while 
minimizing at the same time the maximum joint velocity. This problem can be 
addressed by solving the following cost function: min Li (tiiax ) 2. 

Futher deve10pment of the proposed approach will focus on the involvement 
of dynamic effects in the system while generating force and movement in order 
to perform actuator sizing. 
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A COOPERATIVE APPROACH IN MECHANISM DESIGN 

Abstract 
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In the present paper, we intend to propose special configurations of coupling between 
distributed agents, to achieve an optimal dimensional synthesis of a fourbar mechanism. 
As any conventional optimisation problem, this one often fails in local minima because 
of its nine variables characterisation. A distribution (Bond et al, 1988), (Ferber, 1995), 
(Garro et al, 1995), (Sichman et al, 1992) of the study allows a co operation between 
actors (reactive agents as optimisers and constraint agents, or cognitive agents as a 
designer) working towards different goals, with different criteria. This cooperation 
leads to a global convergence for a given priority set. Thus our solution is to propose a 
timebased priority that keeps the independence of the agents. No supervisor agent is 
introduced. Results show the existence of a set of configurations for the agent priorities, 
ensuring a good global convergence. 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of the paper is to propose a new approach in mechanism synthesis by 
simultaneously integrating designer skills and algorithmic techniques in the designing 
loop of a mechanism. The design process presents two different aspects: 

• description of objects and knowledge representation, 
• concurrent (or parallel) actions of different cooperative designers or agents 

during the design process. 
In the present paper, we are focusing on the second point of view. More precisely, 

we look into the problem of sharing decisionmaking between designers and computer 
aided design systems. Due to technical considerations, a crucial problem sterns from the 
time scheduling of the different actions, their priorities, their possible integration and 
their coupling level. In current industrial practice, the interactions are managed by the 
designer. The question is whether it is possible to forrnalise and optimise this 
interaction. 

The designer and the artificial decision making systems (i.e. the algorithms) are 
considered as simple agents that are not able to achieve the design of a mechanism 
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alone. The hypothesis of such an approach is that asound cooperative process should be 
more efficient than any specific design process. This general idea has been already pro
posed in (Chedmail et al, 1996). It was applied to a conventional path planning problem 
in robotics. Weintend here to demonstrate the validity of this approach in the case of 
the 4bars mechanism synthesis. 

The 4bars mechanism synthesis problem is a basic issue in mechanics. In spite of its 
apparent simplicity it remains achallenge to defme an optimal process for designing 
such a mechanical system. Different methods have been proposed in the literature 
(Vasiliu, 1997), (Chedmail, 1997). We propose here a new methodology where 
different complementary agents simultaneously and independently contribute to the 
solution improvement with different time priority levels. The performance of the global 
process is measured with an index. We evaluate the influence of each agent priority on 
the global performance index. 

2. Problem Description 

We consider here fourbars planar mechanisms composed of four rotational joints. The 
four bars are AB, BC, CD and DA of respective lengths LI, L2, L3, L4 (see fig 1). 
Their configuration is entirely determined by the crank (bar AB) position. This mecha
ni sm may be used as a path generator, the path is described with effector point E of 
coupler bar 2. The objective of a path generator dimensional synthesis is to determine 
the best intrinsic dimensions of the mechanism and the best positioning of E and of the 
mechanism in order to superimpose, as much as possible, the desired path and the gene
rated path of the current mechanism solution. An optimisation process has the 
advantage, compared with an analytical method (Freudenstein et al, 1979), that it can 
fmd a satisfactory mechanism even for high degree paths, since a four bar mechanism 
generates a six degrees paths. Moreover, no complete atlas currently exists which points 
out precise dimensions for a specific desired path. 

A fourbar mechanism is characterised by 9 parameters. We choose a parameteri
sation which decomposes the global vector X in the mechanism intrinsic shape (the 
design vector Xsh) and its positioning and size (the design vector Xpo). The intrinsic 

shape is given for a normalised mechanism with L4= 100. The shape is defmed by the 
initial position (before simulation) of the mechanism for which YB>O. The other 
parameters are absolute cartesian parameters ofpoints C and E (xC' Yc, XE' YE) may have 
negative values); the advantage, comparatively to the bar lengths parametrisation, is the 
ability to give the assembly of the mechanism in the initial position. 

During a kinematic simulation, the mechanism can reach a blocking configuration: 
when bar 1 can (resp. can not) achieve a complete revolution, the mechanism is called 
a crank (resp. rocker). In the same way, bar 3 (CD) may or may not achieve a complete 
revolution. Four global behavior modes exist: crankcrank, crankrocker, rockerrocker 
and rockercrank depending on the complete revolution or not ofbar 1 (our crank) and, 
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respectively, bar 3. A remarkable property of the fourbars mechanism is given by the 
Grashov conditions which fixes the behavior mode only with the bars lengths. In our 
case, we require the bar 1 to be able to achieve a complete revolution (modes 
crankcrank or crankrocker). Then, the generated path is a closed curve. The Grashov 
agent (see 3.1) is in charge of this constraint. It must act as a "repulser" but it does not 
"reenter" in a straightforward way in the valid design space (where no blocking 
configuration exists) that allows the simulation to avoid local minima. In brief, we get 

Xsh=(Ys' xc' Yc, XE' YE) ' 
The positioning and size design vector Xpo characterizes the affine transformations 

which can be applied to both mechanism and its generated path, i.e. a translation (xA, 
YA)' a rotation around point A (a), a zoom centered on point A (z). We will use the 
property that a mechanism and its generated path are invariant by affine transforma
tions. An artificial tenth parameter would have to be taken into account because of our 
mechanism positive normalisation (L4=lOO); this is the vertical symmetry Oy noted (s). 
One can notice that parameter (s) is a discrete parameter which allows us to switch to 
another mechanism morphology. In short, we get XpO=(xA, YA' a, z, s). 

~T'-=-~:~' YE) 

B(O, 

x 
D 

Fig. 1: Parametrisaüon ofthefourbar mechanism (normalised) 

3. Decision Maker's Definition 

The optimising process is distributed between different actors that are able to modify 
subvectors of the two design vectors Xsh and Xpo' This allows the integration of the 

designer, as a particular actor, in the process loop, thanks to virtual reality immersion 
devices. Actually, the designer has at his disposal the mouse to influence the Xpo' and 

the keyboard for the Xsh' The proposition is to separate the agents in different groups 

according to their own abilities (as constraint agents, optimising agents, morphology 
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agent...). The global objective function is defmed by the "distance" between the desired 
path and the generated path (see 3.2). The amplitude of the iterative actions of the 
agents is limited. The priority of these actions are managed with a time scaling. All the 
limitations are consistent from one agent to another. This strategy is described further. 

3.1. THE AGENTS 

The agents are set as simple as possible. There is no global optimiser, only the colla
boration described further generates aglobai behaviour. They are: 

The designer (d): in a first part, its contribution consists in indicating a variation of 
the Xpo vector thanks to the mouse direction and different elicks. Only the mouse 

direction is recorded, whereas the variation Xd is limited to a maximum value. His 

vision is supposed to be global: the visual feedback of the simulator gives intuitive 
indications of the Xpo solution. Another possible type of action of the designer 

concems the Xsh vector, by acting on the lengths of the bars or the position of effector 

point E. The agent operating in the distributed process is a simulated designer, who 
participates with a relatively global proposition. This is to ensure the repeatability and 
the stability of the processes in order to validate the testability conditions. 

The optimiser: as in a conventional optimisation approach, the optimiser proposes to 
move along the gradient of the distance function (see 3.2) taking into account all the 
coordinates of Xsh and Xpo. No special penalty exists for an opened curve. It means 
that the optimiser is not able to "elose" the generated path. The predetermined step 
gradient method has been chosen because of its simple descent direction method. The 
step is small and constant in order to have a consistency of the actions of the different 
agents. The pertinence of the agent is strongly local and should be efficiendy coupled to 
the designer's contribution and with constraint agents contributions. 

The Grashov actor: is a constraint agent which verifies the Grashov conditions defi
ned with the bar lengths, in order to ensure the complete rotation of bar 1. The objective 
is to get a elosed generated path. Its actions are limited to vector Xsh' The Grashov 

agent allows brief incursions out of the design domain in order to avoid local minima. 
The bounding box actor: it intends to give the same perimeters to the bounding 

boxes of generated and the desired paths. This is not a constraint agent, but its success 
criterion is different from the distance function one (see 3.2). It should behave as a 
complementary agent in the cooperation process. 

The symmetry agent: the point D is defmed on x axis with xD > O. We intend to 
cover the whole range of possibilities of morphologies. The symmetry agent is 
dedicated to check whether or not a symmetrical configuration would lead to a better 
value of the objective function. Its priority level is lower than the other one considering 
the strong alteration ofthe variables. Its participation is not incremental but radical. 
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The global participation of a11 actors generates a recovering (see fig. 2) on several 
design variables on both Xsh and Xpo ' The possible conflicts, due to the coupling of the 

different a ;wnts, are controlled with the priority set (see §4 . 
global variables X8 Xc Yc XE YE XA YA alpha zoom 

Agent 

Designer x x x x x x x x x 
simulated designer x x x x 

Optimiser x x x x x x x x x 
"Grashov agent" x x x 

Singularity x x x 
Bounding Boxes x x x 

Symmetry x x x x x x x 
.. Flg. 2: partzclpatzon and recoverzng ofthe agents on the nzne global varzables 

3.2. THE DISTANCE FUNCTION 

To measure the performance of the cooperation of the agents, we give a distance 
between both paths. This distance is here considered "time independent" (see fig 3): it 
does not take into account the leading angular variable ß for a particular point of the 

generated path. For each point Xdes on the desired path, point Xgen is determined on 

the generated path, and: 

.• ~. / / generated path 

'. ---
..c.1 

. . --desired palh 

Fig 3: example of construction of a "time independant" criteriafonction 

This is the function used for the gradient method (3.1). A penalty is given for an opened 
curve to ensure the "crank" state ofbar 1 at the end ofthe cooperation. 

4. Cooperation Strategy 

The proposition consists in considering the "decision making agents": the designer, the 
constraints actors (and others ?), working simultaneously, introducing a time sampling 
for each of their actions (fig. 4) (Chedmail et al, 1996). 
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In a conventional sequential approach, the designer validates, refuses and modifies 
the solutions which are proposed by an artificial decision maker. The time samplings td 

and ta which are attached to the designer, and to the artificial decision maker, are 

different: ta«td- Their actions are sequential. In the proposed process of co operation, 

the time scaling (fig. 4) is coherent with the priority level permitted to each agent, since 
their participation is supposed to be geometrically limited. 

The question is the conflict management between these agents all along the 
evolution of the shared variables. The shorter the time base is, the higher the priority is 
given to an agent. We intend to characterise the best coupling between the different 
types of agents, in order to achieve the mechanism synthesis with the co operation of 
simple agents. 

Sta, 
~ 

actions of agent I 

I I I I I I I I I I 
~ actions of agent 2 

I I 
time 

priority of agent 1 > priority of agent 2 since Ötal < Öta2 

Fig. 4: example of time samplingfor shared common variables X 

5. Results 

The agents have different goals to achieve, with different criteria functions. They work 
independently, accessing a shared memory. However, the results of their actions are 
coupled. Moreover, no one of them is able to perform independently the complete opti
misation ofthe whole process. We observe the convergence oftheir cooperation. 

In the following study, the initial conditions for Xsh and Xpo, and the given desired 

path are shown on fig. 5. The trajectory are discretised with 40 points here. 

desired path _ 

Fig. 5: Initial conditionsfor the study ofthe mechanical synthesis 
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We represent the result of the co operation of the agents with different surfaces where 
the performance of the global process is represented as a function of different time 
scaling rates dtai. 

. ... 
6a 6b 

> 

6c 6d 
Fig. 6: suifaces representing the global criteria fonction of the coupling of agents 

The performance index of the global process is the distance function between the 
desired path and the real one at the end of the design process. It is a function of the 
designer priority, of the optimiser agent priority, of the symmetry agent priority, of the 
bounding agent priority, with a given time scales for the Grashov agent. The surfaces 
shown in fig. 6, represent the performance of a coupling where, for each surface, the dt 
are fixed for the Grashov agent, the Bounding box agent, and the singularity one. The ot 
of the optimiser and the designer are varying from their minimum (depending on the 
average CPU time of an iteration), for a given calculation time (800 s). The cases 
presented are for OtB d' B - 2 0 s (it is fixed) and· oun mgJ ox -

case a case b 

dtarashov= 1.0 s dtGrashov= 5.0 s 

dtSingularity = 1.0 s dtSingularity = 1.0 s 

case c case d 

dtGrashov= 1.0 s dtarashov= 2.0 s 

dtSingularity = 2.0 s dtSingularity = 2.0 s 

The curve which is represented on the surfaces is the isocriteria at f=0.3, which is a 
rather good performance for the mechanism (it visually satisfies the designer). That is to 
say that a set of priorities for the otOPT' and the otDES is optimal for the problem, and 

ensures the global convergence of the cooperation. Out of this domain, the organisation 
fails in local minimum, or the calculation time is not reasonable. This optimal area is (in 
the case ofFig 5a) inc1uded in OtOPTE[1.5, 2.1], otDESE[O.8, 1.6]. The consequences 

are that a lack of priority is unfavourable to the system for the two agents optimiser and 
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designer ; but a too high priority of the simulated designer is prejudicial to the 
cooperation as well. One may notice that the set can vary according to the constraint 
agents priorities. 

6. Conclusion 

We can conc1ude with the description and the analysis of such surfaces that the 
collaboration set in this design process achieves the convergence of the whole process, 
and that the priority given with time scaling is a factor of success. We proposed an 
optimized set of priorities for designing a four bars mechanism with given initial 
conditions and a given desired path. 

A more tractable result remains to be established: is it possible to prescribe a priority 
set independently from initial conditions and desired paths? Such an answer would 
bring a new approach for the fourbars mechanism synthesis. This second stage is 
currently under study. A third stage would be the generalisation to any planar 
morphology. 
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STUDY OF COMPLEX TACKLES : 

LIFTING SYSTEMS WITH PULLEYS AND CABLES 

A BILLEREY, P. CLOZEL & D. CONSTANT 
Design Team, Department of Solid Mechanics, Mechanical Engineering, 
Civil Engineering 
Ecole Centrale de Lyon, BP163, 69131 ECULLY Cedex, FRANCE 

This artic1e presents a study on complex tackles. Classical Cad tools are badly adapted 
to the study of this type of system. We have tested original tools (DesignView and 
Mechanical Advantage), to study movements of parcels transported by tackle, the 
efforts in cables, the amplitude of oscillations of the parcel. .. Others studies with 
Mechanical Advantage are also presented. One shows that this style of tools can allow 
to approach very various problems in phase of preliminary studies. 

1. Introduction 

This artic1e is based on a study of complex tackles proposed by a Company to students 
of Ecole Centrale de Lyon (Billerey et al., 1996). A complex tackle results of the 
utilization of puHeys and cables whose points of fasteners, on the support as weH as on 
the volume to displace (parcel), are determined to obtain some functions : 
- reduction of efforts, 
- reduction of oscillations, 
- mastery of displacement (notably 3D rotation of the parcel), 

The number of cables is equal to the number of degrees of freedom that one wants to 
suppress. For a simple tackle, one cable is used and simply allows to lift the parcel. 
With six cables, it is possible to insure the small displacement of the parcel following 
3 translations and 3 rotations. The amplitude of displacement is limited when the 
tension in one of the cables is cancelled. When one uses a number less than six of 
cables, the position of the parcel in the space can be determined by minimizing 
potential energy of the system, or by studying the static balance of each element of the 
system. For some tackles, a number greater than six of cables is used for security 
reasons. 

249 
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Actually, to design tackles, the construction of physical models is a solution used by 
many manufacturers and it does not seem to exist others methods. The traditional Cad 
softwares and their applications dedicated to the study of mechanisms are found 
maladjusted to process these kinds of problem. Indeed it is necessary to be able : 
- to define the length of a cable by adding lengths of the different wires, 
- to determine the position of balance of the parcel by minimization of potential energy 
or by the study of the each wire balance, 
- and in a more general way, to determine the position of the fastening points on the 
parcel and on the support in function of the objectives to reach. 
Geometrical and mechanical models of this type of system have been made with the 
help of variational tools. DesignView (Computervision) and Mechanical Advantage 
(Cognition) softwares have been tested. These softwares allow to make a model of a 
problem by 2D sketch and the writing of mathematical equations. It is then possible : 
- on a sketch to specify geometrical constraints : parallelism, coincidence from points, 
fixed length ... 
- to define the sketch with parameters, 
- to write mathematical equations between variables, 
- to have the parameters vary, to look for the optimums ... 
- to plot the evolution of variables. 

With these functionality many mechanical engineering problems can be studied. 
Especially, diagrams can be easily animated and optimized. 

A great part of this article is devoted to tackles. The utilization of this type of 
softwares in an other area of application will be nevertheless presented at the end of 
this paper, in order to show how interesting are these type of softwares for 
preliminary studies. 

2. Planar tackle 

In a first time, the models of different types of tackles have been made in 2D. In this 
paper, we will talk about a particularly simple 2D tackle, with 2 cables and 3 wires 
(fig.l). 

Fig.l : Tackle composed of 2 cables and 3 wires 
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In order to simplify the problem, and not to overload calculations of software, pulleys 
and fasteners will be thereafter modelised with points. These first models allow to 
obtain a first series of results for planar systems. Two methods have been used : 

2.1. DETERMINATION OF THE POSITION OF BALANCE 

This tackle is made of two cables. There is a degree of freedom left, for a 2D system. 
To determine the position of the parcel for fixed cable lengths, it is necessary to study 
the balance of the system. Two methods have been used: 

2.1.1. Minimization oj potential energy 
Mechanical Advantage software has a built in optlmlzation algorithm. It is then 
possible to determine the angle between the parcel and the horizontal in order to 
minimize the potential energy of the system. Then, by neglecting the weight of cables, 
one just has to require a minimum value for the vertical position of the gravity center. 
This method is very simple to do. 

2.1.2. Study oj the balance oj elements oj the system 
For the writing of the balance of the parcel, one introduces its weight and tensions in 
cables. Then, by using the principles of the graphical static resolution (fig.2), one 
graphically defines that the sum of efforts applied on the parcel is null, and that 
tensions in the wires of one cable are identical. The software then determines 
automatically the position of balance. 

Equilibre du noeud A Equilibre du noeud 8 

IZJ 
Equilibre de la charge 

A 

Longueur des cäbles [> 
8'fj().00 

'I 
81lO.QO ,I 

Fig.2 : Position of balance of the parcel for different lengths of the two cables 

The second method is a lot better than the first one, because it allows to find rapidly 
the position of balance of the system after that one has made a variation of a 
parameter. This avoids, contrarily to the first method, to have to start a new 
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optimization for each variation of length of a cable. More, this method allows to have 
the different efforts in cables and therefore to know what are most solicited cables. 

2.2. MINIMIZATION OF EFFORTS 

The first objective of a taclele is to allow the raising of important parcel by distributing 
the load on a certain number of cables. More the number of cables and wires will be 
important, more the maximal load that one will be able to displace will be great, if the 
loads distribute almost in the same way between the different cables. 

After having made the balance of the parcel, one observes that when the lengths of the 
two cables are identical, they support the same tension. On the other hand, when one 
makes vary the length of one alone of the two cables, so as to displace the parcel 
sideways, one observes that the shorter cable supports a more important part of the 
load. One also notices that for a too important length of the cable 1, the tension gets 
null, and that limits the lateral displacement of the parcel. 

effort cdJIo2 

atfort ~1 

.+--+--r--r~r-~~--+--+--r--r~~ .. ., ., .. .. MO ... 

Ionguet.r du cd:lle 1 
Fig.3 : Tension in cables according 10 tbe lengtb of tbe cable 1 

2.3. REDUCTION OF OSCILLATIONS 

For safety reasons, a tackle has to minimize oscillations due to a shock on the parcel 
or to a brutal displacement of the parcel. For this study, we are going to compare the 
behavior beside oscillations of the proposed 2D tackle to that of a simple tackle. For 
the 2D tackle, the oscillatory movement is a composition of a translation and a 
rotation. For the simple tackle, one will only take into account oscillations in 
translation of the parcel. The method here is to compare potential energy curves of the 
parcel according to its lateral displacement. The tackle will be more stable if its 
potential energy curve is more convex (or nclosed on itselfn). The display of energy 
potential curves demonstrates that the 2D tackle is better that the simple tackle, as 
long as oscillations are concerned. 
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-
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depklcement krte.-aI 

Fig.4 : Comparison of the oscillations between the 2D tackle and a simple tackle 

2.4. MASTERY OF DIS PLACEMENT 

It can be interesting to displace the parcel sideways by acting on one or several cables 
to have apreeise positioning. Thanks to the parametrization of the problem, one ean 
easily modify the position of the fastening points, as to obtain the displacement 
wished. One observes that for the ease of the studied 2D taekle, in order that the 
pareel eould displaee sideways without rotation, it is neeessary to position points of 
fasteners of eables as represented (fig. 5). Thus by redueing the length of a eable, the 
pareel will be able to displaee sideways without rotation. 

Fig.5 : For a translation in the plan of the parcel 

3. 3D tackle 

In a seeond time, the objeetive was to proeess totally 3D eases. The problem has been 
to define a model for a 3D system with a 2D tool, as these softwares just work with 
2D problems (Meehanieal Advantage also has 3D modeling eapabilities, but no real 
3D geometrieal eonstraints eapabilities). This problem ean be bypassed by working 
with the software as on drawing board (projeetions in several views ... ). The method 
has been to represent the system on at least two views, in order to entirely define 3D 
position of all elements of the system. It has sometimes been interesting to add views, 
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and to be redundant, to improve the comprehension of the taclele and the visualization 
of the movements of the parcel (fig.6). 

Fig.6 : 3 views model of a 3D mckle made of one cable and 8 wires. 

For this model, one has to take into account the constant dimensions of the mobile 
elements : cables, parcel. .. It is possible to introduce equations (Pythagore theorem) 
in order to create new constraints in the drawing, or to treat the problem just 
graphically (fig.7) where the length of the cable is defined as the sum of the lengths of 
the wires (each wire length being obtained by the construction of a rectangle triangle 
with the measures taken on the front and top views of the tackle) 

~=j 
Fig. 7 : Cable unfolded. 

But this model is still very complex. In fact, to suppress the remaining degrees of 
liberties, it would be necessary as for the 2D modelisation, to write the balance of the 
parcel. For the presented problem, as the parcel still has 5 degrees of freedom, it 
would be necessary to minimize potential energy according to 5 variables. Mechanical 
Advantage only supports optimization with 3 variables. On the other hand, it is 
possible to study the static balance of each element of the system. In 3D that becomes 
quickly very complicated to define and to manipulate. We have not yet found 3D 
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variational software, working with geometrical constraints, as 2D Mechanical 
Advantage or 2D DesignView. 

4. Preliminary study of a crane 

This example of preliminary study has been built from information from (Cetim, 
1996). 

4m ll~ntldcl:lm 

Fig.8 Scissors crane. Model with the software. 

It has been possible in a limited time, approximately 12 hours, with persons who 
never had used previously the software to solve the following problems : 
- Determination of the length of each element of the crane in order that the maximal 
reach is 40 meters, and that for the inferior reaches, the extremity moves almost 
following a horizontal line. This problem equals to the synthesis of a 4 bars system, 
wh ich has to better follow a trajectory . The problem can be solved completely 
graphically (fig.8), in a very simple way without having to use difficult optimization 
methods as in (Vasiliu et al., 1997). 
- Determination of the position of the contacts with the ground, of the mass and 
position of the counterweight in order that the balance of the crane is good for a load 
between 0 and 3 tons, whatever is the reach between 3,5 and 40 meters. 
- Determination of the maximal load, depending on the reach of the crane. 
- Mechanical solicitation determination in each element for the maximal admissible 
load, depending on the reach. 

5. Conclusion 

Softwares as Mechanical Advantage and Design View allow to find models for most 
various mechanical systems, with geometrical 2D constraints, and mathematical 
equations. Their algorithms for resolution of equations and optimization systems, 
without being very effective, allow to study many problem types as soon as their is a 
good model. 
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For the tackles, without a computer tool, it is difficult to imagine movements of the 
parcel, to calculate tensions in cables and to understand why, with some tackles, 
oscillations of the parcel are limited. In a company, designers often use existing 
solutions, because they know their behavior. With the softwares we have used, it is 
very fast to study and optimize a 2D taclele. On the other hand, the problem becomes 
very difficult with 3D tackles. Nevertheless, the use of this type of tools is very 
interesting, waiting for totally 3D variational software, working with geometrical 
constraints, or for a specific application to be developed on an existing Cad software. 

The crane example also shows that in preliminary study phase, one can define 
dimensioning parameters for a product according to requirements very quickly. This 
step is necessary for new Cad systems generations (Constant, 1997) And as we know 
that savings on the cost of a product depends a lot from the preliminary choices, the 
use of these tools can be very profitable for a company. 
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1. Introduction 

Fuzzy logic has experienced a considerable growth in various fields, even if it is still 
underused in mechanical engineering. However, it seems to be of promising interest in 
the early stages of design, where qualitative reasoning is mostly performed without 
taking exact dimensions into ac count [1]. Our preliminary design system for geared 
mechanisms already works weil using a conventional multi-criterion ordering method. 
In order to assess the interest and advantages of fuzzy logic in the early design stages, 
we have integrated it into the above system and improved certain points where the 
conventional method has proved inadequate. 

2. Nature ofthe problem 

Our aim is to improve with fuzzy logic our existing preliminary design system for 
geared mechanisms [2]. This pro gram provides a list of mechanical solutions which 
comply with given specifications. It is based on a three-step method (Figure 1) : 

Speci
fications 

Domaln of 
potential 
solutions 

Step 2 
Elimination 

Domain of 
feasible 
solutions 

Step 3 
Sorting 

c=> 
Figure 1. Structure ofthe preliminary mechanism design program 
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1. Scanning of the mechanical solution domain ; 
2. Elimination ofthe candidates which do not meet the design rules ; 
3. Sorting of the remaining candidates by order of preference. 

In this article, we shall concentrate more particularly on step 3. Each of the me
chanical solutions is given a mark, which will facilitate subsequent ordering. The 
following hypotheses are made: 

• Each mechanical solution Mi is made up of Ne stages, being elementary mecha
nisms serially connected and taken from a mechanism database ; 

• Each of the elementary mechanisms has previously been given several marks by 
an expert, according to Ne criteria. The marks are recorded in the database. 

The process for calculating the mark for a mechanical solution can be found 
below (Figure 2) : 

• The mark for solution Mi is the mean ofthe Ne elementary stage marks; 
• Weighing coefficients Ke allow us to adjust the respective influence of criteria. 

-

Mechanical solution Mi made of 
Ne stages 

Stage 1 : 
• Mark for criterion 1 

(Ex: simplicity . cost, ... ) 
• 

Mark for criterion Ne 

••• 
Stage Ne : 

... - • Mark for criterion 1 
• ... 
• Mark for criterion Ne 

Mark for mechanical solution Mi 

f: Kc. ~ für Criterion c [

NI (Mark üf tage S)] 

< I Ns 

=--------~~~~-----------

IKc 
, I 

Figure 2. "Conventional" way of obtaining the mark for a mechanical solution Mi 

Advantages ofthis rather conventional multi-criterion process : 
• Simplicity (for programmer as well as for user) ; 
• Speed of execution ; 
• Reliable results confirmed in practice. 

Drawbacks : 
• Designers generally reason qualitatively with linguistic rather than numerical 
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variables. They know, for instance, that a cylindrical gear is "less expensive" and 
"easier to mount" than one which is conical. By using such a method, they give a 
mark (out of 100 for example) to each elementary mechanism in the database 
(Table 1). 

T ABLE 1. Examples of marks given to mechanisms 

Gear type 

Nature of criterion Cylindrical Conical 
Manufacturing cost (mark out of 100) 50 15 
Mounting simplicity (mark out of 100) 50 10 

lt is difficult to justify every mark "point by point" as the marks are relative 
rather than absolute. If conical gears are given a mark of 15 instead of 40, it is 
because several other mechanisms must be inserted between cylindrical and 
conical gears. Moreover, the spread of these marks must be readjusted each time 
we add or suppress elementary mechanisms from the database. 

• Obviously, the overall mark is a mixture of several quantities which are not of the 
same nature. 

Consequently, these reservations justify our interest in a new type of process 
based on fuzzy logic [3]. We will try to determine if it is worth using fuzzy logic and 
what are its strong and weak points in a mechanical context such as ours. 

3. Fuzzy algorithm 

We now introduce, through a simple example, the fuzzy algorithm which was chosen 
for comparing two solutions. As soon as the "comparison" notion is defined, it will be 
easy to implement a "sorting" method for step 3. 

3.1. SIMPLE EXAMPLE 

Two mechanical solutions, called A and B, each made up of two stages (respectively 
Al, A2 and BI, B2) and evaluated according to criteria (Cl and C2) must be compared 
(Table 2). 

TABLE 2. Nature ofthe compound mechanisms to be compared 

Solution A Solution B 
Criteria Stage Al Stage A2 Stage BI Stage B2 

Criterion Cl G VB G M 
Criterion C2 VB B B VG 
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With the following abbreviations : 

I VB : Very Bad I B : Bad IM: Medium I G : Good I VG: Very Good 

These initial data are of a qualitative nature and relatively vague. They are expres
sed in a way similar to the one used by an expert to give his point ofview. 

In this simple case, five quality classes are used, each one being defined by a tri
angular shape membership function (Figure 3). Such a distribution between two ex
tremes, with a medium and two intermediate classes will suit small examples like this 
but might subsequently be refined. 

Membership functions fl(x) 

O~----~~----~~----~------~--~~ 
o 0.25 0.5 0.75 x 

Figure 3. Membership functions ofthe five quality classes 

3.2. COMPARISON PRINCIPLE 

Comparison between two solutions A and Bis a three-phase process (Figure 4) : 
• Firstly, each solution is evaluated according to each criterion ; 
• Then solutions are compared criterion by criterion ; 
• Finally, all the comparisons are mixed up in aglobai comparison. 

Phase 1 

• 
Phase 2 ) l 
Phase 3 ) 

"\ 
Evaluation of ~Iuationof Evaluation of ß'"'""''''' 01 

solution A with solution B with solution A with solution B with 
criterion C1 

\... 
criterion C1 criterion C2 criterion C2 

Comparison of Comparison of 
A and B for A and B for 
criterion C 1 

Comparison 
of A and B 

Figure 4. Comparison principle between two solutions A and B 
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3.3. PHASE I : EVALUATING A SOLUTION ACCORDING TO A CRITERION 

Let us evaluate, for instance, the quality of the constituent stages of solution A 
according to criterion Cl (Table 3). 

T ABLE 3. Evaluation of solution A according to criterion CI 

Solution A 

I Criteria Stage Al I Stage A2 

I Criterion Cl G I VB 

According to the Mamdani method, the barycentre of the areas delimited by the 
corresponding membership nmctions has to be calculated (Figure 5). 

1 
0.89 

Membership funclions fl(X) 

0.11 
O~~--~------~+-----~----~~--~~ 

o 0.53 x 
Figure 5. Mamdani barycentre principle 

The abscissa of the global barycentre (x = 0.53) thus obtained gives the member
ship degrees of solution A to each ofthe five quality classes (Table 4). 

TABLE 4. Membership degrees of solution A to the 5 quality c1asses according to CI 

VB B M G VG 

0.00 0.00 0.89 0.11 0.00 

This calculation is repeated identically for solution B and criterion C2. The corres
ponding results are shown in Table 5 : 

TABLE 5. Membership degrees to the 5 quality c1asses 

Evaluation of : Value ofx VB B M G VG 
A according to Cl 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.11 0.00 
B according to Cl 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 
A according to C2 0.19 0.22 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B according to C2 0.47 0.00 0.11 0.89 0.00 0.00 
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3.4. PHASE 2: COMPARING SOLUTIONS FOR EACH CRITERION 

The problem is now to compare solution B to solution A, knowing their quality degrees 
according to criterion Ci. The following rules are given : 

• If ( B has the same quality degree as A ) Then ( B is Equivalent to A ) 
• If ( B has one more quality degree than A ) Then ( B is Superior to A ) 
• If ( B has two or more quality degrees than A) Then ( B is Very Superior to A ) 

• 
These rules are summarized in Table 6, where the five possible degrees of 

comparison can be seen. 

T ABLE 6. Comparison of B with A according to criterion Ci 

Solution 8 

Solution A V8 8 M G VG 

VB E S VS VS VS 

B I E S VS VS 
M VI I E S VS 
G VI VI I E S 

VG VI VI VI I E 

With the following abbreviations : 

I VI : V ry Inferior I I : Inferior I E: quivalent I S : Superior I VS : Very Superior I 
A and B may now be compared according to CI. The previous rule : 

I If ( 8 has the same quality degree as A ) Then ( B is Equivalent to A ) 

can be reformulated in the following way : 

If ( (B='VB' And A='V8') Or 
(B='B' And A='B' ) Or 
(8='M' And A='M' ) Or 
(8='G' And A='G' ) Or 
(B='VG' And A='VG') ) Then ( B is Equivalent to A ) 

The Mamdani definition [4] is then used for the And connector : 

11 P and Q (x, y) = min ( 11 p (x), 11 Q (y)) 

This definition is applied and illustrated in Table 7 : the numerical value in each 
cell is obtained by taking the minimum ofthe corresponding row and column values. 
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TABLE 7. Comparison of B with A according to Cl (example) 

Solution B (with membership value ) 

Solution A (val.) VB (0.00) B (0.00) M (0.50) o (0.50) VO (0.00) 
VB (0.00) E (0.00) S (0.00) VS (0.00) VS (0.00) VS (0.00) 

B (0.00) I (0.00) E (0.00) S (0.00) VS (0.00) VS (0.00) 
M (0.89) VI (0.00) I (0.00) E (0.50) S (0.50) VS (0.00) 
0(0.11) VI (0.00) VI (0.00) r (0.11) E (0.11) S (0.00) 

VO (0.00) VI (0.00) VI (0.00) VI (0.00) I (0.00) E (0.00) 

Then, the Mamdani definition for the Or connector is used : 

!l PorQ(X' y) max (!l p(x),!l Q(Y» 

Next, Table 8 is constructed in this way : for each comparison degree in Table 7 
(grey cell areas), only the maximum value is retained. 

TABLE 8. Degrees ofcomparison ofB with A 

Criteria: VI I E S VS 
Criterion Cl 0.00 0.11 0.50 0.50 0.00 
Criterion C2 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.78 0.22 

Thus, for instance, we can see from Table 8 that there is a 50 % probability that B 
is superior to A according to Cl and 78 % according to C2. 

3.5. PHASE 3: FINAL COMPARISON 

Our purpose is now to combine the various comparisons (one per criterion) into a single 
comparison. We use the following reasoning : "Ifthere is superiority according to Cl 
and inferiority according to C2 then there is equivalence". This can be translated into : 

If «Cl='$') And (C2='I'» Then ('E') 

Next, we apply the same process as in Step 2 (min operator for Table 9, max 
operator for Table 10). 

TABLE 9. Mixing criteria Cl and C2 

Criterion C2 (with membership values) 
Criterion C I (val.) VI (0.00) I (0.00) E (0.11) S (0.78) VS (0.22) 

VI (0.00) I (0.00) I (0.00) I (0.00) I (0.00) E (0.00) 
1(0.11) I (0.00) I (0.00) I (0.11) E (0.11) S (0.11) 
E (0.50) I (0.00) I (0.00) E (0.11) S (0.50) S (0.22) 
S (0.50) I (0.00) E (0.00) S (0.11) S (0.50) S (0.22) 

VS (0.00) E (0.00) S (0.00) S (0.00) S (0.00) S (0.00) 
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TABLE 10. Final comparison ofB with A 

E s 
0.11 0.11 0.50 

Proposition "S" (i.e. B > A) seems to be the most plausible because its 
membership function has the highest value of all. Thus, this result confirms what Table 
2 already seemed to suggest. 

4. Comparative example 

Now, let us compare the conventional ordering method with its fuzzy version. Not 
wanting to lose the subtleties contained in the expert database, we have chosen to use a 
seven quality degree representation (instead of five for the example). Of course, this 
choice leads to a heavier computationalload. 

For a same set of 1016 mechanical solutions, the ordering time is about three 
minutes long for the fuzzy algorithm instead of about ten seconds for the conventional 
method. 

As for the quality of the resulting set (that is to say the correct ordering of solu
tions), it is similar in both cases. 

5. Conclusion 

Undeniably, fuzzy logic perfectly suits the representation of qualitative information, 
such as those used in the beginning of a design process. The fuzzy algorithm previously 
described gives correct results, similar to those obtained with the conventional method. 
It is more satisfactory for representing expert knowledge and accurately reflects 
everyday speech or thought. However, these qualities are obtained at the cost of heavier 
computations. 
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Abstract RVS is a software package that was developed at McGill University's 
Centre for Intelligent Machines. Its name stands for Robot Visualiza
tion System. This package, written in C and platform-independent, 
combines superb 3-D graphics with a high degree of usability. RVS is 
a 3-D visual tool whose applications span from vitual prototyping to 
trajectory-planning in a dynamic environment. The aim of this paper is 
to introduce the main features of the RVS package. The paper gives an 
introduction to the windows driven environment on which RVS is built; 
each of its functionalities is described and illustrated with real-life ap
plications. The paper concludes with a case study of the design of a 
spherical wrist. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Visualization tools have been increasingly used in robotics as they 

can provide invaluable help to users in design and manufacturing ap
plications. They have been used in many different situations, including 
designing a robotic manipulator, off-line robot programming, evaluating 
a workcelllayout, or choosing between alternative robot arms for a given 
manufacturing task. 

A number of software packages are commercially available. BYG Sys
tems Ltd. (Nottingham, UK) have developed GRASP, a 3-D graphical 
simulation tool applicable to general kinematic modelling for design, 
evaluation, and programming of jointed structures. IGRIP (Interactive 

265 
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Graphics Robot Instruction Program), developed by Deneb Robotics 
Inc. (Auburn Hills, USA) is also used for designing, evaluating, and 
off-line programming robotic workcells. Tecnomatix's (Herzeliya, Israel) 
ROBCAD is a set of computer-aided production engineering tools for 
design, simulation, optimization and off-line programming of automated 
and manual manufacturing systems. CimStation Robotics, a product of 
SILMA (San Jose, California, USA) can be used to create, simulate and 
optimize robot programs off-line. 

Thanks to its built-in versatility, RVS is equally useful for educational, 
design and manufacturing purposes. A new robot can be created with 
minimal input from the user, who is then immediately presented with 
a 3-D rendering of the manipulator and has access to the full range of 
RVS features, namely, 

• customization of the robot (e.g. joint limits, prestored configura
tions, end-effectors or payload); 

• forward kinematics; 

• inverse kinematics; 

• trajectory planning and collision avoidance (including moving ob
stacles). 

Each of these features will be described in detail in the sections below. 

2. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

This section outlines the basics of RVS based on an implentation on 
Silicon Graphics Inc. workstation with OpenGL. RVS can run on other 
types of platforms, the only required modifications being those related 
to device-dependent features. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: (a) RVS workspace; (b) Pop-up menu. 
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2.1 STARTING UP RVS 
When RVS is executed, a window that contains the workspace with 

the default robot will appear on the screen (Fig. 1(a)). The workspace is 
the area of the screen where the robot is displayed and animated. RVS 
is a window-driven environment. Each of the main commands has its 
own window (dialog box). Multiple windows can be opened at the same 
time. The user be able to navigate inside the RVS environment using 
the mouse. 

2.2 DISPLAY FEATURES 
The user can rotate and translate the robot as a rigid body as well 

as zoom in and out by means of the mouse. Pressing on the left mouse 
button and at the same time dragging the mouse pointer will rotate 
the object inside the workspace with respect to the viewer. Similarly, 
pressing the middle mouse button and at the same time dragging the 
mouse pointer will translate the object. By pressing the left and middle 
mouse button and at the same time dragging the mouse pointer vertically 
zooms in and out. All these parameters, in addition to the background 
features, can equally be set in a pop-up menu. 

The base frame as well as the frame attached to each link can also be 
displayed. 

2.3 FUNCTIONS 
All RVS commands are grouped in the Functions pop-up menu (Fig. 1(b)). 

To activate the pop-up menu, presses the right mouse button. A menu 
item is then selected by dragging the mouse pointer over the item and 
releasing the right mouse button. 

2.4 CREATING A NEW ROBOT 
Creating a robot simply requires reading its corresponding Denavit

Hartenberg (DH) parameters (Angeles, 1997) from a text file previously 
created by the user. Immediately and without any further user input, 
the skeleton of the robot is generated and rendered graphically. In other 
words, its representation as a chain composed of rigid links and either 
revolute or prismatic joints, without geometrie detail on the physical 
shape of the links is displayed. If required, the full rendering of the 
actual robot can also be viewed after programming the detail of the 
robot-link geometry using graphie primitives from any software library 
(e.g. OpenGL or Xforms). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2: Menus: (a) Edit robot; (b) Edit link; (c) Edit joint limits. 

The user can obtain an enhanced model of the robot, for instance, by 
imposing joint limits or, by selecting a different end-effector (gripper, 
welding tool, etc.), depending on the intended application. These fea
tures can either be direct1y set in the initial text file, or changed on-line 
by using the Edit Robot command (Fig. 2(a)). Updated architectures 
can be saved at any time and are integrated to the available robot library. 

Figure 3: REDIESTRO 1: (a) Real; (b) Full rendering; (c) Skeleton. 

One of the main application of RVS is using it as a tool during the 
early stages of design. A virtual prototype can be constructed without 
the need to invest in a real prototype, which saves both time and cost. 
During the mechanical design stage ofREDIESTRO 1 and REDIESTRO 
21 , RVS was used to monitor issues such as collisions among links, actua
tor capabilities, constructibility, and other kinematic design issues (Ran-

1 REDIESTRO 1 and REDIESTRO 2 are full-seale seven-axis isotropie manipulator designed 
and manufactured at the MeGill Centre for Intelligent Machines (CIM) of MeGill University. 
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jbaran, 1997), see Fig. 3. By exploring other general architectures using 
RVS, it is possible to design a robot for particular or general applica
tions. Figure 4(a) shows REDIESTRO 1 at a configuration known as 
isotropie (Angeles, 1997). 

(a) (b) (c) 

::%i: 
::: ~ ~ 
~"'!': 
eHr' Q 

(d) 

Figure 4: (a) REDIESTRO 1 at 
(b) Joint configuration; 
(d) Rotation matrix. 

the isotropie configuration; 
(c) Cartesian configuration; 

2.5 FORWARD KINEMATICS 
The Joint Configuration (Fig. 4(b)) command positions the ma

nipulator in a given configuration. The robot can either 'jump' to the 
prescribed configuration or, alternatively, follow a trajectory based on a 
spline interpolation. 

The user can modify each joint variable independently, while having 
simultaneous access at the corresponding Cartesian coordinates of the 
end-effector (Fig. 4(c)), its 3 x 3 orientation matrix (Fig. 4(d)) with 
respect to the base frame and the condition number of this matrix at 
any position. 

2.6 INVERSE KINEMATICS 

RVS has the capability to move the manipulator in a Cartesian frame, 
thus solving the inverse kinematics (IK) problem. All the features de
tailed for the forward kinematics remain available. RVS can also be 
interfaced with existing IK solving code, such as the contour method 
(Zanganeh, 1997). At the call of the function, a window displaying all 
the possible solutions for a given pose pops up. Clicking on any of these 
will move the robot to the corresponding configuration. 
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Figure 5: (a) Puma 560 with obstacles; (b) Fanuc S300 with a payload; 
(c) Obstacle menu; (d) Payload menu. 

2.7 TRAJECTORY-PLANNING AND 
COLLISION-AVOIDANCE 

RVS also allows the visualization of a precomputed trajectory. The 
joint angles obtained via an external IK program need only be writen 
in a text file. The file is read by RVS using the Joint Trajectory 
command. RVS then displays the corresponding trajectory inside the 
workspace. The manipulator can then follow this trajectory forwards or 
backwards in a continuous fashion, stop at the prompt of the user or 
jump to designated points. 

Moreover, obstacles can be included inside the workspace to check for 
collisions with the manipulator in real time. In the current version of 
RVS obstacles are modelIed by spheres whose radii can be set by the 
user (Figures 5(a) & 5(c)). A distinction can be made between the hard 
contact zone and a safety zone. The user has the freedom to assign 
the starting location of the obstacle in the Cartesian space, and can 
also set a velocity in order to simulate a moving obstacle. Finally, with 
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the Payload command, the user can attach a payload to the tip of the 
end-effector (Figures 5(b) & 5( d)). 

RVS was used to test the trajectories produced using redundancy
resolution schemes (Arenson, 1994). The trajectories were implemented 
first in RVS, then in the C3 Arm2, see Fig. 6. 

Figure 6: C3 Arm following a presto red trajectory. 

Figure 7: Three-dof spherical wrist. 

3. CASE STUDY: DESIGN OF A 
THREE-DOF SPHERICAL WRIST 

The case studied in this section is the design of a 3-dof spherical wrist 
with parallel architecture and actuational redundancy (Becker et al., 
1994), (Fig. 7). The function of the wrist is to provide orientational 
capabilities to any positional manipulator. The spherical wrist has the 

2The MeGill-IRIS C3 Arm is an isotropie, four-revolute redundant manipulator designed and 
manufactured at MeGill's Cent re for Intelligent Machines. 
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advantage ofhigher stiffness and lighter design. However, it has inherent 
drawbacks, such as lower dexterity, smaller workspace, and kinematic 
complexity. With the help of RVS, a compact and light robotic wrist was 
built. Using the trajectory planning feature, RVS was used to monitor 
collisions between the links, to analyze the workspace, and to study the 
kinematics of the spherical wrist. The virtual model of the spherical 
wrist was mounted on the terminal link of the virtual C3 Arm to study 
the feasability of the design. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Compared to other existing packages targeting specific fields of appli

cations, RVS offers a development environment which can be adapted to 
the specific requirements of each user. This makes RVS a flexible and ver
satile tool. It is by no means restricted to 'conventional' industrial ma
nipulators and has proven an invaluable tool in reallife situations as di
verse as modelling and simulation of rolling robots, landing gears (Ange
les and Darcovich, 1993), kinematic design of a seven-axis redundant ma
nipulator (Ranjbaran, 1997) and of a parallel, redundantantly-actuated, 
three-dof spherical wrist (Becker et al., 1994), or the feasibility study of 
a manipulator for aircraft maintenance. 
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Abstract - This paper presents a fast and efficient FE method for studying clinch 
forming with respect to process parameters. The basic principle of this mechanical 
joining technique is to clamp together several metal sheets by stamping and extrusion 
between a punch and a die. 

The resolution of the updated lagrangian formulation is based on a static explicit 
approach. The contact conditions are insured by a penalty method. In addition, due to 
large mesh distortions, remeshing techniques are used in order to compute an accurate 
solution. After designing a new mesh, fields variables are transferred by a diffuse 
approximation technique. 

The results computed with the static explicit method are compared with experimental 
data and numerical results calculated with a static implicit method (ABAQUS). The 
influence of process parameters (tools geometry, friction, material behaviour) is in very 
good agreement with experimental results. 

1 . Introduction 

Owing to its low cost and flexibility, mechanical press joining is finding extensive 
applications by complementing or replacing spot welding joints. However, the basic 
mechanisms of these cold forming processes are not weil studied, and more insight 
knowledge on the process can be obtained by use of the numerical simulation. 

In this paper we present an elastic-plastic incremental finite element computer code 
that has been developed to simulate the clinch joining process. The resolution of the 
updated lagrangian scheme is based on a static explicit approach. In addition, in order to 
compute an accurate solution, a sufficient mesh geometrical quality is insured by use of 
remeshing techniques. A clinch forming simulation is compared with experimental 
results as weil as numerical solutions obtained with a static implicit method (ABAQUS). 
The good correlation between numerical and experimental results is also demonstrated 
to study the influence of process parameters. 

275 
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2. The static explicit approach 

This method was developed by [6] and was studied at UTC in the scope of sheet 
metal assembly [4 - 5]. This method is based on the following principles. 

2. l. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The principle of virtual velocity can be written in the following form, as proposed by 
[6]: 

f {(cr~ - 2cr ik Dkj )5D;j + cr jk LikSL ik }Iv = f f sSv i ds 
v ~ 

for which 
* cr\ represents the Jauman derivative of crij 
* L is the velocity gradient. 
* D is the symmetrie part of L 
* fs represents the known external fore es applied on the system. 

2.2. CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 

(1) 

The metal is modeled as an elastic - plastic material described by a Prandlt - Reuss 
constitutive equation. The equivalent stress - equivalent plastic strain relations are 
represented by a n power law ofthe form 

k(p) = K(Eo + p)" (2) 
with p representing the equivalent plastic strain and k(p) the yield strength. 

The integration of the elasto - plastic behavior law is realized with a Simo & Taylor 
algorithm. 

2. 3. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 

The spatial discretization of the incremental virtual work equation and substitution of 
the constitutive equation, follüwing a standard finite element procedure, yields a matrix 
equation of the form 

K~U = ~Fwith 
nel! 

K = L f ~ T (D ep - F ß + E T GE }Iv (3) 

e=1 Ve 

In these equations, ~U denotes the nodal displacement increment, ~F the nodal force 
increment, K the global tangent stiffness matrix, Dep the elemental elasto-plastic 
constitutive matrix, B the strain matrix, E the velocity gradient, and Fand G the Cauchy 
stress correction matrices. Their express ions are given in [5]. 

Equation (1) and (2) are originally derived in rate form and therefore, are valid only 
für infinitesimal displacement increment. Thus, a step control method is adopted to limit 
the size of each incremental steps. 
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2.4. CONTACT MODELIZATION 

The penalty method [2], is implemented to insure the planar and axisymmetric 
contact inequalities, due to its low computational cost and simplicity. This procedure 
involves sticking, frictional sliding and separation under large deformation. The friction 
law derives from the Coulomb model. 

2. 5. AUTOMATIC REMESHING AND FIELDS MAPPING 

In forming processes, contact conditions and localised strains often lead to a 
significant distortion of the elements on the domain boundary that is such that accurate 
calculations are not possible. In order to insure sufficient mesh quality along the 
calculation, it is necessary to periodically regenerate the whole mesh. An automatie 
adaptive remeshing based on the h - refinement is adopted. 

These procedure follows the next three steps: 
* Remeshing decision: In the elasto plastic code, remeshing becomes necessary 

when the errors due to spatial dicretization of the boundaries become too large, or is 
user controlled. 

* Automatie remeshing: first, a new discretization of the geometrical boundaries 
upon the deformed state of the part is designed. The mesh quality is then increased by 
locally modifying the element size on the boundary. This adaptive method can be 
controlled with a local error estimate. In our case, we chose to adapt the node density 
on the boundaries, depending on local equivalent plastic strain gradient. Finally, new 
meshes of the domains are created with an automatie mesh generator. 

* Fields mapping: the most usual fields mapping method consists of extrapolating 
the fields to the node of the old mesh then interpolating those values to the integration 
points of the new mesh [1]. However, this method does not interpolate and does not 
generally insure that stresses at the integration point of the new mesh verify the plastic 
admissibility when their neighbours in the old mesh do. 

Instead, a weighted least squares approximation method on a local window, is used. 
This has recently been proposed in the scope ofthe diffuse element formulation [7]. 

At a given point x of the new mesh, let a be the field to estimate. It is searched in the 
form a = (p(x»){a}with (p(x») a polynornial basis and {a}a coefficient vector depending 

on x that is determined by rninimizing the following function: 

L W x (xJ(p(xi)){a}-aJ (4) 
i=l,N 

where Xi and O'j are the coordinates and the fields values at the integration points of the 
old mesh. Wx is a weighting function centered on x, whose value is I at x, with a 
bounded support. The approximation is based on the k closest neighbours of x. With 
rex) the (k+ 1)81 closer neighbour of x, we choose 

{
ln(c)llx j -XII] 

w (x·) =ex 
x 1 rex) 

(5) 

The minimization offunction (4) leads to solve the following linear system: 
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{a}= [Ajl{b} (6) 

with [A]= L wx(Xj){p(Xj)Xp(Xj») and {b}= LGjWx(Xj){p(Xj)} 
i~l,N i~l,N 

This method is not interpolating, However it does not require fields extrapolation to 
the old mesh nodes, and so is more accurate than the finite interpolation method. 

3. Clinch forming simulation using remeshing techniques 

3. 1. PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Mechanical joining techniques described by [3] work by forming spots, in one 
operation, without thermal effects, and allow to assemble parts by mutual shear insertion 
with cutting or upsetting of material between a punch and a die. 

In particular, the TOX process, studied in this article, creates a so called clinch 
locking by mutual insertion of the metal sheets, without cutting. The punch presses on 
the surface of the upper work piece and spreads the material by upsetting into the shape 
of the die. The clinch joint is formed with TOX tools: punch 52100 (5.2 mm diameter, 
10 mm height) and die BB8018 (8 mm diameter, 1.8 mm depth) whose geometry is 
displayed in Fig. 1. 

A 

05,2111111 .. 
IOmm 

t-_____ --I11.5 nll
" 

1.5mm 

I H ~ 1.8 mm 

h ~ 0.8 ""11 

Figure 1. Process geometry 

x ~~-----

Figure 2. Clinch joint 
geometry 

For a given forming punch displacement, the resulting geometry of a clinch joint is 
characterized by the following geometrie al quantities: the axial thickness X, the 
minimum upper sheet thickness As, and a measure of the clinch lock C (Fig. 2). 

The sheets are made of an extra mild isotropie steel. The elastic constants are: E = 
210000 MPa: Young's modulus, v = 0.3: Poisson's ratio, Gy = 175 MPa: Yield strength. 
The isotropie hardening law is described by the following relation: 
k(p) = 728(p+0.002)0227 MPa where k(p) is the flow stress. 
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3.2. REMESHING VALIDATION 

Experimentally, the punch force is set up in order to obtain an axial thickness X of 
0.75 nun. The influence of friction is neglected in our caIculations (~=O) and 
experiments, thanks to insertion of Teflon films (thickness 11100 mm) between the meta I 
sheets and the tools. For the experiments, a TOX clinch press type CEU15 is used to 
form the joints. The applied load and punch displacement are measured with piezo
electrique captors. Static explicit caIculations without remeshing result in a poor 
accuracy of the deformed shape when compared with the experimental one. Futhermore, 
the evolution of the global load applied to the punch numerically is not comparable to 
the experimental one (fig. 5). 

,I 

Figure 3. Static explicit calculation Figure 4. Experiment 

Numerically, computations made with static explicit method (Fig. 3) and 
remeshing, and static implicit method without remeshing (ABAQUS) are similar and 
close to the experiment. The comparison of the applied punch force demonstrates the 
good correlation between the experimental and numerical solution obtained with T3 
elements and remeshing (Fig. 5). For a 1400 d.o.f. model, CPU time on a Silicon 
Graphics Solid Impact RlOOOO workstation are 25' 24" for ABAQUS and 15' 36' for the 
static explicit method with remeshing. 
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Figure 5. Computed punch force variation 
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3.3. PROCESS PARAMETERS INFLUENCE 

3. 3.1. Friction 

The tests are realized with the prior metal sheets and tools (3. 2.). The influence of 
the friction parameter upon the final geometry of the clinch joint is evaluated by use of 
Teflon films. Wherever friction is applied between surfaces, the Coulomb friction 
coefficient is chosen as ).1.=0.1. The joints are formed with a constant punch force of 
40830 ± 20 N, while friction is applied alternativelyon all surfaces. Joint final 
geometries are then computed by imposing a punch displacement such that the final 
axial thickness of the joint is similar to the experimental one. 

The comparison between experiments and ca1culations are presented for two out 
eight different friction configurations (Fig. 7 -8.). 

\ ----_# --
Figure 7. Die friction 

NfllII. 

Figure 8. Punch friction 

NUIII. 

,/ 

With a similar forming punch force, a minimum thickness of 0.6 mm is obtained 
when Teflon films are used on all surfaces, and a maximum thickness of 0.95 mm is 
obtained when no Teflon film is used. 

The axial thickness ratio between the metal sheet also varies according to the friction 
applied between parts. This tendencies are confirmed by the numerical simulation. In 
addition, at a given punch displacement, the ca1culated punch force is equivalent to the 
experimental forming load. 

3. 3.2. Materials characteristics 

The same procedure as 3.3.1 is used to study the influence of the material 
characteristics on the clinch forming process. Two materials are used: the prior extra 
mild steel (XMS) and a high strength steel (HSS) whose mechanical characteristics are 
the following: E = 210000 MPa, v = 0.3, Oy = 417 MPa, k(p) = 1020(p+O.002)o.114 MPa. 

The influence of the friction is neglected in the ca1culations, and experiments. 
Clinch joints are formed with a constant punch force of 40530 ± 15 N. Four clinch joint 
configurations are studied: XMS over XMS, HSS over XMS, XMS over HSS and HSS 
over HSS. 
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The influence of the material hardening is shown to be greater than the influence of 
the friction. With the same applied load, the axial thickness X varies between 0.6 rum 
for a soft steel to 1.6 mm for a hard hardening metal (Fig. 9). 

The computed punch force is in very good agreement with the experimental one. 

3. 3.3. Tools geometry 

In this experiment, the influence of the tool geometries is studied. Clinch joints 
are formed with extra mild steel sheet of 1 mm thickness. The punch diameter varies 
between 3.8 rum and 4.6 rum. The die has a constant diameter, and its height varies 
between 0.8 mm and 1.6 mm. The experiments are made with friction, and a constant 
Coulomb coefficient !l=0.1 is applied in between every surfaces in contact. The 
experimental joints as weil as numerical one are made such that the final thickness 
X=0.75 mm. The variation of the other two geometrical characteristics of the joint As 
and C (Fig. 2) are compared between the experiments and the calculations, and are 
reported in the following charts (Fig. 10). 
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The main variations of clinch joint geometry with a constant outer diameter are the 
following: 

First, for a given die height, an increase in punch diameter leads to a decrease in 
minimum thickness As and an increase in the clinch lock C. 

Second, for a given punch diameter, an increase in die height results in a uniform 
decrease in the minimum thickness As. It has been shown in latter experiments using a 
bottom less die, that this trend is confirmed until the thickness is small enough to induce 
a rupture by necking. Inversely the clinch lock tends to increase when the die height 
increases. However this trend has a limit and an optimum value is reached for C. 

Finally, experimental measures and computed resuIts correlates weil with regards to 
the tendencies demonstrated. 

4. Conclusion 

The simulation of clinch joint forming using a static explicit approach appears to be 
a fast and efficient numerical method to thoroughly study the clinch forming process. 
We have shown the necessity and suitability 01' the remeshing and fields mapping tools 
that have been developed in order to accurately simulate the clinch process while taking 
into ac count the main non linearities that are involved in the process. 

Comparisons with experimental results show that numerical computations displaya 
similar sensibility to the process parameters. The friction between tools and sheets 
influences slightly the intensity of the punch force and the distribution of deformation 
between upper and lower sheet. Metal hardening has an even greater influence. Finally, 
the tools geometry is the main factor that determines the final joint geometry and thus its 
mechanical strength. 
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Modeling and simulation of the compaction process in Powder Metallurgy is considered. The 
features of the mechanical behavior of metal powders are reviewed and a multisurface 
elastoplastic material constitutive law of the cap type is presented. The experimental 
characterization of the material model is done through resonant frequency measurements, 
uniaxial compression, hydrostatic and triaxial tests. A sensitivity study gives the relative 
influence of various parameters. Finite element simulations are performed and simulated 
results are validated by using experimental Vickers macrohardness measures in the context of 
industrial applications. The main conclusion of the study is that further experimental work is 
still needed in order to accurately identify the elasticity and the shear failure mode parameters. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Powder Metallurgy (PIM) is now a weil established manufacturing process because of its 
economical and technological benefits [19]. Complex physical mechanisms, induced by effects 
such as internal friction, elasto-plastic deformation and frictional contact at tools'walls, take 
place during the forming process and may lead to non-uniform density distribution and damage. 
The production of uniform and crack free compacts satisfying both dimensional tolerances and 
mechanical strength requirements is the ultimate goal of PIM industry[8]. Although for the 
design of routine parts, an extensive "know-how" has been developped in setting up tools and 
compaction sequences, however, when dealing with more complicated designs, costly trial and 
error procedures tend to be used. Therefore, an alternative design tool based on the finite 
element (FE) method has recently been used and allows for the prediction of density and stress 
level distributions in the compact prior to any tooling design and manufacturing activity. 
Accurate predictions require, however, a good treatment of the boundary conditions and a 
material model that can faithfully describe the physical mechanisms taking place during 
compaction. Therefore, a great care should be taken during the determination of the material 
parameters and the experimental calibration of the model [4]. The comrnonly used single 
surface plasticity model for compaction modeling does not properly cope with all the observed 
mechanisms[2,l4]. Here, we rather consider a more complete model of the cap type [1, 18]. It 
involves however a large number of parameters and there is not yet a weil established 
calibration procedure. More research work is needed in order to fully understand and reliably 
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apply this model to a given powder material. 
This paper provides informations about the modeling of the compaction process. Section 2 
presents features of the mechanical behavior of ductile metal powders compaction and the 
characteristics of the adopted particular material cap model. Section 3 presents the results of 
experimental calibration of the model and its application for the case of 316L stainless steel 
powders. Finally, the results of FE simulation are validated via Vickers macro-hardness method 
applied to an industrial PM part. 

2. MET AL POWDERS COMP ACTION AND CONSTITUTIVE MODELING 

2.1 Experimental observations and basic modeling hypotheses 
The compaction of metal powders is commonly performed by using a set of rigid tools 
consisting of a die, punches and sometimes, core rods. The compaction process yields what is 
called a green part and involves three main phases [16] : (i) re arrangement phase during which 
bridges between particIes are partially eliminated and the medium is densified by particIe 
movement under the ap,plied pressure; (ii) deformation phase in which the particles undergo 
elastoplastic deformations resulting in the hardening of the powder medium, and (iii) the 
fracture phase during which, if the densification continues beyond a criticallevel, inter-particIe 
as weIl as intra-particle cracks may occur. Chemical composition, granulometry of the blend, 
particIe shape as weil as intensity and compacting mode affect the quality of the green 
compact. Its density distribution and average void size have the most influence on the final 
mechanical strength of the PIM part and subsequent sintering process. In order to minimize 
springbacks and residual stress effects during the ejection stage, assessing a uniform 
compaction ratio throughout the part by using multiple punches is highly desirable. However, 
the presence of either interparticles or tool walls friction always induce density gradients. For 
practical modeling applications, we use a macromechanical approach and considers the 
powder blend as a continuum medium that undergoes large elasto-plastic deformations. 
Moreover, we assume that the compacted powder remain globally isotropic, and for relative 
low tool speed, the process can reasonably be considered as inviscid and isothermal [1, 2, 14]. 

2.2 Powder material constitutive model 
Within our continuum approach, two generic classes of models are generally used: Ci) 
"cIassical elastoplasticity" based models, and (ii) "soil or geomechanics" based models. 
Models of the first group, also known as the "Kuhn-Shima-Gurson" type of model [ 11, 15, 19], 
were initially developped for sintered compacts and are thus an extension of the classical J2-
flow theory to the compressible range. Recent works have shown[3] that these models correctly 
represent the late stages of compression but are not suitable for modeling the early stages 
where shear behavior and internal friction are important. These models use associative flow 
rule and isotropic hardening and also assumes that particIe rearrangement is negligible and 
hence that particles only undergo plastic deformation. Among the models of the second group, 
the Cap model is one of the most popular. lt was originally developped for rocks, soils and 
other geological materials [7, 18]. It is a multi-surface elastoplasticity model that describes all 
the compaction stages and thus ac counts for the observed elastic behavior (springbaks, residual 
stresses), shear dilatancy(particIe frictional slip and volumetric plastic strain increase with 
shear loading), work hardening and/or softening (under hydrostatic loading), and tensile 
fracture modes which may occur during the consolidation process. Compared to the first type 
of model, this one involves a large number of parameters whose full understanding and control 
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require a significant amount of experimental work. It has been successfully adapted and used 
to simulate the cold die compaction of hard metal powder [6] and was applied recently to the 
ductile case[Tra89, 4]. Hence as for soils or geological materials, grain sliding and rotations are 
the dominating plastic mechanisms in the early stages of compaction of the loose powder. And 
as higher press ures are applied, densification increases, particles rearrangement becomes 
negligible and particles undergo more elastic-plastic deformation.. Its mathematical 
representation is still evolving but must include all the basic mechanisms. The multisurface cap 
plasticity model seems to be the most suitable to represent the above described and observed 
material behavior. Table 1 gives a summary of the equations of the main modes and figure 1 
gives their graphical representation in the stress state space[5,1O] where it is seen that the three 
yield surfaces intersect in a non smooth manner and that the state of stress is expressed in term 
of the pressure p, related to the first stress invariant J 1 by p= J 1!3, and the norm s of the stress 

deviator S defined by S = 0 - ~ J I 1. 

T bl 1 MI' rf I C d I ~ a e u tIsu ace plastIclty apmo e or powder compactlOn: 

I.Hyperelastic compres~ible granular solid: I//(cv ' cd' p) = Yz K(c) : 1)2 + GCd : Cd 
_ d2 \jf _ 

0'= CEe = C(E - EP); 
C= dE 2 =2G(p)I+(K(p)-(2/3)G(p»1®1 

2. Multi-yield surface 

a) Surface Tension limit: f\ (0' ) = T - JI = 0 

b )Shear failure surface: 

f2 (O')=s- Fe(JI) for -T::::;JI ::::;L(k); Fe (J\) = Cl -ye -ßJ, + eJI 

where L(k) is equal to k if k >0 or is equal to 0 if k ~O 

c) Cap hardening surface: 
f3( O',k)= Fc(JI,s, k) - Fe(k) = 0 for L(k)::::;JI ::::;X(k) 

Fe (JI'S'k) = ~S2 - ~, [J I - L(k)]2 variable aspect ratio: R(p) = (X(k) - k)/ F. (k) 

3. Evolution equations: 

• P L,.i oj, (0 , k) 
a) flow rule: c = 1 

1=1.3 (Ja 
eP[X(k)] - W[l- e-DX(k)] 

b) hardening law: v - , 

if E / > 0 or k > 0 and k >JI then if/ = c/ ,otherwise if/ = 0 

c) updating of density: 

p = poe -E~ 

3. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CAP MATERIAL MODEL 
3.1 Methodology: 
The methodology used for experimental characterization of the cap model, is described in 
details in [4]. Ablend of Alcan 316 L stainless steel powder with 0.75 wt % premixed 

Acrawax lubricant was used and it had a loose relative density of 0.33 (2.64g1cm3). The 
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testings started by pressing hydrostatically the specimens at different pressures ranging from 
20 to 90 Ksi (138-61OMpa). This generated parts with quasi-constant densities. Then, 
specimens were machined into bars having an appropriate shape for the remaining tests. First, 

Tension failur 
surface 
f\=O 

• -T 

s 

Shear failure 
surface 
f2=0 

............... ~.;;.-._--

L(k) 

Figure 1 : Cap model yield surfaces 

Strain 
hardening caI 

f3=0 

X(k) 

elastic moduli were determined from resonant frequency measurements[20]. The hardening law 
parameters were then determined from aseries of hydrostatic compression tests. Then 
additional triaxial and uniaxial compression tests were required to determine the parameters of 
the cap and shear failure surfaces. Finally, considering that tensile loading is irrelevant for 
rigid die compaction modeling, the tension limit was assumed to be equal to zero (Figure 2). A 
detailed description of the equipment used in this research and detailed experimental results are 
presented in [4, 13]. The next step was the calibration of the model, usually performed through 
numerical trial and error process without following a clear methodology. However, a rigorous 
mathematical approach can also be utilized by considering the task of parameter identification 
as an optimization problem, provided reliable experimental data is available. The following 
observations were drawn from the obtained experimental results: 
• resonant frequency method for measuring the elasticity parameters seems to be not very 

reliable (very small values were obtained). It would have been better to extract them form 
loadinglunloading cycles in an instrurnented hydrostatic press. Therefore, only average 
constant values will be used far the determination of the final density distribution. 

• for the hardening law describing the compressibility of the studied powder, hydrostatic 
compression of a loose powder specimen in an instrumented hydrostatic chamber was used. 
Then if W is a measure of the maximum aehievable volumetrie plastie strain, the model 

retained ean take the form: E: = W.(l- e-D.J ,) with W=91.64% and D=1.97 10.3 Ksi·1• 

Aseries of triaxial eompression tests were earried out during whieh online measurements of 
the axial and volumetrie strains, fluid pressure and axial foree were obtained [l3]. The data 
reeordings were then analysed and various material data were extraeted from them. It was 
observed that no relevant information could be used to determine the shear failure mode 
parameters. Data from uniaxial eompression were used to draw the initial eritical surface and 
since no data was available in high pressure range, the shear failure surfaee was approximated 
by a straight line, thus leaving open its full eharacterization. But it was possible to extraet 
parameters for the eap aspeet ratio given by: R(p)=rl(p-r2)r3 = 0.778(p-.3)0343. The preliminary 
yield surfaees obtained from the partial experimental data are shown in Figure 2. A sensitivity 
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study (4)of the model showed that the lack of information conceming the shear failure surface, 
as weil as the lack of accuracy of the apparatus, does not represent a major handicap for the 
global characterization procedure. It was, in fact, found that as long as one deals with powder 
compaction with no excessive distortion, the parameters, influencing most the final density 
distribution, are those related to the material hardening law[4,5).Table 2 summarizes the 
preliminary model parameter values obtained for the 316L stainless steel powder, as weil as 
their relative influence on the final density distribution in a compact, as determined by the 

Figure 2 : Cap model parameters and associated experimental measuring 
techniques 

T bl 2 V I a e a ues an d re atlve In uence 0 t e . parameters: 'fl f h 316 L 
parameters units values Relative Influence(%) 

E Ksi 0.029ge I2.9p 19,32 

G Ksi 0.0078eI3.8P 11,29 

CI. Ksi 0 0,83 

ß Ksr l 0 0,06 

Y Ksi 0 0,68 

e -- 0,617 0.32 

W -- 0,916 54,47 
D Ksr l 0,00197 12,21 
R -- 0,778(p_0,3)o.343 0,64 

Ko Ksi 0,001 0,01 

sensitivity analysis. It should be noted that the initial intersection of the cap with the J 1 axis 
was not determined experimentally but was simply taken as a very small value, implying that 
the powder had no elastic behavior when in the loose state. 

3.2 Validation oe the material parameter set 
The developped cap material model has been implemeted into ABAQUS software[12] and a 
se ries of simple FE simulations was perforrned in order to validate the material parameters by 
first trying to reproduce the experimental results and tests conditions. The isostatic and triaxial 
compaction tests were used in this calibration process. The results of the two series of 
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simulation are graphically shown, in terms of achieved relative density, in Figures 3, 4 and 5. 
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Figure 3. Simulation results 0/ the triaxial compression tests 

It is seen that a good agreement between experimental and simulated results was achieved for 
most cases. Except for the 5050 triaxial compaction test, the discrepancy ne ver exceeded 1.5% 
(in relative density) and it appears only at the late stages of compression. This may be due to 
the data processing hypothesis which assumed that during the tri axial test, no permanent 
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Figure 4. Simulation results ofthe hydrostatic compression tests 

densification occurs be fore the pre-compaction pressure (first 2 digits in e.g. 5050) is reached, 
and that all subsequent deformation is totally plastic. However, it appears that, by the end of a 
test, accumulated elastic strain is not negligible as we assumed, but can reach as much as 3%. 
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Globally, the results obtained from the model are very acceptable, knowing that the 
experimental tests involved considerable noise (13]. Accordingly, the obtained values for the 
material parameters are considered valid and are retained for the rest of simulations. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND FINAL RESULTS 

Results of density distribution measured on industrially produced parts through Vickers macro
hardness method[9,14] were compared with those obtained through numerical simulation. Fig. 
6 shows the density distribution obtained after adjustement of the tool sequence, following a 
first calculation showing failure in the lower part. 
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Figure 6 .. Simulation results obtained using the modified sequence 

5. CONCLUSION 
Oue to its ability to represent all the compaction stages, the cap material model, originally used 
for geological materials, has been adapted for ductile powders. Some of its parameters and 
other characteristics have been presented. An experimental characterization procedure was 
developped and applied for the case of 316L stainless steel powder to obtain a set of material 
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parameters which was validated by simulating the characterization tests.The relative influence 
01' each parameter on the global relative density was determined through a sensitivity analysis. 
Despite the lack of information about the shear failure mode, as long as compaction does not 
invlove excessive distortion, the parameters related to the material hardening law, have most 
influence on the final density distribution. The validation of the modeling approach was done 
by comparing the FE predicted density distribution with an experimental map density obtained 
from Vickers macro-hardness measurements. Although a good agreement was obtained, the 
incomplete material model characterization calls for further experimental work better parameter 
identification tecniques aimed at providing a better description of the powder elastic behaviour, 
cap hardening and shear failure mode. This is the subject of on-going research. 
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The application of optimization algorithms to the numerical simulation of stamping 
process is due to the low computational cost obtained with software based on an inverse 
approach. However, the definition of the optimization problem is difficult because 
several objectives must be satisfied simultaneously. The formulation that we propose in 
this paper allows to separate the feasibility criteria from the quality criteria, and to 
simplify the formulation of the multi-criteria problem. We, also compare several 
methods to solve the optimization problem and show the advantages of the methods 
based on sensitivity analysis. 

1. Introduction 

In order to make the task of the designer easier, the industrials are interested in the 
automation of the design and the development of the stamping process. Because of the 
fastness of software based on the inverse method, we have decided to link them to 
optimization algorithms. 

If the design variables seem to be easy to define, through the understanding and the 
control of the stamping process, the formulation of the optimization problem appears to 
be more difficult. In fact, several objectives must be achieved simultaneously: the 
workpiece should neither break nor wrinkle. It should not include unstretched areas. 

Thus, we propose a multi-criteria formulation, allowing to separate the quality aspects 
from the feasibility aspects. Then, we focus on the resolution strategy of the problem, 
showing in particular the advantages of the local approaches compared to the sequential 
ones. 
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2. Formulation aspects 

2.1. FEASIBILITY CRITERIA IN ST AMPING 

In sheet metal forming there are many feasibility criteria, related primarily on the types 
of workpieces and on the experience of the workers. We call nc the number of used 
criteria. Usually we consider three types of criteria : wrinkling, rupture, and unstretched 
areas. These criteria are function of the principal strains in the plane of the sheet : (lOb 

Ez,with E] ~E2)' 

A first evaluation of the risk of rupture can be carried out when we consider the thinning 
of the part. If 103 denotes the strain in the direction of the thickness of the part, we have : 

frup =c] +c2 +ln(1-taccep) (1) 

where frup is the function representing the rupture criteria, and taccep is the maximum 

thinning tolerated. Other more complex evaluations of the risk of rupture are possible, 
with, for example, the use of the distance to the forming limit curve. 

In some parts, we note the appearance of blemishes related to low values of plastic 
strain : unstretched areas. If We denote Eeq the equivalent plastic strain measured in the 
mid-plane of the sheet, the absence of defects will be ensured by a minimal value Eacc of 
E"q. Thus we have : 

(2) 

The wrinkle results from local buckling associated with compressive stresses. This 
results in a relation of the type E] ::; -E 2 • In order to soften this criterion, we introduce 

the parameter a, which represents the angle between the axis of maximum principal 
strain EI and the line representative of the wrinkling criterion : 

Jl 
fwr = -cl -cos(aacc -'4)C2 

The space of acceptable strains is represented in figure 1. 

tdZ 

Figure l. Acceptable field for principal strains 

(3) 
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2.2. EXPRESSION OF GLOBAL CRITERIA 

To evaluate the global state of the workpiece, we frequently use aglobaI quality 
function, which is supposed to reflect each of the criteria on the wh oIe of the workpiece. 
Thus we can take into account the influence of the areas where the criterion is not 
satisfied while a maximallocal value of this criterion is used. AglobaI criterion can be 
written as : 

1 

F; = [neIn! flk(f/r]q 
k=l 

(4) 

where f/ is the positive part of f . 
For the element number k, f..l represents the weight of the element k and q is a factor of 
normalization. 

To avoid the problems caused by the choice of the type of normalization and weighting, 
we consider local aspects of the criteria. The optimization problem will be formulated 

using the nt=ncxnele criteria f/ ' and not the nc global criteria Fi . 

2.3. MUL TI-CRITERIA ASPECTS 

In industrial cases, (complex workpieces) several criteria have to be satisfied 
simultaneously. The resolution of a multi-criteria problem is often difficult, so we 
generally use a single scalar function with new techniques of normalization ([KOS85], 
[STA88], [HAF92] and [SAN94]). 
So, we can use : 

1 

cp = [tO) j(cp j r]p 
}=l 

(5) 

where (cp j) is the positive part of the criterion cP j' 0) j is the weight associated to the 

criterion and p is the normalization factor. Apriori, there is no standard method to 
calculate the weight and the factors to use for a known workpiece. Several resolutions 
of the problem pep, iiJ ) are needed to reach an acceptable solution for the user. 
This explains the fact that in the most of the studies carried out, the quality of the 
workpiece is evaluated using only one criterion. The worker tries to solve the 
predominating problem, and not to alter the other criteria (mono-criterion formulation 
with nc-l constraints). 

2.4. FEASIBILITY CRITERIA : CONSTRAINTS 

In order to separate the feasibility problem from the quality problem, we have 
introduced the feasibility criteria as constraints in the optimization problem. So a 

relaxation formulation using the nt local criteria f/ is developed. The principle of this 
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formulation is to try to bring back the f/ criteria inside the acceptable field of the 

principal strains (EJ,E2)' Let 8~ be the distance separating the criterion i from its 

acceptable field. 8~ is ca1culated for the nt criteria fi k such as 8~ is strictly negative if 

the criterion is satisfied, and 8~ is positive, if not. The ca1culation of 8~ in the (EJ,E2) 

plan, allows to obtain criteria which are homogeneous to astrain. 

2.5. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION : QUALITY CRITERIA 

Since the problems of feasibility and quality are uncoupled, we can use any quality 
function without the unique dependence with respect to E( and 102. We can for example 
plan to optimize the depth of the workpiece, the strain gradients, etc ... 

The first objective function, that we propose, consists in increasing the security factor 
with respect to the least satisfied feasibility criterion : 

<fJ = Max (87) (6) 
l$i~nc 

l~k~nele 

With this method there is no more difficulty to define explicitly the weights. The 
concept of weighting persists, but it is taken into account implicitly through the 
definition of the acceptable field. However the acceptable field is often well defined 
according to the type of the part to analyze. 

The Kresselmeir-Steinhauser function is another type of normalization, which allows to 
obtain a negative quality function, even if the part is acceptable :: 

<fJ = ...!.-lnr~i~{p_8/ 1 
p nt 

(7) 

Where p is a factor to check the type of formulation to be used (global or local criteria). 
This expression of<1> allows to overcome the numerical problems which can occur with 
the formulation (6), and increases the quality of convergence of the optimization 
algorithms. So, we suggest the following formulation for the optimization problem: 

MinJ<fJ) 
x 

Subjected to 

8f (X) ~ 8max 
(8) 

Vi = 1, ... ,nc etVk = 1, ... ,ne1em 

Vj = 1, ... ,nvc 
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where :! j and x j are the technological constraints applied to the design variables Xj' 

The workpiece will be feasible if, and only if, (j max ::; O. However, for many 

optimization algorithms, the definition of an acceptable field is a major difficulty. In 
this cases we choose to use arelaxation formulation for the constraints. The value of 
(j max can be updated at each iteration as following : 

8max = a .. _ Max (8n+ ß (9) 
1-1, .. ,nele 

Cl and ß are user defined coefficients. 

3. Resolution strategies 

We focus in this part on the resolution strategy planned to solve the non linear 
optimization problem under non linear constraints. The functions which are used in 
stamping problems are, apriori, non convex, so the presence of local optima is frequent, 
in particular if the number of design variables is large. 
The first resolution strategy called "global optimization strategy", consists in 
determining a global optimum on the design space. These methods (for example 
experience plans, Monte-Carlo, genetic algorithms) will not be detailed in this paper. 
Using these methods we can not obtain a good approximation of the optimum. 
Furthermore these methods require a significant number of function evaluation. But 
they often constitute an excellent starting point for the local optimization methods. 

The local optimization methods constitute the second strategy considered. They allow 
the enhancement of the performance of a given 'initial design. Based on the use of the 
concept of approximations, the various local approaches are characterized only by the 
type of the approximation of the response surface, and by the technique used to build 
this surface. 
We also distinguish, a sequential approach, based on the refining of the Iocal 
approximation during the iterative process, and on the determination of an approximated 
response surface near the current point, from the calculations of the sensitivities. 

3.1 SEQUENTIAL APPROACH 

The sequential approach is based on the determination of a (polynomial) approximation 
of the objective function and of the constraints. The software HYPEROPT developed by 
Altair Eng., is based on this approach, by building and reactualizing a quadratic 
approximation of the objective function and the constraints. The complete Hessien 
matrix of the response surface, and the approximation are updated by weighting the 
results according to their respective performances. 

3.2 LOCAL APPROACH 

The convex Iinearization method is based on a linear or inverse approximation of the 
objective function and the constraints. This method gives a fast convergence but 
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becomes unusable when no constraint is active near the optimum. The recursive 
quadratic method is based on a quadratic approximation of the objective function, and a 
linear approximation of the constraints. 

The local approaches need the knowledge of the derivatives of the objective function 
and the constraints with respect to the design variables. We generally calculate only the 
first derivatives, because the cost of calculation of higher orders, becomes quickly 
prohibitive. In the case of quadratic approximation, the inverse of the Hessien matrix is 
generally evaluated by a BFGS schema. 

The performance of this approach is directly related to the type of sensitivity 
calculations. The calculation of the sensitivities has the considerable advantage to allow 
the use of a filtering on the criteria of feasibility. Indeed, in the case of adegenerated 
element or of an independence of the feasibility criteria or objective functions with 
respect to the design variables, the optimization process is stopped. In this case, and by 
the use of filters we can overcome these difficulties, by eliminating , for example, from 
the formulation of the problem, the constraints checking : 

Ila~k 11 ~ d limit (10) 

3 .3 APPLICA nON 

We present in this section the results obtained for a simple test case. The finite element 
calculations are realized with a software called SIMEX based on the inverse method. In 
this problem we optimize the two lines of drawbed retaining forces. So the design 
variables are in fact the percentage of these forces compared to the forces obtained for a 
standard snapring. 

UnSlrClched area 

Figure .2. Quarter of the model used 
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In a first step, we compare the sequential approach (Hyperopt) to the local ones. 
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The definition of the acceptable field, that we have used, does not allow a feasible part 
in the design space that we have fixed. However we can make some remarks. Since the 
first iteration the results are generally more efficient for local approaches. Finally, let us 
note that the optimal solution is obtained with the algorithm based on a convex 
linearization independently of the type of the objective function (infinite standard or 
Kresselmeier function with several values of p). 

The results shown in figure 3, are obtained with sensitivities ca1culated with left finite 
difference method. This method seems to be very expensive when we consider a great 
number of design variables, or when we need to restart the ca1culations changing 
boundary conditions. So it is necessary to develop explicit derivative methods to obtain 
the sensitivity functions. 

Additionnaly, we have noted that the convergence of the convex linearization algorithm 
can be improved using the Kresselmeier objective function. This function allows to 
obtain a more realistic evaluation of the quality of the workpiece. 
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4. Conclusion 

By formulating the optimization problem using the local criteria, we avoid the use of an 
arbitrary smoothing ofthese criteria on the part. In the same manner, by representing 
these criteria in the principle strains plan, the formulation of the multi-criteria problem 
is carried out implicitly through the definition of the acceptable field. The acceptable 
field can be weIl defined for a given type of workpiece. 

Then we have proved that the most suitable strategy of resolution is the one based on a 
construction of an approached problem by a sensitivity analysis. This approach aIlows, 
to obtain very satisfactory approximations since the first iterations, to incIude fiItering 
techniques and in addition to reduce the total cost of the optimization by a judicious 
caIculation of the sensitivities. The future efforts will be set on the enhancement of the 
precision of these derivations in order to build an approximation of good quality around 
the current design point. 
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A process optimisation technique is proposed on the base of the combination of a 
numerical optimisation procedure and a finite element method. The optimisation 
algorithm is based on an augmented lagrangian method and is used to minimise an 
objective function subject to constraint functionals. This allows to adjust process 
parameters in the finite element model. The finite element method allows an accurate 
simulation of the process under consideration by taking exactly into account boundary 
conditions, applied loads and operating conditions. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is 
associated with this method in a consistent manner so as to assess accurately the gradient 
of the reponse function and the constraint functionals with respect to process parameters. 
An application to the control of springback during deep drawing of sheet metals IS 

presented. 

1. Introduction 

Significant demand exists in the industry to have convenient methods for determining 
optimal process parameters for forming operations. At present this demand is poorly 
met. This leads to an under-usage of CAD/estimation software which is nevertheless 
very powerful. On the other hand, the finite element method has experienced a 
significant progress, turning it into a powerful tool for the simulation of various forming 
processes in different operating conditions. This allowed to formulate the design of 
forming processes as a non linear mathematical programming problem, the finite 
element method providing the overall behaviour of the process for a fixed set of design 
parameters [1]. The goal of the optimisation is to achieve the minimisation (or 
maximisation) of a reponse functional S subject to equality and/or inequality constraint 
functionals gj (i=l,nc) and hj (j=l,nic) [2,3]. Design parameters can be of different kinds. 

They can represent the material behaviour, the operating conditions such as the 
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temperature, strain rate, friction conditions etc ... , or the geometry of the process 
including the shape of both the tools and the workpiece. 

In this paper, a design optimisation technique for forming processes is presented. 
This technique is based on the coupling of the finite element method and an optimisation 
technique allowing to solve the mathematical problem stated above. The finite element 
allows to evaluate for a fixed set of design parameters, the objective functional Sand the 
constraint functionals gj and hj . The constrained optimisation problem is solved using an 

augmented Lagrangian method. The Lagrangian is minimised with respect to the design 
parameters p as an unconstrained functional. The method used to do so is a variable 
metric method. 

The finite element formulation utilises two different approaches: a quasi-static 
implicit one which is based on an updated Lagrangian formulation with a consistent 
tangent matrix, and a transient explicit one where a diagonal mass matrix is computed. 
The finite element method uses two-dimensional or three-dimensional thin shell 
elements with mixed interpolation of transverse shear strain components in order to 
avoid shear locking [4]. Material properties of the sheet metal are described using an 
elasto-plastic behaviour either isotropic or anisotropic. The elasto-plastic behaviour is 
described by an orthotropic Hill criterion taking into account the hardening and an 
associated flow rule [5]. Treatment of the contact between the sheet and the tools uses a 
master-slave scheme where penetration has to be detected first. Then conditions are 
adjusted after reaching the equilibrium. To provide an effective deep drawing process, 
after the simulation of the loading stage, the unloading sequence is mode lIed. For the 
first step, the control of the blank-holder force is taken into account during the deep 
drawing process. Far the second step, a mechanical modelling of the spingback is 
proposed . All nodal contact forces with tools are taken into account and decreased. In 
the case of explicit transient analyses, all tools are removed. So the sheet metal is set free 
from contact nodes [6]. 

The process optimisation method developed is applied to the design of a deep 
drawing process. The goal is to find the optimal design parameters leading to the 
minimal spring back. The process parameters considered here are geometry parameters of 
the tools. 

2. Problem formulation 

Consider a sheet metal S occupying a domain no with boundary r 0 in the initial 

configuration and the domain n with boundary r in the current configuration. On 

boundaries ru and r 0- (r o-nr u=0, r o-ur u=r), the displacement ii and the traction fs 

are prescribed. The sheet metal undergoes adeformation process specified by the 
displacement field ut(p,t) where t is time or a time like parameter for the quasistatic 

process and p is the vector of process parameters. In a finite deformation process the 
initial configuration Co is deformed into Ct with Xt=xo+Ut· 

The following weak form associated with the equilibrium equations for the sheet 
metal S is used in the finite element method: 
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(1) 

where T is the Cauchy stress tensor, 11 is an homogeneous displacement field (11=0 over 

r u) and V~ 11 is the symmetrical gradient of 11 in the current configuration. 
t 

Equation (1) is non-linear with respect to ut(p). The solution process is performed 

using a Newton iterative scheme and leads to the following equation: 

(2) 

where 8u represents the displacement increase. The term C(V~ utCp)) represents the 
t 

tangent operator consistent with the algorithm of evaluation of stress and internal 
variables. 

In the displacement based finite element method, the discretized form of the equation 
(2) is used to calculate an estimated incremental displacement 8Un+l between tn and 

tn+l[7,8], following the implicit iterative equation: 

[K ](i) 8 (i) [F] [F (Vs ())](i) 
T n + 1 Un + 1 = ext - cr n + 1 Ut P n + 1 (3) 

[F ext] represents the nodal vector of extern al loads, [F crCV~ + 1 Ut(P))] the nodal 

vector of internailoads, and [KT ] represents the tangent stiffness matrix. 

In the case of the transient explicit solution procedure, the acceleration is taken into 
account, the virtual work principle can be written in an Eulerian manner as: 

After discretization, the integral form (4) is transformed as: 

[M]n + 1 Yn + 1 = [F ext] - [F cr(V~ + 1 Ut(P))]n + 1 

where Yn + 1 is the nodal acce1erator vector and Mn+1 the mass matrix. 

(4) 

(5) 

Nodal accelerations vector are obtained by solving equation (5) and velocities, 
respectively displacements are obtained by a central difference formulae. In the 
particular case where M is a diagonal matrix, the solution process is easy and fast. 
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3. Design problem 

3.1. FORMULATION OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM 

Tbe solution of the design problem can be formulated in the form of a non linear 
problem of mathematical programming as [1-3]: 

subject to constraints 

nynSo(p, U) 

{
hip, u) ~o 

gj(p, u) = 0 

(l~j~njc) 

(1 ~ i ~ nc) 

(6) 

(7) 

where njc is the number of inequality constraints and nc is the number of equality 

constraints. 
Tbe cost function So is defined in the case of spring back analysis as the amount of 

displacement after unloading while the constraint functions hj and gj usually concem the 

nodal displacements, element stresses, technologicallimitations and so on. 
To solve this constrained optimization problem an augmented Lagrangian method is 

used by the definition of the Lagrangian associated with the problem as following: 

with 

Lip, u, A) = So(p, u) + A\(p, A, r) + A2(p, A, r) (8) 

A1(p, A, r) = L [Aj'l'j+r'l'~] 
j = 1 

Az<p, A, r) = L [Ajgj + rgh 

j = 1 

(9) 

A gradient-based method is used to minimize Lr(p,U,A) with respect to p. The 

iterative solution process is as folIows. At the kth iteration, for r(k) and A(k) fixed, an 

estimation p(k) for the design parameters is evaluated in a way to minimize Lr(p,U,A). 

Tbe Lagrange multipliers are updated using the equation : 

{A~k+ 1) = A~k) + 2rgj(p*) i = 1, nc 

A~k+ 1) =A~k) + 2rmax[hj(p*), (-A~k»/(2r)] i = 1, nie 
(10) 
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The penalty coefficients are evaluated as follows: 

/k+l)=r(k)ß ß>1 (11) 

The solution process needs the evaluation of the gradient of the Lagrangian function 
and thus of both the cost function So and the constraint functions hj and gj. This is 

performed by the means of a sensitivity analysis. 

3.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A sensitivity analysis for sheet metal forming problems has been developed on the 
base of direct differentiation of the solution process for the mechanical problem [9]. 

Sensitivity of displacements is obtained, in the implicit case, by solving the following 
equation: 

(12) 

The inverse of the stifness matrix can be obtained from the solution of the direct 
problem. It remains therefore to evaluate the sensitivity of the stifness matrix and the 
sensitivity of the internaiload vector. 

In the explicit case, first stage is to evaluate sensitivity of the acceleration vector 
using the following equation: 

M dYn + 1 _ [dF extJ dF (J d[M]n 
[]ndp - dp - dp - dp Yn + 1 (13) 

This equation provides sensitivity of accelerations at time tn+l knowing sensitivity of 

the mass matrix, sensitivity of the externaiload vector and the sensitivity of the internal 
load vector, at time ln. On the other hand, since the sensitivity analysis is performed once 

the mechanical problem has been solved, the quantities Mn and Yn+l are known. 

4. application 

To illustrate the use of the optimisation algorithm described above, the drawing of a 

channel is presented. Dimensions of the sheet are 200x40x 1.0 mm3 and the geometry of 
the tools is presented in figure 1. 
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Punch 

50 
Blank-holder 

Die 

100 

Figure 1. Geometry of the channel test 

The sheet material is mild steel with an elastoplastic behaviour and an isotropic 
hardening law. The flow rule is of hollomon type with material properties reported in 
table 1. A blank-holder force of 8 kN is applied to the sheet. 

TABLE 1. Material properties for the channel test 

Parameter E (MPa) v (Jo (MPa) K (MPa) n 

Value 206 800 0.29 160 563 0.256 

The finite element simulation of the process uses plane strain shell elements. Besides, 
for evident symetry reasons, only one half of the test is considered. 

Process parameters considered here represent the geometrical description of the 
tools. Each tool is described by a set of elementary lines and arcs following figure 1. 
Therefore, the punch is made of 3 lines and 1 arc, the die is made of 3 lines and 2 arcs, 
and the blank-holder of 1 line. Each line is represented by the geometrical positions of its 
edges (4 parameters) and each arc is represented by its radius (1 parameter), the 
geometrical positions of its edges being implied by connectivity with other lines. So, for 
the problem considered here, the number of parameters is 31 parameters (13 for the 
punch, 14 for the die and 4 for the blank-holder). 

Figure 2 represents the gap between the obtained shape after springback and the 
desired shape before optimisation. It can be noticed that springback effects are very 
strong for this test, with a maximal shape eITor of about 7.0 mm. 
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In the optimisation process, the objective function is defined as the gap between the 
actual shape and the desired shape. The minimisation of this objective function is subject 
to constraint functionals to ensure geometrical consistency of the tools. In this 
optimisation, only the shape of the die was optimised. 

Figure 3 represents the evolution of the shape of the die during the optimisation 
process, whereas figure 4 represents the corresponding shape of the sheet deformed 
using the calculated die shape. 

5. Conclusion 

An algorithm for process optimisation is presented. This algorithm is made of an 
optimisation technique based on a gradient method and a finite element method. The 
finite element method used allows to simulate the process studied with sufficient 
accuracy making possible the adjustment of the design parameters. Associated to this 
algorithm, a sensitivity analysis is developed on the base of a direct differentiation of the 
finite element formulation. An application is presented to demonstrate the efficiency of 
the proposed method. 
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ABSTRACT: We first present our simplified finite element method called the Inverse 
Approach (LA.) for the analysis of thin shell stmctures obtained by deep drawing. We 
recall the basic assumptions of the I.A. and then present some recent developments such 
as the consideration of bending effects and the improvements in the resolution 
algorithms. In the second part, we present our shape optimization procedure coupling 
the LA. and SQP (Sequential Quadratic Programming). The sensitivities are computed 
analyticaJly using the adjoint variable method. The procedure is applied to the blank 
optimum design of the TWINGO dashpot cup. 

1. Introduction 

A number of powerful industrial softwares (mainly based on incremental dynamic explicit 
approaches) are nowadays available for the analysis of sheet metal forming problems [1], 
[2]. These tools are appropriate for the analysis when an initial set of forming parameters 
is available. However they cannot be used to generate the forming parameters in an 
iterative optimization procedure, mainly for prohibitive computer costs. On the other 
hand, some simplified numerical procedures are also developed for the analysis of sheet 
forming parts [3]. Their efficiency and precision have been the subject of a number of 
publications [4]. Several industrial softwares based on these approaches are now available. 

The efficiency of our simplified Inverse Approach (l.A.) developed at UTC since 1987 
is based on the following assumptions : (1) apriori knowledge of the workpiece shape 
(useful part), (2) total path independent deformation theory of plasticity, (3) simplified 
representation of the tool actions. Despite the cmde assumptions, very good results have 
been obtained for benchmark tests (LDH tests [2]) and industrial parts. 

The present LA. appears to be an attractive way to obtain the strain and stress states in 
the optimization loops of forming parameters. Since 1995 our LA. has been combined 
with Mathematical Programming Techniques for the optimum design ofaxisymetrical or 
general 3D parts [5,6]. To our knowledge such optimum blank design procedures have not 
been described so far. 

In this paper, we give abrief description of the LA. and present some recent 
developments : the bending effects are considered using a simple tri angular shell element 
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without increasing the number of degrees of freedom (dof) ; an initial (starting) solution 
method and a damping factor are implemented to reduce the iteration number and improve 
the robustness of the resolution procedure. In the shape optimization part, we present the 
procedure coupling the LA. and SQP using an adjoint variable method for the sensitivity 
computations. The objective functions, design variables and limitations are also discussed. 
The results of an industrial problem are presented. 

2. Brief description of LA. including bending effects 

Our LA. including bending effects has been presented in detail in [7,8,11]. Only the 
basic ideas and assumptions are given in this paper. The LA. is based on the knowledge 
of the final workpiece shape. Starting with a finite element mesh on the final workpiece, 
we iterate to find the original node positions on the initial flat blank and then we 
ca1culate the strains, stresses and the thickness variations. The first estimation can be 
made by the simple vertical projection of the nodes, then the Newton -Raphson 
procedure is used to adjust the node positions in order to satisfy the equilibrium in the 
final workpiece. 

Two basic simplifications are adopted : the deformation theory of plasticity based on 
the proportional loading assumption is used to avoid the incremental procedure of 
plastic strain computations; the contact-friction forces due to the tools (punch, die, blank 
holders) are replaced by nodal forces defined from the knowledge of the vertical 
reactions. 

The bending effects are taken into account using the DKT12 shell element [8] which 
is composed of the CST membrane element and the DKT6 plate element proposed by 
Batoz and Dhatt. In the DKT6 element , the two virtual rotation components of the 
normal are expressed with linear semi-Co approximations in terms of the normal and 
tangential rotations at the three mid-nodes. Then the normal mid-rotations are expressed 
in terms of the trans verse displacements using the Kirchhoff assumption. The DKT12 
element has 3 translation displacements at the corner nodes and one tangential rotation 
at the mid-side nodes. 

In the Inverse Approach, only two horizontal displacements per node are unknown (2 
dof per node) since the vertical displacements and the rotations can be obtained easily 
from the knowledge of the final workpiece shape. The above basic ideas, assumptions 
and element model lead to a total, path-independent approach and to an efficient and 
robust finite element code. Since 1997 several international benchmark tests and 
industrial parts have been studied showing the advantages and limitations of the LA. 

3. Improvements in resolution algorithms 

The inverse approach leads to highly nonlinear equation systems due to the large strains 
and elasto-plastic materials. To overcome the convergence difficulties several resolution 
algorithms have been developed and tested [9] such as the Newton-Raphson static 
implicit method, static explicit method, Levenberg-Marquardt method, dynamic explicit 
algorithm, dynamic relaxation method, dynamic viscous relaxation method, .... 
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Among these resolution methods, the standard N-R method appears to be very 
attractive (efficiency, simplicity, verification of equilibrium). However, it requires a 
good initial solution and a well-conditioned tangent matrix. One of our important 
improvements is to use a good initial solution. So far the initial guess for the solution 
was obtained by vertical node projection, but this simple guess leads to very large strains 
and stresses in the elements belonging to quasi-vertical walls of the workpiece. 
Therefore very small steps are needed to avoid divergence problems. Recently we 
develop a geometric mapping method to define a good initial guess : the nodes situated 
on the known mid-surface of a 3D workpiece are mapped on the horizontal plane along 
the radial directions from the gravity center of the workpiece. This initial guess 
considerably reduces the number of steps and the epu time. 

The large strains and weak material hardening often induce an ill-conditioned 
tangent matrix and convergence troubles. Arelaxation factor ()) is introduced to keep the 
solution within the radius of convergence and a positive damping factor A is used to 
improve the conditioning of the stiffness matrix : 

[K~J+ Ai [I])bd}== w.i} (1) 

{Ui+I }== {Ui}+ ())i {lU i } with (0< ())i ~ 1) (2) 

The norm of the residual forces II{R] is a very complicated function in 

terms of ())i • A line search technique is used to find ())i minimizing II{R]. 

4. Shape optimization procedure 

The size and shape of the blank have both a great influence upon the quality of the 
workpiece. When the blank is too large, the material flow into the die cavity is limited 
and the risk of the excessive thinning (necking) increases. On the other hand, a too small 
blank size can cause wrinkling problems. For practical applications the thickness is a 
good indicator of the formability of the workpiece since a thickening is often correlated 
with wrinkling and a thinning may lead to rupture (necking). These considerations are 
relevant for the definition of the objective function F of our optimization 
problem which can be stated as: 

(
nelt( 'p IX 

min F(v) == ~ \hchO) ) (3) 

with c(v)==O, g(v):::; 0, V I :::; V :::; V u, VER n (4) 

where ho and he are the initial and final thickness of an element, v is the vector of design 
variables, c and gare equality and inequality constraints, VI and Vu the lower and upper 
geometrical constraints (bounds). The use of p=l consists in minimizing the sum of 
the thickness variations on the whole workpiece ; the high order powers (p=2,4,8, ... ) 
allow to reduce the most important thickness changes (peaks). Other objective functions 
have been considered in [5, 6]. 
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The design variables are the positions of the curve control knots describing the 
workpiece contour (Fig.1). A parametrization with a B-spline curve is used to reduce the 
number of design variables. Some !imitations on the design variables are introduced in 
order to satisfy technological requirements. At each optimization iteration, the objective 
function, constraints and sensitivities are computed using the strains and stresses 
obtained using LA. which has the advantage of low computer time with acceptable 
accuracy. A Sequential Quadratic Programming method is used as optimization 
algorithm. This algorithm is quite robust and efficient for optimization with a small 
number of variables and highly non linear constraints. The sensitivity calculation is 
based on the differentiation of the equilibrium equations of the LA and the adjoint 
variable method. The analytical formulas implemented in the optimization procedure 
give the accurate gradients with a small amount of computer time . 

• 

• 

Direction 
• of evolution 

) Contour of i 
useful part. I 

• 

• • Control knot 

Figure ]. Parametrization of the contour with eight design variables 

The optimization process starts with a preliminary workpiece contour. A non!inear 
analysis is carried out using the LA. in order to obtained the thickness, strain and stress 
distributions. Using these results, the objective function, constraints and gradients are 
evaluated. Then the optimization algorithm updates the set of the design variables. The 
iterative process continues, producing a succession of designs, until an optimal 
workpiece contour is achieved. It is also possible to optimize directly the contour of the 
initial blank and compute the corresponding contour of the workpiece. 

5. Blank shape optimization of the TWINGO DASHPOT CUP 

The optimum design of the blank contours ofaxisymmetrical parts and square cups has 
been considered in previous papers [5, 6] before considering more difficult industrial 
problems. 
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The TWINGO dashpot cup was presented as an industrial test for sheet forming 
analysis [l0] (Fig.2). The workpiece is produced with a rectangular blank (Fig.5) and 
this case is taken as the reference for the comparison of the results (thickness variations). 
The blank holder is flat but inc1ined. The material data are: E=206.8 Gpa, /l =0 

(friction), ho=1.97 mm, r =0.995 (anisotropy), cr = 624(0.007 + Ep )O.167 Mpa. 

Figure 2. TWINGO dashpot eup obtained by the I.A. with a reetangular blank 

Our finite element mesh consists of 1634 elements. An important thinning (-20%) 
was found in the punch zone by our LA. (Fig.5). For the optimization calculation, we 
consider the lower bound as the preliminary solution for the design variables. The 
contour of the workpiece is defined by a B-spline curve using eight design variables: 
the positions of the control knots along the normal directions of the contour (Fig.l ).The 
epu time for an optimization calculation is about 2 hours on a HP 1280 (PA8000) work 
station. The evolution of the objective functions is shown in Fig. 3. About 10-20 
iterations are needed to reach the convergence. The variations of the thickness and sheet 
volume for p=l, 2, 4, 8 are presented in Table 1. A 16% reduction of the volume has 
been obtained using p=8. The optimal contours of the final workpiece corresponding to 
different values of p are given in Fig. 4. The optimal contours for p=4 and p=8 are 
quite c10se to the lower bounds but they give smaller thickness variations. The figures 5 
and 6 show that the optimization allows to obtain a better thickness distribution with a 
smaller amount of material. 

Table I. Optimization results 

Reel. blank Low. bound P=1 P=2 P=4 P=8 

-L'.hmax (%) -20.27 -13.28 -18.85 -16.55 -13.03 -12.92 

+L'.hmax (%) +17.44 +17.87 +13.86 +13.09 +13 .56 +13.41 

Vol.(em3) 314 256 311 269 263 261 
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Figure 5. Thickness distribution obtained by LA. with a rectangular blank (reference) 

Figure 6. Thickness distribution obtained by blank shape optimization (p=8) 
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6. ConcIuding remarks 

A simplified FE procedure called the Inverse Approach is used to quickly estimate 
the large elasto-plastic strains involved in the sheet forming process. The DKT12 shell 
element model is introduced without increasing the number of dof(only 2 dof per node). 
Some improvements in the N-R resolution procedure make the I.A. more efficient and 
robust. The results for recent international benchmark tests show that the LA. is not only 
very efficient but also quite precise compared to available numerical and experimental 
results. An automatie procedure to optimize the blank shape is proposed. The analytical 
(explicit) computation of the sensitivities leads to a considerable reduction of epu time 
in the optimization loop compared to a numerical (finite difference) approach. From the 
above satisfactory results, we believe that the I.A. combined with a mathematical 
programming algorithm appears to be a valuable tool for the automatie design of 3D 
industrial metallic blanks in deep drawing process. ather parameters (material 
properties, drawbead geometry) can also be optimized using similar procedures for the 
design of thin walled products and the corresponding tools. 
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Abstract: We present a numerical method to optimize the age creep process for the 
manufacturing of spatial structures. In particular, we study the forming of Ariane 5 
bulkheads. They are obtained by assembling eight segments which have to be a portion 
of sphere. Each one is formed by blowing a sheet against a die following a 
predetermined thermo-mechanical cycle (temperature and pressure). To take into 
account viscoplastic strains we have identified a non-isothermal Chaboche-Lemaitre 
model. 
The process optimization is done through iterative computations using ABAQUS 
software. It consists in the minimization of the gap between the deformed sheet and the 
final shape required and the cumulated plastic strain minimization. The optimization 
parameters define the shape and the thickness distribution of the undeformed sheet and 
the die geometry. Our numerical model enables to obtain a configuration that respects 
industrial specifications (geometry and toughness). 

1. Introduction 

This work concerns the age creep forming process of aluminium sheets for the 
manufacturing of spatial structures (Bonnafe et al., 1996). 
The process consists in applying pressure on a sheet of metal to maintain it in contact 
with the die. Simultaneously the temperature is increased following a predetermined 
cycle, that decreases the mechanical material characteristics and generates the 
developement of irreversible viscoplastic deformations. After returning to room 
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temperature and the pressure being suppressed, the sheet keeps a residual curvature 
(Bourdin et al., 1997). 

ABAOUS 

... "1t--'-...: 3 tank bulk hcad 

8 scgmcnt 

Figure.l. Ariane 5 bulkhead segments Figure 2. Die and deformed sheet 

In particular, we study the forming of Ariane 5 bulkhead segments. They are obtained 
by assembling eight spherical segments (Fig. 1). The aim of our work is to study and 
optimize the age creep forming process so that the deformed shape becomes as close as 
possible to the targeted shape (idealy spherical segment in our case) (Fig. 2). 

We first present the experimental and numerical approach that has been used to 
identify the chosen viscoplastic behavior law. Then we validate our mechanical model 
on a free blow up test. After that, we show the effect of the springback concerning the 
residual stress distribution in the formed bulkhead segments. 
An iterative process to relocate the nodes has been used to optimize the shape of the die 
and the outline of the initial sheet. 
Finally, we present the numerical method used to optimize the sheet thickness 
distribution,.minimizing the maximum cumulated plastic strain 

2. Visco-plastic model 

2.1. IDENTIFICA TION 

The material behavior is described by an isotropical additive strain hardening
viscoplasticity model (Lemaitre et al., 1985). described by the following relations: 

(1) 

(2) 
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p=\J-R~)-kf 

R(p) = QIP+ Q2 (1- e -bP) 

where: 
(a): stress tensor, (10): total strain tensor, (Ep): viscoplastic strain tensor 

1 

p : cumulated plastic strain defined by : p = ( % JEp ([p XEp)Y 
1 

J : von Mises eq ui valent stress : J = ( % )a( [p ra ))2" 

[2 -1 0] 
[p]= ± -1 2 0 

o 0 6 
[

1 v 0 j 
[D]=~ v 1 0 

I-v I-v 
00-

2 

E: Young's modulus, v: Poisson's ratio 
k, K, N, Q1, Q2 ,b are six parameters depending of the temperature to be identified. 
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(3) 

(4) 

The process has to be achieved respecting a predetermined temperature cycle to obtain 
required material properties. To identify the model we used the tension-relaxation test. 
Two series of tensile specimens have been chosen, respecting the direction of the metal 
fibres or across. The tests have been completed at different temperatures and times of 
the process cycle (increase of temperature, flat part of the temperature curve, return to 
room temperature). 

~ 
3 0) 

b 
'" 1 : 25°C 
'" ~ 2: 120°C 

~ 2 2 3: 165° 

c 4; 171 ° 
0 5 : 171 °C + 2h > 

" 6 6: 171 °C +4h 

.§ 3 7 : 171 ° + l5h 

C<:l 4 
E .... 
0 
c 

0 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Time (104 ) 

Figure 3. Tension-relaxation test corresponding to different limes of the cycle for an imposed strain. 
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For all these times, different strain values have been tested. SiDoLo software has been 
used [REV.93] to identify the parameters evolution during the age creep forming 
temperature and pressure cycle. In Fig.3 above, we represent the strain variation during 
the different times of the process cyc!e for an imposed strain (curves deducted from 
identified parameters). 

2.2. MODEL VALIDATION: FREE BLOW UP TEST. 

The application of this model to free blow up of a clamped rectangular sheet in a 
cylindrical hole (Fig.4) is presented here as a validation. Fig.5 shows the inelastic strain 
contour around the rupture. 
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Figure 4. Free blow up test: sheet and tool discretizations Figure 5. Inelastic equivalent strain distribution 

The simulation of that process is done in [arge transformations with evoluting 
conditions of contact. We used ABAQUS/Std software to compute the deformed sheets 
that have been discretized using triangular and quadrangular shell elements taking into 
account the evolution of thickness and the trans verse shear stiffness. Plastic strains are 
integrated by a Simo and Taylor scheme (Simo eta!., 1985) in a UMAT subroutine. 
The simulation results are very close to the reality. Experiments and the corresponding 
simulations have been achieved and compared. 
The values of sheet center deflection and thickness, were checked. In every case the 
error between modelization and experiment was far less than 5% (see Tab.l for an 
illustration of two examples). 

TABLEI C omjJansons b etween expenments an d I . numenca Slmu atlOns. 
Example center deflection (mm) center thickness (mm) 
First example modelization 15.7 0.466 
First example experiment 16.8 0.455 
2d example modelization 13.7 0.492 
2d example experiment 13.2 0.94 
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3. Age creep forming process simulation 

We have simulated the age creep forming process of one eighth Ariane 5 bulkhead 
segment using a sphericaldie discretized with rigid elements and a half deformed 
segment (symetrical) discretized with shell elements taking into account the decrease of 
thickness from the edge to the center (Fig. 1). This simulation corresponds to a constant 
thickness distribution in the segment central part. Von Mises equivalent stress in the 
deformed sheet can then be computed for the half sector and is shown in the following 
Figures 6 and 7 for two steps corresponding to the maximum pressure applied and the 
end of the process. Von Mises equivalent stress at the end of the process is less than 141 
MPa; and less than 50 MPa in the greater part of the sheet. 

'ymetry 
conditi n 

Figure 6. Von Mises equivalent stress 
corresponding to the maximum of the press ure. 

4. Shape optimization 

4.1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 

, 

"" "",,~~_68.2 symctry 

condilions 

Figure 7. Von Mises equivalent stress at the end 
of the process. 

The final springback has been taken into account to optimize the initial shape of the 
sheet and the die. The objective function is representative of the gaps between the 
theoretical and the numerical shapes, using curvature and edge straightness criterions 
applied to the deformed sheet. The optimization defines the shape of the die and the 
outlines and the thickness of the flat initial sheet in order to obtain a spherical formed 
segment with targeted outline and thickness. 
We show the gap between the deformed sheet and the ideal shape before (Fig. 8) and 
after (Fig. 9) the optimization defined below. An automatic procedure to modify and 
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optimize the initial shapes and thieknesses of the sheet and the die has been 
programmed around the ABAQUS software. 

4.2. SHAPE OPTIMIZATION OF THE SHEET AND THE DIE 

We have used an automatie al proeedure of nodes reloealization to optimize the shapes 
of the die and the outline of the initial sheet. We have studied an example in whieh datas 
were: 

the initial die is spherieal. Its radius is the ideal segment one (Rideal)' 
the initial sheet shape is a flat segment. 
the eontaet die-sheet is modelIed by a Coulomb law. 

The ideal deformed shape is a troneated spherieal segment of 45 degrees with an ideal 
radius Rideal After eaeh eomputation, to reaeh the ideal shape, we reloeate the nodes that 
define the lower part of the die and the outline of the initial sheet. 
From these datas, it redefines : 

The position of the nodes of the die loeated under the sheet. The die geometry is 
parametrized with a three dimensionnal Bezier surfaee. 

The position of the initial sheet edge no des so that the deformed shape is coincident 
with the targeted segment. 

4.3. RESULTS 

This numerieal proeedure has redueed the gaps between deformed and targeted sheet 
more than 80 % on the eurvature, and more than 95 % on the final position of the edges. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the reduetion of the gap between deformed and targeted sheet 
(gaps are given in mm). These results have been obtained after 8 iterations of nodes 
reloealization for the die and 3 for the outline of the initial sheet. 
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Figure 8. Initial gap (47.6 mm max) between the 
deformed sheet and the ideal one before optimization. 

Figure 9. Final gap (0.63 mm max) between the 
deformed sheet and the ideal one after optimization. 

5. Thickness optimization (strain minimization) 
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5.1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 

We want to minimize the maximum cumulated plastic strain wich has to verify: 
p ~ Po (5) 

When we use a constant thickness distribution, the cumulated plastic strain is too 
important and concentrated in a local aera near the extra thickness of one of the edges 
(see Fig.lO above). The decrease of the maximum cumulated plastic strain is obtained 
by modifying the sheet thickness before forming. It has to remain between ePmin and 

5.2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Every integration point P of an element of the initial sheet can be parametrized by its 
cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z). For each integration point the thickness will be given by 

the following Rand 8 polynomial: 

m n 

e(R,8) = L LaijRi8j 
i=O j=O 

with R = _r_ and 8 = -4 * ~ so chosen to remain between 0 and 1 
Rldeal TC 

(6) 

The parameters (aij )ijEI have to be determined so that we can obtain the lowest 

maximal cumulated plastic strain. 

The previous problem consists in minimizing the function f( (aij )ij=I )=Eplas max' 

where Eplas max is the maximal cumulated plastic strain obtained in the deformed 

sheet with the parameters (aij)ij=I' 

{
epmin - min(e(R,8)) ~ 0 

We add the following limitations : 
max(e(R,8)) -epmax ~ 0 

The minimization of the function is performed using the code FFSQP Version 3.6 for 
constrained nonlinear optimization problems. FFSQP implements two algorithms based 
on Sequential Quadratic Programming. Practically the gradients are obtained using the 
finite differences method. 

5.3. RESULTS 

We ran the shape and thickness optimization using an automatie procedure as 
many time as necessary. In our example the optimum was obtained after five 
optimization iterations. The reduction of the geometrical gaps and the maximum strain 
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in the deformed sheet are quite important. The decrease of strain is shown on the two 
following Figures 10 and 11. 
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Figure 10. Strain ratio p / Po (max 1.3) in the 

dcformcd shect before thickness optimization. 

6. Conclusion 
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Figure 11. Strain ratio p / Po (max 0.97) in the 

deformed sheet after thickness optimization. 

The implemented procedure allows to optimize the age creep forming process. 
This optimization procedure can be adapted to the simulation of other processes used in 
aeronautical applications. The next improvement of the age creep forming process could 
be the regulation of the temperature and pressure cycle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Continuous fibre reinforced composites are now firmly established engineering 
materials for the manufacture of components in the automotive and aerospace 
industries, They offer design engineers enormous opportunities for introducing new 
design concepts whilst reducing costs, In this respect, preimpregnated gives flexibility 
in the composite shaping and is already playing an important role in increasing the use 
of advanced composites, The ability to define, in advance, the ply shapes and material 
orientation allows engineers to optimize the composite structural properties of the part 
for maximum strength, maximum material utilization and maximum lay-up efficiency. 

The formulation of the new efficiency numerical models for the simulation of the 
composite shaping pro ces ses should make it possible to reduce the time needed to 
manufacture of complex pieces and to optimize costs in an integrated design approach. 
Actually, the preimpregnated composite corresponds to a structure composed of the 
combination of the yarn network and res in membrane, 

Some models are proposed to homogenize elastic properties of a composite material 
and to simulate the deformation of these materials by forming process, Geometrical 
and micro-macro mechanical approaches are proposed in the literature to simulate the 
transformation of fabrics during the draping process Cherouat (1994), Gelin (1996) and 
Blanlot (1996), It is difficult to globally characterise, by homegeneous methods, the 
behaviour of this fabric without losing mechanical characteristics, The new numerical 
finite element model developed at a mesostructural level permits to take into account 
the various mechanics of physics of the mechanical transformation of prepreg fabrics 
during the shaping process, namely large angular variations of yarns, viscoelasticity of 
resin and evolution of possible damages in yarns, The different advantages of this 
modelling is first to give the ability to obtain a very good material orientation of yarns 
and consequently to introduce good data in the pre-processing of the calculation of the 
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final piece after polymerization, secondly to give the mechanical limits of the fabric 
during the forming process and to limit the falls of the fabric thanks to a better 
definition of the flat form. The forming process of prepreg woven fabric usually 
includes complex mechanisms which can have a significant effect on mechanical 
properties of the finished product. 

The overall behaviour of prepreg composite is based on a finite strain membrane 
model and must take fabric weaving (geometrical undulation of yarns), fibre properties 
and resin behaviour into ac count. The development of a numerical model for prepreg 
woven fabric behaviour can be defined as : 

1. the most appropriate weaving of the reinforcements for the forming process, 

2. fibre positions in the composite structure, 

3. the holding force of the composite during the forming deformation, and 

4. the state of impregnated fabric (wrinkling, folding, fibre damage and resin strains). 

The proposed model is described by meso-structural approach for finite strains and 
geometrical non linearities. The bi-component finite elements for modelling prepreg 
fabric behaviour are based on an association of 3D membrane finite elements 
representative of resin behaviour and truss finite elements representative of warp and 
weft fibres behaviour. The efficiency of the proposed model resides in the simplicity of 
its numerical formulation and the performance of its mechanical approach. 

2. MESO-STRUCTURAL FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH 

It is easily shown that a large rotation of the fibres is followed by straightening 
phenomena which intervene in the kinematic transformation of fabrics during the 
shaping deformation and determine the aptitude of prepreg woven fabrics to make up 
complex shapes. The shaping operation is strongly affected by the fabric behaviour, 
which is different from that of a conventional sheet metal. 
The simulation of the shaping process is based on the numerical and mechanical 
approaches specific to the composite reinforced fabric behaviour. The meso-structural 
model is a 'biphase model' in which the elastic fibre and viscous resin components are 
treated separately. The fibres are assumed to be embedded in the resin and move with 
inter-fibre shear deformation. The proposed finite element makes it possible to model 
the deformation of composite fabrics by taking into account the various dominating 
mechanisms in the physics of the mechanical transformation of fabrics such as 
geometrical non linearity (large displacements and finite rotations of fibres), material 
non linearity (viscoelastic behaviour of resin in shearing, variation of fibres due to 
weaving of fabric) and contact with friction between tools and prepreg material. 

In the numerical model, the behaviour of the fabric is represented by structural truss 
finite elements corresponding to the behaviour of warp and weft fibres and the resin is 
modelIed by 2D membrane finite elements (Figure 1). The interaction effects and 
friction phenomena between fibres are negligible. The proposed bi-component finite 
elements can take into account geometrical non linearities such as large displacements 
and finite rotations of fibres, material non linearities such as viscoelastic behaviour of 
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resin in shearing and undulation of fibres due to the weaving of fabric. A co-rotational 
formulation associated with rigid body rotation, derived from the polar decomposition, 
is used to describe the kinematic motion and the deformation mechanism that woven 
material undergo during shaping process. 

Four·node isoparnmeLric 
QuadranguLor membnlille ele.me.nt 

Figure 1. Two-component finite element for the simulation of meehanieal behaviour of woven fabrie 

3. MODELLING OF PREPREG WOVEN FABRIC BEHA VIOUR 

Large angular variations of yarns, viscoelasticity of res in and evolution of damage 
in yarns are the main mechanical mechanisms which control the shaping process of 
impregnated fabric. The kinematic transformation of impregnated material in large 
displacements and finite strains is based on the following assumptions : 

Al : Non-sliding inter-fibre during the shaping process can be experimentally observed 
by the following transformation of aligned straight lines drawn on the fabric. For each 
point of continuum material the current position is defined in current configuration by 

i fibres = ire sin = FX fibres = FX re sin (1) 

F describes the deformation gradient of the composite fabric. 

A2 : The current longitudinal orientation of each fibre Ti [ (F, (0 ) is calculated from the 

geometrical transformation defined by the linear application 

Ti[(F,80)= FN[(80) 
~N[(80)T FTFN[(80) 

(2) 

A3 : The shear angle deformation of fibres can be associated with the rotation of the 
rigid body of the fibre. This assumption can be written using the following kinematic 
relation 

(3) 

Considering the previous assumptions in the proposed model, we introduce a new 
pseudo-gradient of transformation Fr as a function of the gradient of transformation of 
composite fabric F (Figure 3). The motion of different material points of fibres are 
defined in the current configuration by 
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{
F f = Al n f ® Nt 

I I I 

Fm = F = RUm 

fibres 

resin 
(4) 

The non linearity of the shaping problem imposes the use of incremental formulation. 
The spatial velocity gradient in the current configuration, is expressed in a reference 
frame by 

I
u = pf Frl = i{ n f ®n f +li f ®n f 

)./ I I I I 

I 

L=FF=D+W 

/ibres 
(5) 

resin 

and in the rigid body rotation frame as 

I
r lR = i{ Nt ® Nt = JjIR + WIR /ibres A{ I I 

P = RT LR+ i?TR = UU-l = D + W resin 

(6) 

The constitutive equations for finite-strains use objective derivatives. In a above 
equations the rotation rate of the local frame in wh ich a simple derivative would give 
objective derivative is defined by Green-Naghdi's co-rotational formulation. To 
characterise the objective behaviour of the fabric, the stretching tensors are written in 
the rigid body rotation frame as 

(7) 

Using Kirchhoff's and Green-Naghdi's tensor stress, the stress rate in the fibre and the 
resin can be written at any time by : 

The internal vector load is defined by summation of elementary forces which are 
function of Cauchy's stresses, material surface area Sand normal vector to the surface 
ns 

I
J fibres = L f (f IR iisdS 

fibres Si 

J resin = f (fmR iisdS 

sm 

/ibres 

resin 
(9) 
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The behaviour of prepreg woven fabric in a non-polymerized phase is obtained by 
superimposing the membrane behaviour of the resin and the behaviour of each fibre in 
the material frame : 

After deformation 

Before deformation 

Figure 2. Geometrieal transformation of fibre-resin linkage points 

x y 

plll::f(pm,F) 
p' = f(p',F,) 

C, 

Figure 3. Geometrical transformation of the woven fabrie and-resin material point 

4. NUMERICAL SIMULA TION OF SHAPING PROCESS 

(10) 

To validate the proposed approach for the mechanical behaviour of the prepreg 
woven fabric and the computational finite element modelling, some numerical 
simulations were carried out. The laying-up of prepreg fabric on a non developable 
surface was built inside our laboratory in order to cover hemispherical surface (Figure 
4) Blanlot (1996). The numerical simulation is carried out with Abaqus software using 
an explicit formulation. With the numerical simulation, we can visualize fibre 
orientations and ply shapes after the forming process and predict manufacturing 
problems. 

4.1. SIMULATION OF LAYING-UP SHAPING PROCESS 
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An initially square non polymerized woven fabric made of carbon fibre (350 x 350 
mm) is draped on a hemispherical surface (r = 120 mm). Eight loaded springs are used 
to maintain the fabric during the shaping transformation. The formability of composite 
fabric during the laying-up process is tested by using two directions of fibres ±45° 
(Figure 5a) and 0° (Figure 5b). The final experimental shapes for a 300 mm 
displacement of the mould are shown in Figure 6a for (-45°,+45°) fabric deformation 
and in Figure 6b for (0°,90°) fabric deformation. We can notice that these shear angles 
values are very large (>40°) along the diagonalline for the (0°,90°) fabric on Figure 8 
and along the median line for the (-45°,+45°) fabric Figure 7. These numerical results 
show that the proposed finite element model takes into account the highly anisotropy of 
fabric behaviour. 

Figure 4. Laying up on the hemisphere 

Figure 5. Experimental shape obtained with woven fabric ±45° (a) and 00 (b) 

Figure 6. Simulation shape obtained with woven fabric ±45° (a) and 00 (b) 
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4.2. SIMULAnON OF DEEP DRA WING PROCESS 
An initially square blank (280 x 280 mm) and a circular blank (r = 140 mm) made 

of a glass fibre are shaped into a square box (Figure 9). The forming process of 
composite fabric usually includes large angular variation of the warp and the weft 
directions which can have a significant effect on the mechanical properties of the 
finished product. Results of simulations of the shaping operation are shown in Figure 
10. Figures 11 and 12 show the shear angles of the fibres for three sets of radius (5, 10 
and 15 mm) for the punch. These radii mainly influence the maximum values of the 
angular variations of the fibre directions. The square blank leads to shear angles greater 
than 80° which values cannot be used for the fabric . On the contrary, the circular blank 
leads to shear angles smaller than 60° and the shaping operation appears to be possible. 

1"0 nun 

Pu.," ] 
I I 

:b ;; : :: :~! :H!::;m;m;m:m1l;;;;;l;; 

Die 

Figure 9. Trial of punch-drawing 

Figure 10. Simulation shape obtained with circular (a) and square woven fabric 0° (b) 
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Figure 11. AngIes between yarns on the circular diagonal Figure 12. Angles between yarns on the diagonal square 

5. CONCLUSION 
A numerical mesostructural approach is proposed for modelling the behaviour of the 

preimpregnated composite fabric. Numerical examples show the concordance of the 
computed final shapes and relative distorsions between fibres with experimental ones. 
The numerical results of shaping processes (deep drawing and laying-up) prove the 
validity of the proposed formulation. The numerical tool is an efficient means of 
evaluating factors related to manufacturing process and an efficient help to design a 
preforming sequence for manufacturing fabric reinforced composites. It is possible to 
detect the main defects occurring during the shaping deformation in order to obtain 
good, quantitative information on the forming process and to pre-determine the 
mechanical properties of the composite parts and tool shapes. 
Extensions of the numerical model have been carried out with a view to take the 
viscoelasticity of the resin and the undulation of fibres into account. 
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As weil as sheet metal, the tube is an intermediate product which should be formed, 
covered and assembled. Among all of the known processes of tube forming as bell 
mouth, bumishing, ovalization, bending, it is this last one wh ich is more often used. 
However, in industry, the use ofthis process causes some problems such as the flatness 
of the elbow, risks of failure on the outer face, the crumpling on the inner face and 
finally the spring back. Understanding spring back for the arched tubes constitutes a 
major problem for every tube manufacturer. Even when the allowable fluctuations are 
limited to tenth of degrees, angular fluctuations of several degrees are usually observed. 
This indicates the importance ofthe problem. 
The aim of this study is to understand the role of material characteristics in the spring 
back of bent tubes. The first stage of the this work consists in determining analytical, 
semi-analytical, numericalor even empirical models in order to formulate the spring 
back. These models are then validated by experimental tests. In the second step, an 
analysis of sensitivity is carried out in order to determine the influence of various 
parameters like the geometry, the process, or material. 

1. Introduction 

The objective of tube bending is to deform the tube in a permanent way. The various 
techniques of bending aim at resolving the problems wh ich occur in the course of 
bending such as necking, wrinkling, ovalization or flatness. Those are solved overall 
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thanks to the means of tube supports during the operation of forming. However, spring 
back (a phenomenon which appears at the end of the bending) remains always an 
insoluble problem depending on a certain number of influential factors. The spring back 
appears in other manufacturing processes like stamping. It is a quasi linear phenomenon 
which proceeds from the elastoplastic behavior of steel. It is due to the existence of 
residual stresses. The principal problem arising from the spring back in the 
manufacturing process of the curved tubes, is in the control of scattering. The 
bibliographical studies point out that the influential factors on the spring back and its 
scattering were especially studied in the case of sheet metal forming. In particular the 
characteristics related to the base metal, with its geometry and those related to the 
process of forming (force and speed of punch) can be distinguished. In a concrete way, 
the more the time of load (the force is supposed to be constant) is important, the more 
the spring back (as like as its scattering) decreases. To make the process of bending 
reliable, the expert should be ensured that according to the batch of tubes in its 
possession, scattering of spring back will not exceed a certain tolerance level. 
Consequently, a sensitivity analysis of the engaged parameters during the process of 
bending is necessary. The first stage of the work thus consists in finding analytical, 
semi-analytical, numerical or even empirical models in order to formulate the spring 
back. These models are then validated by experimental tests. In second stage, a 
sensitivity analysis is carried out in order to determine the influence of various 
parameters like the geometry, the process or the material. This study shows the 
important role of the bending process and in particular the precision of the machine tool 
on the spring back. It confirms that the role of material is little compared to other 
influential parameters. 

2. Objectives 

The objective ofthis study is composed ofthree parts: 
i) develop and/or adapt an analytical model of the spring-back estimation having as 
input variables the tube characteristics, ii) carry out a Monte-Carlo analysis allowing to 
obtain the spring back scattering from those of the tube, iii) reverse approach aiming at 
specifying new tolerances on the tube from a known scattering (and allowable) on the 
spring back. We present only the first two parts in this paper. 

3. Bending of tubes 

3.1. PROCESSES OF BENDING 
Techniques of bending can be classified in two categories: the hot and the cold 
processes. The choice of one approach or the other depends on the nature of the arch to 
be realized and its operational limits. The cold processes are used when a large ray of 
curved tube is needed. Various methods of cold bending are shown by Djeni (1997). 
Hot bending is necessary and essential when the ray of bending is short or when tubes 
of large diameter are used. Beyond the expensive costs, the hot processes require care 
(to realize). 
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3.2. MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF BENDING 
Mechanically, the bending of tubes results from the superposition of traction and 
bending stresses which lead to a displacement of the neutral fibre towards the interior. 
The original circular sections of the tube will be flattened and become elliptic. Indeed, 
the moment of inertia of the cross-section is not constant any more. This reduction of 
cross-section involves a substantial fall of the normal constraint in fibres far away from 
the neutral axis. The simulation tools can be used in order to determine the limits of 
tube formability and to study mechanical instabilities. Geometrical instabilities are 
related to the constraints imposed on the tube in the course of forming. They generally 
appear by the necking in the outer-surface, wrinkling in the inner-surface or the 
ovalization (flatness) of the sections. These instability problems are solved thanks to 
techniques of internal tube support during the bending operation. 

4. Spring back 

Under the bending moment imposed by the machine, the tube yields an angle 00. When 
this effort is not maintained any more, the tube is slackened and the aperture passes to a 
value Ur different to ~ (fig. I). It is thus an unbending. The spring back is not a 
phenomenon inherent in bending only. It appears for example during a simple tension 
test or a folding operation when the imposed forces are suspended. Generally, it is a 
quasi linear phenomenon which proceeds the elastoplastic behavior of steel. In a 
welded tube, the spring back results from the elastoplastic behavior of material, the 
desovalisation of the cross-sections, and the residual stresses. The spring back can be 
interpreted using the SACHS coefficient noted S. This coefficient is equal to the ratio 
of the angles Ur after spring back and Uo before, so S = Ur / 00. It is also common to use 
thedifference Öu= Ur - Uo. The values of ÖU highly depend on the mechanical 
characteristics of the metal, the geometrical characteristics of the requested element 
(sheet, tube), the characteristics of process as the speed of forming, dieing forces, 
lubrication, etc. 

4.1. DEVELOPMENT OF A SPRING BACK MODEL 
The interactions between the factors engaged during operations of folding, as analyzed 
previously, justify that we cannot calculate the spring back with precision. An order of 
magnitude seems more suitable. 
Some analytical or semi-analytical models were proposed for the case of the sheet 
folding. These models use especially the mechanical and geometrical characteristics of 
sheet and a process parameter (the ray of folding). In the case of Queener and De 
Angelis (1968) models and also those of Gardiner sited by Marron and Bouelier (1994), 
an expression of the Sachs coefficient is provided which is easily usable for 
caiculations. The results of the Queener and Gardiner models were compared with 
experimental tests on rectangular test-bars (100x70 mm) by Djeni (1997). The 
comparison shows that the resuits of the models are in agree with the experiments and 
the Queener's model is more precise. The Queener's model takes into account the work 
hardening of the material by using the Hollomon work-hardening law. The Sachs 
coefficient is expressed in the form: 
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3.k.(1 - v ) 2.RO { 2} { }l-n 
S =1 -. E.(n+2).(O.75)(n+1)/2 • -e-

(1) 

where v is the Poisson's coefficient, k the load factor, n the work-hardening coefficient, 
E the Young modulus, Ro the initial ray offolding and e the thickness ofsheet. 
On the other hand for tube bending few models exist in the literature. In the case of 
bending by rolling up, the model of the Sumitomo group presented by Akiyama et al. 
(1989), makes possible to consider the initial ray to give to the bending tool by 
introducing the ray of the tube after spring back. Its principle idea includes two stages: 
(i) the deduction ofthe behavior law ofthe tube by traction and compression tests (with 
the Bauschinger effect), (ii) the modeling of bending and spring back by taking into 
account the position of neutral fibre only. This approach of the Sumitomo group is 
original because it does not use any bending test. Moreover, it integrates all of the 
stiffness changes due to the tubification (effects of the weid bead and the rolling thus 
the residual stresses). However, it should be noted that we have not enough information 
neither on the type of used constitutive law, nor on the angles of bending. Indeed the 
implementation of the method requires the results of traction and compression tests on 
the tubes which are not available. In the case of our study where we are interested in the 
analysis of reliability of the spring back, the method of Sumitomo group is not very 
usable and the development ofthe analytical models seems necessary. 

4.2. AN ANAL YTICAL MODEL FOR THE SPRING BACK 
Here, we propose an analytical model for the spring back of tubes according to the 
method suggested by Queener for the sheet folding. In his formulation, the model takes 
into account the influential factors of the spring back: geometry of the tools (rollers), 
characteristics of the material, geometrical characteristics of the tube. This method is 
based on the works of Sorkin and Tonkil (1993). It is admitted that: the bending is 
ca1culated without ovalization and crumpling, the deformation is primarily uniaxial and 
thus controlled by axial stress (as in the model of Sumitomo group), the tube section is 
divided into the elastic and plastic zones (fig. 2). With Y the distance from the neutral 
axis, the expression of the normal stresses are written as: 

n 

O'xelast = E.f. in the elastic zone; 0' xplast = k. ~o in the plastic zone (2) 

By integrating the quantity q(y)y over the tube section, we obtain successively the 
following terms: 

A r 

M1 = J dz· J y. CJxdy 
o ~(D/2)2_Z2 

d/2 J(D/2)2_Z2 

J dz· Jy.CJxdY 
A 

(4) (3) 

D i2 J(D/2)2_Z2 A ~(D/2)2_Z2 

M3 = J dz· J y. CJxdy (5) M4 = J dz· J y.CJxplasPY (6) 
~2 0 0 r 

The maximum moment Mmax is the sum of the ca1culated moments. Without giving 
more details, we note that the calculation of these integrals lead to relatively complex 
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terms. The reader can consult the works of Djeni (1997) and Sorkin and Tonkii (1993) 
for more information. The moment-curvature relation according to Queener's approach 
is adopted here: 

1 Mmax 
(7) 

where Mmax indicates the maximum moment applied to the tube, Me is the bending 
moment during the elastic discharge and Ro and RF the rays before and after spring 
back, both taken to the axis of the tube. As Queener and De Angelis (1968) and Stelson 
(1982) in the case of the sheet folding, we use the following fundamental geometrical 
relation: 

Ra a, 
-=-
R, ao (8) 

Fig. 1: Spring back 0/ a benl tube Fig. 2 : Elastoplastic bending 0/ a tube 

The results of the tests carried out by the CRPC (Sollac-Fos), enable us to check this 
relation in the case of bending of tubes. By analyzing the values taken by the RolRr 
ratio, the Sachs coefficient and the Lla angle, we find that the relation (8) is valid with 
close measurement uncertainties. By using the relations (7) and (8), we can write: 

Ra = 1 _ Ra·Mmax =0 (9) 
R, [ötJle / J(1/R)] 

Finally, we have by identification: 

l1a = a o -a, = (1- 8).ao (10) 

In equation (9), ifthe quantity Me is known, it is possible to deduce the expression of O. 
If ratio Ro/D is very large, we can adopt the classical theory of beams in deflection. 
Then: 

(11) 

The equations (9) to (11) are obtained by admiUing some simplifying assumptions. We 
present later some correction factors in order to introduce the effects related to the 
geometrical deformation of the cross-section (flatness, distortion, ovalization) and to 
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the displacement of the position of neutral fibre. These corrections allow to take into 
account: the reduction of rigidity caused by the flatness of the deformed tube (Sorkin 
and Tonkii, 1993), the displacement of the neutral fibre and the modification of the 
inertia of the section (Djeni, 1997), the restrictions of the profile of the cross-section 
(Sorkin and Tonkii, 1993). A detailed formulation of the correction factors is given by 
Djeni (1997). 

4.3. VALIDATION OF THE SPRING BACK MODEL 
The model was validated on the basis ofthe works ofthe Sumitomo group (Akiyama et 
al., 1989). The comparison of the results of our model to those of Sumitomo shows that 
the Sumitomo model is more precise and our model underestimates the spring back (fig. 
3). The differences observed between the results come from the simplicity of the model 
presented here. Indeed, in our model the Bauschinger effect is neglected and several 
simplifying assumptions make possible to set up an analytical formula to calculate the 
Sachs coefficient. The analytical form of the model is expressed according to the 
geometrical characteristics ofthe tube and the properties ofmaterial. 
The method of Sumitomo is numerical. It also requires the results of traction and 
compression tests on the tubes actually unavailable. 
In a first approach to order to simplify the problem, we used the model presented in this 
paper to study the re1iability of the spring back. 

5. Sensitivity analysis and reverse approach 

The development of a model for the sensitivity analysis and the computation of 
reliability in the processes of tube bending, are the principal objectives of this study. 
Two different approaches are used: 
(i) the direct approach based on a Monte-Carlo method, allows to calculate the 
scattering of spring back from the industrial scattering on the design parameters, 
(ii) the reverse approach aiming at specifying the material characteristics in term of 
allowable scaling for a given level of reliability on the spring back. This last approach 
will be the subject of a later publication. 

6. Direct approach 

6.1 MONTE-CARLO METHODS (SAPORTA, 1990 AND JUSTENS 1990) 
When the statistical density functions of the various basic variables are known (with 
their possible correlation), it is possible to simulate a great number of structures whose 
geometrical and mechanical characteristics are represented by random and/or 
deterministic variables. 

6.2. ESTIMA TE OF RELlABILlTY 
Considering Y as a random characteristic of a device. Y is a function of the parameters 
Xi (with average Ili and standard deviations q) of the same device. So Y follows a 
normal distribution. The operation of the device is correct when Y lies between the Yl 
and Yz, then reliability (noted 8) will be: 

8 = Prob(Yl <Y~ Y2) = Prob (Y~Y2) -Prob(Y~Yl) (12) 
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By using the law N(O, 1), we obtain: 

e = <1>( Y 2 -/lX) _ «Y 1-/ly ) 
cry cry (13) 

For our study, we identify Y with ßU, <l> with the analytical model of spring back, 
variables Xi as the six influencing and useful parameters for our sensitivity analysis. 
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Fig. 3 : Validation ofthe spring back model presented in this paper 

6.3. RESULTS 
The Monte-Carlo method was implanted using Excel version 5. The automating of the 
all procedures by macro-command appeared necessary because a high number of 
operations should be realized. The macro carries out the whole of the statistical 
processing directIy from the data input (average and variation-types) ofthe problem. 
Few information available in terms of scattering of the spring back, did not allow a 
validation on several examples. Only nuance XC in diameter 32 and thickness 1.5 was 
used for which we had some experimental results of scattering. In order to have the 
most reliable information, it was necessary to treat data resulting for 200 test sheets on 
tubes with all nuances. We checked the results obtained on nuance XC by carrying out 
the experimental tension tests on tubes. These tests aimed moreover at determining the 
coefficients k and v ofthe Hollomon law. With nuance XC, three cases were analyzed: 
a study of the single influence of scattering related to the tube on those of spring back 
(it is the first case), plus two other studies more or less identical whose objective were 
to study the share of fluctuations due to the diameter if the thickness is constant (case 2) 
and conversely (case 3). 
An example of the Monte-Carlo simulation is presented in Figure 4, where the 
influence of diameter on scattering of the spring back is studied. The analysis of the 
results using the Monte-Carlo method shows that in the case of a decoupling of the tube 
effects and bending process, the scattering related to the tube alone is very small (about 
1°). However, these results should be considered with caution because tubes and 
process interact together throughout the operations. In addition, the spring back model 
used for the sensitivity analysis does not take into account all factors whose influence, 
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certainly relative, cannot in the absolute being neglected. These factors are in particular 
the welding wh ich introduces not only a variation of the inertia of the cross-section, but 
also the residual stresses which the share of responsibility cannot currently be estimated 
(Maeder and Lebrun, 1993). 

7. Conclusions 

This study showed that in an approach aiming at uncoupling the effects of the tube and 
the process of bending, the share of responsibility for the first one is small compared to 
industrial scattering observed. The interaction «process-tube», which was 
underestimated in this first approach, is to be considered. On the other hand, this work 
proposes a future orientation of the work in the sense that the tube manufacturers 
should work on the process of bending to reduce the spring back effects. 

Diameter errect 

120 

100 

Fig. 4. Diameter effect on dispersal of spring back 
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INFLUENCE OF TUE MACUINE-TOOL DEFECTS ON TUE 
FORMATION OF TUE RESIDUAL DEFECTS ON A SURFACE: 
APPLICATION TO TURNING 

Abstract 

A. GOUSKOV * & **, S. TICHKIEWITCH ** 

* Bauman Technical University 
2nd, Baumanskaya st. 5, 107005 Moscow, Russia 
** Soils, Solids, Structures Laboratory 
Domaine Universitaire, BP 53, 38041 Grenoble Cedex 9, France 

In order to obtain a surface by a machining process, a kinematics has to move a tool 
along a trajectory defined in relation with the geometry of the part. Regarding the second 
order, the complete dynamics of the technological system 'machine-tool-part' and the 
state of the initial surface disturb the cutting phenomenon and cause form defects on the 
tooled surface. This paper presents a modelling of the surface defects, giving a classifica
tion between the global defects and some specific defects. As the resulting surface is a 
true signature of the technological system, an example shows the possibility of the 
association of some typical defects to a particular characteristic of the machine-tool. 

1. Introduction 

The technological system in machining process (TS), composed of the machine-tool, 
the tool and the part, leaves its signature on the surface of a tooled part in form of 
defects. These defects can be represented with a lot of components of a numerical matrix, 
that can be identified during the metrology of the part. The integral characteristics of a 
defect are: the deviation relatively to the dimensions, the mean quadratic deviation and 
the amplitude of the surface. However, these characteristics give a minimum 
information on the surface, a lot of collected information being lost until we can 
describe the possible structure of the defects. In this work, we consider agIobaI structure 
of the defects for a lateral surface of a cylindrical part obtained by tuming. This 
structure is built on a panel of nine defects successively named : eccentricity, 
conicalness, barrel-saddle, ellipticity, cylindrical waves, twisted waves, axial waves, 
form ofthe axle and parallelism. 

The majority of the works dedicated to the study of the dynamics of the TS (Kelson 
et al., 1996)(Jen and Magrab, 1996), excludes the modelling of the surface formation. 
The cutting loads are presented as the result of an harmonic excitation with given ampli
tude and frequency, taking into account the state variables of the dynamic system but 
without the variables which describe the state of the surface. Such an approach is orien
ted for the research of the conditions of the removal of the vibrations of the TS (increase 
of the static stiffness of the constitutive elements, increase of the absorption, lagging of 

341 
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the spectrum for the proper vibrations). But it will be technologically impossible to 
suppress all the imperfections of the TS, as such as it will always exist some deforma
tion of the TS. For this, we will always have some form defects on the tooled surface. 

The question we try to answer in this work is to find a modelling of the surface 
formation during tooling, linking this formation to the dynamics of the TS with its 
own defects. The simulation of the comportment of the system must aIIow us to find a 
correlation between the defects of the machine-tool and the induced defects on the 
surface. We are here very near of the work done by Coffignal et al. (1996). However, we 
have introduced a complementary hypothesis in the fact we take into account the 
variation of the superficial layer of the part during tooling. This layer remains thin and 
so we do not propagate this fact on the stiffness matrix and on the generalised masses. 
This aIIows us to treat the surface with a geometrical manner, using bi linear surface
elements on an orthogonal mesh which is considered as the propriety of a perfect 
cylinder, named the basic cylinder. It allows us also to determinate the cutting effects as 
a function of the section of the chip. In Gouskov and Tichkiewitch (1996) we have 
presented the dynamic model of the TS, taking into account the defects of the machine
tool and of the initial geometry of the considered surface : vibration from the ground, 
excitation at the headstock, at the chuck and at the tool-holder, defect of the initial 
surface of the part and possible mass eccentricity of the part. 

As a continuity of the previous paper, we present here the modeIIing of the nine 
defects chosen in order to characterise the cylindrical surface. We also present an example 
of the influence of the defect in centring the part by the chuck, with an excitation from 
the ground and some defects of the headstock considered as constant. 

2. Mathematical Definition of the Defccts on a Cylindrical Surface 

The radius of the basic cylinder is the nominal radius of the wished cylinder. The radial 
coordinates of the surface are measured from the basic cylinder and are normalised 
relatively to the machined depth H. These coordinates form the matrix: 

XCi,}), i= {l, ... , n},}= {l, ... , m} 

where (n -1) is equal to the number of partitions of the length L of the part, (m- I) is 
equal to the number of partitions of the circumference with radius (R - H) of the basic 
cylinder, with R the nominal radius of the initial surface. 

With such coordinates, the mean value /l[X], first integral characteristic, defines the 
deviation relatively to the cylindrical surface: 

rn n 

/l[X] = _I L L Xij 
m·n i=l j=l 

The form defect of the lateral surface i1X is: 
i1X = X - /l[X]·Ern,n 

where Ern,n is a matrix with unitary components, and the mean quadratic deviation, 
second integral characteristic which gives the accuracy of the surface, is given I by: 

cr[X] = 11 i1X 11.(m·n fl/2 with 11 i1X 11 = Trace (i1X T. i1X) 

I We use in this text the MATLAB syntax 
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The third integral characteristic of the defect of the surface is the amplitude: 

V[X] = J!l~(X) - ~.in(X) 
I,J I,J 

The normalised ratio: 

(0) V[X] 
f = CY[X]' CY[X] ;f. 0 

gives an idea of the plenitude of the space filled by the surface2 . 
In order to be able to compare the defects, whatever the radial scale of the surface, we 

found interesting to consider the surface defect in a normalised form relatively to the 
mean quadratic deviation: 

~Xa = ~X.a[X] -1 

and in this case, the defect may be presented with the following relation: 

a 
X = ~[X]·Em,n + a[X]·~X 

The representation of the panel of the nine types of considered defects is realised with 
nine test sUrfaces that are compared with the form defect of the lateral surface. Each of 
the test surface is defined with : 

X(test _i) = ii)(y z (i» , ,p 
T T 

where Y =(0 : m-I ) / (m-l) and Z=(O: n-l ) / (n-l ) 

and is dependent of a parameter vector p (i) determined with the least square method: 

p(i)* <= min 11 r(i)(y,Z,p(i» _ ~X 11 2 

p 

The rate of surface defect is given with the "signal-noise" ratio: 

(i) 11 r* 11 

Tl = 11 ~X - r* 11 

(i) 
Tl E[O;oo) 

This ratio is so much important as the noise is weak, i.e. the test surface weH 
approximate the form defect. An other way to characterise the defects is to use the 
normalised defect: 

feil := N (p(ih ) 

N being specific to each considered defect. This way allows particularly to evaluate the 
global defect that we can express in meter: 

e(i) = H a[X] feil 

The characterisation of each of the test surfaces is given after. 

2 See the RJS method or the HERST's factor in FRACT AL (1991, Feder Edition) 
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2.1. ECCENTRICITY (Wl DEFECT) 

Two parameters characterise the axle deviation of the test cylindrical surface, parallel to 
the basic axle, in the two radial directions. We can consider also the amplitude and the 
phase of the first harmonie on a circumference direction: 

(test 1) (1) (1) . T 
X - = (PI (cos (21t Y) - <PI) + P2 (sm (21t Y) - <P2».En 

with EsE R s has components equal to 1 and: 

<PI = Em·(Em T. cos (2 1t Y»/m <P2 = Ern·(E rn T. sin ( 2 1t Y»/m 

~y)= IlpOhl1 

2.2. CONICALNESS (W2 DEFECT) 

One parameter characterise the amplitude of the differenee between the two extreme radii 
of the test surface: 

X(test _2) = PI (2). Ern .(Z T -os E/) 

(2) (2h 
10 = PI 

2.3. BARREL-SADDLE (W3 DEFECT) 

One parameter characterise the amplitude of the rounded or the hollow of the parabolic 
test surface, the axle of this surfaee being parallel to the basic axle: 

X(test _3) = PI (3)Em.( _ (n _ 2)/(n _ l)-En T/6 + Z T _ (Z T. *Z T» 
T 

where Z=(O: n-l» / (n-l) 
(3) (3h 

10 = PI 

2.4. ELLIPTICITY (W4 DEFECT) 

Two parameters characterise the amplitude and the phase of the second harmonie on a 
circumference direction: 

(test 4) (4) (4) . T 
X - = (PI (cos (41t Y) - <PI) + P2 (sm (41t Y) - <P2».En 
with 
<PI = Ern·(Em T. cos ( 41t Y»/m <P2 = Em·(Ern T. sin ( 4 1t Y»/m 

10(4) = IIp(4h 11 

2.5. CYLINDRICAL W A VES (W5 DEFECT) 

Two parameters charaeterise the amplitude and the phase of the harmonie with korder, 
upper than 2, on a circumference direction, and which minimises a least square 
deviation: 
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(test 5) (5) (5) . T 
X - = (PI (cos(2kTCY)-<Pj)+ P2 (sm (2kTCY)-<P2)).E n 
where k E [3, krnax ], krnax= int (m/5) and 

<Pj = Ern' (Ern T. cos (2 k TC Y))/m <P2 = Ern' (Ern T. sin (2 k TC Y))/m 

f(5) = IIp(5h (k*) 11 

2.6. TWISTED W A VES (W6 DEFECT) 

Two parameters eharaeterise the amplitude and the phase of the best harmonie with k 
order, upper than 2, on a eireumferenee direetion, taking into aeeount a r twist ratio: 

(test 6) (6) (6) . 
X - =(Pl (cos(<P)-<P])+ P2 (sm(<P)-<P2)) 

T T 
<P = 2·TC· k ·(Y.En - r·Ern.Z ) 

T 
s] = Ern·(Ern . cos (2 k TC Y))/m 

T 
tj = En·(En . cos ( 2 k r TC Z))/n 

T T 
<p] = S].t] + S2.t2 

k E [1, krnax ], krnax= int (m/5); 

f(6) = IIp(6h (k*, r*) 11 

2.7. AXIAL WAVES (W7 DEFECT) 

S2 = Ern·(E rn T. sin ( 2 k TC Y))/m 

t2 = En·(En T. sin ( 2 k r TC Z))/n 
T T 

<P2=S2·tj -S].t2 
rE [-2; +2], M = 0.1 

Two parameters eharaeterise the amplitude and the phase of the best harmonie with I 
order, upper than 2, on an axial direetion (l being real), and whieh minimises aleast 
square deviation: 

(test 7) (7) (7) . T 
X - = Ern.(Pl (cos (2 I TC Z) - <Pj) + P2 (sm (2 I TC Z) - <P2)) 

with I E [ Imin, Irnax ], Imin = 0.25, Irnax= int(n/5, tll = 0.2 

<p] = E n· (En T. cos ( 2 l TC Z))/n <P2 = E n· (En T. sin ( 2 I TC Z»/n. 

f (7) = 11 p (7h (l*) 11 

2.8. FORM OF THE AXLE (W8 DEFECT) 

The test surfaee is eomposed of a lot of eireular seetions with mean radius eomputed 
relatively to the seetions of the surfaee with form defeet, using a least square deviation. 
Two parameters eharaeterise the amplitude and the phase of the first harmonie evaluated 
for eaeh of the seetions: 

(test 8) (8)T . (8)T 
X - = (cos ( 2 TC Y) - <p]).Pj + (sm (2 TC Y) - <P2).P2 

with 
T 

<p] = Ern' (Ern· cos ( 2 TC Y»/m 
If'] = (cos (2 TC Y) - <Pj) 

T T 
a=lf'] .If'], b=lf'] .1f'2, 

<P2 = Ern' (Ern T. sin ( 2 TC Y))/m 
1f'2 = (sin ( 2 TC Y) - <P2) 

T 2 
c = If' 2 .If' 2, D = a ·C - b 
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(8) O'T 
P2 =.i1X .( -b·\f' I + a·\f'2) ID 

(7) 
C = x( (8h (8)* (8h (8 h ) 

m!l PI ·*PI + P2 ·*P2 
I 

2.9. PARALLELISM OF THE REAL AXLE RE LA TIVEL Y TO THE 
THEORETICAL ONE (W9 DEFECT) 

The test surface is a cylindrical surface with a radius equal to the mean radius. This 
surface is situated relatively to the surface with form defect in order to minimise the 
least square deviation. Parameters take into account the deviation and the orientation of 
the axle of the test surface relatively to the basic axle: 

(test 9) (9)T . (9)T 
X - = (cos (2 1t Y) - <PI).PI + (sm (21t Y) - <P2).P2 

with cHL= H / L and 
~ T T (9) 

81 = CHL·a[ X]· n(n+l) (En - 2Z )·P2 *:; CHL·a[ X ]·1'}1 

6(n-l) T T (9) 
82 = CHL·a[ X]· n(n+l) (En - 2Z )·PI *:; CHL·a[ X ]-1'}2 

2 T T (9) 
al = -- [3·(n - 1)-Z - (n - 2)- En ].PI * 

n(n+ 1) 
2 T T (9) 

a2 = -- [3·(n - 1)·Z - (n - 2)- E ].P2 * 
n(n+l) n 

(9)* (9)* 
PI = al·En + 1'}2·( E n - Z) P2 = a2· E n + 1'}!"C E n - Z) 

c(9) = -V1'}1 2 + 1'}22 

Type of defect C 
(i) 

11 
(i) 

Type of defect C 
(i) 

11 
(i) 

Eccentricity 0.0001 0.0001 Eccentricity 0.0054 0.0038 

Conicalness - 1.631 0.5372 Conicalness 1.645 0.5434 
Barrel-Saddle 9.708 1.072 Barre1-Saddle 3.239 0.2515 

Ellipticity 0.0001 0.0000 Ellipticity 0.0109 0.0077 

Cylindrical waves 0.0000 0.0000 Cylindrical waves 0.9013 0.8294 

Twisted waves 0.0141 0.01 Twisted waves 0.9013 0.8294 

Axial waves 1.4047 10.45 Axial waves 16.74 0.6347 

Form of the axle 0.0034 0.0015 Form of the axle 0.0255 0.0095 

Parallelism 0.0001 0.0001 Parallelism 0.0313 0.0075 

Tab. J : Pertixt system Tab.2 : Ercited system 

Using the definition of these nine defects, we can describe each studied surface with the 
identification of their integral characteristics fl[X], a[X] and V[X], and also with the 
tables of the normalised defects c(i) and the rates of defects 11(i). Each line of these tables 
represents the corresponding values for each of the previously defined defect. 
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3. The Influence of Centring the Part in the Chuck 

As an example of such adefinition of the tooled surfaces, we have now a look on the 
problem of the influence of a bad centring of a part in the chuck. We consider that the 
turning machine transmits from the ground an excitation. Its amplitude aBX is defined at 
the chuck level on a vertical direction and its frequency is IBX. The defects of the 
headstock are characterised by an eccentricity Rl on a direction Ul, giving excitation 
with amplitude a j and frequency Ij. The defects of the chuck are characterised by an 
eccentricity RO on a direction uO, giving excitation with amplitude ao and frequency 10. 
The problem here is to evaluate the state of the lateral surface for the tooled part for 
different values of the eccentricity RO. 

In order to compare our resuIts, a first step considers the perfect technological 
system with zero defect: 

[{ aBX,fBX}, {Rj,uj,al,fj}, {Ro,uo,ao,fo}J=O 

The initial surface is also a perfect cylinder. With some values taken for the definition of 
the machine, of the tool and of the part, the table I gives the resulting defects of the 
tooled surface. The axial waves is mainly the result of such machining, signature of the 
initial technological system. The integral characteristics of the tooled surface are: 

V[X] = 2.751; a[L'lX] = 7.239·10 - 4; 1l[L'lX] = 1.263.10 - 3 

Figure 3 exhibits the defect of the tooled surface in the normalised form. The generatrix 
of the surface is approximately the influence line of a rod, which is tailed on a side and 
placed on a free support on the other side, with the loading of a radial punctual force. 

For a second step, we add an excitation to the technological system such as : 
{ aBX= 0.05R, fBx = 2.5· fp }, 
{ Rj = 0.005R, Uj = 2·rr.·rand, 
{ RO = 0.0 IR, Uo = 2·rr.·rand, 

aj = 0.005R, 
aO = 0.005R, 

fI = 5· fp } 
10 = 7· fp } 

With the same initial perfect surface, we obtain a new tooled surface. The table 2 gives 
the resulting defects of this new tooled surface which have for integral characteristics: 

V[X] = 4.755; a[L'lX] = 3.679·10 - 3; 1l[L'lX] = 7.634.10 - 3 
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Figure 3 : The defect of the tooled surface for 
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The nearest test surface is now the cylindrical waves (the same values for the cylindrical 
waves and the twisted waves indicates that their is no more twist effect). Figure 4 
exhibits the defect of the new tooled surface in the normalised form. 

Starting with the same initial surface, we successively change the RO parameter in 
order to analyse its influence on the defect generation. Figures 5 gives the variation of 
the nine normalised defects feil computed at the chuck level for an eccentricity of the 
headstock axle converted from RO = 0 to RO = 0.001 H with a step of 0.0002 H. 
Computed points are given by * symbol. 

A first analysis shows that the defect of the eccentricity at the chuck level is more 
easily detected by the normalised defect of the surface corresponding to the axial waves. 
The study of the correlation has to be done now on order to obtain some indicators 
allowing the easiest identification of the defects on a machine-tool. 
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Figure 5 : Normalised defects : interpolation wilh cubic splines 

4. Conclusion 

After the modelling of the technological system used in a machining process in 
Gouskov and Tichkiewitch (1996), we have proposed a new c1assification of the defects 
of a surface and a method in order to identify these defects. We show how it is possible 
to correlate a particular defect of the surface with a specific defect of the machine-tool. 
We hope with such a correlation to be able to characterise a machine-tool. We have also 
an other goal in the possibility to specify a machine-tool in order to get a given quality 
of the wished surface. 
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Nowadays, the quality of free-form surfaces is directly linked to the precision of each step of the 
machining process, from the tool-path calculation using a CAM system to the milling of the part on 
a machine tool. The assessment of the whole process can be done through a measurement of the final 
machined surface. The measured geometrical deviations are the sum of the different errors occuring 
at each step. After an analysis of all the sources in the process, an identification of the different 
models that allow us to estimate each type of errors is performed. Particularly, the loss in precision 
due to tool-path calculation and the tool geometry are clearly described. An application on a well
known surface is performed. 

1. Introduction 

The paper deals with the quality of free-form machining by means of Computer Aided Milling. In 
general, if the machined surface meets the required geometrical specifications the process is satis
fying. The quality of the final part is linked to the accuracy of each step of the process i.e. part design, 
tool path generation using a CAM system and milling process on a machine tool. As a result, form 
deviations can be modeled as the sum of errors due to the CAD/CAM system and the machining pro
cess itself. 

In a previous work [5] we proposed a test part allowing to bring out possible errors linked to both 
the tool path generation and the milling process. The test part is composed of a set of geometrically 
defined surfaces the function of which is to give sampies of possible failures either in the tool path 
generation or in the rnilling process (the surfaces are chosen and spread such that each difficulty can 
be taken separately). This previous work led to the proposition of an inspection method that only 
allows us to check the tool path generation. 

349 
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The inspection of the whole machining process obviously requires the machining of the part on a 
machine tool. A possible approach to assess the milling process is to carry out the measurement of 
the part. In fact, the part measurement gives global deviations including tool path generation errors, 
that are weIl known since deterrnined in the previous step. Therefore, errors due to the milling pro
cess can be calculated by substraction of the tool-path generation errors to the global errors. 

The aim of the present paper is to illustrate this approach through one of the test part surfaces: 
the smooth surjace. It consists of a revolution surface obtained by rotation of a five degree Bezier 
curve. The main interests of this surface relatively to the milling process are to allow us the study of 
tool deftection effects on the final geometry and the possibility to deduce from the latter the Numeri
cal Controller milling center errors. 

In the present work, the measurement is performed with a numerical controlled Coordinate 
Measuring Machine (CMM) that is obviously imperfect. So, we have to take into account this new 
source of errors on the deviations. 

The first section is dedicated to the analysis of all the sources of errors setting apart those that are 
quantifiable from the others. Next we present the experimental procedure, from the milling of the 
part to its measurement on the CMM. In the last section, experimental results are commented and, 
particularly, the identification of the different types of errors allows us to conclude on the efficiency 
of the proposed approach to certify the free-form machining process. 

2. Analysis of the deviations between the final shape and the nominal model 

The analysis concems the 3-axes milling process of free-form surfaces with a ball-end cutter tool. 
This section presents the sources of errors at each level of the process (see Figure 1) that cause final 
form deviations from the nominal model. We can distinguish errors coming from the milling process 
from those linked to the measurement of the machined part. 

2.1. SOURCES OF ERRORS IN THE PROCESS 

As the CAD modeling is assumed to be perfect in this study, the main errors occurring during the 
milling process may come from the tool-path generation (using the CAM system) and the part mil
ling on the NC center. In fact, the error represents the deviation between the final machined surface 
and the nominal model and obviously results from the sum of both errors (tool-path generation and 
milling process). From the nominal surface, the CAM system calculates the successive locations of 
the tool-path points with respect to given criteria. The resulting error is the deviation between the 
enveloppe surface of such calculated tool-paths and the original surface [2], [3]. Note that the calcu
lation of the tool-path is performed with a perfect tool geometry. From the generated tool-path, the 
part is machined on a machine tool. The main sources of errors may come from the machine tool 
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behavior (tool-path treatment by the numerical controller, rigidity ofthe machine-tool, ... ) and 
the tool behavior during the cutting process (deflection, .... ) [7]. 

Final part I 
Fig. 1 Manufacturing process 

Milling 
center 

At this stage, the error is the deviation between the machined surface, which is the enve
loppe of the tool motions, and the nominal model. For our purpose, this deviation is defived in 
terms of a geometrical deviation e, at each point Po of the original surface : e = PoP m . ft , 
where Pm represents the corresponding point on the machined surface and ft, the normal to 
the nominal surface at Po, 

The final geometrical deviation can be evaluated at each point by a measurement of the 
part on a CMM. Obviously, the measuring process is a new source of error. Besides the 
measurement uncertainties, we have to consider the errors due to the CMM behavior, inclu
ding the CMM geometry and the probe repeatability. 

2.2. CLASSIFICATION OF THE MAIN DEVIATIONS 

In the scope of this study, our working hypothesis conceming the specificity of each error is 
presented in table 1. Each source gives rise to a specific error which is of the following types: 
calculated from a given model, derived from measurements, known by experience or unk
nown apriori. 

CAM Machining Measurement 

Calculated geometrical deviation tool deflection 

Measured tool geometry uncertainty 

Known by experience probe certification 

Unknown apriori machine tool behavior CMM geometry 

Table I : Classification of the sources of error 
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In the case of the first two types, the error can be evaluated at each point of the surface either by 
calculation from a model or by measurements. On the other hand, for the last two types, the error is 
generally quantified using an upper-bound value for the whole surface. 

In a previous work, we proposed a model to assess the tool-path generation using a CAM system 
[5]. The geometrical deviation at each point is calculated after the determination of the machined 
point Pm using the Z-buffer method. A covering of the nominal surface by a cartesian grid of vertical 
lines is performed and the machined point is the lower intersection between a verticalline and the 
enveloppe of the tool-path. 

With an accurate measurement of the tool geometry, the non-perfect tool geometry effects can be 
taken into account. In fact the knowledge of the real tool geometry allows us to presuppose the final 
machined shape and so, to quantify the resulting geometrical deviation. 

Conceming the tool deflection it seems difficult to quantify its effect at each point of the surface 
with greater precision. However numerous models show that in most cases, errors are linked to the 
orientation of the normal at each point relative to the tool axis. 
Although it is known that some models can be used to determine the influence of the CMM geo
metry on the measured deviation [4], we c1assify these errors as unknown apriori. This assumption 
will be c1arified in the following sections. 

3. Description of the manufacturing process 

This section presents adescription of the whole milling process and the measurement of the smooth 
surface. Remember that the process is divided in: tool path generation on a CAM system, rnilling of 
the part on a NC milling center, and measurement of the part on a NC CMM. 

For the tool path generation, we choose the driving tool direction to be in parallel planes, as it is 
currently done. The planes are vertical and perpendicular to the revolution axis of the surface. The 
line is commonly the description format of the tool-path : the tool-path is a set of points linked 
together by line segments. This set of points results from the approximation of the surface using two 
parameters that characterize the quality of the final part : the maximal chordal deviation, Mt, and the 
maximal scallop height, hc [1]. The maximal chordal deviation defines the discretization step for a 
single path (distance between two points on a single path) and the maximal scallop height defines 
the distance between two successive single paths. Note that the driving tool direction defines the 
direction of a single path. 

Although there is no obvious link between the form deviation specification and those parame
ters, they are chosen so that : -Mt :s; e :s; Mt + hc [6]. For our experimentation, Mt = 5 11m and hc = 
5 11m. This implies the geometrical deviations to be inc1uded in [-5 11m, 10 11m]. Results are shown 
in figure 2. It can be seen that machining such a shape does not cause problem to the CAM system 
for the calculated deviations eCAM remain in the authorized interval ([-4 11m, 4 11m]). Considering 
the driving tool direction this is not surprising. 

During the next step, the part machining is implemented with conventional feedrate and cutting 
speed on a 3-axes rnilling machine. The part material (alurninum alloy 2017) and the overall machi
ning conditions, induce the rnilling to be achieved mark free : neither slow-down linked to the nume
rical controller treatment nor cutting problems. 
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Fig. 2 Geometrical deviations on the tool-path 

As said above, the certification of the milling process is done through the measurement of 
the part. Before setting up the experiment, one has to generate the set of measuring points. 
This set can be derived from the knowledge of the tool path generated by the CAD/CAM sys
tem, i.e. a set of Cutter Location Points (CLP). To get the probe path we project each point of 
the tool-path on the nominal surface in the direction of the corresponding normal vector. So 
we take out 767 points that form the probe path. In this case, both the probe path and the tool
path follow circ1es defined in planes prependicular to the revolution axis (the single path is a 
circ1e, intersection between the nominal surface and the driving tool direction). 

Before acquiring the points, we run an alignment procedure by measuring three remarka
ble surfaces of the test part eventually forming a coordinate system. In addition, to avoid ran
dom errors we measure each point 25 times. Finally, during the acquisition we use the probe 
tip compensation along the approaching direction, i.e. the direction of the normal vector to the 
surface. We end up with a set of 19175 actual points which take 10 hours to measure. The 
measurement is performed with a NC CMM that is obviously imperfect. In order to ensure 
that such errors are negligible with respect to the global deviations, the part is measured in 
severallocations of the CMM working volume. 

Nota Bene: for the experiment we checked that both the temperature and humidity were 
controlled to guarantee the stability of both the CMM and the part. 

4. Results 

The objective is of course to be ab1e to evaluate the deviations between the actual surface 
(defined by the measured points) and the nominal model (defined by the CAD system). The 
way points are measured involves that the geometrical deviation is directly given by the dis
tance between the measured points and the corresponding points on the nominal. 

As we supposed before, the inf1uence of the CMM geometry is unknown apriori. In fact, 
CMM geometry errors essentially depend on the location of the measured point in the wor
king space. So, four measurements of the surface are performed in different locations of the 
measuring space. If variations of the deviation at each point occur, they only come from the 
CMM geometry. We compare the deviations on several isoparametrics (circ1es) for the diffe
rent locations and we notice that the overall mean variation of the deviations between the 
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positions is of about 311m (std=1.7 11m). We can then assume that the CMM errors are relatively 
low with respect to the global deviations. 

Figure 3 presents measured geometrical deviations, em, corresponding to one experiment. The 
amplitude of the geometrical deviations is 0.095 mm. A few aberrant data can be noticed, and the 
probe repeatability can be estimated to 1.5 I1m.The deviation at each point presented in figure 3 is 
the average of the deviations ca1culated from the 25 measurements. So we assume that the measure
ment uncertainty is eliminated. 

20 

10 

o 

- 10 
o 

80 ~--~---':-:O~----l 
100 

Fig. 3 Deviationsfrom nominal 

After this first analysis, the infIuence of the errors linked to the measurement process are small 
enough to be negligeable in the following analysis. 

At this stage of the study the remaining deviations are issued from the milling process. The pos
sible causes considered for the remaining deviations are: the tool geometry, the tool defIection and 
the machine tool behavior (servo-control, geometry, vibrations ... ). 

Conceming the tool geometry, the measurement of the real tool shape is performed. Each cutting 
edge is measured using an optical beneh. Besides the dimension which is not right, the shape of the 
tool is not hemispherical. In fact, each edge can be approximated by an arc of circ1e whose radius 
value is greater than the theoretical one (Ro = 5 mm), and whose centre does not belong to the tool 
axis (see table 2). Even though the tool shape is far from the perfect shape, this can be explained by 
the grinding method. 

edge 
Radius dx dz Form deviation 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

1 5.214 0.116 0.206 0.020 

2 5.176 0.095 0.188 0.018 

Table 2 : Geometry of the tool edgesl 

In order to take into account these effects, we adopt the model proposed in figure 4. The parame
ter dz is deterrnined considering that the virtual ideal tool and the real tool have the same length. The 
link between the two edges is characterized at N by a tangent discontinuity. The distance between N 
and the axis tool is measured : 0.16 mm. Moreover, the analysis shows that edge 2 is shifted back 
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relative to the other one. We thus only consider the effect of the shape of edge 1. In order to 
evaluate the deviations induced by the non perfect tool geometry, we compute the distance 
between the point M, that belongs to edge 1 and Mo, that belongs to the theoretical edge. The 
variation of the deviations etoo!' with the angle e, that defines the normal orientation relative to 
the tool axis, is presented in figure 4. 

0.02 
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Fig. 4 Deviations due to the tool geometry 

Note that the amplitude of these deviations is significant in comparison to the deviations due 
to the CAM system: 0.09 mm (thereof 0.008 mm only result from the CAM system). 
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Fig. 5 Residual deviations 

The evolution of the measured geometrical deviations with e is shown in figure 5. We 
notice that the general form of the mean curve of the deviations is similar to the one in figure 
4. The tool geometry is thus the essential source of errors in our experimentation. 
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Finally, to achieve the assessment of the process, we have to separate the identified errors and the 
residual deviation er is given by : er = em - eCAM - etool at each point. Errors issued from the measu
ring process are bounded by -211m and 211m. So the residual deviation essentially includes the 
effects due to the machine tool behavior. The evolution of the residual deviations with e are shown 
in figure 5. Figure shows a significant systematic error, close to 0.015 mm, which is surprising and 
can not only be explained by the effect of the machine tool behavior. Among the most likely expla
nations, the effect linked to the adjustment of the tool geometry model seems to be the most perti
nent. In fact, through the hypothesis that the effect of the tool deflection is negligeable on the points 
whose normal is vertical, such points are used to define the zero deviation of the tool geometry 
model. An error on the origin obviously implies an offset on the deviations. The separation of the 
remaining deviations is not yet realized for not identifiable simply. 

5. ConcIusion 

An approach to certify the machining process of free form surfaces is proposed. Besides the evalua
tion of the process performance performed by the part measurement, an identification of the diffe
rent sources of error is proposed. Even though it is not possible to clearly estimate the effects of each 
actor of the process, some of them are quantified at each point using models, or measurements. That 
is the case for errors linked to the CAM system (i.e. tool path calculation) and these due to the non
perfect tool geometry, that can be thus estimated before the part machining. The remaining geome
trical deviations (obtained by substraction of CAM and tool geometry errors to the measured geo
metrical deviations) include effects not qualifiable easi!y (servo-control, machine too! geometry, .... ). 
The application of the method to a well-known part surface shows the efficiency of the proposed 
models. However, the final measurement of the part has to be carried out with some caution so that 
the measuring process does not become a new source of unknown errors. 
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1. Geometry and tolerancing 

1.1. DECLARATIVE GEOMETRY 

1.1.1. TTRS Model version 1. 
A TTRS (Teehnologieally and Topologieally Related Surfaee), [CLE 94] and [CLE 
97], is eomposed of either a pair of surfaees or a pair of TTRS's, or a surfaee and a 
TTRS. The notion of inheritanee is integrated into the model: eaeh TTRS entity X 
inherits the general strueture of the model shown in Fig. 1. The model has 7 classes of 
surfaees. The first three classes of surfaees - spherieal, eylindrieal and plane - are said to 
be simple surfaee classes, eompared to the other four surfaee classes whieh are 
helieoi'dal, generated by rotation, prismatie or any other type and are said to be complex. 
6 eases of surfaee relations result from the assoeiation of the three classes of simple 
surfaees and define 13 relative positioning constraints. TTRS entities are eomprised of 
several types of attributes: those eonsidered as elementary--points, straight-lines or 
planes--denoted elementary MGRE's (Minimum Referenee Geometrie Elements) and 
those eonsidered as elementary eonstrueted MGRE's, for instanee running points. The 
TTRS also has relative positioning, topological and ehirality type eonstraints as 
attributes. 
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1.1.2. Review ofthe 13 relative positioning constraints 
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Each relative positioning constraint, [CLE 98], possesses a mathematical expression 
wh ich has been prepared using the following hypotheses : 

..... ~ 
A point M in space is defmed by its original vector, as : m = OM . A straight-

line D in space is defined by two perpendicular vectors : t, directive unit vector and p, 
~ -

as t7 MD E D : p = OM D /\ t . A plane P in space is defined by anormal unit 

------+ ..... 
vector, ii, and a scalar, d, as t7 M p E P : d = OMp • n . 
These 13 constraints constitute a necessary tool, sufficient for the explicit definition of 
the positioning of any simple or complex surface in relation to any other simple or 
complex surface. Utilization of the thirteen relative positioning constraints enables the 
explicit constraint-assisted declaration of the tolerancing and dimensioning of a 
mechanical part to be made, in a very flexible manner. For instance, the constraint Cl3 
between two lines may be expressed like : 

C 13 : distance and angle (line, line) 

1.2. EXAMPLE OF A CURVE 

1.2.1. De Casteljau's construction declaration 
The objective is to declare the De Casteljau curves, [CAS 86], defined by their poles 
and to describe their dimensioning by a list of positioning constraints. To be more 
precise, these constraints not only enable the positioning of the curve to be declared 
with respect to its poles but also allow dimensioning the declared curve or surface. 
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Fig 2 : De Casteljau Curve 

Let C be the De Casteljau curve to be declared in a 3D space. Let Po, PI. P2 and P3 be its 
fOUf poles, as per De Casteljau definition. Full declaration ofthe curve C includes that of 
each ofthe points constructed from these poles (Fig 2), P4, Ps, P6, P7, Ps, and from the 
point P9, called the running point, of the geometric locus curve C. The successive 
declaration ofthese sub-poles is carried out. 
For each declaration of constructed sub-poles, two C2 relative positioning constraints 
and one topological constraint have to be applied : C2 : distance (first pole, constructed 
pole) and C2 : distance (constructed pole, second pole) ; the constructed pole belongs to 
the segment [first pole, second pole], [CLE 98]. The system of constraints (S) for the 
complete declaration is thus expressed by : 

Vi E [0,3], (2nd degree curve pole construction ) 

d(p', P'+4) = 11m Pi+4 - m Pi II 
d (Pi+4 , Pi+/ ) = 11m Pi+1 - m Pi+411 

11m Pi+4 - m Pi li/11m Pi+1 - m Pi+411 = k 

d(Pi , Pi+.) + d(P'+4' Pi+/ )- d(Pi , Pi+/ ) = 0 

Vi E [4,6]. (1 st degree curve pole construction) 

d(p', P'+3) = 11m Pi+3 - m Pi II 
d( Pi+3 ' Pi+/) = 11m Pi+1 - m Pi+311 

11m Pi+3 - m Pi li/11m Pi+1 - m Pi+311 = k 

d(p', P'+3) + d(P'+3' P'+/) - d(Pi , Pi+/ ) = 0 

Pour i = 7, (0 degree curve pole construction)) 

d(p"P,+J= Ilm pi+2 -mPiII 

(S) d(Pi+2, pi+J = Ilm pi+1 - mpiJI 

11m Pi+2 - m Pi li/11m Pi+1 - m Pi+211 = k 

d(p" P'+2) + d(Pi+2, P'+/) - d(Pi , Pi+/) = 0 

A 3rd_degree De Casteljau curve is defined by 4 poles. Consequently, the declared and 
constructed sub-poles P4, Ps and P6 defme a 2nd-degree De Casteljau curve; the same 
declared and constructed sub-poles, P7 and Ps defme a 1 st_degree De Casteljau curve 
(that is, a straight-line) and the running point P9, defines a O-degree De Casteljau CUfve, 
that is, the point itself. According to the above explanations, the system (S) is composed 
of three sub-systems. The running point P9 has several specificities : it is therefore 
declared in the same marmer as the other sub-poles, it belongs to the curve and defines 
the exact position of the tangent to the curve. This tangent is a 1 st_degree curve (a 
straight-line) which passes through the constructed sub-poles, P7 and Ps. Let (P7, Ps) be 
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the tangent to the curve at P9. It is declared using the two C4 constraints coinciding with 

{m /\1 = p-
P7 (~,~) (~,~) 

points (P7 and Ps) and can be expressed by : _ _ _ 
m /\t -p P8 (P"P8 ) - (P"P8 ) 

1.3. NORMALIZATION ADVANCEMENT 

Since the beginning of the 80's, the technologieal advancement of CAD-CAM has 
enabled digitized surfaces to be defined as close as possible to the projected functions 
(aerodynamies, design, etc.). These surfaces, of a new type, are increasingly complex. 
What do we understand by complex surface ? 
These are quite simply surfaces that we are not accustomed to handling. What responses 
do the tolerancing and verification standards of such surfaces provide? CAD-CAM 
systems provide designers with nominal definitions as close as possible to the functions 
expected from the product. On the other hand, the geometry of the shapes drawn is more 
and more complex. Maximum admissible deviation for complex products - generally 
called tolerances by the mechanical engineer - must be expressed in a language that is 
common to all the actors in a company : this is the standardized language of industrial 
design. Ifwe look at standards for technical design, such as AFNOR or ISO, these have 
been buHt up gradually according to industrial requirements, using examples, and they 
take little or no account of the tolerancing of complex surfaces. The French E04-562 
standard project, [NOR E04], entitled « Geometrie Product Specification (GPS), 
Complex surfaces, Specifications for design », proposes an initial response for the 
tolerancing of these complex surfaces, together with a possibility for referencing them. 

A 
I~--i 
i 
i 

~ I 
i 
LL..._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._-._~.. B 

Fig. 3 : Tolerancing 0/ a complex/orm in relation to a prismatic re/erence 

t I c I 

The example shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the type of symbol proposed by the standard 
project. The form symbol, standardized for simple surfaces, together with the letters 
« LOC » is used to indieate that the specification is a localization of a complex surface. 
The reference system is constituted by the surface C, which is a complex surface. It is 
indicated on the drawing by a dot-and-dash line. This reference system is a prismatic 
surface which corresponds to the association of two plane surfaces. The standard project 
also provides for the resolution of progressive and offseted tolerance areas; however, 
this case is not covered in this article. The TTRS model advancements, particularly as 
regards the surface running point, deal with the geometrieal declaration of complex 
surfaces, as well as their tolerancing and dimensional inspection. 

2. Tolerancing declaration/actual geometry integration 

2.1. DECLARATION OF THE MODELS 
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2.1.1. Tolerancing declaration 
As per the ISO 10303-47 standard, [ISO 97], eommonly ealled part 47 of the STEP 
standard, the model (Fig. 4) defines a geometrie toleranee by the relative positioning of 
the toleraneed element and the toleranee zone in relation to the datum system. Any 
TTRS toleranee zone boundary is positioned in relation to a toleraneed element using 
one or several relative positioning eonstraints. This unit (toleranee area u toleraneed 
element) eonstitutes the toleraneing TTRS whieh is itself positioned in relation to the 
TTRS datum, using one or several relative positioning eonstraints and eonstitutes the 
toleraneing TTRS, as shown in Fig. 4. 

TTRS _geom etrie _ toleranee 

toleranced element 

~ ___ -----, dirn 

derived element 
o ___ tyr_, 

1

1 

: dimensioning I 

"_ =e!ses(l~t : 

element_21 

m agnitude2_ 
tolerance offset 

I 1- ,----------
I ~·-------jO ' 

I measure_schema. I 

I magnitude] 0 measure with unit ' 
tolerance_range L ____ = __ -___ I 

Fig. 4 : Tolerancing model 

2.1.2. Actual geometry integration 

LT iO~leranCing 
TTRS 

Datum 

Positioning eonstraints 
and test on parameters 

Point data corresponding 
to the toleranced element 

Positioning eonstraints an 
some parameters optimizatio 

I 

I ~ Positioning eonstraints an r---objeetive funetion optimization 
Point data corresponding 

to the datum system 

<1----- Nominal geometr -------+1 +I---Actual geometry 

Fig. 5 : Nominal model and aelual model 

datum 

Fig. 5 shows the integration diagram for nominal and aetual geometry. The signifieanee 
of the method presented here is the eonstraint-assisted declaration of relative 
positioning of the extracted actual point data representative of the datum system and 
the element toleraneed, direetly and respeetively corresponding to the nominal, 
declared elements. 

2.2. EXAMPLE OF THE LOCALIZATION OF A BEZIER CURVE 

2.2.1 Dimensioning 
The example examined in this paragraph relates to the localization of a Bezier eurve in 
relation to a prismatie surface, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Dimensioning of the part is composed of two parts. The surface comprised between 
points A and B is a complex surface whose dimensioning is described in paragraph 
« l.2.l. De Casteljau's construction declaration », and which provides us with 
knowledge of its running point (used later for tolerancing and metrology). Dimensioning 
the datum, that is to say the surface or TTRS C, composed of two perpendicular plane 
surfaces, is declared by a C7 constraint, angle (plane, plane), so the angle equals 90°. 
Completeness of dimensioning is achieved by positioning the running point of the 
complex surface in relation to the TTRS C. 

2.2.2. Tolerancing 
Declaration ofthe tolerancing is a declaration identical in conformity with dimensioning, 
to which is added the declaration ofthe tolerance zone boundary. This declaration is also 
achieved using the running point principle, as shown in Figure 6. This boundary is 
limited by surfaces SI et S2, whose running points are respectively MI and Mz. 

A -- ---kh ____ I SI 
The two running points MI and Mz -.t 

are positioned in relation to the running 
point P9, at a fixed distance of t/2 (half of 
the tolerance) and by a topological 
constraint indicating that the point P9 

belongs to the segment [MI, Mz]. The 
corresponding system of equations is : B 

Figure 6 : Tolerance area 

C 2 : d ( P9' MI) = 11m P, - m MI II = f ( k ) 

C 2 : d ( P9 , M 2) = 11m P, - m M ,li = f ( k ) 

d ( MI' P9 ) + d ( P9 ' M 2 ) - d ( MI' M 2 ) = 0 

Function f(k) gives the value of the tolerance, in the case of a progressive and displaced 
tolerance, in relation to the position of the point courant. In this case, the value of the 
zone is considered to be constant, thusf(k) is constant and equal to t/2. 

2.2.3. Metrology 

Datum system association : 
The datum point data is composed of two types of points: Ci, points corresponding to a 
plane and the point Cj, the other plane. For the declaration of this association, the 
distance of each of the points C(i or j) from the TTRS C ass sought is declared, [BAL 
92], in the sense of the least square criterion (criterion chosen), together with the 
perpendicularity constraint between the two plane surfaces. The form of the system is : 

Dist( Mi' plan A ass ) = Ilm i . n A ass - dll = Bi 

Dist(M 1 , plan B as ,)= Ilm i . n B ass - dll= B j 

Ang(plan A asso plan B as..}= arcsindnpianAaSS /\ npianBassll)=17 /2 
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The datum association here is an « exterior to matter» constraint, [BAL 92], [CUB 
98]. Therefore, it is now necessary to declare the determination of an exterior to matter 
point (one for each datum plane). Let PA be an approach point determining the exterior in 
relation to surface C. The objective is to declare the construction of a TTRS CA (plane A 
approach, plane B approach), passing through the approach point. Declaration is achieved 
using the constraints : 
C3 : distance (point approach, plane A approach, parallel), where the distance is 0 and C6 
distance (plane A ass, plane A approach), SO that the distance is dA; C3 : distance (point 
approach, plane B approach, parallel), where the distance is 0 and C6 : distance (plane Bass, 

plane B approach), SO that the distance is d B. This list of constraints is expressed 
mathematically by the system: 

d( Papprache' plan Aapproche) = Imapproche . napproche - dA approche 1= 0 

nA ass 1\ n approche = 0 

d(plan Aass' plan Aapprohe) = k nA ass· napprohe) X dA approhe - dA ass I = dA 

d( Papprache' plan Bapproche) = Imapproche . napproche - d B approche 1= 0 

nB ass 1\ n approche = 0 

d(plan Bass' plan Bapprohe) = k n Bass· napprohe) X d B approhe - d B ass I = d B 

The distance of each of the points Mi and Mj is declared in relation to their respective 
approach plane. 

d( Mi' plan Aapproche) = Imapproche . napproche - dA approche I = d i 

Sup(d,) 

d( MI' plan B approche ) = Imapproche . napproche - d Bapproehe I = d J 

Sup(d j ) 

Sup(Mi) and SUp(Mj) indicate the exterior to matter points. The two exterior to matter 
planes still have to be declared by the constraints : C3 : distance (point external matten plane 
Aas" parallel), where the distance is 0 and C6 : distance (plane A as" plan A'), so that 
the distance is d A ext ; C3 : distance (point external matten plane Bass, parallel), where the 
distance is 0 and C6 : distance (plane Bass, plane B'), so that the distance is dB ext. This 
list of constraints is expressed mathematically by the system: 

d(MAextmal' plan A'}= Imextmat ·nA, -dA,1 = 0 

nA ass 1\ nA, = 0 

d(plan Aass' plan A'} = I(n A ass· n A') X dA' - dA ass 1= d A ext 

d(MBextmal' plan B'} = Imextmat . nB' - dB,1 = 0 

nB ass 1\ nB, = 0 

d(plan Bass' plan B'} = l(nBass ·nB') X d B, - dBaJ = d Bext 

Comp/ex surface measure for design engineering 
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Each point Ptj ofthe point data is positioned in relation to the tolerance zone MGRE, that 
is to say the running point ofthe complex surface (AB). For each ofthe positions ofthe 
running point, the position of the tangent to the surface and, therefore, the normal is 
known (Fig. 7). Then, for each of the points Pt;, the distance Ej is declared in relation to 
the respective position of the running point P9,by including the topological constraint 
that point Pt; belongs to the segment [M], M2}. 

For complex surface measure for design 
engineering, the SUp(Ej) is declared. The 
corresponding system of equations is : x 

C2 : d(Pt;,P9 ) = IImp9 -mpl,II=E; 
x 

x 
X X d( MI' Pt; ) + d( Pt; M 2 ) - d( MI' M 2 ) = 0 

SUp(E) B 

Fig. 7: Camp/ex surface point data 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented a full declarative diagram, integrating dimensioning, 
tolerancing (trom the CATIA Fd&T module) and the relationship between the nominal 
geometry and actual geometry of the mechanical parts. This declaration is expressed by a 
system of equations, inequations and target functions that will constitute input data for 
the solver. This new approach to dimensional inspection seems to us to possess 
particularly interesting exhaustivity and integration qualities. We are currently testing 
the exhaustivity of our declarative language, as weil as the capacity of some solvers to 
resolve all our declarations. 
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ADAPTIVE DIGITIZATION OF MECHANICAL PARTS 

Abstract 
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This paper proposes an automatic and adaptive method for the digitization of numerical 
parts using Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM). We present a methodology for 
scanning inspired by optimization algorithms and contour determination in Computer 
Aided Design. Relevance of the proposed method and its advantages compared to 
existing methods are illustrated by an example of industrial application consisting in 
measuring the profile curves and sections of parts of revolution. We finally set up the 
bases of an algorithm devoted to the surface digitization of any mechanical part. 

1. Introduction 

Digitization has different objectives. The first one is to create the CAD model of an 
existing part. A second application is to check part conformity to designer 
specifications. 
There exist many techniques for mechanical part digitization. Some are adapted to 
products to measure (spotlight of profile, camera for plane parts, ... ) [2], [4]. Due to its 
speed of measurement, digitization using laser and camera seems a good technique. It 
has nevertheless some drawbacks and measurement through probes by contact is often 
required. Among these drawbacks, we can mention, the measurement accuracy, the low 
depth, the important equipment dimensions. This technique is not suitable for 
transparent or refractive parts, like plastic bottles. Moreover, organizing the point cloud 
is a difficult problem. 
All the existing CMM machines propose pro grams based on digitization methods whose 
parameters are not all weIl mastered. Moreover, these methods are not adaptive since 
they uniformly digitize points on the surface. They are unable to adapt the number of 
points according to the geometrical complexity of the explored region. This yields the 
measurement ofuseless points and thus a waste oftime. 

365 
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2. General digitization algorithm with CM Machines 

We present in this section the outlines of a general algorithm for the digitization 
with a Coordinate Measuring Machine. A scanning technique is proposed in order to 
precisely follow a predetennined trajectory on the part to digitize. 
Let us introduce the following notations: 
Xi : i-th digitized point known by its coordinates, 
Xi = {xJ : ordered "structured" list ofthe fIrst i digitized points, 
Yi : i-th valid or accepted point characterizing the line to digitize. 
Yi = {yJ : ordered "structured" list ofthe fIrst i Yi. 
All the digitized points belong to Xj list. Yj is sufflcient to provide a good defInition of 
the curve to be digitized (with respect to the accuracy required by the user). Yj is 

obtained during the scanning process by suppressing points Xi which do not add a 
worthwhile complement of infonnation. 

Algorithm: 
begin 
sten 1: obtention of the data limiting the region to digitize 
repeat /* in the current situation, we have X n = {xn} and Y p = {Yp} 

sten 2: estimation of the following point Xn+ I: i = \jI (x I, ... , xu) 

sten 3: measurement of point x n+ I by sighting estimated point: 

Xn+ I = Xn U {xn+ I}, 
step 4: computation ofthe difference between estimated point x and 

measure point Xn+ I. 

If point xn+ I satisfIes the criteria do : 

Yp+l =Yp U {Xn+l} and (Yn+l=xn+Ü 
until digitization is complete 
sten 5: computation ofthe offset region. 
end 

The fIrst step of our algorithm consists in defIning the limit of the region to digitize and 
the initial situation. The second stage estimates the point to digitize through an 
evaluation function 'P. Then, the point is picked by sighting the predicted point. 
Evaluation and measurement are repeated until the region to digitize has been entirely 
covered. Finally, the radius ofthe probe must be taken into account to shift the digitized 
region for obtaining the true image of the part. Steps 2 and 3 of previous algorithm are 
closed to optimization techniques. Both require the defInition of an efflcient evaluation 
function 'P. With a CMM, the prediction step is of fundamental importance because the 
prediction point is quickly computed while the measurement process involves the 
motion of the machine axis in order to posit the probe. Digitizing a point requires that 

the probe must move to the predicted point i, and must grope in its neighbourhood. In 
general, the probe moves straight from a starting point Pd (see fIgure I). For safety 
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reasons, the probe moves at a nominal speed until point Xs (defmed by safety parameter 
ds) and with a speed for measuring (very low in general) between Xs and potentia1ly up 

to Xf (defmed by search parameter dr). The digitized point (limit of the material) must 

necessarily belong to interval [x"xf]. Estimator '" must therefore take into account these 
technical aspects to avoid wasting too many time in the groping process. The predicted 
point must be as close as possible to the measured point, but without lost 0/ sa/ety. 

Digitizing a part whose CAD model exists is a very interesting particular case. 
Assuming an appropriate wedging between the part and the model, the latter can be 
used to compute the prediction of digitized points, which really speeds the process up. 

x Xf 
( )( ) 

ds dr 
Figure 1. Parameters dejining the probe working space 

The proposed algorithm must a1low us to defme correcdy the entity being digitized (a 
line for example). The difficulty is equivalent for marching methods in Surface-Surface 
Intersection (S.S.I.) problem. One must avoid to digitize or compute too many useless 
points. For an intersection curve, it is always possible to have an aposteriori control 
checking the good definition of the curve. This can entail the computation of some 
intermediate points [1]. For our digitization algorithm, this technique must be 
proscribed. We should avoid a loop inc1uding steps 2, 3 and 4 and devoted to the 
obtention of a 'good' point yp+ 1. The progression step must automatically be adapted to 

direcdy obtain the good number of points. This automatie step adaptation depends on 
several tolerances which are difficult to master and on objects themselves. Results are 
proposed in [3] for S.S.1. search. We present our approach in section 3.2. 
With a spherical head probe, each measurement provides the coordinates of the probe 
centre. We obtain a digitized point shift of the sphere radius from the "true" curve. An 
exact procedure must shift back every point along the normal direction to the surface at 
the given point. As far as we know, all scanning software propose a shift in the 
measurement plane and consider the normal direction on the digitized curve but not to 
on the surface. Applications proposed in the following allow us to estimate the surface 
normal vector and thus to propose a correct shift. 
Offset curves and surfaces often contain singular points. Since the radius of the probe 
head is small, and the studied surfaces have to be digitized with this probe (rather "fair" 
surfaces) we do not consider singularities. Even by reducing the probe radius, some 
information on the part can not be reachable (singularities on the digitized curve). 
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3. Digitization of a surface of revolution 

Our proposed method has the advantage of being an automatie, fast, generie and 
aeeurate method. It ean be applied to all parts of revolution and does not require any 
speeifie installation. The digitization ofthe part takes plaee in two steps: 
- determination of the revolution axis: for this purpose the user seleets four points on 

the part. The system deduets the normal veetors to these given points and then the 
loeation of the axis through an automatie measurement of 8 additional points. 
- Measurement by seanning of a profile eurve or seetion or both depending on the 

user's ehoiee. 

3.1. DETERMINATION OF THE REVOLUTION PART AXIS 

Searehing the revolution axis is an essential step to avoid a manual alignment. Sinee the 
revolution axis is known, the final shift of the eurve ean be done in the plane defmed by 
the eurrent point and the axis. Another important point eoneems visibility: every point 
to measure must be visible for t..!J.e probe. 
Let us introduee our notations, illustrated on Figure 2 and used in the following: 
* Pi a point on the surfaee of revolution, 
* ni the normal to the surfaee of revolution at point Pi, 
* Di the line defined by veetor ni and point Pi, written D = (Pi, ni ), 
* v the veetor defming the revolution axis, 
* d the revolution axis, also written d = (m, v) 
* PiO the interseetion point between lines Di and d, 

, , , , 
\ 

--..... ~ ------------
P I 0 1 

v 

Figure 2. Location oJ the Jour points, the normal vectors and the axis 

Normal veetors ni ean be measured with the M.M.C. The user ehooses the position of 

points Pi and the maehine automatieally digitizes additional points in their 

neighbourhood (by pieking two elose points of Pi, we ean determine two veetors whose 

eross-produet approximates normal veetor ni). 
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We assume that coordinates of Pi and Bi are known and that coordinates of PiO, m and v 
are unknown. As m is a free point on ~, we will merge PIO (first point PiO) and m. 
Moreover vector v can be deducted from any couple of points on ~. Finally, let us 
consider: m = PIO and v = PIOP20. 
Our problem reduces to determine the 6 unknown coordinates of points PIO and P20. 

Since point piO belongs to line Di (Pi, BÜ, there exists a scalar value Ai such that: 

PiOPi = Ai Bi (Ai> 0 and i = 1, ... ,4) (1) 
Each equation of type (1) introduces an additional parameter Ai. The balance between 
equations and unknowns requires four points Pi. 
As points PiO are aligned, we can introduce the following convention: 

(2) 

Applying the relations (PIOPiO= PIOPI + PIPi + PiPiO (i=I, ... ,4» and combining (1) and (2), 
we obtain the system of 9 unknowns and 9 equations: 

{ 
v= AI BI + PIP2 -A2B2 

k, v: A,B,+ PIP3 -\B3 

~ v- AI BI + PIP4 -A4B4 

(3) 

the unknowns being : Ai (i=l, .. .4), kl, k2 and the three coordinates of vector v = 

PlOP20· 
To solve tbis system, we decompose the problem on basis (BI, B2, PIP2). Selecting a 
point so that the vectors define a basis can be easily achieved by the operator. We write 
the following linear decomposition: 

B3 = <X3 BI + ß3B2 + 11 PIP2 
B4 = <X4 BI + ß4 B2+ Y4PIP2 
PIP3 = <X13 BI+ ß13 B2+ Y13 PIP2 (4) 
PIP4 = <X14 BI + ß14 B2+ YI4 PIP2 

If vectors B3 and B4 are chosen so that their component on PI P2 does not vanish, we can 
assume that Y3 = 1 and Y4 = 1. Equations (4) leads to: 

AI (k,-l) = -A) <X3 + <X13 

AI (~- 1) = -A4 <X4 + <X14 

A2k, = -A3 ß3 + ß13 

A2~ = -A4 ß4 + ßI4 

k, = -A3 + Y13 

~ = -A4 + YI4 

(5) 

From the two last lines in (5), we eliminate A3 and A4. After substitution in the other 

equations and elimination ofAI and A2, we have the following equations: 

{ k,~ (a,-<X4) + k, (YI4<X4-<X14-<X3)+ ~(<X13-YI3<XJ +<X4)+(Y13<X3- <Xll_-YI4<X4 + <X14) =0 
(6) 

kl~(ß3- ß4) + kJYI4 ß4- ß14) + ~(ßll- Yll ß3) - 0 
Introducing intermediate parameters ei and fi, equations (6) can be written: 
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{ kl~el + kle2 + ~e] +_e4 =0 

kl~fl + kl f2+ ~fJ - 0 
from which we obtain: 

{ ~=Akl+B with:A=(e2 -elf2 andB= fle. 
k l ~ fl + kl f2+ ~ fJ = 0 el f] -fle] el fJ -fleJ 

Finally, eliminating k2 yields a second degree equation in kl: 

(7) 

(8) 

Afl k/+(Bfl+f2+Afl)kl+BfJ=0 (9) 
We considered the general case where all parameters do not vanish (the particular cases 
entail simpler relations). Equation (9) provides two roots for klo It is then possible to 

compute the two solutions for unknowns k2, A3, ~, Al and A2. Finally, two solutions 

for vector v are obtained. One of them can be eliminated with relatively simple 
conventions. In our case, we have chosen Ai> 0 writing PiOPi = Ai Bi. 
We should note that our tests proved that the direction of the axis is not very sensitive to 
the choice of the 4 points on the part, provided that a reasonable distance between 
points is respected and to avoid that normal vectors lie in the same plane. 

3.2. DIGITIZATION OF A PROFILE CURVE 

The goal is to obtain, in optimal time, the best sampling of a profile curve. Geometric 
details must not be forgotten and a concentration of digitized points must exist where 
the profile have important shape variations. Digitization is achieved in aplane (01, v, y). 
We defme an orthogonal frame with unit vectors R(ol'v,y,z) with the knowledge of a 
point PO on the profile, and axis ß=(m,v): 

y= ~ and Z =v"y (10) 
II0IP~1 

01, being the intersection between the plane containing PO and perpendicular to ß 
We just have to apply our general digitization algorithm to the profile of the revolution 
part. The definition of the measurement plane corresponds to step 1 in the algorithm. 
We should note, that by defmition of revolution parts, normal vectors to digitized points 
are necessary in plane (01, v, y). The shift process can then be realized without 
particular care. 
As discussed in the general algorithm, the most crucial issues concem the estimator 
definition and criteria for point acceptance. The prediction of the following point can be 
decomposed into estimations of a direction and of a step. 

Prediction of Pi+2 is located on the tangency in Pi+! at the parabola defmed by Pi.l, Pi' Pi+l 
as illustrated in figure 3 ( ti+1 being the unit vector on this tangency) . 

Points Pi-I' Pi' and Pi+1 allow us to compute an approximation of the radius of 
curvature Pi. A step estimating function ofthe radius (see figure 4) fixes the location of 
P i+2" The smaller the radius of curvature, the smaller the step. But when the radius is 
important, the step quicldy increases up to a maximum value Stepmax. Steps must be 
smaller than the smallest information to detect. 
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Sfep i 

~+2 -+=-Rmin--Ri-' -Rmax-· 
arabolic estimation of P 

However, for a part with long cylindrical or conical sections, it is convenient to apply a 
rather large step. The risk is then to skip a fundamental detail (a groove for example). 
An efficient way to avoid this problem is to allow the operator to pick some 
characteristic points by hand. 

Remarks : To measure more than one profile of the part we consider the points of the 
first profile as estimators, which is greatly time saving (while avoiding all groping 
around points to digitize). This method is equivalent to the one applied to digitize parts 
with known CAD models. The difference is that the part is alreadyaligned. 
Without loss of generality, the criteria for point acceptance is based on the minimum 
angle between two successive line segments. 
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Fig. 5 : simulation example using a parabolic estimation 

In figure 5, we propose a simulation of the algorithm based on the above criteria. We 
should note that the different parameters (Stepmax, Stepmin, Rmax et Rmin) depend on 
the part complexity and on the probe radius. They should be chosen by the operator in 
regard of her (his) quality requirement. In figure 6, we propose an example with a 
groove in which the characteristic points have been initially picked by the operator. 
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Fig. 5 :digitizing apart with a groove 

4. Conclusion 

An original method for digitizing parts has been proposed. The achieved tests prove its 
generality and its efficiency. The latter can always be improved by introducing more 
and more accurate estimators. Our first goal is to adapt the method to different types of 
parts defined by a geometrie characteristic (such as mIed surfaces for example). 
A second goal is to propose a digitization method available for any mechanical part. 
The methods often proposed are based on the use of parallel planes. In each plane, a 
curve is digitized and offset in the same plane. However, this technique does not 
consider the tme normal vector to the surface and produces a "wrong" final curve. We 
propose to construct a progressive Delaunay mesh (see also [5]). Each digitized point is 
introduced into the mesh and allows us to adjust at best the prediction of next point. 
This process is repeated until a break criterion is satisfied (minimal size of a triangle, 
angle between two triangles, ... ). In that case, the estimator '" considers all measured 
points to predict next point. On the other hand, at every point of this mesh, normal 
vector is easily approximated. 
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The increasing need of high quality products, leads industry to improve the tolerancing of 
their products. It is thus necessary to calculate, as precisely as possible, every tolerance 
to achieve functional requirements and to take into account the influence of 
manufacturing processes and the results of the fmal assembly. An algebraic method is 
proposed which can help tolerance analysis and synthesis, and in particular tolerance 
transfer. It is a continuation of previous work developed particularly by Louis Rivest, 
Clt~ment Fortin and others. The method allows the algebraic determination whether a 
tolerance can be transferred, and what will be its shape after transfer. This result is 
obtained from a second degree equation. The study of this equation determines whether 
the transfer is possible. The calculation time is reduced since no simulation is required. 
Finally, two examples are used to show that the method can solve some complex cases. 

1 Introduction 

To design apart, the designer defmes the shape of surfaces of this part as perfect forms. 
Although production tools are more and more precise, they can only realise parts that 
only approach the perfeet form. Tolerancing allows the designer to define variation limits 
of real surfaces with respect to perfeet surfaces. Tolerancing of a part is a very important 
task, since the fmal quality of the product depends on it. It is only with a rigorous 
tolerancing method that interchangeable parts can be assembled. 
One of the first authors who tried to develop a formal model of tolerancing for CAD was 
Requicha. In 1983 he proposed a mathematical theory of geometrie tolerancing [1]. This 
theory is based on the offset surface model. Srinivasan and Jayaraman, extended the 
Requicha's theory and proposed the theory of Virtual Boundary Requirements [2][3]. 
Andre Clement and Alain Riviere proposed the concept of Technologically and 
Topologically Related Surfaces (TTRS) [4] which structures the tolerance defmition into 
a limited sub-set and proposes a general typology of tolerances. Louis Rivest proposed a 
kinematics model of tolerancing [5][6]. In particular, this model was developed to 
answer the fundamental question of tolerance analysis: the tolerance transfer, which can 
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be defmed as follows: «given an uncertainty zone dejined in a reference frame A, how 
do we compute the value of this uncertainty zone in a new reference frame B, knowing 
the uncertainty zone associated to the surfaces composing the reference frame? » 
The current paper extends the concepts presented in [5]. The goal is to obtain an explicit 
solution of the transfer tolerance equation. It is recognised that an explicit solution is 
indispensable for tolerance synthesis. In the following, the kinematics model introduced 
by Rivest is presented. Finally, the analytic transfer method of a tolerance zone is 
developed. 

2 The kinematics model 

This model was developed by Louis Rivest [6]. It is based on the kinematics character of 
tolerance analysis. It uses the analogy between the tolerance zone and the workspace of a 
robot manipulator. The aim of the kinematics model is to defme the region of space in 
which a toleranced feature must be found. In order to model a tolerance zone, Rivest et al 
propose a kinematics structure, similar to those used in robotics [5][6]. The limits of a 
tolerance zone correspond to the envelope of the workspace of the manipulator. As in 
robotics where the model of an end effector can be added to the model of a robotics 
mechanism, the kinematics models can be assembled to one another. In this way, a 
tolerance chain is fonnulated like a kinematics chain. The toleranced feature is free to 
move anywhere in the tolerance zone, as the tenninallink of a robot can be located at any 
orientation or position within its workspace. This model can model all types of tolerances 
and it takes into account the role of the modifiers and the effect of datum precedence [5]. 
With the kinematics model, the resolution of the problem of tolerance transfer, is carried 
out in five stages. After defining the tolerance chain between the different features as 
well as the kinematics structure of this chain, it is necessary to make a discreet sweep of 
certain tolerance parameters to detennine the extreme deviation of the controlled feature. 
The admissible state ofthe primary DRF is thus characterised in the target DRF. As soon 
as the state of the primary DRF is known with respect to the target reference frame, the 
extreme states of the tolerance zone in the target DRF can be calculated. Once we have 
these states, the interseetion of the associated zone must be calculated to obtain the 
neutral zone in the target DRF. As the shape of this neutral zone cannot be direct1y used 
in manufacturing, the radius of a circular zone inscribed within the neutral zone must be 
calculated. This resolution raises several problems. Indeed, detennining the neutral zone 
from sweeps can be obtained in two ways: either from a Boolean operation of solid 
models of each tolerance zone state, or from an analysis of the meaningful steps of the 
sweep. The first approach requires asolid modelling system that can easily operate 
several interseetions of solid images of tolerance zones. Since the tolerance zones are 
very small, this approach usually exceeds the resolution of the solid modeller which is 
thus incapable of solving the Boolean operations. The second approach requires setting 
up an analysis for every sweep. This approach can make the generalisation of the 
problem more difficult. 
We are now presenting a model that avoids these constraints, and calculates the image of 
the neutral zone in the target DRF. The method we describing uses a second degree 
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equation. The study of this equation permits to determine the possibilities of the 
tolerance transfer. _1 25tt 

B c • A 

Figure 1. Definition drawing [5] 

3 Analytic tolerance transfer: General case 

110 

Figure 2. Tolerance zone definition 

A geometrie tolerance applied to a feature defmes a tolerance zone within which the real 
feature must be included. Let Zi be the tolerance zone representing the space domain in 
which the real feature must be found. Every manufactured feature in this tolerance zone 
Z; will be called an actual feature of Zi. Apart from the tolerances of form which are 
intrinsic to the feature, all other tolerances are defmed with respect to a functional DRF 
noted Rjollcl/ It is chosen for a given feature from a functional standpoint which is often 

rel.red 10 ~~ '~eristi" of the moch,""sm. 

f~~ rt: 
L ~~ 

R.a 
Figure 3. Datum frame definition Figure 4. Tolerance zone definition 

Let Rr~f be the DRF in which we want to calculate the new tolerance zone (Rrej is the 
target DRF defmed by Rivest et al). There is a tolerance chain between the RjOIlClj DRF 

and the Rr~f DRF (Fig. 3). On this figure, every actual feature of Z; participates to the 

defmition of the Zi+ 1 functional DRF called Rjollcl,. If RjonClj is defined from toleranced 

features, it can be in an infinity of locations and orientations with respect to the 

Rr~f DRF. R>oncI, is a possible situation of RjonClj' the zone Z';+1 is obtained from zone Z;+1 

with the same transformation which transforms RjOIlClj into R>onci/ It is equivalent to move 

simultaneously with a rigid-body transformation the Z;+1 zone and the DRF RjonClj as 

shown in Figure 4. The complete set of locations of the Z;+1 tolerance zone for all 

locations of the Rfonclj DRF defmes the Zun; zone (Fig. 4). Zun; is therefore the union of all 

Zi+ 1 zones. A necessary condition of conformity of a feature is met when it belongs to the 
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ZUlIi zone. Sinee it depends on the loeation of the RfollCt, DRF, this eondition is not 

suffieient. The Zint zone represents the zone where all aetual features must be loeated. It 
is eonstituted by an infmite number of interseetions of the Zi+] zone. It is ealled the 
neutral zone beeause it does not depend on the loeation of the RfollCt, DRF. A suffieient 

eondition of feature eonformity is thus met when it belongs to the Zint zone. 
Then, the ease oftwo sueeessive toleranee zones Z] and Z2 will only eonsidered, as in the 
Figure 3 with i=l. 

Let us designate a spaee point by the symbol X. X is within the toleranee if and only if its 

expression in the Rfonct, DRF (noted fonct, X ) is within the Zi+] toleranee zone. If the 

transformation noted f(mct 'T r~l is known, (Fig. 5) permitting a transformation from the 

Rlollct, DRF to the Rr~l DRF, the fundamental relation of the toleranee transfer for a 

point ean be written in the following form: 
fOllct, X = fonct'T r~l X ( I ) 

ref 

lOllCt, [ fonct, A f fonct,p if ] ref 
. X= r~ re X 

o I 

Where X = [X I p. Matrix fonctiAr~lis the orientation matrix ofthe Rr~lDRF expressed 

in the RlollCI, DRF. MatrixfoncI'Pr~lis the loeation matrix ofthe RrefDRF expressed in the 

Rfimct, DRF. 

It is often more eonvenient to use the nominal element of the toleranee zone. So two new 
DRF leaning on the nominal eonditions ean be introdueed. Let R] (respeetively Ra) be a 
DRF obtained from the RloncII DRF (respeetively Rr~l) with a eonstant transformation as 

shown in Fig. 5. 
The R] DRF eorresponds to the nominal situation ofthe Z2 zone with respeet to the RfollCII 

DRF. For every loeation and orientation of the Rlonctl DRF eorresponds a R] DRF. There 

is a rigid-link between the Rloncll DRF and the R] DRF. The Ra DRF eorresponds to the 

nominal situation ofthe Z2 zone with respeet to the RrefDRF. 

Figure 5. Transfonnations definition 

Let r~lT a be the transformation whieh makes the Ra DRF move to the R ref DRF (this 

matrix is given by manufaeturing values). Let r~lTtimcI the transformation whieh moves 
. 1 
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the Rfonetl DRF to the Rr~f DRF (it depends on parameters qj which defmes the location 

and the orientation of the two DRF one with respect to the other). And let fonetlT 1 be the 

transformation which moves the R I DRF to the Rfonell DRF (this matrix is obtained by the 

nominal product defmition values). 

Let °x be the X point coordinates in Ro , and let IX the X point coordinates in R 1. 

The general equation (1) can now be written: 
fOllet I fonet I 1 0 ref. 

X = Tl To T ref X 

I T fonel/X = I T foneil T I T °T r~fX 
fOllel fonet 1 0 ref 

1 1 0 
X = TO X (2) 

Where IX = (X IP and °x = [oX IP 
The development ofthis relation is thus: 

1 1 0 1 
X = Ao X + Po (3 ) 

Then, a necessary and sufficient condition to meet a tolerance specification can be 
written as: 

1 .. 1 fonet 
X meets the tolerance If and only If XE· } Z2 

It means that if the point after being transformed is not anymore in the tolerance zone 
fonel 1 

. I Zb then the tolerance does not meet this transformation. The set of points X that 
. . h jonell I fi remams m t e Z2 to erance zone or any location of this zone, defined the neutral 

zone Zillt. 

4 Analytic transfer: Particular case 

In order to elarify the demonstration, circular positional tolerances in aplane are 

presented. Point IX can be manufaetured if this point remains in the fonellZ2 cirele, 

otherwise it means that this point is located outside of the toleranee zone after the 

transformation I To . Thus, the toleranee is not met anymore. Sinee IX must be in the 

foneil . I .. th th d· b th f thi . I fonei} d . Z2 Clfe e, It IS neeessary at e Istance etween e eentre 0 s elfC e· Z2 an 

the lXpoint must be lower than rj, the radius of the fonellZ2 eirele. The R 1 DRF being 

originally the centre of the f onet] Z2 cirele, the equation 
1 2 2 

11 X 11 ~ r1 (4) 

with : 
1210 1 Tl 0 1 

11 XII = (AO X + PO) (AO X + PO) 

=IIOXIl2 _2 0XT 0P1 + Ip/ 
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Equation (4) gives : 

0p J and °x are written in polar fonn: 

°PJ=[pcose psine 0]T withp 2::0 andoX=[rcosa rsina 0] 

Then: 
2 2 2 

r - 2 r p cos(e - a) + p - rJ ::;; 0 

( 5 ) 

(6 ) 

The left hand side of equation (6) is a second degree equation, with two real roots r' and 

r" if and only if its discriminant A is positive. Since the coefficient of.,2 is positive, the 
solutions of this equation are negative between these two roots r' and r". So, the 
inequality (6) can be verified between the two r' and r". Calculating the two r' and r" 
roots. Letting <» = a-e, the discriminant ofthe equation is: 

2 2 2 
A= r J - p sin <» ( 7 ) 

A is positive if: 
2 2. 2 

r J 2::p sm<» ( 8 ) 

Since A must be positive for any value of <», it is necessary that: 
2 . 2( ) r J 2:: mm p qi 

qi 
(9 ) 

If this condition is not fulfilled, it means that there is no Zint neutral zone. It is a necessary 
condition for the existence of Zint and therefore for the realisation of Zint too. 
If A>O, then we have two real roots r' and r". Since the r'r" product is always negative 
or nil the two roots have opposite signs. So The r' root is positive and the r" root is 
negative. As r' must always be positive, therefore: 0 S r Sr' 
F or every value of A, the radius of the Zint neutral zone can be calculated: 

r (a) = min (-{6. + p(qi) cos<») ( 10 ) 
n qi 

This equation is the neutral zone polar equation. For each value of a, the radius of the 
neutral zone can be calculated. If a is varied between 0 and 21t, the fonn of the neutral 
zone is thus obtained. The rn neutral zone radius of the circ1e inscribed within Zint and 

centered on the nominallocation is given by the smallest value of rn(a). This value must 

be independent ofa and <». The minimum ofrn(a) is therefore: 

rn =~ (r/ - p(qi» ( 11 ) 
ql 

An equation allowing the direct detennination whether the transfer is possible or not has 
therefore been developed. Another equation which helps to detennine the shape of the 
neutral zone after the transfer is also available. These are now applied to two examples. 
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1. Examples 

4.1 PROBLEM OF ONE VARIABLE POS1TIONING 

In this example, a simple 2D case which includes positional tolerances is considered as 

shown in Figure 1. The ZI zone has a radius in the worse case equal to rl' 
The different transformations matrices between the different DRF can be defmed 
systematically. Then: 
12 22 12 2 

11 XII r - r l - 2 r.r, cos(a-a) and 11 XII ::; r2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

So r - r l - 2 r.r, cos(a-a/)::; r2 and L1 = r2 - r, sin (a-a/) 

L1 is positive for any value of a or a l if r I::; r 2 . This condition is a necessary condition 

for the existence of a neutral zone. It is in this case an obvious condition since the radius 
of the Z2 zone must be superior to the radius of the ZI zone. 

Ifrl ::; r2 , then r' = rlcos(a-a/) +~ 
The radius ofthe neutral zone is given by rn(a) = r2 - r l 

It is very interesting to note that this result is generic and does require very litde 
computational effort. Indeed, it can be applied directly to any circular positional 
tolerance case equivalent to the case shown above. In the next example, a more complex 
DRF is defined which can lead to more complex calculations and less foreseeable results. 

4.2 MULTI-VARIABLE PROBLEM 

The example that follows has been presented by Louis Rivest in [5]. It covers the transfer 
of tolerances for the manufacturing of a hole positioned in relation with two other holes. 
These last two are defmed in the manufacturing set-up reference frame as shown in 
Figure 6. The various DRF are first defined as show in Figure 7. Then the transformation 

matrices are defined and . WXIF, L1, rn(a) are calculated. The following aj and b j 

values are then set at: 
Parameters 

Values in inches 

Table 1 : Parameters value 

The following results are then obtained: 

radius in inches L.Rivest Current results 
case J rj=ryO.0025 rn - -

rJ = 0.0025 min~ - -2.90 10.5 

case 2 r J = r] = 0.0005 rn 0.0013 0.00126 

rJ = 0.0025 min~ - 4.83 10-6 

Table 2 : Ca1culation results 
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Figure 6. Example 2Jrom [5} 

UD 

R ", 

Figure 7. DRF definitions Figure 8. Z2 in Ro for ease 2 

5 Conclusion 

An analytieal method to determine a toleranee zone transfer for manufaeturing 
applieations has been developed. This method based on the kinematies aspeet of the 
toleranee zone transfer proeess determines analytieally the shape of a transferred 
toleranee zone. It ean also be used to solve the toleranee synthesis problem. Sinee it 
permits the algebraie determination of a transferred toleranee zone, it ean be used for the 
optimisation of the toleranee zone size in a toleranee synthesis program. The next step is 
to validate the method for the various types of ISO standard geometrie toleranees for two 
and three dimensional eases. 
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Assuming that a method exists for exhaustively generating 3-D tolerance chains around 
a desired functional requirement, this paper describes a method to mathematically 
quantify the relationship between the effects that the functional elements dispersions 
implied in a chain have on the dispersions of the desired functional requirement. This is 
achieved by using the concept of six virtual joints associated to each functional element 
implied in a chain. These virtual joints then become the basis for modeling virtual 
kinematic chains around the desired functional requirement. By associating each virtual 
joint with a co ordinate frame, the impact of various small displacements of the 
individual functional elements on the overall functional requirement can be computed 
using a Jacobian matrix. 

1. Introduction 

Functional analysis consists of using expertise to determine Functional Requirements 
(FRs), generally in terms of gaps, clearances and fits, between pairs of Functional 
Elements (FEs) in an assembly. Once the FRs have been determined by the designer, an 
important task is to identify every possible FE ofthe whole assembly which can have an 
effect on the upper and lower limits of these FRs, with the general definition that a FE 
can be a point, curve or surface or apart, either real or fictive. In this paper we assume 
that an appropriate representation of an assembly in terms of the FEs that have some 
influence on the FR in a chain is already available, for example the graph model in 
figure 1. Indeed, this graph model explicitly identifies which FEs of an assembly have 
an influence on the FR by including them in closed kinematic (tolerance) chain. 

Clearly, a tolerance chain around a FR passes through pairs of FEs, two types of 
which can be distinguished: internal pairs, which are pairs on the same part, and 
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kinematic pairs, which are pairs on different parts in contact. The tolerance chain will 
generally go through internal pairs and kinematic pairs alternatively. In this paper, the 
goal is to mathematically quantifY the functional relationship between the FEs 
dispersion values to the FR dispersion value: FR dispersion = f(FEs dispersions). 

~/-~ ~ .............. \ 
V intemal pair \ 

• FE 

~ ~ 
\... .~ kinematie pair , ~ 

~::~ CR ~ \JJ----_// ~ 
Figure 1. Graph model representation of a tolerance chain around the FR of a 

4-parts assembly. 

2. Relevant Literature 

A tolerance chain around a FR can be seen as a kinematic chain. For this reason, 
robotics concepts have been recently applied for modeling tolerancing data. Rivest et 
al. (1993) and Whitney et al. (1994) where among the first to describe a kinematics 
approach to model tolerance information and buildups. The approach finds its roots in 
robotics, where· models for representing movements of consecutive kinematic joints, 
expressed in aglobai coordinate frame, have been thoroughly studied and used (Spong 
and Vidyasagar, 1989). Indeed, the authors suggest using a similar scheme, i.e. 
associating co ordinate frames to the kinematic pairs of an assembly to model their 
possible movements. The former paper focuses on modeling small movements 
resulting from dispersions inside pre-defmed tolerances zones, the latter on statistical 
distributions of accumulated tolerance buildups. Ongoing research results have also 
been published on both projects (Gaudet et al. , 1999), (Matripragada and Whitney, 
1998). 

Desrochers and Riviere (1997) describe a tolerance model based on the TTRS 
concept (Desrochers, 1991). The effects of tolerance buildups in a chain are modeled 
using kinematic torsors to which small displacements theory is applied. 

The approach presented in this paper uses homogeneous matrix transforms and their 
partial derivatives in terms of a Jacobian matrix to relate FE's dispersions to FR's 
dispersions in a tolerance chain. The next section of the paper focuses on modeling 
nominal spatial relationships between FEs in both internal and kinematic pairs. Section 
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4 describesthe modeling of infmitesimal spatial relationships (tolerances) 
Jacobian transform. Section five concludes the paper. 

Figure 2. 

~ Y6 

4L~, ;........::....=:::;::'~~tz'--~ -~-Rj~900) R,(900) 

R" R,( -90°) R,(9O") 

X2 

T cl R.(900) R,(900) 

Adding virtual joints and coordinate frames to FE to model spatial 
re1ationships. 

3. Modeling Nominal Spatial Relationships 

383 

using a 

Consider figure 2. It shows a pair of FEs to which a set of six virtual joints have been 
associated. In turn, each virtual joint is mathematically modeled using a homogeneous 
4x4 transform matrix. Without loss of generality, this pair can be considered to be 
either internal or kinematic. We will now demonstrate how the spatial relationship 
between both FEs in this pair can be modeled using coordinate transforms. 

3.1. INTERNAL PAIRS 

In figure 2, the "z" axis of the first three frames 0 0 to O2 are assumed to be the 
translation axis of three corresponding translational virtual joints, while the "z" axis of 
the next three frames 0 3 to 0 5 are assumed to be the rotation axis of three corresponding 
rotational virtual joints. Assuming that the three translational "z" axis are mutually 
perpendicular and that the three rotational "z" axis are also mutually perpendicular (as 
was done in the frame setup in figure 2), then we can explicitly formulate the general 
nominal spatial relationship between two consecutive FEs in the chain, using simple 
4x4 homogeneous transform matrices. For the first three translation transformations we 
have: 

T~ = Tzo • Rx (90) 

Tl = Tz/ . Rz (90)·Rx (90) 

(I) 

(2) 
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'[3 _ '[/ T2 T3 _ -1 0 0 - D] 
0-0 0

/
0 2- [

0 1 0 D~] 
o 0 1 D~ 
o 0 0 1 

and for the next three rotational transformations we have: 

Ti = R Z3 o Rx (-90) 

S T4 = R zr90 0 R x (90) 

6 Ts = R Z5 +90 0 R x (90) 

[C(Qj)c(Q~)c(Q~) - S(Qj)S(Q~) 
T6 =T4 oTs oT6 = S(Qj)C(Q~)C(Q~)+C(Qj)S(Q~) 

3 3 4 s -S(Q~)C(Q~) 

o 

C(Qj)S(Q~) 

S(Qj)S(Q~) 

C(Q~) 

o 
C(Qj)C(Q~ )S(Q~) + S(Qj)C(Q~) 0] 
S(Qj)C(Q~)S(Q~) - C(Qj)C(Q~) 0 

-S(Q~)S(Q~) 0 

o 1 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

We conclude that the relative position and orientation ofthe upper plane in figure 2 
with respect to the lower plane, expressed in the base frame 0 0, is given by: 

[

Sen; )een; )een~) + een; )Sen~) sen; )Sen;) 
46456 45 

6 _ 3. 6 senJsen5)-eenJeen4)een5) -een3 )Sen4) To - To T3 

-sen; )een~) een;) 
o 0 

Sen;)een~)Sen~)-een;)een~) D~] 
-een;)een~)Sen~) - sen; )een~) -D~ 

-sen~ )Sen~) D~ 

o 1 

(9) 

where: 

D! : variable quantifying the translation from framej to framej (part's linear dimension); 

0.1: variable quantifying the rotation from framej to framej (part's angular dimension); 
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3.2. KINEMATIC PAIRS 

The same model as above can be used to express the relationships between FEs at 
different point in the tolerance chain resulting from various configurations of the 
assembly as permitted by the Degrees OfFreedom (DOF) ofits kinematic pairs. To this 
end, we can now regard figure 2 as being a plane-plane contact, and we can simply 
reformulate eq. (9) as follows: 

S(co; )CCco; )CCco ~) + CC co; )S(co ~) S( co; )S( co:) 

T6 = 
S(co; )S( co ~) - CCco ;)CCco;)CC co:) -CC co; )S( co:) 

0 
5) 6 C(co ~) -SC co 4 CC co 5 ) 

0 0 

S(co; )CCco: )S( co:) - CCco ;)CCco:) 
(10) 

d 3 
2 

-CCco ;)CCco :)S(co:) - S(co ;)C(co:) _d2 
! 

-S(co;)S(co:) d! 
0 

0 1 

where: 

d! : variable quantifying a permitted translation DOF from framej to framej; 

ro t : variable quantifying a permitted rotation DOF from framej to framej ; 

It follows that the relative position and orientation of any FE in the chain with 
respect to the base FE at 0 0, as a result of both nominal dimensions and DOF ofthe FEs 
implied in the tolerance chain, is given by: 

'1'n '1'6 TI2 TI8 T6n 
10 = 10 • 6 . 12··· 6n-6 (11) 

with the understanding that the matrices of eq. (9) and eq. (10) are alternatively 
multiplied and that "n" represents the total number of FE pairs (both internal and 
kinematic) involved in a tolerance chain. 

4. Modeling Dispersions 

Consider figure 3, which shows schematically a tolerance chain around a FR for a three 
parts assembly. This chain involves three internal pairs and two kinematic pairs. Each 
pair is assigned a set of six virtual joints with coordinate frames attached to them as in 
figure 2, which gives a total of 30 such virtual joints and frames. The frame numbers 
are labeled in the figure for each FE pair, for example 0 0 to Os for the first internal pair, 
0 6 to Oll for the first kinematic pair, and so on. We will focus on the second internal 
pair at the top of figure 3 where frames 0 12 to 0 17 have been explicitly displayed with 
emphasis on their bolded "z" axis. 
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• FE 

V interna! pair 

,. kinematic pair 

0 0 to 0, ,It"--t---.yo 

d30 o 

FR 
--

Figure 3. Schematic representation of a tolerance chain for a 3-parts assembly. 

Once the perfeet spatial relationships have been modeled using the method 
described in section 3, we are interested in determining what happens if we let the 
relationships deviate from their true values. Conceptually, this is equivalent to 
performing smaII translations and small rotations around each local "z" axis of all 
frames in the chain. In order to quantify the relationship between such individual local 
dispersions and the dispersions of the FR at the end of the tolerance chain, we simply 
apply the theory of small displacements on kinematic chains using standard Jacobian 
matrices. 

Let's focus on smaII translations fIrst. Assuming there is a smaII translation along 
some axis of some virtual joint (ZI2 to Z14 in fIgure 3), and assuming that all parts are 
rigid and are not moving except for the one to which this small translation is applied, 
then cIearly this smaII translation will contribute entirely both in direction and 
magnitude to only a translation (no rotation) ofthe last part in the chain, in particular at 
0 30 of the FR. This result is true for every smaII translation at any translational frame of 
any part in the chain. This observation dictates how those columns ofthe Jacobian that 
are associated to small translation virtualjoints should be computed, see eq. (14). 

Looking now at the contribution of small rotations (Z15 to Zl7 in fIgure 3), we fIrst 
realize that a rotational joint contributes to both linear and angular displacements of the 
last FE in the chain at FR. For linear contributions, the small rotation must be 
multiplied by its lever arm to the point where the linear contribution is to be computed, 
which implies the use of the cross product operator. For rotational contributions, small 
rotations at individual virtual joints contribute to small rotations of the last FE in the 
chain and this contribution is both in direction and magnitude corresponding to a 
rotation of the last FE at FR. These observations dictate how those colurnns of the 
Jacobian that are associated to smaII rotation virtual joints should be computed, see eq. 
(13). 
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We can now summarize the previous results in a general model as follows (the 
details can be found in Laperriere and Lafond, 1999): 

(12) 

where: 
OS: 3-vector ofpoint ofinterest's small translations, expressed in the base frame; 
8ä: 3-vector o~E0int of inte~est's s~all rotat~ons, ex?ressed in the base frame; . 
[J6i-5 ... J6J FEi: I 6x6 Jacoblan matrix assoctated wlth the toleranced FE of the lth FE 
pair (internal or kinematic), i = 1 to n; 

8 FE: ith 6-vector of small dispersions associated with the toleranced FE of the ith FE 
I 

pair (internal or kinematic), expressed in the local frames, i = 1 to n. 
For small rotational virtual joints, the ith column of the Jacobian matrix Ji is 

computed as: 

_[Z~-l x(J; _J~-l)~ 
J -

I ~i-l 
Zo 

(13) 

where "x" denotes the vector cross product operator and: 

Z~-1 : 3rd column ofTt' 

J~-I: last column ofToi-' 

For small translational virtual joints, there is no contribution to small rotational 
displacements of the point of interest and the ith column of the Jacobian matrix Jj is 
simply computed as: 

(14) 

5. ConcIusion 

This paper has presented a novel approach to model the influence of individual 
functional element dispersions on a point of interest of a mechanical assembly. The 
model is based on a theory of small displacements using standard Jacobian matrices 
computations. The model uses sets of six coordinate frames associated to consecutive 
pairs of functional elements around a functional requirement. Assuming that such 
functional elements are accessible in a CAD database, then this association should be 
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straightforward to implement, either automatically (the user identifies both ends of a 
functional requirement and the CAD system computes the chains), or interactively (the 
user manually selects the functional element pairs in the chains). Most CAD modelers 
have inherent frame defmition capabilities which could be exploited after the chains 
have been identified, and all CAD modelers have inherent homogeneous transformation 
matrices computation capabilities which can be exploited to obtain the resulting 
equations. 
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The works earried out in the fields of toleraneing or meehanism speeifieations are performed 
using two eomplementary approaches: the mathematization of toleranees and the definition 
of effieient tools far Computer Aided Toleraneing. After explaining our model of geometrie 
deviations, we present the different possibilities to aid the designer. A toleraneing strategy is 
then presented and exemplified with a gear. 

This study permits to bring out the contribution of the behavior laws of a meehanism to 
the part speeifieation. Indeed, the sensible ehoice is made with the help of the mathematieal 
deseription of the funetional requirements. This mathematieal deseription gives all the neees
sary deviations to be eonstrained for eaeh part. 

Introduction 

Current works on toleraneing or geometrie speeifieations of meehanism are performed using 
two eomplementary approaches. One is a mathematieal deseription of the part variability, 
eompleted tor a standardization objeetive (mathematization of toleranees). The other one 
eonsists in modeling the geometrie variations of the meehanism features in order to provide 
assisting tools for the determination of speeifieations (Computer Aided Toleraneing). 

In this paper, we eonsider that using funetional requirements as the starting point to assist 
designers on the toleranee synthesis is interesting. We thus present a ealculation model based 
on the parameterization of geometrie deviations . Then we develop the ways designers may 
be assisted. We present topies that are already widely studied and note that research opportu
nities are left on less developed approaches. An example of a toleraneing strategy linked to a 
CAD system is then presented eorresponding to one of these lastest approaches. 

389 
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1. Current approaches of mechanism specification 

Every tool of geometrie speeifieation relies on a deviation model of parts. Most of then ean be 
classified into two model families ; the envelope models and the variational models. The 
envelope models gather models for whieh real geometry is included between two offset surfa
ees of the nominal one [6]. This family of models eorresponds to most of the mathematieal 
representations of toleranees. Nevertheless, their use in ealculation methods is still diffieult 
and is barely initiated. 
The variational models gather models for whieh the real geometry of the part is modeled 
through the variations ofthe nominal geometry [5], [4]. A substitute surfaee is ereated, whose 
form eorresponds to the nominal one but whose size, position and orientation may vary . The 
variations eorrespond to the translatory eomponents and to the rotation eomponents neeessary 
to express the deviation from the initial surfaee to the substitute surfaee. The set of deviation 
eomponents eonstitute a mathematieal spaee ealled deviation spaee. The variational models 
permit the mathematieal definition of the standard speeifieations, if we make the analogy 
between substitute surfaees used in our model and identified surfaees used in metrology. They 
also provide strong basis for the development of the speeifieation tools, sinee geometrie spe
eifieations of parts may be seen as a domain in the spaee of deviation. The method we pro
pose to use to express the geometrie deviations is the Small Displaeement Torsor (SDT). 

2. Expression of geometrie dviations 

The proposed method links the initial geometry of the meehanism to the substitute geometry. 
The position and orientation of the features of the substitute model are dedueed from the ini
tial modeIones. We use three kinds of torsors to express these deviations: 

the surfaee torsor expresses the deviations between the initial loeation of the surfaee 
and the loeation of the substitute surfaee, 
the gap torsor expresses the deviations between two substitute surfaees of two diffe
rent parts, 
the part torsor expresses the deviation between the initialloeation of apart and the 
loeation of the substitute part. 

Compared to the TfRS model [3] or the one presented by J. Turner [8], our model brings out 
a differenee between the deviation eomponents for whieh the variation domain is searehed 
and those that leave the nominal surfaees unehanged. The aeeeptable variation domain of the 
deviation eomponents is ealled toleranee zone on the surfaee. 

In partieular, this parameter differenee perrnits the determination of the form of the gap 
torsors whieh deseribes the gaps in the meehanism links. It also perrnits the eombinatory eal
eulation of possible eontaets between two sets of surfaees [2]. 

When we want to establish the link between the geometrie deviations of part features and 
a partieular geometrie speeifieation defined by datums and a toleranee zone, one set of surfa
ees defines the substitute part and the other eharaeterises the geometrie speeifieations (see 
figure 1). We define a nominal frame aeeording to standard datums and we loeate the tole
ranee zone relatively to the datums. The substitute surface, eorresponding to the toleraneed 
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feature, has to be included into the tolerance zone. The deviation components of the substitute 
part are bounded by the tolerance zone, the geometrie specification is then mathematically 
defined. 

tA ß I , 
I I I, 

rr r - J 
T 

assembly of the substitute part specijication 
dejinition on the part representative of the specijication 

Fig. 1 Assembly of a substitute part on apart representative of a specijication 

7 

I 

If both sets of surfaces belong to different parts, the set of assembly configurations of the 
mechanism is then determined (see figure 2). The necessary operators for the calculation are 
given in [1]; so are the links which permit the computation ofthe behavior laws. These beha
vior laws directly link each functional requirement to the deviation components of the concer
ned parts. Moreover, these laws moreover give a specific expression for each assembly 
configuration of the mechanism. This means that tolerancing has to take into account the 
nature of the contact for a compIete assembly and the configuration combinatory for assem
bly with mobilities. 

Fig. 2 Different assembly conjigurations on a mechanism 

3. The ways designers may be helped 

3.1. DESIGNERS' NEEDS FOR GEOMElRIC TOLERANCING 

To define an assisting tool for specifieation, we first make the hypothesis that it is possible to 
know the set of funetional requirements aecording to a meehanism, and its working eonfigu
rations. These eonditions, whieh are not neeessarily exhaustive, may be completed with eons
traints eorning from eomponents or maehining proeesses. 

Starting with these data, the designer has to answer the following questions: what kind of 
specifications is required on eaeh part of the meehanism? and what is the authorized range of 
deviation for these specifieations? The knowledge of the functional requirements or toleran
eing as a starting point implies two different approaehes of tolerancing: the toleranee analysis 
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and the tolerance synthesis. It is also necessary to check the consistency of a specification or 
of a set of specifications. We propose typical assisting methods relative to these needs. 

3.2. FIVE TYPICAL ASSISTING METHODS 

From a research point of view, we find interesting to quote the five following assistance 
methods in order to define associated caIculation methods. We obviously keep in mind the 
necessity of their integration in a unique and complete tolerancing system of the mechanism 
and the necessity to take into account the management of the valid working configurations of 
the mechanism. 

3.2.1. The designer imposes the geometrie speeijieations and theirvalues. 
The aim consists in validating the tolerances on a part after their mathematical modeling. The 
system then validates the geometric specifications by analysing the respect of the functional 
requirements. This is carried out either using assembly simulation (using Monte Carlo 
method) or by the search of extreme positions of the mechanism, in order to check if the fuc
tional requirements are respected even in these extreme configurations (using an optimization 
method). Such a method, caIIed tolerance analysis, is at present widely developed but only 
permits the validation of the tolerancing proposed by the designer. 

3.2.2. The designer imposes speeijications without values. 
From a caIculation standpoint, the treatment of this problem is still more complicated since 
the tolerance values and mean values must be determined. The assistance also requires a 
repartition function of tolerances between parts and surfaces. This function is often based on 
an economic criterion or a machining simulation. Such a method, called tolerance synthesis, 
is hardly developed on three dimensional tools of tolerancing. As in the previous method, 
only the validation of the nature of spccifications is performed. 

3.2.3. The assisting tool gives the optimum speeijieations on parts of the meehanism and the 
designer gives the toleranee zone values. 
Such a tool, which answers the question "what kind of specification?" does not yet exist 
[7]. In the foIIowing section, we present an original method which gives a first approach 
to ans wer this problem. It is important to underline that such a method aIIows us to know 
whether the tolerancing of the parts is necessary and sufficient. 

3.2.4. The assisting tool gives the nature ofthe speeijieation and the assoeiated value ofthe tol
eranee zone for eaeh meehanism part. 
This tool corresponds to the best assistance tool but requires the most complex caIculations. 
As this assistance tool may be seen as a combination of tolerance analysis and synthesis, it 
seems possible to integrate their both principles. However, this kind of problem induces com
binatory caIculations, and its validation on industrial cases is quite difficult. 

3.2.5. The designer imposes both the speeijication and the toleranee zone values on one part. 
In this case, we have the complete tolerancing of one of the mechanism part. Analysis 
and synthesis methods do not give information on each specification relevance and on 
the compatibility between the different specifications. A way to reach this goal is to 
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define the links between the geometry constrained by the specifications and the values of 
the deviation components in the deviation spaee. The knowledge of these links permits to 
ensure the real necessity of eaeh specification and its geometrie coherence. 

4. Application to a assisting tool of tolerancing in a CAD environment 

The assisting tool we propose to the designer is based on the knowledge of both the mecha
nism behavior laws and the geometrie functional requirements. These data are given for a set 
of working configurations of the mechanism. 

The aims of this assistanee are: 
• to inform the designer, for eaeh part of the mechanism, on the deviation components 

of the surfaces which need to be eonstrained so that the funetionnal requirements are res
pected, 

• to allow the designer to define specifications between some part surfaces, identi
fying which deviation eomponents remain still not constrained and which ones are non 
usefully eonstrained, 

• to cheek that the deviation domain defined by the specifications is included into the 
deviation domain associated to the functional requirements. 

The method used to perform this study is the following: consider a mechanism defined by 
its nominal geometry and each pair of surfaees initially in eontact. It is possible to compute 
the behavior laws ofthe meehanism that provide the links between the eomponents ofthe sur
faee deviations and the gap components. 

The mechanism illustrating the proposed method (figure 3) consists ofthree parts: a frame 
and two pinions. Eaeh pinion is modeled by two coaxial eylinders, one representing the shaft 
conneeted to the frame and the other the effective pinion whose diameter is equal to the pitch 
diameter 

The required features to compute the behavior laws are extracted from the CAD model: 
the pairs of surfaees representing the contacts and their geometrie description. 

1212 

Pinionl= 

Contacts = 

1153 

Pinion 2 

Tli/::;;iiii===-I,-- 1175 
N 

Frame 

Fig. 3 CAD model 

{{175, {-1O,0,0}, {l,0,0}, 10, 
{ 1153, { -1O,0,0}, { I,O,O}, 40, 
{{ 1042, 1239}, {l062, 1175}, {1153, 1212} 

0, 
0, 

CylExt}, 
CylExt} } ... 
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The geometrie deseription of eaeh surfaee includes the surfaee identifier (number), a 
representative point of the surfaee, a direetor veetor representing either the axis of the feature 
or the normal veetor, then the surfaee radii (if defined) and the surfaee nature. This set of data 
is suffieient to eompute the behavior laws of the meehanism. These behavior laws give the 
part's positions relative to the frame and the links between the deviation eomponents and the 
gap eomponents. These equations are similar to the dimension ehains and mathematieally 
express the teehnologie eoneept of hyperstatism. 

For example, we obtain the value of the translatory deviation in the direetion z for a point 
of the pinion axis relative to the frame, as a funetion of the gap eomponents and the deviation 
components of the part surfaees 
v[C,R] = 10 e[1062,A] - 10 c[I175,C] - Cos[t[1175,1062]] dr[1062,A] - Cos[t[1175,1062]] 
dr[I175,C] + 10 J[rz, 1175, 1062] + J[ty,I175,1062] + v[1062,A] - v[1175,C] + v[A,R] 

So we know the formal deseription of the links between the deviation eomponents of the 
surfaees relatively to the nominaIones, the position of the different parts relatively to their 
CAD position and the gap eomponents between parts. The following step of the method is the 
determination of the geometrie speeifieation. 

From the behavior laws and the funetional requirements, we propose to deduce the geo
metrie features whieh have to be eonstrained in order to respeet a given eondition. The first 
eondition to be respeeted, , is the non interferenee eondition between the parts of the meeha
nism. The expression of this eondition is made by speeifying that for each contact point, the 
gap component has to be positive or null (a sampled geometry is used to write the functional 
requirements). This only condition eonstrains nearly all the deviation eomponents, but the 
designer needs to limit the gap amplitude, in order to restrain the part displaeements or to 
limit local gaps ... To assist the designer in his work, the behavior laws permit to identify the 
set of influent eomponents on a given functionnal requirement, that has to be neeessary cons
trained in order to impose the respeet of the given eondition. 

In the particular case of our mechanism, we wish to ensure a gearing with an acceptable 
deviation equal to 0.3 mm between the piteh diameters and a parallelism eondition with an 
aeceptable value of 0.1 mm between the pitch cylinders. These functional requirements are 
expressed using the following approach: for each nominal contact point between the two 
pinions, the gap projection between the cylinders along the Z axis is less than 0.3 mm and the 
gap variation between two points of the eontaet line is less than 0.1 mm. These equations are 
verified along the eontact line if they are verified at the ending points due to the hypothesis of 
linear model. 

For example, the equation that formalises the parallelism condition between the two 
eylinder axes is: 

I O(b[l 042,A]-b[1062,A]+b[lI53,C]+b[1175,C]-b[1212,B]-b[l239,B]
J[ry,1175,1062]+J[ry,1239,1042]) < 0.1 

(1) 

All the equations have to be checked independently, and to ensure the interehangeability 
of the part, the components relative to each part have to be separated. Weight eoefficients 
(cl ,c2 ... ) are used to quantify the components values relative to each part aceording to the 
repartition function. We directly obtain the components to be eonstrained on eaeh part from 
equation (1). 
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On the frame: 10 (b[1042,A]-b[1062,A]) < cl 0.1 
On the pinion 1: -b[1212,B]-b[l239,B] < c3 0.1 
and also the sum ofthe admissible gaps: J[ry,1l75,1062]+J[ry,1239,1042]) < c4 0.1 
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The signification of the relations between the surfaces of each part is immediate. It corres
ponds to the angular expression of a parallelism between the axes. The gap values 
J[ry,1175,1062] and J[ry,1239,1042] correspond to the dimension range induced by the radius 
difference in the kinematic links. 

These equations define the domain attributable to the deviations and give the neces
sary information to achieve the tolerancing of the different parts. On the frame: the 
radius has to be specified, the axes have to be parallel and the distance between axes has 
to be specified. The extreme values of the different gaps are obtained by searching the 
local maximum with regards to the dimensional parameters. The proposed specification 
is given figure 4. 

;--- .-- ..- t4 A 

\~ /I t3 A 

- ~ - - -, \0 10 G6 
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, 
- - - \0 10 G6 
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Fig. 4 proposed specijication 

The description of the specification is then realized. It is now possible to know the set of 
components which have to be constrained and the ones which are over constrained. Note that 
we do not know if the chosen specification is optimal but only if it constrains the defined 
components. The attribution ofthe parameter values to the specifications permits to check the 
inclusion of the deviation domain into the functional domain. 

In this section, the knowledge of the behavior laws permits to know which components 
contribute to the respect of the functional requirements. The separation of the components on 
each part of the mechanism permits to set the nature of the specification between the surfaces 
of each part. The choice of the specifications is free for the designer, then this choice is valida
ted first by checking that all the deviation components which need to be constrained are effec
tively constrained and then that the authorized geometry by the specifications implies the 
respect of the functionnal requirements. 
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Conclusion & perspectives 

The study proposed in the current paper pennits to point out the interest of the behavior laws 
on specification choice. The knowledge of the components that have to be constrained on 
each part allows the designer to decrease time in the choice of the nature of the specification 
to apply on different parts. The part tolerancing is then validated on the whole mechanism by 
checking that the functional requirements are respected. This method is only a step toward a 
more precise assistance to the designer in the choice of the nature of the specification and in 
the value setting of the tolerance intervals. Nevertheless it pennits to rationalize quickly the 
choice of the nature of the geometrie specification. 

The following step of the study consists in automatically proposing the possible specifica
tions relative to the functional requirements. These specifications should be completed by 
minimizing the difference between the functional deviation domain and the domain resulting 
from the geometrie specifications. The expected matching between the domains is hardly 
achievable with standardized specifications, because they constrain too much the geometry as 
regards the functional requirements. 
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In a cIassieal sequential design proeess, the designer first makes meehanieal and 
struetural analyses then global drawings of a meehanism, then toleraneing before 
manufaeturing. So toleraneing is made without the knowledge of the deformations of the 
meehanism. And the struetural analysis is made with the assumption that the meehanism 
is perfeet with regard to its geometry. In most eases, we ean see that deformations of 
mechanisms are of the same order as tolerances. So a methodology is built in order to 
mix toleraneing analysis with the elastie analysis. This method implies either to input 
distortions of parts in elastie analysis or to input deformations of parts in toleraneing. 

This methodology has the three following parts: tolerancing view, elastie view and 
synthesis of those views. Those views are explained through a simple gear box. 

1. The tolerancing model 

1.1. TOLERANCING ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS 

Most studies about geometrie toleranees are based on models of rigid bodies. Among 
these models, the geometrie deviations of functional surfaees or features of a meehanical 
part are defined by veetors or torsors. We ean call veetorial toleraneing models these 
types of models. For A. Wirtz, ([7]) vectorial toleraneing means that the functional 
surfaee loeations and orientations are deseribed by vectors and the tolerances limit the 
values of the eomponents of these veetors. L. Mathieu proposes a more general method 
to describe the different deviations which is more compatible with standard toleranee 
representations. A. Clement ([2], [1]) uses the coneept 01' «Technologically and 
Topologieally Related Surfaees» and introduees the torsor toleraneing eoneept. The 
model is interesting for the determination of surfaees or features that must be toleranced 
in relation to another one, but for the determination of values for toleranee zones it is 
neeessary to use the traditional ehains of dimensions. In other approaehes like Turner' s 
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« feasibility space approach », the tolerances are expressed as constraints that define a 
region of a cartesian space of model variations ([6]). The aim of these different models 
is to provide computational approaches to the tolerance analysis but none of these 
models give a systematic method for the determination of the tolerance values. On the 
other hand, in all these models it is assumed that the bodies are perfectly rigid. In this 
paper, a method is developed through an example, for the determination of tolerances 
that take the deformations into account. 

1.2. MECHANISM OF RIGID BODIES, A MODEL FOR TOLERANCE 
DETERMINATION 

The first model for tolerancing is defined by the following hypothesis : 
- The bodies are absolutely rigid. 
- There are no form errors. For example, a cylindrical nominal surface is assumed to be 
a perfect cylinder. 
- The geometric deviations and clearances are small enough so that the corresponding 
displacements may be represented by small displacement torsors. 
- The two functional requirements are considered : possibility of assembly without any 
constraints and accuracy of relative positions or relative motions between two parts. 
Two sorts of geometric deviations are considered, and each one is limited by tolerances: 
- size deviations limited by size tolerances, 
- location and orientation deviations between two surfaces, limited by geometrical 
tolerances. 
For example, when considering a cylinder (cylindrical surface of revolution), the 
diameter is defined by a nominal dimension and the tolerances by two real numbers : the 
lower and upper deviations. A geometrical tolerance is defined by a reference frame and 
by a tolerance zone. The reference frame may be complete or not and it is designed by a 
letter. 

1.3. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR TOLERANCE DETERMINATION 

In this following method, the choice of the shape of tolerance zones is given from the 
assembling requirements. The maximum material condition lead to inequalities that 
must be respected. Indeed, the maximum material condition is the most unfavourable 
case for assembling. 

The types and the shapes of joint surfaces allow the determination of "clearance 
spaces". We call "clearance space" of an actual joint, the set of the possible values of 
small displacement torsors, between the two links of the joint ([3]). 

For each independent close loop of the mechanism, it is possible to write an equation 
between small displacement torsors. The equations are similar to those obtained for 
kinematic loop equations. But, on the one hand, the relations concern small 
displacements instead of velocities and on the other hand, the clearances between two 
parts of each joint, and the deviations between two joint surfaces of each body are taken 
into account. The resolution of these equations leads to tolerancing equations. 
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Tolerancing equations are the relations between the components of clearance torsors 
and deviation torsors only. But the values that can be taken by these torsors are limited. 
For given actual parts, the deviation torsor components and the dimensions are defined. 
The clearance torsor values depend on the forces applied on the mechanism, but 
whatever these forces, the tolerancing equations have to be respected, and in the 
assumption of rigid bodies, the components of clearance torsors are I imited. 
The general method is here applied with a simple example . 

IA. EXAMPLE FOR A SHAFT SUPPORTED BY TWO BEARINGS. 

-.L ~ 

I 

2 

Figure 1. Gear hox Figure 2. Graph ofthe mechanism 

1.4.1. Shafts and hearings tolerancing 
Let us consider two cylindrical joints between two bodies : shaft and support (the 
base 0). In nominal position the coaxiality between the two joint axes is assumed. With 
the hypothesis of small displacements, we get the following dose loop (OAIB) equation: 

C OAI + JOAI + EAIB + CIBO + JIBo + E BIlA = 0 (I) 

Where : C OAI = (CCXOAI X , CUOAI X)() is a joint torSOL CCXOAI and CUOAI are respectively the 
small rotation and small displacement of the point 0, allowed by the cylindrical joint. 
The letters A and B refer to the joints and the numbers 0 and I refer to the links. 

J = (Jß y + Jy z, Ju y + Jv z)() is the clearance torsor, representing a small 
displacement allowed thanks to the gap between the two surfaces of the joint (the indices 
are omitted here). 

E = (Eß y + Ey z , Eu y + Ev z)() is the deviation torsor, representing a small 
displacement possible between the two cylindrical surfaces of the same part. 

In the nominal configuration, the torsors J and E are equal to O. The closed loop 
equation gives 6 scalar equations. The terms of the joint torsor C are considered as 
unknowns. There are four unknowns for this example. The rank of the linear system is 
equal to two. So that four compatibility equations (6 - 2) have to be checked. These 
equations are composed of the terms of torsors J and E only. We call tolerancing 
equations these scalar equations. 
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In this example, only the components of small rotations around axes Oy and Oz and 
the components of small displacements of point 0 along the axes Oy and Oz, appear in 
these tolerancing equations. They are the following : 

JßOAI + EßAIB + JßIBO + EßBOA = 0 JVOAI + EVAIB + JV IBO + EVBOA = 0 
JYOAI + EYAIB + JYIßO + EYBOA = 0 J WOAI + Ew AlB + JW IBO + Ew BOA = 0 (2) 

For given dimensions of the two surfaces, the limitations of cIearance torsor 
components are defined by the cIearance space, built in the small displacement space. 

For a given geometrical tolerancing, the deviation torsor components are limited by a 
tolerance space, which is in fact a representation of the tolerance zone represented not in 
the conventional three-dimension space but in the small displacement space that has six 
dimensions in the general case. However, the tolerancing equations show that, for the 
example, only four components have to be taken into account. 

The equations between the different components may be written under as folIows: 
E = - J where J and E are four-component vectors. 

The different possible values of J result from the composition of the different values 
of cIearance torsors that appear in the tolerancing equations and are limited by the 
clearance space and are noted {J} . 

The assembling condition gives the minimum possible resulting deviation space. It is 
the resulting cIearance space (with the minus sign : -(J}). This condition may be written 
in a mathematical form: 

\i E E {E),:3 J E {J} => E + J = 0 (3) 

This condition may be translated in the following form: The deviation space {E} 
must be incIuded in the clearance space -{J} [SA.96]. 
In consequence, the minimum deviation space which may be chosen, coincides with the 

clearance space. 
(4 ) 

dA I ma" 

dA In0111-f--l.--1-----------?-

( AI 

dAI 

Figure 3. Representation 0/ inequalities Figure 4. Clearance space projection 

So that the two conditions tAl< - eSAI and tAO< ei AO are sufficient to ensure that any 
shaft fits any base (interchangeability condition). 
If the maximal material condition is used, the corresponding inequality is : 

tAO < eiAO + (d AO - d A'h";" ) (5) 
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Fig. 3 gives agraphie representation of these eonditions. 
If the bearings are ball bearings, the clearanee spaee is slightly different but the 

result is close to the previous one. 

1.4.2. Gear tolerancing 
Assuming that all the tolerances are defined for the shafts and bearings, it is possible to 
determine the clearance between each shaft and the base that result of the assembling of 
the two bearings. A single joint is then considered between each shaft and the ground. 
The closed loop for gear tolerances is then : 

C OABI + JOABI + E AßIE + C IE2 + J IE2 + EE2CD + J2CDO + C,eDo + ECI)(lAB = 0 (6) 

The linear system is composed of 6 equations and 4 unknowns (the two rotations shaft 
and the 2 d.oJ. for the ge ar linear contact). The rank of this system is equal to 3 so that 3 
tolerancing equations are obtained: two cquations for rotation eomponents and one 
equation for the small displaeement. 
Then the method previously exposed may be applied: the clearance space for the three 
joints is built, and the deviation spaee is chosen so that this space is minimum (figA). 
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Figure 3. Shaft tolerancing 

2. Elastic analysis view 

Some results ±'rom the rigid tolerancing view are needed to make this analysis. So it 
must be done after the former. In fact, we must know the configuration of all parts and 
joints with the load and displacement constraints to deduce the elastic displaccments in 
joints and parts [4]. Those displacements (and reaction forces) are the results of this 
VICW. 

2.1. METHODOLOGY 

Every elastic study may be done in an analytical way (beam model, ... ) a numerie 
way (F.E.M., experiment, ... ) or a mixed way. The analysis of the mechanism is made 
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with an finite element method. The finite element model is an assembly of "part 
elements" (structural stiffness of parts between two joints) and "joint elements" 
(<< contact» stiffness) between parts. Then with the global model, we can determinate 
little elastic displacements in joints (elastic clearance) and little elastic displacements in 
parts (elastic clearance) which can be mixed in the synthesis view with those of the 
previously analysed tolerancing view. 

2.2. MODELIZA nON 

In the case of our example, we use an analytical method (the beam model and the Hertz 
theory) to build the stiffness matrix of the assembly. This matrix is built with elementary 
ones and allows us to make a static analysis of the mechanism. 

2.2. I.Stiffness study 
To start with, a stiffness matrix of every element of the finite elements model has to be 
built. In this aim, all degrees of freedom (in the structural analysis way) are identified. 
This can be done by using the kinematic graph of the previous view. 

With this graph, we can find all the joint and part ft·ames of the mechanism 
(forbidden movements are structural d.o.f.'s). So we get the clastic degrees of freedom in 
every joint. T~y are the same as clearance d.oJ.'s. For example, A is arevolute joint 
with the (A, x) axis between parts 0 and 1. In A we have the d.o.f. vector 

0A = < 0A, 0AY 0M 8Ay 8A, >. Joint by joint, we build all the d.o.f.'s vectors. 
If apart is linked to other ones with joints ABC, its d.o.f. vector will bc an 

« addition» of 0A' OB and Oe It is then possible to build the stiffness matrix of this part. 
For a joint matrix, we need the joint d.oJ. vector. 

Finally when every component (part or joint) matrix is known, we can make the 
assembly in the global stiffncss matrix of the mechanism (in which parts and joints are 
elements and nodes are frames). 

Remarks 
-1- The concept of component leads us to study a piece of mechanism like a si ngle 

element (thus a single element matrix). For example, a ball bearing (wh ich is a 
mechanism) is a component (such as a spherical or ring joint) regardless what is 
happening inside. 

-2- The structural analysis model of the mechanism is not the same as the tolerancing 
analysis. In this reducer, we introduce in part I the sub-components pinion 1.1 and 
pinion 1.2 (in elastic analysis view) to input the elastic behaviour of the link shaft-pinion 
(part 2 becomes shaft 2.1 + pinion 2.2). 

-3- There are several gear tooth links between 1.2 and 2.2. Those links are linear 
contact joints (4 kinematic d.o.f.'s so 2 elastic d.oJ.'s). We build a single ge ar joint (1.2-
2.2) as a compilation of all these line links. 

When all d.o.f.'s are known we can analyse thc stiffncss relations of parts and joints 
which are concerned by them. For shaft elements, we can use a be am model (two beam 
elements linked with a pinion element). In a first approach, we suppose thc basc tCl be 
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rigid (it is possible to study a flexible one by using stiffnesses at bearings A, B, C, and 
D). In every cylindrical bearing we can study the stiffness by using either the Hertz
Radzimowski theory ([5]) or experiments or manufacturer's data. The main problem of 
contact analysis is that stiffness depends on contact configuration. At this step the latter 
is necessarily known. But this problem only appears for the joints with clearances. In the 
case of joints with preloads, there is no problem unless external loads are lower than 
internaiones. 
We can divide pinion analysis into two models: 

-1- A part model to take into account deformations in the pinion independently of 
the relative position of pinions. This model can be a single disk with a load at a 
peripheral point (tooth loads). 
-2- A local joint model to know the behaviour of the tooth/tooth contact with two 
sub models. The first one is a tooth beam model to take the tooth flexibility into 
account. The second one is a local Hertz contact model (eylinder/cylinder) in which 
the stiffness depends on eontact configuration. The angular position between 1.2 and 
2.2 gives the number of teeth in contact and eontact direetions. If there is prcload of 
the gear, there will be eontact on both sides or the tceth. 

For the gear joint model, stiffness matriees havc been assembled to build a single gear 
joint matrix at point E. This matrix will depend on eonfiguration. There are several 
eonfiguration parameters. In this example, the angle Ci bctween pinions ean be uscd as 
one of them and the pivot pitch c1earance e as the other one if negative. The matrix is 
studied in particular configurations of Ci (i.e. with one or two tooth contacts). In those 
cases, the pivot pitch only is a parameter (the assembly pivot piteh has been chosen). 

2.2.2.Resolution 
Onee all eomponent matrices have been built, their assembly is made as a classieal finite 
element analysis. The statie resolution then gives unknown displacements and forces in 
every node (frame) 01' the model. With the object of making the synthesis, the 
displacement results must be "distributed" in clastie c1eat·anees and elastic distortions. 

The elastic c1earance in a joint is the little displacement torsor between the two 
frames which link the joint with parts (most of the time they match at the beginning of 
the elastic analysis). The elastic distortion in apart is the little displacement tm·sor 
between two frames which links the part with joints (a single part Iinked by more than 
two joints has got several elastic distortions). 

When the elastic clearances and distortions are known, it is possible to check closing 
loop equations of the perfect t1exible mechanism. 

3. Synthesis of the two models 

Small displacements are due as much to thc elastic displacements as to geometric 
deviations, but are also due to c1earance. This fundamental hypothesis leads to linear 
equations from the geometrie elosed loop. The different torsors deseribe all these sm all 
displacements. 
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A first applieation 01' the stiffness matrix eonsists in the assumption that the assembly 
eonditions without pre-stresses is not required. On the contrary, we assumc that the 
system ean support pre-stresses within reasonable limits. This method aIlows to reduee 
the c1earanee between gearwheels and eonsequently to reduce noises and vibrations and 
also to improve the aeeuraey of the meehanism. 

Another applieation eonsists in determination 01' the maximum angle between the 
shaft axis and the bearing axis by taking geometrie deviations and elastie distortions 
simultaneously into aeeount. This determination is important for the elastie
hydrodynamie behaviour of the bearings. 

The toleraneing method leads to qualitative ehoiees and relations between 
toleraneing parameters. Struetural analysis gives other relations between forees and 
displaeements. Design optimisation must take these different relations into aeeount. 

4. ConcIusion 

Starting with the hypothesis of smaIl displaeements, eoming trom the manufaeturing 
deviations as weIl as elastie displaeements, it is possible to use a model for toleranees 
then elastie analysis and their interaetions. 

Basically, this model is simple, unfortunately, there are many real variables for the 
definition of dimensional and geometrie toleranees and the diffieulty is to have enough 
eonditions for a unique solution. The design of elearanee deviation is also a diffieulty 
beeause it is neeessary to make projections of a spaee with more than three dimensions. 
A software seems neeessary to aid for the determination of toleranee zones. 

Elastie analysis gives stiffness matriees and toleraneing analysis gives the qualitative 
determination 01' toleranees. The definitive values that totally determine these tolerances 
must take into aeeount these different requirements. This paper is a contribution tCl reneh 
this aim. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, industrial companies have to manufacture a large variety of complex 
products in short time. Reduced lot size and increased product quality requirements 
result from the pressure of market. Product quality requirements lead to the necessity 
for the manufactures to "produce good quality from the start". This obliges us to 
provide assistance tools allowing for the prediction of surfaces. In fact, it is imperative 
to better understand the workpiece behaviour on the machine tools. The modelling of 
cutting processes is needed for the development of simulation and prediction of 
machining. Models of the milling process can be used in adaptive control on NC 
machine tools or for the choice made during the selection of machining operations in 
process planning. In this paper we present the definition of resources, which enable us 
to describe the default sources. Thus, we propose an approach for the prediction of 
milled surfaces. This approach is useful for workpieces with a high added value 
(accurate tolerances) or for workpieces deformed by residual stresses. We made 
experimentation with the Design of Experiments method. We treated the influence of 
the fixturing acting on the surface flatness in the "Workpiece/Machine/Tool" (WMT) 
framework. The finite element methods (FEM) is used for simulation and prediction. 

2 CONTEXTE 

Our research work focuses on the workpiece. The defaults of surfaces are the 
important characteristics to identify the causes and sources in order to undertake 
corrective tasks. We submit the various relationship between the workpiece and the 
milling process, resources, process planning (no reported in this section) . The 
framework of ours study is the behaviour ofthe "WorkpiecelMachine/Tool" (WMT). 

2.1 MILLING PROCESS 

Usually, the cutting process is the means of machining. However, we distinguish two 
modelling levels. The first level is the interaction between material and cutting edge 
(orthogonal and oblique cutting). The second one is the interaction between the tools 
and the workpiece. 
The first of these approaches concems the modelling part of cutting with a 
microscopic regard on mechanical, thermal, dynamic behaviours. Those works are 
developed on a tool-chip interface by (Merchant, 1945) or with experimental and 
analytical methods (Oxley,1989) and withnumerical method (Shih,1995). 
The second approach is based on the macroscopic part of cutting because the chip's 
geometry is used for modelling. We can quote the first articles on milling processes by 
(Martellotti,1941).(Martellotti,1944) which defme the path of the cutter cutting edge 
and the chip thickness for up and down milling. (Koenigberger,1961) and 
(Saberwall,1962) defmed the relationship between chip thickness and the cutting force 
compounds. A mechanistic model are proposed by (Tlusty,1975), and Fu (Fu,1984). 
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The comprehensive forces system takes account of some defaults of the "Machine
Tool-Workpiece" (Spiewak, 1994), the run-out (Kline,1983), the cutter deflection 
(Sutherland,1986), the tilted spindie. 
Both approaches can lead to a better understanding of cutting process and milling 
process phenomena. Nevertheless, those approaches are not linked. The second 
approach needs to define different parameters (Ks, KT) in milling process especially 
for each material family. It demands a lot of experimentation on machine tools 
providing for reliable information. It is necessary to link the two approaches in order 
to reduce experimentation and cost. 

2.2 RESOURCES 

The introduction of the concept of resources enables us to define the means of 
manufacturing. We will consider the resources in terms of functional tasks and a 
physical system. From the functional point of view, the resources aim at removing 
material, moving and inspecting the workpiece. Following this description, the 
resources can be machine tools, robots or co-ordonnate measuring machines. From the 
physical point ofview, the resources consist of: 

- Mechanical structure (slide ways, spindie, base, bed, and so on) ; 
- Automation structure (CNC, dialogue, monitoring, and so on) ; 
- Actuators and sensors structure (Drives motors, measuring system, and so on) ; 
- Technical structure (tools, tool-holders, jigs and fIXtures, c1amping, and so on). 

The resources can breakdown resulting in various problems. The origins of these 
defaults are caused by the mechanical and technical structure stemming from 
geometry, kinematics, dynamics, thermal, and vibration. We can say the same thing 
for technical structure. Actuators and sensors structure can lead to defaults of stability 
and motions errors. These errors are less important than those within the mechanical 
and technical structures, except for the control of high speed machining. To reduce the 
errors, feed drives must be direct1y linked with the mechanical structure. Sensors must 
be correctly located to give the best information concerning the position and motion of 
the workpiece. The defaults caused by the automation structure are often problem of 
models implementation. 
Our research work deals with the fixturing influence on the workpiece during the end 
milling operation. This phenomenon belongs to the technical structure, thus we will 
study mechanical gripping acting on surface quality 

3 EXPERIMENTATION 

The centre of interest is the gripping effects influence on workpiece in end milling. 
The equipment is a horizontal milling center. The end milling cutter of 63 mm 
diameter was equipped with carbite inserts. The workpiece holder is a standard vice. 
The jaws were shoulder shaped. The c1amping torque was controlled by a 
dynamometer spanner. We used the co-ordinate-measuring machine measuring the 
surface before, during and after the milling and gripping action. 

Before gripping action 
Before e:ndwmilling 

Figure I. Grippingproblem 

During gripping action 
Ouring end-mil1ing 

During gripping action 
Sem end-milling 

After gripping action 
After end-milling 
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The workpiece material is an aluminium alloy (Fortal: Ref.7075). The dimensions of 
workpiece were : 1 = 200mm, w = 60mm and h = 20 or 15 mm 

3.1 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

The flatness, lengthways and transversal deformations were the responses of Design of 
Experiment. The workpiece was submitted to strains. The other parts (mechanical 
structure and vice, tool-holder, milling cutter of technical structure) were regarded as 
rigid bodies. Thermal, dynamics and vibration effects of the resource were considered 
negligible. In this experimentation the cutting time was very short and the cutter wear 
was of insignificant influence on the surface quality. The cutting conditions were 
optimised with a semi roughing criterion. We considered that the regarded parameters 
are mutually independent. 

3.2 METHOD 

The applied method was based on the Taguchi method. The plan has two levels (min
max) realised with two repeated tests (figure 2). We realised the tests to verify if the 
behaviour between two levels is linear. The parameters were the cutting speed, rate 
feed, depth of cut, the gripping torque, and rolling direction. 

Pararreas leIeI1 leIeI2 
QAtin l spooj 3E()m'rrin 2Xlm'rrin 
_fee;. 0.2 mn 0,5 mn 
Dec:Ih cf cut 3mn 5mn 
I_ace ttickness 2Oni'J 20 mn 
Gri""IlltorQ..<l 15mn :nr/'J 
Rllilllclrectien t""""""'..-g, I 

Figure 2. Parameters for experimentation 

We measured flatness by CMMs. Lengthways and trans verse deformation were 
calculated with the results of measurement. The experimental values example is 
described in figure 3. 

Figure 3, Example of measuring on CMMs - For the vertical axis, the unit is in mm and the others are the 
position of measured points, 

3.3 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

Regarding the results, we can give the following series of information. 
- Confmnation of the partial independence of parameters. 
- Confirmation that lengthways deformations are superior to transverse deformations 
- Confirmation that the gripping forces increased the transverse deformation values. 
- Confirmation that the effect of gripping is inversely proportional to lengthways 
deformations. 
- Invalidation that the thickness of the workpiece has a significant influence on the 
flatness. 
From these observations we can state : 
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- Confrrmation of the significant role of residual stresses derived from rolling process. 
The material behaviour is anisotropic. The default is more important where the 
direction of feed rate is perpendicular to rolling direction. 

4 MODELING AND SIMULATION BY FINITE ELEMENTS METHOD 

4.1 MODELING METHODOLOGY BY FEM 

After experimentation, we will present aprediction method for the workpiece flatness 
by the finite element method (Zienkiewic,199 1). We only treated the influence of 
gripping forces. We used calculation codes like "DiagueBiDim" and "DiagueTriDim" 
(Gueury, 1998). The software is implemented on Pe. Firstly, we made a bi
dimensional model with "DiagueBiDim". Subsequently, we made a tri-dimensional 
model with "DiagueTriDim". 
The direct formulation of finite element characteristics applied in manufacturing was 
outlined in two steps. The first step treats the rolling residual stresses. The second step 
describes simulation with a virtual eraser tool of material. A machined part is 
manufactured out of block in which residual stresses are present. Frequently the 
evaluation of this compound force is omitted. The residual stresses in the workpiece 
must be considered as imbalanced internal forces. 
The constitute law was linear elastic behaviour. The relationship (1) between stresses 
and strains (Zienkiewic,199 I) is linear and we can state : 

0" = D(eo-e)+O"o (1) 
0: Euler-Cauchy Stress tensor, D : Element stress matrix - Eo : Initial deformation 

tensor, (thermal origin for example) - E : Deformation tensor, 0"0 Initial stresses tensor 
(residual stresses for example). 
The relationship (2) between stresses and displacements is defmed as : 

e=Ba W 
a : global displacement - B : Strain shape function. 
With the formula of constitute law and stresses and displacements relationship, the 
principle ofvirtual (internal and external) work we can write : 

Ka + f= r (3) 
K: Stiffness matrix,f: Global forces ofnodes - r : External forces, 
In our application case, each removal material breaks the internal equilibrum of the 
whole workpiece. It is necessary to reconstitute the internal equilibrum of the 
workpiece. The numerical simulation of the end milling operation must be defmed by 
a statical study and brought into balance again for each material removal. We 
calculated the equilibrum of the whole workpiece at time 1; and at time 1;+" thus : 

Iv BT O"idV = ri and Iv BT O"i+l dV = ri+1 (4) 
The equilibrum of the whole body cured of residual forces : 

1\r = ri+1 - ri (5) 
We used the displacement approach and the minimisation of total potential energy and 
the weighted residual approach. 

K1\a = 1\r:::::} ai+l = ai+ 1\ a :::::} 0"1 = 0"0+ 1\ 0" (6) 

With this approach we can update the mesh after each calculation of equilibrum of the 
workpiece. This is possible because the material removal is only considered as a small 
perturbation. We neglect the initial strains of the thermal effect because they are 
insignificant on workpiece during end milling. The residual stresses cannot be 
considered because before milling the workpiece is in the state of self-equilibrium and 
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the initial stresses are unknown. The latter were considered null the initial stresses at 
the beginning of simulation: 
Numerical simulation of the gripping and machining action were carried out in three 
steps: 
- Loading of mobile jaw was simulated by an imposed displacement (0.1 mm) in 
transversal direction. This is a realistic behaviour because the jaws of the vice are 
infmitely rigid. 
- Milling process was considered as a material eraser. Usually, we took into account 
the effects of material removal. The numerical treatment was the same in both 
simulation studies. 
- The loosening of the moving jaw is considered as unloading of gripping action with 
elastic recovery. 

4.1.1 Bi-dimensional simulation (Modeling: Plan Strain State) 

The following method refers to the three steps that we defined in methodology 
paragraph. We considered the ca1culation in a plan strain state. The workpiece was 
represented by a beam in transversal direction. The section is discretized by 60 iso
parametric finite elements. The Serendipity element is described by eight nodes of 
quadrilateral elements in a Cartesian Co-ordinate System (thus 213 no des and 416 
degrees of freedom). The layers of meshes were chosen to take into account the depth 
of cut (2 mm) and the height of jaws (4 mm). The height of layers isn't constant; the 
dimensions are 2 mm, 1.25 mm and 1 mm. The mesh of the workpiece is represented 
in figure 4. 

Figure 4. Modelling by FE in 2D 

- Steps 1: gripping effect of jaws 
The figure n° 5 presents the amplified deformation of the middle section. We can 
observe that the jaws gripping bring about the curved shape of the section. 

- Step 2: material removal with eraser material. 

T - - , 

Figure 5. Amplijied deformation .. convexform 

Material removal of 10 finite elements corresponding to the first depth of cut caused 
imbalance of the nodal forces. It was necessary to correct the nodal forces. The section 
of the mesh was updated respecting the initial stress defined in step 1. The second 
depth of cut corresponds to the removal of 10 finite elements. This section of the mesh 
was updated again in concordance with the stress defined by the first depth of cut. In 
figure 6, the plan plot of relative Von Mises stress is presented. 
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Figure 6. Von Mises stress in the beam seetion 

S,"'" .Pa 
( . ( 

We distinguished high density of stress where the jaws of vice and the workpiece are 
joined. The stress level is low on the milled surface. The level of Von Mises stress 
value (minor of elastic stress) enable to define that the behaviour of workpiece 
material is linear. 

- Step 3: beam unloading 
This task consisted in applying the equal and opposite loading of the initial nodal 
forces defined in step 1. The simulated workpiece surface is a concave curvature. The 
results are in accordance with the trans verse deformation observed in experimentation. 

- Concluding remarks for 2D simulation 
The results of the first simulation are very instructive. The influence of the gripping 
actions is high on the flatness. The residual stresses are non-existent at the beginning 
of the simulation, afterwards they were taken into account. However, the measured 
transverse deformation gaps can enable us to evaluate residual stresses. Conceming 
the transversal deformations, the mean values of the experimentation are equivalent to 
the values of the beam deflection after milling and unloading actions resulting from 
the simulation. 

4.1.2 3D simulation (Modelling in three dimensions) 

We simulated the workpiece behaviour in three dimensions with "DiagueTriDim" 
finite elements code. The workpiece was considered as an elastic body. Due to the 
symmetrie shape (workpiece and jaws) and the loading geometry we can reduce the 
problem to a quarter of the workpiece. Figure 7 represents system and surface 
references. 

Figure 7. System and surface re/erences 0/ a quarter 0/ the workpiece. 

The quarter of the workpiece was discretized by 200 iso-parametric finite elements. 
The Lagrangian elements were eight nodes of element in a cartesian co-ordinate 
system (thus 330 nodes and 990 degrees of freedom). Modelling of the quarter of the 
workpiece (figure 7) needed new boundary conditions. We must take into account 
supports and (geometric and loading) symmetry. The jaws of vice and the vice were 
considered as rigid bodies. 

- On face A, all nodes were blocked following the Ox axis. 
- On face B, all nodes were blocked following the Oy axis. 
- On face D, nodes were blocked following the Oz axis for all z=0. 
- The loading of the mobile jaw was simulated by an imposed displacement (0.1 

mm) following the Oy axis. 
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Like in bi-dimensional simulation, the meshes were chosen to take into account the 
depth of cut and the height of the jaws. The height of layers isn 't constant; the 
dimensions are 4 mm, 1.25 mm and I mm (dimension of depth of cut) 

Figure 8. 3D mesh of a quarter of the wor/piece 

The 3D mesh was realised by the extrusion of the bi-dimensional mesh of face A 
(figure 8). The boundary conditions due to the gripping jaws were applied to the 
bottom layer. The imposed displacement has the same value as in the 2D similation. 

- Gripping effect 
Figure 9 depicts the deformation ofthe chosen workpiece section. We can note that the 
gripping action provokes: 
- Convex curvature of the workpiece section in the transversal direction where it is 
applied 
- Raising of the workpiece edges in the lengthways direction. 
Both phenomena on the whole workpiece give a look of "horse saddle". This shape 
corresponds to the experimental results. 

Figure 9. Amplijied deformation of the workpiece section 

Figure 10 confrrms the low level of stresses on the milling surface. The stress 
distribution is not uniform in lengthways direction. In the area of contact of the 
gripping action the stress level is high. 

Figure 10: Von Mises Stress on the suiface of the workpiece. 

- Conc1uding remarks for 3D simulation 

SlGnll 
or. 

" ,., 

Material removal with eraser material and unloading of the workpiece were treated 
like in the 2D simulation. The resulting shape - a horse saddle - was the same as 
observed in experimentation. The simulation by fmite element method provides for 
correct results, because the mean values of flatness, lengthways and transversal 
deflection correspond to the evaluations of defaults resulting from the tests. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Our work consisted in developing a model that enables to predict the quality of a 
workpiece surface. The criterion is the flatness of the milled surface. Conceming the 
conditions of machining we treated the effects of the fixturing actions of a standard 
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vice and the end milling operation. By using the design of experiments method we 
realised aseries of tests. We presented the influence of frxturing effects on the flatness 
of the workpiece. We took into ac count the residual stresses that increased the defaults 
of clamping. 
The finite elements method permitted to simulate the behaviour of the workpiece 
subject to the gripping jaws and the end milling operation. 
The approach presented here is dedicated to validate the use of the finite element 
method, which can be applied for the prediction of surface quality in milling. We 
verified that it is possible to apply the fmite element method to forsee the workpiece 
behaviour submitted to gripping action and milling forces. 
The fmite elements method is not enough for the efficient simulation. It is necessary to 

understand the global behaviour of the mechanical and technical structures 
acting on the workpiece. 

The approach can be reduced to experimental tests because they are very expensive in 
terms of time and money. Also, this approach can provide a method of prediction in 
milling operations for added value and deformable workpieces. 
Lastly, it is possible to use this approach in process planning, where the difficulties of 
its application are great because : 
- frrstly, the automation of the approach needs the integration of CAD and CAM, 
- secondly, the process planning staff usually is not familiar with the fmite elements 
method. In prospect, we will make simulation of slotted and bored workpieces with the 
same rigid vice. We will take into ac count vice deformations and treat the vibration 
behaviour and the influence on the roughness. 
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SUBASSEMBLIES DETECTION WITH GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

P. DE LIT, E. FALKENAUER and A. DELCHAMBRE 
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Abstract. The determination of an "optimal" assembly sequence for a product is known to be a hard 
task, due to the combinatorial explosion proper to permutation problems. A possible way to reduce 
the number of sequences to be studied is to subdivide the product into subassemblies. We here pro
pose an original approach, based on a grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) to tackle the problem. We 
first describe a mathematical model reporting the topological characteristics of a product. We then 
explain the constraints the GGA developed deals with, and the cost function (which is expressed 
according to a connectivity criterion, and the stability of the proposed subassemblies). Finally, the 
algorithm is applied to an industrial ca se study and the corresponding results are presented and 
commented. 

Key words: subassemblies, grouping genetic algorithms. 

1. Introduction 

The determination of the assembly sequences of a product suffers on combina
torial explosion. It is therefore mandatory to apply qualitative and quantitative 
criteria to reduce their number, like the number of re-orientations or the com
ponents stability during assembly. Another way to limit the number of possible 
assembly sequences is to subdivide the final product into subassemblies, for each 
of which an assembly sequence is generated. We thus transform the original prob
lem into severalless important instances of it. Moreover, the decomposition allows 
the simultaneous assembly of each subassembly increasing parallelism and allows 
tests on the subassemblies before final assembly of the wh oie product. 

There has been considerable growth of interest in recent years in developing 
algorithms to detect subassemblies in a product. (Dini and Santochi, 1992) pro
posed an enumerative method to detect stable subsets of the one associated to the 
whole product, a subassembly being considered as a subset composed of strongly 
connected components, stable in the different insertion directions, and allowing 
the final assembly of the product from its subassemblies. They used a matrix 

415 
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formalism to model the topological constraints between the components. (Cit
tolin, 1997) proposed an algorithm using the matrix formalism of (Fleury, 1993). 
To avoid the shelf of the enumerative feature of Dini's method, he proposed an 
heuristic, detecting the stable subsets of the whole product once the most external 
fixation links have been broken. (Lee, 1994) described a heuristic of recursive de
composition of a product from a liaison graph representation of the assembly. The 
selection of a so-called preferred subassembly is based on performance indexes. 

We propose here an original method for subassemblies, using a Grouping 
Genetic Algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to 
the description of the subassemblies detection algorithm. It explains the product 
model, the constraints the GGA will deal with and the cost function we chose 
to evaluate the individuals. Results of an industrial case study will be given and 
commented at section 3. We draw conclusions at section 4. 

2. Subassemblies Detection 

2.1. PRODUCT MODEL 

The formalism used in this paper is inspired from (Dini and Santochi, 1992) 
and (Fleury, 1993). It is supposed that (Wolter, 1988) the assembly sequence is 
sequential, that the insertion directions are parallel to the axes of a cartesian or
thogonal system, that the insertion trajectories are linear translations, the sequence 
is monotone. We associate a positive and a negative sense to each axis and note dt 

the opposite direction of dt . 

2.1.1. Contact Constraints Model 
We call contact constraint the contact link a component Ci possesses with the 
component cf, the link preventing the translation-for amplitudes greater than 
the one under which components are considered to be in contact-of Ci in direc
tion dt . These contact constraints create a set of relations between the different 
components. We expressed them with a binary square matrix so that Sd,(iJ) = 1 if 
there exists a contact between Ci and Cf in direction dt . 

By definition a component never constrains itself. Note that if there exists (or 
if there does not) a contact between Ci and Cf in direction dt , the same goes for Cf 

and Ci in direction dt . So 

(1) 

2.1.2. Interference Constraints Model 
An interference constraint arises between two components Ci and Cf in direction 
dt when Cf is on Ci disinsertion trajectory in direction dt , no contact constraint 
existing between them in that direction. We represented these constraints with a 
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binary square matrix so that Gdt(ij) = 1 if there exists an interferenee between Ci 

and Cj in direetion dt . As for eontaet matriees 

Gd; = tGdt · (2) 

For example, the eontaet and interferenee matriees in direetion z+ for the 
fietitious produet illustrated in Figure 1 are 

0 
Sz+ = 

2 
3 

o 1 2 3 

Cl 10) o 0 0 0 
000 1 
o 0 0 0 

z 

Gz+ = 
o 

2 
3 

Figure 1. Fictitious product. 

o 1 2 3 

(
0001) o 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 
o 1 0 0 

Note that properties (1) and (2) allow us to work only with matriees associated 
to positive axes direetions. 

2.1.3. Attachment Links Model 
Attachment constraints can be represented with a symmetrie matrix, F, valid for 
all direetions. Although the diversity of existing attaehment types, this kind of 
link stays easy to model. Figure 2 shows the attachment matrices for three simple 
examples. 

We distinguish components speeifieally used to establish an attachment link 
from the others. Constraints matriees are modified too. A fixation component does 
not introduce contact links with the one it is fixed to in direetions orthogonal to the 
insertion axis. The eontaet eonstraint aetually becomes an interference constraint 
in these directions. 

2.2. DECOMPOSITION OF THE PRODUCT INTO SUBASSEMBLIES 

2.2.1. Definitions 
Bourjault (Bourjault and Henrioud, 1987) introduces the eoneept of a "subset" 
as a set of m eomponents among the n the produet is eomposed of, so that the 
funetionallinks subgraph generated by the eorresponding m vertiees is connected. 
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flgure 2. Attachments matrices für different kinds üf fixtures. 

This definition stays applicable to our model, the functional links graph (Bour
jault, 1984) being replaced by the one associated to all contact and attachment 
constraints. We associated a weighted graph to the above definition, to give more 
weight to an attachment than to a contact, yielding matrix S (the weights a and ß 
will be discussed later): 

Sij = aL Sd,(ij) + ßFij. (3) 
d, 

We define a subassembly as a subset of strongly connected components, prefer
ably stable in some directions. This definition is more constraining than Bour
jault's one of a subset, without requiring the total stability of the subassembly. 

2.2.2. Stability Heuristic for Subassemblies 
We consider a subassembly stable along a direction if a translation of the referen
tial associated to any of its components provokes the translation of the referential 
associated to each component in the subassembly. The different constraints ma
trices previously introduced only express the direct constraints existing between 
components in a direction dt . It is clear that if Ci is constrained by c j, Cj being 
constrained by Cb Ci will be constrained by Ck. The identification of these indirect 
constraints between components asks for the transitive closure of the associated 
oriented graph; we used Warshall's algorithm to detect it (Sedgewick, 1984). The 
direct constraints matrix Pd, we used is: 

(4) 

The fact that the translation of the wh oIe subassembly must occur for any of 
its components being translated is crucial in our definition, because it restrains 
the stability directions to an axis, the transitive closure NCd, of Pd, having to be a 
clique. 
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-x 

Figure 3. Fictitious product to illustrate the stability heuristic. 

As an example, let us consider the pyramid presented in Figure 3. No fixtures 
are used, so F = O. We have : 

which indicates that the subassembly is stable along x axis, but not along z. 

2.3. FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED GROUPING GENETIC ALGORITHM 

2.3.1. Adaptation ofthe GGA Operators 
The grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) (Falkenauer, 1998) differs from the classic 
GA (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989) in the following aspects: a specific encoding 
scheme is used so that the relevant structures of grouping problems become genes 
in chromosomes and special genetic operators are used to suit the new encoding 
scheme. We here detail two genetic operators which properties have slightly been 
modified to suit the hard constraints of our problem. 

The crossover operator is the same as the one exposed in (Falkenauer, 1998), 
except that the groups from which items should be eliminated are emptied, and 
re-injected randomly. This insures that the groups remain connected subgraphs. 
The applied mutation only consists to empty a random group, and to randomly 
re-assign the extracted items. 

2.3.2. Invalid Decompositions Detection 
Onee assembled, a subassembly must not prevent the final assembly of the prod
uct. Determination of invalid decomposition uses a binary generalized interfer
ence constraints matrix I dt , defined as folIows: 

(5) 

The deteetion of invalid deeompositions occurs in two steps: eontraction of 
Idl yielding I:l" related to the proposed subassemblies, and verification of the 
existence of any valid assembly sequence for the proposed decomposition. The 
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contraction of Idr matrix traduces the passage from constraints between compo
nents to those existing between subassemblies, a subassembly Si = {Ck} having a 
constraint with Sj = {Cl} if one of its components Ck E Si interferes with a com
ponent Cl E Sj. This matrix I:l, also allows the detection of a possible assembly 
sequence applied to a proposed decomposition into subassemblies. Disinsertion 
of a subassembly will be possible in direction dt if it is submitted to no constraint 
in that direction. Thus, we just have to detect null lines or columns in I:l, (these 
columns correspond to nulliines in If. We used the following algorithm: 

1. Is it possible to disassemble a still non extracted component or subassembly i 
in any direction dt ? If it is, go to 2, else decomposition is invalid. 

2. Disassemble i and update all I:l, matrices, nullifying the corresponding lines 
and columns. Go to 1. 

The update of I dr traduces the fact that a disassembled subassembly introduces 
no more constraints on the remaining subassemblies. 

2.3.3. Cost Function 
The definition of a subassembly given at section 2.2.1 takes two features into 
account: intra- and inter-group connections and stability. The problem is to find a 
partition P of the weighted graph G = (S, L) into K subgraphs Gk = (Sb Lk), 
SCk) being the set of vertices representing the components, L Ck ) the set of edges 
characterizing connections between components, the value of each edge illustrat
ing the strong- or weakness of the links. We used the following cost function to 
evaluate the partitions proposed by the GGA: 

where y and Stab(k) are parameters and 

leu) + t Stab(k), 
y card(Sk) 

k=! 

lij = Sij = Ci L SdrCij) + ßFij from (3). 
d, 

(6) 

W(Sk) is the cocycle of Sk. Simulations led to the following values: Ci = 1, ß = 4, 
y = 2, and Stab(k) = 1 if Sk is stable along 2 axes or totally stable (card(Sk) 
must be greater than 1) , 0 otherwise. 

3. Industrial Case Study 

The industrial case study we propose to study is an electric signalling relay stud
ied previously by (Delchambre, 1992). It is composed of 34 pieces, described in 
Figure 4. 
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Coil (cl) lirr plule I (spl) 14 COnlaClS (ci) 

Kernel (kl) lirr plule 2 (sp2) over (c) 

Fixed armalure (fa) Relurn spring (rs) crews for bo (5 I. 52) 

~ __ -'JG.'>_....r.. ~ Mobile armalUre (ma) Box (ba) erews for sp l (s3. s4) 

Im Hinge (h) Conlacl suppon (es) Screws for sp2 (55.56) 

Screw ror rs (s7. 58) Screw ror k (s9) 

Figure 4. Components of the signalling relay. 

v 

c 

Figure 5. Precedence graph resulting from the proposed decomposition. 

The GGA detects the following subassemblies : {cl, kl}, {cs, c1-c14, c}, and 
{fa, ma, sp 1, sp2, s3-s6}. This decomposition leads to the assembly sequence 
illustrated in Figure 5. 

4. Conclusions 

Subassemblies detection appears to be a precious tool in establishing an assem
bly sequence of industrial products, drastically reducing the number of possible 
sequences. We developed a Grouping Genetic Algorithm to detect subassemblies, 
essentially based of connections between pieces that compose them, and only re
quiring topological characteristics of the product, expressed with seven matrices: 
three contacts matrices, three interferences matrices, and one attachments matrix. 
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The algorithm presented applicable to important instances of the problem. The 
results we showed in the previous seetion were obtained in about 30 seconds on a 
modest 166 MHz Pentium. 

The precedence graph resulting from the proposed decomposition showed 
in Figure 5 is not the "best one". A better precedence graph exists, presented 
in (Delchambre, 1992), requiring one more less tuming to assemble the whole 
product. In the future, we will couple the subassemblies detection algorithm to an 
assembly planner, to have a feedback from this planner on the proposed decom
positions. 
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When manufacturing apart, distortions of the machine, tool, workpiece and machining 
assembly lead to defects. These will vary according to the type of machining and the 
machine used. Given the large number of influential parameters, it therefore appears a 
delicate matter to develop generally representative modelling. 
The aim of the present study is to develop and validate a procedure to identify defects 
and provide systematic correction of the NC-Code program. 
Having neutralised the inherent machine parameters, we chose a method to identify 
scattering in relation to the product being machined, based on certain interpolations and 
cutting conditions. The correction method used modi fies the initial Ne-Code program 
by inserting intervals and by calculating new movement co-ordinates before actual 
machining takes place. 

1. Introduction 

In a previous study, we saw how to highlight those machine characteristics likely to lead 
to lack of precision [1] and how to derive a simplified experimental model [2]. 
Obtaining reliable results meant we had to use a method that neutralised the grouping of 
tool, workpiece and machining assembly parameters. However, these factors cannot be 
neglected, especially where components subject to deformation are concerned (tool 
flexion, assembly rigidity, etc.) 
We now need to quantify scattering according to the type of interpolation and the 
machining context. We therefore propose to draw up a breakdown of a complex 
machining process into sufficiently basic machining tasks for us to be able to quantify 
defects and assign them to a precise working configuration. All the data gathered will 

423 
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then enable us to construct an overall correction strategy for the type of machining 
concerned. 

2. Choice of basic machining processes 

Choosing the machining process and classification into analogous groups is directly 
related to the goal to be attained ([3],[4]). Drawing on knowledge of the various existing 
methods, we can make a complete list of all the possible machining processes on a 4-
axis machining centre. 

Fanillv Product Prccision 

Surfacc !!rindin!! SDur. simDIe surfacc. rcccsscs Z 

Surfacc anndmg and form nullmg Shouldcrs. recesses X or Y and Z 

2-sided surface grinding and form milllng Grooves. recesses X or Y and Z 

Surface I!rindinl! and conlour mi llin!!. ComDlcx shoulders. rcccsses X or Y and Z 

2-sidcd surface grindin!!. and conlour millmg Complex grooves. recesses X or Y and Z 

Form millin!! Side milled surface X or Y 

2-sided form millin!! ODen !!.roovcs XorY 

Conlour millin!! ComDlex side mi lied surfaces X or Y 

2-sided conlour mlliing Shallow complex grooves X orY 

Point to Doint Drilling. taPping. eIe. X or Y 

TABLE 1. Machining families 

Linear l-axis (X, Y ,Z or B) ce:> 2x4 vossibilities Cut depth 
Linear 2-axis simultaneous ce:> 4x6 possibilities Feed 
Linear 3-axis simultaneous ce:> 8x4 fJossibilities Cutting speed 
Linear 4-axis simultaneous ce:> 16xl fJossibilities Machined width 
Circular XY ce:> 4 vossibilities Material resistance 
Circular XZ ce:> 4 vossibilities Up or down milling 
Circular YZ ce:> 4 fJossibilities Cutting force direction 

TABLE 2. Various cases of interpolation and the machining context 

Assuming we use a 2-cut side and face shell end mill, this list can be broken down into 
7 machining families each corresponding to an elementary case and to the axis 
constrained by the level of precision. (T ABLE 1). 
For each case of machining, we shall have several possibilities for interpolation together 
with a clearly defined machining context (T ABLE 2). 

3. Studying a machining family 

Gur aim is to show the method' s feasibility on a significant case and the approach to be 
applied generally. Combined 2-sided surface grinding and contour milling seems to be 
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the case that contributes most information and is likely to be most fruitful for future 
application to the various families. In particular, we can machine a groove to obtain 
results on the X, Y and Z axes. 
However, our study will mainly concern the X and Y axes. For significant tool flexion 
(low radius, large machining depth), scattering over these axes will be predominant. 

3 .l. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENT A nON 

The first test workpiece (FIGURE 1) comprised different linear interpolations 
translating all cases of linear grooves. Machining a reference surface on X, Y and Z with 
a <I> 63 milling cutter assumed to be free from the effect of distortion meant we did not 
have to worry about tool gauge measurement and part datum shift errors. The 
measurements were performed on 3DMM and with a comparator assembled on the 
spindIe. 

t 
------J..~._ -.-----

FIGURE 1. Workpieces for linear and circular interpolations 

Two similar workpieces (same working conditions) can be used to study circular (anti
trigonometrie: FIGURE 1 and trigonometrie) interpolations. 
To determine the influence of the machining direction and the interpolation radius, we 
worked in the four quadrants machining two different radius (40 and 20 mm). 
We were then able to quantify the influenee of cutting conditions : 

• either by repeating previous work in different machining contexts 
• or by analysing the effect of these conditions on elementary cases then 

extrapolating the results 

Although the second option inereased the risk of erroneous interpretation, it was 
perfectly suited to weIl defined zones where the behaviour of the grooves remained 
constant during interpolation. 
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3.2. RESULTS OF THE GROOVE CASE 

A measurement strategy is essential for reliable interpretation. We first sensed the 
reference surfaces to construct the workpiece reference framework and then sensed the 
points on one side of the groove. We kept the measurement depth constant so that tool 
flexion did not lead to additional errors. 
We then applied the least squares method to compare the position of the test surfaces 
with the reference surfaces so as to deduce the scattering corresponding to the machined 
workpieces. 
We also used the comparator on the spindie to check these calculations. 
T ABLE 3 shows the condensed experimental results with coefficients Il.A, Il.B, M, M 
and ll.R for equations : 

Y = (A + M).X + (B + Il.B) and (X - (I + M»2 + (Y - (J + M»2 = (Rinitial + Il.R)2 

Linear Circu1ar Anti-trigonometrie Circular Trigonometrie 

0 dA .:lli M AI .iR M AI .iR 
Surfaec (degree) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

1-2 -0.004 -0.085 0.017 -0 .033 0.110 -0 .028 0.063 -0.124 

3--1 -0.005 0.072 0.044 0.070 0.023 -0.006 0.011 -0.113 

5-6 0.001 0.094 -0.033 0.037 0.110 0.037 -0.068 -0.148 

7-8 -0003 -0.096 -0.028 -0.042 0.051 0.038 0.045 -0.056 

9-10 -45.013 0.182 0 .012 -0.036 0.107 -0.018 0.044 -0 .102 

11 -/2 45.006 -0.128 0034 0.063 0.040 -0.026 -0.030 -0.066 

13-14 -45 .003 -0.143 -0.043 0.059 0.127 -0.016 -0.016 -0.081 

15-/6 44.999 0.077 -0.069 -0.102 -0.020 0.025 0 .042 -0.070 

TABLE 3. Groove case results for each kind of interpolation 

It is difficult to find a correlation between the different linear and circular cases. 
Behaviour patterns are extremely varied and the least squares method applied to the 
circle will render responses on centre or radius offsets irregular. Use of a modelling 
approach thus remains of limited relevance. Analysis of T ABLE 3 and FIGURE 2 show 
that: 

• Il.A orientation defects on linear interpolations are extremely and can be 
considered to be negligible. We can observe scattering that is noticeably 
constant around 0.1 mm (Il.B), this being appropriate to tool flexion in these 
work conditions. 

• Cutting conditions FIGURE 2 have a number of specific influences : increase 
in feed causes an amplification of scattering only in the case of a machined 
width equal to the tool diameter. This scattering is also dependent on the cut 
depth d and the machined width w, but to a less significant extent. 

• Up milling leads to defects opposed to those previously mentioned. This 
appears to be normal as the cutting loads change direction. 
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• However, we shall obtain stable results regardless of the other factors, with 
scattering close to - 0.02 mm. 

All experiments on the groove family were performed with a cut depth of 4 mm, 
working fully within the material and with feed of F = 0.05 mmJtooth, providing 
elementary scattering of 0.05 mm for our model. 

0. 16 

0.14 

0.12 

-0.02 

~dCplh OfCUl2.5 machined widlh 9 
- X-d4w9 

--lr--d5 w9 
· . 0 .. d2,5 w4,5 up milling 

• d2.5 w4.5 down milling 
· . • .. d5 w4,5 up milling 

• d5 w4,5 down milling 
• • • •• d5 w2.25 up milling 

• d5 w2,25 down milling 

-0.04 ..L...---- - ---------------------

0,025 0.05 Feed (mm/loolh) 0,1 

FIGURE 2. Influence of cutting conditions on a groove 

Using these results will only remain valid within experimental limits. 

3.3. CORRECTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED 

Using this data bank on scattering for the case of grooves to draw up a behaviourallaw 
proves to be difficult. We can, nevertheless, try to find a correction method that 
integrates experimental values to the greatest extent possible. 

We can assurne that an extremely sm all movement will not modify our results 
[5]. Indeed, the defects measured ('" O.l mm) are negligible compared with the tool 
diameter. Resetting the tool positioning cannot therefore change the behaviour of 
machining. We can then apply a mirror type correction (offset by a value opposed to the 
defect). 
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The examples in T ABLE 4 show the results of a correction limited to coefficients B, I 
and J. For a circular interpolation, defect AR is carried over onto M and ÖJ. Maximum 
defects are now of the order of 0.02 to 0.03 mm. Gain thus exceeds 50 % and residual 
values are due to random scattering of the machine, tool, workpiece and machining 
assembly. When performing a complete intervention on coefficients I, J and R, 
accuracy of the correction appears to be equivalent to the previous results. 

Linear Cireular Anti-trigonometrie 

o or machincd surfacc .iB (mm) dI (mOl) Al {mm} dR {mm} 
dI onJy Al only 

/-2 0.024 0.123 -0. 142 0.110 0.013 -0.031 
3-4 0000 0.011 -0.010 0.003 0.014 -0.007 
5-6 0.016 -0.088 0.118 0.110 0.022 0.008 
7-8 -0.016 0.056 0.023 0.037 0.019 -0.0 14 

9-10 -0.013 0137 -0.136 0.115 0.022 -0.021 
//-/2 -0.029 -0014 -O.O~I 0.035 0.021 -0.006 
/3-14 0.007 -0.08~ 0114 0.102 0.018 0.013 
/5-/6 -0.024 -0.002 -0.039 -0.022 0.020 -0.017 

T ABLE 4. Rectified results for grooves- limited intervention 

4. Correction 

Overall and systematic experimentation on different machining families would be 
cumbersome. The creation of standard workpieces integrating several families in a 
number of work conditions is needed to reduce experimentation time [6]. 

The problem posed by the influence of cutting conditions is complex, as the 
relation between cutting loads and the scattering measured appears to be difficult to 
model. This suggests to us the following reasoning: overall correction can either use all 
experimental results or be lirnited to a certain number of results only. Correction and the 
desired level of precision will then depend on the machining considered .. 
Correction on the NC machine-tool is conducted in two stages: 

• Reading and interpreting the NC-Code pro gram 
• Correction by intervening on programming codes 

The experimental results appear in the form of offsets on X, Y and Z according to the 
different parameters. For cutting conditions, we can construct a relation between the 
levels and their effects, thus allowing either for modelling of the parameter values 
([7],[8]) or extrapolation. 
Three main types of corrections can thus be envisaged : 

• Insertion of a constant offset before a programming block. 
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• Modification of interpolation values. 
• Modification of cutting conditions [9]. 

The experimental design method applied to NC machine tool inherent parameters 
identifies scattering in relation to the machining configuration. The constant offset G59 
is entirely appropriate in this case. 
However, experimental results on machining families relate to each machine 
movement. We therefore need to bring interpolation co-ordinates into consideration, 
thus the need to modify the programmed lines. 
Finally, the tool work conditions only require an offset along certain directions. The 
real difficulty lies merely in real time control over their effects and cyclical re
positioning. 

The correction retained for linear and circular interpolations is the mirror 
method. For linear interpolation, the modifications made to the co-ordinates for the 
points of departure and arrival are identical and the offset is thus constant. For the 
groove family, we experimented linear interpolations along all combinations of the X 
and Y axes at 0°, 45° and 90° [10]. By cutting the XY plane into eight parts, we can 
extrapolate our experimental results. 

Where circular interpolation does not remain solely in a quadrant, we shall need 
to proceed with a breakdown of the interpolation. There will thus be a discontinuity 
between the different corrected circular interpolations. We can deal with this 
discontinuity using linear interpolation which is adequate considering the maximum 
correction errors (0.03 mm). This will mini mise the distance of the join and allow for 
simple programming (FIGURE 3). 

.. Y 

G2XA YA CJ_ 

GI XB YB 

FIGURE 3. Circular interpolationjoin 

s. Conclusion 

ISO standardisation of the NC-Code program allows for the insertion of programmed 
offsets, additional lines and modification of movement co-ordinates subsequent to 
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reading and ensuring overall analysis of the syntax used. 
This suggests that we can use our experimental results to ensure adequate 

machine characterisation to predict machining behaviour in contexts different from those 
tested. This means that we can model the machine within a field of validity using a data 
bank enriched with a minimum number of machining tasks only. 

The large number of interventions in the program can readily be automated, 
meaning we can easily computerise the process. Obviously, the modelling methods 
adopted will reduce the need for material iteration of machined surfaces. But this has the 
advantage of simplifying the approach, whereas more accurate and complex correction 
is likely to hinder optimisation of scattering. 

The reasoning put forward fits in with a defect reduction approach. However, 
corrections will depend on the machines concerned in addition to our results. 
Application of the strategy on a different machine will use the same procedure but the 
conclusions may be at variance. Taking dispersions due to changes in heat conditions of 
the machine into account is under way. In this, we shall apply the same experimental 
philosophy. 
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We seek to optimize a ring-shaped mechanical assembly line. Within a Just In Time 
context we wish to reduce the manufacturing lead time for a batch of pallets by 
specifying the best inter release time between two consecutive pallets. We have 
conducted experimental caIculations combining a simulation model and a genetic 
algorithm. A simple case was chosen so the results thus obtained could be compared 
with those obtained from a c10sed form mathematical solution. 

Resurne 

Nous nous interessons a l'optimisation d'une ligne flexible d'assemblage mecanique en 
anneau. Dans un contexte de production en juste atemps, nous cherchons a reduire le 
temps de production d'un lot de palettes en controlant en particulier le temps inter 
lancement de deux palettes consecutives. Nous avons experimente l'application de la 
combinaison d'un modele de simulation et d'un algorithme genetique. Nous avons 
compare les resultats avec la solution analytique pour un cas simple Oll elle peut etre 
evaluee. 

431 
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1. System under study and problems encountered 

1.1. PRESENTATION OF THE CELL 

Ring-shaped mechanical assembly lines provide both great flexibility and easy 
maintenance which today's machines and plans require. These lines have been studied 
by different authors with different points of view : either with respect to the decisional 
system level or their physical organization especially as regards the problems 
surrounding machine to machine transfer [FER.94] [MAN.97]. 

Our study is supported by an experimental plat-form constituted by six by-pass 
workstations situated along a ring-shaped pallet transfer line. A secondary line 
connected to the previous one is used for production preparation by loading batches of 
pallets off-line and unloading processed pallets ( see figure 1) . 

Loading/ 
Unloading 
Line 

I.2. HYPOTHESIS 

rl l- rl l-
Bypass Bypass 
Workstation 6 Workstation 5 

Bypass Bypass 
Workstation 1 Workstation 2 

--l I- --l I-
Figure 1: Scheme of the ring assembly line 
Schema de la ligne d'assemblage en anneau 

Bypass 
Workstation 4 

Bypass 
Workstation 3 

We are operating within a lust In Time context for pallet batch production [PAR.96]. 
We seek to optimize a very short term line load. An important element needed to decide 
when production for a given batch must begin is knowledge ofthe time interval between 
the introduction of the first pallet and the exit of the final panet from the line. We will 
call this time the Manufacturing Lead Time MLT and it will be an important variable 
for the system. The ring structure of the system does not allow an easy calculation of the 
number of revolutions a given panet could execute. An approach is developed in 
[BRU.97] in which each panet is an object, in the Object Oriented Approach sense. This 
object has communication and decision capacities so that it is able to set its own 
timetable with the workstations on the line and to calculate its exit date. For the 
moment, we adopt a simpler and more pragmatic approach where the decision level is at 
the line and the workstation, and not at the panet which supports only attributes . 
Another hypothesis is that a batch is constituted of identical pallets. 
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1.3. OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS 

In accord with the foregoing treatment, the first criterion that we sought to optimize was 
the Manufacturing Lead Time ML T for a batch of pallets with a known size and 
assembly operating range. 

The operating range is a constraint imposed by the product ; while the batch size is a 
function of the manufacturing order, having as an upper limit the maximum number of 
pallets that can be stocked in the waiting zone. These two given data provided 
constraints for our initial optimization. 

The parameters whose variation does not entail any transformation in the assembly 
cell's physicallayout can be used to decide short or medium term production schedules. 

Such parameters are: 

• The Inter Release Time IRT: launch interval between pallet departures for a batch of 
identically built products. 

• The production-modellimit for the stock upstream from a bypass workstation. 

• The production-modellimit for the stock downstream from a bypass workstation. 

• The priority rules for entry onto the main line when leaving a workstation (six 
switches) 

1.4. LIMITS ON EXHAUSTIVE CASE BY CASE ANALYSIS 

If one were to consider a typical batch of 20 pallets with fixed operating times, fixed 
upstream stocks, fixed downstream stocks, and fixed priority rules, that is, if the Inter 
Release Time IRT was taken as the only parameter for optimization varying over a 
range of twenty values {1, ... 20} for example, the resulting number of cases would be 
2019. Consequently, we must seek two types of tools : 

• a means of reducing the length of on-line testing 

• a means of reducing the number test cases 

The first goal was achieved by performing massive simulations to assess the effects 
of changes in Manufacturing Lead Time ML T without any on-line testing. 

The second goal was achieved through the use of methods borrowed from artificial 
intelligence such as genetic algorithms which both reduce the number of combinations 
to consider and display within a reasonable time limit solutions converging to some 
optimum value. 

Other techniques, closely allied to artificial intelligence such as constraint 
programming are feasible as weIl; a kindred method was applied by Huguet [HUG.94] 
to a scheduling problem; however his method required that the system be described by a 
set of equalities and inequalities, which is not currently the case for our system. The 
genetic algorithm does not require models based on equalities or inequalities but merely 
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the updating of a numerical criterion which fits weIl with our simulation model. 

SIMULATION 
MODEL .. 

MLT calculated 

Set ofIRT 

GENETIC 
ALGORITHM 

Figure 2: Our approach: a couple simulation - genetic algorithm 
Notre approche: un couple simulation - algorithme genetique 

2. Using simulation and genetic algorithm 

2.1. SIMULATION MODEL FOR THE CELL 

Our model was written in the simulation language Witness. It provides a truly 
formalized graphie language which combines major ergonomie features and a powerful 
programming language. The cell model, once developed, was both perfected and 
confirmed by a variety of comparisons between those Manufacturing Lead Time ML T 
measured on the experimental production cell and those obtained by simulation. 

At present, the relative error has been brought to below five percent. The simulation 
model could be undergo further improvement by introducing a random variable in the 
operating time parameters. 

2.2. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Based on the work of Renders [REN.95], this algorithm is quite complex but a 
simplified presentation of the structure is that folIows: 

1. Random creation of a population of individuals: each individual has a 
gene 

2. Calculation of the objective function for each individual 

3. Selection of the two individuals having the best objective function 

4. Reproduction: Using a sub set of the gene of each parent 

5. Evaluation of the new population; back to step 2 

It offers the possibility of separating the gene into two subsets : 
• One subset is linked to the idea of the individual classically found in this type of 

algorithm 
• Another linked to the algorithm itself and independent from the individuals 
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A gene contains either numerical or Boolean numbers; reproduction between two 
individuals results by taking a subset from each parent's gene. 

The pro gram embodying the algorithm has a declarative structure which can evolve 
as well as a kerne I with recursive behavior. 

The declarative features adds greater versatility; once a new function is specified 
and coded; the user can give it a new gene which increases the genealogical 
possibilities. For example, the probability of a cross between two individuals who have 
been selected according to a survival constraint, or even the mutation rate of a given 
individual, are coded in the form of the gene which can be easily modified. 

From the user's point of view, there exists a crucial feature that allows the extraction 
of a specific population whose members will either reproduce or mutate ; we can 
specify a criterion, in the present case the Manufacturing Lead Time ML T, which 
steadily decreases from generation to generation. 

A partial confirmation of the algorithm was performed in simple cases for which the 
absolute optimum could be analytically calculated. One of them will be presented later 
in this text. The results thereby obtained correspond to the calculated results; however a 
major study concerns the convergence speed with respect to the initial random values as 
weil as the algorithms ability to escape form local optimums. 

3. Experimentation 

3.1. THE CASE CHOSEN 

Suppose that we want to produce a batch of N = 25 pallets, having the same assembly 
range which is: 
[ P19 P212 , PS8 , P66 ] where Pji is the operation on workstation i during the 
operation time OT = j seconds. We have included in OT everything that is performed 
between the entrance shunt and the output shunt of the workstation 

We denote by Inter Release Time IRT the time interval from the release of one pallet 
to the release of the next. 

3.2. ANAL YTICAL SOLUTION FOR A THEORETICAL MINIMUM MLT 

The smallest value for the Manufacturing Lead Time ML T is obtained when no pallet 
spends time in a waiting cycle on the ring and enters each workstation when required 
conforming to the assembly range. However such a situation is purely ideal. 

We can see that the first pallet will not spend time in a waiting cycle because every 
workstation is initially free. We will call Td (Time of delivery) the time necessary for 
merely one pallet. It corresponds to MLT for a batch consisting of one pallet. 

For a multi-pallet batch we suppose that there will be cycles for some pallets. 
We will focus on bottleneck on the ring line as developed in the OPT approach 

[FOX.82]. 
Consider the workstation having the longest operation time OT. Let's call OTg the 

operation time for this workstation. 
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According to the fact that every pallet must pass through this workstation, we can 
say that the ML T for the (N-l) pallets following the first one is greater than the value of 
(N-l) x Tg. This value is encountered when the bottleneck is always running. It is 
obtained when each pallet is released after the previous one with a Inter Release Time 
IRT equal to the greatest operation time Tg. 

Therefore, we obtain for this particular ideal case the numerical relationship: 

MLT = Td + (N-l)xTg 

The numerical application for the above case is as follows: 

Td depends on operation times and transfer times on the ring line, wh ich we have 
measured ; Td = 187 s 

N=25 

Tg is the Operation Time OT of the second workstation: Tg = 12 s . According to 
the condition required, thc Inter Release Time IRT equals Tg . It is a constant. 

With these numerical values we obtain MLT = 475 sec 

3.3. RESULTS WITH THE COUPLE SIMULATION - GENETIC ALGORITHM 

We choose a gene constituted of the 24 IRT for the batch of 25 pallets. All the initially 
numerical values were identical but could become different from one generation to the 
next. 

We used a population of 8 individuals; this value was not derived from the 
application but rather trom ca1culating time considerations. The reasons for such a 
choice must be more fully cxamined in the future research. 

The objective function was the Manufacturing Lead Time MLT. Each new 
generation of individuals had to reduce the value of this function to be able to be 
parents. 

Thc following graph (figure 3) displays the evolution of the MLT when the number 
of generations is limited to 50. The application took 15 minutes to perform the 
ca1culation. The results showed that the MLT, initially evaluated at 555 seconds 
dropped to 479 seconds after 50 generations. 

The final result was obtained with the gene: 

12-11-9-6-1-12-4-6-4-4-18-3-9-11-5-1-6-15-3-8-3-10-2-15 

This result is very close to the minimal value ca1culated analytically (about 1 % ) . 

We can see that this gene has a form vastly different from the gene which gives the 
minimal value by analytical ca1culation (12 - 12- .... 12) 
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Figure 3: Manufacturing Lead Time MLT function of number of generations 
Temps de production d'un lot en fonetion du nombre de generations 

3.4. EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES 
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Current experiments use the simulation application Witness communicating through 
OLE links on Windows with the genetic application written in DELPHI on a PC with a 
166 MHz pentium processor. The laUer' s performance may provide an inadequate 
number of necessary iterations over a very short time span. Therefore a distributed 
version is under study. The presence of efficient interapplication communication norms 
greatly facilitated our experimental study. 

4. Conclusions 

We have described an optirnization method for a ring assembly line which has provided 
promising results. The method is based on the combined use of a genetic algorithm and 
a simulation which has proved both rapid and precise. 

The use of genetic algorithms in optimization problems offers attractive possibilities 
but raises several fundamental questions. The lack of a formal language or a 
graph-language in the genetic algorithm renders the results more conceptually difficult 
to explain. 
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This application uses one genetic algorithm but there are multiple variations on this 
with more elaborate evolution rules , using emergent phenomena observed in insects, 
which provide a swifter convergence towards good solutions. The flexibility of genetic 
algorithms makes also possible to add to our system some particular constraints; for 
example inequalities between variables, special functions and so on without limiting 
calculating speed. 

The satisfying results of the approach in the case presented constitute validation 
elements. We will try it now for cases with no analytical solutions. 

Our future research on application of genetic algorithms to production systems will 
have to take into account unexpected events such as machine failures or conveyor 
delays. In this case the solution delivered should not only be a good solution but also a 
robust solution and thus easily implemented in industrial systems. 
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SIDE MILLING OF RULED SURFACES - OPTIMUM TOOL RADIUS 
DETERMINA TION AND MILLING CUTTER POSITIONING 

Abstract 

J.-M REDONNET, G. DES SEIN, W. RUBIO, P. LAGARRIGUE 
Laboratoire de Genie Mecanique de Toulouse 
Universite Paul Sabatier - Filiere Genie Mecanique - Bat. 3PN 
118, rte de Narbonne 31062 Toulouse Cedex - France 
e-mail .. jmax.redonnet@gmm.insa-tlse.fr 

Side milling is a process that enables machining time, and thus costs, to be reduced. 
This type of machining is particularly weIl suited to ruled surfaces and all surfaces one 
of whose main curvatures is very sm all be fore the tool's radius, and subject to only 
minor change over the surface. These surfaces must be treated with great care, as they 
often concern parts with high value added such as helicoid parts as used in fluid 
dynamies. We then need to caIculate and minimise interference that may arise if the 
ruled surface cannot be developed. Whereas machining is mostly carried out by setting 
the tool acccording to the rule, we suggest a new setting of the tool allowing 
interference to be reduced considerably. The computation algorithms for tool setting and 
determination of the optimal tool radius were developed so as to be used in real time by 
CAD/CAM software. 

1. Introduction 

Side milling has been less frequently adressed by researchers than tip milling (see [2], 
[5]). But it may be very useful, especially for ruled surfaces. 
We shall first briefly recapitulate the principle for ruled surfaces and settings that are 
currently adopted in existing CAD/CAM software before going on to introduce a new 
setting for the tool, allowing interference to be reduced considerably. The third section 
of this paper is devoted to the presentation of two algorithms. The first allows the 
optimal tool radius for machining of a given ruled surface to be determined and the 
second allows all the tool positions for this surface to be determined. 

l.l. « STANDARD» POSITIONING 

A ruled surface (Fig.2) is generated by a set of straight lines based on two driving 
curves : the directrices Co(u) and C1(u). 
The equation corresponding to this ruled surface is 

S(u,v) = (l-v)Co(u) + V C 1(u) (u,v) E [0,1]2 

439 
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With "standard" positioning the tool's axis is colinear with the rule under consideration. 
The tool can then be placed at a tangent to one ofthe two directrices (Fig. Ja) or so as to 
distribute the error between its two extremities (solution proposed in [10] - Fig. 1 b). 

Po 

a) 
Figure 1 : Standard 1001 posilioning 

According to Rubio [10], we then obtain 
in case of a) : 

No ,....---.... 

b) 

E = PI + R - ~R 2 + P~ + 2RPI cos( a) 

in case ofb) : 

E = Po + R -~rR-2-+-p-~-+-2-R-P-o-c-o-s(-a-o-) = PI + R -~R 2 + p~ + 2RPI cos(a l ) 

These equations can be used to determine the radius R needed to respect a given 
tolerance. In the case of infinite curvature radii (straight directrices), error calculation 
for standard setting will give (see [6]): 

in case ofa): .5" = R{l-cos{a)) 
in case ofb): .5" = R{l-cos{ao)) 

2. Optimum Positioning 

2.1. PRESENT A nON 

The setting we suggest is the fruit of a trade-off between two contradictory objectives : 
reducing interference by a more complex tool setting that is therefore longer to calculate 
than standard setting and the need to be able to calculate this setting rapidly enough to 
enable real time utilisation in CAD/CAM type software. This optimum setting as 
described in Fig. 2 is based on 3 tangential points: 

- tangency ofthe toollower generating line to the rule (POPt) : point M2 

-tangency to the two directrices Co(u) and Ct(u) on both sides of the extreme 
points ofthe rule : points Mo et Mt. 
Taking into consideration a rotation of y allowing passage from standard setting to 
optimum setting, the tool position could be completely defined by the angle y between 
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the tool's axis and the rule and the axis of this rotation going through point M2 of the 
rule POP t • Marciniak first proposed that the tool be shifted along the rule (see [7]). 

\ 

--l- PI ;' 
I M~~··~~. 

S(u,v) 

Figure 2 " Optimum positioning 

Liu, in [6], presents a method based on two offset points (the Double Point Offset 
method) also introducing an angle between the rule and the tool's axis. 

2.2. DETERMINING SETTING PARAMETERS 

One could refer to [9] for detailed description of setting parameters determination. Let 
Y2 be the rotation axis allowing the passage from standard setting to optimum setting, Y2 
being defined as the vector N2 ofFig. 1b) with Uo = UI (see Fig. 3). 

MJ / 

ho 

Figure 3 " Definition of references 
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We take into consideration the ellipse Ello(w) defined as the intersection of the tool and 
the plane (Po, Xz., Yz.); itself defined by Yz and the tangent line to Co(u) going through 
Po (see Fig. 4). At the tangent point Mo (see Fig. 2), the intersection of Co(u) and 
Ello(w) is translated by Co(uo) = Ello(wo), whence we deduce two significant equations 
by projection onto the reference R2a• The tangency condition between the tool and 
directrix Co(u) is translated by the unicity ofthis intersection. By defining tanEllo(w) as 
the vector tangent to ellipse Ello(w), we can express this tangency condition by the fact 
that tanEllo(wo) and Co(uo) have the same slope in the reference R2a (see Fig. 4). Thus at 
both sides of the rule, we can determine two equations translating intersection between 
the ellipse and the rule and one equation translating the tangency condition at this point. 
Further, if we posit hp the length of the rule, by postulating h1 = d(PhMz) and ho = 

d(Po,Mz), we shall obtain ho + h1 = hp. 

L ~Y2. 
0( 0 >' 

Ello(w) 

--- !--_·_·_·--to:t~T-- --_.-
R I i ~ : ., ..... 

: ! i 
I ,. 

o(u) 

: i 
._.~._._._._.-. 

I , 
I, X2a 

:< ao >! 
I I 

Figure 4 : Ellipse Ello 

Whence a system of7 equations with 7 unknown values (Uo, Uh Wo, W., ho, h1 et y) that 
can be resolved numerically in a sufficiently short time. 

2.3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

One could refer to [9] for more detailed analysis of results provided by optimum setting. 
As the setting parameters calculation could not be carried out analytically, the 
calculation of error machined for a given positioning should be performed numerically. 
A dichotomial algorithm with variation in the two parametric directions will be adopted 
as the resolution algorithm. For example, we present in this section a comparative study 
of errors for any ruled surface defined by : 

{ 

30U2 + 10u + 30 + 20vu2 -IOvu -IOv 

S(u, v) = lOofu - 50 -I OOvfu + 90v - 60vsin( ±nu ) 
70-30u2 -130v+50vu2 

(u,v) E [0, I f 
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This surface is shown on Fig. 5. 
60 

Figure 5: Ruled surface 
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For this surface, comparison of machined errors using each positioning is presented in 
Fig. 6. It would appear that the positioning we suggest allows for considerable reduction 
in interference error. Quantitatively this improvement could be evaluated by a ratio of at 
least 1 to 10. Further, for the lowest performance ratio obtained, the gain is greater from 
a quantitative point ofview. We can observe qualitatively similar curve shapes. 

10 r------------------------, 
9 

8 

7 

E 6 

~ 5 
g 4 
w 

3 

2 

1 

0 

l_ 
0 

3. Machining Aigorithms 

50 100 150 

Radius (mm) 

Figure 6 : Error curvesfor a ruled surfaces 

3.1. OPTIMUM TOOL RADIUS 

--Standard 

--Optimum 

From the optimum positioning described in section 2, we shall determine the optimum 
tool radius for machining a given surface respecting a given tolerance. 
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Get S(u,v) 

I GetTI 

L InputRo / 

&(_1)<=0 
~_I)<=O 

&0 <= &o(Ro) 
i <=0 

While IT -Ej > accuracy Do 

k j 
Ej -Ej_1 

<= 
R j -R j _1 

IT-E· R· I <=R. + ___ 1 
1+ 1 k. 

1 

i <= i + 1 
Ej <= Ej(Rj) 

EndDo 

I Rapt = Floor(Rj) I 
Aigorithm I : Determination 0/ optimum tool radius 

The tool radius sought for should be as great as possible to reduce machining time but 

should remain small enough to respect tolerance which is expressed as S(u, V)~IT . 

accuracy interval 

Figure 7 : Determination 0/ Ropl 

From the input of the initial radius Ro, this algorithm allows optimum tool radius to be 
determined with a minimum number ofiterations (see Fig.7). Taking into consideration 
the shape ofthe error curve in relation to radius (see Fig. 6), the optimum tool radius 
obtained will always be lower than the theoretical tool radius. 
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3.2. MILLING THE ENTIRE SURFACE 

Aigorithm I alJows the optimum tool radius to be determined for a given configuration, 
Le. for a given value of parameter U which shalJ be called up• To be able to determine 
the optimum tool radius for the entire surface, this algorithm should be applied to each 

value of u, then the lowest value for results should be chosen: R~Pt = min~R~~t). 
Get S(u,v), step, TI I 

/ InputRo / 

0<= up 
0<= amax 

0<= Uomax 

While up < I Do 
a <= a( up) 
If a > amax Then 

upmax <= up 
amax <= a 

Endif 
up <= up + step 
EndDo 

I 

I Rap! <= Rapt(UpmaJ I 
/InputR / 

10 <= up 

While up < I Do 
pos <= pos(up) 
E <= E(pOS(Up» 
If E > TI Then Print("Error") 

Store(pos) 
up <= up + pas 

EndDo 

Aigorithm 2 : Tool positioning calculationfor the entire surface 

However, this systematic method increases calculation time dramatically. We therefore 
chose to develop an indicator alllowing us to make an initial estimate of the position up 

for which error will be at maximum. Main parameters having an influence on error are: 
the tool radius R, the angle a (see Fig. Ja) and hp, but experience shows that a has the 
greatest influence. This parameter will therefore provide our indicator to determine the 
value for U for which calculation should be carried out. Although it does not give us 
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exactly the location at which error will be maximum, this indicator will be accurate 
enough considering the various reductions applied subsequently to the value obtained. 
Indeed, algorithm 1 provides a value for the optimum tool radius that is lower than the 
permitted theoretical value. Further, in practice, the machining process will be carried 
out using a tool whose radius will be the first available. In the algorithm 2, the set of 
positioning values for the tool in relation to the surface for a given value u = up is called 
pos(up) and the error for this position is called E(pOS(Up». Further a tolerance 
verification loop has been included. This algorithm thus enables us to calculate all the 
positioning parameters for all the values of u. 

4. Conclusion 

For side milling of ruled surfaces, this study allows calculation of succesive 
positionings of the milling cutter and interferences with the surface. Calculation is 
carried out rapidly enough to enable real time utilisation in CAD/CAM type software. 
This positioning considerably reduces machined error and furthermore preserves 
directrices of the ruled surface. That is very useful for piecewise ruled surface 
approximation of any free-form surface (see [3]) in order to preserve joins and make 
finishing operations (polishing sequence) easier. Study variations in error in relation to 
tool radius shows that such error increases concomitantly. This fact enables us to adopt 
an algorithm that converges systematically and rapidly towards the optimum tool radius. 
Considerable savings in calculation time are thus made through establishing an indicator 
to estimate the position ofthe the tool where error will be at its maximum. 
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Abstract. The aim of this work is the optJmlsation of end-mill roughing operation 
sequences on "open-slot" machining features. Some experiments have been carried out 
to highlight the limits of the process. Cutting data and limits of usage are modelIed on 
the basis of the experiments and the industrial data. An optimised choice under end
miIIing constraints and their cutting data is then proposed. A computer model using the 
optimisation algorithm is presented. 
Key words. CAPP, Process Ascending Generation (PAG), Optimisation under 
constraints, milling, Open-slot machining feature. 

1. Introduction 

This artic1e aims at analysing and then generating an optimised choice for end-milling 
processes for the roughing of open-slot machining features. It is part of the works which 
for two years have been carried out, whose first target was roughing operations under 
circular interpolation conditions for hole machining features (Villeneuve, 1996 and 
Muller, 1997). We are here using the concept of Process Ascending Generation (P AG) 
(Villeneuve, 1990). The finished state of the machining feature is thus known. An end
mill whose diameter and length will be compatible with this feature is then searched for, 
as weIl as a radial cutting depth to generate the former state of the feature described. An 
optimisation function allows to better target the choice. Thanks to the quality of the 
feature, roughing end-milling can be used 

Most works carried out on the notion of choice of tools focus either on geometrical 
analyses as in pocketing (Lee et al., 1994), giving little importance to the actual 
technological criteria of the use of the tools and essentially to the cutting data, or on 
optimisation algorithms of the cutting data (wear modelling) sometimes associated with 
the choice of the tools mostly in the field of turning (Anselmetti, 1994). We wish to 
combine both these preoccupations into a more global approach that will use "realistic" 
data. 

The issue is as folIows: to machine a volume of a workpiece known, what are the 
milling tool(s) (Do), the axial and radial cutting depths, the cutting data (Vc, fz) that fit 
the work while respecting maximum flow criteria (i.e. minimum machining time). A 
series of experiments will first be described. It aims at validating the hypotheses and 
confirm the data given by the world of industry. A modelling of the cutting data is then 
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proposed as well as an analysis of the limits of use. This modelling inc1udes varied 
constraints that will act on the tool. An optimised choice under constraints of end
milling and their cutting data is then proposed. A computer model using an optimisation 
algorithm under constraints is used to validate it. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. OBJECTIVE 

The experiments herein proposed alm at observing the general behaviour of the 
machining on open slot features . 

Uselullenglh Lu 

he 

End-mlll0Do 

Radial depth 01 cut ar Axial insertion H 

Figure 1. Linear end-milling parameters 

We have characterised this general behaviour by the observation of the chips obtained 
and of the vibrations during machining as well as by the state of the end-mills after 
machining. This study was completed by the analysis of the features realised according 
to the following criteria : surface geometry, dimensions, surface finish. This stage of 
experimentation also allows to validate the cutting data proposed at the Citroen factory 
in Meudon (cf following chapter on modelling) at least for a certain number of cases. 
The parameters that were taken into consideration for the operation are defined in figure 
1. The dimensional characteristics of the features tested were chosen so as to reach 
critical cutting depth, reaching the limit of the usage conditions of the tools. 

2.2. THE OPEN SLOT FEATURE STUDIED AND THE EXPERIMENTS 

The feature studied is a combined open-slot machining feature composed of two open
slot machining features . The trials were carried out over four test sampies with three 
different geometrical cases (figure 2). The material used is a XC38 steel. 

With the cutting data provided by Citroen, it can be shown (Villeneuve, 1996) that 
the limits of the usage conditions of the tools are: maximum chip thickness, minimum 
chip thickness, minimum number of working teeth and dimensional limits due to the 
tool's dimensions (ar and maxi H). The machining strategies presented tend to reach 
these limits (Figure 3, Table 1). 
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~ _____ 66mm ______ ~ 

Figure 2. 'open step' machining features geometry 

Figure 3. Machining strategies 

ac mm~ strategles an process lmlts TABLE 1 M h' . d r . 

Workpiece 1 la : ar = 20 H = 14 End-mill 020, 4 teeth ar maxi. and mini. chip 

Ib: ar = 7 H=4 End-mill 010, 4 teeth Maximum chip 

Workpiece 2 2a:ar=7 H = 38 End-mill 020, 4 teeth H maxi. and optimum ar 

2b : ar = 14 H=4 End-mill 020, 4 teeth Maximum chip 

Workpiece 3 3a : ar = 20 H=4 End-mi11 020, 4 teeth ar maxi. and maxi. chip 

3b: ar= 4 H= 14 End-mill 020, 4 teeth Less than 1 tooth working 

Workpiece 4 4a : ar = 14 H=13 End-mill014, 4 teeth ar maxi. and mini. chip 

4b:ar=14 H=26 End-mill 020, 4 teeth Minimum chip 

2.3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

The fuH material paths (l a, 3a and 4a) have led to the highest vibrations and 
consequently to the worst surface finish. These defects are even more exaggerated when 
the diameter of the tool is larger. The defects of the positioning of the slots realised also 
take values that cannot really be neglected any more. 

The realisation of the so-called critical paths did not really pose any problem. In 
particular, the H limit = usefullength (Lu) was not particularly problematic. The limit of 
the number of working teeth could also be easily overcome. The most sensitive 
limitation is that of the minimum chip, which is highly important for fuH material paths. 

The fact that the tools did not break confirms the accuracy of the cutting data 
proposed by the Citroen factory at Meudon. 

The degree of geometrical defects of the surfaces realised shows constraints that 
will not be taken into consideration in our study (vibrations and distortions). 
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3. Modelling cutting data 

We are proposing to model realistic cutting data and to identify their limits. The 
industrial cutting data devised by the Production Unit at Citroen Meudon give the feed
rate Vf and the rotation speed N that are to be considered on the part material, the tool 
diameter Do, on Hand ar far roughing end-milling in linear interpolation (IL) with HSS 
tools (Figure 1). 

3.l. MODELING DATA 

It can be noted that, in the Citroen cutting data, the feed-rate Vf varies with Do, ar, H 
and the material machined. The engagement angle <pe is more generic than the radial 
cutting depth ar as it can be used in circular interpolation (Villeneuve, 1996). The 
objective is then to express Vf = function of (Do, H, <pe, maL). 

When analysing the feed-rate Vf in relation with H or <pe for an end-mill diameter 
(Do) and a gi yen material, it can be noted that there is an almost linear decreasing 
evolution on a logarithm scale (Figure 4). Do these feed-rate values correspond to the 
respect of a maximum mechanical solicitation criterion of the tool ? 

A numeric simulation of the cutting forces induced by these cutting data was carried 
ouL The model of forces chosen for this simulation is that developed by Bouzakis et al. 
(1985). A tooth element with a dz height is submitted to the tangent (dFt), radial (dFr) 
and axial (dFz) components of the elementary cutting force (dF). 

{
dFT = Ktxh(1-mt)xdz 

dFR = Krxh(1-mr)xdz 

dFz = Kzxh(1-mZ )xdz 
(1) 

There exist at least two possible modes of tool breakage : a local mode that leads to the 
breaking of one of the tool's teeth, and a global mode that leads to the complete 
breaking of the end-mill. The local mode is characterised by a maximum dFT, the 
global mode by a maximum flexion moment (Mflex). dFT et Mflex have been 
numerically computed for all the Citroen's cutting data. It can be noted that the feed-rate 
data proposed do not all lead to a maximum dFT and Mflex value (Figure 5). For each 
end-mill, we have thus chosen the maximum computed value of dFT and Mflex as 
constraints on the feed-rate. 
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Figure 4. Citroen data : Vf function of<pe (End-mill 040, material XC 38) 
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Figure 5. Citroen data ; dFt and Mflex function of Hand ar 
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500 Mflex 

The cutting speed Vc of the Citroen data varies with the material machined but also 
with the engagement angle <pe and the tool diameter Do. The lower the engagement, the 
more Vc can be increased as the tool gets cooled better. Hence the following modelling 
and an idea of the correlation with the data (Figure 6) : 
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Figure 6. Cutting speed Vc, data/modelling correlation 

3.2. DETERMINING THE LIMITS 

(2) 

In the Citroen Charts of data, there are limits for Hand ar beyond (and und er) 
which the feed-rate is not given. We are interpreting these limits in relation with 
different criteria (Figure 7). Considering he, the maximum chip thickness of the milling 
operation (Figure 1). For given material and tool diameter, he is limited by a maximum 
and aminimum. 

hemin( DO,mat.):5 he:5 heMaA DO,mat.) (3) 

hemin corresponds to a minimum chip under whose value the cutting is done in bad 

conditions as the chip cannot be formed any more. hemin can be modelIed as folIows: 
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he . = K2(mat.).I3.1O-4 .Do 
mlll KI( mat.) 

(4) 

heMax corresponds to a limit beyond which there is a risk of breaking the mill's teeth: 

he = K2(mat.) .5.10-3 .Do 
Max KI( mat.) 

(5) 

There can be a total absence of feed-rate in the Citroen's data at a stage when the 
maximum limit of the thickness he has not yet been reached. It then means there is a 
physical limit that requires to have at least one tooth working during roughing. This 
constraint depends on Do, H, AS (Figure 1) and z (number of teeth) and can be 
translated with the following geometrie relation: 

q>e ? (-zi H . tg( As ) I. 360 (6) 
n·Do ) 

end-mill, diameter 8 mm, short length umber of teeth 7. = 3 

CJ 
CJ 

Minimum chip area (lf Vf is smaller then hc < hClllin) 

Ma;,jmum chip area (If Vf is greater then hc > hemax) 

Figure 7. Constraints on feed-rate Vf, end-milling (Citroen data) 

4. Optimised choice of end-mills under constraints 

The aim of the study is to find a tool and cutting conditions that will mmlmlse 
production time at the roughing stage of a given feature. The study presented here is 
limited to the case of open slots (Figure 8). 

R-.-"':::.----

I 
x 
E p x ar 

Figure 8. 'open slot' machining features and path parameters 
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The machining time of such features can be considered under the angle of the time the 
tools take to move at working feed-rate, supposing that the time at high feed-rate is 
negligible. This means that the distances to cover between two paths can be considered 
short and that the high feed-rate is really higher than the working feed-rate. If one makes 
use of these hypotheses, the machining time (tu) is then equal to the total of the 
machining times for the full material paths plus the total of the times of the lateral paths. 

n mp 

tu = L tuJ full material) + L tuJ lateral paths) (7) 

j j 

4.1. TARGET: MINIMUM TIME 

During the roughing operations, the distance is equal to the length L of the part + a 
margin G that depends on the path. One then gets : 

tUi = (L+Gi ) so tu = ~ (L+Gi ) (8) 
Vfi k.J Vfi 

So as to simplify the problem, we have decided upon the following constraints (fig. 8) 
- The full material paths are all identical (Do x Hl), flow Ql. 
- The lateral paths are all identical (ar2 X H2), flow Q2 
- The full material and lateral paths are machined with the same too!. 

The margin G is the same for all the paths. 

n = Htotal 

Hj 

m = H total 
H2 

R-Do 
p=-

ar2 

Do R-Do 
Hence, to minimise tu means to minimise: - + ---

Qj Q2 

4.2. IDENTIFYING CONSTRAINTS 

(9) 

(10) 

On top of the limits put to the cutting data presented in 3.2, we wish to recap the 
constraints that act on the optimisation variables: 

Useful length of the end-mill Lu(Do) :2: Htotal (11) 

Maximal radial cutting depth equal to the tool's diameterDo:2: ar2 

Axial insertion inferior to the depth of the feature 

Radial cutting depth inferior to the width of the feature R:2: ar2 

Respect of the maximum flexion moment 

Respect of the admissible force criterion dFrMax :2: dFr 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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4.3. IMPLEMENTATION 

A computer model of the optlmlsation under constraints of the milling operation 
sequence of an open slot feature has been made. An optimisation algorithm under 
Matlab was used. This computer model was used for aseries of optimisation trials in 
varied conditions. The conditions studied were: 

Influence of the tool's diameter Do and the axial insertion H on the full material 
machining flow. 
Influence of the engagement angle <pe during lateral milling. 
It can be shown that: 
The Do/Q 1 ratio decreases with Do and that it is therefore interesting to look for a 
large diameter end-mill. 
(R - Do) is thus decreased, which means that one only has to look for conditions 
that lead to a maximum Q2 machining flow. 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of this work was the optimisation of end-mill roughing operation sequences on 
"open-slot" machining features. The experiments carried out have validated the 
hypotheses proposed. A modelling of realistic cutting data was then proposed as weil as 
an analysis of the limits of use of the tool. An optimised choice und er constraints of 
end-mill and their cutting data was then proposed and a computer model using the 
optimisation algorithm was used to validate it. 

The correlation of the proposed models with the data is satisfactory and the 
optimisation results allow for the choice of both a tool and its cutting data for the 
roughing of an open slot feature in a minimum of time. 

This work will potentially open onto the generalisation of the conclusions drawn to 
all of the features to be machined with an end mill. 
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Abstract. In this article we propose an optimal response to the problem of integrating 
manufacturing constraints at the stage of the definition of the manufacturing process, 
taking a class of means selected and the definition of the part into account. This solution 
is expressed in terms of means in adequacy with the definition of the part. The first part 
of the work consisted in defining a model of the data associated with a means of 
machining. The information thus modeled renders an account of the set of relevant 
characteristics associated with a machine-tool The model suggested uses the EXPRESS
G formalism . Once the model defined, we endeavor to define the processing which 
makes it possible to obtain an ans wer about the workability of the part. The works 
completed mainly consider the kinematics of a given class of machines and aims at 
checking then optimizing the workability of the part, which is then represented by an 
extension of machining feature, the extreme situations. 
Key words. DFM, kinematic, data model, extrem situation, machining feature. 

1. Introduction 

The Design For Manufacturing (DFM) concept represents a set of tools and methods that 
allow for the qualitative or quantitative measuring and/or the validation (Mony, 1994) of 
the solution of design. 

This article deals with the DFM issue or how to validate, alter or even direct the 
design stage according to the constraints linked with production. We will be more 
specifically interested in the machining processes. Among the constraints that machining 
techniques generate, one is the analysis of the existence of a machine-tool that answers 
the requirements of the surfaces to machine. T. Chang (Feng and Kusiak, 1995) proposes 
a classification of the constraints of the machine-tool. We thus propose a modeling of the 
machine-tools using the formalism EXPRESS-G (ISO 10303-11) (ISO, 1991) in order to 
put a machine in adequacy with apart. 

Delbressine (Delbressine and Van Der Wolf, 1990), (Delbressine and Hijink, 1991), 
splits the problem of manufacturability into three sub-problems : interferences 
materialized by the "delta volume", precision of the "manufacturable object" and its 
setup. It is on this last point that we propose a strategy to validate the manufacturing 
properties of a set of machining features of a part in term of tool accessibility. A 
machine-tool model is presented. The geometrical model uses a parameter setting that 
results from robotics, Denavit-Hartenberg's model. Adefinition of the product to be 

455 
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realized is introduced under the form of machining features and "extreme situations". 
The model can be used from two different points of view. One describes a method of 
validation of the accessibility of a workpiece for a given configuration. The other 
illustrates the research for a setup of the workpiece that will be compatible with the 
described constraints. 

We place ourselves within the field of the search for an optimal solution for the 
problems of accessibility posed during the development of the manufacturing process of 
the product. This solution is expressed in terms of means to put in adequacy with the 
definition of the part. The first part of the work consisted in defining a model of the data 
associated with a mean of machining. The modeled informations render an account of 
the set of relevant characteristics associated with a machine-tool (kinematics, power, 
tool-attachment. .. ) . 

2. Machine-tool model 

The model suggested uses the EXPRESS-G formalism (ISO, 1991), increasingly wide
spread in the CAD / CAM field, which makes it possible to define models that one can 
describe as "conceptual data models". Its development enabled us to specify many infor
mations and to define the associated data which will then be taken into account into a 
more important model relating to the step of concurrent engineering. We will not develop 
all of the points dealt with in this model ; it can however be noted that the research 
carried out in order to establish the model is related to the following fields : 

- Machine power: study of the various curves of power engines and of the associ
ated characteristics. 

- Cutting parameters : study of the feed rates and cutting speed, definition of the 
relevant characteristics according to the technology used for transmission power. 

- Geometrical model: study and choice of a model in order to define the kinematics 
of the machine, this point will be detailed further on. 

I 
I 

3,1 parCholdeuupporUype 

operation_area 3,2 areaXYZ 

,3 tooLclamping_unit 

,1 machining_center 

Figure 1 : Partial model 01 a machine-tool 

- Accessible volume : approximate definition of the machining maximum lengths 
on each axis. 

- Connection partlmachine : study of the part holder supports and part holders, of 
the various systems of part holders positionning, and of the standard systems of 
positioning the parts on the machine-tool. 

- Connection tool/machine : study of the types of tool-holders. 
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The major difficulties related to this aspect is due to the fact that it is a question of 
formalizing the manufacturers' know-how; and introducing numbers of concepts and 
methods of ca1culation that result from the research tasks. Figure I partly represents the 
model carried out in order to account for the set of characteristics relating to the 
machine-tool associated with a setting operation (Krajewski, 1997). 

2.1. GEOMETRICAL MODEL 

After studying various approaches used for modeling of the machine-tools, we chose to 
use a model resulting from research in the field of robotics : Denavit and Hartenberg's 
Modified (DHM) model (Dombre and Khalil, 1988) (Guerin, 1994), (Mery, 1997). This 
model regards a robot as a set of solids (body) connected by a rotoide or prismatic joint. 
The used parameters allow to describe the structure of the considered robot. 

Figure 2 : Changing 01 relerence mark 

Thus, a machine-tool is regarded as a particular robot and the table of the machine as 
the base of the robot. The main point of this model is its genericity: it makes it possible 
to describe any machine architecture, in terms of a number ofaxes and types of joints; 
moreover the algorithms used in robotics are directly exploitable (collision detection, 
ca1culation of trajectories ... ). 

We define the reference mark Rj with axes Xj and Zj. Zj is the direction of the joint, 
and Xj is the common perpendicular to Zj and Zj+ I' If Zj and Zj+ 1 are parallel then Xj is 
selected thanks to considerations of symmetry and simplicity. We call qj the articular 
variable associated with a joint, qj = Sj for a rotoide (one sets O"j = 0, like determining 
variable the type of joint), or qj = dj for a prismatic joint (O"j= 1), We can write that 
qj = (1 - O"j)Sj + oA . 

The four geometrical parameters are the following ones : a translation along Zj 
length dj, a rotation ofaxis Zi angle Si, a translation along Xj_1 length Lj, and a rotation 
ofaxis Xj_1 angle (Xj. We thus obtains the matrix of change ofthe reference mark: 

-sjn8. 
I 

o 
cosa. sjn9. cosa. cos9. -sjna. -d. sina. 

I I I I I I I 

sjnaj sjn9 j sjnaj cos9 j cosaj dj cosaj 

o o o 
We can thus define the matrix of change of reference mark between each body: T 0 I' 

T12, ... , Tn_1 n' with Ro related to the machine. So, the resulting matrix 'is 
TO'n=TO I TI 2 .' .. Tn-1 n-' The representation of DHM model in the data model is 
pn;sented Figure 3. Thanks to the model, it's possible to know if each joint is prismatic 
or rotoide as weH as the values of the higher and lower limits of the routes corresponding 
to this axis. In addition, we know the values of the articular characteristics (alpha, I, teta, 
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d, and sigma). Having the characteristics of each axis, it is easy to install the matrix of 
the change of reference mark that corresponds to the machine. 

joinUist L[1:?] 
oint (DER) sigma cl REAL 11 

d_supJim 

djnUim 

thetajnUim 

Figure 3 : Modeling ofDHM model 

2.2. EXAMPLE OF APPLICA nON 

Taking presented model into account, we are proposing an example of the use of this 
model in the case of a 4 axis-machining center. The structure of the machine considered 
is represented on figure 4. 

Y4 

X4 Zo Yo (Jj <Xj Ij Bj dj 

0 0 
Xo 0 0 0 q, d) 

2 90 12 -90 q2 

90 IJ -90 q3 

90 14 -90 q4 

Z2 

Figure 4 : Modeling of a 4 axis machining center 

Hereunder the matrix To 4 which represents the transformation associated with the 
articular parameters qi for a four axis machining center. 
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cosql -sinql 0 -14sinql-q3cosql +12 cosql +q2sinql 

sinq 1 cosq 1 0 14 cosq 1 - q3 sinq 1 + 12 sinq 1 - q2 cosq 1 
TO,4 = 

o 0 q4-13+dl 

o 0 0 1 
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Once the machine-tool model defined, we endeavour to define the process which 
makes possible to obtain an ans wer on the workability of the part. 

3. The extreme situations 

We are presenting a representation method of the machining features (Anselmetti et 
al.,1996) that allows to do without the knowledge of the full process planning : the 
extreme situations. 

The knowledge of the extreme situations of a feature allows looking for a machine
tool that can machine the feature from a kinematic point of view. It also allows defining a 
space permitting to setup the workpiece on the machine-tool. 

Here are the working hypotheses we have chosen: 
The machining features are of the two-and-a-halfaxis type, i.e. they can be 
machined on a two-and-a-halfaxis machine-tool. Let us for instance mention the 
feature flat bottom pocket, a hole, a thru hole, a slot or a step. 

- The use of a machine-tool whose number ofaxes is greater than three allows the 
machining of several features that require varied spindle-axis directions. We 
nevertheless consider that the rotation axes complementary to the basic transla
tions X, Y, Z are only used to direct the workpiece and that they are not activated 
when machining a feature. 

We can pinpoint two points of view on the extreme situations of machining features. 
The first point of view, intrinsic to the feature and to its geometric definition, is that of 
the minimum technological trajectories. The second point of view appears when the 
feature is positioned on the machine-tool, i.e. the extreme kinematic situations. 

3.1. MINIMUM TECHNOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES 

For each type of feature corresponds one or several directions of the spindie. Let us admit 
that, once a direction is chosen for a feature, the whole set of machining operations of the 
feature will use the same direction of spindie. For a given direction of the spindie, we 
define a minimum technological trajectory required in a plane perpendicular to this 
direction. 

We have defined these directions of spindie and these technological trajectories for a 
certain number of machining features (pocket, slot, step, hole). 

For the machining features of the pocket, slot or step type, we define a minimum tool 
radius using distortion and tool vibration criteria. The tool radius depends on the depth of 
the feature. 

We then define the minimum technological trajectory (fig. 5) as the contour of the 
trajectory that allows to reach the finish of the machining feature while including 
technological data. This contour is made of segments which are materialized by the 
associated bipoints and of arcs of circles represented by their centers and radius. 
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minimum necessary space 

Figure 5 : Minimum technological trajectories and extreme kinematic situation 

3.2. THE EXTREME KINEMATIC SITUATIONS 

If one takes the hypotheses chosen hereabove, the minimum technological trajectories 
can be translated in terms of extreme kinematic situations when the setup of the 
workpiece on the machine-tool is known. The extreme situations Ej are taken into 
consideration when relating machine-tool and workpiece. Let us suppose that the 
orientation of a feature k in relation with the machine-tool is known. This orientation is 
translated by the orientation component of the transformation matrix To,c, a 
characteristic matrix of the position of the workpiece in the machine-tool space (figure 
5). When the spindie axis is lined up with the axis of the feature k, one can define the 
minimum space that has to be reachable for the machine-tool to follow the minimum 
technological trajectory of the feature k. 

Let us, for instance, consider the case of a slot feature whose minimum 
technological trajectory is defined in figure 5. When the direction of this feature is 
known in the machine-tool space, one can determine the minimum space of figure 5. 
This space holds the set minimum technological trajectory. One then only has to select 
the four points EI, E2, E3 and E4 as characteristic points of the feature. 

4. Method for relating machine-tool and workpiece 

The method we are about to describe aims at making the machine-tool and the workpiece 
fit.We have distinguished two cases: 

- validation of a setup already known on a machine-tool, 
- research for a setup of a workpiece on a machine-tool to reach a finite number of 

extreme situations. 
It's on the second point that we present a method to optimize the research of a setup. 

4.1. GENERAL ISSUE 

Let us consider the transformation matrices of the references represented : 
- TO,4 represents the kinematics of the machine-tool considered, e.g a four-axes 

machining center (2.2)(fig. 4) 
- T 4,P the transformation matrix from R4 to the reference P characteristic of the 

tool, extreme point placed on the axis and the end of the too1. 
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- T o,e represents the setup of the workpiece defined by the reference Re in the 

working space of the machine-tool (Ro)' 

- T e,E is the transformation matrix from the reference Re to a reference RE associ

ated with an extreme situation. 
An extreme situation is reached if and only if the reference Rp linked to the tool can 

be blended into the reference RE' linked with the extreme situation, save on one rotation 
around the tool, i.e if and only if T E,p=Id( <p): 

T -l~s~:~ ~~~: ~ ~j 
E, p- 0 0 1 0 

o 0 0 I 

<p is the degree of freedom corresponding to the tools rotation around its axe. 

4.2. RESEARCH FOR A SETUP 

Here, if one exc1udes the bilimited conditions on the articular variables of a model, i.e. 
considering infinite routes, it is first a matter of defining sub-sets of extreme situations 
that can be machined with the same setup. Then one tries to seek a setup of the work
piece that will make the extreme situations reachable, under the constraints of the charac
teristics of the machine-tool used. 
The data of the problem then appear as follows: 

- The kinematics of a workpiece represented by the matrix T 0,4 and the constraints 
on the qj. 

- The set of the extreme situations j represented by the set of all the Tc, E. 
J 

- The lengths of the different tools used for the finish of the k machining features, 

the T4 P . 
, k 

First stage. 
Consider the set of the extreme situations materialized by the matrices Tc, E.' One 

J 

extracts the directions zt. corresponding to the spindIe directions. From this set { :zt. }, 
J J 

;--7 ~ ~ --7 
all the vectors bmn are computed such that: bmn = zE /\ ZE 

m n 
If one tries to maximize the number of features realized in the same setup, one has to 

seek for a ~ that will have as many perpendicular directions ~ as possible. 
J 

So a subset of extreme situations that can be machined in the same setup is defined. 

Secondary stage. 
From this subset, we use a optimizing algorithm to find a setup represented by TO,e such 

that the qjj that permit to reach all the selected extreme situations Ej according to the 

respective limits of the qj. It is therefore a problem of optimization under constraints. The 
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variable to be determined is the translation component of T O,C' The constraints concern 
the articular variables 

(
qij ~ qiMax 

qij ~qiMin 

for any qiJ' such that : TE P =Id(<p)=Tc E -1.Toc-l.To4· T 4 P 
q' k ' q , , , k 

5. Conclusion 

A machine-tool model has been presented. The geometrical model has been detailed. It 
uses a set of parameters resulting from the field of robotics. The genericity of the model 
proposed allows to define any type of machine-tool. The set of the data relating to the 
machine is taken into account; in particular the limit kinematic limits necessary to the 
validation of accessibility. The suggested method is based on the concept of extreme 
kinematic situations which are an extension of the machining features. This 
representation, wh ich depends on intrinsic data (minimum technological trajectories) and 
on the orientation of the entity, makes it possible to check or optimize the setting in 
position of the part in the workspace of the machine-tool modeled beforehand. The 
method of setting the part in adequacy with its means of production was presented. 

The issue of optimization under constraints that permits to validate or seek an 
optimal setup starting from the extreme kinematic situations has been applied in a 
computer model using the sol ver of the Matlab software. 

In the view of coming works, the integration of the notion of extreme kinematic 
situation will have to be carried out as early as the design stage of the surfaces of the 
product, after a manual or automatic recognition of the machining features. 
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1. Statement of the problem 

Machining on five-axis NC machine tools enables us to position a tool at a point while 
directing its axis at will. When machining a free-form surface using a flat-end cylindrical 
milling cutter, standard positioning involves setting the tool axis on the plane (Qo, t, n), 

with Q ° being the point of contact between the too1 and the workpiece, t a vector 

belonging to the plane tangent to Qo defined by the machining strategy (machining 

along parallel planes, along isoparametric curves, along a principal direction, etc.) and n 
the normal vector on Qo (Vickers (1989), Li (1994), Kruth (1994), Mullins (1993), 

Jensen (1993), Rubio (1997)). We shall assurne from the start that the tool axis is 
parallel to the normal on Qo (Cf. figure 1). When we calculate the intersection between 

the cylinder corresponding to the tool envelope and the surface S(u, v) , we shall obtain 

points Mi with co-ordonates (Xi' Yi, Zi) on the reference (Qo,t,b,n) with b = n /\ t. 

Points Mi on the figure 1 interfere with the workpiece. Our study relates to the 

angular corrections we have to perform so as to eliminate collisions between the tool 
and the workpiece while minimising the material left by the tool. This study concems 
roughing moulds for parts. Indeed, to reduce machining times, it is advantageous to use 
a large tool, which leads to the risk of collision between the tool and the workpiece. In 
this scenario, we cannot assurne that the surface geometry at the point of contact 
between the tool and the workpiece will be constant and it therefore be comes impossible 
to reason from the surface differential geometry. 

463 
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< 
I 

Mi 

1\11 1\1, 

Qo I- \ 

S(u,.) 

Figurei . Interference between the tool and the surface 

The advantage accrued from the distribution of the material left relates to the 
mould finishing phase. In this case, the tool will work in improved cutting conditions as 
the pass cutting depth will be more constant, thus limiting cutting changes in cutting 
loads. This study can, of course, be extended to apply to the finishing pass. In figure 2, 
we define angles a and ß. Other rotations mayaiso be considered (Cho (1993a), Cho 
(I993b), Lee (1996), Lee (1997). 

axis projected 

on (Q •. t.n) 
axis reduced 
to Q. 

~Z 

Figure2. Defining the reference change 
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a corresponds to the tool rotation angle on Q ° about axis b. From this position, ß 

corresponds to tool rotation on Qo about axis X. 

We define a tool reference by (Qo'X, y,Z). 

Let Mi represent the intersection points between the tool envelope and the surface as 

defined by co-ordinates (x j , Y j , Zj) in the local reference of the surface. We bring these 

points into the tool reference defined by the two angle rotations a and ß. The co
ordinates for points Mi will be (Xj,Yj,ZJ in the reference (Qo,X,Y,Z). The 

passage of point co-ordinates between the two references is given by the following 
relation: 

{ 
Xj = Xj cosa-zj sin a 

Yj =-Xj sinasinß+yj cosß-Zj cosasinß 

Zj =Xj sinacosß+Yj sinß+Zj cosacosß 

In the tool reference chosen to characterise the position of the tool in relation to the 
surface of the workpiece, we need to have all Zj ::;; 0 available in order to ensure there 

is no interference between the tool and the workpiece. In most cases, there are an infinite 
number ofcouples (a,ß) verifying relations Zj ::;; O. We intend to perform optimisation 

on the field of solutions so as to minimise the material left by the tool at the point 
considered. The problem in terms of optimisation can be posed as folIows: 
Minimise Max~Zd) iE[I,n]subjecttoconstraints Zj::;;O iE[I,n]. 

a,J3 

2. Study of ~ functions 

It should be noted that the angles are limited by cutting problems or machine end 
stops. The intervals authorised for the different parameters will be as folIows: 
aE[O,45°],ßE[-45°,45°],xj E[-2R,O] and Yj E[-R,R] 

It can readily be demonstrated that: 
• The ~ functions are strictly diminishing with a, 

• ~ values are strict1y diminishing with ß if y j < 0 , 

• ~ values are strict1y increasing with ß if Y j > 0 , 

• If Y j < 0 , the domain of validity is located above the curve, 

• If Y j > 0 , the domain of validity is located below the curve. 
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2.1. SEARCHING FOR THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION 

We shall note curves Zj with Yj > 0 as Zpos and curves Zj with Yj < 0 as 

Zneg· 

The limits ofthe domain are given for equations Zj = o. 

This equation is equivalent to tan ß = Xj sin a + Zj cosa 
--'-----'---- with Y j * 0 . 

Yj 

On figure 3, we have an example ofthe domain of solutions. We can easily demonstrate 
that the optimum solution should be found on a limit curve. 

6 

Searching for the optimum solution will involve working from the couple (aab' ßab) 

obtained by the intersection of curves Za = 0 and Zb = 0 . This couple belongs to the 

domain of solutions and has minimum a value. 
As the curves are stricdy monotonie, this point will be defined from the intersection 
between a rising curve Zpos = 0 and a descending curve Zneg = 0 . All we need to do is 

calculate the intersection between these curves inside the domains specified for a and ß 
and take the solution with a maximum value for a. This corresponds to the solution the 
furthest to the left of the domain. 
Let us take two points with indices a and b. The two limit curves of the domain are 
given by the following equations: 

tanß = 
xa sin a + za cosa 

(1) 
Ya 

tanß = 
xb sin a + zb cosa 

(2) 
Yb 
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The intersection between these two curves is given by: 

tan(aab)= zbYa -zaYb 
xaYb - xbYa 

467 

Take aab the solution. We then carry this result over to equation (1) or (2) and obtain 

the value ßab' 

We shall now seek the movement direction inside the domain to find the optimum 
solution. 
Let (aab' ßab) be the point of departure for the search. The index a corresponds to the 

rising curve (Ya > 0) and index b to the falling curve (Yb < 0 ). 

We shall now caIculate all values for Zt (aab' ßab) for i * a Indeed, if {
i E [I,n] 

i*b 

i = a and i = b functions Zi (a ab' ß ab) will be null. 

We shall now follow the limit curve that will be on the same side as the curve with the 

maximum value for IZi (aab' ßab ~ . Let us take an example: 

If IZi(aab,ßab~ is maximum for a rising curve (Yi >0), we shall follow the curve 

Za = O. Conversely, if IZi (aab ,ßab ~ is maximum for Yi < 0 , we shall follow the curve 

Zb =0. 

CaIculation ofmovement on the curve Za = 0 

To determine the couple (asol' ßsol) corresponding to the optimum solution, we shall 

need two equations. We obtain the first using Za = O. 

Among the different values for IZi(aab,ßab~' we shall take the two biggest values on 

curves with opposite slopes. Let us take the two curves indices m and n with IZm I> IZn I 

(We can assume, for example, Y In > 0). The second equation will be given by 

Zm = Zn wh ich is equivalent to distributing the material equitably on both sides of the 

tool. The solution wiII be obtained by resolution ofthe following system: 

ß xasina+zacosa 
tan = - -.:!.----'!.---

Ya 

(we follow the curve Za = 0 as Y m > 0 and IZm I > IZn I) 

x m sin a cos ß + Y m sin ß + zm cos a cos ß = x n sin a cos ß + Y n sin ß + zn COS a cos ß 

Weshall obtain: 

a = Arctan(- Yi(Zm -Zn)+Zi(Yn -Ym)) 
sol Yi(X m -XJ+Xi(Yn -Ym) 

(3) 

By carrying over into equation 3 we shall obtain ßsol ' We shall then need to check that 

the solution is optimum. 
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3. Example and conclusion 

For the example dealt with, we have a diameter 40 milling cutter on a workpiece defined 
from a B-spline surface of degree 3x3. CaIculation of the intersection between the tool 
and the surface will give points Mi as shown in the following table in the reference 

(Qo,t,b,n): 

x j -3.49 -12.75 -26.6 -36.6 -39.96 -35.44 -24.8 -12.25 -2.88 

Yj -11.3 -18.6 -18.9 -11.15 -1.17 12.7 19.4 18.44 10.34 

Zj -1.33 -1.67 0.1 2.42 4.93 5.26 0.5 -1.25 -0.39 

Table 4. Points Mi in the reference (Qo,t,b,n) 

The co-ordinates (Xj, Y J for points Mi are to within an acceptable level of tolerance 

on a circle. The Zj co-ordinates give us the information on the points that are in 

interference. 
The intersection curve between the tool and the surface on projection over the plane 
(Qo,t,n) is shown in figure 5. 

15 

5 

Figure 5. Intersection between the tool and the surface on projection over (Qo,t,n) 

Figure 3 shows curves Zj = 0 . The optimum solution is found in the area Iimited by 

curves Z, = 0, Z5 = 0, Z6 = 0 and Z9 = 0 . 
The point of departure to find the optimum position is on the intersection between 
curves Z5 = 0 and Z6 = O. The couple (a5-6,ß5-6) is equal to (7°14, -3°67). 

From this solution we can calculate the values for Zj (a 5-6' ß 5-6). We shall obtain the 

following results: 

The two biggest values normed on curves for opposite slopes are (2.05, 3.94). The 
biggest normed value is 3.94 for curve Zg which has the same slope as 
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Z6. We can seek the optimum value from the following system: 

{ 
Z6 = 0 

Z2 = Z8 

469 

We shall obtain the following result: (a,ß)= (go17,-0075). Let us check values for 

Zi(a,ß). 

The previous system is verified but we are not faced with an optimum solution as 

IZ3(a,ß~ > IZ2(a,ß)1 and IZ7(a,ß~ > IZ8(a,ß)I. We then resolve the following system: 

{ 
Z6 = 0 

Z3 = Z7 

We obtain (a,ß)=(go09,-0097) and again calculate Zi(a,ß) as given by the following 

table: 

Table 8. Results of Zi (a, ß) for the optimum solution 

The solution obtained indeed corresponds to the optimum we were seeking. The curve 
of intersection between the tool and the surface is shown on figure 9. 
The entire study of calculations for the points Mi and all searches for optimum 

positioning was programmed in C language on HP9000 workstation. The resuIts 
obtained are excellent in terms of reliability and speed. As an example, the full time 
needed to calculate approximately one thousand tool-workpiece points of contact took 
just one minute. This work is currently generalised for the torus milling tool and the 
scallop height criterion will be taken into ac count in the optimisation process. 

5 

Figure 9. Corrected positionfor the tool on the surface 
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AVOIDING THE NEED FOR DEBURRING BY ANAL YZING BURR 
FORMATION DURING PRODUCT DESIGN 

Abstract 
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B.P. 53 - 38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX 9 
** Laboratory of Manufacturing Automation, 

University ofCalifornia at Berkeley - USA 

The cost of deburring a part may contribute as much as 30% to the total manufacturing 
cost. In many cases, it is possible to avoid the problems caused by burrs by integrating 
preventive actions when designing the mechanical product. Several prevention guidelines 
for avoiding or simplifying deburring operations during the design to fabrication cycle 
can be found in the literature. However, a lack of methodology is apparent. This paper 
presents a methodology whose aim is to compose a strategy for avoiding problems caused 
by machining burrs through analyses ofburr formation at the design stage. 

Introduction 

A burr is an undesirable piece of material which remains joined to a workpiece, after a 
manufacturing operation. In particular, a machining burr is a residue of material formed 
as the result of plastic flow, rather than shearing, from a cutting operation. Burrs cause 
various types of problems: problems in assembly, corrosion when the burr comes off the 
workpiece, risks of injuries when handling parts, impediments to the automation of the 
production, etc. 
The cost of deburring a part may contribute as much as 30% to the total manufacturing 
cost [1]. Burr formation occurs on most of the machined parts. A manual operation of 
deburring requires a long time. The automation of deburring needs important investments 
and is often not entirely successful. 
A way to significantly decrease deburring costs is to take into account burr formation 
during the design stage. In many cases, it is possible to avoid the problems caused by 
burrs, by integrating preventive actions when designing the mechanical product. These 
preventive actions focus on different levels of the design to fabrication cycle [2]. For 
instance, burr problems may be avoided by investigations on the design of workpiece 
forms, on the process planning, on the establishing of tool paths, on the choosing of tool 
geometry, etc. For each level of investigation, several preventive actions exist. In this 
panel of preventive actions, a lack of methodology is apparent. How should the best 
preventive actions be chosen? How should the various actors of the design to fabrication 
cycle be coordinated? When should decisions be made? 

471 
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This paper proposes a methodology for taking into aeeount potential burr problems during 
the design of the produet. The objeetive of this methodology is to avoid deburring 
operations, or, if it is not possible, to simplify the deburring operation. This methodology 
provides a eooperation between the different aetors of the design to fabrication eycle of 
the produet. From this cooperation, a strategy emerges. This strategy struetures the use of 
preventive aetions in order to reach the desired objeetive. In this paper, the methodology 
is restrieted to maehining burrs only. 
The first seetion of this paper situates the research eontext. The second seetion quickly 
presents a classification for maehining burrs. This classifieation is used by the 
methodology. The third seetion presents a set of observations for avoiding burr formation, 
or for reducing problems eaused by burrs. The methodology is presented and illustrated in 
the fourth seetion. 

1. Originalities of the Proposed methodology 

1.1 A DFM APPROACH FOR BURR PREVENTION 

The goal of Design For Manufaeturing is to fit the design of a produet to manufacturing 
objeetives. The study focuses on a design for preventing problems caused by burrs and for 
reducing deburring costs. 

1.2 INTEGRATION OF MANUF ACTURING DURING STRUCTURAL AND 
EMBODIMENT DESIGN 

Generally, in the literature, the DFM methods concem the detail design of parts. Their 
goals are to evaluate feasibility, and to give metrie measures of manufacturing aspeets. 
The goal of the methodology is to integrate considerations on burrs during global product 
design (product as a set of parts), and to bring new structural solutions. Decisions taken 
during the global product design have an important incidence on the manufacturing of 
each part, and particularly, on the risks of burr formation. Indeed, the varlous sets of parts 
and the functional surfaces of each part are first defined at this level of design. In many 
manufacturing contexts, functional surfaces are generated by machining operations. Thus, 
strong constraints on burr formation and deburring operations appear during the design of 
the product structure. 
However, the global view ofthe product does not allow the designer to picture how parts 
are manufactured. Analyses on manufacturing are made on isolated parts. The 
methodology considers altemately the view of the product and the different views of the 
parts. The part view supports embodiment design and enables manufacturing analyses (in 
particular, an analysis from a burr formation viewpoint can be performed); the product 
view supports the structural design and receives constraints brought by investigations on 
manufacturing, particularly on burr prevention, from parts analyses. 

1.3 A CONTEXT OF COOPERATION 

Making manufacturing easier during design obviously requires investigations from 
designers and specialists of manufacturing. Especially for accurate aspects of 
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manufacturing such as deburring, specialists are required because only they have the 
capacity to raise manufacturing difficulties and to find improvements. The proposed 
methodology is a support for a cooperation between designers and specialists of 
manufacturing in order to raise design solutions fitted to the manufacture. 

2. Classification of machining burrs 

The methodology uses a burr classification derived from Nakayama and Arai [3]. Burrs 
are classified based on direction and motion between the machining tool and the part 
edge, during burr formation. An entrance burr (Fig.la) is formed when the tool 
encounters an edge of the part. It is a small size burr, and generally, it does not cause 
much problem. In this paper, the fact that an entry brings no burr formation is considered. 
An exit burr (Fig.l b) is formed when the tool exits the part. A side burr (Fig.l c) is formed 
when the tool goes alongside a new part edge. Exit and side burrs are large; they cause 
problems discussed in the introduction ofthis paper. 

La I.b I.c 

Fig.l: entrance, exit and side burrs. Arraws represent cutting directions. 

3. Guidelines for reducing deburring costs in the design to fabrication cycle 

Several studies have formalized observations for reducing deburring costs in the design to 
fabrication cyc1e [4], [5], [6). Tab.1 presents some ofthem. These observations provide a 
decrease in deburring costs, either by avoiding burr formation or by simplifying deburring 
operations. During the design, these observations are bound to become guidelines for burr 
prevention. They enable investigations on the various levels of the design to fabrication 
cycle. 

Tab.l: observations concerning burr formation (type A) and deburring (type B), integrated on various levels 
of the design 10 fabricalion cycle. 

Observations I pidelines for machinin2 tool paths 
A-I In end milling, up milling generates an exit burr, down milling does not r 61, (Fig.2). 
A-2 In end milling, a nonnal entry of the milling tool fonns an exit burr, a circular entry can avoid exit burr 

fonnation [6], ( 
Fig.3). 

A-3 Consequence of observations Al and A2: in end milling, burr fonnation can be avoided for machining 
features such as "plan", "step" or "slot", byan adapted tool path. 

Tab 1 is continuing on nexl page. 
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Observations I guidelines for process plan 
sequencin2 

A-4 If two machined surfaces abut (share an 
edge), and if the machining operation of one 
ofthese two surfaces forms an entry burr on 
the shared surface, thus, this machining 
operation must be processed after the other 
one, in order to finally obtain an entry burr 
(no trouble). 

A-5 Iftwo machined surfaces abut (share an 
edge), and if no machining operation of one of 
these two surfaces forms an entry burr on the 
shared surface, it can even be possible to put 
the burr at a place where no problems occur. 

Observations on the forms of parts 
A-6 Forms of apart can often be designed in order 

to put the burr at a place where no problems 
occur. 

A-7 An "edge angle" is the convex angle on a part 
between two edges which abut (share edge). 
More the edge angle is large, more the burr 
size is low. For an edge angle approximately 
larger than 135°, the burr size is insignificant 
(Fig.4). 

A-8 Part forms can be designed in order to obtain 
a large edge angle. This result can be reached, 
for instance, by designing a chamfer. 

B-l Inversely, long and fragile burrs appear on a 
small edge angle. Thus, deburring is easier on 
small edge angles(Fig.5). 

Example of observation on burr accessibility 
8-2 It can be possible to put the burr at an easy to 

access place (From [41). 

Example of observations on machining tool 
choice 

A-9 A form cut operation avoids burr formation. 
I (From [4]) 

2.8 2.b 

Fig.2: (From [6]) In end milling, up mi/ling generates 
exit burr (2.a), down milling does not (2.b). 

workpiece edge 

J.a 

J.b 

Fig.J: (From [6]) tool entry with orthogonal path 
(3.a): burr formation; tool entry with a circular 

path (3.b): no burr formation. 
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Fig.4: (From [4]) irifluence ofthe edge angle on burr 
size. 
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4. A methodology to avoid machining burrs in structural and embodiment design 

The proposed methodology is 
presented in this section. The general 
scheme is shown in figure 6. This 
presentation is illustrated by an 
example of design: the design of a 
pneumatic gripper. 
This methodology is integrated 
during the structural and detail 
designs. Figure 5 presents an 
analyzed structure of a product. 
Some design alternatives are tested 
at this level: the analyzed structure is 
characterized by a spring return 
single acting cylinder and a toggle 
link. At this level, it is difficult to get 

er I~ Iso~ng·~1 
~ Anelslng bUlT ProductMocMI 

durlng_lgn lomwlon rlsk. 

z 
CI 

I Delinlng .n objeCllve for deburrlng I 
~ 

! Valldming 0' 
Adaplating Ihe design I ~ndlng 

loluttons lor bUrT I ..... 0' 
Disproving _ abjectlve 

Fig. 6: seheme 0/ the methodology. 

an evaluation on manufacturing (manufacturing costs, feasibility ... ), and especially on 
deburring. The aim of the methodology is to enable manufacturing investigation (and 
particularly investigation on deburring) at that early level of design .. 
The philosophy of the methodology is not restricted to only burr issues; in a larger view, it 
comes in the framework of a larger integration of manufacturing. The methodology 
involves considering burr issues simultaneously with process planning, tool machine 
selection, tool path generation. However, in this paper, only the burr analysis is described. 

FIRST TASK: ISOLATING PART FROM PRODUCT VIEW 

Parts must be analyzed one by one, from the manufacturing viewpoint. As proposed in 
figure 7, the first task consists of isolating a part from the product view and taking stock of 
the functional constraints, which have already been expressed (Fig.7). 

9 5 7 

7.8 7.b 

Fig. 7: strueture 0/ the analyzed pneumatie gripper, and the isolated part (jaw 7). Functional eonstraints 
appears onfig. 7b asfonetional sur/aees (bold) andfonetional dimensions. 

In the present paper, only the analysis of the jaw part (part 7) is presented. In particular, 
functional constraints ofthis part are the various functional surfaces (the V-block imposed 
form for component handling, planes for positioning, holes and threads for clamping). 
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SECOND T ASK: ANAL YZING BURR FORMA nON RISKS 

The second task consists of analyzing burr fonnation risks. The part must be analyzed at 
once from the manufacturing and functional points of view. The manufacturing analysis 
gives an inventory of the edges on 
which a burr may be fonned (Fig.8). 
The edges are the border of 
machined surfaces. The functional 
analysis focuses on each selected 
edge. For each one the question is: 
what is the trouble caused by burr: 
dysfunction, problems in assembly, 
risks of injuries? 
Conceming the example of the "jaw" 
part, all the burrs present problems. 
Burrs on edges e3 and e4 cause 
problems on the use of"jaw"; el, eS, 
e6 hinder assembly operations; the 
others bring risks of injuries for 
workers. 

eS e12 e13 

.9 e14 

.. 'tl-: __ t--J"f 
e2 .3 e4 

Fig.8: inventory ofthe edges where burrs can appear. 

THIRD TASK: DEFINING AN OBJECnVE FOR DEBURRING 

The third task consists of defining an objective for the deburring of the part. This objective 
can be either "to avoid totally the deburring", or "to facilitate deburring operations". In the 
first case, the design of the part will follow type A guidelines (table 1); in the other case, 
type B guidelines will be used. Fixing an objective is needed at this moment because 
investigations for avoiding deburring or simplifying deburring are different and require 
different guidelines. In some cases, they have an opposite effect. For instance, guideline A-
8 (table 1) advises enlarging edge angle; in contrast, guideline B-l advises reducing edge 
angle. 
Conceming the "jaw" part, the fixed objective is to totally avoid deburring operations. 

FOURTH TASK: VALIDATING OR ADAPTING THE DESIGN / FINDING 
SOLUTIONS FOR BURR ISSUES OR DISPROVING THE OBJECTIVE 

This task consists of finding solutions for the fixed objective, and validating it, (or, 
invalidating it if it is not possible). In the case of invalidating, another less ambitious 
objective will be fixed. 
For each edge, a solution must be found in order to reach the objective. It is a design task, 
thus, the creativity of designers and manufacturers must be involved. However, guidelines 
presented in table 1 bring suggestions for deburring prevention. Table 2 summaries the 
solution finding process, in the case of the part taken as example. 

Let us see how solutions for deburring prevention can be found in the case of the "jaw" 
part. Edges e3 and e4 (Fig.8) have a large edge angle (135°). According to the guideline 
A-7, no burr will be fonned on these edges. 
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Concerning the other edges, 
investigations on deburring require 
some piece of information on the 
machining process of the part 
(machine-tool selections, process 
planning, etc). At this state of 
product development, these pieces 
of information present obviously 
some uncertainty. Hypotheses must 
be made. The way to bring these 
hypotheses is discussed in the 
conclusion ofthis paper. 
The jaw part has a plan form, with 
functional surfaces on each side. 
Thus, two milling set-ups are 
required. They are described in 
figure 9: set-up 10 generates surface 
s4; set-up 20 generates sI, s2. 
Surface s4 is end milled, thus edges 
el, e7, eIO and eIl (according to 
guideline A-3) can be avoided. 
Surfaces sI and s2 form a step 
feature, thus edges eI2, e13, eI4, 
e 15 can be avoided (according to 
guideline A-3). Surface s3 is 

Cutting op. on edges preventive 
surfaces: action types: 

Set-up 10 
53,56 and 57 e2,e8,e9 A-3 (step) 

54 e7, elO, ell, A-3 (plane) 
el A-4 (54 after 53) 

hole 55, 55' - -
ehamfer eS, eS' - -

Set-uuZO 
sl,52 e3, e4, e12, A-3 (5tep) 

e13, e14, eIS 
A-7 (>135°) 

thread tS, tS' eS, enny burr, 
e6 A-8 (ehamfer) 

Tab. 2 : Strategy Jor burr avoidance oJ the jaw part. 

Fig. 9: description oJ machining set-up 10 and 20. 

generated by horizontal milling, in set-up 10 or 20. 
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Two problems occur: during the operation where s3 is generated, the fixturing of the part is 
difficult on the direction orthogonal to s3; generating s3 can form burrs because no 
guidelines are known for avoiding side burrs. 
The solution which has been found is to slightly modify the structure of the product, in 
order to replace the plane surface s3 by a step feature s3, s3' (Fig. 10); the part 7 just needs 
a small modification, but the functionality remains identical. According to guideline A3, 
burr formation can be avoided on the new edge e2. Moreover, the part can be easily 
positioned and clamped by a parallel vise. Burrs on edge el can be avoided if surface s4 is 
generated after s3 (according to guidelines A-4 and A-3). 
Concerning the edges e5 and e6, the proposed solution is: first, generate holes s5 and s5' in 
set-up 10; generate a chamfer on these 
holes; turn the part up and generate the step 
sl-s2 on set-up 20; - realize threads t5 and 
t5'. 
A 4 axis milling machine is needed for set
up 20 because step s l-s2 and threads t5 and 
t5' have two different machining directions. 
According to guideline A-8, burr formation 
is avoided on edge e5 (entry burr only), and 
on e6 (1350 edge angle). A supplementary 
surface must be machined in set-up 10 for 

moditcaion 

~ 
Fig.l0: modification oJthe product. 
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positioning the part, in order to center the threads with enough precision (abutment on 
surface s7). 

Conclusion 

The final part is presented in figure 11. I 
Deburring is totally avoided for , 
machining this part: the fixed objective 
is successfully reached. Part forms and 
product structure have been influenced 
by the burr prevention methodology. 
Constraints for avoiding deburring are 
given on different aspects of the design 
to fabrication cycle: design, process '~ 
planning, set-up definitions and tool Io"-'--------f 
path. An important interest of the ______ ~ 
presented methodology is to bring all the 
decisions concerning burr prevention 
together, at an early stage of design. In Fig.1J: lhe 'Jaw"partafterapplyingstrategyfor 
this way, it is possible to select the more debu"ing prevention. 

adapted guidelines for burr prevention. 
This presented methodology can bring important savings. A lot of time to deburr parts is 
eliminated or greatly reduced. Even ifthe use oftype A-3 preventive actions increases the 
machining time (adapted tool path), this increase is many times smaller than the time which 
would be necessary to manually deburr the part. Moreover, suppressing deburring 
operations brings savings on manufacturing management (shorter times, less stock, less 
workpiece moves ... ) and on implementation (one less operation to study, no more 
investments for deburring process ... ). This methodology can be extended to simplify other 
aspects of manufacturing. For instance, limiting the number of machining set-ups, 
validating and simplifying part fixtures, etc. Necessary information on machining, for burr 
prevention (as seen in section 4-Fourth task) can be obtained in this way. 
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Computers are extensively used in design, but provide limited support in managing the 
diverse information used by design teams, and in handling design uncertainty. This 
paper describes research aimed at understanding how engineers use information in 
design, and how they deal with uncertainty, and then uses this understanding to 
suggest guidelines for the development of design support tools. The nature of design is 
first discussed, and then results are presented of studies by questionnaire and case
study of designers' information requirements, and of risk management in design. The 
importance of experience, personal contacts and informal information is emphasised, 
as is the need for tools to manage risk information to indicate project risk. 

1. Introduction 

The engineering design process is today dominated by the use of the computer. 
Computer-aided design (CAD) systems have replaced the drawing board as the means 
whereby engineering designs are represented and communicated; reports, letters and 
other project documentation are generated using computers; for many companies finite 
element analysis is a standard tool for engineering stress and dynamic analysis. But 
despite the ubiquitous use of computers, many aspects of the designer's work are not 
weIl supported by computer tools. In particular, the process whereby engineering 
concepts are identified and developed is often much as it was 20 or 30 years ago. In 
the early design stages, the design process is very dependent on the skills, experience 
and knowledge of the design team, and in these areas computer support has been 
limited. 

During the design process the design team has to make decisions concerning the 
concepts to incorporate in the product, the materials and manufacturing processes to 
employ, the design parameters and so on. The team has to make these decisions with 
severe constraints on time and on available human and other resources. In the early 
stages of the design process there is often much information missing on which to base 
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such decisions, and uncertainties persist throughout the process. The design process 
can be characterised as "decision making under uncertainty with limited resources". 

In recent years there has been world-wide realisation of the importance of the 
sharing of information and knowledge to successful product design. This realisation 
has come from studies of the design process, of designers at work, and of computer 
tools for design support. From these studies a number of observations can be drawn. 

The first group of observations concern the nature of the design process. They 
identify that design is predominantly a collaboration between specialists, proceeding by 
their consent at decision points in the design process. Specialists use their own 
representations and techniques, and share information using a common vocabulary 
(Bond and Ricci, 1992). During the design process, the understanding of the design 
problem itself, and of its solution, are developed in parallel (Roozenberg and Cross, 
1991). This development involves rejinement of the design model. Refinement may 
involve replacing abstract information with that which is more concrete, the addition 
of detail (addition of information), choosing between alternatives, or replacing 
approximate information with that which is more exact. 

The second group of observations concern information support. During the design 
process, designers make continual requests for information to support their decisions, 
and also make extensive use of their personal knowledge and experience for decision 
making (Kuffner and Ullman 1991, Stauffer and Ullman, 1991). Engineers spend as 
much as 40% oftheir time in information search and retrieval (Cave and Noble, 1986), 
but search is often unsuccessful. They often fail to find useful information, even when 
it is available, because they do not know it is available, or because the cost of obtaining 
it in a useful form is too high (Salzberg and Watkins, 1991). 

The importance of knowledge and information is so great that it is seen as a 
foundation for design research. Konda et al (1992) view "shared memory" as a 
mechanism for embodying context and shared meaning in design and as a central issue 
in design research and practice. This arises from the view that "design demands the 
linkage of disciplines without being a discipline in itself', but that "it is impossible a 
priori even to identify completely which disciplines are required to be involved for a 
specific design problem except through past records of similar cases - shared memory". 

From these observations can be seen the need to go beyond the relatively limited 
support for product modelling and representation provided by the present -day 
CADCAM systems and to embrace new approaches to information management. 
Mechanisms must be identified for storing and sharing design intent, rationale, 
function and constraints, as weIl as to model and represent the design problem. Tools 
must be provided to assist the designer in organising personal information, and in 
finding and using information stored by others. 

2. Empirical study of engineering design practice 

There are two main strands to our design research programmes: the development of 
computer-based techniques for eJesign support, and the industrially-based study of 
design practice. This study underpins the work on tool development, and guides its 
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direction, and involves questionnaires, interviews and case studies involving engineers 
from various contexts. Two studies in particular are reported here. 

2.1 THE INFORMATION NEEDS OF ENGINEERING DESIGNERS 

The first of the studies of design practice was concerned with the information needs of 
engineering designers, and involved a survey of design engineers working at various 
levels in industry, followed by case studies in a number of design situations. 

2.1.1 Survey of engineering designers 
The questionnaire survey involved 208 respondents from small, medium and large 
engineering companies. These were design staff at various professional levels, and 
with various professional qualifications, from Chief Designer to Draughtsman. The 
questionnaire was concerned with the operating procedures employed in the design 
fimctions of the respondents' companies, with the methods for recording design 
decisions, and with the frequency of use and perceived value of various sources of 
design information. The key findings from the work were (Court et ai, 1993): 
- Designers spent less than 50% of their time in the process of designing. Searching 

for information accounted for 18% oftime, paperwork 23% and meetings 16%. 
- The hand-written design logbook was the predominant means of recording personal 

design activities, and was used by about half the respondents. Project files were 
next most popular, used by about one quarter. Very few respondents used a formal 
quality assurance system to record personal design progress. 

- The design handbook was also widely used to record project design decisions (19% 
of respondents). Other popular mechanisms were project diaries (7%), internal 
memoranda (19%) and project reports (30%). 

- Journals and magazines were considered an important source of information, with 
over half of respondents considering them "important" or "very important" 
However, professional and trade journals were far more widely read than academic 
journals, which were almost unknown among the respondents. Within journals and 
magazines, product data and adverts were considered the most useful data sources, 
although features and articles were also rated highly. Magazines were stored by 
46% of respondents, but only indexed by 15%, in spite of their perceived value. 

- Company libraries were maintained in a variety of ways, but only about 15% of 
respondents used a formal organisation. There was some use of external libraries -
mainly for information about standards, and on specific techniques and processes. 

- Suppliers are a very important source of information. The most important 
information entities obtained from these were data and specification details, 
technical performance data, drawings and operating and applications information. 

- Catalogues were regarded as important sources of product knowledge and ideas, 
specifications and details, product data and supplier/competitor information. 

- Drawings were stored as hardcopy, as microfilm or microfiche or as CAD files, 
with no dominant mechanism. Indexing was by drawing or project number, with 
little formal attempt to index by other attributes. 

- Perhaps the most important information sources are the designer's personal 
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experience and that of his or her colleagues, rated by the majority of respondents as 
highly important, and, from within the companies, product design specifications, 
previous design schemes, design reports, data handbooks, parts catalogues, design 
guides and manufacturing data were also perceived as very important. Many of 
these are not incorporated in formal Product Data Management systems. 

- Data storage mechanisms were highly traditional. Personal information systems 
mainly consisted of desk and drawer, or filing cabinet and shelf. 

- Subsequent work has shown that the operation of group information storage 
systems - e.g. shared filing systems or technicallibraries - can be very variable even 
within one company. The success of such systems is very dependent on the trust 
that the group members have in the person responsible for maintaining the system. 

2.1.2 ('ase studies 
The questionnaire survey highlighted the importance of personal and local information 
sources, the strong role of suppliers, and the role of informal information entities such 
as catalogues, reports, sketches or handbooks. This was reinforced by case studies 
which examined twenty design cases drawn from seven companies of various sizes and 
engineering domains. These are reported by Court et al (1996), and show a strong 
preference among engineers for following well-established, proven information access 
paths, and for using familiar information sources. Also shown strongly was the 
widespread use by engineers of information from memory. On average about 30% of 
information used in the case studies (e.g., choice of a material, a dimension or a 
tolerance) was from memory. The studies supported the observation that "the essence 
of mechanical design seems to rely very little on problem solving techniques but rather 
on a richness of knowledge" (Stauffer and Ullman, 1991). What was surprising was 
that the observations varied much less with company type or design task than expected. 

2.2 A SURVEY OF RISK MANAGEMENT PRACTICE IN INDUSTRY 

In 1997 a second survey was carried out, this time to investigate risk management 
practice in design. Again, tlle survey comprised a questionnaire followed by a number 
of case studies. In this work we wished to explore a number of aspects of risk 
management, including the perceived need, the techniques applied, the software tools 
used, where risk was perceived to be most difficult to identiry, and what differences 
there were in practice between different sectors. The work was carried out against a 
background of rapidly increasing interest in risk management in industry, and the 
publication ofimportant books on the topic (Chapman and Ward, 1997)(Carter, 1994). 

The questionnaire was completed by 63 respondents from industries including 
aerospace, automotive, power generation, coastal engineering, petrochemicals and 
manufacturing, as weIl as consultants. The questionnaire was in two parts, and 
distinguished between technical risk and project risk. Technical risk is the risk that a 
programme will not meet technical objectives - e.g. that the performance of the artefact 
will be lower than required, or that weight or manufacturing costs will be too high. 
Project risk concerns risks that the project will over-run its time or cost budgets. 
In the early part of the study, a general risk management model was identified. This 
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models risk management as a cyclic sequence of risk identification, prioritisation and 
modelling, the stages ofwhich are broadly as follows: 
- Goal definition. This involves identification of measurable control parameters and 

determination of a base plan (the planned structure of project elements if no risk 
events occur) and risk management plan. The identified and recorded risks 
represent deviations from this plan. 
Identijication. This stage involves identification of both risks and opportunities, 
and of the members of the project team who are most closely concerued with those 
risks (the "owners"). Techniques such as brain storming and checklists are used. 
Risks are often recorded in a risk register. 
Risk impact and probability evaluation. The impact and probability of risks is 
identified and recorded where possible. Numerical evaluations are given wherever 
possible, and recorded in the register. 
Risk prioritisation. The evaluated impact and probability for each identified risk 
are used to determine which risks should be included in the risk model. 

- Modelling relationships. Relationships are modelled in terms of time, cost, 
performance or other measures. Some methodologies reduce everything to cost. 

- Mitigation and contingency. The base plan is changed to reduce probability or 
impact. Contingency plans are triggered and trade-offs identified. 

- Budgets. Budgets are allocated and monitored for measurable/controllable 
parameters. 

- Risk monitoring. Monitoring of the identified risks takes place. Probabilities and 
impacts are updated. New risks arise. Existing risks are eliminated. Trigger 
events are monitored. 

The respondents to the questionnaire survey identified a significant need for risk 
management. The pressure to incorporate it into the product introduction process 
comes from demands by clients (especially government clients e.g. for military 
hardware), from the needs of decision makers, and from the reduction in cost-plus type 
contracts. Nevertheless, despite the need, there is some reluctance on the part of 
companies to implement serious risk assessment procedures. 

The risk management techniques that were applied by the respondents' companies 
were mainly qualitative, with widespread use of "risk registers" to record risks, owners 
and actions. Quantitative methods were not widely used, but if used were always 
probabilistic and not fuzzy. The software packages that were used were generally quite 
simple. A number of programs were developed in-house, and also a number of 
respondents used spreadsheets with Monte Carlo simulation capabilities added. 

Some of the most interesting results of the survey came from the question 
concerning the sources of technical risk. Respondents were asked to identify potential 
sources of technical error as "not difficult", "quite difficult", "difficult", or "extremely 
difficult" to deal with. The aspects considered "difficult" or "extremely difficult" to 
deal with by the most respondents were aggregate budget overruns (55%) (where 
budgets include cost weight etc.), design errors (53%), sub-system interactions (47%) 
and product usage (43%) (understanding the loads and usage that a product will be 
subjected to during its life). Respondents were also asked how often technical risk 
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arises in each area, and here usage, sub-system interactions, materials and aggregate 
overruns were the most important areas. Design error was considered to occur only 
"occasionally" or "never" by 62% of the respondents. 

The survey covered a number of other topics, and is reported in full by Crossland et 
al (1998). The most important conclusion from the work from the point of view of 
future design methodologies is that while many companies collect data about risk, the 
incorporation of quantitative models into risk management is rare. Improved 
techniques are needed to link data collection with predictive and modelling methods. 

3. Requirements for support tools 

Throughout the information survey work the themes that arose repeatedly concerned 
the importance to the designer of personal contacts, of informal information sources 
such as magazines and catalogues, and above all the issue of experience. Far Eastern 
companies are able to organise and exploit this experience because their engineers 
move jobs relatively infrequently and accept long training and learning periods. In the 
West, especially in Anglo-Saxon countries, engineers move jobs frequently and often 
want to progress rapidly to supervisory and managerial positions. It is contended that, 
if the West is to compete in knowledge-intensive industries, it should move towards a 
system where the accumulated experience of an enterprise is stored within its 
information systems, and engineers will then be able to develop generally applicable 
information handling and problem solving skills which will be used to manipulate 
these resources. 

To some extent, knowledge-based systems have addressed the question of 
knowledge representation and retention, but they have perhaps gone too far in 
removing the processing of information from the user. Knowledge-based engineering 
is very appropriate for well-defined parametric engineering problems, but for less well
defined problems they should support but not replace the engineer's decision-making 
processes. 

The risk management survey also showed that experience is very important. 
"Personal experience of similar projects" was the most widely used technique for 
identifying risks. Industrial experiences may make engineers more or less sensitive to 
risk. In this area we therefore need mechanisms that allow understanding about risk to 
be shared, recorded and re-used. This implies the development and use of risk 
databases, with the use of numerical data where possible, and implies also a better 
understanding and recording of the design process. 

The remainder of this section will explore what might be the nature of the tools that 
can support the management of information and uncertainty in design. 

3.1 INFORMATION SUPPORT 

Through the development of CADCAM and Product Data Management systems, tools 
have been provided for the management of product data within an enterprise. Where 
present-day computer systems have failed to provide support is in tools for personal 
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information management, for information management among small groups, and for 
management of informal design data such as catalogues, guidelines, magazine articles 
and so on. If design logbooks and paper files are used, much of the information they 
contain is inaccessible to the enterprise except through the memory of those who have 
produced the documents. The survey results imply that new support needs to be 
provided at three levels: 
- At the lowest level, a designer should be provided with tools to record and index all 

manner of computer files together with notes, sketches, telephone conversations 
and even video, in effect to provide a computerised design notebook. 

- At the next level, design teams should be provided with mechanisms for indexing 
and then organising their collected information. These team information sets 
should build on the designers' information resources, to allow the designer's 
experience to be shared. 

- At the top level, supply organisations, publishers and other large groups should be 
provided with the mechanisms for making their information available to others. 
This information might include catalogues, articles, even advertisements. 

In each case, the support tools should be compatible with those at the other levels. The 
design team tools should be able to build on the designers' information sets, and 
should be able to cross-refer to or incorporate the information from supply 
organisations, publishers and so on. A key factor in the ultimate success of such 
systems will however be the capability of including information entered as brief 
sketches and notes, and also the facilities for the rapid entry of historic paper-based 
data. 

Importance of personal contacts in design also suggests that, as design activities 
become more widely spread geographically, video conferencing and shared workspace 
systems will become more important. lt also suggests that techniques are needed to 
assist individuals in maintaining their networks of connections to information sources, 
and that a computer tool capable of storing, managing and displaying these networks, 
for example using the technology ofthe World Wide Web, would be most useful. 

3.2 RISK MANAGEMENT 

The risk management survey suggests that in this area there is also a pressing need to 
provide tools to assist design teams in accumulating and sharing knowledge and 
information, but there is also a need to provide tools to process and manipulate this 
information. Some risk information comes into the category of informal design 
information, but much must be recorded within formal product models, which should 
be extended to allow for uncertain attributes, and also to allow other aspects of 
uncertainty to be modelIed such as missing information or unresolved choices. 

The primary requirement for assistance in the processing and manipulating of risk 
information concerns the need to be able to use collected or historic risk information to 
give an indication of the risk status of a new project. In particular, a project manager 
needs to be able to estimate the effect of the accumulated risk elements within a project 
on the overall risk in the programme. This implies the need to be able to accumulate 
uncertainties in the attributes of parts and sub-assemblies in a design to given an 
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overall design risk. Decision making should be on the basis of accumulation of 
measured data. 

Finally, in risk management there is a need for simple mechanisms to assist in risk 
identification. These might include automated risk checklists, prompts or aids to 
brainstorming and methods of storing historical records of types of risk. 

4. Conclusions 

In recent years the development of design support tools has concentrated on assisting 
the representation of models of the product, and on attempting to formalise design 
processes and tools. The surveys of designers reported in this paper have shown the 
importance of less tangible factors such as the designer's experience, local sources of 
knowledge and information, contacts with colleagues and suppliers and the like. They 
have also indicated the aspects of design in which uncertainty is found to be important, 
and have highlighted the need for risk management methodologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, different approaches are presented in order to automatically estimate 
the relevance of design performances in terms of aglobaI satisfaction. The first part 
describes a functional needs expression approach: a bottom-up satisfaction model from 
lower-Ievel functions to the global satisfaction, taking into account data imprecision and 
uncertainty at each level. The second part introduces a virtual prototyping design 
platform, which consists in a primary simulation of some solution performances in 
order to propagate them through the functional model. Redesign, optimization and risk 
management capabilities can be imagined, since it is possible to measure the influence 
of the structural parameter choices over the measure of the global satisfaction and its 
uncertainty. 

1. Introduction 

In the beginning, CAD systems were dedicated to geometric product modeling. In 
the last decade, the emergency of feature based design led to a new abstraction level: 
the technological product model, which consists in a know-how oriented design in 
addition to pure geometric considerations. A new generation of CAD systems inc1uding 
structural, behavioral and functional views, is presently emerging. The structural model 
represents the product architecture on multiple granularity levels which can concern 
abstract concepts as weil as component parameters. The functional model consists in a 
mapping from the general needs to the functions expected from the design. Eventually, 
the behavioral model represents the way the structure achieve the functions. 

Today, CAD evolution requires integrated functional models that automatically and 
soundly estimate, during the design process, the overall satisfaction relative to a current 
design alternative. After abrief literature overview, presented in section 2, the 
functional model, detailed in section 3, introduces different ways of expressing needs 
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and measuring satisfaction. Before concluding, a CAD application issue that consists in 
a virtual prototyping design platform is presented in section 4. 

2. Related works 

The research contributions in functional representation are numerous and they 
mainly belongs to artificial intelligence and mechanical research fields. Many 
approaches such as causal processes [CHA.94], axiomatic design [SUH95], bond 
graphs [CHI.95] and many others focused on the expression of how a device 
contributes to the achievement of a function set. Feature modeling [TOL.95] or 
behavior representation [EVE.95] are widely used to link both functional and structural 
models. The mapping from functions to structure is usually related to design while the 
mapping ±"rom structure to functions characterizes diagnosis. Actually, a design process 
can be described as an alternation of both tasks. 

While structural and behavioral modeling are traditionally established in research, 
functional representation is comparatively a new issue. Many works focus on how to 
estimate the achievement of a function that belongs to a functional hierarchy. For 
example, Wood and Antonsson [WOO.89a] focused on how to map from design 
parameters to satisfaction estimation, comparing the relevance of both fuzzy logic and 
probabilistic approaches. Another work [SHI.95] presented an integrated approach, 
based on the Functional-Behavior-State model, including a probabilistic description of 
how a physical parameter influences a function satisfaction. 

Among the existing models, the functional analysis methodology (FA) approach is 
one of the most used in practice. It consists in a decomposition of the general needs in a 
set of expected functions organized in a hierarchical tree. A set of functional criteria is 
associated to each leaf function in order to measure its contribution to the overall 
satisfaction for given solution performances. Those aspects are detailed in the French 
standards NF X 50-150 et 151. In practice other methods, such as Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD), use a graph representation with non linear propagation. In general 
it is difficult to state that satisfaction propagates in linear or non-linear manner. This 
paper aims to present a generic functional model with different alternatives to express 
the relevance of a design solution in terms of an overall satisfaction measure. 

3. A satisfaction model 

1.1. THE MODEL STRUCTURE 

We assume that the need expression stage leads to a set of functions. The identified 
functions are organized through an oriented functional graph (Fig. 1). The satisfaction 
model, based on this graph, aims to evaluate the overall satisfaction of a design 
alternative. Other approaches, such as multiple criteria decision, lead to an ordered set 
of solutions with no quantification of their overall satisfaction. 
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Overall need 

Intermediate functions 

Leaf functions 

Functional criteria DDD DD D 

Figure. J: Functional graph 

While building the graph and for automatic estimation sake, each decomposition of 
an intermediate function F; into n children functions F;1 have to be argued by an explicit 

satisfaction law of the form I: 
S(F;)= f(SiI (F;I ),,,,S;n(F;n)) (1) 

In the same way, the satisfaction of a leaf function F; depends on the performance 

parameters V;? of a given solution as folIows: 
S(F;)=f(ViI,,,'v;n) (2) 

U nlike formula (l), the satisfaction of a leaf function depends directly on the 
performances of a solution and not on some intermediate satisfactions. (see [LIM.96] 
for further details). In the particular case where functional criteria are not coupled, the 
notion of criterion satisfaction makes sense and the following simplified formula can be 
used: 

1.2. SATISFACTION LAW FORMULATION 

In order to express satisfaction laws of the model, a fuzzy logic based approach 
seems to be the more appropriate. According to Fig. 2, different ways are suggested in 
order to express satisfaction laws. 

Satisfaction < 
law 

One parameter - Fuzzy curve Fuzzy rules 

M ~Non linearity L Mathematical functions / algorithms 
any parameters < Estimation 

Linearity - Fuzzy weighting 
Fuzzy cross sort 

Figure. 2: Satisf'action lawfonnulation alternatives 

1.2.1. The sati~1action law depends on one parameter 
This happens when, for example, a leaf function is associated to only one functional 

criterion: S( F,) = f(V) in formula (2). In Functional Analysis, French standards suggests 
to define for each criterion a target level and acceptance boundaries for which a solution 

1 In this formula,jrepresents the satisfaction law. 

2 The performance parameters of a solution correspond to functional criteria that 
characterize leaf functions. 
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performance is considered satisfactory. Such a specification, that gives no information 
about the decrease in satisfaction when the target is not achieved, can be represented by 
a rung (Fig. 3). In formula (I), each S,fF,,) (respectively S,fV;) in formula (3)) 
represents a one-parameter depending satisfaction law. 

A fuzzy membership function, which express the imprecision of the statement « this 
value is satisfactory » (Fig. 3), seems more appropriate for satisfaction representation. 

Satisfaction degree 

:::55: S=! 

S=Q. ....... -;.1 __ .-'--_+1_.............. ---. 
Lower bound Target Upper bound Functional criterion 

Figure. 3: Representation (lfa one parameter depending satis!"action {aw 

1.2.2. The satisfaction law depends on multiple parameters 
When satisfaction depends on multiple parameters, two cases can be considered: 

1. The satisfaction law is a linear function of the parameters it depends on. 
Thus, each parameter can be associated to a weight. 

2. The satisfaction law is a non-linear function of the parameters it depends on. 
Thus, the designer can either approximate it as linear in narrow 
neighborhoods of a given alternative (redesign) or express this non-linearity. 

The non-linear approach that is less common even if more realistic is developed in 
the following sections. Two ways of exprcssing a multiple variables non-linear 
satisfaction can be considered: 

1. An explicit formulation using mathematical functions. 

2. An implicit formulation using fuzzy rules. 

Mathematical functions. The mathematical formalism can be used to represent a linear 
or a non linear aggregation of a set of parameters. Satisfaction laws aggregation can be 
of multiple types including either union, intersection or weighted averages. They can be 
also organized into algorithmic structures that require initial values (performances) to 
compute the resulting satisfaction. 

The way aggregated performances (in an overall solution) are appreciated is often 
subjective and hard to represent. Thus, aggregation operators must be able to represent 
different decision approaches. In the field of design optimization, Diaz [DIA.88] used a 
fuzzy operator that consists in a weighted average between union and intersection to 
aggregate a set of fuzzy objectives. A sensitivity measure allows the user to adjust the 
aggregation operator as weil as specific objective satisfaction functions. Another 
application led by L. Thurston [THU.91J, consisted in estimating a design alternative 
relevance using a non-linear aggregation of multiple attributes (performances) utility 
functions. The aggregation formula includes scaling factors which allow different 
decision approaches to be represented. 
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Fuzzy rules. Each fuzzy rule is composed of apremise and a conclusion in the 
following form: 

If price is low andlor surface area is medium Then satisfaction is medium 

An assertion of the type: «price is low » is modeled by the membership function of 
« low» linguistic value (or adjective) applied to «price» linguistic variable. This 
membership function associates for each price interval value a likelihood degree value 
between 0 and 1. Starting from a fuzzy rules base giving in conclusion a leaf function 
satisfaction and referencing solution performances (corresponding to functional criteria) 
in premises, a fuzzy inference engine will be able to determine the satisfaction level of 
this function. This satisfaction evaluation benefits from fuzzy logic qualities of 
robustness and output continuity. 

Let us take the example of a rule base expressing the satisfaction for the function 
« buying a house ». For simplicity, only the three following functional criteria will be 
considered: distance from the workplace, surface area and price. Each functional 
criterion plays the role of a linguistic variable. In a first stage, the uni verse of discourse 
of each linguistic variable must be defined ; in our case it is similar for all variables and 
equal to {low, medium, high}. Next, all membership functions must be defined for each 
linguistic variable/value couple (see Fig. 4). 

Degree of membership (between 0 and I) Degree of membership (between 0 and I) 

J~'Di"m" 5 15 30 (Km) 

't-r~ ""J o ~ ~ Surface (m2) 

40 100 250 

Degree of membershio (between 0 and I) [)eQTee of memhershin Ihetween () ami I) 

I~~~ 
o~ 

40 80 200 

Price 
~ (thousands $) 

Ih./"..... ~ 
o~ Degreeof 
'-----"~.....lo~_.......;~ __ ___+~ satisfaction 

0,2 0,4 0.8 

high medium low 

Figure. 4: Membership functions definition 

The membership function shape is not necessarily triangular nor trapezoidal even if 
they are the most convenient ways to have a continuous evolving of a property. 

The fuzzy rules for the function « buying a house » may be: 

1. If price is medium and surface is medium or high and distance is low Then 
satisfaction is high 

2. If price is medium and surface is medium or high and distance is medium 
Then satisfaction is medium 

3. If price is medium and surface is low and distance is medium or high Then 
satisfaction is low 

4. If price is low and surface is medium or high and distance is medium or low 
Then satisfaction is high 
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5. If price is low and suiface is low and distance is medium or low Then 
satisfaction is medium 

Now, let us consider a potential house solution of 60,000$ (between low and 
medium price), of 120 m2 suiface area (between medium and high surface) and distant 
of 15 km (medium) from the workplace. In this situation, only rules 2 and 4 are 
applicable. 

Considering Zadeh' s aggregation operators [ZAD. 7 5], the inference engine consists 
in choosing the maximal value of two linguistic values linked by or and the minimal 
value of two linguistic values linked by and (see Fig. 5). 

In order to conclude on the satisfaction degree of the function « buying a house », 

one just have to combine with the or operator all the rule conclusions weighted by the 
membership degree. The center of gravity defuzzification method leads to a 70% 
satisfaction for the example considered above. 

and = MIN 
Membership degree Membership degree 

Membership dcgrce 

1 

O'--_..IL-_-..... 
200 0.2 0,4 0,8 

15 km 60,000 $ 

Conclu ions or = ------------____________ +-____ + weighted 

overage 

Membership degree ~ 

alisfaclion = 0,7 

Figure. 5: Exampfe of an inference over afuzzy rufe base 

4. Virtual prototyping design platform 

During the design process, the designer has some uncertainties over the expected 
efficiency of his design choices. If he is able to evaluate the probable performances of 
the current design solution in terms of a fuzzy function, our satisfaction model allows to 
estimate aglobai satisfaction by a bottom-up satisfaction propagation (by the way of the 
a-cuts method [DON.87]). This estimation, also given in terms of a fuzzy function, 
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gives an idea of the most probable global satisfaction of the current solution, and the 
degree of uncertainty on the fact to effectively succeed in. When the global satisfaction 
level is judged satisfactory, one may want to reduce this uncertainty, especially in the 
final stages of the design process. This risk reduction requires to reduce the current 
solution performance uncertainties. A focus on the sensitivity of the global satisfaction 
uncertainty to solution performances (see [WOO.89b]) could help the designer in more 
precisely determining performance levels. In addition, estimating the costs of these 
uncertainty reductions could lead to an optimized set of risk reduction actions. 

Another issue is to properly estimate the current solution performances from a 
structural model partially defined. Two cases can occur: 

1. The designer realizes an estimation based on his own experience, 

2. It is possible to explicit the link between the current solution structural 
parameters and functional specifications. This link comes from a knowledge 
capitalization (e.g., a cost parametric model) or it comes from a computer 
simulation (e.g., a dynamic multi-body simulation to precisely calculate 
dynamic performances). 

As our satisfaction model is able to take into account uncertain performances, it is 
thinkable, in the case of an explicit structure/specifications link, to evaluate a 
parameters structural model for which parameters are not al ready fixed (e.g., defined by 
an interval or a fuzzy function). Indeed, the (X-cuts method would allow to evaluate the 
sensitivity of the global satisfaction to the variation of the solution structural 
parameters. This ability allows to develop optimization capabilities for new products 
and optimal redesign capabilities for existing products. This new framework is called 
« virtual prototyping design platform » in reference to the virtual prototyping concept 
which aims to use, as far as possible, simulation techniques in order to determine the 
solution performances. 

Sali faclion model 

Functional cri teria 

Performance 

Behaviorallnw 

D ign parameters 

Structural model 

...................... 
•• j 

I simulation I 
.. .... .. 

tn.. tn.. tn.. tn.. 
+ • L 

• 

no 
satisfactolrh------_ 

yes 

no 

Sensitivity study 

end 

uncertainty reduction 

,. 
redesign 

Figure. 6: Virtual prototyping design platform 
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5. Conclusion 

The satisfaction model introduced in section 4 allows to automatically confront 
uncertain performances to more or less imprecise functional specifications. This 
evaluation can take place at any moment of the design process to validate a less or more 
completed structural model. Different approaches were imagined for estimating, 
through a bottom-up satisfaction propagation, aglobaI satisfaction level relative to the 
current solution performances. Fuzzy logic pro vi des an ideal framework to represent 
imprecision and uncertainty of solution performances and, through fuzzy inferences 
(propagation), to have an idea of the design project feasibility. Such a satisfaction 
model was the key issue to overcome in CAD systems, especially in redesign, product 
optimization and design project risk management. A virtual prototyping design platjorm 
has been proposed for CAD applications. This concept is presently under study. 
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1. Abstract 

The manufacture of musical instruments is a domain where the know-how is 
primordial and rules of the profession are hard to explain and to formalise. In this article 
we present a new experimental approach with the aim of assisting the manufacture of 
musical instruments. In this perspective, we have developed an "artificial mouth" that 
permits to make objective tests on instruments (trumpet or trombone), overlooking the 
natural adaptation faculty ofthe musician. 

Moreover, the artificial mouth is a useful set-up to understand the basic 
behaviour of brass instruments, and to improve physical modelling. 

2. Introduction 

The manufacture of musical instruments is a multi-disciplinary activity. Indeed, 
to conceive and to manufacture a musical instrument, it is necessary to take into account 
several requirements [1] [2] : 

ergonomie requirements. The instrument must be adapted to the musician on 
the physicallevel and on the perceptive level (domain ofpsychoacoustics), 
economic and manufacturing requirements, 
musical requirements. It is the most important criteria. Musicians assign to 
sounds three main qualities : the intensity, the pitch and the timbre. A good 
instrument must allow the musician to control easily, separately or 
simultaneously these four parameters. 

497 
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In centuries, to take these constraints into account, instrument builders have 
accumulated know-how and experience, constituting the memory of the past. In the 
past, industry was a craft, but nowadays instrument manufacturing requires modem 
production devices, adapted to small and average quantities and to the control of 
product quality. The design and adjustment phases of an instrument are made by the 
realisation of prototypes, with a test-mistake reasoning. 

Recently, a better understanding of the physical phenomenon used in the sound 
emission has offered an assistance to the design. Furthermore, progress in numerical 
simulations allows the instrument maker to control the quality of an instrument and to 
predict some of its performances before the manufacturing. The work presented in this 
artide stands in this context. 

This paper is limited to brass instruments (trumpet, trombone, frenchhom ... ). 
Their behaviour is described in section 3. In order to study this type of instruments, we 
have developed an artificial mouth, presented in section 4. In this section, we expose its 
contribution to the aided design of musical instruments and their objective 
characterisation. In the perspectives, we explain how the use of the artificial mouth for 
the validation of physical model can for the future lead to a Computer Aided Design. 

3. Brass Musical Instruments 

3.1 FUNCTIONING 

Wind instruments (with the exception ofthose with a flute-like embouchure) are 
acoustic sources using a valve effect : the acoustic oscillation is a result of the 
destabilisation of a mechanical element whose movement changes the entrance cross
section of the instrument. This destabilisation is the result of a complex aeroelastic 
coupling between the mechanical element (the reed of a darinet or the lips of a 
trombonist), the air flow entering the instrument as a result of the static overpressure in 
the mouth ofthe musician, and the instrument itself(the acoustic resonator) [3] [4]. 

The vibrations of the lips of the trombonist are controlled both by the musician 
and the instrument itself [5]. Several parameters condition the natural frequency of lips 
(tension, geometry, visco-elastic properties, ... ). The control and the management in 
"real time" of these parameters allow to obtain a great variety of musical sounds, this 
after several years of daily practice for the musician [6]. 

The resonator is described by its input impedance, giving the amplitude of its 
acoustic response to an excitation (response in forced oscillations). This characterisation 
of the instrument alone is not sufficient to defme the quality of an instrument. For 
example, this approach does not enable us to take into account the possibilities for the 
musician to change the pitch of the playing note, and to play notes of various sounds 
colours and intensities. 

Modem brass instruments have reached a high level of acoustic quality, and it is 
now very difficult for the manufacturer to improve them. How can one be sure that a 
slight difference of tone or pitch of note is the consequence of a modification of the 
bore and not the consequence of an unconscious modification of the "embouchure" (the 
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way the mouthpiece and lips interact) of the musician ? Is the instrument wrong or does 
the musician play it incorrectly ? 

This sentence sums up the difficulty of objectively characterising the quality of 
an instrument. 

3.2 PERFORMANCE EV ALUA nON OF AN INSTRUMENT 

It is difficult to define the quality of an instrument. Many factors come into play, 
for example the history ofthe instrument, its appearance or its price [7]. 

From an acoustical and musical point of view (for example, aesthetic 
considerations are not taken into account), one can quote criteria of evaluation of wind 
instruments in a non-exhaustive way : 

accuracy, and freedom field of pitch, 
ease of playing, 
quality of timbre, 
freedom field of timbre, 
homogeneity of the timbre over the complete range I , 
freedom field of intensity. 

To evaluate an instrument, a musician tester must give an account of the 
performances of the instrument, according to previous criteria. Essential for the 
manufacturer, the opinion of the tester is global and can be inaccurate for several 
reasons: 

a lot of coupled parameters must be evaluated, 
the tester adapts to the instrument, and corrects more or less unconsciously 
for any possible drawbacks, 
the opinion is subjective, 
comparisons between several instruments are difficult to do, 
it is difficult to do acoustical measurements under playing conditions and it is 
difficult for the tester to guarantee reproducible playing conditions during 
such measurements. 

In order to complement the opinion of the tester, we have developed an 
experimental device, the artificial mouth [8]. With this experimental system, it is 
possible to generate steady and reproducible playing parameters. Previous systems for 
reed instruments (clarinet, saxophone) have already been used [9]. The main objective 
is to allow the characterisation of an instrument by objective measurements, in order to 
answer (at least partially) whether the instrument or the musician plays incorrectly. 

4. The Artificial Mouth 

4.1 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICA nON 
The device must satisfy the following functions : 

to guarantee emission of sound in steady conditions (permanent regime), 

I scale of sounds of an instrument, from 10wer to higher notes 
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to generate several notes over the range of the instrument, by adjusting 
playing parameters, 
to guarantee a very good reproducibility of adjustments, so that several 
instruments may be compared with the same embouchure, 
to recreate for each note freedom fields of timbre and intensity characteristic 
of the musical instrument, 
to fit to several instruments (trumpet, trombone), 
to aIlow the measurement of pressure and velocity inside the mouth cavity, as 
weIl as the visualisation of the lip motion. 

After a physiological analysis of a musician playing abrass instrument [10], 
three control parameters have been kept to change the timbre and the pitch of 
notes: 

air supply pressure, 
mechanical tension of lips, 
support force ofthe mouth on lips. 

4.2 DESCRIPTION 

The artificial mouth (Fig.l) is a hermeticaIly sealed box fed by a high pressure 
(5 bar maximum) air supply, in which the artificiallips are fixed. The mouth pressure in 
the box is controIled with apressure regulator. In order to approach the visco-e1astic 
properties of reallips, the artificiallips are latex tubes filled with water. A jaw presses 
the lips against the mouth with an adjustable support force. 

AJR ~ UP P J.Y 
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Figure 1. The artificial mouth 

The adjustment of the support force and the lip tension aIlows the stiffness of 
lips, and therefore their natural frequency to be altered. The mouthpiece is clamped and 
remains fixed with the artificial mouth. Therefore, it is possible to replace one brass 
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instrument with another without perturbation of the "embouchure" adjustment (the 
instrument is clamped on the mouthpiece using an adaptation cone). It guarantees a 
perfect stability of the embouchure when the instrument is rep1aced by another one. 

The timbre obtained with the artificia1 mouth is quite realistic, the sound can be 
compared to those obtained with a musician (an opinion confmned by several 
professional musicians). 

4.3 UTILISAnON 

The artificial mouth eliminates the musician's natural faculty of adaptation, as 
the artificial mouth does not adapt its playing parameters according to the produced 
sound. It is then possible to compare two instruments, being sure that the differences 
that we observe are not the consequences of a modification of the "embouchure" of the 
musician. The artificial mouth is integrated into a functional chain, the structure of 
which is given Fig.2. This SADT representation encapsulates the parameters and data 
when relevant to our problem. 

tontrol control 
Air arameter 

parameters 
supply to supply air static 

with a controled press ure design 

pressure '1-. ~ parameters pressure 
to generate wave 

Pressure the pressure control 

reducing wave parameters 

valve 
radiated 

Artificial acoustic 

mouth 
4 to generat~ pressure .,._"' rt pressure 

to evaluate 

Instrument phYSi~l 
quantIlIes Measurement 

Transducer 

Figure 2. SADTmodel ofthefonctional chain 

The objective is to evaluate the performances of an instrument (according to 
the previous criteria) by physical measurements. 

In fact, to establish such a correspondence is quite ambitious because it 
involves comparing two quantities of different kinds, i.e. physical quantities (objective) 
and perceptive quantities. Studies in psychoacoustics show that things are obvious, and 
that mechanisms of perception are subtle2• The major difficulty is in finding sensible 
physical parameters and the experimental conditions leading to pertinent measurements 
ofthe studied criteria. For that, we have chosen: 

2 For example, the sensation of pitch, relating to the accuracy, is not always dependent 
only on the playing frequency. It depends in particular on the intensity, the length and 
the timbre. 
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to separate the variables. We take an interest in only one criteria at a time, a11 
others being constant, 
to work by comparison between instruments, 
to have reproducible experimental conditions, for the playing parameters of 
the artificial mouth, but also for parameters conditioning the measurements 
(temperature, acoustics ofthe room, ... ) 

4.4 MEASUREMENTS 

We do not claim to defme complex criteria, which give an exact account of 
notions as subtle as "accuracy" or "ease ofplaying". But we propose to analyse physical 
quantities, taken directly from measurements which are easily made on our 
experimental device (static pressure in the mouth, acoustic pressure in the mouth and 
radiated acoustic pressure). These physics quantities are linked to the criteria of 
evaluation: 
1) the study of the accuracy is brought back to the study of the fundamental frequency 
(also ca11ed playing frequency). This frequency is compared to the frequency of the 
even tempered scale, having for reference the A4 = 440Hz. 
2) the study of the timbre, the freedom field of timbre, the homogeneity of the timbre 
over the entire range amounts to an analysis of the spectrum radiated by the instrument 
for signals in permanent regime. The control parameters are : the air supply pressure, 
mechanical tension of the lips and the support force of the mouth on the lips. 
3) we propose to characterise the ease of playing by the measurement of the minimum 
static pressure necessary to generate asound. The lower the value of static pressure is, 
the easier the note production on the instrument iso 
4) the freedom field of intensity is evaluated by a measurement of the radiated acoustic 
pressure, according to the supply pressure in the mouth. 

Criteria of evaluation and associated measurements are summed up in table 1. 

T ABLE 1. Criteria of evaluation and associated measurements 

Evaluated criteria I Measures 
accuracy fundamental frequency 
ease of playing static pressure supply 
timbre internal and radiated 
freedom field of timbre spectrum in 
homogeneity of timbre permanent regime 
freedom field of intensity acoustic pressure/ static 

pressure 

Today, the artificial mouth is not suited to the study of the behaviour of hrass 
instruments in transient regime. The response of the instrument in transient regime is 
nevertheless essential for the musician. The study of these regimes remains the domain 
of the tester. The artificial mouth provides a complementary opinion on an instrument, 
hut can never replace the musician. He will always remain the only one who can judge. 
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4.5 APPLICA TIONS 

According to the different tests that we have completed, artificial mouth playing 
tests on instruments can cover two aspects : aided design of instrument or control of 
production. 

4.5.1. Aided design ofinstrnment 
In case of a new design of an instrument, the major interest is to be able to 

evaluate the influence of a modification of the instrument (geometry, materials, 
assembly ... ) on the criteria of performance, this one without any apriori on the result 
(the musician is sometimes subject to a "placebo" effect, his opinion changing whereas 
the instrument is identical). By performing artificial mouth tests, it is possible to 
quantify the influence of design parameters on the criteria of performance. 

These measurements allow the designer to control with accuracy the expected 
performance of the new instrument. 

4.5.2 ControlofProduction 
The manufacture of instruments for the general public is of order of small to 

average quantities. The concem of manufacturers is to control the quality of products, 
in order to have an homogeneous production. For that, it is necessary to bring under 
control the variance of the manufacturing processes (assembling, forming, milling, 
welding, ... ), because the acoustic result is very sensitive to slight variations of the 
design parameters (dimensions, surface quality, state of stresses ofthe material, ... ). 

Artificial mouth measurements, compared to those of a reference instrument, 
judged high-performance by the tester, will enable the following controls to be made: 

end of production line quality control on the fmished product, to provide an 
initial assessment of the product before seeking the definitive opinion of the 
tester, 
control on different stages of the manufacturing, in order to contro! the 
quality of the manufacturing process. 

5. Conclusions - Perspectives 

The objective characterisation of musical instruments is an important 
contribution for the instrument builder. It allows production instruments to be compared 
one with the other and with reference instruments selected by the musician. The 
features ofthe artificial mouth (stability and reproducibility) permit this characterisation 
using physical measurements taking perceptive notions into account. 
The acoustic criteria used in this article are basic. Further work must be done to refme 
the definition/relation between the perceptive domain and physical measurements 
(psychoacoustics) [11 ][12]. This work will be useful for an optimal use of the artificial 
mouth, with a view qualifying musical instruments. 

Artificial mouth measurements complement the opinion of the tester and the 
musician. They do not permit complete qualification of the instrument because all 
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playing modes cannot be taken into account. In particular, the study of the transient 
regime is not yet possible, measurements being limited to the permanent regime. It is 
not possible to do without the opinion of the musician. 

On the other hand, the artificial mouth is an experimental device which is 
essential for the development of aglobaI physical model of the "instrument and 
musician" combination [8] [13]. In the context of virtual acoustics, it is now possible to 
listen to very realistic synthesis of brass instrument sounds [14] [15]. But important 
work has to be carried out in order to adapt these tools to a computer aided design 
approach in the context ofvirtual acoustics. 
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A materials selection methodology and its software implementation, developed to aid 
the designer in making environmentally-conscious decisions early in the design process, 
is described. 

1. Introduction 

The creation and use of any engineering product carries with it an environmental 
burden. There is a growing recognition that the minimisation of this burden must 
become a primary design objective. Materials contribute to it in their production, in the 
use of products made from them and in the disposal of these products. The 
minimisation of the environmental burden requires the selection of materials which are 
less toxic, can give products which - without compromising product quality - are 
more easily recycled, which are lighter and less energy intensive, and which, where 
possible, use renewable or non-critical resources. This paper describes the development 
and use of a software-based design tool, the Cambridge Eco-Selector, which aids the 
environmentally-conscious selection of materials. 

2. The Design Process and Environmental Impact Evaluation 

The essential steps in the design process are described in the flow chart of Figure 1. A 
market need is identified. Concepts to fill it are developed and critically reviewed. 
Promising concepts pass to the embodiment or 'layout' stage, where the most suitable is 
selected for detailed design, analysis, production, planning and costing. Finally, the 
product is manufactured, distributed, used and - when it reaches the end of its lifetime 
- the materials it contains may be reused, recycled, incinerated or committed to 
landfill. 
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1 MARKET NEED 1 
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Figure 1. The design process, life-cycle assessment (LCA) and eco-design tools. 

The environmental impact of a product is frequently explored using the techniques of 
Life-Cyc1e Assessment (LCA). An LCA, as the name implies, examines the whole life
cyc1e of the product (manufacture, use and disposal - represented as the bottom three 
boxes in Figure 1) and the total eco-impact it creates. LCA requires information of the 
life-history of the product at a level of precision wh ich is only available after the 
product has been produced; it is a tool for the evaluation and comparison of existing 
products, rather than one which guides the design of those which are new. But 
decisions taken in the early stages of design lead to commitments which cannot easily 
be changed later, and for this decision-making, LCA comes too late. Instead, a design 
tool is required which guides environmental awareness and exploits the information 
available early in the design process - the 'concept' and 'embodiment' stages of Fig. 1. 
The Eco-Selector described here seeks to achieve this. 

3. The Selection Strategy 

Efficient selection (Ashby, 1999; Cebon and Ashby, 1997) involves two main steps 
which we he re call screening and supporting information. The data requirements and 
selection and searching strategies in the two steps differ fundamentally. 

3.1. THE SCREENING STAGE 

Unbiased selection is best achieved by considering all materials to be viable candidates 
until shown to be otherwise. The first step in identifying viable candidates is that of 
screening. The screening step is effectively performed using a computerised database 
containing material attributes: values for physical, mechanical, thermal and electrical 
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properties; and - in a database for eco-selection - attributes relating to the 
environmental impact of the production of the material itself: its energy content, the 
greenhouse and acidification gases created by its production, its toxicity and so forth. 

Screening is performed by linking the technical and economic requirements of the 
design with the attribute profiles stored in the screening database using attribute limits 
and material indices. Attribute limits are simple limits placed on the values of certain 
attributes stored in the database. The design requirement that "the service temperature 
of a candidate material must be greater than 250°C" imposes the limit that the maximum 
service temperature of any viable candidate must be greater than this; the design 
requirement of "electrical insulation" imposes a limit on electrical resistivity, and so 
forth. Attribute limits do not, however, provide any level of performance optimisation. 

Optimisation is achieved by the use of material indices. These are groups of 
material properties which characterise performance. They allow ranking of potential 
candidates: the materials with the largest values of an index maximise so me aspect of 
performance. The specific stiffness, E/p, is one such index (E is Young's modulus and 
p the density); the specific strength ay/p is another (ay is the yield strength). There are 
many material indices, each measuring some aspect of efficiency for a given function; 
a catalogue, with derivations, can be found in Ashby (Ashby, 1999). 

Indices are used with material property charts. These are plots of one material 
property or a combination of material properties against another. Material indices can 
be plotted on a material property chart to compare the performance of different 
materials for a given application. The procedure allows a ranking of materials 
according to their function per unit weight, or function per unit cost or, as described 
here,function per unit environmental impact. 

To summarise: attribute limits isolate candidates which are capable of doing the 
job; optimising indices identify those among them which can do the job weil. The top 
performers, which satisfy all of the screening criteria, are then short-listed. 

3.2. THE SUPPORTING INFORMATION STAGE 

The result of the screening step is a shortlist of candidates which satisfy the quantifiable 
requirements of the design. To proceed further we seek a detailed profile of each: its 
supporting information. 

The data requirements for supporting information differ greatly from those for the 
screening step. It is not necessary to explore all materials in the kingdom, only to find 
necessary additional information about the few candidates that have already been 
identified by the screening step. Typically, it is non-quantifiable information which is 
sought: photographs of microstructures, or case studies of corrosion protection in a 
particular environment, or details of availability and pricing, and - in an eco-selector 
- information about environmental impact, toxicity, recyclability and so forth. 

Because the data is in 'free' format, the search strategies differ completely from the 
numerical optimisation procedures that are best for screening. Without screening, the 
candidate-pool is enormous; there is an ocean of supporting information, and dipping 
into this gives no help with selection. But once viable candidates have been identified 
by screening, it is only necessary for the supporting information system to provide a 
mechanism for accessing information about these few materials. 
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It is, of course, unrealistic to think of minimising the environmental impact of material 
production and usage as the only objective, there are always other considerations: cost, 
reliability, performance. The value-function method for materials selection, already 
built into the methodology, can allow an optimum compromise to be reached (Ashby, 
1997). Adescription of the value function method is, however, beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

These ideas are best illustrated by a case study. 

4. Case Study: The Monitor Chassis 

Monitor chassis are currently made of fire-resistant polystyrene (PS). It has been 
suggested that the substitution of a magnesium alloy (Mg) or an aluminium alloy (Al) 
could increase recyclability and lengthen chassis-Iife, allowing the possibility of reuse. 
This case study compares the three materials from a mechanical, thermal and 
environmental perspective. 

The approach is based on developing sets of material indices for performance
limiting aspects of the chassis design (Ashby, 1999; Ashby and Cebon, 1996; CES 
1999). The first index relates to the mass of the chassis: its outer faces, mechanically 
speaking, act as flat panels loaded in bending, and they must be stiff and strong enough 
to do this task adequately. The second relates to heat-transfer, important because the 
electronics contained in the chassis must not get too hot. The third - and the one of 
principal interest here - concerns its ecological impact Ceco-burden'). The overall aim 
is to establish whether the use of magnesium (Mg) or aluminium (Al) for the chassis 
can give a product which equals or surpasses the performance of the current PS chassis 
in mass and heat-transfer, and whether it can do so with a lesser eco-burden. 

4.1. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The monitor chassis encases and supports the cathode ray tube (CRT) and associated 
electronics. These, and the loads imposed externally during normal use, cause the flat 
panels which form the chassis-walls to be loaded in bending. The structure must be stiff 
and strong enough to support these bending loads and have heat-transfer properties 
which are adequate to prevent overheating. It is also known that the natural vibration 
frequencies of the chassis must be high to avoid annoying resonances. The current PS 
chassis achieves these goals, but cannot readily be recycled, and is made of a material 
which creates, in its manufacture, an above-average eco-burden. A substitute must 
equal or surpass PS in its mechanical and thermal performance and exceed it III 

recyclability with a lower eco-burden. The requirements are summarised in Table I. 

Table 1. The design requirements for a monitor chassis. 

FUNCTION Plate loaded in bending 
OBJECTIVE Minimise environmental impact 
CONSTRAINTS Match or exceed the properties of fire-retardant polystyrenes(PS): 

a) Bending stiffness per unit mass 
b) Bending strength per unit mass 
c) Heat transfer 
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4.2. THE METHOD 

The Mass. The index for selecting materials for low-mass panels of specified stiffness, 
S, is found as follows (Ashby, 1999; Ashby and Cebon, 1996). The mass of a panel of 
dimensions a * b * t (a < b, with a, band t as the width, the depth and the thickness 
respecti vel y) is 

m=a.b.t.p (I) 

where p is the density of the material of the panel. Its stiffness is 

(2) 

where E is Young's modulus, I is the second moment of area, and Cl and C2 are 
constants. The minimum thickness of the panel which meets the stiffness constraint is 
thus 

[ 2 JII3 S.b 
t=--

Cß·a 
(3) 

Substituting this into equation (1) gives 

(4) 

Thus the best materials for a flat panel loaded in bending and of minimum weight, with 
a constraint on stiffness, are those with the highest value of the material index 

(5) 

By a similar argument, the best materials which will perform the same function, but 
with a constraint on strength, are those with the highest value of the material index 

(J1I2 

M 2 =-y-

P 
(6) 

where ay is the yield strength. The constraints (a) and (b) in Table 1 require that the 
substitute for PS has values of MI and M 2 which at least equal those of PS itself. If they 
fail to do this, they will be heavier than the existing panels. 

Heat Transfer. The he at-transfer rate through a panel (assuming that conduction 
is controlling) is measured by the he at flux 

J=A.-1 IlT 
t:.x 

(7) 

where A is the area of the panel, .-1 is the thermal conductivity and !JT/M is the 
temperature gradient. 
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If the stiffness constraint is assumed to be limiting, then the heat-diffusion distance, L1X, 

is equal to the thickness of the panel, given by equation (3). Inserting this into equation 
(7) gives an expression for the temperature difference, ,1T, caused by a heat-flux, J, 

[ 2 J1/3 t1T-_J _ ~ 
a.b.f.. Cß.a 

(8) 

and the relevant index is 
(9) 

If, instead, the strength constraint is limiting, then the relevant index is 

(10) 

The constraint (c) in Table I requires that the substitute for PS has values of M3 and M4 

which at least equal those of PS itself. 
Eco-burden. The performance of the chassis depends on the criteria discussed so 

far - if these are not met, the substitute is not acceptable. If they are, the question 
becomes one of the relative environmental impact of the two materials. This is 
evaluated using two further material indices, derived in ways which parallel those for 
the mass. High stiffness with low environmental impact is achieved by seeking 
materials with high values of the index 

(11) 

Here EI is the eco-indicator, a measure of the total eco-burden associated with the 
production of a unit mass (1 kg) of material. The derivation of these indicators is 
difficult and requires a great deal of detailed information about energy, greenhouse 
gasses and wastes of all sorts. At this early point in our study we have drawn on the 
limited but well-documented data of the IDEMAT software (IDEMAT, 1996) for values 
for EI. Incorporating this into the reasoning for material indices gives, when high 
stiffness per unit mass is the constraint, the index given above; when strength is the 
constraint, the index becomes 

(12) 

4.3. THE EVALUATION 

Figures 2 and 3 show two of the overall six selection stages of this case study. The 
material indices Ms and M6 are plotted as bar-charts for the two classes of materials 
relevant to this study: polymers (including PS) and metals (among them, Al and Mg). 
The figures are constructed using the Cambridge Eco-Selector which contains physical, 
mechanical, thermal and eco-data for 245 materials of five classes (ceramics, 
composites, metals, natural materials and polymers). 
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Figure 2. Achart of M5 against polymer and metal identifiers. 
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The first two pairs of figures (not shown here, see (Wegst and Ashby, 1998) for 
reference) allow a comparison of PS, AI and Mg on a mass basis (MI and M2) and on 
the basis of heat-transfer (M3 and M4): The Mg chassis is Iighter than one of AI or PS, 
and both AI and Mg panel exceed PS in thermal performance, with AI being superior to 
Mg. By these criteria, both AI and Mg would be viable alternatives to PS. 

The last pair, Figures 2 and 3, show the eco-indices Ms and M6• The five materials 
identified are fire-retardant PS (the material of which the chassis is currently made); the 
second and third are both AI and the fourth and fifth are both Mg. For both AI and Mg 
a value of eco-indicator for recycled material is used in addition to a value for virgin 
material. It is clear that while the virgin Mg is comparable in its eco-burden with PS, 
the recycled Mg is substantially better and recycled AI is almost as good as Mg. 

The evaluation of the three alternative materials suggests that Mg alloys provide 
both from a mechanical and environmental point of view an alternative to fire-retardant 
PS as long as recycled Mg is used. It is at this point that Supporting Information is 
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needed. Is magnesium a critical resource? Is the world production enough to support a 
new market such as this? Who produces and supplies it? A quick search through just 
one electronic data source - B&H Books (Butterworth Heinemann, 1998) - answers 
these and other ~uestions quickly and efficiently. The resource base is enormous -
about 3 x 101 tonnes - exceeded, amon~ structural metals, only by iron and 
aluminium. The world production is about 10 tonnes per year, more than enough to 
cope with the demand expected here. It is produced by Magnesium Elektron Inc, the 
Magnesium Corporation of America, and others (contact information given). A good 
Supporting Information source for eco-design would give much more than this; one is 
in preparation as part of this pro gram. 

5. Conclusion 

The methodology for environmentally-conscious materials selection described in this 
paper is still under development. It will be developed further, tested and refined by 
analysis of case studies in collaboration with industrial and academic partners. It builds 
on a well-tried methodology and software system. It has potential as a tool for 
suggesting ecologically-sound materials selection at an early design stage when the 
details required for conventionallife-cycle assessment are still unresolved. 
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U sing constraint programming for routine aided design allows us to model the product 
to be designed as a set of parameters and a set of constraints. The designer's job consists 
in valuing all the parameters regarding to this set of constraints. The difficulty relies in 
the order in which the parameters are valued and in the values which are given. The 
model proposed aims at representing the design process knowledge in a declarative 
way. 

There are two kinds of design process knowledges : strategie knowledge guiding 
the design, and failure control knowledge in order to know what to do when a failure 
occurs during the design. 

1. Introduction 

For the past fifteen years or so, the CAD environments available on the market have 
been of considerable assistance to research departments, particularly as regards to 
geometrie modelling. 

Traditional modellers have been used to model solid, surface and wire-frame pieces; 
parameterised geometry allows the various geometrical parameters of a model's entities 
to be declared and a design history to be described. As for the variational systems, these 
modellers generalise the parameterised geometry ideas by proposing tools for solving 
systems of geometrical equations [CHU.89]. 

However, these tools are really effective only when used for geometrie al modelling 
tasks and do not offer all the functions required to provide assistance of any kind when 
redesigning industrial products. 

Certain types of approaches allow non-geometrical information to be taken into 
account: 
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- Object-oriented languages coupled with traditional modellers: These provide an 
abstract view on a traditional modeller. Adeveloper will directly use a geometrical 
object layer which includes a predefined hierarchy of geometric classes with a set of 
manipulation methods and associated calculation. He will thus be able to derive his 
own classes associated with a given application and initiate calculation methods on the 
geometry in the course of argumentation. However, the possibility of the 
implementation of a design process is low. Systems such as ICAD [WAG.90] operate 
under this mode. 

- Inference engines linked to traditional modellers: In these systems, adeveloper is 
able to express his expertise in the form of a set of production rules. Due to a rather 
flimsy coupling with the modellers, it is possible to express geometry operations and 
calculations within the expertise [TRO.89]. 

- Constraint managers coupled with traditional modellers: In these systems, the 
problem is expressed in the form of a set of geometric or other constraints to be met (bi
directional relations between variables). It is also possible in this situation to call up 
modeller functions on-line. 

This last solution appears to be a highly promising one. However, it would seem to 
require integration of the following into a generic model: the design knowledge set 
linked to the product to be designed (geometry, structure and functions) and the various 
design constraints (geometrical and technological) to be met, including the way of 
obtaining an artefact (design process to be implemented). 

Some results obtained recently have culminated in the general constraint-based 
representation environments now available (the INRIA SHERPA project [GEN.95]). 
Furthermore, prototypes for research into constraint-based design aid environments are 
starting to make an appearance (European DEKLARE project [SAU.95]). Finally, 
constraint-based programming libraries are now available on the market ( Ilog Solver, 
Chip, Prolog III, ... ). 

11. Problematics 

Our objective is to ultimately have at our disposal areal design-aid environment for 
professional applications. The aim of this environment is to develop knowledge-based 
redesign or routine design type applications. 

To do this, we want to implement object-oriented constraint programming 
techniques in order to manipulate entities of any type, geometricalor technological 
[SAU.97]. 

However, the ability to represent a set of product component elements or a class of 
products to be designed subject to a set of relations known as constraints strikes us as 
being a necessary but insufficient step. 
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Indeed, the maJonty of constraint-based programming techniques use domain 
reduction algorithms. Thus, for a set of variables to be instanced, with each variable 
having a value in a given domain (Boolean, whole or running) and a set of constraints 
on the 'variable' values, the purpose of the constraint propagation mechanisms is to 
reduce as far as possible the domains of likely values for each variable in such a way 
that the deelared constraints remain verified. In the most of industrial problems, a 
supplementary solution level is needed to be able to instance the variables. 

Therefore, we would also like to have a formal means of representing the solution 
process (or design process) and the associated verification. This will enable the 
representation of the design stages and hypotheses which are connected by various types 
of links (synchronisation, precedence, back-tracking, resolution methods ... ) This 
formalism could also be advantageous if used with the notion of constraints when 
defined. 

In short, the notion of constraints would enable the following to be defined within a 
unified deelarative model: 

- the relations to be met in the design of the product, 
- the relations defining the design process to be followed to achieve the desired 
product. 

3. Routine design and constraint-based programming 

In routine design, a product can be considered as a set of parameters or variables whose 
values must meet a certain number of constraints. These constraints can stern from any 
stage in the product life-cyele. The most immediate are design constraints which can be 
material resistance constraints, fluid mechanics, kinematics, ... A designer should also 
keep in mind the numerous manufacturing (machinability, assembly constraints ... ) and 
maintenance constraints. From a concerted engineering viewpoint, a designer must take 
into account all the constraints to be met by product parameters throughout the design 
process. 

Designers have a reasoning which is quite elose to the ideal reasoning described 
above. However, they can only use intuition to anticipate the impact of their decisions 
on the constraints to be met by the final product. By dint of their experience, they know 
the approach to be adopted to avoid back-tracking as a result of failures during the 
design process. 

As for constraint-based programming, this enables constraints to be propagated 
immediately when set [ILO.97]. 

Initially, we have a set of variables, each of which has a domain of possible values. 
Each time a constraint is set between these different variables, the impacted variable 
domains are recalculated in order to meet the constraints. 
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If the principle of constraint-based programming is applied to the design approach, 
we can consider that the product parameters are the constrained variables with certain 
initial domains. All the constraints to be met by the final product are then set. The 
domains of the different variables are reduced. If there are one or several empty 
domains, the design is a failure. If, on the other hand, the domains are all singletons, the 
constraints only allow a single solution to the design problem. If no domain is empty 
and domains which are not singletons subsist, the designer must give a value to all the 
variables still without values.This involves dynamically setting and removing 
constraints until single value domains are obtained for all the variables. This approach 
is developed and applied by the implementation of a declarative product metal-model in 
mechanical engineering, in [SEL.98]. 

4. Designer approach 

The designer approach therefore consists of choosing one variable from those still to be 
given values, then choosing one value in its domain of possible values and so on until 
all the variables are allocated values. It is easy to see that, without the designer's 
knowledge regarding the order of variables to be chosen, the value to be given to them 
and the choices to be queried in the event of failure, the time taken to solve a design 
problem can be exponentially increased. In constraint-based design aid, it is vital to 
take the designer's knowledge into account by means of modelling. 

The work described in [V AR.95], constitutes the initial modelling of the design 
process. Our aim is to enhance this model by adding solution strategy and failure 
processing capabilities using a declarative approach. 

5. Proposal for a design process representation model 

During the design process, a designer tends to group the parameters to be allocated 
values into sub-sets. He breaks his design task down into simpler sub-tasks to be solved 
until elementary tasks are obtained. A task can be seen as a set of variables to be 
allocated values. The designer possesses the knowledge required to break the design 
task down and determine the order in which these various sub-tasks are to be solved. 
Therefore, he possesses knowledge of the solution strategy for a design problem. 

The product to be designed can be considered as a constrained knowledge base. 
Searching for a solution within a knowledge-based system is an Artificial Intelligence 
research domain. Modelling of solution knowledge emerges from this domain, 
structured around task and method concepts ([PIE.96], [ERM.96]). 
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The model we are proposing uses these task and method concepts. 

- A task is an objective to be achieved, a problem to be solved, a set ofparameters to 
be allocated values. 

- A method is a possible way of solving a task. A method may be a chain of sub
tasks, thus enabling the designer's strategy knowledge to be modelIed. It can also call 
on a procedure which will generate a value for all the variables to be allocated values by 
the parent task. 

Thus a "beam design" task will comprise a more elementary "determination of the 
beam seetion" task which will be solved either by a first "material resistance 
calculation" method, or by a second "calculation by finished elements" method, or, 
ultimately "by experience". 

The attributes of tasks and methods are their status, the resources they use, their 
opportunity, pre and post-conditions, strategy and failure processing. In addition, each 
method has a list of tasks to be executed and each task a list of methods that enable it to 
be solved. 

-The status of a task or method depends on the course of execution. They can be 
impossible, executable, in process of execution, successfully executed or with execution 
ending in failure. 

- The resource attribute enables the resources allocated to the performance of a task 
to be stipulated: the user, a given numerical algorithm ... 

- The opportunity attribute enables the tasks of the same method to be classified 
dynamically (or the methods of the same task) so that the most appropriate is always 
chosen. 

- Pre- and post-conditions are constraints to be met prior and subsequent to the task. 

- The strategy function allows several heuristics to be defined for the order of the 
choice of a task's methods and the order of execution of a method's tasks. 

Verification of design process execution can be split in two parts: firstly, knowledge 
of strategy conceming the order of execution of tasks and methods, secondly, 
knowledge for solving failures. 

5.1. KNOWLEDGE OF STRATEGY 

In order to use a declarative approach to the modelling of knowledge of strategy, we 
propose a certain number of relations called connectors which can be set between the 
tasks and methods. These relations are of two types. Firstly, there are the logic 
relations which affect the status of the tasks (one task can exclude another, one method 
can involve another, ... ). Then there are temporal relations which model the order in 
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which tasks and methods are executed. 

• Temporal connectors can be as folIows: precedence, parallelism, synchronisation, 
appointment, and initialisation. 
Precedence: One task (or method) precedes another task (or method). 
Parallelism: Two tasks (or two methods) are executed in parallel. 
Synchronisation: Two tasks (or two methods) start at the same time. 
Avvointment: One task (or method) only starts when the execution of n tasks (or 
methods) has finished. 
Initialisation: Establishes the task or tasks to be executed first, or the method to be 
used initially. 

• Logic connectors are the usuallogic relations: AND, OR, exciusive-OR, inciusion, ... 

All these relations can be n-ary. 

In addition, each task or method can have a set of constraints by means ofwhich we 
know if it is opportune, or can be achieved, given the state of advancement of the design 
process. These constraints (pre-conditions) allow entry into a method or task to be 
dynamically verified beforehand. 

With the assistance of these pnmltlves, we are capable of modelling design 
processes for which we have no knowledge of strategy. This then consists simply of 
modelling the task/method/sub-task breakdown. This breakdown will be an AND/OR 
tree. One task will be successfully executed if one of its methods is successfully 
executed. One method will be successfully executed if all its component tasks are 
successfully executed. One task is successfully executed if all the variables which it is 
to evaluate are allocated values which meet all the constraints. [LEN.96]. 

Entirely known design processes can also be modelIed with the assistance of these 
primitives. The process will then be modelIed by adding the relations representing this 
process to the task/methods/sub-tasks tree. 

The process model can then be assimilated to a graph whose nodes are task or 
method-type objects and arcs the connectors listed above. In addition, these relations 
are constraints in the sense of constraint-based programming. 

It is therefore possible to model design processes ranging from completely unknown 
processes to entirely known processes, inciuding intermediary processes of which we 
have partial knowledge 

5.2. FAlLURE VERIFICATION KNOWLEDGE 

The second aspect of design process verification is the attitude adopted by the designer 
in the event of a failure occurring while a solution is being determined. 
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The designer's knowledge at the level of tasks and methods can then be 
encapsulated. This processing of failures can be an indication of the task or method to 
be executed as a priority subsequent to this failure, or may be a modification of certain 
parameters ofthe problem before trying out the failed task or method again ... 

6. Conclusion and prospects 

Modelling of the design process could considerably reduce the time taken to solve a 
constraint-based design problem which would then allow benefit to be derived from the 
declarativity of constraints. This first model is only the starting point for work currently 
in progress on constraint-based design process modelling. 

It would be ideal if the declarativity of our design process representation model 
could be reinforced (knowledge of strategy and failure management, in particular) in 
order to obtain a declarative product and design process model. 

Initial implementation of the model is in process using C++ based on the logSolver 
constraint library, the IlogViews interface generator and the ACIS modeller. 
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CONCAD Bridging [ENDREA, 97b], a research project for ENDREA [ENDREA, 
97a], is focused on developing a methodology for the earlier integration of product 
information and data from concept development (CON-) related activities, with detail 
design (-CAD) related activities. This paper describes a portion of this research focus; 
managing the integration of technical solutions into modules in a modularized product 
concept. The identification of technical solutions is provided by a method called 
modular function deployment. A method is described for supporting the grouping of the 
technical solutions in the module indication matrix, using a design structure matrix to 
help clarify the interface interaction relationships. This method is clarified using a case 
study from a drill motor modularization project. The results of the case study are 
discussed and conclusions presented to highlight the advantages of applying the method 
to manage the development of a desired product. 

1. Introduction 

During the conceptual development phase of a structured product development model 
[Pahl & Bietz, 94], the needs of the customer are identified. These needs, or customer 
requirements, are then transformed by the different activities during this phase and 
result in a specification describing a product concept. This specification is then used as 
input to the following phases, embodiment and detail design. 

The different activities occurring in the concept development phase address the 
different concems that a corporation has regarding how a product fulfills the customer 
needs, such as marketing, design, production and economics [Andreasen & Hein, 
87][Olsen, 76]. A method called, Modular Function Deployment (MFD) [Erixon, 98], is 
a structured me ans of executing the concept development phase that takes into account 
these corporate concems. Using this method to develop a modularized product platform 
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concept has proved to be successful in a number of Swedish industrial product 
development applications [Erixon ef al., 96] [Erixon el al., 94]. 

-)t- Quality Function 
'------,-----------' Deployrnent 

-)0- Function·Means 
'-------,--------' Tree 

--)I- Module lndication 
'-------,--------' MatIix 

~ Design for 
'-----------,----------' Manufacturing and 

Customer 
NEED 

Market 

Design 

Production 

Economics , 

Assembly Figure 2. Integrated Product Development 
Figure 1. Steps in Modular Function Deployment, adapted adapted trom [Andreasen & Hein, 87][Olsen, 

from [Erixon, 98] 76] 

At the heart of the MFD method is the Module Indication Matrix (MIM). When 
using this tool, it is first filled with the technical solutions that haven been identified 
from the function-means tree in step 2. Each technical solution is then weighted to 
determine its suitability as a module foundation, according to the company specific 
module driver's. Then the interface interactions and relations, such as geometry, 
energy, material and information [Pahl & Beitz, 95], with the other technical solutions 
are defined. 

The weights of the module drivers are then summed and those technical solutions 
that have the highest scores are selected as module foundations, the number of which is 
determined approximately by the square root of the total number of components in the 
product [Erixon, 98]. All the remaining technical solutions are then grouped together 
with the module foundations according to the matching of module driver patterns. It is 
the grouping ofthese technical solutions into modules that this article shall address. 

2. Problem 

2.1. INTERFACE INTERACTIONS 

Using the interface matrix in the MIM, interface interactions between technical 
solutions are represented as weighted "binary" properties. In other words, the results of 
the interface matrix describe only that there are relationships between technical 
solutions and their importance. But, interactions are "directional" attributes. This means 
that the presence of an interface interaction indicates that attributes such as energy, 
material, and information are transmitted from a technical solution to one or more 
technical solutions. In order to optimally manage the generation of a modular concept it 
is important to clearly identify both "binary" and "directional" attributes of interface 
interactions. 
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2.2. INTERFACE INTERACTION EFFECTS 

Interface interactions have desired and undesired effects. Not only that, there is an 
"effect transmitter" and an "effect receiver". For example, the transmission of thermal 
energy between technical solutions, using the principle of conduction, may be the 
desired effect. In other words, a "transmitting" technical solution provides a "receiving" 
technical solution with a desired effect. But, the transmission of thermal energy, by the 
principle of radiation, to the surrounding technical solutions, may be an undesired 
effect. In this case "receiving" technical solutions are being provided undesired effects 
by the "transmitting" technical solution. Thus, the management of the integration of 
technical solutions, in a module concept, must take into account the desired and 
undesired effects. 

2.3. COLLECTION OF TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 

In order to differentiate between the procedure described in the MFD method and the 
procedure described in this article the following definitions regarding the formation of 
modules using technical solutions must be made. 1) Strategie Grouping - This is the 
collection of technical solutions into modules based on a module driver profile. This 
reflects the fact that a number of technical solutions have a similar module drivers that 
clarify how a corporate organization will manage the resulting module concept. 2) 
Teehnieal Integration - This is the collection of technical solutions into modules based 
on the interface interactions. This reflects the fact that there are interactions within a 
module, as well as between modules, that must be managed during the embodiment and 
detail design phases. 

Utilizing just the strategic grouping, or just the technical integration, for the 
collection of technical solutions in a module concept can have wide spread detrimental 
effects in a company organization and the desired functionality of a product. To avoid 
these effects, it is important that both techniques be used in an iterative process and that 
this process is supported by suitable tools. 

3. Solution 

3.1. THE SUPPORT TOOL 

In order to solve these problems, the interface matrix must be capable of clarifying and 
EfTect Transmitters 
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Figure 3. DeSIgn Structure MatrIX, adapted from [Pimmler & Eppinger, 94) 
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representing both "binary" and "directional" relationships and the desired and undesired 
effects of interface interactions. A review of available literature has shown that a design 
structure matrix (DSM) [Steward, 81], can be used to model this type of information. It 
has been shown that a DSM can be useful in modeling system architecture based on 
component relationships [Pimmler & Eppinger, 94]. Additionally, when modeling a 
project, task and organization structure sequencing can be performed in a DSM, based 
on information flow relationships [McCord & Eppinger, 93]. 

3.2. THE METHOD 

3.2.1. Interface Interaction Taxonomy 
The method described in this article utilizes a component based DSM to clarify the 
interface interaction relationships between technical solutions. Here, the use of 
taxonomy is helpful in differentiating between the different types of relationships, as 
shown in Table 1. This table may be extended with specific interaction forms, 
depending on the level of product decomposition and technical solutions represented. 
Thus the taxonomy can take into account solution specific interactions such as electrical 
energy, thermal energy, mechanical energy, etc. 

Table I. Interface Interaction Relationship Taxonomy, adapted from [Pimmler & Eppinger, 94] 
Relationship Interaction Interface (description) 

Binary Spatial/ geometrie A physical association and/or alignment is necessary. 
Directional Energy The transmission/exchange of energy is necessary. 
Directional Material The transmission/exchange of material is necessary. 

Directional Information The transmission/exchange of information is necessary. 

Table 2. Spatial/ Geometrie Interface Qualifications 
Qllalification Symbol Clarification 

Desired • Physical alignment is necessary for fllnctionality. 
Indifferent (no symbol) Physical alignment has no etTect on fllnctionality. 
Undesired o Physical alignment prevents fllnctionality. 
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Using the taxonomy selected for the product under investigation, the nature of the 
relationships between the technical solutions must be qualified. For this method the 
clarifications are desired, indifferent or undesired, as shown in Table 2. The qualifying 
symbols are then placed m the matrix according to a directional relationship (i.e. 
transmitter/receiver) or a binary relationship (i.e. transmitterlreceiver " =" 

receiver/transmitter). 
For each type of interaction in a product, aseparate DSM layer is generated, 

producing a three dimensional information structure. This layering enables the focus to 
be placed on a particular type of interaction that should be addressed while integrating 
technical solutions into modules. An example of this is an electrical type of product that 
has spatial relations and energy interactions in the form of wiring connections, or a 
software type of product that has information interactions. 

Grouping is initiated in the MIM by identifying the technical solutions with the 
highest module driver scores. These high scoring technical solutions are used to initiate 
the selected DSM. In the DSM, the symbols are then clustered together by sorting the 
technical solutions so that the symbols come as close to the diagonal as possible. This 
results in the formation of technical solution "clusters". These clusters, representing the 
integration of the technical solutions, are an indication of a module. When a cluster is 
obtained, it should be referenced back to the MIM to determine if there are any module 
drivers that are in conflict for the technical solutions in the cluster. 

4. Case study 
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Figure's 6 through 11 are a portion ofthe project results obtained in a modular product 
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concept for a drill motor. This concept describes a product platform divided into an AC 
product line and a DC product line. One of the modularization project objectives was to 
increase the use of common units between the two platforms. Another objective was to 
identify how these modules could be managed by a company organization using 
functional design teams. 

The interface interactions selected for technical integration to assist in the strategic 
grouping were "spatial/geometric" (Fig. 7 and 8) and "energy" (Fig. 6). Grouping was 
initiated in the MIM. Using five of the high scoring technical solutions as module 
foundations, integration was started using the "energy" DSM to clarify the transmitted 
mechanical and electrical energies. Effected technical solutions were clustered around 
these first module foundations to identify potential modules. These results were then 
used to continue the identification of modules in the "spatial/geometric" DSM. These 
results were then reflected back to the MIM for verification. 

In these results, some of the technical solutions had a great number of interactions 
with other technical solutions. These were predominately modules identified as having 
"planned product change" or "styling" module drivers. They were not forced into 
modules, but moved to the side of the matrix and treated as technical "integration" 
[Pimmler & Eppinger, 94] modules. Moving these modules to the side of the DSM 
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assisted in obtaining the necessary clarity so that the remaining technical solutions 
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could be integrated and their groupings verified. 
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5. Discussion 

Moving technical solutions that had a great number of interactions with other technical 
solutions, to the side of the DSM, helped to clear the matrix of a great deal of 
information so that integration and grouping could continue. It was observed that the 
clustering of the symbols reflected a higher level of functional decomposition. In other 
words, the DSM presented a grouping of "electromechanical", "transmission" and 
"optional equipment" functional clusters. These clusters were used to support the 
identification and recommendation of product design teams, as shown in the figures. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has presented a method for managing the integration of technical solutions 
in a modular product concept. The strength of this method is the ability of the design 
structure matrix (DSM) to clarify both binary and directional interface interaction 
relationships that must be taken into account when grouping technical solutions in a 
module indication matrix (MIM), when they are known to ex ist. Additionally, this 
method provides a means of identifying functional project teams that can be 
implemented by a company organization in a product development effort. 
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This paper presents a methodological approach to mechanical models management in 
engineering design. Numerous models are generated by mechanical designers during 
product development, and in case of modification and reuse, handling the models 
remains a costly task. Thus, a methodology for using and reusing mechanical analysis, 
in relation with the functional specifications of the product, is necessary. To support a 
methodological approach of calculation, a data structuring on the mechanical analysis in 
engineering design has been carried out in order to enable both the models management 
when engineering change occurs and the reuse of previous analysis. Entities and linkage 
between these entities are described. This paper highlights specific entities, namely 
"instructional cases", which are of the utmost importance for the engineering knowledge 
they carry. lt is to be noticed that the methodology supported by the data structuring is 
useful both for educational and industrial purposes. 

1. Introduction 

In today's competitive environment, companies are under enormous pressure to reduce 
time and cost of their design process, and to improve the quality of their products. It is 
commonly admitted that early good decision making is a key to improve both quality 
and time to market. Therefore, the use of mechanical analysis, according to 
specifications, appears earlier and earlier in engineering design. As a muItitude of 
models (experimental or numerical) is generated during a project, the various models 
management becomes a great challenge to improve engineering efficiency. 

Reference [13] provides the main results of the research projects on engineering 
change over the past twenty years. Two points should be pointed out: firstly, the tracks 
of the design process are required when engineering change occurs to provide what are 
the effects on the product. Furthermore, [13] highlights that, in case of engineering 
change, product functions must remain fulfilled. 
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In order to help the designer in decision making, it could be interesting to 
provide hirn with a way to evaluate the influenee of the design parameters on the 
speeifications. Therefore, the design model handled has to be Iinked to the analysis 
models. The design / analysis Iinkage has been eonsidered for a long time only as a link 
between a geometrie CAD model and a single analysis model (figure 1). Then, the 
problem eneountered deals with idealisation and Iinkage between two geometrie 
representations [11], [3], [9]. More reeently , the evolution of models along design has 
been taken into aeeount through a data model for mechanieal analysis [8]. However, the 
data model doesn't match the management and the use of mechanieal models generated 
to validate produet speeifieations. The latter point is of major importance as the number 
and kind of models have dramatically increased along the development cycle of the 
produet. 

~D:~ ____ ----------__ ~~~ __ _ 
Evolulion 

310ng design 

Evolution 
:lIong de ign Identifying reu able pattern 

I 0 R PROBLEMA TI 

imple link ' 
[IIJ. [3J. [91 . 

Analy is model 
evolution : 
[81. 

Fi~llre I. Evolution 11 research works on Design / Mechanical analysis inteKratiorl. 

Several meehanieal models are usually associated with a produet development 
such as kinematie, statie, dynamie models in the meehanieal field. A kinematie model is 
often used before a struetural analysis. Simplified models could be aehieved (beam 
theory for instance) such as more sophistieated ones (FEM or specific methods for 
instanee for spring calculation [6]). Concerning with the numerical simulation, [10] 
highlights the diffieulties due to the multiplicity of the available meehanieal models 
with respeet to the deeision making amongst them. [12] provides the qualitative errors 
implied by ehoiees along a numerieal simulation and points out that the reliability of the 
ealculation is in relation with the adequate ehoiee of model, but also with an appropriate 
formulation of the ealculation goal. This last remark emphasises the need for a designer 
to have a methodologieal approach for ealculation and justifies the need of designer 
tools to aid hirn in the management and handling of the different models. 
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To store and reuse analytical knowledge [5] provided by calculation, data 
structuring is achieved. However, two reasons have to be mentioned for the present lack 
of reuse in engineering design: 

- In a reuse context, an important feature is to make model modifications very easy. 
Such modifications are actually somewhat difficult. 

- Previously stored models may have to be updated, even when they have not to be 
reused yet. This is actually made by the designer only if he has an interest to do 
that. 

These two reasons must be taken into account for the methodological tool to be 
developed. 

Reference [4] presents a method to capture the reusable data, that is to say the 
knowledge created by calculation and the context of its creation in order to reuse it in 
further design projects. These authors describe a data model, where data are clustered, 
classified in a confidence matrix and evaluated in an importance matrix. 

Nevertheless, this data structuring model isn't presented for reusability and, even 
if it allows helping for data modelisation, management of numerous entities and links 
isn' t supported. 

To enable the management and reuse of different models in relation with product 
specifications, [7] suggests the development of a specific software environment, 
especially adapted to engineering design and flexible enough to fit the different 
industrial needs. Yet, a specific environment is arduous to support in terms of 
development and maintainability. 

The present paper proposes a formal model that enables the designer' s 
management of the analysis models all along the engineering process. To fulfil such a 
purpose, an identification of entities handled by designers and the linkage between these 
entities are proposed in the specific field of mechanical analysis. 

2. Entities Handled by Designers for Mechanical Analysis 

2.1. SUPPORTING EXAMPLE 

All along the paper, an example is used to illustrate the purpose : a U-sectional beam 
that must fulfil the function « robust appearance ». This function is split in many 
specifications including the following : « when somebody holds one end of the beam 
and applies a defined transverse load to the other end, the displacement should be less 
than 2 mm ». The designer is assumed to use numerical simulation (FEM) in order to 
provide a U-sectional beam that verifies this specification. The different tasks of the 
design process are : 

- evaluate the displacement under transverse load with a beam model, 
- see that the beam model provides unexpected results in terms of behaviour, 

compared with the designer experiment, 
- try a shell model, 
- have a good behaviour, but the maximal displacement value is over 2 mm, 
- decide to add ribs in U-sectional, 
- achieve a simulation to evaluate the best rib position, 
- evaluate the maximal displacement with the ribs in the U-sectional, 
- conclude that the displacements under transverse load are und er 2 mm, 
- accept the design. 
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2.2. MAIN CONCEPTS 

The product design features are gathered into an entity called "Design Model" that 
contains both the description of the product and the whole set of constrained design 
parameters. It must be highlighted that the design model evolves rapidly all along the 
engineering process. 

Most of the time, design actions are justified in relation to the product 
requirement list. The requirement list contains functions that must be verified such as 
"the product has to be integrated in a casing". Nevertheless, functions must be translated 
in design parameters in order to draw evaluation criteria for design options choice. 
Criterions for engineering choices derived from product function are then called 
constrained design parameters (for instance, "the total length of the system must be less 
than a certain value"). Constrained design parameters are fluently used in tolerancing. 

However, a function from the requirement list may sometime be concerned with 
the mechanical behaviour of the product (for example, "no residual default under the 
user's weight"). The related constrained design parameter (which could be "the 
maximum Von Mises stress must be less than half of the yield stress under 100 kg") has 
generally to be translated in more accurate mechanical analysis terms for the analyst in 
order to recognise all data required to complete the analysis. The reformulating of the 
constrained design parameters leads to a specific entity namely "Simulation Goal" that 
contains both reformulated constrained design parameters and project parameters. The 
reformulated constrained design parameters are composed of : 

- the mechanical features of interest and its particular location (local or global 
effects of strain, stress, displacement, eigenmodes ... ), 
the partes) of the structure of interest, 

- the location of the mechanical features to be observed, 
- the situation of the part in its environment from which loads and boundaries 

conditions will be deduced. 
In other words, the reformulated constrained design parameters emphasise the 

question to be answer by the analyst. 
The project parameters are deduced from the purpose of analysis (validation, 

help for decision making, understanding). They are: 
- the evaluated duration for analysis (in relation to the cost of analysis), 
- the expected level of accuracy, 
- the ability of reuse for the analysis (conclusion, result, models or process) in the 

same project or, moreover, for other design projects. 
The reuse assurnes that certain kinds of caIculation or results are frequently used. 

As in software engineering, object based programming has become very popular 
according to its reuse ability, in mechanical engineering, specific usual analysis could be 
stored in a database of typical cases. 

These project parameters are provided by the analyst and can be modified along 
the analysis process. They are highly dependent on the context of the analysis (interest 
of the analyst in the problem, proximity of a project meeting for example). The 
Simulation Goal express the wish of the analyst in terms of what is the conclusion to be 
obtained. For example, it could be "verify the global displacement «2 mm) when the 
part 10 is in use; a short duration is envisaged, with great accuracy and relatively high 
reusability". In the following Figures that illustrate the data structuring, the project 
parameters are not explicitly given, but are assumed to be taken into account. 
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The "Conclusion" entity is a discussion of the results in relation with Simulation 
Goal, drawn under consideration of the whole set of hypothesis. The Conclusion may be 
rather qualitative than quantitative. The analyst observations have to be explicitly 
associated with Simulation goal in order to provide a meaningful conclusion for the 
designer. 

The analyst observations are based on a "Resul!" entity provided by 
computation. For example, the Result entity may contain several stress or strain maps, 
tables of displacement values, curve of sensitivity analysis. It contains the rough output 
devoid of interpretation and characterised by tolerance provided by computation error 
indieators (such as error on strain energy convergence in a FEM analysis). 

To provide results, a tool (method of calculation and a software or device to be 
used) has to be chosen. This choice is achieved in relation with the Simulation Goal, 
according to project parameters and mechanieal features of interest. The tool always 
needs a specific product representation adapted to the simulation method used. This 
representation, associated with the Simulation Goal, is called "Simulation Model". A 
FEM model and the associated computation parameters form an example of Simulation 
Model. 

However, both the choice of a tool and the product material and geometric 
representation depend on the mechanical behaviour of the structure to represent. In other 
words, the Simulation Model is based on a "Mechanical Model" which is a 
representation of the produet from a mechanieal behaviour point of view. Meehanical 
data sueh as loads, boundary conditions, and material behaviour are deduced from the 
Simulation Goal to describe the relation between the structure under consideration and 
its environment. The Meehanieal Model geometrie representation is deduced from the 
Design Model by an idealisation step. Its representation is usually a sketch drawn by the 
designer at the first stage of the analysis. This sketch contains meehanical hypothesis, as 
the type of structure behaviour assumed under loads, the material behaviour, or some 
hypothesis on the problem linearity. 

The Design model is thus the reference of the product evolution during 
engineering design in terms of definition (geometric and technieal definition) and 
function (relation with the environment translated by the constrained design 
parameters). 

2.3. HANDLING THE MODELS 

The different entities presented above constitute the "Project" entity, reduced to its 
mechanieal analysis viewpoint, on a company wild scale. 

Figure 2 shows the described entities joined with two types of links. The graph 
on the left of the figure provides the general entities and their Jinkages. The right part of 
the figure illustrates the structuring with the example. 

On one hand, the black straight lines represent informational linkage that 
associates two entities together. In other words, the informational linkage describes the 
dependence that exists between two objects. For instance, the Mechanical Model is 
defined with the help of both the Simulation Goal (loads, boundary conditions ... ) and 
the Design Model (geometrie representation, material,). Moreover, the Mechanical 
Model is an informational support to build the Simulation Model. 
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Figure 2. Description of the Project mechanical analysis view point. 

On the other hand, the grey numbered arrows support the methodology proposed, 
and provide the analysis process. This process is given by following the arrows 
according to the growing numbers. 

Thus, two kinds of knowledge are described : the knowledge linked to each 
entity and the knowledge on the process followed to drive the analysis. 

2.4. IDENTIFYING INSTRUCTIONAL CASES 

At the higher level that corresponds to the corporation scale, a project often uses 
data issued from previous projects. The information exchange is achieved with the help 
of specific entities external to any project, and handled at the same corporation scale as 
the project entity. These entities are called "Instructional Case" and two different cases 
are distinguished in function of the type of problem they ans wer. The "Elementary 
Case" brings a solution to a modelisation problem, whereas the "Simplified Case" 
answers to a design options choice. At each Instructional Case type corresponds a 
specific structuring at the lower level of entities. 

The different entities used by the designer, the project entities, and two 
instructional cases are shown in figure 3. Following the grey arrows enables 
understanding the analysis process. Afterwards, the informational links are divided in 
two types: 

the informational links between two different types of entities (like those in 
Figure 2), 
the informationallinks between the same type of entities that refer to an "external" 
analysis (external of the project context). 

Let us describe this last type of informationallinks. They explain the reasons for 
the entity evolution. For example, at the end of the first analysis, the designer concludes 
that the maximal displacement is too low compared with his experiment. Then, he 
assumes that the mechanical model used doesn't match. In order to find a well-adapted 
model, he decides to complete an analysis on a simplified geometry by comparing the 
results provided by a beam model and a plate model. This analysis is achieved "out of 
the project context" and can be reused in another project to make a modelisation choice. 
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.... Informalionallinks bclwcen 10 same entilics, and rcfering an instructional ca C or an other project 

Figu re 3. Two types of Instructional Cases. 

Then, the data structuring enables us to disconnect the instructional case 
achieved (which is, in this case, an elementary case that brings an answer in terms of 
mechanical modelisation) and to reuse it independently of the present project. In a 
similar way, when the need of more rigidity for the structure appears, an answer to the 
design problem "how should I place the rib ?" is built with the support of a simplified 
geometry. The knowledge provided by the instructional case, called here simplified case 
because it answers a design problem, could be used in another project, independently of 
the present one. In such a case, it is called simplified case because it answers a design 
problem. Conversely, the elementary case has been used to answer mechanical 
modelling questions . 

Both the Instructional Cases are of great interest in terms of knowledge 
improvement and spreading at a company wide scale. 

3. ConcIusion 

The information structuring proposed in this paper for mechanical model management 
in engineering design constitutes a helpful contribution in an engineering design 
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methodological approach of mechanical analysis, both for education and industrial 
purpose. This model improves the design constraints representation and integration by 
the way of the constrained design parameters of the Design Model entity and their links 
with other entities. Moreover, this work aims at tracking the engineering choices made 
by means of mechanical analysis and linked with the product requirements. The track of 
the linkage between the different entities all along the project improves the management 
of engineering changes and allows the reuse of previous mechanical analysis. 

A design tool is under progress to support the management of the data structuring 
in order to handle the analysis done, retrieve previous analysis case, navigate trough its 
different entities and load previous entities to handle it in a current process. this tool is 
achieved with the DBMS ACCESS and Pro/Engineer. 
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This paper presents an extension of the GRAl approach in the scope of the control of design 
systems of manufactured products and its validation with an industrial application. The 
product design is defined as the evolution of a flow of informations representing the 
product knowledge. It is enlightened that both the design process and the product 
knowledge should be simultaneously and concurrently managed. We propose a model to 
control the design system, based on the study of the decision sub-system. This control is 
determined by objectives linked on the one hand, to the product (quality, cost, delay) and, 
on the other hand, to the system (resources, multi-projects management, cost of activities). 
The industrial experimentation allows us to conclude on the pertinence of the elements of 
control which are proposed. 

1. Introduction 

The performance of the enterprise requires to control cost, quality, flexibility and delay of 
the manufacturing process. The choice of the relieve date of a product can have important 
consequences depending on whether the enterprise is aleader or a folIower in the market. 
Tarondeau (1994) specifies that advantages obtained by the leader depend on the delay of 
followers. lf the delay is important, the leader takes advantage from its dominant location to 
refine the characteristics of its product, to improve its position, and to extend its range. The 
followers will restrict the leader's advantages by reducing the development duration. A 
short cycle of development limits risks and costs : the needs to satisfy are better known 
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when we are near to the launching date, each decision taken during the design reduces the 
domain of solutions and limits the adaptability of the product to the evolutionary needs of 
the market. In conclusion, a better control of product development process respecting 
strategic objectives allows to enlarge the performances of the enterprise. We plan to study 
the design system with the aim of reviewing the problem of the design in an industrial 
performance environment. We show that there exists two overlapping unknown strongly : 
the product and the design process. We insist on the necessity to manage simultaneously 
and concurrently the evolution of the product knowledge and the planning of design 
processes activities to achieve the objectives of the industrial strategy. This incites us to 
identify the decision process both on the design and the planning point of view. We present 
elements of the control of the design system as part of manufactured products. 

2. The design system 

In a first approach, the design can be defined as an act1vlty of transformation. The 
transformed data represent the requirements in input and the definitive layout of product in 
output. The design, characterised by a flow of informations, uses means and has to satisfy 
some constraints and objectives . This transformation is influenced by extern al elements 
such as the market, the strategy enterprise and the production. But it is not sufficient to 
study the design only as a set of activities of transformation. It is necessary to consider its 
evolution with respect with its environment and to be interested in its finality. We propose 
to study the object design system as an open complex system that we represent as a three 
subsystems model (Doumeingts, 1984). First the operating system which corresponds to the 
processes and actors that transform the flow. Output flow, which result from the 
transformations of input flow in the system, are the products in accordance with the mission 
of the system. Then the decision system that controls the operating system in order to 
satisfy its finality. And finally, the information system that stores, memorises, and deli vers 
the set of informations which participate in the process of flows transformation. 
Therefore the design is a process of transformation of flow of informations which represent 
the evolution of the product knowledge. Some elements influence the process without 
belonging to it : the strategy of the enterprise, the constraints of the market, the resources of 
the design and the production for example. We talk about a field, considered as an influence 
capacity which can not be dissociated from the notion of flow. As Ermine ct al. (1996) 
present in the SCFC model (Source-Target-Flow-Field), another duality named 
source/target exists in the processes modelling. 
In design (Figure 1) we know the source since it corresponds to the ratified expression of 
the user's requirements in the form of a functional design contract. The source action is the 
necessity to solve identified problems to satisfy one or several requirements. The target is a 
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priori unknown since it is the product knowledge which is obtained by selecting one of the 
possible solutions defined by the design process. 

Actifficld 

- enlrepflSe strategy 
- internal und external knowlcdge 
- markct 

Flow of product 
knowledge 

Figure 1 : S.c.F.C model of design process 

definition of 

Another complexity is owed to the fact that we do not know the process which drives the 
choice of the best solution. This process is built as and when the reduction of 
incompleteness of the product knowledge and according to the influence of elements of the 
active field. Therefore two related unknown parameters exist : the design process and the 
product knowledge. 

3. The product and the design process : two unknowns 

3.1. MODELLING OF THE PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE 

Many researches are involved in the modelling of the product knowledge 
(Krause er al., 1993). In general, proposed models are sufficiently generic and provide a 
multi-view representation of the product knowledge as in Tichkiewitch (1996). They have a 
set of evolutionary mIes allowing the achievement of an increasingly detailed modelling. 
We have shown in Eynard er al. (1997) that it was insufficient to propose only as product 
knowledge the results of the design activity because we have no information on the origin 
01' these results. The product cannot be consider as a simple object for which an analytical 
modelling (descriptive) could be sufficient. The product model presented in Doumeingts er 
al. (1996), allows the description 01' the design projects in term of objectives to achieve 
(Functions). The satisfaction of these functions particularises the representation 01' the 
product knowledge thus built. This knowledge is represented with the technological entities 
(Girard er al., 1994) validated by their relationships with the functions. The building of the 
product knowledge is made by successive triggering 01' activities which compose the design 
process. 
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3.2. THE DESIGN PROCESS 

Lorino (1995) defines the process as a "set of activities connected between them by a flow 
of informations, ... significant and whose combination allows to obtain an important 
output". Perrin et al. (1997) consider the process as a concept to which we can link up to 
four dimensions: "the temporal dimension, a process COllnects several activities according 
to a predetermined order or not, a process achieves a transformation of product and 
resources, a process supports a cooperation between actors". For us, the design process 
consists in trans form the requirements expressed by the client into product knowledge 
according to the resources. This is not a simple succession of activities. It is necessary to 
know what triggered each activity. These choices are dictated by the state of the product 
knowledge, the strategic objectives of the enterprise and the market, the resources 
(technological knowledge, human and material resources, ... ) that we can associate with this 
project according to the other projects in development. Bocquet (1996) shows the necessity 
to adapt the enterprise to each new product and the interest capitalisation of the abilities, 
this implies the management of the decision process. The fact of saving the memory of 
decisions allows to question the design (we know their consequences and their sources the 
choices taken). Saving the memory of decisions mayaiso help us as basic knowledge for 
future designs. The PROSUS system (Blessing, 1996) based on the study of the process 
allows to save data of design and proposes a representation as a structured set of questions 
and activities. But there is not control subsystem of design process of products. 

4. The control process of product design 

4.1. ST ATE OF THE ART 

The aim of control is the integration of the dimensions design process, product knowledge 
and time, in evolutionary environment of technological knowledge, enterprise strategy and 
market. Vargas et ai. (1996) propose the integration of design process and product. Choices 
of design are compared with a set of constraints which only concern the product. The 
SAGEP approach (Ouazzani et al., 1997) proposes the modelling process as elementary 
activities of design and management, controlled by objectives. Decisional aspects, 
especially planning, are only partially approached. Dureigne et al. (1997) present the basis 
of the control of design workshop. In the scope of the CIMDEV ESPRIT project (1992-
1995) renewed in Integration in Manufacturing and Beyond ESPRIT project (IiMB 1996-
1999), it has been shown that to optimise the design, activities did not have to be achieved 
in a competitive manner but they should rather be structured to obtain an optimal 
performance. Then Duffy (1995) talks about Design Co-ordination whose eleven main 
frameworks are presented in Andreasen et al. (1996). We are members of this project and 
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OUf aim focuses on the following elements actIvltles, decisions, resoUfces and product 
model which correspond to Ouf point of view of contro!. To manage weil, it is necessary to 
be able, in a given situation and among the set of possibilities, to take the best decision in 
order to obtain the optimum behavioUf for cost, quality, flexibility and delay. This brings us 
to study the decision system in the scope of the products design. 

4.2. THE DECISION SUB-SYSTEM OF THE DESIGN SYSTEM 

Starting from the canonical model of the decision proposed by H.A. Simon and presented in 
Le Moigne (1990), we propose a control model based on the study of the decision process. 
It allows the integration of the knowledge of the evolution of the system to be designed with 
the routing of activities of the design process ; it is what we refer to the control of design 
system. The model of decision process (based on the concept of decision centre (Marcotte, 
1995» is composed of foUf phases. The phase of identification of the problems of control 
whose objective is to identify the difference between unallocated reSOUfces and those 
necessary for each possible action plan. An action plan is aseries of activities that allows to 
reduce the incompleteness of product knowledge. The phase of modelling of problems to be 
solved whose objective is the formulation of problems to satisfy, to synchronise the use of 
available allowances with the beginning of action plans. The phase of solutions proposal 
whose objective is to evaluate action plans allowing to solve problems while respecting 
external and internal constraints linked to the system to be designed. The phase of solution 
selection whose objective is the multi-criteria choice of the action plan. 
Adecision can only be made when compared to a finality. In order to do that, it is necessary 
to compare the record of the system to be designed with objectives to be achieved. In the 
case of products design these objectives, known as design objectives, have to take into 
account two points of view: the product one whose design objectives are to satisfy clients 
requirements (quality) in time and to a cost satisfying the market ; the design system one, 
whose objectives are, for the set of products, the optimisation of the use of reSOUfces of the 
design system to a satisfying cost for the enterprise. 

5. Experimental study 

The studied enterprise is specialised in the design and the manufactUfing of storing, 
distribution and management of fuels equipment. It has a catalogue of products whose 
production is made at the order (delivery delay of 4 weeks for stocking tanks, 1 to 6 months 
for tanker trucks, 3 weeks for mechanical equipment whose manufactUfing volume varies 
from 10 to 10 000 pieces by month). The enterprise also studies specific products whose 
delivery delay varies from 8-10 to 6 months (enclosed 3 months of design). The design 
department is composed of 25 people (8 engineers) and develops the mechanical, electronic 
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and software parts of every product. This study, financed in the scope of the European 
project TBPIT, consists in enhancing the link between design and production departments. 
We have used the GRAl approach in the scope of the product design, presented in 
Doumeingts et al. (1996). To study the coordination between each department, we have 
mode lied the decision subsystem of the enterprise with the help of three GRAl grids: a grid 
of the design department, a grid of the production department and aglobai coordination grid 
for the enterprise. 
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Figure 2 : The declslOnal model 01' design department 

Each sub-group of synthesis "design department" and "production department" has achieved 
the corresponding physical and decision models. We present (Figure 2) the grid of the 
design department ratified by the synthesis group of the enterprise. The results of the 
analysis phase of the design department shows two strengths : a good assessment of 
technical tasks of the projects and the existence of a control activity of global times spent by 
project. However, some weakness concerning the decision system and management of the 
temporary data are identified (any change between the design department and the 
production department appears as an abnormality). 
In this respect some improvement tracks are proposed. First, it is necessary to implement a 
control support allowing the planning and the coordination of projects. This implies to 
identify for each project, the useful project informations to synchronise decision centres of 
the grid of the design department. Second, it is also necessary to take into account the 
imperatives of delay, costs, feasibility, ... of each activity as soon as possible (purchases, 
design, industrialisation ... ). It lead us to propose the control of the customer's requirements 
deployment, market and enterprise according to the evolution of the product knowledge. 
Currently we are validating the GRAl structure (Figure 1) which allows, with the object 
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plan, to manage the development of each project according to requirements and, with the 
action plan, to control the design activities of the set of projects according to the enterprise 
resources. 
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Thus we identify two types of decision centres : design and planning. We propose a model 
for the coordination and the synchronisation of these decision centres. The coordination 
corresponds to a classification by temporal level and the synchronisation is made between 
the functions of the control model for each type of decision (design or planning). The 
functions of object plan are : to manage the product knowledge (which means the 
technological entities), to design and to manage requirements. The functions of the action 
plan are: to manage projects information, to plan and manage resources. The modelling of 
each decision centre comprises design objectives (product and enterprise), variables of 
decision (knowledge, capacities, ... ), constraints and criteria. 

6. Conclusion 

Our contribution shows the necessity to strongly integrate the control of the design process 
with the control of the product knowledge. The control of development evolution implies to 
model the decision aspects of the design and the planning, considering the strategic, tactic 
and operating levels. The extension of the proposed GRAl approach, in the scope of system 
control of product design, includes a dynamic of performance taking into account the 
evolution of technological knowledge, the enterprise strategy and the market. The first step 
of the experimentation has allowed us to conclude on the pertinence of the elements of 
control proposed. The second step would validate the use of the GRAl structure as one key 
of the efficient implementation of the concurrent engineering philosophy in the enterprise. 
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The limitations of some computer-aided design tools are becoming more and more 
evident. We refer to their « black box» behaviour, their flexibility and their capacity to 
integrate the new network technologies and the concurrent engineering concepts. Many 
approaches have been developed such as Intranet, STEP exchange standards, parametrie 
objects and libraries of reusable object classes. The latter, which have been introduced 
in the Cas.Cade/SF system proposed by Matra Datavision, is here used by the authors to 
develop an application on a pneumatic structure modelling. This work has enabled us to 
implement a tool that seems to have a promising future. 

Resume 

Les outils informatiques d'aide a la conception font apparaitre des limites liees a leur 
capacite d'ouverture sur 1 'exterieur, ainsi ils n'apportent pas la flexibilite necessaire 
pour pouvoir s'adapter aux technologies de reseaux et evoluer vers des concepts 
d'ingenierie simultanee. Des nombreuses approches sont developpees comme I'intranet, 
le standard d'echange STEP, la notion d'objets parametres et Ies Iibrairies de classes 
d' objets reutilisables. Ces dernieres ont debouche sur l' atelier logiciel Cas.Cade/SF de 
Matra Datavision a I'aide duquel un exemple d'application est developpe sur la 
modelisation d'une structure pneumatique. Ce travail a permis de mettre en place un 
outil qui semble avoir un avenir prometteur. 
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1. Introduction 

Computer-aided design tools are becoming increasingly important in the process of 
product manufacturing. Nowadays, these tools are commonly used in the big industrial 
groups as weil as in smaller manufacturing firms. However, after two decades of 
software development, the CAD systems have begun to reach their limits concerning 
opening capacity and external communication. Their architecture does not possess the 
necessary flexibility in order to be able to adjust to new network techniques and to 
advance towards concurrent engineering. 

To overcome these limitations, many approaches have been developed for Computer
Aided Design using the concurrent engineering approach in the broad sense of the term. 
CAD-dedicated applications represent an interesting solution allowing the users to 
benefit from computer-aided design tools suited to their job. In addition, they 
incorporate the designer' s know-how and they become more transparent for the user. 
They represent a good solution by allowing for tool flexibility. However, the 
development of job-dedicated applications is still reserved for computer scientists. The 
ideal situation would be to bring the user as close as possible to the development of such 
applications and to allow hirn to incorporate his know-how in the final tool in an optimal 
manner. 

The approach of the 1980's has led to the development of complex modelling tools. 
The software packages proposed a broad range of interconnected applications answering 
industrial requirements. The modules common to all these products are: geometric 
modelling, 2D display, machining modules, computation and simulation modules, 3D 
visualisation, etc. We note that each product is highly efficient in a specific field but that 
some weaknesses appear elsewhere. Moreover, problems of data compatibility between 
software have appeared during communication between different users. During the 
1990's, the software developers have focused on database management techniques but 
each supplier offers his own solution, which does not allow us to work simultaneously 
on the same model. 

Nowadays, it is more appropriate to speak about the design process or rather about 
CAE (Computer-Aided Engineering). This includes the numerical model (DMU -
Digital Mock Up), the tools of co-operative distance working, product databases, as weil 
as scientific computing for modelling, simulating and machining. Therefore, we wish to 
pass from a sequential process to a "concurrent" process which leads to a multiplication 
of the projects and the removal or reduction of the physical prototype by allowing a 
100% numerical definition. This also allows us a real time adjustment of the model's 
incoherence, an overall reduction in design time as weil as the creation of design 
methodology and a quality approach. Thus, the essential elements of an integrated 
design chain are: communication between those involved in the process, coherent data 
management, the setting up of concurrent developments and taking into account the 
specific requirements of the company. 

The various views on CAD are strongly articulated around concurrent engineering 
and integrated design. This orients the design tools towards a more global approach 
aimed at integrating the various tools in the production line. [ABO.95]. All these 
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concepts are tackled in various aspects of the field of CAD research. This is especially 
the case of Intranet, the STEP standard, the feature concept as weIl as job specific 
applications. After developing these different points, we will show how we can work 
towards integrated design by using software based on reusable object c1asses. 

2. Intranet 

This is the greatest innovation of the last few years. We call it "the new communicative 
CAD" [HAR.97]. The approach is attractive. It involves using the web network as a 
medium for sharing information within a team or company. All suppliers may access this 
through a «browser» navigator inside the software that facilitates data exchange and 
especiaIly aIlows interactivity on the visualised model. This concept was developed in 
two projects, one is "SHARE" of Stanford University [KUM.94] which offers a 
complete communication tool in HTML format, the other is "CYBERCUT" of Berkeley 
University [SMI.97] using Java language to develop a CAD/CAM tool which shares its 
resources through the web. 

This technique seems promising but industry still remains sceptical because the web 
does not guarantee an adequate level of information security. Moreover, the network 
flow remains insufficient to ensure easy use [ANT.97]. 

3. Data compatibility 

Interest in Intranet raises the question of data exchange. The object-oriented approach is 
nowadays recognised as being that of the future and all current solid modelling is object
oriented. In this perspective, STEP (Standard for Exchange of Product Data) proposes to 
define a universal data model. The neutral term is used to indicate that context and CAX 
software are treated separately. STEP data models ensure data exchange throughout the 
entire product life cyc1e. For this reason these data models contain the geometry but also 
the tolerances, the material properties as weIl as aIl the attributes used for complete 
product definition. 

The benefits of a common standard for data exchange involve aIl industrialists. In 
fact, even if the Intranet is an innovation, concern for data compatibility is a much more 
immediate problem to solve [MAR.95], [BEL.95]. 

4. Feature 

The work methods using the notion of feature appeared at the end of the 70's [LIG.82], 
[PRA.84]. However, they have been applied only in the last few years due to 
improvements in feature modelling coupled with an object-oriented database 
management system allowing us to manage such information. Nowadays, there are many 
projects applying this approach in design or manufacturing [QUI.96], [SAB.95], 
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[VIE.95]. This approach is totally in line with the STEP standard. In fact, we could 
consider the standard as a generalised feature of all pieces. 

5. Adapting tools to jobs 

The goal of integrated design is to facilitate the intervention of experts in various jobs at 
the earliest possible stage in the design process [BEL.95]. This means setting up a 
platform within the design information system on which all those involved in design and 
manufacturing could intervene on the product at any given moment. 

Some work has been accomplished in this field [BEL.95] and the results are quite 
encouraging. In any case, one conclusion stands out: setting up work systems capable of 
reaching this requirement in terms of job specificity requires the customisation of the 
software so as to reply to specific requirements of each company. 

One approach, which allows us to answer to this request of integrating specific job 
knowledge to software, is via CAD-dedicated applications. However, to be in line with 
STEP, by using features and concurrent engineering, we cannot develop an application 
without integrating all the tools used in the design process. For this reason, it is 
necessary to have a modular approach to each job in order to obtain a homogeneous tool 
answering to the requirements of all people involved. 

The libraries of reusable object classes allow us to satisfy these criteria. Therefore, 
we are interested in this kind of development tool and will afterwards apply it to an 
industrial example. 

6. Standard Iibraries 

With regard to the points developed previously, we can draw up a non-exhaustive list of 
requirements to be satisfied, in order to be in accordance with future trends [ABO.95]. It 
has to be independent from the platform used, to have a broad application architecture, 
which ensures an open structure, to have centralised and coherent data management, to 
be based on a future technology and to allow compatibility between different versions. 

With a view to evolving towards flexible applications, oriented towards integrated 
design, libraries of reusable classes represent an interesting approach and several study 
projects have already led to more or less complete tools. The Cas.Cade/SF software 
workshop of Matra Datavision is one of them. It seems to be a pertinent and fully mature 
solution, which might be used at an industrial level in design as weil as in manufacture 
and simulation. This development platform brings together many criteria allowing us to 
consider, through software, integrated design within the company. This toolbox brings 
concrete solutions to the points previously mentioned but especially, it proposes a strong 
basis for further development. 

The technology chosen for the development of Cas.Cade/SF is object oriented. There 
are many advantages concerning the large data modularity and the reutilization of 
objects. Its philosophy is therefore to develop the necessary specific applications by 
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using base elements and by creating its own object classes. In fact, the knowledge 
concerning the job is directly inserted in applications. 

Therefore, in connection with Michelin we have decided to tackle a project to 
highlight the full potential of this tool. 

7. Application on an industrial example 

7.1. STATE OF THE ART 

At present, the company uses a horne made software for tyre modelling, developed some 
years ago. This tool, although highly efficient, has reached its functional limits. The 
work done in the CAD service aims, in the medium term, to improve the system and, in 
the long term, to define its replacement. So, we tried to see if the product Cas.Cade/SF 
could answer the company's requirements. 

7.2. THE CURRENT SET-UP 

A tyre has a relative complex shape made up of a great variety of products. In this article 
we will deal with the tread. This is the part of the tyre that is in contact with the road. It 
has a special profile called sculpture, which confers the adherence to different surfaces. 
This is a very complex geometry, obtained by the juxtaposition of simple elements 
called paving structures. Between them we can distinguish the tracks allowing water 
evacuation when driven on wet surfaces. 

Figure 1. 3D representation of a structural paving. 
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The idea is to design a paving structure from minimal tyre data allowing the user to 
achieve the adherence ca1culation (Fig.l). The top of the paving structure is made by 
rolling the defining 2D profile on a cylinder whose diameter is a design parameter. The 
rolled profile is then projected onto the surface representing the tread. The chamfers and 
the connecting radius are added after setting up the topological surfaces. 

7.3. DEVELOPMENT WITH Cas.Cade/SF 

7.3.1. Product Architecture 

The architecture of Cas.Cade/SF software workshop is built up around 4 modules. 
Firstly, we have C++ object libraries inc1uding all the basic algorithms for the creation 
and the manipulation of c1assical geometric entities. Afterwards, we have an interactive 
module (front-end) representing the final user application and containing the structure of 
the course of operations. The third is a data base management module and the final one 
is the application development environment allowing us to manage the teams working 
simultaneously on different projects. 

7.3.2. Application development 

The modules presented share the same development stages. It is achieved in a working 
space and it is organised on four levels which are: the "factories", the "workshops", the 
"workbenches" and the "development units" (DU). Generally speaking, there is one 
workbench per project and the object c1asses are grouped together in various 
development units called packages. We distinguish other types of DUs such as "engine" 
or "interface". This structure of the working space is highly compatible with teamwork. 

7.3.3. lndustrial case application 

The construction of a 3D structural paving requires many types of data defined initially 
in 2D. The type of data that often reappears is a composite curve made up of several 
curve segments. They are used to define planar objects necessary for the 3D 
construction. So, to define this structural paving, we use: a r' '''ar c10sed profile, a upper 
and lower profile, which allow us to generate the upper c . .1 the lower surfaces of the 
tread by revolution, a value for the cylinder radius for the operation of projected rolling 
and data concerning the topological surfaces for the surface join. 

Cutting the process up in this way allowed us to identify the c1asses for 2D and 3D. 
This analysis is very important for future developmenL So, in the final application we 
find 3 object c1asses. The c1ass of 3D structural paving (Fig.2) allows us to define the 
final objecL Input is defined as the entities necessary to define the structural paving: the 
upper and the lower profile, the radius of the cylinder projection, the 2D structural 
paving and the topological characteristics. The 2D structural paving c1ass allows us to 
define the composites. We have developed an extra algorithm c1ass to ans wer to our 
requirement of projected rolling. This was very interesting because it proves the 
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product's modularity. These c1asses can be quickly tested with the tool "Draw" which 
visualises the geometry created and manipulated (Fig.3). Then a graphie interface is 
achieved by using predefined functions. 
Through this application we have noted that the concept of software workshop and more 
precisely that of standard c1asses of reusable objects proves to be highly efficient in 
developing a dedicated application. In fact, the algorithm c1asses, which complete the 
construction stages of the complex geometry of structural paving, have been developed 
from the components available in the libraries of Cas.Cade/SF. 

data: radius. relief 
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2D structural paving 
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Figure 2. Functional analysis of the 3D structural paving 
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Figure 3. Draw of different entities created. 
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8. Conclusion 

This work emphasised the interest of using the libraries of reusable object classes to 
develop job-oriented applications. In a concrete example, in an initiaHy unknown 
application field, which is the job of tyre designer, the use of the Cas.Cade/SF software 
aHowed the completion of the digital model of a complete application. The final 
application is completely transparent to the user who merely inputs information on the 
constructive parameters. The classes that are implemented made some specific 
operations that would require arduous development with a traditional CAD tool. 

Object classes are a very weH adapted solution to implementing integrated design in 
a concurrent engineering approach. In fact, they are open to future evolution including, 
for instance, the STEP standard and new network technologies. 
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Abstract. During the design proeess, several phases involving the use of meehanieal, 
eleetromagnetie, toleraneing, ... models can take part to this proeess depending on the 
product designed. Following the definition of the eoneepts attached to the notions of 
"view", of "representation", an analysis is eonducted to highlight the nature of the 
entities used in eaeh "view". Through this analysis, some eonstraints related to the 
product models assoeiated with eaeh "view" are stated and illustrated in order to 
express needs in terms of treatments, data structure organisation, tlow of the design 
process in order to set up an arehitecture of a design environment meeting these 
eonstraints and to express new eonstraints addressing the organisation of the design 
proeess. 

1. Introduction 

The number of engineers, teehnieians, taking part to the design proeess and the various 
areas and levels of knowledge they otfer have an influenee on the strueture and the 
eontent of the computer aided design tools. 

The current softwares are eapable of fast manipulation of an ever inereasing 
amount of information but the maintenanee and the evolution of these software tools 
inerease their cost and their duration of development. In addition, the eoneept of 
geometrie model forming the basis of most of these softwares effectively aets as a 
kernel representation, unique and eommon to various areas of teehnieal knowledge 
whieh take part to the design proeess. However, the engmeers and teehnicians 

I MG,IT is the collective name of the ,,'ork gWlIfJ. This group is made up from members of the laboratories 
mentioned abm'e, The participants to thc work group are: J-c. Leon (coordinator). A. Boums, J-M. Brun. 
E. Chapa Kazuski. S. Foufou, M. Giordano, P. Godhous. S. Guillet, Y. Marechal, S. Maza, D. Michelucci, 
F. NoeL E. PaireL L. Remondini. S, Samper. M. Seyf, A. Tehari, N. Troussier. P. Veron. 
Pole Productique Rhone Alpes. 74 rue des Acieries. BP 755. 42951 Saint Etienne Cedex 9. France. 
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participating to the design process require more and more aecess to datasets specifie to 
their teehnical areas, based on their concepts and relying on geometrie models fitting 
with these eoncepts as weil as with the information speeifie to their teehnical fields. 
The arehiteeture of the eurrent softwares are not enabling the aehievement of such an 
objeetive. 

2. Towards a product model 

The representation of objeets within a meehanieal design environment uses extensively 
geometrie aspeets. However, during the design process, various representations of the 
same objeet are generated and used, i.e. geometrie, teehnologieal, mechanieal 
representations, representation for manufaeture, ... This analysis has lead to the 
development of "feature-based" approaches r 15] or "form features" to provide models 
dedicated to specifie applieations and attaehed to local areas of the object. 
Nevertheless, these approaches are mainly centred on the geometrie treatments of such 
representations and aim at defining the principles of transfer of the feature attributes 
when such treatments are performcd. 
The work introduced here aims at analysing more aecurately the relationship between 
the geometric representation and the data specific to the different "views" to provide a 
better characterisation of either the adequacy or the deficieney of some intrinsic 
coneepts of the feature approaches. 
Works have been also carried out mound the concept of produet model and focus on 
the identifieation and the definition of the strueture of the information whieh are 
attaehed to it. However, most these works eonsider the object representation solely 
from one point of "view", thus redueing the context of its geometrie representation to 
only one eategory of geometrie models. Some authors [13] recognise the existence and 
the prominenee of multiple "view" attaehed to a produet but they don't put forward 
proposals about that topic. 
In fact, the design proeess requires the use of several models, i.e. kinematics model, 
modcl(s) of flexible structures, eleetromagnetic model, analysis model of geometrie 
tolerances, ... , rclying on different geometrie representations or even on different 
geometric models. The Figure 1 illustrates through an example such a configuration. 
The understanding of so me of these models, by the user of a design environment, leads 
to define the concepts of "representation" and of "view" whose main aspects are 
recalled hereafter [10]. 
Representation : here this notion indicates that a given concept ean be translated, in a 
equivalent manner, through different "models". Each of the "models" used matches a 
speeific eriterion. As an example, the geometric representation of an objeet can be 
obtained through different "models", i.e. B-Rep modelling, CSG modelling, if 
objective performed is to get an identical object geometry as it is seen by the user. The 
same objeet can be also represented with a different geometry by different "models" 
(strength of material model, finite element model) to get a equivalent "representation" 
in the sense of meehanical strength for example. 
To extend this designation, a "representation" could also eoineide with an instantiation 
of a "model" participating to the definition of a produet with regard to specifie dataset 
and eriterion. 
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Figltre 1 : Various models used during the design of an electric motor. Only some models are taken into 
account : dynamic analysis model, electromagnetic model, machined shaft model, clamping shaft model, in 

order to illustrate the diversity of the models set up during the design phase of a product. 

View : this concept gets its significance with respect to a user wishing to access a 
subset of a design environment. The user taken as reference in this definition is a 
"virtual user" in the sense that he does not represent a physical human being accessing 
a design environment but he symbolises a human being owning all the required 
knowledge to manipulate the concepts attached to a given "view", As a consequence, 
the elements related to the level and to the scope of the knowledge required to handle 
the concepts of a "view" are not taken into account. 
Within this framework, a "view" stands for the aggregation of data as they exist in 
"representations" (see the above definition) produced by "models" and focusing on a 
specific context. As an example, the study of the electromagnetic behaviour of a 
mechanism, the mechanical analysis of structures, ... , are examples of "views". As 
illustrated by the previous list, a "view" does not contain all the information a user 
could manipulate but is restricted to a specific domain. 
A "view" is one of the elements of the dialogue model employed to give a user access 
to a design environment. In fact, it is necessary to add to the "view" the specific 
aspects of the man-machine interface needed to adapt the dialog, between the user and 
the design environment, to the level of knowledge of the user, to his (or her) area of 
action. 
From the above definitions, figure I illustrates : 

the data involved in an electromagnetic model, i.e. an "electromagnetic 
representation" of the motor participating to its electromagnetic "view", 
the data taking part to the mechanical model of dynamic balancing 01' the rotor, i.e. 
a "balancing representation" of the motor shaft incorporated in its mechanical 
analysis "view", 
the data partially defining the manufacturing model of the shaft and a clamping 
model of the same shaft, i.e. a "machining representation" and a "c1amping 
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rerresentation" of the motor shaft. These two "representations" form apart of the 
machining "view" of this motor shati. 

Starting from these concepts, the eurrent work analyses the eonstraints and thc needs 
with respect to the information transfer, to the data conversion, to the gcometry 
modifications between different "views" cmploying different "representations" of a 
same produet. 

3. Analysis of different "Views" of a design process 

The selected "views" as analysis themes were chosen in aeeordanee to the know-how 
available through the participants of the work group. Henee, three contexts cover apart 
of the preliminary design phase of a product : the analysis of the mechanical behaviour 
of its structural parts, of the electromagnetic behaviour of its subsystems and the 
analysis of its geometric tolerances [10]. 
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Fi/?ure 2 : Example of analysis model of a structure. 

3. J. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS "VIEW" 

This "view" addresses a sub set of the formulation of mechanieal analysis problems 
through analytical methods (strength of materials) or numerical ones (finite element 
method). Some basie entities take part into it to generate a model. These entities were 
identified from previous works eondueted in the field of the static behaviour of 
structures [I, 11, 12]. The entities set up allow the description of t1exible areas of a 
part, of boundary conditions, of geometrie domains whieh can be assoeiated with the 
two previous concepts. Some entities (TOPOLOGY) describe also the way the t1exible 
areas are mechanically as weil as geometrically connected and located in 3D space. 
Figure 2 provides an cxample of a mcchanical strueture defined as an analysis model. 
The texts, either boxed or not, define the entities incorporated in its meehanical 
analysis model. 
The geometry 01' a structure, as required for a specific analysis, may need to be 
subjeeted to adaptations or simplifications, i.e. holes, blends, rounds, ... removaI, to 
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gcncratc cfficicnt input data for its analysis in ordcr to reduce the prcparation timc 
without changing significantly thc results of thc analysis. Similarly, choosing a 
panicular model of bchaviour either for the cntire structure or [or one 01" its subsets 
may lead to an "idealisation" o[ the objeet's geometry. Whatever the situation, 
geometric transformations must take plaee within the mechanical analysis "view". 
Figure 3 provides examples of eonfigurations related to geometrie transformations 01' 
type "idealisation". 
These transformations enforee the prominenee of a multi-representations environment. 

Transformation of a volume into a line to generate the geometrie representation of a "beam" 

Transformation of a surface into another surfaee after removal of several chamfers. rounds or holes 

Figure 3 : Examples of geometrie transformations for the ereation of an analysis model. 

3.2. ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS "VIEW" 

This "view" is related to the formulation of eleetromagnetie analysis problems 
including, however, speei1'ie aspeets eonneeted to a problem-solving method 01' finite 
element type [9, 14]. Like the meehanieal analysis "view", the entities set up reflect the 
main charaeteristies of this see tor 01' the design environment. The set of data involved 
in this "view" is attaehed to a geometrie representation of the object or of the 
meehanism studied whieh has been obtained after simplifieation or idealisation 
treatments. Figure 4 shows an example of some entities forming the eleetromagnetie 
model of an objeet. 
The analysis eondueted has revealed that the geometry of the objeet used in this "view" 
as weil as the geometry adaptation and idealisation proeesses for this "view" were 
distinet from those employed in the meehanical analysis "view", thus highlighting that 
these proeesses must really eombine geometrie treatments as weil as native treatments 
of the "view" (more preeisely treatments using dedieated data of the "view" of interest) 
to be correctly aehieved. 
In any ease, these treatments produee a transformation of the entities input to generate 
a deseription of the objeet using native entities of the "view" where the adaptation or 
idealisation proeess is earried out. 

3.3. TOLERANCING "VIEW" 

It is a subset of an important "view" of the relationship design-manufaeturing and it 
focuses on the tolerancing problem at its highest level. It handles, for the manufaeture, 
the funetional eonstraints 01' the "mechanism view". Only a subset of the main entities 
of the toleraneing "view" has been identified. However, the structure identified appears 
to be sufficient to draw signifieant eonclusions related to the strueture of a design 
environment. 
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Figure 4 : Examplc of entities of an electromagnetic model resulting from an adaptation or an idealisation 
process. 

Within this "view", entities specific to the design phase, i.e. entities attached to the 
nominal dimension of the parts, as weil as others expressing the designer's perception 
over the manufacture, i.e. uncertainty about the dimensions really maehined. 
Nevertheless, an analysis of the data specifically attached to this stage uncover new 
entities and locate them with respect to those belonging to the previous "views". The 
entities identified cover only partially the tolerancing phase but, at the current stage of 
developmenL they bring a eontribution to the proposals eentred on the computer 
structure of a design environment while adding to it a tolerancing model [3,6]. 
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Figure 5 : Example of geometrie models and entities taking part to the toleraneing "view" (At left : partial 
tolerancing of a component, at right : partial tolerancing of a mechanism) 

The geometrie representation connected to the entities surveyed in the tolerancing 
"view" is widely diversified due to the various stages where a tolerancing task can take 
place, i.e. at the preliminary design stage far a functional study, at intermediate design 
stages where dimension or form specifications may be inserted ; at the stage of the 
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detailed design where a thorough dimensioning is required. Hencc thc geometry of the 
objects representing a subset 01' the data 01' this "view" may bc cither fairly detailcd, 
i.e. the object may bc gcomctrieally dcfined with volumc model, when the object is 
very elose to its final shape or schematically represented with a non-manifold 
representation aceording to the degree of abstraetion of the model and to the 
development status of meehanism designed. Figurc 5 provides an example involving 
some entities of the tolerancing "view". 
This figure depiets dimensioning stages where the geometrie representation of either a 
eomponent or a meehanism may ineorporate geometrie models owning signifieantly 
differcnt properties. It should noted that the diversity of the geometrie properties and 
representations just mentioncd also appIies to the e\eetromagnetie and meehanieal 
analysis "views". 

4. Synthesis of different "views" analysed 

The data organisation of eaeh "view" has been deseribed with STEP-based data 
struetures through the graphies representation of EXPRESS-G [5] in order to ereate an 
homogeneous environment in adequately fitted with the existing deseription of basic 
models (geometrie models, finite elcments models). 
The analysis of cach "view" [10] shows that eaeh of them ineorporate its speeifie 
representation 01' the produet. This leads to address the problem of passing from a 
given geometrie representation to another one as weil as mapping geometrie models 
between various "views". The ineorporation of modifieation processes of the models 
used during the dcsign proeess as weil as the propagation of their modifieations aeross 
the modified models are new problems that must be taken into aeeount. This point 
foeuses at least on the geometrie data and generate speeifie eonstraints when 
variational or parametrie geometry eoneepts are employed [8, 7]. To this end, 
eoherenee eheeking proeedures must be adapted while taking into aeeount geometrie 
(notion of volume, of elosed eontour, ... ) and non geometrie (no overlapping of areas 
of imposed displaeemcnts and imposed forces, ... ) properties whieh are attaehed to 
these objeets. Such a requirement is needed for the preservation of the eoherenee of the 
native data of eaeh "view" as weil as the eoherenec of the data exehanged between 
different "views" of a single design environment. The synthesis of the toleraneing 
"view" exhibits the relationship between the notions of shape and funetionality. In this 
"view" the enriehment of the geometrie representation of the objeet is subjeeted to 
large ehanges during the design proeess when teehnologieal data are inerementally 
added. 
From the design proeess point of view, the "views" analysis has shown that strong 
dependeneies exist among some parameters involved into different models aeting 
within different "views". As an example, there is a strong dependeney between the 
eleetromagnetie analysis "view" and the meehanieal analysis "view". When the design 
of an eleetro-meehanie produet relies on the study of its eleetromagnetie and 
meehanieal behaviours, it is not possible to trigger first a Finite Element (FE) model of 
its meehanieal behaviour and subsequently an eleetromagnetic FE model. Such a 
eonstraint is due to the impossibility of eonverting forees into eurrent intensity, eleetric 
field, ... Converse\y, magnetie flux, current density, ... form a set of parameters from 
which forees may be evaluated to define boundary conditions of a meehanieal model. 
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Olwiously, such a situation sets constraints for the integrated design and concurrent 
engineering conccpts. 

5. Conclusion 

The analysis carried out demonstrates the prominence of a tight conneetion betwcen 
geometry and other produet data to be able to : 

deseribe adequately the representations of eaeh "view", 
maintain the eoherenee among all the representations and "views" involvcd in a 
design proeess, 
eope with geometrie and teehnieal data transformations required to adapt the 
various data to different design stages. 

The strueture of the datasets attaehed to the different "views" is also part of the eurrcnt 
work [10]. This aspeet is necded to identify basie mcehanisms required to propagate 
data within a design environment and to maintain their eoherenee. Future work will 
foeus on the detailed definition of data struetures and data transformations teehniques. 
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This paper deals with the determination of the optimallogistic chain for the spare parts 
preservation for the nuclear civil plants. Since a nuclear power plant is designed for a 
use during at least 30 years, the question relative to the availability of the parts, to be 
used a long time after the plant design, is crucial and strategie. In other words the 
question is: "how to preserve the spare parts and where? " 
The former points out the fact that we have to choose the preservation technologies in 
accordance with the parts particularities; the latter rises a localization problem. We 
examine in this paper the nuclear parts lifeline, by the means of the description of the 
main aspects. Using a systemic approach for the problem modeling, we build a set of 
representation models. The global preservation modeling proposed is this paper is a 
result ofthe interactions between the company (the logistic chain), the spare parts, the 
technological solutions for the preservation, the nuclear power plants and the 
warehouses. Each of the listed components of the system is presented by using the 
concept of "calling cards". In addition to these formalizations, we suggest a driving 
model for the objectives and the constraints. The objectives are then transformed to a 
combinatorial optimization problem solved using simulated annealing and tabou 
search algorithms. 
These functional models have been implemented in a computer platform (MICRO

COST). The validation of the systemic approach and the numerical results has been 
done by the study of areal case (industrial) stemming from the civil nuclear area. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the enterprise evolves in an increasingly complex environment, changing 
and uncertain [PYB96][Ram97]. In order to remain competitive, it has to optimize the 
use of its internal resources [SCF95]. Electricite de France (EDF) company, that is a 
partner in this research, does not escape this rule. In order to redefine the wh oie 
preservation process for spare parts, we first examine what ideally this process could 

561 
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be. In other terms, instead of giving an apriori solution for the problem, we formalize 
the need, and the eorresponding "perfeet" solution. This may help to qualifY the 
potential solution whatever is the way used to obtain it. 

2. Context 

From a macroseopie point ofview, the eoneemed area is the eivilian nuclear. Made up 
of twenty sites of eleetrieity produetion (nuclear power stations) alloeated on Freneh 
territory, EDF eompany uses its existing logistie ehain to maintain operational all the 
plants. The eorresponding spare parts (sp in the text) represent a few thousand 
differene equipmentl referenees. Also, EDF regularly praetiees preventive maintenanee 
sehedule and exeeptionally curative maintenance (repair). The SP are stored in three 
distinct places (the national warehouses), and preserved against damaging for an 
indeterminate duration (from one week to several deeades). 
From a microseopic point of view, all the parts form a population) extremely ecleetie. 
There are some heavy and voluminous (ex: turbines, diesel engines ... ), some others 
light and tiny (resistors, screws ... ). Certain spare parts come in a number of varieties 
(nuts, valves ... ) or are unique (crank, vortex ... ). It would also be necessary to talk 
about the technologies (mechanics, electronics, and hydraulics ... ), and to consider 
materials such as metals and polymers; as weil as the priees, the supply and demand, 
the quantities ete. This, in order to truly deseribe the make up ofthese parts in store. 
The genesis of the problem is an ambitious program of productivity gain, including the 
logistic process4• To this end, our projectS is to define what the global system6, for 
preservation (GSP) of spare parts, ideally could be. This subject includes phases of 
transportation (dynamie phases ) as well as those (static) of equipment storage. In other 
words, the mission is to give some answers (seientifieally validated) to the following 
decision-maker strategie questions: 

• How many warehouses is it necessary to build? 
• Where to place geographieally the stores? 
• What technologies ofpreservation7 must be used and for what sorts ofsp? 
• How mueh money to invest in GSP and for what means exactly (site, installation, 

equipment, ete.)? 
• What gains (finaneial, temporal, qualitative, ete.) to expeet and when? 

I All in all, several hundred thousand items. 
2 We will call those sometimes spare parts, sometimes SP or simply (new) parts. 
) In the statistical sense. 
4 The logistic process (or chain) is made up of all various stages in the life cycle of sp from their 
manufaeturing until their use in the nuclear power stations. There are two stages for the 
transport and one for the storage. 
S According to Le Cardinal [LCa89], a project is a regrouping of one or several objectives to 
realize with some internal or external specified constraints intended to optimize the parameter 
that represents the quality of results. Likewise, the EDF project intent's seeks to optimize the 
global cost of preservation with a better quality. 
6 J. W. Forrester [For84] defined a system as a group of elements able to have several states or a 
group ofvariables able to take various values. 
7 For us, a technology 0/ preservation is each process that contributes to neutralize at the very 
least one of aging factors of a spare part. 
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• What parts of the existing structure to recycle? 
• What satisfaction for the future GSP may the company obtains? 
• What are risks regarding no availability of nuclear power stations? 

Remark: 
We consider here that a dass is a combination of preservation technologies (for exarnple: 
cardboard + plastic film + hurnidity absorber). 

3. Global Approach 

The strategie furtherance methodology that we have elaborated is based on a systemic 
approach of the problem and on the use of a functional analysis tools [Lim96]. This 
approach allows a global vision - a transversal view - of the project with an important 
abstraction degree and an unambiguous frontier demarcation of the GSP. Also, it 
displays the existence of strong interactions between the enterprise (GSP) and products 
(sp) at all stages. According to J. Woodward [W0071], the technology and the structure 
are connected, the second depending probablyon the first. Likewise, it displays the 
necessity to capitalize knowledge - all sorts of relevant information on the GSP and on 
the SP - simultaneously on the two sides before their processing. As H A. Simon 
[Sim91] has demonstrated, a systemic approach permits the structuring of the system 
complexity. In our case, the black box has for inputs all the operation al spare parts and 
for outputs these same operational parts. The value-added for the GSP is therefore 
duration of availability during its transportation and storage activities. 

Ftlldion 
T ... e 

&.Toundings 

PreMrl8bon 

Figure 1: The product model . Figure 2: The process model. 

To give a clear indication of the complexity of the global system of preservation, we 
use three recent definitions of this term. For M Karsky & al. [KDC+96], a system is 
complex because its temporal behaviors are often difficult to anticipate, even to short
dated, and they are alm ost always difficult to analyze. For J. Melese [MeI95], the 
complexity has to be understood as a wealth of the information and the 
interconnections, a variety of states and possible evolutions, all different things of the 
complication (in the sense of the overlapping of stable linear connections), often fixed 
with inflexibility by the system environment. E. Morin [Mor94], defines the 
complexity as a quantitative phenomenon (extreme quantity of interactions and 
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interference between a great number of units) comprising uncertainties, vagueness, 
random phenomena. 

4. Modeling the Problem 

According to D. Thiel [Thi93], the modeling of real systems consists in trying to 
describe, to symbolize, to conceptualize (with a modular and progressive manner) the 
knowledge ofthe reality. To formalize our problem, we had to elaborate a functional 
model of preservation logistics. We built it as a « set of conceptual tools allowing the 
just necessary description - that is to say, in the senses ofthe value analysis, aiming the 
best rate costlquality of the description more than the minimal cost [Ada87] - of the 
global system of spare parts preservation ». Its aim is therefore to contribute to the 
understanding ofthe structure ofthe future logistic chain - which purpose is to insure 
the spare parts integrity- and to improve c1early the actual structure (constituted of 
several national warehouses). 
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Figure 3: The three axis ofthe process model. 
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The validation of the model, recorded in [Baud97], is the result of a classical extern al 
functional analysis. 

4.1. PRODUCT MODEL 

Globally, the functional model of preservation is made up of three parts. The first one 
(Cf. Fig.l) permits the spare parts description. The underlying desire is the listing of 
all characteristics (quantitative and qualitative) of SP that are pertinent from the 
preservation point of view. Thus, the product model - according to 0. Cantzier 
[Can97], "a product model is a suite of data in a computing system that characterizes 
the potential solutions to a particular need, at every moment of the design process" -
concatenates three axis (more or less dependent): the functional, structural and 
surrounding axis. 
The first dimension is devoted to the description ofthe functionalities to be maintained 
available. For instance, we have the generic functions (kinematics, hydraulics, 
electronics, and electricity ... ) and the elementary functions (motor, generator, resistor, 
filter, and tightness connections: building in, pivot, etc). 
The second dimension deals with the description of the parts constitution: material, 
physics (forms, assemblies) and geometrical (margins) parameters. 
The last dimension may be considered as the interaction space between the parts (or 
product) and the environment potentially harmful for both others dimensions. 
In this research field, we defined fifteen aging factors (among them: water, oxygen, 
ozone, light, temperature ... ). Each factor may damage apart, but the interaction 
between two or more factors mayaiso constitute a potential harmful effect on the parts. 

4.2. PROCESS MODEL 

The second model (Cf. Fig.2) aims at the description ofthe logistic chain. The process 
model proposed constitutes a quasi-natural cutting of the problem. Three axes are 
defined in this space. (Fig.3) gives a vivid representation. At first, the time-axis shows 
the different positions of use of the preservation process as well as the evolution of the 
system. We consider for example the notions of part flow, access time, supply, 
delivery, handling, etc. Then the space-axis expresses the allocation of resources. 
Accordingly, we determinate among others how many stores are necessary, where to 
place them and what capacities (volume, load, conveniences ... ) are required. Finally, 
the preservation-axis allows the connection with the product model (the third 
dimension). The main idea is that the determination ofthe classes is done according to 
the aging factors, on the one hand, and potentially neutralized by the technologies of 
preservation, on the second hand. 

4.3. DRIVING MODEL 

The third model ofthe triptych is devoted to the objectives and constraints driving. The 
determination of the parameters has to be undertaken methodically in agreement with 
the policy of the company. Consequently, the model of objectives and constraints 
piloting offers the possibility to control priorities of decision-maker by a management 
of the functions to be optimized. Among all the possibilities, we may point out for 
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instance, the minimization of the cost of no availability (of the power plants), the 
annual working cost, the number of warehouses and the access time to SP. Thus, nine 
objective fimctions and six constraint functions have been defined. 
As previously shown the aim of the fimctional model is the comparison (on three 
levels) of the different GSP propositions. First, the comparison of the global cost of 
technological solutions, second the comparison of the satisfaction between the potential 
GSP and the ideal system, and third the comparison of risks related to each solution. 

5. Implementation 

The implementation of this model has trained us to design a software which entry 
interface (i.e. the man-machine interface) is presented here (Cf. Fig.4). The purpose of 
MICRO-COST, in French "Logiciel de Conservation Optimisee en Stockage et en 
Transfert" (Software of Optimized Preservation during Transportation and Storage), is 
the assistance to strategie. From this perspective, it contributes to the acquisition of 
knowledge about the problem by the means of five formats of "calling cards" 
(personalized, validated by EDF experts and enriched by some industrial investigations 
of technological benchmarking [Kas97]). These cards are designed with the database
processing software Microsoft Access 97 that is actually the best one of the category 
[CaI97] [ZRD97]. We defined five cards: spare parts, technologies, warehouses, 
tradesmen and nuclear power station. These cards are trained from the functional 
model. 
The platform MICRO-COST is also made up of a database of rules for preservation (it 

contains over 300 ruIes) allowing the quantification ofthe aging factors (i.e. the third 
dimension of product model according to the functional and structural description of 
the parts). The software is used for the constitution and the structuring ofthe problem 
database for the purpose of simulation and/or optimization processing with the kernel 
software LOOPS8 [KSM97]. 

6. Conclusion 

One ofthe main aspect ofthis work lies on the fact that the literature does not mention 
examples of global system of preservation. In this work the application of a systemic 
approach and the design of a functional model of preservation permit a good 
understanding of the problem and its complexity. The interest of the computer 
platform MICRO-COST surpasses also the onIy structuring of the just necessary data in a 
database for numerical processing. Shortly, this contribution could be used as a 
"standard" for data exchange between suppliers and users of spare parts. It could also 
constitute the framework of a future standardization of industrial preservation. Finally, 
an extension (and generalization) ofthese conclusions is foreseeable in areas as various 
as the army, the civil aeronautics, the food, the archaeology and the hospital 
environment. 

8 LOOPS is a combinatorial optimization library developed In the "Productique 
Logistique" Lahoratory. 
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A GENERIC MODEL FOR KNOW-HOW CAPITALIZATION 

Modele generique de capitalisation du savoir-faire 

ABSTRACT 
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Grande voie des vignes, 92295 Chiitenay-Malabry Cedex 
email: stalj@pl.ecp.fr 

As far as product design is concerned, an important question is what makes an actor in a 
project capitalize what he knows and does? Capitalizing must become natural and even 
obvious. Our goal is to reach a very simple and pragmatic level so as to enable any user in 
a project to capitalize a process. We expect therefore to design a model as generic and 
convivial as possible so as to fulfill any user's need. The base of our research work is to 
define what the critical aspects that represent a process without any redundancy are. After a 
study of the works related to the design process histories and the different tools, we explain 
how we defined, on the one hand, the objectives for a model and, on the other hand, the 
just necessary criteria for a given user. In order to validate real needs in capitalization and 
to perform the response to these needs, we propose here a computerized model of design 
process history . 

RESUME 

Une reelle preoccupation entoure le domaine de la capitalisation des processus de 
conception. Tout processus peut etre capitalise, le tout est de savoir comment le 
« decouper » pour en faire une entite reutilisable. La base de notre travail est de reflechir 
sur ce qui represente un processus a l' essentiel, en evitant toutes les redondances et notre 
objectif est de nous situer a un niveau tres souple et pragmatique pour permettre atout 
acteur d'un projet de capitaliser un processus. Apres un etat de l' art sur la capitalisation des 
processus et des differents outils de capitalisation des connaissances, nous expliquons la 
demarche qui nous permet d'aboutir aux objectifs a atteindre par le modele et aux criteres 
juste necessaires pour un utilisateur donne. Nous parvenons ainsi a une structure generale 
illustree par une application informatique. 
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1. Introduction 

Studying the project management of an innovative product conception can lead to the 
discovery of some dysfunctions but it is often difficult to understand why they appear 
during the realization of the project. Design process history is actually areal preoccupation 
today as far as conception and management are concerned. Any process in our life can be 
capitalized, the difficulty lies in capitalizing the parts that form a reusable entity. Our 
reflection is based on the decomposition of any process into actions. Our main purpose is 
to make a generic model that can be adapted to any particular action or process. In 
general terms, the idea is that we capitalized, on the one hand, so as to enlarge our stocks of 
information and to keep it growing bigger and, on the other hand, so as to share all the 
data. The enrichment and the sharing of information are the two basic ideas of 
capitalization. 

2. Field of Inquiry 

A design process is often full of complexities, that makes its decomposition into different 
parts rather tricky. The strategic, tactical and operational levels have been admitted and 
recognized for a long time now. But the complexity at the operation al level is still so 
important that it highlights the interest in a process modeling based on capitalization and 
genericity. Capitalizing allows any company to evaluate, to anticipate dysfunctions, to 
optimize the innovating design, to understand the reasons of dysfunctions, to take part in 
the enrichment of its patrimony. People capitalize so as to reuse: reusing «implies » 

recognizing a situation and recognizing a situation « implies » being able to represent it. 
Since the beginning of our works, we have been submitted to multiple interrogations, the 
most important ones are presented here: How to capitalize the history of the decisions 
making? How to verify coherence in a system? How to represent a process in its 
crucial aspects? Is there any single representation of a process that leads to its 
description and analysis? What are the just necessary functions for capitalization? 

3. State of the Art 

With the advent of computer science [GOR.95], design tools and methodologies come out 
with universal vocation [BLE.94], essentially based on the Hierarchic, Sequential, 
Informational Model. But the lack of genericity and the disregard of human beings cast 
some doubt upon the adequacy of the model [PER.94]. An approach to the design activity 
in terms of organization also appears [MIN.95]. It appeals to different notions such as 
cooperation, knowledge, retro-actions, communication and apprenticeship. The tool 
approach gives up competing with the organizational approach with the strategic, tactical 
and operational stakes. A design process is still very difficult to rationalize [AND.85], 
[HUB.85], because it depends on multiple factors such as the field of activity (electronics, 
computer science, building trade), or such as the kind of problem to solve (innovating 
project, routine project). 
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As far as the socio-technical approach is concerned, design process cannot be seen 
only as what passes through the designers' heads [BOU.97]. On the one hand, because 
designers share their activity with their tools and, on the other hand, because this activity 
produces traces, called the «intermediate objects» [VIN.94], [TIC.94]. In today's 
industrial organizations, design histories are rarely archived in an integrated, accessible 
form [SHA.96]; information about design projects lies scattered about in various formats. 
The only access to such information may be through conversations with project engineers 
who work on a given project. So, even if each design process is singular, there is areal 
need to create generic tools that could help the capitalization, the apprenticeship and the 
organization of data and knowledge, which are always changing in this concurrent 
engineering environment. 

Regarding the design process representation as a general modeling of the design 
activity, three different purposes can be identified for the elaboration of a process model: 
the descriptive and concrete approach [TAK.90], [TOM.87], [ULL.91], the prescriptive 
and abstract approach [PUG.91] and the mixed approach [CRO.89]. Considering the 
decision-making processes, flexibility and reliability must be introduced: in any modeling, 
there is always arbitrariness, simplification and omissions [TSO.91], that lead to multiple 
problems (differences of interpretation, responsibility of the decision maker in the choice 
of the decision, unreliabilities, ambiguities). Among all the existing analysis tools, we can 
present the classical models [KUM.90], the information models [MOL.94], [MAR.94], the 
capitalization by the goals model [OUA.97] and the consensus model [CRO.92]. We will 
pay special attention to a conceptual architecture for the design process histories of 
industrial complex products [CAN.97]. This is a slanted project approach, information that 
could be used by numerous different people is capitalized, by opposition to the slanted 
trade approach where the expert' s know-how is formalized. 

We now use a lot of technics for process/product modeling or optimization and for 
output management, but we rarely work on the process history. Regarding the design 
processes history as a special case, works here are even less numerous. The base of our 
research works is to know what kind of crucial aspects can represent a process without any 
redundancy and our goal is to be at a very simple and pragmatic level so as to enable any 
user in a project to capitalize a process. 

4. Modeling 

As far as the industrial context is concerned, the primary objective of the capitalization is to 
optimize the conception time which is based on the sharing of information. The industrial 
need can also be defined as followed: limiting the waste of time spent to accomplish a daily 
work by capitalizing (structuring and stocking information) and reusing (evaluating, 
identifying and analyzing) information thanks to a minimal architecture which curbs the 
user as little as possible and wh ich always allows the extension of the database. 

4.1. SOME CONCEPTS DEFINITIONS 

4.1.1. Know-How 
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We define know-how as data composed of information and semantics and as data 
progressing by following the different phases of a life line. These stages are structuring, 
capitalization, reuse, analysis and maintenance. Semantics enables, on the one hand, to 
structure information which depends on users and tools and, on the other hand, to have 
intelligent information which is know-how. 
Our purpose is to structure know-how in such a generic way that it will help answering 
questions such as: when, how long, who, why, what is the aiming at? 

4.1.2. Functions and Criteria 
A functional analysis study has been conducted [STA.97] to find the functions that must 
be satisfied by the model in each of its different situations of use (structuring, 
capitalization, reuse of data, analysis, maintenance). This list of functions is not exhaustive, 
it just helps us to define the real need our model has to satisfy. This is the description 
outline of our model in its different situations of life. 

The liberty is given to the user to add other functions or to modify some. Functions 
from the functional analysis are for instance: 
• The object must allow the user to identify a situation, the context of a process. 
• The object must allow the user to capitalize his experience on a given design process. 
• The object must allow the user to easily and quickly compare two decisions. 
• The object must allow optimization of time spent to take adecision. 

In order to adapt the model to each user's need, functions from the functional 
analysis have been translated into criteria: in a given project, a user is able to capitalize a 
process by choosing criteria which represent his concern in the project. 

User's Chosen criteria Other criteria 
Profile I~hat ~ consequence 

how 
!Jacques 

! 
.... interlocutor 

Inewaction crucial tasks 

!DeSigner 1 
l~hY ~ conditions 

.... risk purpose 

Inew context alternatives 

IPrOject 1 1 I~eans ~ cost 
128/02198 1 where .... well-known process 

Inew resource duration 

Figure 1. The user chooses here criteria. Selected criteria define his user' s profile. 

4.1.3. Just Necessary Concept 
Criteria depend on the knowledge of the user in a project; one cannot ans wer to any 
question regarding a project, it depends on either his function or his action in the project. 
So, in order to capitalize the just necessary information in a project, each participant can 
choose his personal criteria. 
Translating functions into criteria allows at first the adaptation of the model to auser' s 
specific need, secondly the definition of a specific profile for each user and finally the 
satisfaction of a maximum number of functions with the least information possible. 
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4.1.4. Project 0/ Action 
In order to get a generic model, structuring the criteria in a Project of Action is necessary. 
We also propose to decompose any Project of Action into Action, Context and Resources 
which gather numerous criteria chosen by the user and which give access to tools. This 
represents the minimal architecture for the process (Figure 1). 

4.1.5. User's Profile and Bijective Application 

By selecting criteria, a user defines a User's Profile as shown in Figure 2. This profile 
gives access to the following potential actions: capitalizing a process, reusing a capitalized 
process, analyzing a project (group of processes). The User's Profile notion answers 
questions with regards to hierarchy and to diversity as far as specialties are concerned (a 
user can have numerous functions and also numerous profiles); this is the direct 
application between the position of an actor within a project and what he really does. 

IDEF PERT GRAl VA Taguchi 

crucial criteria what what, what, what, what, purpose, 
duration purpose cost consequence 

necessary action action, action, action, action, 
conditions resource context resource context 

what, purpose, IDEF GRAl Taguchi 
consequence 

what, purpose IDEF GRAl 

Figure 2. This tabular is an extract of the possible relationship between tools and criteria. 

Two connections can be highlighted here: the user-tools connection and the user
profile connection. Chosen criteria define the user' s profile which gives access to tools. 
This application is bijective because access to a singular tool can be done only by choosing 
the corresponding criteria. A profile can also be defined by the tools the user wants to use. 

4.2. SPECIFICA TIONS 

Specifications become the followings: 
coherent and generic, 
adaptable model with a free access to data, 
user friendly interface, 
integration of computerized tools (SADT, PERT, GANTT, AMDEC), fitted to all steps 
of a project and to all granularity levels and which allows a very quick inventory of the 
database contents. 

The other advantages of our model are: 
all keywords used in the application are defined, the language is, on the one hand, 
informal and natural and, on the other hand, formal, 
the user interface is logic, simple and has a rich vocabulary, 
the possibility for the user to adapt the model to particular needs is done in a very 
simple way, 
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the user can either precise the number of alternatives or add new functions that should 
be satisfied by the model. He can also use former existing models. 

So as to simplify the model, only the just necessary information for the reuse is capitalized, 
and new tools can be added to analyze a project by a given view. 
An application RADO has been implemented on HyperCard so as to illustrate and validate 
the main functions of the model in its different ways of use. 

5. Application: Choice of an Optimization Method 

The purpose, here, is to show how a choice of an optimization method can be capitalized so 
as to be reused to solve an other industrial problem. We just show here the beginning of the 
capitalization that could help a user to determine the optimum solution. 

PA.l CProject ofAction 1): 

Action: 
What: choose an optimization method 
Consequence: find the optimum solution to an industrial problem 
How: by finding the appropriated mathematical modeling 
Context: 
Why: because the way to solve such a problem depends on its own structure (size and 
complexity) 
Purpose: solve an industrial problem 
Conditions: have the good definition of the industrial real need (PA.2) 
Resources: 
Means: experts in logistic 
Where: in a logistic laboratory 
Well-known Process: linear programming, optimization methods 

PA.2: 
Action: 
What: have the good definition of the industrial real need 
Consequence: identify the real problem to be formalized 
How: by getting the real industrial data from the industrial person 
Context: 
Why: because sometimes industrial people do not exactly know where the problem really is 
Purpose: solve the real problem (PA 3) 
Conditions: availability of the industrial person 
Resources: 
Means: experts in logistic 
Where: in a logistic laboratory 
Well-known Process: linear programming, optimization methods 

PA.3: 
Action: 
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What: solve the real problem 
Conseguence: give the best solution to the industrial person 
How: by identifying the size and the complexity of the problem: 
1. for a well-known and easy problem: by choosing the appropriated algorithm 
2. for a well-known and difficult problem: 

• small size problem: by spending some time to find the solution 
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• bigger size problem: by finding only a feasible solution (one may not have the 
possibility or the time to find the optimum solution) 

3. for a unknown problem: by obtaining a feasible solution by heuristic. 

5. ConcIusion 

Our most important question is « what makes an actor in a project capitalize what he knows 
and does? ». Our main purpose is indeed to make people capitalizing in areal obvious way. 
We base therefore our research on different notions such as Value Analysis, transparency, 
information sharing, collaboration. A single representation for any process does not exist 
yet: processes depend on the considered field, on the kind of project, on the user and on 
what the user knows about the project. Generic tools are also necessary so as to adapt to 
anybody's need. Moreover, the minimal architecture proposed here affords us to use the 
least information possible, the user gives only the information he knows about the project 
and some subjectivity lies in information just like in any model involving human beings. 

Our research work can lead to some future prospects. First of all, in a just necessary 
view, we could think we just have to capitalize the points involving dilemma in a process. 
However a process history without any problem is useful to reuse because there is no waste 
of time and reusing it would let us spend more time resolving other troubles, developing an 
innovating or strategic aspect. Moreover, we try to structure the language so as to transmit 
the know-how from the user who capitalizes to the user who reuses the information. But, 
we still have to solve the problem of the semantics wh ich lies behind words. The language 
is the real support of the know-how but that must not stand in the way of information 
transmission. So an other prospect of our work could be the creation of a common 
language for capitalization and reuse of information. Finally, an other question which still 
remains is the modeling independence of any productlprocess modeling. We try here to be 
as generic as possible by not being linked to any productlprocess modeling, but this 
research field is still opened. 
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Abstract 
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VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) is a graphic modeling tool that is used for 

3D representation of objects and animation of their behavior through WWW (World 

Wide Web). Especially, VRML2.0 has such new functions as enhanced static worlds, 

interaction, animation, scripting, prototyping, etc. By full usage of these capability of 

VRML2.0, the goal of this research is to develop a software system to automatically 

generate the VRML2.0 code for demonstrating product shape, product configuration 

and assembly process with DXF files as input. The VRML code generated can be used 

to provide a product information through any standard browser, Netscape, Explorer, etc., 

on WWW. Specifically three algorithms are presented: one for converting CAD to 

VRML, another for converting BOM to VRML, and the third for generating animation 

VRMLcode. 

1. Introduction 

As the manufacturing systems become automated as well as information-oriented more 

and more, a methodology is required to integratedly or individually optimize the 

business processes of the manufacturing enterprise, such as design, fabrication, 
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procurement, distribution, disposal, etc. Among various techniques for inter-process 

optimization, concurrent engineering is wide1y recognized as a feasible approach to 

obtain the global optimization. By simultaneously considering and providing feasible 

solutions in the design phase on the problems which may cause at any point of time in 

the product life-cycle, concurrent engineering design is intended to provide the 

opportunity for larger improvements in product development cost reduction, the time to 

market, and quality. For successful implementation of concurrent engineering concepts, 

it is essential to model and manage the product-related information, and share them 

between CE team members. Product-related information in manufacturing companies 

exists in various formats and various departments. For example, product shapes and 

structural information are in engineering drawings or BOM (Bill of Material) in the 

form of CAD files or hard-copy documents. Also, process information (including 

machining and assembly process) exists in process plans in the forms of hard-copy 

documents, electronic documents, digital files, or database records. Thus, these pieces 

of product-related information, which may be geographically distributed, inconsistent 

and incomplete, cannot fully provide what is required to fulfill the cross-functional 

global optimization among the business processes. 

This paper discusses the methodology to represent integratedly and dynamically the 

product information including product shape and assembly process animation through 

WWW [2, 4]. The research aims at developing a software tool which encompasses the 

distributed product-related information in various formats and converts those 

information into the integrated and dynamically visualized form of information - so 

called Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) code. This system helps the CE 

team members share the product information in common by providing the integrated 

and dynamic realization of product assembly process through WWW or a corporate 

intranet [1, 3, 5]. 

2. Proposed System Architecture 

In this paper, the development of a software system is proposed, so called Product 

Assembly VRML Code Generator, which is intended to automatically generate the 

VRML2.0 code which expresses the product shape and assembly animation process by 

using and accessing the distributed product-related information in manufacturing 

companies. The system is composed of three parts, the input/output module, the shape 
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VRML code generation module including the product shape and structural information 

and the animation VRML code generation module to visualize the assembly process. 

The conceptual diagram for the system is presented in Figure 1. Detail description for 

each module is followed. 

Infonnation 

Animation 
VRML 
Code 

VRML 
Code 
OB 

Figure 1. Proposed System Architecture 

2.1. INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FORMAT 

The Assembly VRML Code Generator takes input data by accessing four data base 

tables, which include the information on BOM, CAD, product specifications and 

process plans. The VRML code generated is stored in VRML DB and provided to users 

according to their requests through the internet. The CAD DB inc1udes the 3D-shapes of 

component parts. The 3D-shape information is invoked and converted into the VRML 

codes for part shapes. In this paper, the shape information in the DXF (Drawing 

Interchange File) format is used. The DXF format is a neutral text file format, which is 

used to share the 3D-shape information from various CAD systems. Product 

specification DB inc1udes the product dimensions and tolerances, while assembly 

relations and sequence are inc1uded in the assembly process plan. To produce the 

assembly VRML code, a two step conversion of raw product information is required, 

i.e., into the shape VRML code, then the animation VRML code. 

2.2. PRODUCT SHAPE VRML CODE GENERATION 

Product shape can be illustrated with the component shapes and their combination, i.e., 

assembly stmcture and their relations. TraditionaHy the product structure is expressed in 

BOM (Bill of Material), which represents the component configuration and material 

requirements for a product in a tree-like data structure. As shown in Figure 2(a), a 

product stmcture is weH described in a BOM tree. In the BOM tree, the leaf nodes 
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represent individual parts, the root node for the [mal assemb1y, and the intermediate 

nodes for the subassemblies. Also the corresponding VRML structure shown in Figure 

2(b) can explicit1y express the inc1usion and assemb1y re1ationships between component 

parts. 

product 
AB 

sub-assembly A 

part Al part A2 

(a) 

partB 

DEF AB Transfonn 

children 

DEF A Transfonn 

Figure 2. (a) BOM Tree and (b) structure VRML Tree 

To produce the VRML code for representing product shape, the product structure in a 

BOM tree is first interpreted into the VRML code for the tree structure and then the part 

shape information in the DXF format is converted into the VRML code at each terminal 

node in the VRML tree. Two a1gorithms to generate the structure VRML and shape 

VRML codes are presented in the following two subsections. 

2.2.1. Algorithm to Convert BOM into Structure VRML 

variables' 

part: data structure ineluding part name and its parent name 

List: instanee ofa linear list class indudingpart information 

position: current position in List 

Metbods' 

List.AddTaiIO: method funetion in dass Listto add element into a List 

List.GetAtO: method function in dass Listto obtain information at any loeation 

List.GetFirstO: method in dass List to return the first loeation in List 

List.GetCount 0: method in class List to return the number of elements in List 

List.DeleteFirst 0: method in class List to delete the first element in List. 

Make _Node 0: assign anode 

Insert _ ChildNode 0: assign a ehild node 

Query_BOM_Database 0: 
Find_Parent_Position 0: loeation that eoineides with the parameter. 

Majn body' 

part = product name; 

position = 0; 
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LislAddTail(part); 

while (position< List.GetCountO) { 

part = List.GetAt (position); 

List.AddTail (Query_BOM_Database (part»; 

position ++; 

} 

while (List.GetCount 0 != 0) { 

part = List.GetFirst 0; 

} 

if(part.parent ==none) Make_Node (part); 

else Insert _ Child _ Node (Find ]arent ]osition (part),part); 

LislDeleteFirst 0; 

2.2.2. Algorithm to Convert DXF to VRML 

M1rjables-

dxf a DXF text file 

dxf)ndex: instance of a linear !ist including XYZ coordinates and string SEQEND. 

index _table: instance of a linear !ist inc1uding XYZ coordinates 

point: a string for point field of coordinate node in VRML 

coord_index: a string for CoordIndex field ofIndexedFaceSet in VRML 

Methodr 

DXF]ilterO: to obtain X-, Y-, Z values and SEQEND from a difstring 

DXF _ Coord ]ilter 0: to delete the duplicated coordinates lind SEQUEND from a DXF string 

IndexTable _ To _ VRML ]ointSet(): to convert into VRML point field from index _table 

581 

DXF _ SEQEND _ To _ VRML _ Index(): convert into VRML coord _index field from set ofXYZ coordinates 

ofDXF 

Make _ ShapeO: complete VRML shape node through parameters 

Majn BodJ!' 

d;;cf)ndex = DXF ]ilter (dxfJ; 

index _table = DXF _ Coord ]ilter (dif_index); 

point = IndexTable _ To _ VRML ]ointSet (index _table); 

coord _index = DXF _ SEQEND _ To _ VRML _Index (index _table, dif_index); 

Make_Shape (point, coord_index); 

2.3. VRML CODE GENERATION FORASSEMBLY ANIMATION 

To genera te a VRML code for assembly animation of parts, the parts configuration, 

assembly sequence and relations for the final assembly should be explicitly represented. 
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This module uses the VRML codes for product shape and structure generated from the 

shape VRML code generator in Figure 1, and obtains the final assembly configuration, 

contact relations and assembly sequences from the assembly process, and the initial 

location of each component from users. 

2.3.1. VRML Code Structure for Animation 

The routes of assembled parts are also represented for animation of assembly process. A 

function Interpolator in VRML is used. The kinds of information are required to use the 

Interpolator: start and animation time management, shape, location and orientation of 

each component, and routing part including time elapse and event information. 

2.3.2. VRML Code Generationfor Animation 

In this subsection, the method to generate the intermediate routes of assembled parts is 

presented. For example, consider a simple assembly C, in which parts A and B are 

screw-fitted. In Figure 3, the assembly process of two parts can be depicted in three 

steps: to move a part from the initial position to the position where the center of a 

moving part is coincide with the assembly direction of the base part, to align the moving 

part to the assembled direction, and to assemble the part into the base part. For each 

assembly process, the parameters to conduct the assembly animation can be derived 

from product specification and the initial position of each component. For example in 

Figure 3, given the initial positions of part A and B, the rotating degree a and moving 

distance L can be obtained from the product specification. Therefore, VRML code for 

assembly animation can be derived from the information described above and by using 

APl, BPI APl+L,BPl APl+L+a., BPI AP2,BP2 

(a) Final Assembly (b) Intennediate Route 2 (c) Intennediate Routel 
(d) Initial Locations of 

PartA&B 

Animation .. 
Route Derivation 

*Legends: A, B, C are part name, P means Position, R means Orientation 

Figure 3. Animation VRML Code Derivation 
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the Interpolator NODE in VRML. The complete algorithm is described in the following 

subsection. 

2.3.3. Animation VRAfL Code Generation Algorithm 

variables' 

pos _ ori : struct array with position and orientation 

t: assembly start time 

time: assembly duration 

Metbod,' 

Read _ VRML _ FinalO: read the fmallocations of assembled parts 

Read _ RelationO: read the assembly relations for animation 

Read _ RegulationO: read the product specifications 

Cal_ Contact(): move from the current position to the contact position. 

Cal]itO: move to the position to be fuHy fitted 

Cal_ ScrewO: obtain the position and rotating degree in terms of orientation and product dimenation. 

Cal_ OrientationO: coincide the orientation ofthe assembled part with the base 

Read _ Root_ Orientation 0: read the orientation ofthe part in root node 

Read _ VRML _ Init(): read the initial positions for the assembled parts 

Add _ P&OO: add the time, position and orientation in Interpolator node 

MajnBo~' 

index = 0; 

pos_ori[index++] = Read_ VRML]inalO 

if(Read_RelationO == Contact)pos_ori[index++ ] = Cal_Contact(pos_ori [index-i], Read_Regulation()); 

if(Read_ RelationO == Fit) pos_ ori [index++ ] = Cal]it(pos _ ori [index-i], Read _Regulation()); 

if(Read _ RelationO == Screw _fit) pos _ ori [index++] = CaC Screw(pos _ ori [index-i], Read _ Regulation()); 

pos _ ori[index+ +] = Calculate _ Ori(pos _ ori[index-i]); 

pos_ori[index] = Read_ VRML_InitO: 

While(index>=O) { 

Add_P&O(pos_ori[index--],Time, t); 

3. Implementation 

The product assembly VRML code generator proposed is implemented with Visual 

C++5.0, Netscape Internet Control, Cosmo Playerl.O Plugin, and MicroSoft SQL 

Server6.5 in Window NT4.0 environment. The fInal assembly of an industrial robot and 

its components in the tree structure are depicted in Figure 4(a) and (b). 
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(a) Final Assembly of a Robot 

. ..... 
• 1foW'V.~_WI 

. 1IKoO"I'_a.._MWI .-
(b)VRML Tree 

Figure 4. System Implementation 

4. Conclusions and future research direction 

Since the proposed system takes DXF format of shape information, BOM and assembly 

process as inputs regardless their types and general dimensions of the product, the 

proposed system can be used as a tool for concurrent engineering. Also the software 

tool can be used for parallel product development since it helps the team members 

obtain easily and quickly the shape and structural information of products in design 

phase and assembly animation of the product. The development of interface modules 

with STEP and JAVA will enhance the system applicability. 
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RESUME 

Collaborative design in Education : 
the T AXIA PROJECT 

Bruno RAMOND 

Universite de Technologie de Compiegne 
BP 649 - 60206 COMPIEGNE Cedex, France 

Email: bruno.ramond@utc.fr 

Douze ecoles d'ingenieurs ont decide d'unir leurs efforts pour concevoir et realiser un 
nouveau vehicule automobile. Ce projet, appele projet T AXIA, a pour but de repondre 
aux be so ins exprimes par les chauffeurs de taxis et leurs c1ients. L'objectif final est de 
concevoir et de realiser un prototype industrialisable du vehicule. Ce projet etudiant est 
tres original dans sa taille, plus de 100 etudiants travaillent sur le meme projet simulta
nement dans differentes ecoles, et dans les methodes utilisees pour les taches de con
ception. Ce papier decrit le projet TAXIA et presente certaines observations que nous 
avons pu faire des aujourd'hui autour du projet. Une des principales conc1usions est que 
ce type de projet est une experience pedagogique passionnante a la fois pour les etu
diants et les enseignants et que cet exemple pourrait ouvrir la voie a d'autres projets 
similaires dans I' enseignement superieur. 

ABSTRACT 
Twelve French schools have decided to join their efforts to design a new concept of 
vehic1e. The product is designed to respond to the needs of the taxi drivers and their 
customers. This school project is very original in its size, more than 100 students wor
king together on the same project at different locations in the country, as weil as in the 
methods used to achieve the design, in particular the necessity to use high speed net
work. This paper describes some observations made concerning the project and reports 
on some difficulties encoutered. One of the main conc1usions is that T AXIA is a valua
ble pedagogic experience for both the students and the teachers, and that it could be an 
example for future projects in higher education. 

585 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1995, twe1ve high schoo1s of Mechanical Engineering in France have been wor
king together on a huge project, the design and the making of a new prototype of vehicle 
specially intended for taxi drivers: this is the T AXIA project. A prototype will be pre
sented at the "Mondial de l'Automobile", a car-exhibition held in Paris in october 1998. 
This paper presents the project and a progress report, six months before the deadline. 

11. HISTORY 

At the beginning, in 1995, two students, passionnately interested in cars, contacted other 
schools and universities to promote this idea : 

" We, future engineers, want to show to the world that we are able to develop complex 
mechanical systems. Even if there are differences in our cultures and our knowledge, we 
are able to establish comrnunication between ourselves to achieve such a project. 

In London, taxis drivers use special cars. In N ew-York, cabs are yellow. In France, taxis 
have no distinctive features. Therefore, the taxi drivers using private cars might be a 
problem when a disabled person wants to hire a taxi. 
The French market is too narrow and car makers are not interested in developing special 
cars for this job. 

We are going to design and make a prototype of a taxi. Our objective will be to present a 
model at the car exhibition - the " Mondial de l'Automobile"- held in Paris in october 98 

So began the TAXIA project... 

111. OBJECTIVES 

The project has two main objectives : 

Firstly, the design and making of a new vehicle. This is certainly the biggest one. This 
goal is very ambitious as the duration of the project is three years and car makers, spe
cialized in this job, generally spend three years to develop a new car. Furthermore, many 
innovations will be introduced in the Taxia prototype. 

Secondly, communication problems must be solved. With schools distributed all over 
the country, the organization and the management of this project are complex. One of 
the challenges of the project is to use (and develop if needed) new concurrent methods 
and tools to facilitate an efficient work process in a network. 

IV. ORGANIZA TION 

The work is done under the care of the French Society of Car Engineers, the" SIA -
Societe des ingenieurs de I'automobile". 
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Ecole Nationale Superieure Electronique Electrotechnique Inforrnatique Hydraulique de Toulouse (ENSEEIHT) 

Ecole Superieure de ('Energie et des Materiaux d'Orleans (ESEM) 

Ecole Superieure des Ingenieurs en Electronique et Electrotechnique de Paris (ESlEE) 

Ecole Superieure des Techniques Aeronautiques et de Construclion Automobiles (ESTACA) 

lnslitut Superieur de I' Automobile et des Transports (ISA T) 

Institut Superieur de Design de Valeneiennes (ISD) 

Institut Superieur de l' Eleetronique du Nord (ISEN) 

Universite de Technologie de Compiegne (UTC) 

Institut National des Sciences Appliquees de Rennes (INSA) 

Institut Universitaire de Technologie de St Denis 

Institut Superieur des Materiaux du Mans (ISMANS) 

Institut Superieur de Commeree de l'Automobile du Mans (ISCAM) 

List of schools working on T AXIA 
Liste des ecoles participant au projet 
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IV. I. The advisory board 

At the highest level, TAX IA is supervised by an advisory board composed of the two 
students who have initiated the project, a professor and the director of the SIA. The job 
of this board is to control the progress of the projecL 

IV.2. The executive board 

Thus, an executive board is composed of students in charge of the different parts of the 
design. This board manages the project in its totality : it decides what studies must be 
done and what school will execute them. It gathers, controls and integrates all the re
sults, manages the planning, and discusses the future studies to be undertaken. 

IV.3. In the schools 

At the working level, twelve french engineering schools or universities have been wor
king on the projecL Each school develops parts that depends on their technical skills : 
electronic institutes work on the development of circuitry, schools specialized in car 
technology, the engine and the structure ... Professors supervise the work of their stu
dents, give advice and find industrial partners when needed, but all decisions are nor
mally made by the students. 

Links with 
the ground : wheels. 

suspension 

Les 5 plateaux + le plateau SGDT qualire 
The jive Stages + Data management and Quality 

V. COMMUNICATION 

There are two ways to communicate : 

• Meetings which are held periodically to present all the results produced by the stu
dents and to study interactions. They are also the place where the students can meet 
each other, discuss and solve integration problems. Generally, as a lot of students at
tend these meetings, they are the places where the most important decisions are 
made. In particular, during the meeting held in Lille injuly 97, the students produced 
the first global synthesis and decided on the modifications ofthe prime objectives. 
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• Day by day communication (certainly the most important one) is achieved in part by 
usual methods like phone, fax or Email. As the project is complex, the management 
of data structures is also complex and a new computer system has been specially de
signed tor this purpose. 

This system is based on a web server and a PDM (Product Data Management) system. 
It can be reached by the internet so that every school can have an access to it, at any 
time, thus being able to obtain the latest information very easily. 

To take care of the situation where technical secrecy is important, three levels of access 
have been defined : 

• a public access where Web pages present the project and general information. Eve
rybody who has access to the web can read these pages 

• a second level is restricted (access by password) to the students and the industrial 
partners. One can find a list of the partners, the methods to use, a global progress re
port and a list of all students working on the project. 

• A third level is strictly restricted to the students working on the project. They can 
access all the data generated in the project : specifications, CAD models, studies, re
ports and meeting reports are stored and can be used when it is needed. 

Public 

Industrial 
partners 

Students 

Informations on PDM General 
partners 

information methodology Forum 
T AXIA Letter 

on the project Students list 
(phone and Email) News 

, 
, 

, 
Information system for TAX IA http://wwwassos.utc.fr/taxia 

Other networked tools like Forums and News options have also been developped to 
promote asynchronous exchanges between the students. 

Wehave noted that its use is dependant on the number of computers that a student can 
use in a school. 
UTC students have free access to computers and internet, and they have the possibilty to 
use CAD-CAM tools and simulation softwares. The use of this system seems rather na
tural. The situation is not the same in all the institutes and some schools are reticent in 
allowing their students to have a free access to the internet. In this case, communication 
is generally very difficult and slow. 
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VI. TECUNICAL ASPECTS 

VI.1. Description of the T AXIA car- Extracts from the specifications 

The specifications have been written after sampie surveys done with the taxi drivers in 
different towns in France. Students have also conducted some inquiries with big taxi 
companies (Taxis bleus, G7) to have different points of view from people in charge of 
taxi fleets. 

Some extracts from the specification book are detailed below : 

• T AXIA is a car designed for tourists visiting a town, with special services like tourist 
information 

• It must be able to carry disabled passengers but also passengers with a large amount 
of luggages 

• It will be comfortable for the passengers but also for a driver who spends about 8 
hours a day driving the car. 

• It must be distinctive from other cars in the street so that a customer can immediatly 
recognize aT AXIA car, free for hiring. 

• T AXIA will be a low emission car to preserve the air of the town where it will be 
used. It must respect the future european normalization on pollution. 

• Price will be around 200 kF to be affordable for personal taxi drivers. 

Photos du modele T AXIA 
Pictures of the T AXIA model 

VII. TAXIA AT TUE UNIVERSITY OF COMPIEGNE 

Students at UTe have been involved in T AXIA since the beginning of the project. They 
have even created an association to bring together people interested in cars and particu
larly in developping the T AXIA concept. 

UTe is in charge of the shape design of the car, the rear axle, the modeling of the 
structure and the communication system. Each stage is managed by a student and the 
whole process is supervised by one professor who controls the activity and the work of 
the students. 
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On each stage, the work is decomposed in small tasks or mini-projects (that can be done 
during a semester work) carried out by a group of students. Every mini-project is super
vised by a teacher. If students have completed their task weil, they can obtain special 
credits wich can be credited to their personnal curriculum. 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

The experience acquired in the first four semesters of project has been very useful not 
only for the students but also for the teachers. 

VIII. I. Project Members 

VIII 1.1.- Impact on students 

Working on such a project is very appealing to the students since they like working on 
real objectives in the field they are interested in. It is not always so easy to control over 
enthousiastic involvement, and professors must guide them in their work. If not, the 
result can be very discouraging if a work does not progress correctly. 

VIII. 1. 2.- Time management 

Participation in the project is very time consuming for both the students and also the 
teachers. Wehave found that the work done by the students must be a part of their stu
dies. In schools where the T AXIA project is integrated in the curriculum - by special 
credits for example - the work progress is very good. Students from other schools, wor
king in free time on the project have dropped out very quickly. 

VIII.l.3.- People management 

As in an industrial project, it is very difficult to introduce new students once the project 
is under way. A special effort (in particular, meetings with presentations, progress report 
meetings, etc ... ) has been done to give them all the information they need to 'catch the 
running train'. It is long and it requires investment in training from the students : it is 
sometimes discouraging if a student works only a semester on the project. 

VIII.2.Communication. Relations between partners. 

Even with our communication system, we daily encounter some difficulties at the inter
faces. What can be done very easily in one school can be very difficult to exchange from 
one school to another, especially when their agendas and curriculums are not the same. 
Furthermore, after all discussions, we are not always sure to talk about the same pro
blems : do we understand the same meanings behind words and ... do we understand 
each other? 

VIIl.3.Project management 

This point is surely the most important : a strict management of the project is necessary. 
Every student who has worked on T AXIA has said that rules must be weil established 
and rigorously applied. The project is managed by students and as they have no expe
rience at this kind of job, we have encoutered a lot of problems, particularly in time ma
nagement and in the communication with people from the outside. These situations are 
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potentially very interesting, to study what has gone wrong and to establish new rules or 
new methods, but the objectives of the project are very tight so that we cannot spend too 
mueh time on these issues. 

V 111.4. Capitalization 

A lot of studies have been done during four semesters in the different schools and it has 
been necessary to colleet all the work done to make agIobai synthesis. It is also a good 
way to put together all the data and to eapitalize the knowledge. It was a very difficult 
task because some reports have not been prepared timely, and now with some people 
who have left or no longer remember all the details, some data are lost. It has been pos
sible to save apart of the data at UTe, but we have been unable to do integrally far the 
whole projeet. More wark remains to be done in this sense. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

T AXIA is certainly one of the most interesting "teaching" experience we have had in the 
last few years. It has been very fruitful for both the students and the teachers. Manage
ment of a very large project, communication with other people, modification, evolution 
of the teams, organization are some aspects that the students have discovered in the 
TAXIA project. They have also been able to test tools and methods they have learnt 
before and to develop their application. They have seen what should not be done, and 
how they can improve their work but also the work oftheir other partners. 

More work needs to be done if we want to reach the first objectives, i.e to design and 
build a prototype of a standard taxi car, but even if we don't succeed, everybody has 
gained in skills and knowledge. Some improvements also remain to be made in order to 
manage correctly this kind of project, and surrnount more easily the differences between 
the partners, the storage and the management of the knowledge, the sponsoring ... This 
surely could not have been done only within the T AXIA project. 
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A FAST AND RELIABLE COST-ESTIMATION TOOL FOR HOT
FORGED PARTS. 

Abstract 

M. BERLIOZ - P. MARIN - S. TICHKIEWITCH 
Laboratoire 3S, UiF INPG CNRS UMR 5521, Domaine Universitaire, 
B.P. 53 - 38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX 9 

This paper presents a fast cost-estimation procedure for the specific field of forging. In 
the first part, adescription of the different available methods found in the literature and a 
particular company's estimation procedure are being set out. Then, tools already 
developed or being developed in our laboratory that could help designers in the different 
steps of a forging part design, are also presented. Indeed, previous forging steps have to 
be designed before estimating the production cost. The volume of material and the 
requisit energy to make the part have to be weil defined. Nevertheless, the software's 
implementation of this method, which could be classified as a traditional approach used 
in the detailed design level, provides results in a few seconds. 

1. Introduction 

In the international marketplace, one of the industry's priorities is to be more reactivc 
than its competitors. Nowadays, when the form of a new product has to be defined, most 
factories try to apply a new concept called "integrated design" [1], in which the design 
and the method offices work together. Indeed, approximately 80% of the final product 
cost is dccided in the design stage, and it appears necessary to take into account the 
know-how of each production step to avoid mistakes. In that way, incompatibilities 
between the design and the method offices are avoided, time to market is decreased, 
quality of products is improved, and costs are reduced. 

This paper deals particularly with cost-estimation in the specific field of forging. We 
describe, in the first chapter, different available methods to estimate costs and how a 
particular company proceeds to make an estimate. Then, we present several software 
which model each step that a hot-forged part passes through: COPEST, which deals 
with the transformation of a functional or machined shape representing the initial 
geometry, into a forgeable one; Presto, apreform design tool, because the transformation 
of abillet into a forged part is generaly achieved in several steps; and 'Jorge'Rpna, a fast 
simulation software which evaluates the forging load and energy required to make the 
part and in which a cost-estimation procedure was included. This set of tools could help 
the estimation office of forging companies, and the method office when successive steps 
have to be designed. 

595 
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2. Cost-estimation: state of the art 

For the continued success of a manufacturing enterprise, its cost-estimation have to be 
weil perfomed, and its costing have to be accurate, to correctly determine the 
profitability of its various products. In the area of manufacturing, cost-estimation is the 
prediction of the expected cost of manufacturing a product before the actual production 
starts. It can be extremely harmful to an organisation: if the cost is overestimated, then 
the work can be lost to competitors; if the cost is underestimated, then the work will be 
done at loss, and a company has to make profits rather than losses [2]. Nowadays, one 
of the most important aspects of an industry is economics. Therefore, it is necessary to 
try to reduce production costs from the outset [3]. 

In practice, in the forging field the cost-estimation office makes hundreds of cost
estimations a month, and only three to five percent come back as orders . This very low 
result shows the necessity to achieve a cost-estimation tool that is fast and reliable. The 
current chapter ofthe artic1e is sub-divided into three sections. The first one is a general 
method of cost-estimation based on [2]. The second one is a fast analysis of what exists 
in the literature for the forging process. The third paragraph is adescription of the 
particular procedure carried out in the company observed. 

2.1. GENERAL METHOD OF COST-ESTIMA TION 

Wierda proposed a c1assification system for cost estimations, according to the design 
level, i. e. on knowledge about the product' (Table 1). 

Tl/ble 1. Classification for cast estimates from Wierda. 
Levet of design Conccplllal desiJ!11 Pn:limi nary design Delailed design 

Knowledge about the Malerials and gcol11clry Materials and gcolllclry All information is known 
producl are lInknown are known 

Estimation Illcthod · Faclor mClhod • Producl cOlllparison • DClailed COM-
thai could be used · Malt:rial co I metho( • Databasc calculatio C linmtion 

• FUllctioll Illcthod . Detailed cost . Traditional approach 
funclion and/or 
parametrie co t-
cstimation 

Accurncy of m~tho.ds +30% -15% -5% 
-50% +30% + 10% 

In our case, we consider that cost-estimation of a forging part is carried out using all 
the information on the part and process, therefore in the detailed design level. The cost
estimation methods used for this stage are either a detailed cost function method 
(mathematical expression with constants and parameters derived for specific processes 
based upon size, alloy, weight...) or a traditional approach (for each step, cost of 
materials and operations are estimated, and testing, packaging, inspection, overheads, 
loss and yield factors, etc , are added). Forging competes with casting andJor machining 
in that the high tooling cost often limits the forming process to high volume. The 
major cost elements are the material costs (losses can be a significant amount of the 
total material), the direct expense costs (one of the largest expenses is the cost of the 
die) and the labour and overhead costs (which are very difficult to determine). 

- - - - ------ --- _. 

paper from Wierda [12] cited in [2]. 
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2.2. LITERATURE ANALYSIS 

Firstly, a procedure based on a morphological shape of the part is described. This 
procedure was developed by W.A. Knight and C. Pol i [4] in 1985 and was revised and 
simplified in 1992 by W.A. Knight [5]. The aim of the first method was to give a 
relative cost from a reference part, for configuration of different parts, instead of 
producing a detailed estimate for each of them. This approach was primarily used for 
comparing costs of different forging designs. The costs were relative to a reference 
forging, with a reference cost ratio for material costs (50%), operating costs (30%) and 
tooling costs (20%). According to the authors, two of the disadvantages of this method 
were the complex classification of parts, and an inconsistancy with the production of big 
parts and unusual materials. 
The revision made by Knight in 1992 takes into account the development of integrated 
design, and a cost-estimation is already available at the preliminary design level. This 
estimation is based on the main component costs of the process (material cost, facility 
cost, tool cost). This procedure was computerized and has the advantage of giving a cost 
quickly when simulations are performed, but it is still a method based on morphological 
shapes and cannot take into account local feature of the part. 

Afterwards, an analysis of a traditional approach founded on Chamouard's heuristic 
and formalism [6] is made. From observations and experimental measurements, 
Chamouard produced a method that determines the cheapest hammer to form apart. 
When all characteristics of this hammer are determined, the energy expended to make the 
shape is known. Taking into account a relation between the energy expended on the 
hammer and the equivalent energy spent on a low press, or another machine, Chamouard 
can determine the machine able to produce the part and its production rate. The cost
estimation of apart is determined by hourly costs of machine and labour, material cost, 
and the cost for the time allocated to set up the tools. This method aims to integrate the 
knowledge of engineers, but one disadvantage is that the actual energy is not taken into 
account, nor are the dimensions of the initial billet. 

2.3. A PARTICULAR COMPANY PROCEDURE 

This procedure was observed during a training period in this company. It is described in 
two parts: the first one is a cost-estimation from customer's letters and plans, the 
second one deals with what is done between the order to produce apart and the beginning 
of production. In forging, as perhaps in all industries, cost-estimation is a complex 
process and requires engineering skills to understand what happens in each step of 
production. To simplify the reading of the next paragraph, the readers should report to 
the synoptic table presented in Figure 1. 

Most of the time, the business office receives letters and plans of parts from customers. 
A preliminary sorting is carried out to reject unproducable parts for technological or 
other reasons. Then the file is given to the estimate office, where the part is dressed, and 
the volume of material needed is evaluated. Indeed, 20 to 30% of plans sent by 
customers are plans of machined products, and the forgers have to add specific die 
features (edge fillets, draft angles ... ) to make the part forgeable. In the other 70 to 80% 
of cases, parts are already transformed, but badly, i.e., they were dressed by someone 
unfamiliar with the ruIes of the art or the means of production. In all cases, parts are 
dressed manually to fit the company's machine capacities. The volume of the part is 
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then known, dimensions of the flash land are evaluated, and this volume is added to the 
previous one. Volume losses due to shear loss, tonghold loss, scale loss, flash loss, etc, 
are also added. Once the total volume is determined, dimensions of the billet can be 
ca1culated, followed by the diameter of bars to be ordered. Information on the level of 
production, the material to use, and the weight of material is provided to a steel-works 
in order to obtain the material price. Afterwards, the file is given to the method office 
wh ich elaborates how the billet is cut and heated, how many preforms are needed, which 
machine is to be used and what is its rate, and which subcontractors to contact. Taking 
into account the amount of parts to produce, a compromise has to be found between the 
cost of a detailed die or a more powerful press and post-machining of parts. In the 
observed company, the different steps of production are determined by a morphological 
codification that was developed after years of experience. When all the information is 
determined, the file goes back to the estimate office which assesses the different costs of 
producing the part. The material costs and production costs are finally added and the total 
cost is sent back to the customer. From receipt of letters and plans, it takes 
approximately 2 to 4 weeks to make this estimation. 

Fi/?llI"e 1. Synoptic table of the cost estimation and time to production. 

-,'1C(7wU'fi.·tfge 
r!'wp' 

\'aluution o} tempor(ln prO("eH plmHli,,~ . 
Nllmh~r o} prl!JIIi Im 
ClllJic~ 0/ the m(l("him:_,· 

When the customer accepts the proposal cost and makes an order, the business office 
prepares the whole file, checks that estimate and order prices match and sends back a 
receipt of acknowledgement. The file is then passed to the method office. The last step 
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resurnes the temporary process planning in order to design tools and draw up the final 
process planning by modifying the others one already studied. The forging dies can then 
be manufactured and the first prototypes produced. It is only at this point that the 
process and geometry of dies can be validated. The production of parts can begin; the 
process has taken 7 to 9 weeks since the order arrived. 

One can conclude that the cost-estimation and the time to produce is very long for 
this company, and that it involves lots of people in many different offices. Furthermore 
the cost-estimation is based only on temporary process, i.e., on non-valid geometry of 
successive dies, and the order is taken with a price which is never again modified. Thus 
it is essential for the estimate office to be right the first time. 

3. Cost-estimation and other steps in forging design 

The design of a hot-forging process involves the following steps: the transformation of 
a functional or machined shape into a forgeable one; the proposition of preforms if the 
part to be obtained is complex; the simulation that checks the filling of the part and 
gives the forging load and energy required to make the part; and then the cost-estimation 
of production. This chapter of the article is separated into four sections, one for each. 

3.1. A DRESSING PART TOOL: COPEST 

This tool was first developed ten years ago, and the software is now being industrialized. 
COPEST software adds specific die-forging features, such as edge fillets, draft angles or 
webs, that trans form the machined part into a forgeable one. Parameter values for each 
feature depend on the part' s forging type and on its material and geometrical 
characteristics. 

This design tool is mainly based on Chamouard's expertise. One of COPEST's 
specific features is how it defines radii dimensions, in order to fill up the different radii 
at the same time, and how it calculates the forging load necessary to obtain the desired 
result. This model can be used to compute plane cross-sections selectcd from main 
tlowing planes of 3D parts. Then other sections are studied step by step and COPEST 
finally proposes a set of dressed cross-sections which ensures the coherence of pressure 
distribution in the part. More details concerning this software can be found under 
reference [7). 

3.2. APREFORM DESIGN TOOL : Presto 

Most of the time, billets are transformed into forged parts in several steps. Intermediate 
shapes are obtained either in free forging, or with preforming dies, according to the 
number of parts to produce. Indeed, dies are estimated to represent between 15 and 20% 
of the production cost of a hot forged part. 

The number of intermediate shapes changes according to the geometry of the part to 
be produced. Generally , these intermediate shapes are drawn by ski lied designers, who 
use rules-of-thumb elaborated during their careers. These cmpirical guidclines dcpend on 
the material used and the machine chosen. However, most of the time, 3 consecutivc 
blows are needed to form apart: a tlattening, a preforming and a finishing one. The 
main task of preform dies is to ensure a good distribution of material. so as to: 
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• fil! the finition dies without any defects, 
• minimise metallosses, i.e. generate a flash that is as small as possible, 
• reduce die wear, i.e. minimise metal flow in the last die so as to extend its life
time. 

Our study of designing preforms is broadly based on two basic forging: 
• the volume of metal is equal between two shapes; the metal loss only occurs 
during heating and clipping, 
• each preform is deduced from the form to be obtained at the next step: that is 
why the forging process is general!y deveIoped from the finishing dies to the 
billet size. 

Our double goal is to improve the existing :Jorge2?,pnd software, presented in the next 
paragraph, in order to allow it to accept all kinds of bil!ets or shapes resulting from a 
first flattening, and also to develop a computer preforming tool, -Presto-. This tool will 
be called on whenever apart geometry is considered to be complex. 

3.3. SIMULATION AND COST-ESTIMATION TOOL: :Jorge2?,pnd 

The :Jorge2?,pnd application performs axisymmetrical-part forging simulation [8]. This 
tool is based on forger's know-how. The basic models are taken from Chamouard, and 
new models are proposed for step-by-step simulation and take into account thermal [9] 
and dynamic [10] behaviour. These models describe pressure equilibrium at the interface 
between different sections of the shape (flash, extrusion cavities,etc.). 

Up until now, most simulation software has been based on Finite Element Analysis 
and appears to be expensive in terms of computation time required to obtain the whole 
set of information from wich a small part is needed in the pre-design stage. A 
simulation with Y'orge'l(pnrf provides infonnation such as the evolution of the forging 
load and energy expended by the press, and such as the evolution of the shape during the 
deformation process, in only a few seconds. 

In :Jorge2?,pnd, since we assurne a quasi-static evolution and negligible speeds of metal 
flow and deformation, results provided by simulation correlate with a slow press. Then, 
it is easy to obtain the global deformation energy E with the forging load Fand the 
corresponding displacement of the moving die ~H : 

E=L.~E with ~E=F*~H 

The energy resulting from a simulation with :Jorge2?,pnd and Chamouard's energy
equivalence allow us to estimate the energy whatever the machine used, for instance, a 
hammer. For a hammer, if several blows are needed, the kinetic energy is given by : 

E = Mp*g*H*N 
E: Kinetic energy (1) 
Mp : falling mass (kg) 
g = 9.81 m.s 2 

H : falling height (m) 
N : number of blows 

The different coefficients Mp, Hand N can be set to reduce global cost. Then total 
cost (CTP) is evaluated in the following equation. Time allocated to set up lools (TM)' 
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hourly cost of labour (CHMO)' hourly cost of machine (CHP)' time of production (T R)' 
material cost (CMP) and the size of production run (Q) are previously determined. 

CTP = CMP +(1/Q)[( TM + TR )*( C HMO + CHP )] 
This cost-estimation method has been implemented in 'forge'Rpnd software [11]. 

Results from the estimate can now be obtained in a few seconds. This short time allows 
the user to look for economic solutions step by step, by shifting some parameters. 
Nevertheless, it's a basic tool for forgers: indeed management costs such as 
administration overheads, firm margins, etc, are not the direct concern of software 
developers. On the other hand, costs generated by complementary operations should be 
added (heating, die cost, flash removal, etc). 

3.4. COST-ESTIMATION : EXAMPLE 

The results presented in this paragraph involve the part in Figure 2. 

'"'~ 
7 

IS 

.~ t IS'Sf 

-- = 

Fi;;ure 2. Axisymmetrical part with a central extrusion cavity. 

Imagine that an order of 1000 parts has been taken, and that the available machine is 
a hammer whose characteristics are Mp= 114kg, H= 1.2m, rate R=800 parts/ho ur. 

For abillet, which dimensions are H=42.5mm and D=44.8mm, a simulation with 
'forge'Rpnd(assuming a quasi-static evolution) gives the following result : 

Ep= 1.91 kJ 
Energy-equivalence table from Chamouard gives the ratio R= 1.92 for the hammer. Then, 
energy needed on this hammer is : 

Eh = 1.91 * 1.92 = 3.67 kJ 

It is possible to determine the theoretical number of blows: 
N = 3670/ (114 * 9.81 * 1.2) = 2.73 then 3 blows 

According to the machine output, such a hammer would glve the following energy 
distribution: 

Ist blow (114 * 9.81 * 1.2) * 0.670 = 899.15 1 
2nd blow (114 * 9.81 * 1.2) * 0.663 = 889.75 1 
3rd blow (114 * 9.81 * 1.2) * 0,656 = 880.361 
Total energy = 2669.261, less than the required energy, so two succeSSlve blows 

should be added : 
4th blow (114 * 9.81 * 1.2) * 0.649 = 870.961 
5th blow (114 * 9.81 * 1.2) * 0.642 = 861.571 
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For the available hammer, characteristics are: 
• time allocated to set up tools : TM = 0.5 hour 
• time of fabrication : T R = 6.25 hour 
• labour cost : CHMO = 52 F/Hour 
• machine cost : CHP = 116 F/hour 

The last information to be determined is the total cost of material: 
CMP = 0.92 F/part 

and then the total cost of the part: 
CTP = CMP +(l/Q)[( TM + TR )*( CHMO + CHP )] = 2.05 F 

4. Conclusion 

In the company that has been observed, only three to five percent of cost estimates come 
back as orders and it commonly takes two to four weeks to establish a cost estimate, 
taking into account the times of subcontractor's answers. If an order is accepted then it 
takes about seven to nine extra weeks before the production begins. Because of this 
relativcly long time, it appears to be important to develop tools that help the different 
offices implied in a cost-estimation, so as to speed up answers from forging companies. 
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COST-BASED RANKING FOR MANUFACTURING PROCESS SELECTION 

Abstract 

A. M. K. ESA WI and M. F. ASHBY 
Engineering Design Centre 
University of Cambridge 
Department of Engineering 
Trumpington Street 
Cambridge CB2 1 PZ, United Kingdom 

Manufacturing process selection involves two steps. The first involves the screening of 
all available processes to determine whether they are technically capable of making the 
design; the second involves the ranking of those which are successful, using economic 
criteria. The ranking step requires techniques of cost-estimation. In seeking to ac hieve 
this, two problems are encountered. The first: that the design is still in an early stage at 
which litde information is available; the second: that conventional cost-estimation 
techniques require detailed information and cannot easily be applied to widely diverse 
processes. A simple approach for this problem is presented. It is based on the idea of a 
resource-consumption cost model, applicable early in the design process. The system is 
described and a case study is used to demonstrate how it works. 

1. Background 

In the early stages of designing a component, the designer is faced with many decisions 
among which are the selection of the most appropriate material, and the most 
appropriate manufacturing route - meaning one that is capable of forming the selected 
material to the desired shape economically. Both have a major impact on performance 
and manufacturing cost. Computer-aided design tools which help with geometry, 
manufacture and assembly already exist, and continue to develop. Process selection, 
however, has received less attention. In this paper, a systematic procedure for process 
selection is presented. The procedure has been implemented in the CMS software 
(1995), the features of which are illustrated below. 

2. The Design Process 

Typically, a product consists of assemblies and components. For example, the total 
system of a car consists of a set of assemblies, among them the engine, incorporating an 
ignition system, of which one unit is the spark plug. The spark plug, in turn is made up 

603 
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of individual components such as the body shell, the insulator, the electrodes, etc. 
Process selection takes place at the component level. 

It is conventional (and helpful) to think of the design process as starting with a 
market need and proceeding through three stages: the conceptual stage, the embodiment 
stage and the detailed stage. The output of these stages leads to a set of specifications 
and constraints which dictate how the product should be made. In the conceptual stage 
of design, little information is available and few constraints have been specified so all 
possible manufacturing processes should be considered. As the design progresses to the 
embodiment stage, more information on the product become available and a set of 
constraints are specified. These are used to determine a subset of processes which are 
capable of making the product. Finally, as the design reaches its final stages and 
becomes detailed enough to allow cost evaluation, a single process can be selected. It is 
helpful at each stage to know the potential processes since this influences the next level 
of design decisions. 

3. Cost Estimat1ug Methods 

Cost estimatlllgi.echniques are of several types, each serving a different stage of the 
design. In Func.'ion Costing (Wierda, 1988 and French, 1992) empirical formulae are 
developed for the cost of a unit of functioll - energy conversion, for example, or 
pumping, or control. The cost of each sub-system (performing one function) can be 
estimated from historical data on similar sub-systems or functional groups. These costs 
are then added together to give the total system costs. Macro-scaling or "Top-Down" 
estimation (Wieda, 1988 and Meisl, 1988) utHises the observation that, for families of 
related assemblies, th( final cost is, very applOximately, proportional to the weight, or 
(better) the cost (,fthe material ofwhich the assembly is made, allowing an approximate 
scaling for a new product. The Meso-scaling, or Cost-scaling Method (Allel and 
Swift, 1990) adels precision by scaling past costs to new requirements, allowing for 
change of material, far design features such as size, complexity and precision, and for 
production information such as batch size; it works well for families of related 
products. The Micro-scaling, or "Botlom-Up" approach starts from a set of engineering 
drawings for a component of an assembly, and calculates the cost of each operation 
ll1volved in its manufacture, shaping and finishing. The method requires an intimately 
detailed description of the manufacturing process and is not a practical approach for the 
broad, early-stage estimates we seekhere, for obvious reasons. 

4. The CMS Selection Method 

The CMS Process Selector makes use of a database which at present contains 125 
processes. Each record contains data for the attributes of the process: physical attributes 
such as the materials it can handle, the tolerance, size range, section-thickness and 
complexity of shape; and economic attributes such as capital cost, tooling cost, and rate 
of production. The starting point is the idea that all processes are potential candidates 
until shown otherwise (Figure 1). A short-list of candidates is extracted in two steps. 
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The first, screening, eliminates processes which cannot meet the design specification. 
The second, ranking, orders the survivors by economic criteria. 

4.1 SCREENING 

A typical 3-stage screening takes the form of Figure 1. It shows three bar-charts, on 
each of which a numeric property (for example, tolerance, size) is plotted for aselected 

dass property * (process dass, material dass, or shape class). The axes are chosen by 
the user depending on the design constraints. The processes are sorted in order of 
ascending value ofthe numeric property, which is plotted as a bar to show its range. 

I All processes I 

~!~ 
r-------------~ 

111I 
111I 

I~~~::r 
Extreme 

\ \ \ 
Process T<T~tr/ Shape 

I Screened subset I 

Figure J. Stage J: SCREENING. 

The selection is made by placing a selection box onto each chart, identifying the 
range of tolerance, size, and so forth, specified by the design. The effect is to elirninate 
the processes which cannot meet the specifications. 

4.2 RANKING 

The second step (Figure 2) is that of ranking, using an estimate for the cost, C, of the 
product as a ranking-measure. The method uses a resource consumption approach, 
estimating the consumption of prirnary resources per unit of output and multiplying 
these by a cost per resource unit (Table 1). Since a11 processes consume resources, the 
method can be applied equa11y we11 to very diverse shaping methods. 

• The current selector divides materials into 9 classes and shapes into 24 categories. Processes are also 
divided into classes: primary, secondary, and tertiary; with subclasses under each (Esawi and Ashby, 1997). 
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Tabtel: Primary Resources associated with production. 

Resource Symbol Unit 
Materials and consumables Cm $/kg 

Capital: cost of equipment Ce $ 

Cost of tooling Cr $ 

Energy: power P kW 

cost of energy CE $/kW.hr 

Time: overhead rate CL $/hr 

Space: area A m2 

cost of space Cs $/m2.yr 

The resulting cost-equation takes the form: 

Materials Tooling Time Energy Space 

C- --+C + - + - + -- +--_[mCm ] [Cr] [CL] [PCE] [ACs ] 
I-j IV n n n n (1) 

Here Cm is the cost of the material of which it is made, m is the mass/unit of 

product in kg, j is the fraction of material which appears as scrap, Cw is the cost of the 

other consumables, CE that of energy and C s that of the space associated with 

manufacture of the product. Cr is the cost of tooling, n the batch size (that is, the 

production volume), CL the overhead rate, and n the rate of production. Tooling has 

a finite life; it may be necessary to replace it during a production run. We therefore 
expand the second term (the one describing the tooling costs) as follows 

(2) 

in which C ro is the cost of one set of tooling and nt is the number of units which can 

be made before the tooling requires replacement. The tooling cost, , Cro includes the 

cost of jigs and fixtures which are uniquely associated with the manufacture of the 
component, but it does not include the capital cost of the equipment or plant itself. That 

is assigned to the overhead-rate, CL' which we write as 

[CL] [1(. Ce)] - = - C +-n 11 La t c L 
(3) 
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where C LO is the basic-overhead rate, Ce is the capital cost of the equipment used to 

make the component and the interest on that cost, t e is the capital write-off time, and L 

is the load factor (the fraction of time over which the equipment is productively used). 

I Screened subset I 
i 

Cost Ranking 

Enter: Bateh size, n 

Overhead rate, CL 
Wite-off time, te 
Load faetor, L 

Cost of energy, CE 
Cost of space, Cs 

i 
u; 

IIIII II1 0 
u 

'" > 
f6 

11 II I S~ection 
Q; 
a:: 

All Processes 

Figure 2. Stage 2: RANK/NG. 

The economic attributes of each process inc1ude data for Ce, f, Cro , nt , P and A. 

These are stored in the database for every process. The remaining parameters - batch 
size, n, the basic overhead rate, C LO' the capital write-off time, t c ' load factor, L, 

cost of energy, CE and cost of space, Cs - are entered by the user. In the present 

implementation, a relative cost is then calculated by dividing the cost estimate for each 
process, calculated from equation (1), by that for the cheapest one. With this 
information a bar-chart is constructed in which processes are plotted in order of 
increasing relative cost, as suggested in Figure 2. The order depends, of course, on the 
process attributes, but, importantly, it depends also on the values of the user-selected 
parameters, most significantly on batch size and capital write-off time. Processes 
offering the lowest cost are selected by superimposing a selection box onto the bar
chart, as before. 

We recognise that accurate cost-estimation requires much more infomlation than 
this. But accurate costing is not our aim. The software tool described here is designed 
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to help in the early stages of process selection, and to prompt the user not to overlook 
alternatives. At this stage the aim of an approximate cost-estimation is simply that of 
ranking. The case study that follows illustrates the method. 

5. Case Study: Connecting Rod 

This component, shown in Figure 3, is made of steel. Its weight is in the range 0.5 - 1 
kg, and it has a minimum thickness of 25 mm. The shape can be described as a 3-D 
solid shape with transverse features. The designer specifies aprecision of 0.25 mm. It is 
desired to make 10 connecting rods. Which process should be used? It is also desirable 
to investigate if the same process is also competitive if the batch size is increased to 
1000. 

Connecting rod: design requirements 

Material Class: ferrous 
Process Class: Primary, discrete 
Shape Class: 3-D-solid-trans features 
Batch Size: 10 or 1,000 

Size: 0.5 - 1 kg 
Min. Section: 25 mm 
Precision: 0.25 mm 

Figure 3. The connecting rod and its design requirements. 

Figure 4 shows a typical selection stage. It is a bar chart of tolerance against shape 
class selecting "3-D-solid-transverse features" from the shape class menu: it is this 
which best describes the shape of the connecting rod. The selection box imposes the 

tolerance requirement of 0.25 rum or better. Two more stages follow * (not shown 
because of space restrietions); they limit the selection to processes which (a) can shape 
ferrous metals; (b) can cope with the size of the connecting rod; (c) are discrete (batch
processes); and (d) are able to make the seetion thickness required here. 

E 
.§. 
ro 
E 01 
0 .s 
'" u 
<= 
~ 
cu 

001 0 
f-

CVD 

,ectroforml-l-j ;nv~-s~m~:~~) ----
Gravity cast 

~Fme Machme (a) 

I ~Gflnd(al --- -- -llFi~~ Gri~d-(;';I- -- --- --- -- -- --- -- -- ---I Connecting Rod f -- ----
Pollsh (al 
Pollsh (mi 

3-D-solld-transverse features 

Shape Class 
Figure 4. Achart oftolerance agai1lst shape class. 

* See (Es,wi and Ashby, 1997) 
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Several processes passed all the previous selection stages. They are listed in Table 2. 
All of them are technically capable of making the connecting rod. However, it remains 
to investigate which would be the cheapest process for such a component. This 
obviously depends on batch size. Two batch sizes were selected and a cost-based 
ranking step is applied. In Figure 5, a batch size of 10 units was chosen and the cost of 
making the connecting rod using all discrete processes in the database was calculated. 
The processes which passed all the previous selection stages are labelled. The same 
chart is plotted again in Figure 6 - this time for a batch size of 1000. 

"ln 
0 

<..l ., 
.~ ;;; 
a:; 
0:: 

Table 2: Processes lor the connecting rod. 

Manual machining 
Automated machining 
Gravity casting 

Investment casting 
Replicast 
Closed-die forging 

1 (lE ' 

100 

10 

Batch size = . 0 units ~jjf 
. .. .. . ................... ·········Forg. ( Ios.a a'.I····1111 ... . 

Mach,", (a) R·pIol' CI~lllI IJIII\1111111 1111 1 11 1 
.' .. 'll ll rll l mlll ll~l~jll ~;;, ......... . 
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OISCRETE 
Process Class 

Figure 5. A char! olrefat:ve coslagainsl process c/ass (Jor 10 connecling rads). 
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Figure 6. Achart 01 relative cost against process c/ass (Jor 1000 connecting rods). 
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The cheapest process depends on the batch size. According to our cost-based 
ranking, the most suitable for making a batch size of 10 is manual mach in ing. An 
alternative is automated machining - though more expensive for such a small batch size. 
This is because neither process requires a mould to be made (as for the casting and 
forging processes). For a batch size of 1000, automated machining becomes the most 
competitive process, followed by gravity die-casting. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

The designer, in considering alternative choices of manufacturing-process routes for a 
given component, wishes to rank options by their cost. The cost must be arrived at by a 
technique which is applicable to all the options - that is, it should be applicable to any 
shape made of any material, by any process. With this breadth of scope the estimate 
cannot be accurate - indeed it may be only of the most approximate kind. But the goal 
here is that of ranking; and for ranking purposes an approximate estimate is good 
enough. Realistically, the function of the broad selector described here is to provide 
guidance in the early stage of design when material and process route are first under 
consideration; to prompt the user so that potential process routes are not overlooked; 
and to provide abrief description of the process and its attributes quickly and 
intelligibly. This, we conc1ude from our study, is feasible. 
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This research presents an analytical model of agent oriented manufacturing systems 
based on the notion of reliability. We use that model to study the differences between 
the domains ofagent oriented manufacturing: workshop manufacturing and machine tool 
manufacturing. We examine representative examples ofthese domains and show that the 
usual hypothesis of autonomy is valid in the workshop, but not in the machine tool 
domain. 

1. Introduction 

The inherent limitations of cIassical centralised control architectures caused the 
apparition of agent oriented control paradigms. Multi-Agent [FER.95], Holonic 
Manufacturing [CHR.94], Heterarchical [HAT.85] and Bionic [OKI.93] Systems try to 
palliate the poor performance of traditional control system in very dynamic 
environments [DUF.87] and their difficulties with unforeseen modifications [DIL. 91]. 
All these paradigms participate in agent-oriented manufacturing. 

It is outside the scope of this paper to analyse the differences between these 
paradigms. But although these approaches are mainly used for the design of the 
workshop level control architecture, they pro pose to apply the same concepts to the 
design of the machine level control architecture [CHR.94], [OKI.93]. Some work has 
already been done with CNC controllers [TAN.95], [OVE.96], [PAT.98] and robot 
control [REG.95]. 

Fault tolerance appears to be the most important feature of agent oriented 
manufacturing [HA T.85]. This is obtained through full local autonomy [DlL.91]. 
Agents ne ver make the assumption, that the other agents are operational. This gives the 
overall system superior fault tolerance. Not only are the agents waiting for failure, but if 
it happens, they try to find alternatives. But machines-tools and workshops have 

611 
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specificity. Are machine tool and workshop agents really autonomous? In this paper we 
will try to validate the hypothesis, that the same ideas in multi-agent design cannot be 
applied without modifications to the different levels ofthe manufacturing process. 

2. A Model of Multi-Agent Manufacturing Systems 

The aim of this work is not to give the definitive solution to the questions of the design 
of multi-agent manufacturing systems, but to propose a possible approach with clear 
limits. So, we will try to c1arity each step of the demonstration. The first one is the 
model for the basic elements ofthe manufacturing system: 

A manufacturing system is composed of both a control system and an operational 
system. The operational system transforms, transports and stocks the parts, receives 
ordt:rs from the control system and sends back information. The elements of the 
operational system will be named components. With an agent oriented approach, the 
basic element ofthe control system is called agent. We suppose that: 

• Each agent controls one or more components, but the control of one component 
cannot be shared among several agents. 

• Bach component or agent is defined with astate variable which equals I, if the 
dement is functional, and 0, ifthe element is not functional. 

Aldough a degraded behaviour of the agents is not considered possible, the degraded 
behaviour ofthe system is possible with the re-organisation ofthe agents. 

2.1. FORMAL DEFINITION 

Let the 3-tuple S be the manufacturhlg system 

S = (C, A, <f> ), (1) 

with C = {Cx,y} being the set of the physical components and {cx,y} the 
corresponding set ofstate variables, A = {A., ... , An} being the set ofthe control agents 
and {a ..... , an} the corresponding set of the state variables, and <f> representing the 
relationships between the agents. An agent Ai controls ki components {Ci,,, ...• Cj,kj}. If 
any of these components break down, the agent is not considered operational. The state 
of an agent Aj is then represented by: 

a; =(fi C;,i].<f>;(a\, ... ,an ) =(ff C;,i].<f>;(a). (2) 
}=\ }=\ 

aj = 1 ifthe agent is operational. 
aj = 0 ifthe agent is not operational. 

The function <f>j is the structural funetion that expresses the loeal relationship 
between the agents ofthe system and agent Ai: 

<f>j(a) = 1 ifthe agents needed by Ai are operational. 
<f>j(a) = 0 ifthe agents needed by Ai are not operational. 
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The aim of this function is to characterise the state of the agent according to the 
state ofthe other agents The function <I>j is a binary model ofthe interaction between the 
agent Ai and the other agents. <I>j can be derived from a extended reliability block 
diagram [VIL.88] ofthe system integrating both agents and associated components. 

This model shows the effect of the agent oriented control system on the 
operational system. Although we are going to use it for a simple demonstration, it can be 
used for agent oriented control system design. 

3. A Model for Fault Tolerance 

There are a lot of definitions of the concept of autonomy. From an agent oriented 
manufacturing point of view it means, that the agents should be able to function when 
one or more ofthe other agents malfunction [DIL.91]. Our aim is to formally quantify 
autonomy for different levels of the manufacturing process. To reach that aim, we use 
the theory ofprobability and define the operation al probability of an agent. 

3.1. OPERATIONAL PROBABILITY 

The reliability of a system is generally defined as the probability that the system 
functions [BON95]. If the state of the system can be defined with a structure function 
\jJ(x) such as 

\jJ(x) = 1 ifthe system is operational 
\jJ(x) = 0 ifthe system is not operational, 

then the global reliability R of the system is the probability that this function 
equals to 1: 

R = P(\jJ(x) = 1). (3) 

The reliability Rjj of a component Cjj is then equal to: 

Ri ,} = P(ei ,} = I). (4) 

This formalisation can be extended to define an operational probability of an 
agent A j : 

(5) 

Based on the study of the process plan we can define the global function of the 
system \jJ(a). The reliability of the global system inc1uding agents and their components 
is then defined as: 

(6) 

3.2. AUTONOMY 

We based the definition of the autonomy of an agent on the probability theory givell by 
[HAR.96]. 
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With P( X ), i. e. the probability of the event X, the stochastic independence of 
two collections of events {Ei} and {Fj } is defined as: 

V(i,j) P(Ei n Fj ) = P( Ei) X P( Fj ) (7) 

These definitions allow us to formally define agent autonomy: 

If the operational probability of all the agents of Aare stochastically independent 
then the agents of A will be considered as autonomous. 

For a control system A = {AI. ... , An}, the state of an agent Ai is defined by the 
variable ai, with ai = 1, if component Ai is operational, and ai = 0 otherwise. The agents 
of Aare considered as autonomous if: 

(8) 

Up to now we have defined the autonomy of an agent. Now we will proceed with 
the implications ofthis definition in multi-agent workshops and machine tool systems. 

4. Agent Autonomy in a Workshop 

Most of the work done in agent oriented manufacturing takes the hypothesis of 
autonomy for granted. But is it always valid? This chapter tries to demonstrate the 
validity of the hypothesis. 

4.1. HYPOTHESIS 

The machine agents in a standard workshop can be considered as autonomous. 

4.2. PROOF 

We will try to prove this hypothesis for a general model of job shop manufacturing, 
namely a workshop consisting ofM machine tools oftype T and with a reliability r. The 
resulting extended reliability block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. I : Extended reliability block diagram 

In order to simplify, we make the following pessimistic suppositions: 

All types of machines participate in the manufacturing of one part. 
The number of different process plans is not defined. 
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s 

Therefore, the workshop needs at least one machine of each type to be operational. 
Then, if we define the structural function <Pi of the agents as the ability of the workshop 
to produce parts, the probability offunctioning ofthe agent Ai is: 

k;T-I[ j;M 1 [r 1 
P(ai =I)=r. n 1- n(l-r) <=>P(a;=I)=r'Ll-(I- rr -

k;1 );) 
(9) 

The probability offunctioning ofall the agents ofthe workshop is: 

(
;=M'f )) M.T 

P n\a; =1 =r 
/;1 

(10) 

The agents are autonomous if: 

(
;;M.T ) ;;M.T [ lU T(T-I) 

P D(a;=I) = DP(ai =I)=>ll-(I-rr J . ~l (11) 

Then the machine agents can be considered as autonomous. For example for T = 2 and r 
= 0.95, with M = 2 the value of(11) is already at 0.99. 

Therefore, the autonomy decreases with an increase of the number of machine 
types involved in manufacturing. But we should keep in mind, that this is an 
approximation and other approaches are possible. For example, the same demonstration 
could be made with the other workshop functions (transport ... ) with the same 
conclusion: a need for redundancy. In a job shop workshop this condition is easily 
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obtained. It led to the use of autonomy to improve the fauIt tolerance of this system 
type. 

5. Agent Autonomy in a Machine Tool 

AIthough we have shown, that the hypothesis of autonomy is generally valid for the 
workshop, nothing can yet be deduced for the machine tool level because of structural 
differences between machine and workshop. In fact, we claim that the autonomy 
hypothesis is not valid for all types ofmachine tools. 

5.1. HYPOTHESIS 

The agents composing an agent oriented machine tool system cannot be considered 
as autonomous. 

5.2. PROOF 

Here too, we can only verify or invalidate this hypothesis for a specific model. So we 
will try to prove it for a general machine tool model (Fig. 2). A general agent oriented 
machine tool could be composed of tools, parts, machining systems, transport systems, 
energy systems and fixture systems. Although we could practically have several 
instances of each of these sub-systems in a machine tool, the typical machine tool 
usually has only one energy, transport, fixture and machining system. The condition of 
high redundancy is not verified for all the machine tools. This has an important 
implication. The presence of a non redundant component needed by an agent Ai and 
controlIed byan agent Aj led to: 

<l>j = aj.f(a)~ (a; = 1 ~ a j = 1) ~ P(a; = 1 J\ a, = 1) = P(a; = 1) (12) 
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Fig. 2: UML Model 0/ a Machine Tool 

Therefore, the hypothesis of the non-autonomy of the machine tool level agents 
could be considered invalid, if there is complete redundancy in the system. But this is 
not the usual case for most machine tools. Another solution would be to integrate the 
non-redundant components in the agents that need it. But this leads to a decrease in 
flexibility and eventually to the abandon of the agent oriented design paradigm. In fact, 
the only postulate would be: 
The non redundant components have a very high reliabiIity. 

With that postulate, the agents would be, like the workshop machine agents, 
practically autonomous. But because a lot of machine tools have no redundancy for the 
energy, transport, fixture and machining sub-systems, we would restrict the failures to 
the tools and the parts, and an important part of the dynamic behaviour of the machine 
tool would then be occulted. Therefore, we propose to consider non-autonomy as the 
specificity of an agent oriented machine tool compared to the other levels of the 
manufacturing process. 

6. Conclusion 

The hypothesis of autonomy, taken for granted in the design of agent oriented 
manufacturing systems, cannot be used for all levels of the manufacturing process. We 
have shown, that the hypothesis is mainly tied to the redundancy ofthe system. Although 
this is generally the case at the level of the workshop, one cannot affirm its validity at 
the machine tool level. Therefore, the low redundancy and the non-autonomy of the 
agents could be considered as the specificity ofthe machine toollevel. 

However, another kind of redundancy could be found by breaking down the 
process plans [PAT.98]. Unfortunately, this leads to a very complex process planning, 
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while agent oriented design has other advantages. In fact, the use of agents accelerates 
the design of the control system. That leads to a faster reconfiguration of the 
manufacturing lines in case of a long term change in the production on the one hand, and 
to a faster new product design on the other hand. This is a more long-termed flexibility 
compared to the usual short-termed routing flexibility that we could expect from an 
agent oriented manufacturing system. After all, agent oriented manufacturing remains a 
possible solution to the problems of flexibility. However, the fault tolerance of the 
agents must be thought up differently, and sometimes the hypothesis of complete 
autonomy must be dropped. 
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As a contribution to the future CAD/CAM systems, this paper proposes a 
procedure to take into account designer's and planner's requirements for the propagation 
of modifications during the industrialization step of a new product. 

Every planner's choice is analyzed to define the constraints of acceptability 
linked to this choice. These constraints generate inequations between geometrical 
parameters of the workpiece. Manufacturing tolerancing is automatically calculated to 
detect conflicts caused by the modifications. The example presented has been obtained 
with CATIA and MATLAB. 

1. Introduction 

The industrialization of a new product requires many tests and many 
modifications of the product and of the manufacturing process simultaneously. The 
propagation of modifications is a problem because a lot of data are disturbed. The 
documentation cannot be easily updated. The agreement of collaborators needs many 
meetings. 

Research works in Computer Aided Process Planning have given knowledge in 
manufacturing and methods for manufacturing process generation. At the present time, 
after every modification, CAPP systems have to analyze the part again. The generated 
process can be very different from the process that was originally validated. 

A new approach for CAD CAM is proposed, given a common system to 
designers and to planners such as these by Nikos [1] and Britanik [2]. The part is 
represented with a parametric model. The planner describes the manufacturing process 
with the aid of a manufacturing expert system. 

The aim of this research is the automatic propagation of modifications. The 
cont1icts detected must be solved by the designer or the planner. This approach allows 
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to apply the manufacturing process of an old part to a similar new part. The application 
of a specific manufacturing method can then be ensured. 

2. Project of A CAD/CAM architecture 

The part to obtain is described with a parametric CAD model. The functional 
tolerancing imposed by the designer gives geometric constraints between part surfaces 
using the ISO tolerancing language. With maximum material conditions and least 
material conditions, the distances between the centers of the tolerance zones are not 
known. 

The form feature recognition module decomposes the part into a lot of potential 
manufacturing features. The planner chooses the features and describes the 
manufacturing process, phase by phase. The ascending method uses machining features 
to define the intermediary shape of a workpiece and its raw shape [3]. 

The manufacturing process will be detailed day after day in function of choices 
of machines-tools, work holdings, cutting tools, cutting conditions. This problem is 
increased by concurrent engineering [4]. Every choice will be acceptable if most 
geometrical constraints are respected. So, many manufacturing constraints will be 
required by the planner, using surfaces of machining features. Each constraint requires 
geometrical relations added to an inequation system. The perenniality of these 
requirements is given by dynamic rules. Limits are not defined by numeric values, but 
by functions of mechanical, physical or economical constraints. 

Example in tuming : 
The offset for finishing operation depends on the cutting edge radius Re and 

the working cutting edge angle Kre. 
The minor cutting edge angle Kr' is greater than the angle of the cone of the 

workpiece. 

Machining tolerancing can be caIculated automatically [5]. Every functional or 
manufacturing constraint gives an inequation. The unknown values are the dimensions 
and the tolerances for manufacturing. The optimization maximizes the tolerances. In 
this step, all cont1icts will be detected when there is no solution or when tolerances are 
too small regarding manufacturing process. In the normal situation, centered 
dimensions define the CAD model of the finished part and workpiece CAD models for 
each phase. 

3. Simulation model 

The machining dimensions are defined between active surfaces. In a phase, 
active surfaces are surfaces in contact with the set-up, surfaces machined in this phase 
and surfaces probed in this phase. The axis of two active surfaces in a phase is active in 
this phase. The intersection of two acti ve surfaces is active. The gauge (of a cone) of an 
active surface is active. 
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Functional and manufacturing requirements must be transferred into machining 
dimensions for each phase. Each adjuster is in charge of producing workpieces 
according to these machining requirements. 

Three rules give the following machining requirements. If Cij is a dimension 
between the surfaces i and j : 

Ci) Both surfaces i and j are active in the same phase: Cfij is the machining dimension. 

(ii) Surfaces i and j are not active in the same phase; so, the surfaces i and j are not 
machined in the same phase. If i is the last surface tooled and k the fixture surface in 
this phase, then surface i is set up with regard to k. The condition Cij is decomposed 
in Cfik and a new requirement Ckj which has to be decomposed with the same 
method. 

(iii) One of the surfaces i or j is not an active surface (axis of symmetry or 
intersection). The requirement Cij has to be decomposed into many conditions built 
upon active surfaces. For example, if i is the axis of both surfaces g and k, then 
Cij = (Cgj + Ckj)l2. Where Cgj and Ckj must be analyzed with the same method. 

Manufacturing dimensions must be written with ISO language. Inequations are: 
l:Vij + (l: tif)/2 :::; Cmaxi. 
i and j are two aetive surfaces of the workpieee. Vij is the basic dimension, tij 
the loeation toleranee. Many requirements are looped. Vij and tij are not 
independent. 

To solve this problem, D.JIAN [6] proposes the tolerance sensitivity analysis. 
Here, the ~I model proposed by P.BOURDET [7] is used and developed in order to 
ealculate Vij and to take speeifie relations for NC maehine tools into aeeount [8]. 

The variables of the inequations are ehanged : 
Vij = Lj - Li and tij = ~li + ~Ij. 
The inequations beeome : l:Lj + (l: ~li)12 :::; Cmaxi. 
~li is the field whieh eontains eaeh surfaee of the maehined workpieees. 
Li is the position of the axis of the field ~Ii with regard to a referenee 

attaehed to the maehine-tool. 

The optimization of the toleranee minimizes the adjustment eost : C = l: kiI~li + Cm 
where ki is a coefficient wh ich depends on the manufacturing process. Cm is the cost of 
the raw material. If the system has no solution, confliets can be detected accepting ~Ii < 
o and cost function C = l: e -50 x ~li. Surfaees with ~Ii <0 are involved in contlicts 
between incompatible requirements. This method has been tested with the EXCEL 
sol ver (Microsoft) and with MATLAB toolbox. 

4. Example 

For A. Toumine' s thesis, we programmed a prototype software in CA TIA 
environment (DassauIt Systemes) and the optimization toolbox of MATLAB. This 
software had to validate the different interfaces of CA TIA and test calculation 
procedures. After a deseription of the part geometry, of the process planning, of the 
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manufacturing requirements, the MATLAB sol ver optlmlzes all the manufacturing 
tolerances. So manufacturing dimensions can be obtained, along with the re-sizing of 
the part and the tool path in the CA TIA environment. 

This paragraph describes the different stages of the job. First, the designer must 
sketch the part with the catia sketcher. He draws the shape of the part with some 
geometrical constraints, such as perpendicularity or parallelism. Approximate values 
can be used for all dimensions. The planner draws the part in all the different phases of 
the process planning, from the raw shape to the part. 

Figure 1. Drawing with sketcher 

Specific IUA routines extract faces of the CAD model, particularly plans 
perpendicular to the directions studied. (IUA : Interactive User Applications, language 
ofCATIA) 

After this description stage, the operator have to prepare the parametrization of 
the part model with PARAM3D variational geometry module of CATIA. This new 
parametrization has to match the manufacturing dimensioning and the matrix 
representation in view of the MA TLAB optimization. 
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Figure 2. Parametrization 

With IUA routines, the planner defines the process planning in CA TIA 
environment. With the mouse, the operator indicates all the machining and fixture 
surfaces for each phase on the screen. The matrix (see table 1) contains the address of 
the face in CATIA, the distance between faces, the number of phase (10, 20 ... ) and the 
type of face (1 = fixture face , 2 = machining face). 

TABLE 1 Matrix offaces 

address distance Phase type Phase type Phase type 

11 10.0 .0000 10 1 .0 .0 .0 .0 

12 34.0 7.3391 0 0 20 2.0 30 1.0 

13 50.0 31 .3323 0 0 .0 .0 30 2.0 

14 46.0 43.7523 0 0 20 2.0 .0 .0 

15 38.0 72.2619 0 0 .0 .0 30 2.0 

16 26.0 80.7301 0 0 .0 .0 30 2.0 

17 14.0 116.0143 0 0 .0 .0 30 2.0 

18 22.0 122.7888 10 2 20 1.0 .0 .0 

Then, in a different matrix (see table 2), the designer and the planner give the 
system all the functional and machining requirements, keeping the reference system, 
tolerances, mini or maxi dimensions between the surfaces. 

T ABLE 2 Condition matrix 

first face second face valid mini valid maxi 
10(11) 34 (12) 1 0.5 1 1.5 
34 (12) 50 (13) I 59.4 1 60.6 

34 (12 14(17) 0 0 1 90 
50 (13) 46 (14) 1 1 0 0 
50 (13) 38 (15) 1 19.7 1 20.3 
38 (15) 26 (16) 1 3 I 4 
26 (16) 14 (17) 1 2 0 0 
14 (17) 22 (18) 1 1 0 0 
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In table 2, columns one and two give the address of the two faces. Between these 
two elements, there is a minimum condition (column 4) and a maximum condition 
(column 6). 3 and 5 columns validate or not these conditions. 

All the following steps are executed automatically by the software. With 
MA TLAB, an algorithm determines and calculates all the machining dimensions. The 
convergence of the sol ver is compatible with a sketch drawing. The objective function 
and the constraints are obtained by an algorithm. The objective function is f, the 
constraint functions are g. CONSTR function in MA TLAB optimizes this system. 

f= l/x(9)+ J/x(1 0)+ l/x(1I)+ I Ix( 12)+ I/x(13)+ I/x(14)+ J/x( 15)+ I/x( 16)+ I/x( 17)+ I Ix( 18)+ l/x( 19)+ x(8)-x( I); 
g(l)=x(l); 
g(2)=-x(2)+x(8)+x( I O)I2+x( 18)12+0.5-x(8)+x( I )+x( 16)/2+x( 17)12; 

g(3)=59.4-x(3)+x(2)+x(lI)/2+x(l9)12; 
g( 4 )=-x(2)+x(3)+x( 19)I2+x(1I)/2+ I-x( 4)+x(2)+x(12)I2+x( I 0)12; 

g(5)=19. 7 -x(5)+x(3 )+x( 13 )12+x( 11 )12; 

g( 6)=3-x( 6)+x(5 )+x( 14 )/2+x( 13)/2; 
g(7)=2-x(7)+x(6)+x( 15)/2+x( 14)/2; 

g(8)=-x(2)+x(7)+x( 19)I2+x( 15)12+ l-x(8)+x(2)+x(18)I2+x( 1 0)/2; 

g(9)=x(2)-x(8)+x(1 0)/2+X( 18)/2+-1.5+x(8)-x(1 )+x(16)I2+x(l7)12; 
g(1 0)=-60.6+x(3)-x(2)+x(lI)/2+x( 19)/2; 

g( 11 )=-90+x(7)-x(2)+x( 15)I2+x( 19)/2; 

g( 12)=-20.3+x(5)-x(3 )+x( 13)/2+x( 11 )/2; 
g(l3)=-4+x(6)-x(5)+x( 14 )/2+x( 13)12; 

g(l4)=0.001-x(9); 
g(l5)=0.001-x(lO); 
g(l6)=0.001-x(ll); 
g(l7)=0.00 1-x(l2); 
g(l8)=0.001-x(l3); 
g( 19)=0.OOI-x(l4); 

g(20)=0.001-x(l5); 
g(21)=0.001-x(l6); 
g(22)=0.001-x(l7); 
g(23)=0.001-x(l8); 
g(24)=0.001-x(l9); 

Figure 3. Objective function and constraints 

The system can be initialized with initial values extracted from the part model 
(see table 3). 

T ABLE 3 Initialization matrix 

LI L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 

0 7.339 31.332 43.752 72.261 80.730 116.014 122.788 

ßIl ßI2 ßI3 ßI4 ßI5 ßI6 ßI7 ßI8 ßrl 1 ßr2 I ßr8 

1 1 I 1 1 1 I I .5 I .5 I .5 

The result of the optimization is in table 4. 

T ABLE 4 Result of the calculation 

LI L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 

0 1.0000 61.0000 80.2542 81.0000 84.5000 87.3425 89.5274 

ßIl ßI2 ßI3 ßI4 ßI5 ßI6 ßI7 ßI8 

612.803 0.248 0.305 4.844 0.294 0.705 0.979 0.252 

MI M2 ßr8 

0.251 0.247 0.894 

I 
I 
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Figure 4. Original and final parts 

This experimentation shows that we obtain a quick answer to resolve the 
mathematical system and to update all the CAD parts. The result gives the distance 
between faces, the tolerancing for machining operation and for setting operation and the 
machining dimensions. 

This system can be exploited many ways. To modify a machining or a functional 
requirement, there is only one change in the condition matrix of the MA TLAB model. 
Resolving this new system is not a problem, the new values are calculated. The part is 
updated in the CATIA environment. To modify the process planning, the operator uses 
the mouse, directly on the CATIA screen. He also updates some necessary conditions. 
There is no change for the following operations. A modification of part geometry is 
more elaborate. After modifications of the drawings with SKETCHER, we must extract 
the new faces and add them into the MATLAB model (table land table 2). So lines are 
inserted in the matrix of faces. The PARAM3D module is used to re-initialize again all 
the parameters. Finally, some requirements must be added in the conditions matrix. The 
link between all the different parameters have to be kept. To use an existing process 
planning with a new part, we must recognize its faces and create the link between them 
and the MA TLAB model. For this operation, the operator clicks on these elements on 
the CA TIA screen. He also creates the PARAM3D parameters. So, he manually 
respects the consistency between the different representation models (faces, conditions, 
PARAM3D). Then the optimization can be carried out. 

5. Limits and perspectives 

Now, there are lot of limits for oUf software. The part is a revolution solid based 
on a continuous contour, there is no hole perpendicular to the revolution axis. The 
intermediate shape for all the phases are created manually. The only faces recognized 
are perpendicular to the direction of the study. The optimization with MA TLAB accepts 
only one direction at a time. There is no interaction between these directions. The 
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machining conditions are static. There is no link with the machining process. 
Tolerancing is written without Fd&T module. 

Later, our software will be easy and quick to use for an operator. It has to be 
developed so as to avoid some of manual operations. The part only requires to be 
sketched, with approximate values, and the result of a simulation gives a fast ans wer in 
the CAD-CAM environment. This system shows the incompatibility between functional 
or machining conditions. The operator can directly modify the sketch part or a 
condition. 

In the future, we want to improve the system. We plan to use the manufacturing 
features to eliminate all limitations. Also, these manufacturing features permit the 
automatie creation of intermediate surfaces and the linking between elements and 
parameters of the CAD-CAM environment. The aim is to transfer an existing process 
planning on a new part, and to apply the old machining process to this new part, 
(compatibility of cutting tool). We also wish to update the process planning 
documentation. 

As the system allows for modifications, it also has to stabilize the solution. The 
part must be stable when faces with a small modification of certain conditions. This is 
possible if we increase the number of constraints in the sol ver. So, there are different 
sort of constraints. Some are free, other are fixed, others can be modified in a gap. 
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EXTENSIONS OF OBJECT FORMALISM FOR REPRESENTING THE 
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This paper presents the integration of the viewpoints of supervision and perfonnance 
evaluation by using an object oriented modelling. The used fonnalism (UML) is 
enhanced by existential and exclusive constraints in order to ensure the data integrity of 
the proposed models; the dynamic aspect consists essentially here in ensuring the data 
consistency during linked suppressions. 

1. Introduction 

Our work is apart of CASPAIM project developed in the LAlL, which concems the 
development of a set of methods for analysis, design and implementation of flexible 
production systems (FPS). Several viewpoints are simultaneously considered. Due to the 
diversity of the used fonnalisms, the integration of the multi-expert models is then 
impossible without a repository approach ensuring the data consistency and the 
exchange between the designers involved in an FPS design, [1]. 

We thus focus on this repository [3], wh ich is the management system enabling 
different users to federate the infonnation (data, processing, resources, events, 
documents, etc.) relative to one product (part, set, software, process, etc.) during its 
lifetime. The products we have to manage are mode lied by compound objects having 
rich semantics, [8], which expresses the numerous dependence links between objects. 
But they introduce some difficulties in maintaining the infonnation consistency, notably 
during some operations on the objects, as creation, modification or suppression [4]. 

In the most used methods and fonnalisms [16], [14], [6], [10], the resolution of 
these difficulties are postponed until the implementation. In the first section, we propose 
UML extensions to introduce constraints on instances as soon as the analysis starts. 
After, extended UML models ofthe data are given. Then we conclude by the integration 
of supervision and perfonnance evaluation viewpoints. 
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2. Unified modelling language (UML) extensions 

2.1. TEMPORAL EXCLUSIVENESS BETWEEN CLASSES 

We wish to specify that an instance of class A (Al ... Ai. .. ) is apart of only one class 
B'S instance (B I. .. Bj ... ) at a given instant. A class B'S instance can be composed of 
several class A's instances. If we use the UML formalism, we obtain the diagram shown 
in figure 1. 

We wish now to manage the history ofthis relationship: for example an instance 
Al is linked with BI between [tO] and [tl] and with B2 between [tl] and [t2]. We have 
thus to modify the multiplicity on the B-side as shown in figure 2. Unfortunately we 
loose the exclusiveness notion. 

Class A 0 .. * \..1 
Class B IClass A 0 .. * I.. * 'Class B 

Figure 1. Class diagram for an aggregation. Figure 2. Modified aggregation for the history 
management. 

Thus we propose an extension depicted in figure 3. This extension emphasises 
the temporal exclusive ownership of a Bj instance with regard to the Ai instances and 
allows the history management ofthe aggregation. 

0 .. * 1.. * 
Class A ... X Class B 

Figure 3. Exclusive constraint. 

2.2. TEMPORAL EXCLUSIVENESS BETWEEN RELATIONSHIPS 

Let us consider two classes A and B linked by n relationships RI, R2, Rn. If we use the 
UML formalism, we obtain diagram figure 4. 

If we consider two respective instances of classes A and B, to a given moment, 
we wish they were not linked by more than one among the n relationships. We represent 
this new constraint by the symbolism in figure 5. 

Class A 
R1 
R2 

... Rn 
Class B 

Figure 4. Relationships between !wo c1asses. 

X 
rCI _ , R1 
I ass A ~ _ R2 IClass B 

. ... Rn 
Figure 5. Exclusive constraint between 

relationships. 

This constraint differs from the {exclusive or} constraint introduced in the UML 
forrnalism figure 6. Indeed, the{exclusive or} constraint will forbid the simultaneity of 
the two relationships, but definitively, with the impossibility to manage the history. 

Figure 7 illustrates the use ofthe temporal exclusiveness: 
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• between relationships : a tool can be mounted on a machine (for machining apart) 
or be sharpened by a machine, but these two actions are not simultaneous, 

• between classes: a tool can be mounted or be sharpened by several different 
machines during its life, but on or by one and only one machine at a given instant. 

ICiass A 
RI 

t{CXClu ivc or} Class B 
R2 

Figure 6. UML exclusive or constraint. 

2.3. EXISTENTIAL CONSTRAINT 

X (mounted on) 

X 
• mounled on 

sharpened by 1 Machinc • • X (sh~ened by) 

.... 
Tool 

Figure 7. Exclusive constraints: example. 

We focus now on the dynamics of suppression. Let us consider two classes A and B as 
the suppression of one instance of the class A entails the one of the linked instances of 
the class B. 

We propose to enhance the UML formalism by the existential link between the 
two classes (cf. figure 8). In the example of figure 9, when a Programmable Logic 
Controller is suppressed, all the programs it contained are suppressed too. 

O * .. > I • .. assocwllOn.. 1 
IClass A l1li 3 Class B 

Figure 8. Existential constraint. 

r PLC I 
1... contains> I .. • 

3 Prgm 

Figure 9. Example: the suppression of an 
instance of PLC entails the one of Prgm 

instances. 

2.4. SCENARIO DIAGRAM FOR THE SUPPRESSION 

The mechanism for the suppression of an instance of class A (cf. figure 8) can be 
represented by a scenario diagram. For example, figure 10 shows an instance diagram 
with two objects (A2 of class A and BI of class B); if A2 is suppressed by an actor, the 
instance BI of dass B must be suppressed; this can be specified by the sequence 
diagram figure 11. 

I. su pprcss ion 

2. suppression 

Figure 10. Example of instance diagram. 

Figure 11. Scenario diagram Al suppression. 

It is also possible to develop a translation of such a constraint with the Object 
Constraint Language [13], as shown in [12]. 
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2.5. PARTIAL OR TOTAL LINK 

We wish now to express that the existential and exclusiveness constraints between 
classes are not systematic: the constraint will be applied only for some instances of the 
concerned classes. We thus introduce the concept of total link (the previous case), 
represented by a plain line, and ofpartiallink, represented by a dotted line. 

Figure 12 illustrates the use of a partial link in the case of the exclusiveness 
constraint between classes. A mechanical set can contain internal bolts. These bolts are 
not shared with another mechanical set at a given instant. Ifwe consider the assembly of 
two such sets, this assembly can be made with bolts having the same features as the 
previous ones. These assembly bolts are shared by the two mechanical sets. 

We can notice that model figure 13 seems to be valid for this problem too; but it 
distinguishes the "internal bolts", to which the exclusiveness constraint is applied, from 
the " interfacing bolts " to which it does not. This specialisation does not correspond to 
the reality; all the bolts have the same attributes. 

h . I O., ·'mkedbl'> 0,, · 
mec amca X • bolt 

set --------------+ 

Figure 12. Example of partial exclusive 
constraint. 

3. Viewpoint of Supervision 

mechanical 
seI 

inlemaJ 
0011 

0011 

sharcd 
0011 

Figure 13. Bad use of exclusive constraint. 

The supervision viewpoint is divided itselfinto several viewpoints described below. 

3.1 VIEWPOINT OF DIAGNOSIS [15] 

The goal is to obtain the automation of the diagnosis (research of fault causes). Two 
models have been developed: the Junetional model and the struetural model. 

The Junetional model specifies the functions of the system in terms of a 
hierarchical composition of elementary functions. On the object model figure 14, a 
reflexive aggregation allows the representation of the hierarchical composition of the 
June/ions executed by the elements of the system. 

The struetural model specifies the system components and their structural links 
(figure 15). The class element is defined as a generalisation of the c1asses effeetive 
maehine, eell and eomponent. The reflexive aggregation models the structural 
composition of elements into a more complex element in order to cover finally the 
whole studied production system. 

group,' 
0 .. " 

exc:c"/e.~ . 0 .. • 
I Ele'!'cnt '1... -- 1..1 . FunctJo~.1 

Figure 14, Class diagram ofthe functional 
model. 

grUllp.\ 
O ' 

Elemenl 

~rr~Y1Vri: Cell C mponenl 

Figure 15, Class diagram for a structural 
decomposition of a production cell. 
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3.2 VI EWPOINT OF PILOTING [5] 

This viewpoint concems the effective control of the machines by managing their 
working modes. A structural and functional description of the cell is obtained by a 
bottom-up regrouping approach, which defines effective and virtual machines until the 
whole process is covered by a single virtual machine. 

On the class diagram figure 16, the deletion of a machine entails the deletion of 
all the virtual machines of which it is the component; then an existential link between 
the machine and virtual machine classes is added . 

Machlne 
... r i .. ············! 

EfTecllve 
machlne 

...... , 
xi 

Vmual 
mach me 

constraml 

Figure 16. Class diagram for the structural and functional description ofthe cell. 

3.3 VIEWPOINT OF CONTROL SUPERVISION [9] 

An order filtering system allows the avoidance of inconsistencies between the control 
system and the physical system. The Controllable Object (CO) concept has been 
introduced. The decomposition of a CO leads to a set of Elementary Controllable 
Objects (ECO). The components are grouped according to functional or safety 
constraints and build the Logical Functional Components (LFC). Each elementary 
component is characterised by both a set of steady physical states and a set of performed 
actions. The states and actions ofa component can be linked by constraints. 

For this viewpoint, the object model is presented in figure 17. The deletion ofthe 
component regrouping which represents a LFC, entails the deletion of the associated 
constraint and reciprocally. A bi-directional existential link is the added between the 
classes Regrouping and Constraint. In the same manner, we have added an oriented 
existential link between the Component and Regrouping classes. 
Since a component can be part of only one regrouping at a given instant, an exclusive 
link is added between the corresponding classes. 

JmkeJ I I ACllon I ' I' 

Jmkrd 1 I laIe I' I • 
co 

2 • 

o • o . • 
Constramt ECO LFC 

r I • Je.\I/{,,<J hy I I 

I' I I 
L--=3'---____ ----... Regroupmg 

3 x 

I 

Figure 17. Class diagram for the control supervision. 
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3.4. INTEGRATION OF SUPERVISION'S VIEWPOINTS 

The model showed figure 18 is the synthesis of the previous models. 

o • 
FunClion O' 
I1 '·.'C'(,(1I1t"J I -

Elerncnl 

Cen 
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Figure 18. Supervision modelling integration. 

4. Viewpoint of performance evaluation [2], [7], [111 

The performance evaluation research group works on the elaboration of the predictive 
deterministic and eyelic command by using Petri nets. The research of the predictive 
steady state command is led within two steps: 
• Short term production planning: the aim is to decompose the produetion into one or 

several feasible eyclie steady states: within eaeh steady state, a set of parts (ealled 
produetion horizon) is eyclieally produeed. A simultaneous produetion of part types 
is thus eonsidered. 

• Seheduling: a deterministic command is defined, mode lied by a Marked Graph, and 
represented by a Gantt diagram with both resourees and pallets behaviour. 

The model figure 19 integrates the short-term produetion plan and the sehedule. 
A part type regroups a set of identieal parts. A linear sequence eontains a 

sequenee of operations (maehining, assembling ... ). A set of resources ean perform one 
or several operations of the linear sequenee. A sequence deseribes the set of the 
possible linear sequences for part proeessing. A macro-sequence is the eyelie ordered 
regrouping of linear sequences. A steady state, whieh results from the alloeation of 
resources and pallets, is an aggregation of macro-sequences. The steady state describes 
the whole production cycle. Uses ofthe UML extensions: 
• the existential links part and resource with linear sequence ofthe model express that 

the deletion of apart or a resouree entails the deletion of the linear sequence, 
• the deletion of a linear sequence or a pallet entails the re-seheduling of the macro

sequence, 
• the deletion of a part type or a macro-sequence entails the re-eomputing of the 

eorresponding steady state, 
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• the exclusive links express that a linear sequence and a pallet belong to a single 
macro sequence at a given time. 
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Figure 19. Extended UML model for the performance evaluation. 

5. Data integration 

The main difficulty of the data integration in CASPAIM project results of the multi
expert features of the approach. 

The use of a common language as the extended UML constitutes a neutral 
description allowing the integration of the used tools and formalisms: statecharts, Petri
Nets, constraint tables ... 
In order to bring together the viewpoints of supervision and performance evaluation, we 
have searched the common objets of the two approaches. The UML diagrams have 
emphasised these common objects (operation, sequences ... ) and synonyms (effective 
machine = resource). The figure 20 shows the regrouping outline of the supervision and 
performance evaluation models (figures 18 and 19). 

Supervision Model Common objects: 
- Operation : 
- Operating sequence I 

- Resource ~ I 

Performance Evaluation Model - Effective Machine 

Figure 20. Regrouping ofviewpoints ofsupervision and performance evaluation. 
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6. Conclusion and perspectives 

The neutrality ofthe used formalism permitted first to each research subgroup to express 
the objects it manages, then to constitute the data dictionary, and at last to facilitate the 
integration ofthe viewpoints. The proposed extensions manage the dependencies among 
objects within the class diagram, so they improve the representation of the dynamics, 
which ensures better data consistency. 

We are currently building a data dictionary prototype based on the Oracle 
database management system. The classes and associations are implemented by tables 
and the proposed constraints by database triggers. 

The long term aim is to obtain a complete generic model. With an iterative and 
recursive method, an integration platform will be used to insert views progressively in 
our meta-model and to extract views from it. 
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Abstract. In order to assurne a production of quality, manufacturers have to adapt 
their processes in order to product true parts to the initial drawings. It will be more 
advisable for then to get a reliabJe process based on target points, instead of using a 
systematical control of each manufactured part allowing the output of the bad 
elements, the cost being in such case excessive. In the specialized literature, Taguchi's 
models are based on the use of the parabolic functions both in the mono and 
multidimensional cases. This paper is trying to define a Quality Loss Function (QLF) 
in the multidimensional case taking into consideration dependent variables. We show 
that the mathematical model can be considered as a positive definite quadratic form. 
The significant result of the paper is the decomposition of the Quality Loss Function in 
a sum of variances and cross products of the deviations of the arithmetical means, 
which are obtained from each target point for every constitutive part. 

1. Introduction 

The actual informational standards of manufacturing enterprises are based on methods, 
concepts, tools and techniques using artificial intelligence, that will permit us to adapt 
their activities and also their applications to continuous fluctuations of their economic 
environment. In fact, if we consider the enterprise not as a monolithic organization but 
as a set of treatment and information communication systems, we find a more dynamic 
organization that is necessary to the adaptation of the enterprise at the constant 
variability of its economic environment [2], [3]. 
The definition of «quality» [9] is given by ISO 8402 : "The set of properties and 
characteristics of a product or of a service that gives it the aptitude to satisfy the 
explicit and implicit needs ". The product must respond to the needs of the customer, 
that means what the customer wants, taking also into consideration implicit needs [5]. 

635 
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In the tripie constraint costs /delays/performances that characterize the conduct of the 
enterprise, the assimilation of these requests demands the use of some specific 
methods [13]. In the production process there exists certain variability. We try to have 
no difference bctween the actual process means and the nominal values, and the 
smallest variances when the number of items is relatively big, i.e. a robust design. 
Taguchi defines quality as « the quality of the product is the minimum loss imparted 
by the product of the society from the time product is shipped » [12]. This economic 
loss is associated with losses due to rework, waste of resources during manufacturing, 
warranty cost, customer complaints and dissatisfaction, time and money spend by 
customers on failing products, and eventual loss of market share. When a critical 
quality characteristic deviates from the target value, it causes a loss. Thc variation 
from target is the antithesis of quality. 'The TAGUCHI approach to robust design 
makes the engineer focus on reducing of variability of the process" [7] (Figure I). 

Costs 

0% 

\ 

Co~1s of 
bad quality 

Optimwn lO()<Vn 

Figllre I. Cost o!Qllality 

In the specialized literature, the Taguchi's models are based on the use of the 
parabolic functions both in the mono and multidimensional case [12] (Figure 2). 

----,.. 

LeT Target UCT 

Figllre 2. Qllality L(isS Fllflctioll (QLF) (md 111m it relates to the specijiwtioll limits 

2. The Quality Loss Function with dependent variables 

2.1 TA YLOR DEVELOPMENT FOR QUALITY LOSS FUNCTION 

Lct L be areal function of n real variables ( XI , ... ,xe), L : DeeRn ~R, with (ap-.,a,) the 
target (nominal) vector. It is possible to consider that L(x" ... , x,) is a continuous 
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function with partial derivatives up to the order of three. In these conditions the 
function L(x" ... , xJ can be expanded by using the Taylor formula about the target 
value (a" ... , a) with the rest of the second order [10]: 

1 n aL 
L(x, , ...... ,xn ) = L(a, , ..... , an )+- I-(a, , .... ,an )(Xi -ai) + 

I! i=' aXi 

1 n n a2L 
+- I I---(a, , ...... , an )(Xi -ai )(x j -ai )+ R 2 

2! i=li=,axiaXi 

(1) 

2.2 AN EXAMPLE: THE OVERRUNNING CLUTCH OF FORTINI 

We consider as an example of the QLF problem the classical example of the 
overrunning clutch of Fortini [6] (see figure 3), that was studied by many authors ([ 1], 
[5], [8]) by using different methods. 

y 
x2 

~. x3 

--,.ji~-+~_._. xl 

Figure 3. The overrunning clutch of Fortin i 

The contact angle y is the functional dimension that must be controlled and it is 
expressed as: 

y=f(X"X2,X3)=arccoJ x, J (2) l x3 - 2X2 

Therefore, we take as quality loss function the deviation of the contact angle relative to 
the target point: 

L(x, ,x2 ,x3 ) = Y - Yt (3) 

Using the Taylor development of the L(x"x"x,) we obtain the following result: 

(4) 
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If we take as cost function the cost of the three elements constituting the overrunning 
clutch, we can evaluate these costs in regard of the used process and in regard of the 
obtained precision for each part (see Table I revised after [5]) : 

T ABLE 1. Cost ~ tolerallce da ta jiJr the dutch 

Hub Roller Cage 
Tolerance Cost Tolerance Cost Tolerance Cost 
[in W" in.] [in dollars] [in 10-' in.] [in dollars] [in 10-' in.] [in dollars] 

2 19.38 1 3.513 1 18.637 
4 13.22 2 2.48 2 12.025 
8 5.99 4 1.24 4 5.732 
16 4.505 8 1.24 8 2.686 
30 2.065 16 1.20 16 1.984 
60 1.24 30 0.413 30 1.447 
120 0.825 60 0.413 60 1.20 

120 0.372 120 1.033 

These costs are determined as continuous curve as folIows: 

C j (z) = ----::2,..------ = 7 , ' 

ajz +bjz+c j (-5.441*z- +0.01651z)*1O~· 

1 
C 7 (z) = ----::2:------

- a2Z +b2 z+C 2 

C,(z) = 2 = (z = ll3) 
. a3z +b3z+C 3 (-1.1319z2+0.0205z)*10~4' 

If we take as the target vector 
(a j ,a 2 , a3) = (2.17706,0.9000,4.000) in inches 

We obtain: 

1 2 2 

(5) 

Y - Yt = -3.1558ll j - 6.2458ll, + 3.122%, +-[-68.4237 llj - 279.372%2 -
- . 2! (6) 

69.8432ll~ + 2 * (-69.8432)llj ll2 + +2. 69. 1443ll j ll3 + 2 * (-138.2894 )ll2ll3] 

In addition, we can resolve the following problem: What is the best manufacturing 
processes for the three parts of the overrunning clutch in order to minimize the global 
cost and to respect a specific quality? 

For a given limit of the Y-Yt, the tolerance and the manufacturing cost values are 
obtained in Table 2: 

T ABLE 2. Manufacturing cost values 

Deviation (Y-Yt) llj ll2 ll3 Cost [in dollars] 

0.02 0.0084 0.0036 0.0107 2.6972 
0.002 0.0070 0.0026 0.0117 3.0602 

In this example, we saw the possibility to choose the best processes for a wanted 
quality of a system. 
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3. A new formulation for the QLF with dependant variables 

Now, we propose and justify the use of the QLF with dependent variables in the 
multidimensional case [10]. In this paper the following assumptions are made as usual: 
a) By definition, the Quality Loss Function is zero at the point (aI'" .. ' an). 

L (al' ... ,aJ = 0, (7) 
b) At the target point the function L has a minimum so all its partial derivatives of the 
first order at this nominal value vanish, 

dL 
-(a"a2' .... ,a n )=0, 'l7'iEl,n (8) 
dXj 

c) It can also be assumed that the argument x is c\ose enough to the target point, xza, 
and consequently we can consider that the terms of orders higher than two are zero 
because the rest of the Taylor formula tends towards zero. 

In these conditions, we get the approximate formula: 

1 n n d2L 
L(x" x 2 , ... , x n ) z, I I---(a" a 2 , ... ,a n )(xi - ai )(xi -a j) (9) 

2.'=']=1 dxidx j 

Then it is natural to take as a model for the Quality Loss Function the following 
quadratic form: 

n 11 

L(x" .... ,xn )= I Ikij(xi -ai)(Xi -ai) 
i=' j=1 

(10) 

Here (kij) denote the costs that can be determined for each specific case. Remarks: 

• If k ij = ° for each pair (i, j), i *" j, we obtain the model of Multi-Component 
Tolerances described by Feng and Kusiak [5]. 
• For a given pair (i, j) the cost kiJ is determined by estimating the loss when X, 

deviates from ai by ~',""dl deviates from a j by ~j. 
• It is possible that the loss caused by the deviations have unequal values for the 
lower and upper limits, respectively. In other words, for a given pair of indices, kiJ can 
take a single value or two values, depending on the position of the variable in regards 
to the target point. 
Let us suppose now that m observations of identical products with multiple 
dimensions are taken. The expected loss given by the expression of the Quality Loss 
Function for a sampie of m items is defined as the arithmetic mean of the losses, 

- 1 m Ä Ä 
L(x"x2,····,xn )=-IL(x, , .... ,xn ) (11) 

m Ä=' 

Considering the observed values as outcomes of a random vector, we can compute the 
risk in terms of mathematical statistics. The arithmetical Quality Loss Function can be 
decomposed in the following factors: the sum of variances about the arithmetic mean 
value and the cross products of deviations of the empirical mean from the target value 
for every constituti ve part: 

(12) 
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So: 
- n n r2 - - ] . - 1 m A 
L(x" ... ,xn)=llkijLsij+(xi-ai)(xj-aj) wlth xi=-lxi 

i=lj=1 m A=I 
(13) 

1 m A - A -
and s·· =-- l(x -x)(x -x) 

'J m _ 1 A=I' , J J' 
iEl,n;jEl,n 

The value kii is determined by estimating the loss when Xi deviates from a by L1i The 
value k" (i,tj; i, j=l, 2, 3) is determined by estimating the loss when Xi and Xj deviates 
from ai and a j by L1 i and L1 j • 

In the bidimensional case, we found some previous result [3], [10], and [11]: 

L(x,y)=kll~?1 +(:;:_a)2 J+k 22 [Si2 +(y_b)2 J+ 
k l2 [S122 + (:;:- a)(:;: -b)]+ k 21 [si, + (:;: -a)(:;:-b)] 

(14) 

4. Examples 

4.1 RECT ANGLE PLACEMENT 

Consider that a big fragment of iron plate has to be cut into rectangular parts. We 
assume that the nominal length of each part is 5 cm, the nominal width is 4 cm and 
that the functionallimits of each dimension are of ± 0.2 mm. 
If thc length or width of apart is more than 0.2 mm smaller than the nominal size, the 
device is considered a failure. 
If the length or the width of apart is more than 0.2 mm larger than the nominal size, 
the part may be cut again, but the exceeded material is lost. 

The loss cost in proportional to the loss surface and gives for the different cases: 

k11 = {
4(X - 5) C if X > 5.02 and 3.98 ~ y ~ 4.02 

xyC if x < 4.98 and 3.98 ~ y ~ 4.02 

!(X-5)(Y-4)C if x>5.02 and y>4.02 

k12 = xyC if x< 4.98 and y < 3.98 or 

x < 4.98 and y > 4.02 

!(X-5)(Y -4)C if x > 5.02 and y > 4.02 

k 21 = xyC if x < 4.98 and y< 3.98 or 

X > 5.02 and y < 3.98 

(15) 

k , ? ={5(Y-4)C if 4.98~x~5.02 and y>4.02 

~- xyC if 4.98 ~ x ~ 5.02 and y < 3.98 

4.2 THE OVERRUNNING CLUTCH OF FORTINI 

We consider also the overrunning clutch of Fortini [6] (see figure 3). Now, we propose 
the following calculation model: let us consider the «optimal» dimensions for each 
component (that implies «optimal» costs). We take into consideration devices with 
different sizes and, implicit, different costs. Considering the observed values as 
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outcomes of a random vector, we can compute the risk in terms of mathematical 
statistics. 

Given: 
1°) The target vector (al' Cl2, a,) = (2.17706,0.9000,4.000) in inches 

2") The nominal value and tolerances of angle y are 0.144 ± 0.02 rad 
3") The tolerance requirement for dimension i is: ~1 for al' ~, for a" ~, for a,. 

The deviations around the «optimum» can be used to define kif Obviously, there exist 
many other possibilities for evaluating kif 
The loss caused by unacceptable hub, unacceptable roller, unacceptable cage, 
respectively unacceptable hub and roller, unacceptable hub and cage, unacceptable 
cage and roller, is estimated [12, 2, 10, 1, 3,2]*C, with C is the cost ofrepairing. If for 
given (xl' x2' x,), the value Y is not in the tolerances the devices is reject. 
If for given (xl' x" Xl)' the value Y is in the tolerances the values are used for the 
arithmetical mean. 
The value k" is determined by estimating the loss when Xi deviates from a by ~i' 
The value k" (i:;t:j; i, j=l, 2, 3) is determined by estimating the loss when Xi and Xi 

deviates from ai and a, by ~i and respectively ~" 

In this case the arithmetical mean of values of Quality Loss Function is: 

L(X I ,X2 ,X3)= Ikijk +(~ -Cli)(Xj -aj)] 
i=1 

We obtain: L (xl' x2' x3)=1.0067*10 5 (Table 3) 

T ABLE 3 QLFfiir overrunninx cll/tch o{ Fortin i 

x 2.1771 s" 7.4579* 10 x 
I 

x2 0.9002 sn 9.7361*10' 

Xl 
4.0001 s" 8.0604*10' 

a 2.17706 s, 2.7917*10' 
a, 0.9000 s 8.6467*10 9 

a 4.000 s, 1.9944* 10x 
k 33.3333 L 3.3333 

k" 8.0001 k" 8.3333 
k 27.7778 k, 6.6667 

~=~, 0.0006 ~, 0.0005 

5. ConcIusion 

Product/process design has a great impact on life cycle cost and quality. When a 
critical quality characteristic deviates from the target value, it causes a loss. An 
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examination of the loss function shows that variability reduction or quality 
improvement drives cost down. 
This paper defines the Quality Loss Function in the multidimensional case taking into 
consideration at same time interaction. The significant result is the decomposition of 
the values of the Quality Loss Function in a sum of variances - covariance's and cross 
products of the deviations of arithmetical means, which are obtained from each target 
point for every constitutive part. The methods provide an efficient and systematic way 
to optimize designs for performance, quality, and cost. Lowest cost can only be 
achieved at zero variability from target. Continuously pursuing variability reduction 
from the target value in critical quality characteristics is the key to achieve high 
quality and reduce cost. The model as weil as follows the approaches of achieving the 
quality by robust engineering design. 
It allows analyzing the manufacturability cost and quality at the product design stage. 
Furthermore, the method can aid in integrating cost and engineering functions through 
the concurrent engineering approach required evaluating cost. 
Principal benefits include considerable time and resource savings: determination of 
important factors affecting operation, performance and cost; and quantitative 
recommendations for design which achieve lowest cost, high quality solutions. lt is the 
systematic and efficient approach for determining the optimum configuration of design 
parameters for performance, quality and cost. 
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This paper presents the research work undertaken in the domain of the safety of 
numerically controlled woodworking machines. It begins with an overview of the 
legislative and safety framework in wh ich manufacturers design new machines. Then it 
proposes a hazards identification and analysis aimed at integrating safety principles in 
the design of numerically controlled woodworking machines. Areal working situation 
is then analysed an approach that combines an ergonomic approach with a functional 
analysis, and that places the emphasis on the man/machine system. The results of this 
analysis are used to enrich a distributed design model applied in an experiment aimed to 
improving the wood-partic\es extraction system ofthese machines. 

1. Introduction 

Operators have long been subject to multiple and numerous accidents while working on 
woodworking machines. Automation has led to reducing the hazards run but not fully 
eradicated them, and has in certain cases even introduced new ones. Thus, accidents 
still occur (amputations, perforations, death) all too often (Statistiques CNAMTS, 
1997). 

This remark applies to the numerically controlled routing machines, the 
particular subject of interest in this study (Fig. 1). 
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Figure.l. Numerically controlled woodworking machine (or router) 

This paper provides a review of the legislative and normative framework in which 
manufacturers design new machines, before going on to present the approach adopted 
to identify and analyse hazards in order to integrate safety regulations in the design of 
numerically controlled woodworking machines. 

To reduce the hazards linked to routing machines, areal work situation was 
analysed using a process employing both ergonomic approach and functional analysis, 
that places the emphasis on the activity of the man/machine system. The results were 
used to enrich a distributed design model employed in a design experiment on the 
wood-particles extraction system ofthese machines. 

2. Legislative framework 

On a legislative level, designers have had an obligation to satisfy essential safety 
requirements since European directives came into force (Directive 89/392/CEE, 1989). 

To help manufacturers design machines that meet the requirements of these 
directives, numerous groups (composed of representatives of manufacturers, end users, 
and research and prevention centres ) working within standardisation bodies, have been 
drafting texts laying down technical specifications. In addition to the basic standards 
applicable to all types of machines, there are also product-family and product-specific 
standards for particular categories of machines (Fig. 2). 
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Figure.2. European standards relative to NC router safety (Standard project Pr EN 848-3, 1996) 

In the case of numerically controlled woodworking machines, the range of 
machined items (in terms of both species and inherent characteristics) means that full 
automation ofthese machines is difficult to foresee. As a result, the operator must work 
ciosely with the machine to achieve a common objective, namely to machine items of 
wood in accordance with the specification drawing. 

It would therefore appear necessary to take account of the operator in any 
analysis process aiming to reduce the hazards on these machines. 

3. Towards intrinsic safety 
3.1. CHAIN OF EVENTS 

Machines are still considered dangerous ; we speak of "dangerous entities" in the chain 
of events leading to an accident on a machine and injury to man (Fig. 3). In certain 
circumstances, this situation can be considered as ''potentially dangerous" and can end 
up in an accident unless specific measures are taken to interrupt the chain of events. 
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Figure.3. Chain of events leading to an accident (Ciccotelli, 1997) 
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The measures taken will be all the more effeetive the earlier they oeeur in the 
ehain. Thus, it is advised to give priority to redueing the dangerous features of the 
maehine and to antieipating the eritieal events, before going on to prediet prevention 
possibilities. This is termed intrinsic safety. 

3.2. CONTRIBUTION OF AN ERGONOMIC APPROACH AND A 
FUNCTIONAL ANAL YSIS 

To apply this prineiple, it is neeessary both to identify and assess the future aetivity of 
the operators on the maehine at the design stage. With this in mind, eertain ergonomie 
approaehes propose analysing a referenee operating situation in order to identify 
elements of variability, sources of ineident, faetors of eomplexity, and "typical 
activities" linked to these elements (Daniellou, 1989). This proeess ean highlight 
probable eharaeteristies of the future aetivity of the new work situation; eharaeteristies 
that ean then be eonsidered in the design projeet of a new system. 

These methods are often entirely distinet from the funetional analysis approach 
eurrently undertaken during the design of a new produet or system of produetion. To 
overeome this drawback, a methodologieal proeess (MAFERGO [Fadier, 1994]) is 
employed, together with operation, malfunction and structural-functional analyses, 
through a general methodologie al diagram grouping both the functional and ergonomie 
approach. The functional analysis ean deseribe the manufacturing process and assess 
the teehnieal malfunetions of the system. The ergonomie analysis provides knowledge 
of the real aetivity of the man/machine system while assessing the impact of 
malfunctions on the activities of the operator. The subsequently earried out eausal 
analysis, integrating all the teehnieal, human and organisational events, ean deseribe 
ways of improvement validated by simulations based on modelling the man/maehine 
system. 

4. Application to a real operating situation 

Using this process, we identified and analysed the hazards and diffieulties linked to 
using routing maehines in a real operating situatioll. 

This six-day intervention in a fumiture making faetory provided an analysis of 
five operators working on two types of routers. 

4.1. ERGONOMIC APPROACH 

The analysis is based on the video recorded observations of the aetivities of the various 
operators on the two machines. These observations were followed up by interviews with 
the operators to obtain justifications for their aetions and to elicit explanations of how 
malfunetions were eorreeted (Demor, 1997). 
Through these observations, three different aetivity phases were identified : 
• running production eycles, 
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• changing over product series, 
• entering and setting new programmes. 
Tbe collected data was used with three main aims in mind : 
• analysing both the malftmctions and incidents, and their management, 
• analysing the regulations carried out by the operators during the three phases, 
• analysing the hazards linked to working on these machines and the way they are 
handled by the operators. 

The malfunctions and incidents observed can generally be put down to the 
characteristics of the raw materials, to difficulties in altering the programme or to 
technical failures of the system. A number of similarities between these incidents and 
the two accidents declared over the eight years that these machine have been used in the 
firm, were highlighted. The dangerous nature of some incidents was also pointed. 

Two main problems linked to the design of the machine liable to be a source of 
hazards were identified : 
• problems in the presentation of information on the control screen, 
• difficulties in getting information related to the tool movements despite the fact that 
it is important during setting phases (this problem is primarily linked to the 
characteristics ofthe wood-particles extraction system). 

The routing machines studied had moving parts during operation that could lead 
to risks of projection of the item or tool, and to risks of contact between the operator 
and parts of the machine. These risks may have direct consequences such as cuts, 
crushing, ... The observations demonstrate that they are even greater as the operator 
works directly in the movement zone of the machine head, particularly : 
• during setting, when he carries out a tactile check of machining quality and a visual 
check ofboth the tool movement and its contact with the item. 
• during machining, when he positions an item or removes chips of wood, even 
though the unit is machining another item on the same bed (pendulum work). 

However, the operators would appear to apply safety practices, that prevent the 
appearance of certain incidents : 
• when changing series, the programme (trajectories, speeds, ... ) and tools are 
checked, 
• when carrying out setting, numerous visual, tactile and sound checks are performed 
while running the programme gradually, several times ifnecessary, 
• positioning and fixing the primary items are consciously checked, to avoid items 
and chips of wood projecting. Machine stops are programmed to ensure that any chips 
are cleared before the machining of woodpieces. 

4.2. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

The man/machine pair was mode lied from this analysis through its co-operating, 
functional and operational activity (Jouffroy et al., 1998). 

This model (Fig 4) of the interaction between man and machine was designed 
from both the operating and malfunction point of views (Ortiz-Hemandez, 1995). The 
software tool employed allows the consequences of machine and operator malfunctions 
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to be predicted during the entering, setting and machining phases, and various analyses 
to be carried out (FMEA, fault tree) that highlight the points critical to the safety of the 
operator. 

C System J 

Fixation 
tool 

C out~ 
I 

Figure.4. Summarised hierarchical decomposition ofthe manJmachine system 

Propositions of improvements andlor modifications, allow existing machines to 
be modified and safety regulations to be integrated during the design of new machines. 

5. Integrating a distributed design method 

It is not enough to integrate the regulations stemming from these analysis into the 
specification, for them to be taken into account automatically in the development cycle 
ofthe machine (Tichkiewitch et al., 1993). In the same way as consideration is given to 
production costs during the product design stage, equal consideration must be given to 
the specific safety aspects, that encompass the entire life cycle of the product from the 
preliminary phases of design through to the final product stage, namely destruction and 
recycling (Standard NF EN 292, 1991). 

With the appearance of concurrent engineering at the onset of the 90's 
(Sohlenius, 1992 ; Cerezuela, 1996), new concepts emerged that allow better integration 
of the safety regulations in the life cycle, in the same way as for manufacturing, 
maintenance or marketing. 

5.1. PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD 

To achieve this, a method was employed proposing that, with respect to design, a 
product emerges gradually from the different points of view encountered throughout the 
product life cycle (Garro, 1995). The model defined by a network of actors able to 
exchange and interact mutually is founded on connectionist principles (Fig 5). Each 
actor has its own objective and contributes to the emergence of a product meeting a 
global objective. Emergence is aided by the properties of the network (heterogeneity, 
non closure, non atom-like cell structure [Salau, 1995]), and communications between 
actors to develop coherent proposals. 
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Adding H.S.E. (Health, Safety and Ergonomics) actors contributes to a better 
integration of safety principles, the multi-disciplinary know-how and knowledge of 
these actors allowing a reduction in risks without the introduction of new hazards. 

Figure.5. Distributed design model 

5.2. APPLICATION TO AN ELEMENT OF A MACHINE 

This distributed design model was employed within the context of an experiment 
undertaken by INRS and CRAN focused on improving the system for extracting the 
wood particles produced by machining. 

This part of the machine causes the operators a great deal of discomfort as : 
• the existing extraction system makes getting visual information from the tool 
difficult during machining, despite these information are important during the setting 
phase, 
and when the extraction system is not effective : 
• the operators have to clean the machine regularly to prevent failure of the item 
keeping system and the result is significant loss of productivity, 
• they are permanently exposed to wood dust likely to cause pulmonary irritation and 
even cancer ofthe ethmoid. 

To be in a position to quantify the improvements, ventilation measurements were 
taken that provided the efficiencies and the dust concentrations at the work station of 
both the old and new systems. 

6. Conclusion 

Through a viewpoint integrated approach (ergonomics approach, functional modelling, 
and "safety profession" integration), a process is proposed that contributes to the safety 
of machinery. Tbe distributed design method remains to be validated on an part of a 
machine, and thus the relevance of such a process still has to be demonstrated to the 
manufacturers. 
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The setting of a production is a complex task which involves heterogeneous agents, 
systems and activities. Nowadays hardware and software materials exist which make 
easier the work of the different agents (network, modular fixture, database, loading and 
unloading Ne programs ). In the case of a multisite activity, these tools are not sufficient 
and we have to reorganize the whole process. Taking into ac count the two sites of the 
Atelier InterEtablissements de Productique (A.I.P) of Nantes, we have implemented 
communications tools and a data management system in order to use the tools 
(hardware and software) available on the two sites on the same project. In this paper we 
describe the different tools we have used and our approach to create a product data 
management system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The setting up of a new product, from its design to its distribution, requires a great 
number of resources stemming from multiple and various disciplines which are 
generally not grouped together only one place. Usually, due to communication and 
availability problems, this setting up takes a long time which can be prejudicial to the 
enterprise's productivity. In order to cope with this problem, a solution consists in 
selecting the resources involved in the creation project and in synthesizing them 
together in a all-in-one and communicating feature: a virtual enterprise. 
Our goal, in the A.I.P. ofNantes, is to achieve the setting of an educational and research 
platform developed in the context of industrial (SME) integration. We want to show up 
the processes and the means required for the creation and management of the whole 
product data : from its design to its commercialization including supplying, production, 
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measurement, assembly, .... 
This platform will allow the training of students for a global approach of the enterprise 
according to a project-based structure. This structure allows to break down the divisions 
between functions and tools (CAD, CAM, CAPP, ... ) in a context ofvirtual enterprise 
and to integrate cooperation thanks to modem communication tools (Furet 96). 
As the A.LP. ofNantes has a multisite structure and as our common activity is oriented 
towards mechanical production, our work deals with the preparation and the setting of 
the production. The different software and hardware used in the two sites underline the 
difficulties linked to data exchange (CAD, CAM, ... ) we have to deal with. Before 
tackling the problem of data management we have to know what the nature of the 
exchange is (what are the data?, how do they progress ?, ... ). 
Setting up the production is complex because it includes several proceedings and this is 
a wonderful example of groupwork. We must reorganize those proceedings since we 
can't manage a voluntary approach of the agents involved in the preparation stage of the 
production. This is all the more necessary since we are in the context of virtual 
manufacturing. 

In this paper, we explain the processes we have adopted for the manufacturing of a part 
- from the geometric, technologic and economic data- in a virtual enterprise context. 
The aim of this project is the setting of tools allowing the process' s analysis, the tasks 
and data modelization and, finally, the optimization of their time organization. 
Moreover we have underlined the needs for communication : not only between 
machines or software but also between humans. In this study we have classified these 
exchanges in two categories : technical data and cooperation data. 

2. PREP ARA TION AND SETTING OF THE PRODUCTION 

2.1. PROCESSES 

We are in the context of small business or small industrial companies fitted out with NC 
Machine-Tools producing manufactured mechanical parts. This enterprise is organized 
according to the virtual manufacturing concept: 

- either a multisite enterprise which produces where resources are available, 
- or a partners hip between the customer, producer, subcontractor and supplier, 
- or a consortium of enterprises working together on a shared project (AlP, 
1996). 

Here we only deal with the preparation and the setting of the production. This step is 
part and parcel of the life-cycle of a product : from its design to its marketing. 

Here is our approach on the preparation and the setting of the production: 
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First we deal with the geometry of apart, with its technical (material, quality ... ) and 
economical (aim, cost, expected rate) data to obtain the manufactured product. Figure 1 
shows the evolution of the different steps from the file definition of the geometry of the 
part coming from a CAD software to its manufacturing, gradually en1arging what is 
called the "manufacturing files" (Bregeon, 1995). 
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F ig. 1: Preparation and setting of the production 

2.2. MEANS AND AGENTS 

During the preparation, several tasks are required. Those tasks involve different means : 
manufacturing and control machines, computers and software which are often 
heterogeneous, as well as agents whose competencies are various and multiple. All 
those means and agents can be distributed on two or more sites. As far as material and 
software means are concemed all the followings are available in the A.I.P.: 
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- NC Machine Too13,4 and 5 axis and Co-ordinate Measuring System (CMS), 
- Tool-Gage, Modular Fixture, 
- Heterogeneous CAM software to create the process plan and the CN programs, 
prepare the cutting tools and the modular mounting, and load NC pro grams into the 
machine tool. 

Moreover, we must notice the abilities and the various concems of agents working on 
the manufacturing process (production engineers, CN pro gram engineers, operators, 
... ). 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE PREPARATION AND SETTING OF THE 
PRODUCTION 

In order to determine the different tools, an analysis of the manufacturing of a standard 
part was undertaken. Four steps were necessary: 
- Analysis of the already existing process, 
- Modeling of activities and their associated data, 
- Optimization of those activities (scheduling), 
- Management of the process with the agents, the tools and the different means. 

3.1. ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING PROCESS 

Firstly, we have analyzed the process of the preparation and manufacturing of the part. 
In order to ac hieve this first step, we have gathered manufacturing data and activities 
linked to the achievement of their tasks from all the agents dealing with the preparation 
and setting of the production. This analysis leads to : 

a list of the input data which are needed in order to achieve in good conditions each 
activity, 
a list of the output data for all activities, 
the description of all basic activities, 
registration of the necessary resources, so that the activities can be successfully 
carried out. 

3.2. ACTIVITIES AND DATA MODELISATION 

This modelization has been done thanks to the SADT methodology. This methodology 
(Structured Analysis Design Technique) was developed in 1972 by Softech (Ross IGL). 
This methodology is based on graphic representation by boxes. The box represents the 
activity and the arrows represent the input, output, mechanisms, and controls of the 
activity. A mechanism or resource is the means that performs the activity, for example, 
a person or an equipment. A constraint is something which influences or controls how 
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an activity will be carried out. Unlike inputs, mechanisms and controls are generaHy not 
transformed or consumed by the activity. An input is the result of the activity. Eaeh box 
describing an aetivity can be split into sub-activities. This methodology is eonsidered as 
general and ean be applied to any ease or problem. It can be used in the 
multidiseiplinary teams which coneemed our study (Calvez, 1990). 

Thanks to the analysis of the already existing proeess, the modeling enabled us to 
eoHect all the tasks that need to be fulfilled and the necessary assoeiated data (Lepeltier, 
1998). The SADT modeling is known for its powerful expression. However its lack of a 
temporal semantic forced us to combine it with the PERT/GANIT methods (Lesage 
and al., 1995). 

3.3. ACTIVITIES OPTIMISA TION 

The PERT method deseribes the interactions between the different steps of the projeet 
as a network of activities and events. In this method, we describe aetivities which are 
essential and events which begin and end eaeh aetivity. Those activities are determined 
by a preceding relation specifying the sequence of tasks. PERT diagrams together with 
GANTT diagrams bring into reliefthe duration ofthe projeet and the necessary time for 
each task. 

Task I Task2 

SADT 
Gantt et Pert 

Fig.2 : Task optimization by SADT and PERT methods combination 
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Those two approaches, SADT method with PERT/GANTT methods enabled us to 
optimize the whole process according to the definition of simultaneous activities 
(Figure 2) instead ofsequential ones (Cavaliere, 1996). 

3.4. PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

The SADT and PERT/GANTT approaches allow us to analyze and optimize, with the 
notion of time, the process of preparation and the setting of the production. However, it 
is necessary, in order to optimize the data exchange, to add a step consisting in 
analyzing, modeling and automating the flow of the documents and in general the 
information about the process of production (David and al., 1996). This part of the 
study, which is in progress, consists in more or less important automation of the 
process. 

4. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

As a consequence of the previous stage of analysis and transcription of data, several 
means seem to be necessary to set this groupwork in the virtual manufacturing context 
(Jacquet and al., 1996). We noticed among other things: 

- Representation and conversion of data, 
- Management of those data (integration of data, filing, creation, validation, 

broadcasting), 
- Management of the process, 
- Setting of the communication function. 

In our study we deal with the management of the data and the process within the 
context of the groupwork and the setting of the communication function as far as the 
virtual manufacturing is concemed. Figure 3 shows the simplified platform oftests. 

Fig. 3 : Simplified diagram for groupwork validation 
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4.1. SETTING OF THE PDMS 

At this stage, we deal with the setting of the Product Data Management Systems 
(Radoing, 1995). The setting of the PDMS allows us to solve the problem of data 
management (integration of data, files, creation, validation, broadcasting). This 
database contains all the necessary information for the preparation of the production. It 
can be shared from a distance and be used and filled in by an the agents working in the 
stage of the preparation of the production. 

The carrying out of the database consists in determining the table, defining the request, 
creating the data capture forms and the output states, managing the database according 
to the function of the agents. This management was conducted thanks to the Access 
software from Microsoft Co. 

4.2. COMMUNICA TION MEANS 

At the same time we shared some resources on an FTP server and set means of 
communication between the different agents working in the groupwork towards 
preparing and setting the production. The electronic mailing improved the groupwork 
thanks to the notion of asynchronous cooperation that is to say the different agents can 
interact on their activities, exchanging data without co-temporality. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The originality of our work doesn't lie in the use of already existing methods but in a 
structured approach. In fact, the combination ofthe SADT and PERT/GANTT methods 
permitted to reveal, on the one hand, activities and associated data and, on the other 
hand, their synchronization. Our approach in the analysis stage has been all the more 
necessary since the setting of the groupwork must be carried out in the context of a 
virtual manufacturing because the organization of the activities and data becomes more 
important compared in to a monosite structure. 

The precise analysis i.e. the activities split up in hierarchical sub-activities of the 
preparation, the setting of the production and the use of the project management as far 
as temporal aspects are concemed, allowed us to determine simultaneous functions 
instead of sequential ones. 

The management of the process thanks to a Product Data Management Systems 
improves the duration of preparation reducing the mistakes in data capture and allowing 
to give a particular context for each agent. Moreover, the application of the method and 
the rule is easier thanks to Product Data Management Systems and it provides us with a 
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better knowledge about the future process of manufacturing. The setting of the 
communication tools (email, FTP Server, ... ) improves the exchange between the agents 
working an several sites. 

In our study, for the manufacturing of the standard part, the time saved is about 50% 
compared to a conventional preparation. 

The next step will be the setting, on the one hand, of videoconferencing tools, 
whiteboard, agenda and, on the other hand, the integration of software around the 
concepts ofGroupWare and Workflow to improve the groupwork. 
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